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Lovely lashes demand her attention
but not a second for her tender gums

(

How

often such neglect leads

to real dental tragedies

. .

gums the benefit
Ipana and Massage.

give your
of

1ET her labor
'

is

a smile both good-looking

For Ipana with massage

look

help benefit your

and lovely to
But not until she knows the
meaning of that tinge of "pink" on her
tooth brush — knows it and does someat.

thing about

Never Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"
over her lashes until she

late for the show... let

her spend

"Pink tooth brush"

is

a distress signal.

time and money on her favorite brands

When you see

of cosmetics and cold cream But will

gums that
have grown tender because of our modern soft foods— gums that need more
work— and, as your dentist will so often
advise, gums that need the stimulating

someone please

tell

her about her dull,

dingy smile— a smile that distorts a face

even as beautiful as hers?
Yet she could have— can have— teeth
that sparkle with brilliant whiteness
. .

ally,

however,

your

teeth.

Rub

your

gums

ever)7 time

teeth.

it!

it—see your
it

dentist.

Usu-

only means

help of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.

is

never

a

Insury.
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a

little

is

designed to

as well as clean

extra Ipana on
you brush your

Those lazy gums quicken as new
wakens in the tissues. The

circulation

gum

walls themselves gain

new

firmness.

Play

safe.

new

Even before you

health,

see that

tinge of "pink," schedule yourself for
this

modern

dental health routine as

one sensible and

effective

way

to help

the health of your teeth and gums. Your
smile will be brighter,

and appealing — and

i

good tooth paste,
like a good dentist,
a

gums

")

P

more

attractive

safer!
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How Bob
Jean loves

mad

loves

— and how

it!. ..It's

farce in the

a merry

M-G-M

"Libeled Lady" manner —
which means high-powered
romance mined in with th©
laughs!... Here's the merriest of Springtime pictures!
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TAGGING
TALKIES

the

Jules Verne's thrilling fiction about the

Cut to the pattern of "Cockeyed World"
and such previous McLaglen films, with
Preston Foster as Victor's sparring partner.
There's a swell comedy start, an overstrained and muddled dramatic middle, and
spectacular in showa very exciting finish
ing rescues by the Coast Guard. McLaglen
Foster the
is the non-com in the Guard;
girl-in-every-port sailor type. Ida Lupino
is McLaglen's daughter. The acting is fine.

Delight Evans' Reviews

Lynne Overman is finally given a break
by Paramount, and he more than lives up
to his opportunity. As the flatfoot who promotes himself a job solving a mystery surrounding the death of a college professor,
Overman displays fine acting talents in
what shapes up as a rather good part.
Larry Crabbe, Astrid Allwyn, Marsha
Hunt, and Roscoe Karns round out a
nicely balanced cast. You'll find it pleasing.

This has its moments dramatically that
Gloria Stuart as an innocent suspect of murder plays tenderly and with
charm. Nice, restrained, polished acting is
offered by Walter Pigeon, district attorney
who harbors Gloria, ignorant at first she
is wanted for a crime, after she has helped
save his son in a fire aboard ship. Billy
Burrud is the boy, and he plays the part
in his usual sure way. Routine movie fare.

Michael Whalen and Claire Trevor again
teamed (and very successfully), in an unpretentious but highly amusing story about
a runaway bride who hitch-hikes her way
into the heart of a chap driving to California in a caravan of new cars. Story
lines get tangled a bit, but it's no matter
the romance is pleasing, and this makes
good entertainment. Joan Davis, Bennie
Bartlett, Chick Chandler and others, good.

If you like Joe E. Brown, you'll be thoroughly satisfied with this, his newest riot
of fun incidentally his first under the
RKO banner. The story, running true to
the star's type, is all about Joe's extravagant adventures while working his way
through an astrological college if you can
imagine You'll like Marian Marsh, Fred
Keating, Maude Edburne, and Suzanne

young Russian

—

1

The
-

on Pages 52-53

is

—

—while

—

—

!

Karen

in their parts too.

Laughs here.

officer

who

braves death

to defeat enemies of his Czar, retold in
exciting and spectacular style. Anton Walbrook, Continental star, makes his Hollywood debut, proving an actor of skill and
personal magnetism. Elizabeth Allan, Fay
Bainter, Margot Grahame, Eric Blore, and
particularly Akim Tamiroff as the villain,
are noteworthy. See it if you like action

Edward Arnold as a ruthless lumber
magnate gives a truly sincere interpretaFrancine Larrimore is brilliant in
tion
;

her film debut, proves a definite screen bet
George Bancroft as Arnold's pal has his
best part in a long while. But, alas, the
story is not up to the measure of this fine
acting, and while the film is fairly satisfactory from an audience-interest standpoint, it should have been far, far better.

There seems to be a cycle of films attacking superstition and bigotry. In this entry
to the field it's a doctor who suffers^ because of ignorance and erroneous viewpoint. Warren William, as the doctor, is
good, as is Karen Morley in the role of
enemy and sweetheart. But Lewis Stone's
is the outstanding acting contribution here.
John Wray, Esther Dale, Jackie Moran
and others supply good support. Fair.

Man

Who

Ppllr

'."•Mild

"Wiji^

Work
'

Miracles

(KordaUnited
Artists)

Droll fantasy written for the screen by
in a way very
different from the usual film entertainment,

H. G. Wells, and diverting

and worth seeing on that account. Roland
Young, supported by an all-English cast,
does a capital job of acting as the retail
clerk who suddenly is endowed with the

power to perform miracles, and finds the
power far too great for his peace of mind.
Not exciting, but clever and unusual.

6

Douglas

MacLean

—to

achieves

a

life-long

produce the film that established him as a silent screen star
with this
fairly amusing comedy of World War days
among the dough-boys. It should please
you if you have the average film-goer's
taste for humor and romance. James Ellison
sings a couple of good songs and gives
ambition

—

a nice interpretation in the leading role.
Terry Walker plays opposite him nicely.

Maybe we remember too vividly the previous telling of this story of the lady crook
who sacrifices all for love of a rich nobleman. Or maybe we

like

Joan Crawford

she's not being so elegant. At any
rate, this lacks conviction and lustre. The
three-star combination of Joan, William

when

Powell and Robert Montgomery is bound
interest, though as things go Frank
Morgan and Jessie Ralph take the honors.

to

How
Career Girls
overcome the
greatest handicap
to success
BUSINESS
teaching
each is a
.

.

.

.

... the stage
.

fierce competition in

quarter

Who

.

.

.

other professions
field sizzling with
.

which no

asked and none given.
has the better chance of
is

getting ahead

—a

girl

whose

sweet and fresh or one
whose breath is a continual offense to others?
breath

is

*

*

*

Be Ever On Guard
Common sense gives you the answer.
Today only the

dull

and stupid

fail

to

recognize the threat of halitosis (bad
breath) and the harm it can do. The fastidious, the intelligent appraise it for
a constant menace that may
what it is
be present one day and absent the next.
They are continually on guard against it.
There has always been one safe product

—

especially fitted to correct halitosis pleasantly and promptly. Its name is Listerine,

and

it is

the pleasantest tasting, most de-

mouth wash you can use.
When you rinse your mouth with
Listerine here is what happens.

lightful

Four

Benefits

Fermentation of tiny food particles
(the major cause of breath odors) is in(1)

stantly halted.

Decaying matter is swept from
on mouth, gum, and tooth

(2)

large areas
surfaces.

(3) Millions of bacteria capable of causing odors are destroyed outright.
(4) The breath itself— indeed, the entire mouth— is freshened and sweetened.

Imitations Fail

Many

imitations of it have failed either
because they could not do what Listerine
does; because they did not meet standard
requirements for an antiseptic; or because
they were too strong, too harsh, or too
bitter to be tolerated.

Of

the imitations that remain, a very

large number lack Listerine's speedy action

and

efficiency.

Don't Offend Others
When you want such freshening and

deodorizing effect without danger, use Listerine. Use it every morning and every night,
and between times before business and
social engagements, so that you do not
offend. LambertPharmacalCo.,St.Louis,Mo.

Jor

HALITOSIS

use

LISTERINE

Screen land
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SCREENLAND

Honor
^age
Greet Fernand Gravet, gay
and gallant star of "The King
and the Chorus Girl," who
brings a grand new brand of
romantic humor to the screen

As

dapper and
debonair as the
Dulce of Windsor,

to whom he bears
a rather startling
resemblance, Fer-

nand Gravet is
Europe's latest
gift to
Hollywood, accepted
with thanks! Left,
with his co-star,
Joan Blondel

^GREENLAND
Girl,"

hails a new star! "The King and the Chorus
Mervyn LeRoy's first production on his own, intro-

duces

to our American audiences the male cinema pet of
Europe, Fernand Gravet, and we believe he will soon belong

to that small select circle which includes Gable, Taylor,
and
Tyrone Power. Yes, Gravet is that good! He has disarming

charm— enabling him

to

resist

classification

as

handsome

a

hero because of his audacious sense of humor; and still
to
escape typing as a comedian because of his suave good
looks

Gravet has been fortunate

in his first American film, for
directed with vitality as well as finesse and
Joan
Blondell is surely Hollywood's supreme soubrette
in the
co-starring spot of this film introducing Fernand
Gravet.

LeRoy has

;

8

WAIK1KI WEDDING
SHIRLEY ROSS

•

with

George Barbier

bing crosby
•

•

A Paramount

SCREENLAND

bob burns

•

Picture directed

martha raye
by Frank

Turtle

SCREENLAND'S

Crossword Puzzle
By Alma Talley
• One look at my coated tongue told me
why I was headachy, desk -weary, out of
sorts. I

was

But the

constipated, bilious.

had always taken were so repulsive. Right there and then I decided to
stop being a martyr to bad-tasting "doses.
I got a box of FEEN-A-MINT, the popular chewing gum laxative my friends
praised as modern, really different
laxatives

I

• FEEN-A-MINT worked

like a

charm.

Next day I felt like a million. Headache
gone. Stomach sweet as clover. Back came
the old appetite and pep.

I

felt better, slept better.

And

FEEN-A-MINT
really tastes

smoothly!

is

looked better,
believe me,

a pleasure to take. It

good and

No wonder

it

it's

certainly acts
popular.

ACROSS
1.

5.

10.

77. Stir, trouble
79. Star of "Cain
81.

School

These two brothers are famous
for "heavy" roles
Leading man in "That Girl

83.

The father, in
'Em Loose"

85.
86.
87.
88.

Tilts

From Paris"
on the Run"

14. Co-star in "Love
15. "Happy,"

comedian

in

"Champagne Waltz"

9 According

to scien-

tists, one of the chief
differences in FEEN-A-

MINT

the 3 minutes of chewing. This
is what helps make it so thorough and dependable. FEEN-A-MINT acts gently in
lower bowel— not in the stomach. No griping. No upset digestion. Not habit-forming.
Economical. Try FEEN-A-MINT, the delicious mint -flavored laxative used and
praised by more than 16 million, young and
old. Write for free sample. Dept. T-10
is

FEEN-A-MINT, Newark, N.J

16.
18.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
26.
28.
29.
31.
32.
33.
34.
36.
38.
40.
42.
44.
47.
49.
50.
51.
52.

Background
Sun-god

Ever (contraction)
A drab color

He

sings fine in

2,

Star of "A Star is
Co-star in "Beloved

3.

Nickname

1.
_

"Maytime"

Neither
Hoarders

4.

Utilized

<5

To lounge

7

5.

about
Opposite of yes
Related

Her diary was

8
9.

10

a sensation

H

Part of to be

12
13
14

Inlet

To mend
Fighter's

protective covering

17

19

You're

on

hillside

His new one is "Espionage"
College yell
Greasing
Charity
Divisions of film

Wooden

case

Follow tracks left by someone
Underground parts of plants
Indefinite periods of time
Regular
He's married to Joan Crawford
Greek letter

Romantic lead

in

"One

In

a

Million"

Not hard
To piece out

Tatter

Nearby

Highway

Ceremonies
Biblical pronoun

And,

in a

(abbrev.)
French version

Co-star of "The Plainsman"
Female sheep
Continent (abbrev.

"Green
"Mr. Deeds

Star of

Answer

Light'

To

to

Last Month's Puzzle

English title
Splendor of dress

25

To

27.
28,
30.

College

31

Comedienne

32

Dance"
Her new one

35

Any popular

37.

Story
Part of the body

inquire

The

@0bq

officials

in-

in

Is

co-star

"

(a

38
39

_

in

Norse God of Thunder
Card game
Mvself

a

screen hero

cow would do

a talkie

41

At sea

43

Orchestra
crooner

woman

leader

and

("The Vaga-

bond Lover")

SCREENLAND

"Love

News"

What

Pitcher

is

ranma

a shb asms case
bqd aoraan raas

"Born

to

Live

sraniifa

~a snraaa HHBnEi
GJKsra ona raa
zzzzecob BHna

screen's Juliet

Film that made Ginger
and Fred famous costars

stringed

Conducted

First

Enemy"

Yale

Shelf-like projection
Slang greeting

58.
60.
62.
63.
64.
66.
68.
69.
70.
72.
73.
76.
78.

Sums up

"When

Ginger's

for

Born"

45. Eggs
46. Lip-stick color
48. Sat for photographers
49. One episode in a movie
54. Malt drink
55. Broom of twigs

Town"

Thick cords
True
You and me
Depart

movie)

10

ham

DOWN

strument

Canada

to

team-mate

Belief
You can't throw these at
movie actors

Exist

61. Toward
63. Scope
65. 'You Only

Slightly Higher in

this

"Don't Turn

Hardy's

Oliver

movie

for

use

children

write on

Conscious or
Indian tribe

Singing star of
in Love"
53. Clad
55. Wager
56. Paid notice
57. Trite, fiat
59. Ancient musical

67.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

and Mabel"

He's married to Frances Dee

HE]
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fJM
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nana aaaBO Basm

IN ONE THRILL-PACKED NIGHT
>U'LL LIVE THE ADVENTURES OF A LIFETIME!
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Produced on a Massive Scale
1000's
in

in

I

the Cast... 3 Years

Preparation ... 7

Months

to Film in the World's Great-

est Motion

Picture

Studios

BILLY -THE

BOBBY-THE PRINCE

SCREENLAND

PAUPER
11

nside the

nomes

rs

Thousands

> > >

of smart women
owe th eir lovely,
slender figures to

PERFOLASTIC

!

Because we receive enthusiastic
letters in every mail
because we find
most Perfolastic
.

.

wearers reduce
more than 3 inches
10 days
we

in

.

believe

we

are

.

now

justified in making
this amazing offer!

Test it for yourself
without risk!

"My hips measured
43 inches.
they
are only 34 y2 inches!"

Now

Miss

Billie Brian,

La Grange,

Ky.

"I immediately

became

3

smaller in

when

inches
the hips

first fitted."

Miss Ouida Browne,
Bnarcliff Manor, N. Y.

"Lost 9 inches from my
hips and never felt better

my

in

It's one of the
gayest, most hospitable and homey households in all Hollywood,
that presided over by Jobyna Ralston Arlen, hosted by Did, and bossed by Rickey
Arlen, Jr., shown above with his beaming parents. Below, right, Dick and Joby

life!"

Miss Rose Grasmkk
Scottsblufl, Neb.
"I never
I

I

liked

reduced 26 pounds."
Miss Esther Marshall
Vallejo, Calif.

"My

hips have

been reduced 9
inches without

York,

—

EVERY

Sunday morning and other
mornings when he's in town and not
working Richard Arlen plays golf.
"Bing Crosby, Randy Scott, Humphrey
Bogart, Ed Kennedy, Babe Hardy and
Fred Morrison he's a professional play

H You

need not diet
or take dangerous
drugs or tiring exercises. You will appear
inches smaller at once,
will be so com-

and

fortable you can
scarcely realize that'the

gentle pressure and
massage-like action of
your Perfolastic Girdle

and Br'assiere are

actually reducing hips,

thighs, waist and
diaphragm .. just_ those
spots where the ugly
first

accumulates.

Girdle or Brassiere
maybewornseparately.

SEND

lor 10

DAY

FREE TRIAL OFFER
and sample of Materiall
ES See for yourself the
delightful quality of the
material and the soft,
silky lining! Read the

astonishing experiences of prominent
women! Know the
details of the 10 -day
FREE trial offer!

TEST PERFOLASTIC AT OUR EXPENSE

PERFOLASTIC, INC.

Dept. 735,
41 EAST 42nd ST.,.New York N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated material and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!
Add-ret

12

that

with

—

good fun and
good cheer!

ard Arlens'

if

—
—

Name

before their guests arrive.

—

they can," commented Dick, "so
Joby is usually prepared to give us a golf
luncheon after the game. Sometimes Joby
plays, and once in a while the other wives
except Dixie Lee who doesn't know how
but the real golf luncheon is a man's
meal."
The Arlen home is a rambling, redroofed, hospitable place in Toluca Lake
with a garden, badminton court, swimming
pool and playground. "Mr. and Mrs. Richard Arlen" says the brass plate on the front
door, and "Welcome" says the rug on the
floor before the fireplace.
The long living-room is the sort of place
too,

N Y.

fat

just

Golf luncheon at the Rich-

—

—

slightest diet."

Miss Jean Healy,

New

sample their tempting buffet luncheon

owned a girdle
so much and

makes you
its

open

immediately at home
comfortable chairs, and
showed me a carved brass
feel

fire,

piano. Dick
chest next to the fireplace which holds his
latest prized possession,
a real leather
saddle bought in Mexico.
"Now all we need is the horse !" giggled
Joby, appearing from the hall clad in pale
blue slacks with a scarlet tie. She looked
like a little girl from grammar school,

while Dick, in his white sweater with red

and blue stripes, was most collegiate—and
handsome.
Rickey, the three-year-old son and heir,

came bubbling

in to dispel the schooldays

illusion.

"He's been to a birthday party," said
Joby, "and he simply couldn't understand
why he shouldn't open the presents. That's

You see, he's never had
birthday party of his own; his first anniversary we spent in France, where we
knew no other babies his second came
while we were in New York, and the same
thing was true; the last time we were in
England.^ but we surely hope to be at home
when he's four and give the poor child a
his favorite sport.

a_

;

Screen L and

By Betty Boone
chance.

He

disgraced

me

today, trying to

on what he thought were his" rights
about opening packages. The other children were old hands at birthday parties,
but Rickey had no precedents. Was I
embarrassed?"
"Let me bang up the fire !" interrupted
insist

Rickey, urgently.
"Just a little Britisher,"

observed his
father, " 'Bang up the fire' means poke it
that's all Rickey learned over there, so

—

far as I know.
chief delight."

Banging up

fires

{Please turn to page 14)
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Rickey,

absorbed in the "Banging,"
cheerfully to himself. Dick jerked
at him and grinned
"Just a chip
off the old block, you notice
all he does
is grunt
never a tap of work !"
''Speaking of England," put in Joby, "we
loved it, of course, but I simply couldn't
get used to the heavy food. They eat so
much meat, practically no vegetables, and
what there are seem cooked to pieces
"You really should have seen me trying
to use a knife and fork on a grape! No
kidding, they actually use knives and forks
for fruit, instead of picking them up as we
do. They hold their pears on a fork while
they peel them, then cut them up and use
the fork to convey them to their mouths.
I managed the pears, but when they began
on the grapes I gave up
"One dish I was crazy about, though,

mumbled
a thumb

:

—

;

was what we would

call Mulligan stew
stew with meat, potatoes,
vegetables, whatever you have left in the
house all cooked together. It's always good,
but the English make it still more delicious
by covering the whole thing with a delectable crust. Is that good!"
Which brought us to the golf luncheon.

old-fashioned

Joby served

it

buffet style.
lobsters, Dick's favorite

Today she had

crusty rolls, baked macaroni,
pudding and scalloped spinach.
dish,

corn

BAKED MACARONI
Break % lb. macaroni into pieces
Cook in boiling water with a little

salt

until tender.

Drain well and put a layer of macaroni in the bottom of well-buttered
baking dish.
Sprinkle well with grated Kraft cheese
and small pieces of butter, a bit of
salt, then more macaroni and so on
the dish.
sprinkle the

filling

Then

top

with

cracker

(Crax Butter Wafers are

crumbs
good).

Pour over all a cup of cream or milk
and bake for half an hour.

CORN PUDDING

—
—

—

Music in the air romance in your eyes. Tell him with your eyes for beautiful eyes may
say what lips dare not. The charm of alluring eyes can be yours
instantly, easily, with
just a few simple touches of Maybelline Mascara
to make your lashes appear naturally
long, dark and luxuriant.
No longer need you deny yourself the use of make-up for your most important beauty
feature
your eyes. You can avoid that hard, "made-up" look that ordinary mascaras
give by using either the new Maybelline Cream-form Mascara, or the popular Maybelline
Solid-form Mascara both give the soft natural appearance of long, dark, curling lashes.
At cosmetic counters everywhere.
Loveliness demands
eyebrows softly, gracefully, expressively formed. For this, use
the largest-selling, smoothest-marking Eyebrow Pencil in the world
by Maybelline.
Complete loveliness demands
the final, exquisite touch of eyelids softly shaded
with a subtle, harmonizing tint of Maybelline Eye Shadow
it means so much to the
color and sparkle of your eyes.
Generous purse sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids at 10c stores. The preference
of more than 11,000,000 discriminating women the world over.

—

—

—

—

—

1

can of Heinz Corn
Y2 cup milk

1

egg

2

teaspoons flour or cornstarch

Beat egg white and yoke separately
add corn to the yolk of egg, also flour
or cornstarch and milk. Then fold in
egg white. Bake in well-buttered baking dish about 20 minutes to half an
hour.

SCALLOPED SPINACH

—

2 cups cooked spinach
2 tablespoons minced onion
Yz teaspoon salt
Yx teaspoon penper
1
egg (slightly beaten)
2 cup milk
Yz cup buttered crumbs

—

y

Warm

spinach,
the
put through
ingredients
except
add
all
crumbs. Greased baked dish. Cover
with crumbs. Moderate oven until
brown (about IS minutes). Serves 6.
If you can't get fresh spinach,
use
sieve,

Gerber's.

—

dishes you
"These
are
all
hearty
wouldn't dare offer them all to women,"
laughed Joby, "not Hollywood women,
anyway I suppose the cli na ':e n England
has an effect on appetite, for they seem to
eat more heartily than we do without putting on pounds.
"Everything over there seemed so slow
after being used to the way we live here.
I don't suppose it's good for us to rush
about as we do. but we like it.
decided
to move one morning. I looked around and
!

i

We

SCREENLAND

found the place

who showed

wanted and told the man

I

me

to

it

that I'd take it.
to take posses-

DO YOU USE
THE RIGHT SHADE OF

'When would you wish
sion, madam?' he asked.
"

afternoon,' I rooked. Well, of
course, it couldn't be done! It never had
been done. He'd need at least a week's
the place was
notice. I couldn't see

"'This

why—

empty, we were ready to move in, why
wait ? He thought we were completely mad,

we moved in
"Coming back

FACE POWDER?

!"

but

to food," put in Richard,
gently separating his small son from a half
lobster, "one thing I'm really crazy about
is Chinese stuff. I've found a swell Chinese
cafe near the studio, where I eat when I
can, and sometimes Joby puts on a Chinese
luncheon for us. Tell her about that, Joby."
"That's a meal for a cool day," said
Toby. "I serve a big dish of some grand
Chinese mess chop suey or chow mein
a green salad hot tea biscuits a special
dessert that men like, and hot tea. Our
cook has a good recipe for chop suey."

—
—

Beige

Face Powder
Made Her

—

Look Like
This!

1
Inside the Arlen

home. Joby and

we

visit

in

this

month's

Rachel

many
home

Dick Arlen in one of the
very attractive rooms of the

Made

article.

Her Look

CHOP SUEY
Trim the fat from 1 lb. boned pork
chops, place the fat in a saute pan and
cut the pork in small cubes. Fry out
the fat, add 2 medium-sized onions cut
in thin slices and cook until soft and
clear
add the pork dice and cook 10
minutes ; add
lb.
cooked diced
2
chicken, 4 cups bean sprouts, 4 cups
thinly sliced celery and 2 cup Japanese
soyu. Cook until the celery and bean
sprouts are tender, add a seasoning of
salt and serve very hot in a border of

Like This!

m~

;

y

It's

change youi appearance altogether. It will
make youlook years older than youreally are.

seasoned steamed rice. Hormel's canned
chicken is excellent.

"We

haven't any family recipe for hot
tea biscuits
we just let the cook go her

—

own sweet way

there. Oh,
to serve

I

do

know

a

dessert I ought
some time ! I
haven't had it yet, because I never thought
of it before, but it's an old-fashioned dish."
'

FLOATING ISLAND
Heat

milk to scalding but not
boiling point beat the yolks of 4 eggs
with 4 tablespoons sugar, 2 teaspoons
vanilla, and pour gradually over them
1 cup hot milk; then turn all into a
saucepan and boil until it begins to
thicken. When cool turn over thinly
sliced sponge cake spread with jam and
arrange in a deep compote. Beat the
egg whites very, very stiff, whipping
with them a little soft currant jelly.
1

qt.

;

amazing the number of women who use

wrong shade of face powder.
It's still more amazing what it does to them!
As any artist or make-up expert will tell
you, the wrong shade of face powder will
the

y

A Common
The

great trouble

is

Mistake
women choose

that

their

face powder shades on the wrong basis. They try
to match "type." This is a mistake because you
are not a "type," but an individual. You may be
a brunette and still have a very light skin or
any one of a number of different tones between
light and dark. The same holds true if you are
a blonde or redhead.
There is only one way to choose your shade
of face powder and that is by trying on all ten
basic shades. Maybe the shade you think least
suited to you is your most becoming and flattering. Thousands of women have been surprised.

The Test That

Tells!

Drop

want you to see if you are using the right
shade of face powder or whether you should be
using some other shade. So, I offer you all ten
shades of Lady Esther Face Powder to try on,

top

free of charge.

the whip by tablespoonfuls on
of the custard and place a little
block of currant jelly on the top of

Try on each of the ten shades as if you had
never used face powder before. Maybe you'll
a great discover)- for yourself. Maybe
you'll find a shade that will completely
"youthify" your appearance.
Mail the coupon today for the ten shades of

make

Lady Esther Face Powder which will settle
once and for all whether you are using the right
shade or not.
(

You can paste

thi3

on a penny postcard)

(33)

FREE

Lady Esther, Ltd., 2062 Ridge Ave., Evanston, 111.
Please send me by return mail a liberal supply of all
ten shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a pursesize tube of your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream.

I

Address—
City
(If

each island. Serve very cold.

SCREENLAND

-

Stoic

vou livein Canada, urriU Lady Esthrr. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.)
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TAKE NO CHANCES
with Va Way Tooth Pastes

I'll

certainly

use Forhan's
from now oo"

LADIES IN LOVE
There

much

is

said

about

movie-mad

can't believe these women, or
even one in a million, are actually in love

women.

I

with any screen man. The screen

Get Double Protection
Your

dentist will tell you that to keep
teeth white and sparkling, gums must be
firm and healthy, too. To do both vital
jobs clean teeth and safeguard gums
an eminent member of the dental profession created Forhan's Tooth Paste.

—

DOES
BOTH JOBS

TCLEANS TEETH
[SAVES

GUMS

the

the ideal they personalize. For all the girls
know the stars are unattainable, but hope
their

counterpart

might come along any

old day.

Decorative Alice!

Mrs. Henry Odum,

When you brush your

teeth with
Forhan's, massage it gently into the
gums just as dentists advise. Note how it
stimulates the gums, how clean and fresh
your whole mouth feels! Forhan's costs
no more than most ordinary tooth pastes,
and the new big tube saves you money.
Start using Forhan's today. Also sold
in Canada.
FORMULA OF R. J. FORKAN, D.D.S.

is

world of imagination, the players an ideal.
The love-lorn ladies supposed to be in
love with Bob Taylor, Fred MacMurray,
Robert Montgomery, or the bu-bu-bub
crooning of Bing Crosby, are in love with

Letter-writers hail

620 Emory St.,
Covington, Ga.

her

never

take

to

Burgess

Meredith

Critics' Pet.

"Gangsters in the Rain" is what I ca
"Winterset."
Elspeth Trenchbrai,
Mount Rainer, Md.

THIS LIST SUIT YOU?
In a

recent

offered her

list

issue Miss Virginia King
of the ten prettiest Holly-

ood women. I agree with her on two.
However, here's my list of the ten in my
opinion—handsomest screen actors Robert
Taylor, Clark Gable, Fredric March, John
Howard, Henry Fonda, Randolph Scott,
Fred MacMurray, Michael Whalen, Gene
Raymond, Errol Flynn.

—

:

DISCOVERING GARBO
After

a great deal of persuasion by
friends, I went to see "Camille." Frankly,
I used to thoroughly dislike Greta Garbo
on the screen, but after I saw "Camille" I
changed
mind. It is a beautiful picture,
and Garbo gave one of the finest performances I have ever seen. Afore power to her.

my

Elaine Bernstein,
3533 S. Hanna St.,
Fort Wavne, Ind.

agree with Sally Hirschkowitch's letter declaring the title "Too
Beautiful" should now be given to Alice
Faye. In my estimation Alice deserves it
more than any actress now in Hollywood.
J. T. Boggs,
Cheyenne, Okla.
heartily

GONE WITH THE WIND
No man

ever

fell in

love with tired, dull eyes

Keep your eyes enchantingly

clear, magnetic,

Selections for the cast for "Gone With
the Wind."
Scarlett O'Hara, Katharine Hepburn;
Rhett Butler, Fredric March; Gerald
O'Hara, Lionel Barrymore Ellen O'Hara,
Irene Dunne
Ashley Wilkes, Melvyn

Use Ibath regularly... always before an important "date"! Tired, red-rimmed
eyes are soothed! lour eyes feel younger, Douglas;
Charles
Hamilton,
Franchot
look more lustrous. At drug stores, 50<-.
Tone or Ralph Forbes; Melanie Wilkes,
Frances Dee
Aunt Pittvpat, Edna May
McKesson & Robbins
Oliver.
thrilling!

;

;

;

Josephine McCormack,
Calle Jovellar y N.,

Habana, Cuba
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WHALEN WORSHIP

J.

AGREE ON ALICE
I

and
here's

picture.

Lorraine Zvonar,
44 Brookdale Ave.,

Newark, N.

so

Alice Faye prettying our page in a
scene our camera
caught as she
prettied her home
with a lovely new

ROASTING RHYTHM
I'll

beauty

talent,

Here's to Screenland for that grand
story about Michael Whalen. After seeing
him in his recent pictures, I'm convinced
that this man Whalen should have bigger
and better breaks.
And speaking of
moustaches as some letter writers recently
were here's to Michael Whalen's Long
may it wave or whatever moustaches do
Please keep it, Mike.
Louise H. Guthery,
714 W. Olympic Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

—

—
—

!

Speaking of Pictures:

What Have You

to Say?

Here's where the readers write what they think.
Everything, from one writer's idea of the ten
handsomest men on the screen, to Michael
Whalen's moustache, is discussed. Perhaps you
have a different idea as to who are the fen handsomest screen men. Or maybe you just wanf to
Salute a favorite; suggest the best type of role
for a certain sfar; or Snub some recent Hollywood gesfure. Whafever you have to say, here's
the place to say it. Address letters to: Letter
Dept., SCREENLAND, AS West 45th St., New
York, N. Y.

SALUTE FOR LORETTA
read (not here), where some
have protested that Loretta Young is given
that she is merely
too many choice roles
beautiful with no great acting ability. I
heartily disagree with that. I think Loretta
is a truly sincere and talented actress, and
the embodiment of charm. She gave memorable performances in "Ramona" and
"Ladies in Love," and I hope that she will

have

I

;

LEM>

_

go upward to greater acting heights in
1937.

Mildred R. Trammell,
Mead, Okla.

HISTORY MADE IN

HOLLYWOOD
My

selections for highlights of the pass-

ing season

Frances
Most promising discoveries
Farmer, Tyrone Power. Greatest triumph
:

Norma

Shearer's

"Juliet."

Growing

fact:

Jack Oakie's waistline. Best laugh provoker: Ben Blue. Greatest disappointment:
unintelligible, pouting Simone Simon. Most
alarming sight: Garbo's obvious age in

Most publicized star Bob TayMost engaging smile: James Ellison's.
Talented Newcomer: Sonja Henie.
"Camille."

:

lor.

Frances Chase,
120

W. Norman

Ave.,

Dayton, O.

THE GREAT GRETA
For some inexplicable reason I always
sneered at the mere mention of the "Great
Garbo." But I don't now after seeing her

Tired of hot smokes, mate? Throat

"Camille." Even to usually scoffing,
cynical me, the Great Garbo has passed
the greatest of all tests which is that
not the Great Garbo but the realistically
personified Marguerite Gautier went to her
tragic doom before our eyes.
Louis E. Palffy,
138 15th Ave., N. E.,

menthol adds refreshing flavor like mint in chewing gum, it
makes 'em cool as ocean spray. Yet you enjoy all the fullbodied Turkish-Domestic blend. Try 'em. And stow away the
coupons for handsome, useful premiums. Carton buyers find

—

in

—

Minneapolis, Minn.

SIMONE

throat shipshape

— switch

extra coupons. (Offer

good

to

all fogged up? Keep your
KODLS. Their touch of mild

—

in

U.S.A. only.) Brown

& William-

son Tobacco Corp., P. 0. Box 599, Louisville, Kentucky.

AND TAYLOR?
TUNE IN JACK PEARL Barnn Munchausen)
NBC Blue Network, Fridays 10 P. M., E. S. T.
(

have been trying for some time to pick
out some young, sweet actress that I
thought would be the ideal match for Robert Taylor on the screen. Now I've found
the lovely Simone Simon.
out who it is
Are you with me fans ?
I

:

Audrey Hogan,
11301 Florian Ave.,
Cleveland, O.

SNUB FOR A SNUBBER
Here's a Snub in spades for Carmelita
Impietro, who stated in a recent issue that

Gary Cooper was the worst actor
lene Dietrich the worst actress.
the girl can't judge acting.

and MarIt

seems

Betsy Perre,
1820 Lanakila Ave.,
Honolulu, H. I.

A SNUB AND A SALUTE
read Screenland regularly, and you
can be sure I like it. But why, oh why,
do people rave so about Simone Simon ?
I can't see anything wonderful about her.
Give us someone like Janet Gaynor and
let us keep her.
Janey Crandlemire,
52 Front St.,
Ashland, Mass.
I

SAVE COUPONS

.

.

.

MANY HANDSOME NEW PREMIUMS

BOGART'S THE BEST?
Bob Taylor, Michael Whelan, and Don
Ameche are all handsome stars, to be sure,
the actor who gets my Salute
Humphrey Bogart, who is handsome too,

but

a fine actor,

and a he-man.
Jean Ewing,
724 Kinsmoor Ave.,
Fort Wayne, Ind.

is

is

HighballTable

Early American. Hand-

rubbed walnut. 21" high. 275 coupons

FREE. Write for illustrated 28-page
B & W premium booklet. No. 13

Detecto Seale

Rotary

dial.

—White, bathroom-type.

Guaranteed. 375 coupons

RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES.. .ALSO CARRY B &

Screenland

W

COUPONS
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ASK Me!
Vee Dee

Miss

Hollywood Studios Use Endura. This is Lovely Toby
Wing, Currently Starred in "Sing While You're Able"

AT LAST YOU CAN PERMANEN1
WAVE YOUR HA5R YOURSEL!
AT HOME. cA COMPLETE $1©0
ENDURA PERMANENT I
How

simple and inexpensive

lovely, lasting

it is

to have a

permanent with Endura! So

easy for you to use, so certain in its results.
Endura permanent waves your hair at home,

without machines, heat, or electricity while
you read or work or even sleep. Try it tonight.
Tomorrow, thrill to the enjoyment of a styl-

Margaret

ishly flattering, yet inexpensive

casts

Endura per-

manent. You, too, will agree with the 100,000
smart women who have used and approved
Endura. To permanent wave those straggly
end and side curls, use the 25c Endura
Ten Curl.

of

Gloria Truebe, Preston Foster and Jean Muir on the set for "OutBret Hart's story in which Foster and Jean play the leads.

Irving,

Poker

Flat,"

Bess S. Walter Abel was born in St.
Paul, Minn. He has black hair, dark brown
eyes, is 5 feet, 10 inches tall and weighs
170 pounds. He graduated from the American Academy of Dramatic Arts and has
had a thorough training on the stage, playing leads with many noted stars. He has a
contract with RKO. Yes, he's married.

United States was in a Broadway stage
after which she was given a film
contract and went to Hollywood. She is
the author of several novels, and at present
has a contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
so you'll be seeing her regularly on the
play,

screen.

Y.

he

;

On

Department Stores, Drug
Stores and Five and Ten-Cent Stores.
Ceiif.

Teddy N. You want a picture of Patricia
That doesn't surprise me, for she
has lots of boy friends and they all want

Reduce!
by SAFE, QUICK, EASY
SLIfVlEVlET fVIETH©B

not

this

accept

New

Slimmet

any

substitutes for
doctor's harmless

York
Method.

The simple precontains
no thyroid, no
dinitrophenol or other harmful drug.
Overweight not only ruins your beauty
but may be actually dangerous as
insurance companies know. Get rid
of that superficial fat
scription

NOW!

BOTH MEN

and

WOMEN AMAZED

"Reduced from 230 to 189 pounds
and feel fine." Mr. H. S.
"Very
effective.
Have
lost
37
pounds." Mrs. S. B.
"Lost 29 pounds and have more
energy and pep.'* Mrs. A. G.

10 Pounds

TEST

4 y,ce^ s
,

or »o

£l,! ' !

Mail

the

IT

AT OUR EXPENSE

coupon today: Remember,

you do not reduce at least 1
pounds in 4 weeks by the Slimmet
Method, your money will be refunded without question. Send C.O.D.
'nlus postage) or send $1.00 cash,
if

J

or

money order today.
No Canadian Orders

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
SllmmetsCo., Dept.SU-2,8537th Ave.. New York
1 enclose cost or will pay postman cost, plua
postage, for which please send:
1 bottle Slimmets (90 tablets)
$1.00
If

4 bottles SUmmets (Special Offer)..
not satisfied you will return my

without question.

Name
Address
City.

IS

.

Joseph Fredric H. I take it you are a
regular fan for Fredric March. Well, we
agree on that subject. Wait and see! "A
Star is Born" is his next picture. Robert
Barrat was not in the cast of "The Plainsman." George Brent, Beverly Roberts,

Barton MacLane, Robert Barrat and Alan
Hale in "God's Country and the Woman."

ter

Hugh Mac. Frank McHugh was born on
May 23, 1899, in Homestead, Pa. He began

!

THE ABSOLUTELY SAFK WAY

1

very fond of
riding and just
loves polo matches. She is S feet 5 inches
tall, weighs 115 pounds, has blue eyes and
blonde hair and is under contract to Warner Bros. The studio address is Burbank,

49 B. C. That was a very charming letand you have a grand sense of humor
which is always such a help I'm sure your
request never reached its destination. Now
for the information about Nelson Eddy he
was born in Providence, R. I., the, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William Darius Eddy. Both

Do

know

is

diets, strenuous exercises or expensive

allure!

[REDUCE

she

Calif.

Don't resign yourself to
ugly bulges of excess fat, lose weight
this sensible way and regain your

Incidentally, it may interest you to
that he and Astrid Allwyn were
recently married.
cess."

swimming and horseback

If you do not reduce at least 10
pounds in 4 weeks by the Slimmet
Method, it will cost you nothing! No

massage!

l

—yes,

State

$3.00

money

>
'

a

20th Century-Fox. He has
appeared in "The Country Beyond," "The
Crime of Dr. Forbes," "The Bowery Prin-

Ellis?

pictures of her

is

contract with

sale at

THE ENDURA CORP. Hollywood,

MI.

Robert Kent your favorite ? Yes,
six-footer, with brown hair and
blue eyes. He was born in Hartford,
Conn., on the 3rd of December. He has a

Lila K. S. Helen Gahagan was born in
Boonton, N. J. She is the wife of Melvyn
Douglas they have one child, a boy. Pauline Frederick is appearing on the stage in
a play called, "The Masque of Kings."

his

:

of his parents

were

fine musicians."

school at

Young

Rhode Island Normal

:

the

remainder of his education was obtained in
night school. For five years he was a reporter, copy reader, etc., for the leading
Philadelphia newspapers. His first vocal
teacher was David Bispham. His first stage
appearance was in a society show, "The
Marriage Tax." Later, he sang the leading
parts in "Iolanthe" and "Pirates of Penzance." And if you want to know anything
more, just send me an S.O.S.
John_ Barrett L. Elissa Landi was born
She was educated by priEngland, also made her
debut on the English stage. Later she appeared in. silent pictures in various cities
in Europe. Her first appearance in the
in Venice, Italy.
vate tutors in

S

GREENLAND

career

when he was

nine

Managed

to go through grammar
school in Pittsburgh between
scenes. With various theatrical organizations, he has played every state in the
Union. To say nothing of appearing on the
London stage. His first picture role was in
"Bright Lights." He is married to a nonprofessional, has three children, plays tennis
and golf also ping-pong and poker!

Nelson began his musical career as a boy
soprano for All Saint's and Grace Church
in Providence. He was educated in gram-

mar

theatrical

years old.
and high

—

Anita B. I wouldn't have space to tell
all about Nat Pendleton, for his career
rather varied and unusual however, to

you
is

begin
really.

;

name is Nat Pendleton,
And he was born in Davenport,

with,

his

9, 1903. He attended ColumUniversity, and was captain of a
wrestling team there. He aspired to be the
world's champion wrestler but that ambi-

Iowa, August

bia

—

•

tion was frustrated when he appeared in
several Broadway shows and finally became a film player. His fluent knowledge
of many languages, love of adventure, plus
his 6 feet and 200 pounds, landed him in

Mexico as a member of the Mexican Secret
Incongruous as it
Police hunting bandits
sounds, his favorite food is pineapple and
cream cheese salad; his pet occupation,
being a film comedian and his diversions,
chess and crap-shooting.
!

MOST COLOS

;

George K. Nov. 20, 1921, is the date of
the birth of George Ernest, in Pittsfield,
Mass. Jackie Cooper was born in Los
Angeles. His education was begun in kindergarten, and followed by private tutoring. He has light brown hair and gray
eyes.

Dorothy

L. No, Bruce

Cabot is not
Jacques de Bujac. He
New Mexico, attended the
was
University of New Mexico, and continued
his studies at the University of Tours,
France. He appeared in both "The Great
Jasper" and "Ann Vickers."
1.

name.
born in

real

his

It is

Why

don't you write to WarHvlda F:
ner Bros studio, Burbank, California, for a
picture of Dick Powell? Dick's next will
be "The Singing Marine."

A

Rabid Ros Russell Rooter. Thanks for
Rosalind Russell was
born in Waterbury, Conn. Her father is a
the congratulations

!

lawyer. Rosalind attracted attention through
her stage work, and made her debut in
pictures in "Evelyn Prentice," under the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer banner. She has
recently been assigned to play opposite

Robert Montgomery

in

"Night Must

Fall."

Margaret C. The composer-arranger of
the musical score of "Charge of the Light
Brigade" is Max Steiner.

E.M.B. So you like Ray Milland? Will
you like him just as well when I tell you
that he is married? He is a little over 6
feet, weighs 170, has gray eyes and dark
hair. He appeared in "The Big Broadcast
of 1937," a Paramount picture and that

company has big plans

INHALING ZONE

PEPSODENT

with

for him.

Genevieve E. Yes, Jimmie Ellison did
play in "The Plamsman," and he also had
a

featured

role

in

"Hopalong

Cassidy,"

and "Flitch-Hike Lady." His name is
James Ellison Smith, and he was born at
Valier, Montana, on May 4th. He isn't
married, is 6 feet, 3 inches tall, with brown
hair and blue eyes he lives in Hollywood,
and will soon be seen in "Twentv-Three
and a Half Hours' Leave." Anything else?
;

It's

the 10- second

Germ

Killer,

even diluted with

%

water

PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC
Makes your

dollar

go 3 times as

How

•
do germs enter your body? How do
colds start?
"You inhale most colds!" say authorities.
Millions of germs are breathed-in everyday
of your life! Then, when your resistance is
low, they have their chance to attack ... to
infect sensitive throat

membranes!

Kill the germs

The

health of yourself and your family may
this safety measure. Gargle twice
Pepsodent Antiseptic. For it's the
10-Second Germ-Killer! your protective aid
against colds and sore throats resulting from
the common cold.

depend on
daily with

—

1 BOTTLE

Get over

far!

colds twice as fast

So

effective is Pepsodent that, in tests on
500 people, Pepsodent users got rid of colds
twice as fast as others! Results were so clear
cut that there's no argument as to what you
may expect! What's more, Pepsodent is "the
thrifty antiseptic" — one of the most economical you can buy. For it is a 10-Second GermKiller even when diluted with
water.
Thus Pepsodent lasts 3
times as long as other

^

leading,

mouth

antiseptics,

and makes your dollar go
3 times as far.

{

3 BOTTL ES

PIP508ENT

0TH sr

AWTlSiPT»C

umm KINDS

Maureen O'Sullivan can't make up
her mind whether to kiss, or wait
to be kissed by Allan Jones, in
a scene from "A Day at the Races."

wmm
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Unretouched Close-ups
sions

—

—

do we mean surrealist? impresof reel people. Read 'em and smile!

Realist

or

By Malcolm

H. Oettinger

Merle Oberon

CP

Baby Thais; champagne cup on the

n

Sahara.

James Stewart
Tom Sawyer

at col
lege; stout fella.

^SHOULD 7^
Alka-Seltzer
tasting solution.

Drink

it

and

it

things
very important
does
the pain
it relieves
For you. First,
min-

TWO

in just a few
helps correct the
utes. Second, it
when associated
cause of the trouble

an/discomfort

coition. Be
With an excess acid Alka-Seltzer.
wise alkalize with
60c Pkgs.
Stores... 30c and

-

At

All

Drug

Canada
Slightly Higher in
Listen to the Alka-Seltzer
every
Dance
National Barn
Network
Saturday Night. NBC

Francis Lederer
Faun

in

Eleanor Powell

cutaway; cupid's advocate.

Wallflower who learned to dance.

pal

Blondesland
*

Browns'too!

Hepburn
Race horse

Give Your Hair
That Lighter Natural "Spun-Gold"
Look With This

New

Sha mpoo

and Rinse — — —
3 Shades Lighter
in
Minutes
15

Without Harsh

post;

Charles Boyer

Mae West

Continental
beau;
virtuoso of sex.

Overstuffed idol with

e a
Iast. is an easy way to bring out the full radiant
«
v.™
iloveliness
of blonde or brown hair. Try New Blondex, the
Shampoo and Special Golden Rinse that
washes it 2 to 4
shades lighter and brings out the natural lustrous
golden
sheen, the alluring highlights that can make the hair so
attractive. New Blondex costs but a few pennies to use
and is absolutely safe. Contains no harsh bleaches or
dyes. Used regularly, it keeps your scalp and hair healthy
and lovely, gleaming with lustrous highlights. Get Blondex

Now

combination
in a

package,

shampoo

new 10c size— at

all

with

FREE

stores.

^BLONDEX SHAMPOO

TH€ BLONDE HAIR
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at

promise.

Bleaches or Dyes.

SVSX;, now also
RINSE,

left

election

6- 'RINSE

SCREENLAND

feet of clay.

Bette
Davis
Banked fires;
n it ro in a
vanity case.

Robert Taylor
Child of nature; Romeo-do-deo-do.

Ted Healy
Lucid

interval;

keeper of the pink
elephants.

hnn
?
w
Weissmuller
J

Patsy Kelly
Ugly duckling

enlarged

X,

with

funny

Obbligato on

a

G

string.

bone.

e Lux
to Cut
1

Lux

Way

Down Runs

stockings after every wearing to
perspiration.

remove

—

squeeze lukeinside out
suds through them.

Turn stockings

warm Lux

3

Rinse in lukewarm water. Squeeze water
out never twist or wring! Then shape
and dry but not near heat.

4

soaps containing harmful
cake-soap rubbing. These may
weaken elasticity then runs may start.

—

—

Don't

risk

alkali, or

—

5 Lux contains no harmful alkali.
|

elasticity

— cuts

down on

It

saves

costly runs.

Saves Stocking
Elasticity*

• •

SIMONE SIMON
... emerging as the screen's
greatest star ... in the roie
she was born to play!

and

-

JAMES STEWART

Heaven
with

JEAN HERSHOLT GREGORY
Gale Sondergaard
RATOFF
•

This was heaven

— to

•

make one

Edward Bromberg John Qualen
Thomas Beck
Victor Kilian
•

J.

man
love

her
.

.

.

life...

her

•

her world!

Sig

Rumann

•

Mady

Christians

Directed by Henry King
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith
Adapted from the stage play "Seventh
produced and directed by
Heaven"
John Golden • written by Austin Strong

Darryl

F.

Zanuck

Che
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An Open
Fred

Letter to

MacMurray

Fred, left, is one of
the finer young actors

in

He's

Hollywood.
mar-

happily

ried to a

beautiful

shown

with
him at right, and is
proud of it. Why,
rhen, does his company insist upon his
girl,

soft-pedalling

marital

his

bliss?

to boast
about, say we!

Something

DEAR

Fred MacMurray:

NOT

so

far

been

smooth, bump-free, straight, and fast. But now there
are detours ahead; and because they're keeping you
so busy out there turning out picture after picture,
you may have missed them; therefore I'm pointing
them out to you herewith. Oh, don't mention it.
First of all, though it may sound funny to you,
your best friend, Paramount Pictures, is also one of
your best little menaces. Here's the company that discovered you, coached you, gave you your first break,
and has kept right on boosting you ever since, until
now you are one of the potentially most important
men in pictures. You've shown your gratitude by your
serious attitude toward your job, your unceasing
efforts to improve, your willingness to take on more
hard work all the time. Far from biting the hand
that feeds you, Fred, you're letting it smack you

down

—

in a nice

way

of course.

Here's the story as I see it. You're the best example
of the clean-cut young upstanding American type to
come to Hollywood in a long, long time. That's why the
world likes you, You're regular; down-to-earth; everyday only better-looking. So when you married the girl
of your choice, everybody cheered. I don't think it
retarded your progress at all your girl and women
fans admired your taste, kept on crowding to see your
pictures. A good story there, on all your marriage has
meant to you, now that the flurry of the first news
and views has died down, and you've had a chance to
work out a recipe for how to be happy though married in Hollywood. A beautiful, intelligent wife to
furnish extra-speciaily pictorial art to go with the
story. It had pizazz. So you gave us the interview,

—

—

and a good one. It was all
Paramount, suddenly went

manner and decided, but definitely, that its
precious MacMurray must
talk about his marriage; that as far as publicity was concerned he might
just as well not be married at all; and any other kind
of interview would do, but the subject of marriage
for Mr. MacMurray was out. Well, no; they couldn't
exactly deny that Fred was married; there was a
little item and a news picture that leaked out here
and there in about one million magazines and newspapers; but suddenly impersonating an ostrich dear
old Paramount Pictures, of which I've always been
very fond, hid its head in the sands of time and brooded
upon Valentino, Bing Crosby's twins, and only Aunt
Betsy knows what else. The upshot of the whole thing,
Fred, is an edict that you are not to give out any
interviews about your marriage. And you, being one
of the better-mannered, more tractable stars, obeyed.
And now we come to the hard part. Usually, I'm
taking stars to task for ingratitude, snootiness, and
general hellraising. This time, I'm counseling you to
be bad for your own good, defy Papa Paramount, and
don't soft-pedal your marriage. The public, of which
I am one and proud of it, is smart enough to know
that the Fred MacMurrays of this world, not being
footloose and Latin, are snapped up by the charming
Mrs. MacMurrays; and polygamous publicity hopes
are unworthy of a decent, hard-working star like you.
You were swell enough not to let Hollywood change
you in the first place. Don't let it get you now.

Pitts

Friendly warning!
Your road in Hollywood has

set

—when your company,

all

adither in the best Zasu
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Gable
and

ay or
Rivals?
Mr. Taylor. Yet there are those who susmay smile in a bowing acquainstill have knives up their sleeves.
Or, another happy thought, they may shake

pect they
tance and

hands

formally introduced
same time only be
waiting to slaughter each other in hot blood.
If you can believe all you hear, this is
how it is. But is it? Why heed wild rumors,
a;cept snap judgments, reach irresponsible
conclusions? Why not get this straight
from Clark & Bob?
"I see Taylor as a rival !" marvels Mr.
Gable, spreading his four-square smile.
"Never even thought of such a thing.
Bob's a fine boy, a fine-looking boy, a young,
like prizefighters

in the ring

and

at the

healthy, virile, clean, intelligent American
boy, and God knows we need more of them
in this business. I'm glad he came along.

He

Doesn't look

like

a

deadly

rival

of anybody, does he? Well, in this exup the question

elusive feature story Clark Gable, for the first time, takes
of how he feels about Robert Taylor.

OF

COURSE,

it's

an unusual situation. For that

matter, there has never been one like it. For
here are not only the two most popular actors
in the world, Clark Gable, long-reigning favorite, and
Robert Taylor, new idol of the screen, but they are
stars of the same motion picture company and both
working- on the same lot.
Ticklish is no word for it With this delicate state of
affairs people are thinking, even saying, they must
be
_

!

deadly rivals. Everything considered, this is natural
enough to suppose. In fact, it isn't hard to believe. Small
wonder, then, that Hollywood wiseacres go about shaking
their heads and muttering darkly. They fondly hope for
the worst. Nothing, in their cherished opinion, could
possibly be worse unless it were two actresses put on
the same spot. Then, oh joy! hair would be pulled and
eyes scratched out. But if ladies are never gentlemen,
as some sage has shrewdly observed, actors always are

—anyway, appear
As

to be.

—

for appearances, it would be difficult
does someone protest impossible ?—to improve upon Mr. Gable and

24

has taken some of the burden off my
shoulders, and I'm grateful to him. I've
worked plenty. I do too many pictures. I'd
rather do less and be seen less. For a long

time Bob Montgomery and I were the only
leading men on the lot, and we were kept
going from one woman star to another.
Bill Powell has been here for only the last year and a
half. Then Spencer Tracy joined the gang. Now, with
Taylor, there are five of us. And as for Bob all I can
say, and say it from the heart, is welcome to our Culver
City."

Mr. Taylor is all but diffident as he hesitates to say:
"I don't know how Gable feels about me, but I'd like to
be a pal of his. He's completely a man. When I came
here people kept asking, 'Why don't you get acquainted
with Clark?' I told them, 'He doesn't want any of me.'
You see, I felt he was too big to be bothered with smallfry. So for a long time it was just a case of 'Hello' or
'How are you ?' when we happened to pass on the lot.
I'd been a fan of his ever since seeing him in 'Free
Soul'
still am. After that picture I talked about him for
weeks, then did more talking when I saw him in 'The
Secret Six.' But I didn't have the nerve to talk to him
on the lot. Finally there was a matter of business I
wanted his advice on, and I got up guts enough to ask
him if he'd let me see him about it. He opened up like
a book, and he's been swell ever since. Now we go to

—

Read the real truth! Clark
and Bob want you to get it
straight, so they speak up

By
Charles Darnton

lunch together, and I get a big kick out of
My being a leading man hasn't made any
difference. I couldn't be a rival of his even
if I were chump enough to have any such

it.

fool idea."

Mr. Gable: "I never look on anyone
playing with me, or for the same producing company, as a rival. No good actor is
a rival, he's an asset. Everyone has his
own individual way of doing things, and
I

never

felt

I

had something

that no one

else had.''

Mr. Taylor: "No

one, least of

all

my-

could be a rival of Gable, any more
than anyone might have been of Valentino. Clark is in a class by himself. He
can't be likened to any other actor, no more
than two fingerprints can be alike."
So that's cleared up But you are now
befogged by something else two highpowered stars speaking of themselves as
leading men. What is this, undue modesty ?
"That's the way I figure myself," exself,

—

!

plains Mr. Gable. "When I came into pictures I hadn't the faintest notion of ever
becoming a star. Such a possibility never
entered my head. Far from it, I didn't
think I could even be a leading man, for
at that time leading men were different
from those of today. I wasn't a pretty boy.
And, anyway, they didn't think much of
stage actors then. They'd rather have a
good-looking doorman or a truck-driver.
looks, romantically, weren't worth a
nickel. I'd never have got my foot in at
all if it hadn't been for gangster pictures.

My

All that saved
tough."

me was

How

does Taylor, new crown prince of motion pictures, feel toward Gable,
long-reigning king of the Metro lot? Charles Darnton has persuaded Bob
to speak his mind solely for Screenland.

that I could look

"I certainly don't consider myself

a

star,"

declares

with the way things
are going. That's all right with me, good enough and a
whole lot better than I ever expected. I suppose it's
only natural for some guys to dream of being another
Gable, but I'm not funny that way. And, when you stop
to figure 'em out, the odds are all against this starring
thing. All you have to do is consider the fact that there
aren't many stars compared with all the people who try
to get to the top. I'm content to be right where I am.
Anyway, I literally can't be a star unless I'm billed as
'Robert Taylor in Something-or-Other.' Not that I want
to be. It's a mystery to me how I ever got this far. I put

Mr. Taylor. "I'm more than

down to luck."
You may put it down

satisfied

it all

Robert Tavlor

it's all

to something more. But with
and maybe
in the lap of the gods

—

a few goddesses.
"I was lucky to get anywhere," Mr. Gable is grateful
to say. "It's all in the luck of the game. But popularity
in pictures is very temporary. It may be for this year,
then it's gone forever. You're up today and down to-

morrow. There's no use trying to keep it up. You just
have to struggle along and make the best of it. But the
trouble today is that the average beginner wants to start
as a star and work down. He needn't worry about the
working-down part there's sure to be plenty of people
to help him. What has helped me most of all is experience. I've had seventeen years of it. Best of all was

—

got in theatrical stock companies. It's unforhaven't them today, for there's no other place
where an actor gets such valuable training. It's like an
interne learning to be a doctor. Bob Taylor is fortunate
for having studied in the studio dramatic class. He came
out of it knowing something about the work he was going
haven't
to do. I only hope there'll be more like him.
enough young actors to fill the bill. It is because oi" the
lack of them that there are so many foreign actors in
American pictures. Not that I object to them generally.
But I don't think it a good idea to have foreigners play
American characters, for no matter how good they are
they can't be convincing. It takes actors like Taylor to
play those parts. When I (Please turn to page 92)
that

I

tunate

we

We
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ollywood

s

oman

R laaie

yet

Luise Rainer,

in this startling,

sensitive

life

portrait, reveals her

conflict

of ideas and

emotions

By Charles Lancaster

HAS

marriage solved her life problem for Luise
Rainer? Has it brought her the happiness she
dearly yearned for? Has it saved her from the
oneliness she felt as a stranger in a strange land?
These are the questions Hollywood is asking, perplexed as it is by the disturbing reports following the
surprise wedding of the Viennese film star and the New

York

playwright, Clifford Odets.

For scarcely had news of it got into print than Hollywood was amazed to hear the bride was living at her
while the bridegroom remained at his hotel. No
sooner did close friends explain this to be only partly
true, because of work on a scenario which had to be
rushed out by the writer, than further astonishment was
caused by the fact that the actress had taken train to
New York. Again those supposedly in the know
were ready to account for this flight by declaring
business had necessitated the trip. Yet none other
than the benedict himself then was credited with
the statement that his bride was so delighted with
the reception given her performance in "The Good
Earth" that she had gone to the metropolis to celebrate her triumph by seeing Broadway plays.
Naturally, these confus- (Please turn to page 82)

home

•

Rainer has flashed from one brilanother
performance
to
anf
since her arrival in America as
the not widely heralded Viennese
actress you see at left. Above,
two poses from "The Great Ziegf eld." Center, left, a scene with

Muni; and lower, Luise in
another
pose as the
Chinese
wife in "The Good Earth." Right,
her favorite sport is tennis. Top,
her favorite
pet is a Scottie.
Paul
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What Marriage Mean
to Dick Powe
T

IS quite clear from reading
Kathleen Norris and looking at
my friends' lives that marriage
means something. (I don't know
what because I am one of those

who

live alone,

though

necessarily follow that

Funny,

how

it

I

This

lively

narrative

Powell-Blondell
first

—

home

it,

in

the

exclusive,

and

life

man

little
old world."
unhappiest,"
said
Dick. "I want a home, a real
home, not a show case, a wife,

interview about their marriage
a story you mustn't miss

it.

By Elizabeth Wilson

it

moment

this

the

and children."
"Salami at sunrise," I said, not
believing a single word. But Dick
married Joan Blondell, the girl
of
his
choice,
the very first

doesn't
like

in

"I'm

tells

changes
people. Sort of brings out an inward glow of happiness and contentment. There's Dick
Powell, for example. Gay, debonair Dick, who used to
be the most romantic young bachelor in Hollywood, with
dozens of beautiful blondes, brunettes, and henna-rinses
calling him on the phone morning, noon, and night. I
remember talking to him at a V alentine party over a year
ago. There were six dames there stark mad for Dick
Powell, until one passed out and then there were five.
"Lucky Dick," I said. "Healthy, wealthy, and wise.
Foot-loose and fancy free. You ought to be the happiest
isn't

of

—

and now he has a home that is a real
Normie. And honey, he simply radiates
happiness. I've never seen anything like it. Simply bursting with curiosity I dashed over to the Powell homestead
in Beverly Hills to ask Dick what marriage means to him.
"What marriage means to me ?" said Dick deftly aphome, a

he could,
wife, and

make-up

plying his

mind

if

I

his

in

go ahead with

Joan forgot

to

tell

me

I

dressing-room.

this,

had a studio

She's a clever

"You

do you? I'm awfully

little

call

until a

woman, my

don't
late.

few

wife, but

27

Dick says: "She's a charming and
clever little woman, my wife, but she
remember phone messages."
can't
At left you see Joan smiling gaily
at that. Below, Dick makes love to
Doris
rine."

as

she just can't

messages.

"The Singing Main
doesn't object so long
are not too many retakes.

Weston

there

were

we

what the heck is this in my
make-up?" It turned out to be
a rather sad replica of Donald
Duck and some slightly used
chewing gum. I recalled how
tidy Dick was in his bachelor
days, and prepared for an explosion. But none was forthcoming. "Normie," said Dick,
and beamed benignly on the
slightly used chewing gum.
"What marriage means to
me? Oh yes, what marriage
means to me. Well, I'll tell
you " But he didn't. For young Normie toddled in just
that moment to wake up Donald Duck who had spent the
night so comfortably in Dick's make-up box. Upon seeing
Dick, Normie immediately demanded with the seriousness
of three going on four, "Daddy Dick, sing Sanks a Million for Normie." "No, No, Normie," said Daddy Dick,
"not now. Daddy Dick has to rush to the studio and

—

pictures.

began

to

Tonight

I'll

sing."

Normie's

little

lips

form perfect Simone Simon. "Thanks a million," sang Dick, Normie joined in the chorus, rescued
Donald Duck, and went on his way with Daddy Dick's
favorite brush. Brandy, (the Asia of the Powell menage),
was evidently due for another brushing. And then I think
how fussy Dick used to be about his toilet articles in
Toluca Lake
"Cute little fellow, isn't he?" said Dick with fatherly
pride. "And smart as he can be. Did Joan tell you what
he did in Sunday School the other day? All the other
little children were singing Onzvard, Christian Soldiers,

when suddenly above all those
Normie singing away, Sanks a

voices could be heard
Million. I believe he
thinks that song was written especially for him. I have to
sing it to him every night before he goes to sleep."

"What marriage means to Dick Powell," I said.
"Oh, yes," said Dick. "What marriage means to me.
Well, let's see, now. What shall I say? Marriage is-—"
"Why, Dick, haven't you left for the studio yet?" It
was Mrs. Powell, nee Joan

Blondell, making an entrance
and looking simply devastating in something costly from
Schiaparelli.
"No, my bride," said Dick, with the love light in his
eyes.

—

"Remember? you only told me ten minutes ago."
And the man at Twentieth said that you

"Yes, dear.

were to rush."
28

"Twentieth?" exclaimed Dick.
"Darling, you told me that it was
Warner Brothers who called.
Think now, darling, think hard.

remember phone

Where

make

—

Joan

Was

it Twentieth Century who
wants your husband today, or

was
does

Warner Brothers ? It
make a difference, you

it

know."
"Well,"
hard, "it

said

Joan thinking

may have been W'arner

Brothers at that. No, it must
have been Twentieth Century,
because I recall thinking to myself at the time, re-takes on the
love scenes, no doubt. Now,
don't get the wrong idea," she said turning to me. "I'm
not jealous. I wouldn't be a snoopy, jealous movie wife
for anything in the world, but do you know that they
have re-taken Dick's love scenes in 'On the Avenue"
three times already? Really, now!" Not jealous, but just
observing, that's Joan.
Dick was very busy extracting a garnet bracelet and
several keys from his handkerchief drawer. Dick, who
used to be so orderly it was painful. "My wife," he said,
"is a charming creature, and she has a very lovely jewel
case. But for some strange reason which I have not been
able to fathom she much prefers to hide her trinkets in
my dresser drawers. Your garnet bracelet, my love, and
would you mind telling the nice lady here the little story
about the mysterious disappearance of the garnet bracelet
while I slip into some clothes?"
"Oh, that," said Mrs. Powell with a delicious gurgle.
"Well, you see Dick gave me the garnet bracelet for
Christmas, and a mink coat

—

"What marriage means

to

Dick Powell,"

I

said to

myself.
it

"And I didn't think the catch was very strong so I had
sent back to the jeweler's. Then I had the flu and while

bed one day, trying to decide whether I would
and what of it, the maid brought me a box
from the jeweler's which I opened, tried the catch, it
seemed all right, so I put the bracelet down on the tab e
beside the bed. Two days later I remembered it, went to
look for it where I had left it on the table, and it wasn't
there. I was frantic. I looked through all of Dick's dresser
drawers and still I couldn't find it. I began to suspect my
guests
but no, I couldn't do that
nor the servants but
I would have to call the police at once. In the midst of my
hysterics the maid came (Please turn to page 76)
I

was

in

live or die
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He D one
Warner

Baxter

the prize exception to Holly-

is

wood's fickleness

2

It

in

bestowing honors. Here's the

real ansv/er to a question

By William

you've often asked

H.

McKegg

HOW

has he done it ? You ask this question as you
regard the Hollywood career of Warner Baxter,
for more changes occur in the movie capital in
ten years than anywhere else in a century.
The Hollywood stage is constantly changed. Each
change clears the stage. Players come and go. Shakespeare is right. They strut their hour or two and then
are heard no more.
Warner Baxter is the prize exception. He disregards
the few hours of fame allotted to actors by the Bard.
Changes come and other stars go, but Baxter goes on.
The people like him. He's a fine actor and interesting
to see.
"I like him because he always seems like a human
being,'' a delightful lady informed me not so long ago.

I asked her what she meant. "Well," she added, "the
majority are actors. You are conscious of this while you
watch them. Warner Baxter convinces you by what he
does because he never suggests the actor."
There might be something to this. In fact, it might
be the secret of Warner's long popularity. Other players
should try it some time if they believe their last strut
is imminent.
However, I've known Warner long enough to form
a very definite conclusion of my own. And you know
me with secret knowledge in my possession, I yearn to
let the uninformed get in on the ground floor.
I've seen Warner face the Latin peril and come
through unscathed. I've watched him surrounded by
the iuvenile jubilee and keep right on going. I've noted
his position with the coming of talkies and regarded his
rising to full stardom.
Yes, how has he done it? I ask it. The fans ask it.
And many other players crave to know, biting their nails,
hoping to remain on the screen as long as Warner.
"I could never have done a thing unless I first had visualized it, then planned
it," Warner remarked to me one afternoon. "After a particular goal had been
attained, I started out for something new.
For I've always understood one truth
that everything keeps moving. Everything
in life is constant change."
Leaning against the low wall on one of
the terraces of his place, we looked down
on a rustic waterfall, as it surged forth
over ferned rocks in its seemingly eternal
play of water.
was with Warner at his Bel Air home.
It is of English architecture, set firm and
square on a hill top, its grounds declining in rock levels. The well-fixed bricks
of the house give the whole place a look
of solidarity, a place impregnable against
all storms
if (Please turn to page 70)
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Warner's
in

a

portrayals

series

tures are

of

pic-

marked by

a quality of sincerity
that carries his audiences with him, mentally and emotionally.

At

right,

a

close-up

of Baxter

in

his

est

with

role,

newEliza-

beth Allan as leading
in "Slave Ship."

lady,

Above, off-screen

— an

life

informal
picture taken at his Bel
Air home.
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By Thyra Samter Winslow
ii

ALWAYS seems like a holiday in Hollywood,"
ITMarsha Drew said, and knew she was repeating
something she had said to Eleanor Morton, her roommate, not so many days before. But this time she was
saying it to Keith Knowles, as she was driving out Sunset Boulevard with him.
This was a holiday

!

Though even

as she tried to ex-

what she meant about the holiday atmosphere, the
never-quite-real, just-on-the-edge-of -fantasy atmosphere
of Hollywood, she had to try to convince herself that
what was happening to her was real.
Just on the face of it it wasn't real. Couldn't be real
How could she, Marsha Drew, script girl on the Super
Films lot, be going to dinner with Keith Knowles, one
of the biggest stars in the world ? That was too fantastic
even for the dream-like quality of Hollywood
plain

Keith drove his

Marsha

liked the

own car. And drove it very well, too.
way his hands grasped the wheel. The

boys she went with, in their rather disreputable cars,
seemed to hold on to the wheel firmly, with both hands.
Keith sort of held his left hand high at the top of the
wheel and only half held the wheel, toward the bottom
with his right hand. His hands were firm and brown, his
fingers long, his nails a little too well cared for. The
kind of hand Marsha loved. She did so
hate men with fat, pulpy white hands or
little brown hands with too much hair on
them. She watched Keith's face as he
drove. But she didn't have to convince herself about his face. You don't get famous
all over the world because of your good
looks unless you've got something. Marsha, watching Keith
now, was convinced that he
had everything. His skin was
too pale from too much
indoors, day times, and
too many long hours, indoors,
at night, but that was the only
complaint you could possibly
a

little

work

make about him. His nose was
aquiline, but not the least bit
hawk-like. His eyes were dark.
His mouth almost too well
curved for a man. His lean
cheek, as Marsha looked at it,
made her want to take one
finger and touch the line of it. She couldn't
help but compare him with Lou Page
who was pretty nearly her boy friend.
Lou's face was a little too fat, his light
hair a little too thin, his eyes light and
expressionless. Well, tonight, anyhow, she
was with Keith Knowles didn't have to
think of anyone else.
They were at the Trocadero, that amazingly innocent looking one-story white
house, around which centers so much of
Hollywood's night life. Keith drove up
with a sort of casual flourish and half a

—
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dozen waiting boys came up to seize the car. One drove
it to the parking space. The others scraped and bowed.
They all knew Keith Knowles. Marsha hoped she looked
well enough so that he wasn't ashamed of her.
They went into the glittering lobby, while
Keith checked his hat. Then into the amazing
room which made Marsha hold her breath just
a little. She'd never been to "the Troc" before.
The entire back of the room was of panelled
glass and the city stretched out below, a Christ-

mas tree of glittering lights. An orchestra was
playing, and, although all of the tables seemed
occupied, the dance floor was already crowded.
The head waiter bowed to Keith, found him
an excellent ring-side table. It didn't occur to

The most romantic
in-love of a girl

serial of the year! Don't miss the exciting

who

kept her head, though not her heart,

Please Turn

to

Page 93 for Synopsis

in

adventures-

Hollywood

of Preceding Chapter

He

She liked the way he danced. Of course.

was much taller than she was and he held her
firmly. She was so glad she was a pretty good
dancer for he did a lot of difficult steps, though
he danced so easily that you didn't realize they

were tricky.
It seemed to Marsha that everyone was watch-

A

ing them.

of

lot

spoke

people

to

Some

Keith.

casually.
Some, with apparently great affec-

j,

Others waiting
eagerly for a word
or a look of recognition. She heard
whispers, "That is
Keith Knowles, the

tion.

star," "Isn't

he grand

looking?"

"No,

I

know

don't

the girl
he's dancing with."
It

was

all

perfect.

anyhow.
Through dinner.
Through half an hour
more of dancing.
Keith had a lot of

Just

Illustrated

then,

drinks
Marsha

by

Georgia Warren

— but

rather

then
ex-

men to drink.
The men she went
had money to buy drinks.
pected

—when they

with drank

And men

in stories

were always drinking.

Then Keith wandered away. Marsha didn't
mind sitting by herself for a minute or two
but when the minutes lengthened into a quarter
of an hour Marsha began to feel vastly uncomfortable. At first she thought of Keith
and with
a lovely warmth of feeling. All the little things
he had said. They had laughed together over

—

nothing

He had

told her gay little jokes.
a dozen things in common
books they both liked, pictures they had seen,
even similar emotions.
at

all.

They had found

But you can't sit and moon over a man you've
met when the busy life of "the Troc" is
going on about you. So Marsha looked at the
crowd. Motion picture people were no longer a
Just as Marsha was feeling completely miserable alone at a table
mysterious delight to her. She had seen most
at the "Troc," Keith came back, gaily, nonchalantly, without even
of these very people around the studio
knew
a murmur of apology. And he brought back some curious people.
little things about them. There was the lovely
Joan Bennett, looking eighteen, with her writer
Marsha to wonder she was so busy wondering
husband, Gene Markey Eddie Robinson, who looked
about other things why the table was much larger
a bit like a racketeer, even off the screen, and who was
than two people could possibly need.
really a gentle and thoughtful philosopher
and who
Keith ordered drinks. And then they danced.
collected rare paintings instead of shot guns
Bette
And Marsha found out one thing about Keith
Davis, who scarcely ever went to night clubs, looking
just as he hadn't asked her if she wanted to go
lovelier than on the screen, with her musician husband,
to the Trocadero, now he really didn't ask her to
Harmon Nelson the brilliant young Englishman. Rowdance. His "shall we dance?" was far more of
land Leigh, with the Cole Porters. Lawrence Riley, maka command. For Keith was spoiled. He did what
ing a "Personal Appearance" with someone Marsha felt
he wanted to do at exactly the minute he wanted
must be a visiting celebrity, a hundred others.
to do it. And so far, that pleased Marsha a great
But even watching famous people wasn't enough.
deal. For she wanted to do exactly what he wanted.
Young girls in brilliant (Please turn to page 93)
just

—
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Press. Five hundred people who can
spell, simple words, of course, and
who know what a shift-lock is. In summer there are
about a hundred and fifty more, known as the Visiting
Press. These members of the Press have to send pages

members

Defense
o
Snooty Stars
n

AND

now I have some awful facts for you to face. I
always say that there is nothing so depressing as
/ \ a real honest-to-goodness fact. But in every life
some facts must fall, some days must be cold and dark
and dreary. Pass the aspirin, ducky.
As you 'well know Hollywood is the center of the movie
industry, it's the cinema capital of the world. It's only
twenty-five square miles in area and doesn't stack up with
any other capitals by a long shot why, you could easily
lose it in the sewers of
Vatican in
the
Paris,
Rome, and under the Supreme Court's bench in
Washington. But in this
twentv-five square miles,
bounded on the North by
the Hollywood Hills, on
the South by a couple of
oil wells, on the East by
the Hays office, and on
the "West by the Trocadero and Connie Ben-

/-\

—

nett's

the

and pages of copy every day
zines

all

we send

over the world.

No

to

newspapers and maga-

copy, no eat. So what?

So

copy, you bet.

Also in this enchanted area of twenty-five miles are
thousand actors which juicy figure includes stars,
featured players, and bit players. Not to mention sixteen
thousand extras. Now you would think, wouldn't you,
that with six thousand actors and sixteen thousand extras,
we five hundred members of the Press who can spell
would find plenty of copy to send to those slave-driving
Simon Legrees whom we laughingly refer to as our editors. Oh, no. Oh, no! It isn't as easy as all that. Of the
six thousand actors, (and I'm awfully sorry but I am
going to have to drop the sixteen thousand extras, not
that I am a snob, but simply because all these figures are
making me dizzy) I repeat, of the six thousand actors
six

—

—

there are only twenty-eight of them who are considered
"copy." Isn't it perfectly appalling But it's the gospel
truth. I just didn't pick the number twentv-eight out of
thin air. People in studios who go in for figures seriously
have been drawing graphs and charts and things lately,
and they presented me with this distressing fact, which
!

part of the Strip,

(no connection
Gypsy Rose Lee),
petite

of

read and write and

with
in this

twenty-five miles,

what do we find? Termites.
that's

We

Of
beside
find

course,
but
the point.

five

j

hundred

According to very many, the three
cinema celestials on this page bethe front rank of snooty
Sidney, upper left,
avoids
those
candid
cameras;
why? Above, Luise Rainer has had
the term "temperament" tossed
long

stars.

in

Sylvia

about like a volley ball in stories
that have bounced from coast to
coast. But if you want to know
how that started, read about Luise
Katharine Hepburn,
here.
Left:
very much down to earth as she
chats with her director on location for "Quality Street," is too
much up in the air to suit the
press. Now hear Katie's side of it.

to you. Briefly, and right to the
amounts to this: Ninety percent of the copy that
goes out of Hollywood every day is written about twentyI

now passed on

have

point,

it

Why Garbo became

"mysterious," Rainer

a recluse, Colbert, Lombard and others
Here's

eight players.

"too

Now twenty-eight players, no matter how versatile,
can't do enough things every day to provide copy for five
hundred hungry writers, and all the air gossipers besides. It just isn't possible. So what happens? So writers
go mad, imaginations run riot and snooty stars are
thrown to the lions. Sylvia Sidney says "Scram" to a
photographer, and suddenly it becomes the most important thing in the world, and hundreds of stories and
gossip items are written about it before the sun sets. No
one of course thought to ask Sylvia Sidney why she said
"Scram" to the photographer. She might have a very
but it would spoil the story, and
legitimate reason
heaven only knows it's hard enough to get stories without
having them spoiled. Just let a temperamental, neurotic
star happen along who refuses to bow and scrape and
show her molars graciously when she comes in contact
with her public and the five hundred members of the
Press simply go to town. She's snooty, she doesn't cooperate, she spurns her fans. Airs, eh ? We'll show her
Rat-a-tat-tat across the keyboard. It's only human nature,
I suppose, but it's so much more fun writing things
about the snooty stars than it is about the "give" girls.
Hepburn continues to get ten times more space than Fay

behind many a headline about the stars

aloof."

the

story

real

—

—

By Margaret Angus

idea how the system works.
I'm not blaming the Five Hundred, (who, me?

Wray. Which gives you an

Now

I'm one of the best little offenders in the business) for
it's not our fault
after all we've got to keep our jobs
that there are only twenty-eight actors in Hollywood who
are good copy it's not our fault there's not enough news
to go around, we didn't start the star system; we just
work here, don't mind us.
But for some reason or other, perhaps it's softening
of the brain or hardening of the arteries, I should like
to defend for a change those poor little victims of Supply
and Demand, the Snooty Stars of Hollywood. And explain to you, if possible, how they got that way. Snooty
;

—

;

stars vary from year to
year. Janet Gaynor, who
used to be a Snooty Star,
is
now a Give Girl.

Carole Lombard,
used to give all

who
for

and for
dear old Paramount, is
now a Snooty Star. The
Snooty Stars of today,
press, for public,

according

the

to

Hundred more or

Five
less,

are Katharine Hepburn,
Luise
Rainer,
Greta

Garbo, Miriam Hopkins,
Sylvia
Sidney,
Carole

Lombard

and,

guessedit,

you

Simone

Simon.

Luise

Rainer does

{Please turn

More
royals,

to

page 96)

of
Hollywood's
princess
according to widely pub-

licized

reports.

Little

Simone

Simon, above, scarcely arrived

in

Hollywood when stories flew thick
and fast about the fireworks the
petite
pet from
France could
cause around studios. Miriam Hopkins, upper right, has long been a
prominent member of the Snooty
Star Club, whose membership rolls
are arbitrarily written by decree
of

the

report-spreaders.
Right,
long a favorite
of those who tell the world about

Carole Lombard,
Hollywood,
'snooty."

is

suddenly

declared

Read how that happened.
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Dra vest
3
Ann

r

i

Sothern

is

the

lovely heroine of Hol-

lywood's most gallant

romance

real-life

By

Maddox

Ben

had a forced landing
and how Ann, with her orchids and mink
and maid, and Roger were stuck in a onehorse town. You haven't heard of their
spectacular arrival in Chicago and of their
strange, hectic honeymoon. Nor of the
lonely sequel. They were full of bright
ideas about flying back and forth on
alternate week-ends 'so far their respective jobs have allowed but two visits.

their bridal plane

you're inclined to believe that
If
actresses are deliberate about romance, read the inspiring story of

Ann's marriage and change your
mind! Top right, the blonde beauty,
close-up. Next, with her husband,
Roger Pryor, at their wedding. Above,
Don
with
scene
love
screen
a
Ameche. Right, Hollywood's bravest

;

Screen land presents the entire fascinating story because it is the tale of a
remarkable girl, remarkable because she

bride at home.

the modern warnings
forget
a smart
SHOULD
and be outrageously, recklessly romantic? Can she
girl

all

I

know who can answer, who can

talk because she herself has dared to experiment,

is

Ann

Sothern. Today she still is in the midst of her courageous
personal try.
"They say you are a fool to be romantic and I say I
am not being silly !" she vows, gray eyes flashing. "Yes,
and I'm sentimental besides, and I think it's grand to
be this

way

!"

She has no qualms even though things have turned out
months ago Ann impetuously married
Roger Pryor. They climaxed the gala commotion caused
by their sudden wedding by boarding a fancily decorated
airplane and flying from Hollywood to Chicago. Then she
had to return to California and he has had to stay there
You haven't heard what's happened since, of how
as they have. Six

34

the most of

it

first meet Ann Sothern you presume she
bubbling glamor; her hair is a gorgeous blonde,
her make-up is exotic, and her voice trills. But that is
the surface personality. That is Ann, the movie star.
The girl I discovered behind this theatrical front isn't

When

afford this?

The one person

has made herself famous the hard way—
although she has reached for the moon
she has settled for what fate has granted her and made

is

you

all

exotic or frivolous. She is, instead, a college girl who
has deliberately made the most of herself. Like Frances
Farmer, she hails from the University of Washington.
But the gods of Hollvwood didn't shower luck on Ann
she's had to climb slowly. She had to find the most
flattering sort of make-up herself, diet so her figure
would be enviable. When she was told she wasn't star

material she had to buck that discouraging verdict.

"There is nothing definite as to when Roger and I can
be together again," Ann admits today. "I've been attempting to get away on a (Please turn to page 72)

tzzy

ailing
elicious

U N N

She's fed

E

!

up with these "Pa-

trician of Pictures" and "Dignified Dunne" tides!
She

wants to have fun; and so she
carries on in the "Theodora
Goes Wild" manner, in her
new picture with Randolph
Scott, with whom she is shown
at upper right.
Above, as a
medicine-show entertainer in
this story of Pennsylvania's
oil boom of 1859 with music
by Jerome Kern of "Show
Boat" fame. Upper tenter,

Dunne dance for Dorothy
Lamour, second lead in the

a

picture.

Finally, a
close-up.

pon"

"pom-

Irene goes gaily wild again in

"High/ ^X^ide, and Handsome'

MENACE! Here, on this page, are those hearties who provide
the sturdy, stalwart qualities to our screen. Take, for example,
Humphrey Bogart, at right, who ever since "Petrified forest^
has been busy writing a new celluloid definition of "bad man."
Bogart wins the coveted chief role in the film of "Dead End;"
meanwhile he's toiling at his home studio in other epics. Below,
the cryptic Cesar Romero, so villainous he's popular. Left,
below, a welcome to Ricardo Cortez, whose Latin good looks
are seen too rarely these days. Then, Spencer Tracy, Head
Menace Man of the movies, who turns villains into heroes, and
makes heroes more human.

M

enace

ROMANCE! And

now, on this page, consider the gentlemen
apparently have everything their own way in their gelatine
roles. They never fail to Get The Girl. They invariably recover
the jewels, worst the villain, win the battle, and end in the timehonored clinch. But sometimes we wonder do they get as
much fun as the Menace Men? Well, Robert Donat, at left,
always seems a little pained by it all, but perhaps he cheers up in
"Knight without Armour," opposite Dietrich. Ian Hunter,
below, is the lucky man who's always marrying Kay Francis, for
the films. Lower left, Bing Crosby, who can always croon. And
Ray Milland, who gets a good grin out of it, anyway!

who

—

SCREENLAND
case
of

of

tU

S

important

lads

cinema, to satisfy

you wnetner you
to

snow-

niss

tne

applaud tne

prefer

ne-men or
neroes,

even vice versa!

or

Knee Action!

Knee action that serves the ends of
glamor, appealingly evident in the picture of Carole Lombard, right, in "Swing
High, Swing Low." Upper left, Evelyn
Terry, 18-year-old beauty, and Wayne
Morris, above, screen newcomers, use
knee action in the athletic sense.

w
Allan Jones, whose latest film is
"A Day at the Races," spends a

day at the beach. Above, Tyrone
Power likes the knee action of the
gray he's riding for the exercise

and fun of it.

INotice liow

it

steps

up

tne

power

of eye^appeal,

adds sparkle and tempo to Hollywood

Just the right knee action gives a flair of chic to the
stylish gown Eleanore Whitney is wearing in this
pose above. Next right, a gal must watch her step for
grace of motion when wearing a hula skirt like this.
Far right, Olivia de Havilland, in a tricky demonstration of knees at their best as she sways from left to
right. Below, perfect knee control enables jean
Harlow to put her best foot forward for Robert

Taylor in "Personal Property." Lower right, Anita
Louise does a graceful twirl in a merry moment.

s

outdoor

and
life

Artful pretending to

make you believe they're
somebody else, is a game
the

screen

how

stars

to play to

know
perfeo

Here are some

tion.

of

your favorites doing their
tricks of incognito

Exposing a

bit

of magical masquerade.

The Indian who hops like a frog, across
page at upper left, is William Frawley.
Below him, you'll recognize Paul Muni
in his newest false face for "The
Woman I Love." And from left to
right across bottom are Cesar Romero,
bewhiskered and turbanned for "Wee
Willie Winkie;" Claude Rains summons up a portrait of the past, the

"The Prince and the
Pauper;" Vivienne Osborne, believe it
or not,, as a "mysterious stranger" in
"Danger, Men Working;" and, the
most celebrated false face of 'em all,
Warner Oland as Charlie Chan.
Center, left, Reginald Owen gets a

Earl of Hertford, in

false face to play in

"Dangerous Num-

and the "beard sculptor" who
does the trick looks enough like Bob
Taylor to rate a screen test himself.
Next, Marlene Dietrich and Robert
Donat don't use much make-up on
their faces in "Knight Without Armour," but have a look at those hats!
Above, the false face familiar to every
household Robert Kent all a-lather.
ber,"

—

G

pring \^rop

Behold the newcomers

!

How

many

v

snoot to fame and flourish in the son
times kind, often cruel

Ben Bernie, top, the Old Maestro himself, shown with all
the lassies rather then the lads in "Wake Up and Live,"
may rival his own radio fame in films. Delia Lind, above,
is M-G-M'S transplanted flower from Europe.
And speaking of Continental cuties, consider Luli Deste from Vienna,
top right; and Tilly Losch, at right, the "Good Earth" gal.
As for home-grown products, we offer Robert Dalton, left,
who has that Taylorish look; William Hall, lower left; Orie
Heyward, ex-model, below; and Kenny Baker from radio.

Hollywood

clima

An

ex-flyer

now

caking a flyer in films

is

John Trent, in circle at left. He's soaring.
Lynne Carver, below, blossoms in "Maytime."
Maria Shelton, right, is the
brunette menace to Jean Harlow in "Personal Property," with Robert Taylor.
Joan Fontaine, left below, has a flowerlike face and grace and Olivia de Havil-

land for a sister. Dean Jagger, lower left,
has a wholesome, manly grin. Sophie
Tucker, below, center, the stream-lined
"red-hot mama" of stage and night-clubs,
has a second blooming in the next
"Broadway Melody," with Powell and
Taylor. In circle below, Gloria Dickson,
who debuts in "The Deep South."
Lower right, the statuesque Marcia RalsDay." What say?
ton in "Call It

A

Pleasant
Practically

H omes-

Witfiout

Qi«Qi!

Grandeur marks many, tut not all
of the tomes of Hollywood. Sec tnese

You've looked at countless pictures of cinemaland
costly show-places. Now turn your attention to the
unpretentious houses, where life is cheerful in tl
beauty of simple surroundings, and swank is a stra
ger who may never enter. Below, Brian Donlevy i
laxing in his comfortable rumpus room. Left, Miscl
Auer and his wife in the very livable living-room
their home. Lower left, Reginald Owen, by his ov
hearth. Lower center, Jane Darwell in h
hospitable dining-room. Upper left, Mrs. Asta al
nothing doggy, you know. Ai
likes a simple house
Mr. "After The Thin Man" Asta, across to upp
right, is equally contented in canine comfort.

homey

—

One

of the pleasantest homes in the
screen colony is that of the Ray
Millands, pictured in the three views
above. At top left, the exterior, with
Ray to greet guests at the door. Left
center, the living-room, with its tiled

and tasteful furnishings.
Above, the bedroom, with its good

fireplace

mahogany

furniture with simple
candlewick bedspread, and
window hangings designed to permit
lines, its

the

maximum of California sunshine.
a charming home for a charm-

At left,
ing

lady:

Mary Boland

is

shown

arranging flowers in her dainty, yet
comfortable living-room. Miss Boland prefers pastel shades, so her
carpet is a soft green, and the sofa
and chairs covered in pastel brocade.
Note the profusion of flowers-Mary's chief extravagance.

Famous

Funny
Fellows
The worl d
with

s

thsir oyster

pearls

cause they

make

in

—

it

he«

know how

to

us laugh

Hugh Herbert,

Hollywood

'

Zany Number
One, does a cane
trick which you
can follow from
top to bottom at
right with al augh
,

No
sound track
at every stop.

needed.

lines for
picture togeth-

:hearsing
eir first

above,

,

Edward G.

and
>birtson
Right,
avis.

Bette

Bette

apped on the sideBelow, Eddie puts

les.

quiet

e

on

Joyce

ompton's 'phone
by deftly pulling
plug in this scene.

at,

e

an d

Regular

Tne candid camera catckes up witn a

good "gang" including Eddie Robinson
and Bette Davis,

in

"Kid Galanad"

Hollywood gives Eddie a great send-off in his first picture since his return from
abroad. "Kid Galahad" is a typical Robinson story, gusto, guns, gangs, and a
superlative cast. At left below, Eddie rehearses with Humphrey Bogart. Below,
Robinson ad-libs to Bogart: "I just dropped in for a crime, do you mind?"

Tlie

Most

Tom Brown

and

Beautiful

Still

Mary Maguirc

in

of

tlic

Montk

"That Man's Here Again"

Glamor Parade on
special
stars

at

Piccadilly.

Our

news letter about the
work and play abroad

By Hettie Crimstead
quered satin and an upstanding halo hat when
she went to a gay cocktail party. Having supper
at the Ritz one night with Earl and Countess
Poulett, Merle scintillated in low-backed cloque
crepe exactly the same rich ruby as the old bur-

gundy she was drinking.

And
at a

the tensest

moment

of the

month occurred

Park Lane hotel reception when Merle and

Sally O'Neil arrived almost simultaneously wearing silver fox furs of identical style and design.
Sally gave a horrified look at the other actress
and hastily dropped her cape off into the hands
of a flustered flunkey. Merle went rather pink
but pretended nothing was wrong and made her
usual spectacular entrance into the party room
bestowing affectionate kisses upon her numerous
.friends.

Undoubtedly Merle has a remarkable gift for
She makes friends easily and keeps
them staunchly and loyally. I'd hate to have to
pay
her
transatlantic

friendship.

telephone

up

bill

somebody

wood

at least

— she
in

calls

Holly-

once a day.

She told me that

in three
she
had
chatted across the ocean
with Constance Bennett,
Charles Boyer, Joel McCrea, Ginger Rogers, and
Xorma Shearer (twice).
"There were things I
wanted to tell them,"' she
laughed.

days

alone,

Merle has a definite
formula for friendship.
"I just like everybody I
meet and I go on liking
them until they give me

Most

exciting screen

team

in

the London film

above: Merle Oberon and
Charles Laughton, together in "I, Claudius."
Top, pretty Anna Lee. Center close-up, Lilli
Palmer. Right, lovely Anna Neagle, Britain's
leading cinema beauty.
studios,

directly

Marlene Dietrich returned to
SENCE
Hollywood, Merle Oberon has be-

come London's Glamor Girl No. 1.
to be seen lunching and dining- in
all the most exclusive restaurants, laughing and chatting at the smartest parties, and gracing every important

She

is

premiere of screen or theatrical show, invariably beautifully gowned and attended by an admiring masculine
escort
sometimes two or three
Merle certainly looks adorable in the dark shades she
is
favoring these days, deep wine-red and chocolate
brown and unrelieved black, shiny satins and velvets
that set off her fresh warm skin and gold-flecked chestnut hair so effectively. She had figure-fitting black lac-

—

!

a serious reason for disliking them. Xot so many
do."
One thing is rather
troubling her just now.
After playing nice natural girls in her films for
Goldwyn. Merle returns
to her old exotic type in
Claudius"'
the
"I,
as
malicious Messalina for
whom no evil was too appalling if it furthered her ends at the Court of Ancient
Rome. Merle thinks that the wider public her new screen
personality has won may resent seeing her portraying
such a "souless daughter of sin" as another character describes her. So she had a talk with Korda and a fresh
opening for the film is being written so that Messalina
is first shown as a radiant voung girl, one of the vestal
virgins at Diana's Temple, whose trust is betrayed and
humiliated so that she grows to hate the men who have
made her the city's laughing- (Please turn to page 80)
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THE KING AND THE CHORUS GIRL—Warners

THIS

the picture I've been waiting for! Oh, I haven't
been exactly brooding- about it, but leaving previews with

a

is

baffled

feeling

I'd

find

remembering

myself

3

Ernst

Lubitsch's marvelous old celluloid satires, and wondering
why some smart director such as Lubitsch didn't make more.
Mr. Lubitsch, apparently, has forgotten his formula; but smart
young Mervyn LeRoy has thought up a new one of his own,
complete with dialogue and a new Continental charmer and the

—

—

i

c t u res

;

result, before

you

here,

is

more than

by

satisfactory. It's delicious.

You'll be enchanted and you'll be amused, and you'll welcome the
well, wide-open eyes,
star, Fernand Gravet, with open arms
anyway. You see, the story is by Groucho< Marx (and. Norman
Krasna, of course) ; and some of the situations are so funny I

—

new

—

hasn't saved them for his own pictures.
gorgeously funny; and all the time there is that
usually unattainable blend of humor and romance, but beautiful
—particularly as enacted in just the right spirit by M. Gravet
and Joan Blondell. The title tells the plot, but it won't be the
plot you'll go to see, or stay to watch. It's the gaiely and good
will in this love story of an ex-King and an American chorus girl.

don't see

why Mr. Marx

The dialogue

is

LOST HORIZON-

UNQUESTIONABLY

MARKED

lumbi

the "big" picture of the season,
awaited, lavish picturization of

Frank Cnpra's long
James Hilton's novel. "Lost Horizon" on the screen is
not the "Lost Horizon" you knew and loved between

is

book covers. Where the difference occurs, whether

in

translation or in direction, is the current question before
firmed picture-goers right now. Ironically, it seems to

screenall

con-

me

that
the question of conflict presented in Hilton's book is precisely the
complication that occurred in filming it. The old, old question,
word it as you will: art or box-office? Write your own answer.

WOMAN—Warners

HIGH-POWERED

shocker, notable as Bette Davis' return vehicle and as the latest in the Warner Bros, series
of exposes of current front-page problems. Grim, that's
what it is, without the slightest leaven of humanity or
humor but praiseworthy in its refusal to sugar-coat or charm.
You'll be glad, I hope, as I am, that Bette Davis celebrates her
come-back with a role as uncompromising in its reality as her
memorable Mildred of "In Human Bondage." She's a "night-club

companions by the High Lama, and due

also, apparently,

by courtesy of Mr. Hays, who's the most intelligent of
her group and who finally dares to fight the ruthless leader of this
particular racket, because of her martyred younger sister. Miss
Davis gives an unusually colorful performance, but I wish she'd
curb her tendency to stylize her highly individual technique to its
extreme. Most daring of all our actresses, Bette is more forceful
than ever in "Marked Woman," and is still the star despite the
competition in the cast of Mayo Methot and Isabel Jewell, who

to uninspired scissoring in the studio cutting-room,

our epic becomes

are splendid.

Certainly Colman has never given a finer, more sensitive and
sustained performance than as Robert Conway, chief victim of the
most picturesque airplane "kidnapping" in current literature. Off
to a thrilling start, "Lost Horizon" cracks up at Shangri-La, the
fabulous lamasery where, due to the stay enforced upon Conway

end

his

episodic, interest lags, excitement wanes,

and the beautiful

spiritual

message of "Lost Horizon" somehow gets lost. Best in cast:
H. B. Warner, Sam Jaffe, Edward Everett Horton, excellent.

hostess,"

Eduardo Ciannelli, whom you'll recall from "Winterthe most of the gruesome racketeer. Humphrey
Bogart is the forceful attorney, while Jane Bryan, newcomer,
registers appealingly as Bette's younger sister. Not for juniors.
set,"

makes

MOST CONTROVERSIAL CINEMA:
"Lost Horizon"

NEW

RAVE:

Fernand Gravet in "The King and the
Chorus Girl"

GRIMMEST DRAMA:
"Marked Woman"
BEST

NEW

TEAM:

Tyrone Power and Loretta Young
"Love Is News"

in

LOVE

Cary Grant

;

—

"SUPPORT":

you don't mind the swagger; it's insouciant; it'll amuse you. The
way Loretta ceases, once and for all, I hope, to be a wistful
wisher and becomes" a vivid, vital huntress with a mean sense
of humor. A high spot for the audience, if a new low for lovely
Loretta, is when Tyrone plops her into a mud-puddle, and not
by mistake, either. Yes, it's that kind of a picture, you'll love it.
Don Ameche is no longer courtly, but caustic, and a knockout.

SURPRISE PERFORMANCE:
Don Ameche in "Love Is News"

WHEN

YOU'RE

IN

LOVE— Columbia

QUALITY STREET— RKO-Radio

WELL, YOU'LL want to hear Grace Moore singing
Minnie the Moodier with gestures if you don't see an-

—

""''SSSik.

—

month

other exhibit of galloping gelatine this

!

It's

well

worth more than the admission price, I assure you, to
see this pet babe of the Met. and the mike swing it without losing
even a little of her prima donna poise. Miss Moore is indeed
the unconquerable diva, no matter how valiantly her scenarist
and director work to make her just-folks. However. I really
enjoyed this latest Moore picture quite as much as "One Night
of Love," with the added inducement of Cary Grant, at his most
picturesque since "Sylvia Scarlett," though very different. Cary
plays the struggling young artist who marries the singer for
convenience, and oh, you bright children, you Why aren't you
all writing Grace Moore movies? Of course Love comes, and
Grace and Cary welcome it and there are more songs and smart
sayings, and before you know it you're pleasantly hypnotized into
a Grace Moore Fan, and waiting for her next picture, not ex-

—

!

;

actly with bated breath, but pleasurable anticipation.

would be glad
toss off

I,

for one,

Miss Moore would get really low-down and
a couple more arias, leaving the Minnies to the Mermans.
if

—

—

"When

You're in Love"
Isabel Jewell in "Lost Horizon"
Eric Blore in "Quality Street"
in

Century-Fox

—

Edward Everett Horton in "Lost Horizon" and "The King an d the
Chorus Girl"
IN

NEWS— 20th

FROTHIEST and most engaging comedy of the month,
JglSjg,
(tSugj presenting a new screen love team in Tyrone Power and
who met, you'll remember, in "Ladies in
'"^Saj^. Loretta Young
Love," but got off to a bad start, and I hope this isn't the
finish. Mr. Zanuck, you've got something there. Because this team
is not manufactured
it's a natural for youth, sex menace, and
spontaneity. Why, even this gagged-up newspaper yarn is made
almost credible, and certainly absolutely charming, by Tyrone and
Loretta smart young reporter pursued by "prettiest heiress" idea,
with man-eating managing editor panting for scoop oh, you
know. But it's the way it's done the way Tay Garnett has directed with such bouncing zest and unashamed gusto; the way
Tyrone swaggers in his first really important modern part, but

UNSTARRED STAR OF THE SEASON:

OUTSTANDING

IS

KATHARINE HEPBURN

is the most
contradictory
Oh, so you know that. Well, you'll agree.
""^SSjk then, I suppose, that she can be most brittle and annoying,
*^
of all the moderns in a twentieth-century role
and that
she can, contrary-wise, completely submerge her startling, sharp
personality in a "quaint" Barrie characterization and make you
believe in her, or rather in her role. There's only one answer, as
I see it
like her or not, the gal's an actress and a show-woman.
She has never proved it so pointedly as in this perfectly delightful

(Cffia)) star in films

!

;

—

:

picturization of a beloved Barrie play, set in the 1800's in England, and telling the bitter-sweet story of a spirited girl whose

disappointment in young love turns her into a sedate schoolteacher until but Barrie, and Hepburn, can tell you the rest of
it.
Never has a period piece been more lovingly and carefully
staged and directed, and the cast is one of the finest of this or any
other month. Franchot Tone is quite in his element in the romantic trappings of his Victorian role; he is surely at his best in
costume pictures. Eric Blore is present for authentic comedy and
Fay Bainter and Estelle Winwood, distinguished stage veterans,

—

;

add

their

very definite distinction. But

it's

Hepburn's picture.
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HE WAS

so very young and so very tight and so
very beguiling. Even as he made his absurd but

none the less persistent demands on the Metropole staff of waiters his wide grin came, boyish and ingratiating as if he had no idea of the nuisance he was
making of himself. Or maybe he did. You really couldn't
tell about these young Americans
"I want a roasted eagle!" He was going on and on,
and the waiter found his eyes searching desperately for
Victor. There wasn't another cafe manager like Victor
in the whole of Paris. He could handle even a tight young
!

American and make him

"A

like

it.

strong eagle with a level head and a sense of
responsibility
but roasted !" the young American was
insisting. "And some stewed buttercups au gratin, and
"But the kitchen is closed, sir," the waiter said wearily.
"It's very late, practically morning, if you will allow me
to remind you. Every one else has left."
" The boy looked
"I shan't move from this spot until
up and stopped. For Victor stood there, smiling and imperturbable, and the situation he couldn't handle had
not been invented yet.
"Ah, my dear sir." Victor's voice came as smoothly
as always. "Is something wrong?"
"Why can't I have a roast eagle?" the young man
asked, and some of his belligerence went with Victor not
showing by as much as a flicker of eyelash that the demand was anything but sound.
"But you can, sir." Victor as usual managed just the
right degree of nonchalance. He turned sternly to the
!"
waiter. "One roast eagle for the gentleman, instantly
As the bewildered waiter looked on, Victor helped the
fine,

—

—

—

American

to his feet

though the young

and somehow managed

man was

to

do

it

as

helping him. It was things

made Victor's reputation.
"And now your car is ready, sir," he said smoothly,
and the young man saw that he was. standing in front of
like this that

the check-room
his coat.

"But

my

and that Victor was helping him on with

—

eagle
" he began.
"Naturally, I haven't forgotten it." Victor bowed as
he produced his hat, with a flair that suggested possible
rabbits being pulled out of it any minute. "But surely, sir,
you haven't forgotten that an eagle must be hung for
twenty-four hours before cooking? But how I envy you,
tomorrow night at this time I suggest, sir, that in addition to roast eagle we have, perhaps, a puree of thistle!

The romance of an American
chap who poses as a prince, and
a girl from
home who thinks
more of love than titles. A novelized

"Cafe MetroPower and
Loretta Young

version of

pole," starring Tyrone

Fictionized by

Elizabeth

B.

Petersen

Please See Page 86 for Cast and Credits.

down and possibly, yes certainly, a salad of field flowers."
The young man wafted an ecstatic but unsteady kiss

The "prince" and

towards the morrow's dinner and extracted a bank note
from his wallet. Even as he seemingly failed to give it
the recognition of the merest glance Victor saw that it
was a thousand franc note that he was putting in his
pocket. A huge tip, but only a drop in the bucket as far
as his needs were concerned. It would take many thousands of requests for eagles and unruly young millionaires
who gave lavish tips like this to fill Victor's need of
money.
The imperturbable mask that was assumed only for the
patrons of the Cafe Metropole dropped as soon as the
boy was ushered through the door. Instead came the scowl
that must never be seen by cash customers, and all the
suavity in Victor's voice gave way to a swift, almost quer-

heiress

ulous staccato.

"Waiter number four has a faint beard." He swung on
the maitre d'hotel. "Shave him! The uniform of number
five stinks of benzine. Clean it
And let us change the
head of the income tax department from table four to
thirty-four.
e have trouble enough now with the income
!

W

tax without putting
register.

And oh

yes,

him where he can watch our cash
where can we get strawberries?"

"Nowhere !" The maitre d'hotel flung out his hands.
"They're out of season."
"We must find wild strawberries !" Victor said crisply.
"Joseph Ridgeway, the millionaire automobile man from
Detroit, is partial to them, and his radiogram from the
Normandie says

his sister wants some of that special
caviar and his daughter wants celebrities.
must have
them all by Monday night when he has reserved a table
here."

We

Victor's usually spry shoulders sagged a bit as he went
and then involuntarily they straightened
again as he found himself looking into a revolver held
by the wizened little cashier of the Cafe Metropole.
"Stop, don't move an inch !" For a minute Maxl had
into his office,

thought he could put menace into his voice, but it came
with his old-time quiver. So he didn't even try to be
forceful as he went on
"I can't wait any longer. I'm
!"
going insane
"This sort of insanity usually leads to the guillotine."
Victor actually found himself speaking to one of the
employees as he did to the Metropole guests, ingratiatingly and with that hypnotic purr that usually made
things come out as he wanted. (Please turn to page 86)
:

the

American
make

a

drama+ic entrance
at Cafe
Metro-

pole,

above.

Right, Loretta
Young and Tyrone

Power;

be-

low, in scenes with

Menjou,

Charles

Winninger, and
Helen

Westley.
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Ronald Colman and Jane Wyatt made love
this, below, before the sun came over
the mountain, for "Lost Horizon." Right,
Gary Cooper and Frances Dee, romantic for
"Souls at Sea," so early in the morning.
like

Love at
Sunrise

and on an empty stomach. Me, who can't say a
word to anyone before eleven. And I bet your disposition is just as bad in the morning as mine is. Well,
I must say actors certainly earn their money.
Just as it is one of those unwritten laws in cinemania
that two people in a picture who have never met each
other must immediately do their big love scene the first
day of production, just so it is generally understood in
Hollywood that location love scenes must be made before

ing,

civil

T

WAS

quite some time before I recovered from the
shock. I mean the shock of discovering that the great
lovers of the screen didn't love each other at all, that
their kisses were as phoney as Hollywood snow, and that
the wild look of passionate desire that crept into their
eyes as they contemplated each other in breath-taking
close-ups was a little trick they picked up in dramatic
school. Being a deep-dyed sentimentalist at heart, I was
utterly convinced that two people who made love with
such exciting beauty on the screen just had to love each

and truly. But I wasn't in Hollywood longdiscovered differently. Came the dawn the day
I was sitting on a set and saw one of our dearly be'oved
heroes eat a huge hunk of garlic before doing a tender
little love scene with one of the more ethereal glamor
other, really

before

I

girls.

That was shock number one. Shock number two, and

am still recovering from that, came when I learned
to my dismay that those thrillingly beautiful love scenes
I

that have the audiences panting for breath and fairly
swooning in the aisles of the theatres are usually taken
at six or seven o'clock in the cold rays of a rising sun
Imagine being able to say, "I love you, darling, oh, how
I love you," with stirring conviction at six in the morn-

60

breakfast. You can be sure the actors didn't make the
law. They don't want to make love before breakfast any
more than you and I do they don't want to get up,
either. But it seems that the morning sun is usually clear
and bright, and the location cameraman just must have
his morning sun. Many a poor star has pulled her pretty
coiffure and wailed, "Why must I get up at four in the
morning ? On the stage I never got up until four in the
can I
afternoon. I can't get emotional at that hour
be expected to do my best work?" But all she gets is a
curt, "The light is right," from the cameraman and the

—

!

How

and that is that. Light is far more important in
pictures than acting, and a star always finds that out the
first time she goes on location.
Also, it might interest you to know, sunsets in the films
are usually sunrises, a sunrise being far easer to photograph than a sunset for obvious reasons. Most of the big
thrilling outdoor love scenes in a picture, as in life, occur
director,

how

Here's

mood

romantic

build

stars

before

up

to

breakfast

because the cameras see better
dawn's early

By

the

in

the

light!

Williams

Liz

Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray, above, dancing with
love in their eyes and yawns in their hearts, at 6 A. M. for
"Maid of Salem." Left, sun-up often finds that grand team,
Nelson Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald, singing a love duet.
Below, fresh, glamorous, and gay, Ida Lupino appears before
before breakfast!
the camera dressed for evening

—

where prima donnas do their best
an evening before the second act cur-

initely""of the theatre"

emoting
tain,

at ten of

wasn't at

Woman

all

pleased

when

the assistant director of

Love," (Hopkins, Paul Muni, and Louis
Hayward came up to her on the nice comfortable
set one afternoon and said, "Miss Hopkins, be at Point
Mugu in make-up at five in the morning." Well, Miriam
is a trouper if nothing else, though it is bruited about in
the market places that she's a very tasty dish too so she
drove up to Ventura, a little town on
the coast, took a room at the hotel,
and before the dawn's early light was
over on Point Mugu with the rest
of the dreamy-eyed company. Point
Mugu, an excellent fishing spot, had
become for the nonce a French airplane base at the front during the
War; and Madame Miriam of Paris
was there to visit her husband, MonMuni, and her boy friend.
sieur
Monsieur Hayward (you know how
those triangles are). Miriam and
Louis were to have one of those

"The

)

I

RKO

,

;

why the camso fussy about his sun-

at sunset, so that's

eraman

is

Afternoon sun is very tricky,
shadows are likely to fall any
place, and what a bawling out
they'd get from the "front office"
if
a shadow clipped off
Robert Taylor's widow's peak
just as he was kissing his leading
rise.

.

lady.

And

how

think

furious
if a
across her

Marlene Dietrich would be
nasty

shadow

fell

profile just as she

was renouncing

or life, or the desert, or
something. The camera is a most
terrifically sensitive instrument.
love,

A

madame's
plowed
Naturally the glamor girls

petite

brow can
field.

want

to

prettiest,

furrow

in

easily look like a

look

and

their youngest,
freshest in their

love scenes, so although they complain bitterly they are right there
for the sunrise. Yes, "she walks
in beauty"
at six A.M., thanks
to the cameraman.

—

Miriam Hopkins, who

is

def-

you-are-my-best-friend's-wife-but-ohhow-I-love-you scenes in an old ruin
with the planes in the background
just as the first six rays of the
sun crept over the bay. But it seems

everybody on the "The Woman
company had gotten an
early call except the sun
the sun

that
I

Love"

didn't get

—

up

at all.

And

while Miriam

and Louis, frozen to the marrow by
a chill wind from the sea, waited in
an awful yawning silence to fall into
each other's arms for their scene
d' amour, large raindrops began to
fall. There are some years in California, and this is one of the years,
when Sadie Thompson and the
Reverend Davidson might easily mistake the place for Pago-Pago
but
assistant (Please turn to page 78
:
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ance

Tak e-a

Stewart
luth

LIKE

risks," said

hldesley

James Stew-

squinting through the finder
of his Leica camera at an airplane flying high above the studio.
"Perhaps that's why I'm crazy about
airplanes. I have a pilot's license
and I fly whenever 1 can, but the
studio
doesn't
like
my taking
chances.
"I can't take chances in the air,
but nobody cares if I take chances
with my Leica !"
He smiled, and his face, which
looks somewhat bored and sullen in
repose, magically changed.
James Stewart, candid cameraman, and some
"When you take a picture, you
of his shots. Reading down from upper left:
Eleanor Powell, on the set; stop-action shot of
challenge yourself to get something
a dog; boat, an interesting pictorial study.
A3?"
on the film that expresses your idea.
I never use an exposure meter
an
instrument that tells you exactly what light you need for
and myself, who shared the house with Hank at the
your subject because I think it's cheating for an amateur
time got Leicas, too, and began shooting.
to use one. With a meter you knoiv the light is right and
"Hank is an artist. He paints and sculptures and turns
so there's no risk. I like risks!"
out some real stuff. His pictures are pictures. Mine aren't
art,

I

—

—

It

—

was Henry Fonda who

first

showed Jimmy the

excitement in amateur photography.
"Hank was always wandering around with his camera
or shutting himself up in his dark-room and then yelling for us to come and see something. First thing we
knew, all the rest of us Joshua Logan and John Swope
possibilities of

—

62

same class.
"Being keen about airplanes, I enjoy shooting them.
Once I got some good shots at the air races, and the
other day I got a couple of pretty decent things of proin the

pellers at the airport.

"Being plane-crazy started when

I

was

a

little

kid.

If it

isn't

adventurous,

it

isn't

get enjoyment, even with

his

tun to

candid camera. Read

One Christmas Dad got me a plane I could sit in and
drive around the sidewalk. It had an alarm clock's works
for a motor and all sorts of gadgets. It didn't occur to
me that it wouldn't really fly if I could once get it off the
ground, so when the boy next door suggested that we
haul the plane up on the roof of our house and start
flying from there, I was all for it.
"Took half a day to get the thing up on the roof, and
then I got into the cockpit and rolled off the edge.
"Well, it wouldn't fly. I broke nothing but my heart
and the toy plane, for a wonder. But it didn't cure my
yen for taking chances."

Gene Kornman,
called

Jimmy

James Stewart,

portrait artist at 20th Century-Fox,
an all-day session

in just then to continue

of poster-making for "Seventh Heaven." Simone Simon,
in a plain, scant black frock, joined him before the camhe knelt
era. As Diane and Chic 6, she sat on his lap
at her side; she stood before him; they looked up, they
looked down, they frowned, they smiled, they ate, they
did everything that could be suggested.
"But that sort of stuff is strictly professional," Jimmy
;

pointed out, in a breathing space. "Men trained for it,
Ike Gene Kornman, are so far ahead of the amateur that
there's no use competing. The thing
for us to do is to stick to candid stuff.
"I like to experiment. I took a shot
of myself in the mirror the other day.
It wasn't very good, but it had possibilities. Next time I think I'll get

something.
"Children are good subjects. Hank's

so he risks failure to
his

"snapshot" ideas

some pictures of the mother and baby monkey together.
"Ted Allen, candid camera expert at M-G-M, takes
swell candid stuff. He's given me lots of pointers. The
is that he never wears you out
when he's shooting you. He takes you from place to
place, talks about cameras or something and says: 'Let's
try this!' or 'Can we get something different here?' and

good thing about him

before you're bored, it's over.
"That's the way to get real candid shots. Get co-oper-

But you can't always manage it. At home back
East recently, I took a lot of stuff of the family and
friends, but they all thought it was sort of silly and they
were self-conscious, so none of it was much good.
ation.

"I often try to catch people off-guard, but unless
you're sure of the focus and light you don't get what
you want because they move just as you shoot or a
shadow comes in and spoils the thing you thought you
had.
"I got a good portrait of Eleanor Powell on the set of
'Born to Dance,' but there I didn't have to worry about
lights. At home I used ordinary bridge lamps and the
results weren't first-class. You can use flash lamps at
home and get better results. (Please turn to page 81)

Pictures -from Jimmy
Stewart's album.
Note the "balance"

he gets in his views.
Far left, Nelson Eddy

and companion in
motor launch; nearer,
view of joshua

tree

and rider on the
desert. Below:
lake
scene, and, at bottom, activity on the

"Rose
tion

little

step-daughter

is

about

five

and very

pretty.

We

at

Marie"

go

out there on Sundays a lot and I shoot her. She's perfectly willing to pose. You know, the old-fashioned
panels people used to make of kids ? Well, that's coming
back with the Leica. You shoot the kid's different expressions as he turns his head. One way to make him turn
it is to have someone stand by with a bright or noisy
toy and attract him, then shoot the expressions as they

and mount them in a strip.
do about the same thing with the dog. If someone shows him a ball, he stands quite still. He expects
you to throw it, and then he'll go after it, but while he

pass,

"We

how we

trap him.
a monkey that has a
baby, just so big," he measured a few inches. "Maybe
that monkey's all right to his owner, but he sure is mean
to me. I had to hide in the shrubbery for hours to get
waits, he's perfectly

still.

That's

loca-

Lake Tahoe.

"Our next-door neighbor has
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Amusing story! At a recent Hollywood party, Barbara Stanwyck
told a new one, and W. S. Van Dyke, her attentive escort, Bob
Taylor, and Edward Arnold got the humor of it.

Sport of kings! Fred Astaire and his wife, seen as they attended
the races. Mrs. Astaire seems still excited over the last race.
Fred must have had the winner. He smiles.

Hollywooc

Here's
THE

first thing Bob Taylor did when he
arrived back from his recent trip was to
buy Barbara Stanwyck a present a beautiful platinum ring, fashioned like a strap
and buckle. It's too, too lovely.
I

—

UST

I

J

to settle all those

is a Dr. Erban,
since the old

whom

Errol has

—

New

Guinea days
grand, middle-aged adventurous character
and one of Errol's favorite people in the

An

interesting thing about' this
that Dr. Erban speaks very
little English while Errol knows practically
nothing of German the doctor's native
tongue. Most of their conversing is therefore

world.

friendship

private-life doings of

was

is

—

done in the pigeon English they both learned
in the South Seas. From Ireland, Errol and
Dr. Erban are planning to visit Spain and,
South America. It's my
if time permits,
guess, though, that there'll be a stop-over in
Paris for Errol long enough for him to
spend at least a few days with Lili.

—

DUBY KEELER

once told me she'd
rather play a good game of golf than
be a movie star. Guess it wasn't all talk,
either, as I'm informed Ruby's score runs
around eighty most days which would
give most of the men hereabouts a run for
their money. Ruby spends every available
hour on the golf course.

K

—

what's more, if you don't gain
pounds, you don't have to pay
me !" So Jimmy was sent to the hospital,
(feeling kinda silly), put to bed, and kept
on a diet of eight quarts of milk a day,
with plenty of sleep. At the end of the
week, he'd gained one-half pound, exactly.
P.S. Jimmy doesn't like milk any more,
even though it did help him win his bet.
the

and hurriedly climbed on the

spicuous by her absence. There's no doubt
but what thos"e two have pf-ft, but we're
laying a little bet right here and now that
probably be patched up, what with
it'll
George vacationing in Miami and Virginia
planning to join the Schenck party on that

By Weston East
doc.

kiss

The expression on

the child's face
terribly pathetic, as she watched the
train disappear, while she tried to keep back
those tears. Incidentally, Virginia was contrain.

rumors about the

Errol Flynns, the truth of the situation
that Lili Damita is taking advantage of
the opportunity to visit her mother in
Paris, which she had planned before Christmas last year, while Errol will visit England
and his family in Ireland. His companion on

known

hug and

the cinema celebrities

is

the trip

Candid close-ups of

"And

fishing trip off the coast of Florida.

five

YOU'D

die laughing to see those big hemen, Director John Ford and Victor
McLaglen, doing a take-off of a water
buffalo for Shirley Temple out on the set of
"Wee Willie Winkie." Seems Shirley had
never seen a water buffalo and wanted to
know how they'd act, on account of there's
supposed to be one in the picture. By the
way, Shirley's just been promoted to the
fourth grade by her private teacher on the
Fox lot. The only thing Shirley asked for,
when being informed of her promotion, was
that she might have a report card like

friends

her other
school

who

attend the public

the strangest luncheon groups
ONE
we've seen
long time we glimpsed
of

LOY has started a new
MYRNA
table service. For each guest

fad
she
home, she

in

entertains at dinner in her new
has supplied a complete dinner service of
an individual pattern, so that no guest has
dishes like that of any other. Cute, but
costly

JIMMY STEWART
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M-G-M

commissary the other noon

when Gloria Swanson lunched with Harpo
Marx, and Adrian, the studio's
they had fun, too

stylist.

And

the sweetest and most touching
ONE
scenes we've witnessed
months took
of

in

chuckling
over that bet he won the other day.
Seems Jimmy lost ten pounds while making "Seventh Heaven" and wanted to put
them back on. His doctor volunteered to
put on five pounds within the week. "Can't
be done," says Jimmy. "Can so," says doc.
"I'll bet you," says Jimmy. "Bet's on," says

J

in a

in the

is

still

when George
George's
platform

big

Fe

station in Pasadena
Raft entrained for Miami.
limousine drew up at the

place at the Santa

and who should emerge but
George and Virginia Peine's small daughter with her nurse, come to see him off.
As the cry of "all aboard" was heard,
George picked the youngster up for a last

International

Ginger Rogers, resplendent
in silver fox, and squired by Alfred G.
Vanderbilt, attends one of the film

Very

social!

colony's

brilliant

parties.

"

"

Acme

Confidences! Bette Davis, her husband, Harmon Nelson, and
Paul Muni withdraw to a quiet corner for companionable conversation during the course of a recent social evening.

you ever hear of a star who had not
only one but five doubles? Well, I just
discovered the other day that "Silver,"
Buck Jones' famous horse, has just that.
And even people who have worked with
Buck and "Silver" for years can't tell the
doubles from Buck's favorite. Buck won't
take any unnecessary chances with "Silver"
and insists that all dangerous riding be
done with one of the doubles just in case.

DID

—

ONE

can accuse Tyrone Power of
not paying his just debts. Seems
Tyrone walked into the Victor Hugo the
other evening and was invited to join
Loretta Young, sister Sally Blane and
Norman Foster for a cocktail. Then Tyrone insisted on buying one for the party.
When it came time for him to rejoin his
own party, he thoughtlessly neglected to

NO

settle his bill

on the

set of

bloom! Arline Judge and Dan Topping, millionaire
sportsman, at a popular Hollywood cafe. Romance began for
them when they met in New York not so very long ago.

Love

in

with Norman. The next day,
"Cafe Metropole," he men-

tioned the oversight to Loretta. Loretta
loves a gag as well as the next one and
she saw one looming on the horizon. Without saying any more about the matter, she
contacted everyone on the set and collected
a penny from each one. These she put_ in
a box and wrapped elaborately, sending
them around to Norman's office with a
note, explaining they were in payment of
Tyrone's debt of the night before

THEY

tell me those red roses which are
sent around from the florist daily to
Clark Gable are from Carole Lombard's
florist. We wouldn't want to say Carole

actually sends them, but

JOAN CRAWFORD

it

is

a coincidence.

and Franchot Tone

were hosts the other evening to Phil
Huston and Olivia de Havilland at dinner
at the Troc. It appears Olivia was recently
presented to Joan, who became so enthused
about her girlish freshness, she wanted to

+-)

know

her better. Hence, the dinner party.
Phil, by the way, met Olivia when he
worked in a picture with her sister and
has since become that intrigued Also at
the Troc, on the same evening, were Sylvia
!

Sidney with Joe Mankiewicz.

June Lang has broken her engagement to Victor Orsatti, she's been
stepping out with Douglas Fowley, Alfred
Vanderbilt, Jr., Earl Carroll, and Carl
Laemmle, Jr., alternately.

SINCE

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND

that upbeen get-

is

set at all the publicity she's

ting about the hermit-like life she leads.
She wants it to be known she really isn't
trying to be exclusive, but is just so serious
about her career she hasn't time to devote
to gadding about town to night-clubs, etc.
When she's made her mark and meets the
right man, Olivia insists she'll tell the

world about

-

it.

IOHN BOLES,

Walter Pidgeon, and
Doris Nolan got even with director
Eddie Buzzell. Eddie had played a mean
trick on them all the first day of shooting
on "As Good as Married" by presenting
them all with "breakaway" presents. The
flowers he sent to Doris crumbled into
ashes when she picked them up the watch
he presented to John broke into a thousand pieces when he attempted to fasten

J

;

Wiic

on his wrist, and the make-up case he'd
brought for Walter broke into splinters as
he picked it up. So-o-o they were all laying
for Eddie and one morning they had their
revenge. Eddie came to work attired in a
it

Excitement! Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fonda
erpener'ce one of racing's thrills, as
they await the judges' decision on a
close finish at Santa Anita.

of very elegant plaid pants. Taking
one look at the creation, they refused to
go to work. Eddie was obliged to send over
to the wardrobe department for another

pair

pair of trousers before they'd budge
I

I

I

I

ARMON NELSON
are

at

and Bette Davis
staging a reunion.
tied up not long ago with

present

Seems Harmon

a musical agency in New York. But he
got so homesick for Bette, he's had himself
transferred to the

Hollywood

Academy awarding

THE

office.

event

was

bril-

but no surprise party. Final outcome
Luise Rainer, best actress, for
"Great Ziegfeld ;" Paul Muni, best actor,
for "Louis Pasteur ;" Frank Capra, top
liant,
:

director, for
drew- "I told

"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town,"
you so's" by the bushel.

ANITA LOUISE
>

land,

cable to the

has just dispatched a

Rod La Roques

in

Eng-

asking permission to build a fence

around their house, which she is renting.
In the last six months, Anita has spent
over $150 in rewards for the return of her
pet Scotty, which insists on running away
regularly. She's hoping the fence will help
the situation. Garbo finds fences helpful.

speaking of Garbo,
AND
sistent rumors that

despite the permore than just
friendship between the Swedish star and
George Brent, George insists it's just that.
He also maintains there's nothing to the
talk about Anita Louise as the second Mrs.
Brent. They're also just friends. Further,
George says if and when he marries again,
he will not marry a professional woman
but wishes to be the sole wage-earner in
the family. So there you are!
it's

>

TONY MARTIN,

of

the

golden voice,

received quite a blow to his vanity the
other day when he entertained his former
boss, Tom Gueron, manager of the Bal
Tabarin Cafe in San Francisco, by taking
him to the fights. They're awfully good
friends and can take quite a lot of ribbing
from one another. However, Tony was
just a little pleased at showing Tom around
the town since he'd become somewhat of a
success, but was trying not to show it.
Just as they came out of the fights, three
young boys rushed up. Tony puffed up a
bit and got out his pencil to autograph the
slips of paper the boys were carrying. But
much to his surprise, they ignored him
completely and asked Tom for his autograph Tom is quite handsome and they
thought he must be a movie star at least,
but didn't give Tony a tumble.
(Please turn to page 99)
I

!
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Show Your
Hand!
Hollywood beauties are
adept at the art of making
hands

their

flatter

their

famous faces

By

Eiin

Neil

There's beauty in every graceful pose
of Wendy Barrie's perfectly groomed
hands!
Her fingernails are red
but not too red
from moon to tip.

—

WHEN

—

Wendy

Barrie raises her hand to her face,
is a compliment to her
complexion. And the deep glow of her perfectly
groomed fingernails is in complete harmony with the
color of her lips.
Wendy knows how important hands are to the beauty
ensemble, and she treats hers accordingly. She can be
proud to show them anytime and any place, because
she's secure in the knowledge that they contribute their
full share to her appearance of poise and loveliness.
And right there is a beauty rule every one of you should
follow to the letter
be proud to show your hands
Hands have a three-fold duty to beauty. They should
accentuate the attractiveness of your face, your clothes,
and your figure in action. That sounds like a big bill to
fill, but it can be done by any pair of hands, no matter
what their size and shape.
Your first job is to keep your hands as soft, smooth,
its

smooth whiteness

—

and light-toned as the skin on your face. If they're busy
hands with housework or gardening to do, protect them.
Use mild soap wherever you can. Wear rubber gloves

when it's necessary to handle caustics or cotton gloves
when you wield a trowel. You can give your hands a
beauty treatment while they're working in gloves.
Before you don the gloves, massage a softening cream
into your hands, and put nail conditioning oil or a
little vaseline under your fingernails and around the
real

cuticle.

Whether, they spend their working hours at home or
an office, all hands lead a strenuous life. They need
lubrication to make up for the natural oils that are
washed away. In my opinion, a softening hand cream
or lotion is just as essential in your beauty equipment
as your face creams. Hands respond so quickly to beauty
treatment that they literally seem to lap up that cream
or lotion that should be massaged into them at least once
a day and preferably after each washing.
Even hands that are red and "sandpapery" from work
in
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or exposure can be made soft and smooth overnight
Here's the bed-time treatment massage them with a
liberal amount of rich lubricating cream, from the fingertips toward the wrist. Rub the cream well into each
knuckle by making little circles with the thumb of ihe
opposite hand. (Knuckles are vulnerable to "crowsfeet"
like the region around your eyes). Include your wrists
in the massage, too. Then pull on a pair of light-weight
cotton knit gloves and wear them all night. You'll find
them quite comfortable, and they keep the cream in
contact with the skin so the roughness and redness are
:

smoothed away while you

sleep.

There's a very special kind of costume glove that
beautifies hands during the daytime hours. It comes in
fashionable colors and different weights like any other
kid glove. The unusual thing about it is that the inside
is treated with almond meal and delicately perfumed so
that whenever you take your gloves off, the hands emerge
smooth, white, and with a soft fragrance.
And now for the fingernails that tip off those lovelyto-touch and lovely-to-look-at hands With the vast array
!

new

polish shades, it's fun to make your fingernails
carry out the color scheme of your clothes, like costume
jewelry. But, first of all, they must harmonize with your
lipstick. They don't have to be an exact match. They
may be lighter or darker, but the predominating color
tone should be the same.
Very few lipsticks nowadays are clear red. The great
majority have purple, orange, or brown (sun-tan) undertones. Unless you wear colorless or very light nail polish,

of

(which goes with everything), choose a shade that falls
into the same color class as your lipstick. Then when
you raise your hand to your face, you won't be guilty
of a violent clash between the color of your lips and that
of your fingernails.
There's a trick new method of "trying on" your fingerpolish shades just as you do your clothes. Little
gadgets like thimbles, each (Please turn to page 69)
nail

A LOW-WING

MONOPLANE

Mrs. John W. Rockefeller, Jr., of New York and Allenhurst, is an aviation enthusiast She favors jodhpurs, windbreaker, and close-fitting helmet. Flies a low-wing monoplane.
Has had several thrilling experiences in the air. "I've been
caught in heavy fog," she says. "That's enough to shatter
anybody's nerves. My first thought, when I put my feet on
firm ground, was to

up

my

all I

smoke a Camel. Smoking Camels eases
sets me right again. I can smoke

—
— and they never tire

nervous tension

like

for a Camel'

my

taste. 'I'd

walk

a mile

— and fly a thousand!"

A few

of the distinguished women who prefer
Camel's costlier tobaccos:

"it

H7

Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia

Mrs. Alexander Black, Los Angeles

Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston

Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie,

Mrs.

J.

Gardner Coolidge 2nd, Boston

Mrs. Anthony

J.

Jr.,

New York

Drexel 3rd, Philadelphia

Mrs. Chiswell Dabney Langhorne, Virginia
Mrs. Nicholas G. Penniman III, Baltimore

Mrs. Jasper Morgan, Nete York
Mrs. Louis Swift,

Jr.,

Mrs. Rufus Paine Spalding III, Pasadena

Chicago

Mrs. Brookfield

Van

Rensselaer,

New York

FOR DIGESTIONS SAKE
SMOKE CAMELS!
The Corinthian Room

at the

• • •

Hotel Pierre. Mrs.

Rockefeller in the foreground.

When

she enter-

Camels go with every course. Mild and
delicate, Camels accent flavors in food. They also

tains,

help digestion, increasing the flow of digestive
building up alkalinity. Camels are overwhelmingly popular at the Pierre, as at other
famous restaurants. Mrs. Rockefeller says:
"When I give a dinner or after-theatre supper —

fluids,

whether here or at home— it's Camels that I serve."

Camels are made from

MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS - Turkish
finer,

and Domestic— than any
other popular brand

Copyright, 1937, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C,

holding a tinted artificial fingernail, are
slipped over your own nails until you find
a shade that harmonizes with your lipstick
and costume colors. Many department
stores use this "trying on" system of helping you select the right shades of nail
polish.

Radical changes in liquid polish shades
have been made since the first red fingernails aroused the wrath of men! Clear,
brilliant reds have given way to deep,
subtle shades that are combinations of several colors. The most popular polishes now
are the opaque type which give the effect

HERE'S

beauty for
face and body in
L'Oate, a new kind of
oatmeal preparation that
contains both Vitamin
F and vegetable milk.
The ability of oatmeal
to keep skin soft, clear,
and healthfully vibrant

on Beauty

Tips

Iyour

Merry May!

for

of a rich glow instead of glaring brilliance.
As usual, women have won the battle by
compromise. They've kept their red fingernails, but it's a different kind of red that's

gone a long

way toward

stilling

male pro-

tests.

The smartest way

to apply deep shades

from the moons

the
tips. Some women still like to cover the
whole nail, but it's difficult to do yourself
without having the polish run over on the
cuticle. White borders at the tips are flattering with colorless or very light polish,
but they're too much of a contrast to deep
and they do make nails look
shades,
of

nail

polish 'is

to

you the easiest way to apply
polish from moon to tip, so it will be
smooth and even. Take the first stroke of
tell

your brush across the nail, outlining the
moon. Then take two or three strokes to
the tip, covering the rest of the nail. Run
a cloth across the edge of each nail after
you've applied the polish to remove any
excess and prevent cracking.
Give your fingernails lubricating treatments, just as you do your hands. There
and
conditioning oils
nail
are special
creams to keep cuticle soft and to prevent
nails from being brittle. It is much better
to keep your cuticle soft and push it back
than
If

it is

to cut

it.

you keep your hands well-groomed, so

you're proud to show them, you've won
half the battle toward using them gracefully. However, there are a few rules for
hands it's well to remember. Move them
slowly and surely. That is one of the most
important secrets of poise. Fluttery hands
give the impression of nervousness.
Teach your hands to be still and relaxed
when you're not using them for some defpurpose. Hands that are always
inite
fingering things distract attention away
from your own good looks to the objects
they're playing with.

Cream keeps

Delv

complexion

that this
the close
kinship between the oils
in oatmeal and those in
human skin. It's the

May

your

fresh

as

recently
lies

SUCCESS

story

you'll all be glad
to hear is con-

L'Oate combines Vitamin F and
vegetable milk for skin beauty.

clearing

delightful

this

all-

A

And

it

does each one of these
beauty jobs exceptionally well. It contains a
remarkable beauty ingredient blended with
that
are
vital
oils
whipped together into a

dewy

by

Non-spi

insures

you

daintiness.

of

of

A

stain or deterioration.
siphon-top appli-

cator takes the place of
usual
brush and
the
makes Non-spi ever so
easy to apply in just the
right amount to give
you complete protection.

been given the

"Double Duty"

New
with

beauty for teeth brushed
"Double Duty"'tooth brush.

at the same time.
just naturally falls
into its job of up-andIt

or rotary brushing such as dentists

recommend. You won't even be tempted to
inefficient cross-wise brushing when you
wield a Double Duty. The brush itself is
the size, shape, and design specified by
dentists all over the country.

Then

it's

set

handle at an angle to hold the
bristles against your teeth in such a way
that you instinctively brush up-and-down
or around-and-around instead of across.
The Rubberset Company makes this tooth
brush that fills such an important and
lonnr-felt beautv need.
the

it

evaporate

new

gums

down

your body where

under-arm odor and it
saves your clothes from

agog over

because it's made to
clean teeth and massage

If

We

Delv.

to brush teeth the right
It's

harmful?

quickly.
have no hesitation in
commending Non-spi as
a definite perspiration
check that keeps its
promises. It saves you
embarrassment of
the

new kind of tooth
brush that makes it easy
!

is

do,

can

a

name

in

pores in only that
small under-arm area
and the perspiration is
diverted to other parts

it

all

believe

the

feel-

a small trial
ten-cent stores.

WE'RE

YOU

!

ment and
you can get
at

powdery

dispel that ilThe right kind
lusion
of anti-perspirant closes

underarm

at departdrug stores or

size

of this

spiration

Complete protection provided

minus
ing
absolutely
greasiness. If you aren't
already a devotee, we
acsuggest you get

with

their

It's

the "bogey" that
stopping under-arm per-

texture. After
use Delv. your skin
soft,

little

[NO

fine, light

has a

size.

substance thrown into a
tub or washbowl will
soften the water.

clarifies,

an
forms
make-up base.

to

the
vegetable milk that benefits skin inclined to be
dry. Mixed with a little
water, L'Oate may be
used for a quick daily
occasional
facial,
an
face-pack,
youthifying
or as a body rub to
cleanse and soften your
skin just before a bath.

and
excellent

lubricates,

pores

normal

certainly
deserves
its
popularity. It cleanses,

on

in

larged

purpose face cream that
found they
its makers
could reduce the price
radically without changing the quality one bit
In our opinion, Delv

r

ef-

so

up
and blemishes and reducing en-

cerning Delv. The demand has been so great

waj

L'Oate

it

blackheads

A

you

in

makes

that

fective

for

in

F

Vitamin

as

flowers.

You'll find

perfume containers for
glamorous girls. Ida Lupino keeps
her charm accessories up to date.

it

power

quainted

Gorgeous

long

But
only

shorter.
I'll

been known.
was discovered

has

IF

YOU'VE

been searching for a cosmetic

that makes your eyelashes look naturally
you'll find it in
long, dark, and luxurious
'

Rejuvia Mascara

—

Cream.

It

covers

each

lash separately, avoiding that "beaded"'
look, and imparts a glistening finish that's
wonderfully flattering to any pair of eyes.

What's more, it encourages your eyelashes
to curl up and helps to keep them soft and
silky. Rejuvia Mascara Cream comes in a
convenient little tube with a brush, both
encased

Most

in a slim leatherette case.
five-and-ten cent stores carrv it

6;

How Has He Done

It?

(Continued from page 29)

Many Hollywood players were to blame.
They refused to face the facts. A new
change had occurred.

Warner

accepted the change in a natural
are going to see something
absolutely new," he said to me at the time.
"This is going to combine the stage and
the screen. For my part, nothing could be

manner.

"We

means that we of the silent pictures have to start in anew."
This is exactly what Warner did. With
his past stage experience, together with the
art of pantomime, he made "The Cisco
Kid" an outstanding event in early talkies.
His was a new type of romantic characterization, while he could talk and act and
hold your interest all at the one time.
better. It

From

then on his career

is

well known.

Of

course, don't think for
Warner merely walked into

-

moment

good

jobs.

that

His

career in Hollywood has not been one of
continual ease.
I

Jeanne

spending an evening with

War-

Ann
wood

Madden and

two of
"finds," appear
rence,

recall

Fred LawHollywood's own
"Talent Scout."

in

did,

any severe ones happened to come along.
From the back of it, you see a limitless
view of Hollywood and Los Angeles, both
places looking small and flat, far below
and far away. Nearby is the lovely colonial
sample of home recently vacated by Jean
Harlow and sold. Still nearby, the recently
vacated and sold home of William Powell
(that rare spirit!). Right on the spot, one
might say, is also the home of Carole
Lombard, the ex-Mrs. Powell. All lucky
people, risen to the top of the profession.
In his present position, his possessions,
his good standing, Warner can say he is
lucky. He does not.
"I don't believe in luck," he remarked.
"I don't think there ever has been a 'lucky'
man. No one could get a thing unless he
first imagined himself getting it, and then
went after getting it.
"When I started out on the stage, I saw
what I intended to get and planned accordingly. Many believe you've merely to
want something and sit down and wait.
"A beginner in acting, I knew I had
much to learn. I was quite willing to study,
for I knew each step I took brought me
nearer to my first goal a solid standing.

—

"There was only one drawback in my
way. I had a dreadful fear of not being able
to go through with my acting once I set
foot on the stage. I suffered agonies by this
lack of confidence in myself.
"Finally, I overcame this fear and never
experienced it again. With my first goal
reached an apparently firm foothold in
pictures
I started out for the second."
"Then you do not believe there is an end
to all things ?"
"No. Certainly not Nothing ends. Life
itself is just like that small waterfall down
below a constant flowing through matter
and form. The mistake occurs when we
clutch at the matter and try to keep ourselves out of the flow of living."
Warner certainly has gone with the
stream of events. At the coming of the
talkies, he was reaching a good position on
the screen. The wild rush of Broadway
stage players unset the ascendency of many

—
—

!

—

really fine film actors.
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Beniger,
to see

and got

19,

went to Holly-

Gary Cooper. She
his

autograph

as well.

"Don't think I'm a fatalist. I believe you
only get what you work for if you work
along with changing events. So far as my
picture profession goes, I've always gone
with it. Up or down, bright or dark, I've
never stood apart from it in a scoffing
manner, such as I've heard others say
they do.
"Since I chose acting, I put into it all
I possibly could give. No matter even if
the picture was stupid in plot, I've played
my role as though it was the greatest
chance of my life."
I have never seen Wainer give a poor
performance, and I've seen practically
every picture he has appeared in. Today,
the audiences are with him, mentally and
emotionally. At a showing of "Robin Hood
of El Dorado," a typical thing occurred to
prove this statement. As Joaquin Murrietta,
Warner gave a splendid performance.
When he was tied to the tree in the market place and whipped, the entire audience
gave forth an "Oh !" of compassion.
Warner has, perhaps more than any

—

Secret agents may want to arrest
him, but Ketti Gallian has a caress for Paul Lukas in "Espionage."

ner, ten years ago, at his

modest home on

Beachwood Drive. He and his wife Winifred had just returned from New York,
where he had played with Gilda Gray in
"Aloma of the South Seas."
Previous to this, things had been pretty
bad for Warner. Only now was he able to
afford to have a couple of extra rooms
built onto his house. "Until

now

I

couldn't

have afforded it," he said. "Today, I am
doing what I planned to do several years
ago have a comfortable little home of our
own. Later on, when my standing is even

—

more secure,
A home in

plan to build a larger place.
its own grounds.
place in
the country but near the town."
Ten years change many things. Today,
Warner has his new home in the country.
Had I not heard him plan to have it years
ago I might have disregarded his own
statement today.
"It has not been an easy time all along,"
he added, after we finished our reminiscences in the heights of Bel Air. "Many
times I've been deeply discouraged. Grave
obstacles have stood in my way. Yet after
surmounting them, I always discovered I
had gained something worthwhile from the
struggle.

I

A

actor, outside of Paul Muni, the ability to
and show suffering. "The Prisoner of

feel

Shark Island" and "Road to Glory" were
two splendid pictures, in which he revealed
depths of human suffering. In neither was
he 'actory.' We might have been looking in
at the actual events.
So many stars try
rest of humanity. For

to escape from the
some strange reason,

they believe they are beyond the common
herd. Warner Baxter has never failed to
keep in touch with other people. Perhaps
no other professional in Hollywood has
done more kindnesses to his fellow men
than Warner. He has helped many people
along. Moreover, it is the spirit in which
does things that is most noticeable.
There is no condescension. No "I-come-

he

from-the-heights-down-to-earth" attitude.
This is the chief trait that has made
Warner Baxter outstanding in his line of
work. He feels the mass mind. He is one
with humanity.
This is how Warner has done what very
few stars do hold the public attention as
an actor who understands.

—
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hen Britain

s

great pag-

eant takes place, the
beauty of her high-born
women will play no small part in that
pageantry.

Over and above their beauty of line
and feature, the world will pay tribute to
the fragile, transparent beauty of their
exquisitely cared for skins.

Could you ask these high-born beauties

how

they care for their delicate skins,

you would be impressed by the number
who simply answer "Pond's."

—

Every morning

Countesses, Viscountesses,
Ladies are among those who say they
guard their skins' beauty with Pond's.
Pond's is the largest selling cream in
England and in all the dominions!

Duchesses,

Here is the method English and American beauties use:
Every night, smooth on Pond's Cold
Cream. As it softens and releases dirt,
stale make-up and skin secretions— wipe
them all off. Now pat in more Pond's Cold

Cream— briskly,
Your

the circulation stirs.
skin feels invigorated and freshened.
till

SCREENLAND

peat

.

.

.

— fresh,

— (and

Your

skin

is

before make-up) re-

smooth

for

powder

vital looking!

Send for SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
Clinton, Conn.
Rush special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for
s
treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Fond
Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder.
packing.
1 enclose IOC to cover postage and

POND'S. Dept. 7S-CE,
-
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Bravest Bride

he loves
aAf/ent com...

he hales
tick

Continued from page 34
week-end and I've had to work every
Saturday!" She has a long-term acting
contract with RKO-Radio where she'll
shortly begin "Serenade On the Seine." He
has a night-club contract as master of
ceremonies and orchestra leader at the College Inn in Chicago. "Roger is expecting
to be out here soon, broadcasting on a
national hook-up," she explains.
Meanwhile, they spend a lot of their
money long-distancing one another and
every night Ann tunes in for a melody
her benefit. But
for
played especially
would a thousand love songs, sung two
thousand miles away, satisfy you? They
were deluged with handsome wedding presents now Ann has her beautiful silver and
linen and china and she has all sorts of
notions about fixing up a perfect house.
;

But she can't settle down when
husband on hand

there's

no

A

nice pickle? What she gets for whirlinto such a fine, gay romance? Yes.
But there's more to all this than just that
abrupt conclusion. While her marriage isn't

ing

exactly what she dreamed it could be, in
the long run it'll be a model to shoot at
or I don't know Ann at all.
"Certainly I'm not as happy as I might
often. But
be," she confesses. "I'm lonely
I'm not feeling sorry for myself; I realized
what Roger and I were letting ourselves
in for, and believe me when you are in
love as wholeheartedly as we are it's terrible to have to be separated by half a
continent. Of course I'm eager to begin
real housekeeping, to begin using our lovely
wedding gifts. But I learned before this
that I can't have everything I want precisely as I want it; I've already learned
that half a loaf is better than none, and
that's why I am sure that eventually_ I
shall be quite happy. If Roger and I strive
we can have a home and family like other

—

—

—

lovers.
"I was recklessly romantic all right, but
I insist that I wasn't simply silly. What
does a girl get by over-valueing her free-

he likes bright lips... they look expressive and responsive.
But how his admiration chills, if lips are
dry and rough. Parched lips are old lips
Remember, then, your lipstick has two
duties. It must bestow thrilling color. It must
protect you from Lipstick Parching.
Coty's new lipstick, the "Sub-Deb," does
just that. Because of a new softening ingredient, "Theobroma," it keeps your lips
smooth and soft, dewy as a fresh petal. Coty
"Sub-Deb" comes in 5 ardent and indelible

Yes,

shades, 50$.

"Air Spun" Rouge is another thrilling Coty
make-up discovery! Cyclones blend colors
to new, life-like subtlety and smoothness. In
shades that match "Sub-Deb" Lipstick, 50$.

dom? When you know you've found the
one man you know he is worth any price.
You no longer want to scheme selfishly.
You'd rather have him than a flock of
yachts with anyone else. Perhaps I'd climb

married with an
eye for material gain, or if I remained unattached. But that never dawned on me.
"Maybe it is childishly romantic to
faster in

LIPSTICKS

Precious protection!... Coty melts eight drops
of "Theobroma'''' into every "Sub-Deb" Lipstick. This guards against lipstick parching.

J $J

i

.
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if

I

some people to marry when you are faced
with obstacles, up against odds but I don't
see it as immature. For me, love is the
;

greatest of inspirations. I am more determined than ever to be a better person, a
better actress. I want Roger to be proud
of me
"I
go out occasionally with mutual
friends
I haven't become a recluse. We're
combining common sense with our romanticism,
honestly
And this is" another
;

!

in looking about
thought I've had lately
me here in Hollywood it occurs to me that
we may be avoiding that business of two
tired actors coining home and only being
:

together

when

split-ups

seem

are

SUB-DEB

Hollywood

fatigued
to

Many

and cross.

come when temperaments

frayed."

By nature Ann becomes nervous within
herself, but she is habitually calm
outside. Roger, on the contrary, is
But they share strong interests in

on the
moody.
acting

and music, in plain fun. Both are sincere
about desiring a genuine home. They
whisper about purchasing a few acres over
the hills from Hollywood, for a small
ranch with city conveniences, but they
can't do more than plan towards this until
he

is

located

more

permanently.

SCREENLAND

He

switched from acting to the musical field
right after their marriage (he is the son
of Arthur Pryor, the illustrious bandmaster), and his success is bound to keep
him on this new track.

Amazingly, Ann met Roger in Qiicago
the very same night club in Chicago
where he is currently featured. Both were
in

enacting leads in plays in adjoining theaand Ernie Byfield, who owns the
hotel where the College Inn is, chanced to
give a party and introduce them. Isn't life
tres,

always more fantastic than fiction? Neither
Ann nor Roger fell in love at first sight,
nor even anticipated picture prominence.
Two major studios had had Ann under
contract, but she hadn't been awarded
breaks and she fancied the stage was her
metier. Roger had a wife from whom he
was separated and if Ann's triumphant
return to California when a third studio

was a jolt, so was
pictures
Universal
signed him for a lead and rushed him to
New York where the film was to be made
to his wonder they handed him a flock of
songs to croon. His protestations that he'd
never sung a note were received as false
modesty; so Roger just sang and so well
that Hollywood grabbed him. He had to
hero Mae West to escape from musicals
They didn't experience love at first sight,
demanded her

services

whisking

his

into

!

Ann and
in the

Roger, but when they met later
West they remembered one another.

Ann's footlight record so impressed studio
executives that she was set.
Then love did happen to these two
and then was when Ann's romantic nature
went on display. Hollywood stars frequently

announce an engagement before one fiance
is

free.

Ann

steadfastly refused to discuss

marriage with Roger. After he got his
divorce they might become engaged. She
had dreamt of a long engagement and a
big church wedding, and, anyway she just
wasn't sophisticated enough to be engaged
to a man who had a wife, no matter how
finished the former marriage was.
For three years Ann was unhappy, balked
by fate. She didn't care to go out with
anyone else but Roger, but she did. She
was in a pickle quite innocently she had
;

man

she couldn't have. But
was given his freedom. Ann
could go ahead, but Roger had determined
fallen for a
finally Roger

change over into the musical field. He
had gone away from Hollywood, while
she was tied down here.
Their agents arranged for them to star
to

in the radio broadcast of the play
Always Juliet." Roger, his deal

"There's
for

the

College Inn on paper, flew West for three
days of frantic rehearsals before going on
the air with Ann. She met him at the airport. He kissed her enthusiastically and
cried, "Honey, let's get married!" Ann had
yearned for this moment so long that all
!"
she could reply was, "Let's have dinner
That was Wednesday night the broadcast was" Saturday evening and they vowed
they'd be married right after it. Thursday
morning the commotion started. There is
a three-day waiting law in California between getting your marriage license and
the ceremony so they had to schedule the
event for one minute after midnight Satur;

—

day

night.

Having

settled

this

essential

matter, the two of them and a retinue of
studio to pick
agents hastened to the
up their scripts, and on to the Brown
!"
gasped Ann,
Derby. "My wedding dress
"I've got to have a gorgeous one."
Her business manager spoke up, "You
just bought a new dress; wear that." To
Ann retorted romantically, "J
which
should think not! I'm going to have a

NBC

She thought

it

was'Another Woman
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cheered up. But it was
abyss and I never got over

wedding dress with a long white veil."
Then Roger interrupted. He didn't think
a white veil was quite proper inasmuch as
he had been married once. They compromised on a blue veil Leaving the men,
Ann whisked over to Irene's where she
stumbled upon a moonlight blue lame gown
that was the answer to her prayers. But
before she tore away she had to order the
wedding supper, to be served at her house,
and it was a knock-out with champagne

bit

entire

TREATMENT

Rich red Mood, necessary to properly nourish
and build up every part of the body, is
especially promoted by this new discovery
where iron is needed.

(D

A

healthy digestion which gets ALL the good
out of your food requires an adequate supply
of Vitamin B. This new discovery supplies
this precious element.

Normal, regular elimination to remove poisons and thereby promote health and growth
requires adequate Vitamin B. This is the
third important purpose.

Way GivesThousands
Solid

Pounds

WHEN

thousands of skinny, friendless people have
gained pounds of solid, normally good-looking flesh
with this new triple-acting treatment, it's a crime for
thousands of others to remain thin and unattractive.
Actually, with this quick new body-builder, you may not
only gain weight, bui also naturally clear skin, freedom
from indigestion and constipation, new pep and popularity.
Scientists recentlj discovered that hosts of people are
thin and rundown for the single reason that they do not
get enough Vitamin B and iron in their daily food. Without these vital elements you may lack appetite, and not
get the most body-building good out of what you eat.
Now one of the richest known sources of Vitamin B is
cultured ale yeast, The finest imported cultured ale yeast
is now concentrated 7 times, making it 7 times more powerful. Then it is combined with 3 kinds of iron, whole
yeast and other ingredients in pleasant little tablets.
If you. too, need these elements to aid in building you
up, get these new triple-acting lionized Yeast tablets from
your .lrusBist today. Note how quickly they increase your
appetite and help you get more benefit from the bodybuilding foods that are so essential. Then watch flat chest
develop and skinny limbs round out to natural attractiveness. Constipation and indigestion from the same cause
vanish, skin clears to normal. Soon you feel like new.

Money-back guarantee
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matter how sldnny you may be from lack of enough
Vitamin B and iron, these new Ironized Yeast tablets
should aid in building you up in just a few weeks as they
have helped thousands. If not delighted with the results
of the very first package, your money back instantly.

Special

FREE offer!

To start thousands building up their health right away,
we make this FREE offer. Purchase a package of Ironized
Y'east tablets at once, cut out the seal on the box and
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send you a fascinating new book on health, "New Facts
About Your Body." Remember, results with the very first
package or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized
Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 2C5, Atlanta, Ga.
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Roads To

received terrific applause when she
appeared. "Roger and I found the same
table we'd had the night we met."
Theoretically the Pryors have two establishments Ann has kept her house in
Beverly, and they have a suite at a North
Shore hotel in Chicago. Ann had six weeks'
vacation. "No," she states honestly, "I
I don't even know
didn't attempt to cook
how." When she had rested a bit she
bought a police puppy to replace Roger's
beloved police dog that had died; she
called old friends and did her Christmas
shopping. And gave no less than eighteen
interviews
honeymooning star is apt to be
swamped with duties. Her studio wired
Ann that a week's personal appearance in
a Chicago theatre might as. well be undertaken while she was there. So Ann did
four shows a day and five on a Saturday
and Sunday. "And I never have been so
petrified. I had been on the stage, yes;
but personal appearances are quite different.
sang three songs and, standing in a
I
blinding spotlight, I couldn't see a soul
for two whole days. Finally I glimpsed the
people in the first two rows and was a

—

—

A

SCREENLAND

Town'

despite a

wanted to divorce, but that's the way it
was to be for them and it was up to me
to

make

the best of

it.

I'm glad they re-

mained friends, for this has shown me
that mismatched couples need not descend
hatred.

to

Also,

should marry a

I

man

Though Roger and

realized that I
profession.
I are apart, we think
later
in

my own

and have the same goals we understand the peculiarities of our careers because they are similar."
It was in Minneapolis that Ann's mother
had known William Koenig, so when she
was in Hollywood she did some voice
coaching for him at Warners.
"I went along with her to his office one
day and he offered me a stock contract.
But I didn't become a star like a flash,"
alike

;

remembers Ann

distinctly.

her six months at $75 a week
Warners let her go. The casting office
hadn't bothered to cast her. She'd sample
the life, however, so she lined up a contract
at M-G-M for $250 weekly. There she
After

;

and

completed

she

at 20th Century-Fox."
sudden spell of most unusual, stormy weather Ann flew to Chicago.
The divorce of her parents taught Ann
two important things. The daughter of a
Seattle broker and a concert singer, she
learned to depend on herself. "As a child
I found I was responsible for my own
happiness. My mother and father hadn't

And

sat at the counter,

—

as

!

coffee,

!

SKINNY? New Quick

We

and ate hamburgers.
We resumed our flight and when we
landed in Kansas City Roger, who'd stepped
out first, gave me the high sign. I was a
trifle airsick and very weary, and a mob
of reporters and cameramen had jumped
on him I shot directly to the ladies' waiting room and stayed there until we left
But at Chicago the welcome was indeed
something. Roger's orchestra played Here
Comes the Bride and about five hundred
people met us. We were covered with rice,
there at the airport, and I recall an old
I was exhausted, but everyone
shoe, too
or so it seemed came on to the hotel
and eventually we got to sleep."
But came the dawn and a madhouse of
work for Roger. He opened the revamped
College Inn in a very few days; he hadto
rehearse the floor show and so Ann tried
to relax. Of course she merely tried. She
was vitally interested in his doings and
on the opening night wore her best gown

soon

as

sequence "Whenever I see the electricians
or the prop boys idling I want to shout
Hurry," she said. "I'm going to work late
and then take tomorrow morning's plane.
I have to get right back to begin 'Fifty

Roger and I tramped down the street
A.M. to a deserted coffee shop that
all night.

side

"Dangerous Number" at M-G-M. She had
Metro rearrange the last week's shooting
so they'd be through with her in time for
her to fly to Roger for New Year's weekend. I was on her set the final day of this
film. Paradoxically, Ann and Robert Young
were enacting bride and groom in a hotel

That same evening (Thursday), Joan
Bennett gave a shower for the bride-to-be,
and Gene Markey threw a bachelor shower
for Roger. In Hollywood practically a legal
week-end holiday was declared. Oh, in
between all the fun the honorees managed
to put in hours of rehearsing at NBC.
On Saturday night Joan Bennett and
a woman friend of theirs drove Ann from
her house to the church. It was the memorable ceremony Ann longed for. "When
you have a lovely church wedding and a
good minister," she sighs, "it's more serious." The gala crowd all went to Ann's
house afterwards. Sunday night everyone
was at the airport to see the two off on
the plane. Joan Bennett slyly decorated it
with festoons of white satin and orchids.
"At 2 A.M. we were forced to land.
What a sight we were traipsing to the one
little hotel in the neighborhood! I had all
the orchids and the first thing I asked for
was the refrigerator, to park them in! My
maid carried my fur coats I was taking to
Chicago. There was only one vacant room
in the funny hotel; it was so discouraging

drank

model

Roger's

trimmings.

was open
Posed by
professional

black

When Ann stepped onto the Hollywoodbound plane she expected to be back at

!

that
at 3

a

fright the
broke box-office records,

though.

1

WITH NEW 3 WAY

week!" She

like

my

.

was magnificently ignored, too. Luckily,
Florenz Ziegfeld came talent-hunting and
realized her potentialities. Ann and her
mother hastened to New York where she
was a genuine musical comedy heroine.
Surprisingly, in a pretty hard-boiled busiAnn actually is almost unsophisticated.
She'd as soon walk to the neighborhood
movie as sit in state at the Trocadero. She
prefers a stiff game of tennis to a session
before a mirror. She hates to write letters, so the Pryor telephone bill is terrific
and adores to chew gum. Ann is fond of
children, but dislikes modern architecture.
She no longer practices her singing because she doesn't want to be typed as just
a songstress. Her sense of humor is keen
—she even laughs at herself when she is
out skating and unexpectedly sits down on
one of Beverly's best and hardest sidewalks.
She doesn't believe she is cleverer than
all the other actresses who have fizzled at
ness,

marriage; she admits she was impulsive
but she is going to try to make her wedding stick. There is a true simplicity about
her that is irresistible.
I said she was ardently sentimental. She
has her wedding dress, Roger's tie that he
was married in, the bridesmaid's handkerchief, and the best man's collar all laid
away in lavender. Her one sorrow is that
she didn't get that old shoe that was thrown
at her when she landed in Chicago. She
wanted to scramble for it, but with five
hundred fans whooping it up Ann thought
she'd better give them that movie star
elegance

She is Hollywood's bravest bride, a romantic rebel who's gone over the top for
the

man

she loves.
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spar-

What Marriage Means

to Dick Powell

Continued from page 28
with a package from the jeweler's
contained my garnet bracelet!"
"It seems," said Dick, adjusting his tie,
"that the first package from the jeweler's
had contained my wrist watch. After testing
the catch Joan put it on the table, and
when I came home that night I found it.
Of course," added Dick with a genial smile,
"all catches do look alike. More or- less.
And now I must rush to Twentieth Century
or Warner Brothers or the broadcasting
somewhere. What marriage
station or
means to me?" he tossed from the doorway.
"You certainly ought to know by now." I
did have a rough idea.
From the front door Dick yelled back at
me, "But I asked for it." And then from
the driveway he yelled again, "And I love
it

:

!

—

it!"

Dick's painstaking neatness not only applies to himself and his home, but also to
scratch on a fender is like cathis car.
brilliantly the fenders of
sup on a tie.

A

:

How

his car used to shine. I say "used to" because all that was in his B. B. days (be-

Missy Joanie
can do more to a fender in a day than most
people can in a lifetime. She has a perfect
knack for knicking fenders. Marriage
means constant garage bills for Dick
Powell. And hang around while I tell you
the sad story of the parked car. Husbands
fore

Blohdell).

will love

For

it.

Beverly

quiet

street

Powell,
who learned to drive a car in the great
open spaces of Texas and never learned
to back or park, is about to swing into

in

Hills.

Wide World

little

Take one morning on a

Joan Blondell

Edward

G.

Robinson,

Florence

Eldridge and Fredric March talk
over as they meet at a party.

it

We

driveway. Ah, she missed it again,
and hit the curb with a bang and that's
awfully good on the tires. She's going into
her

and back a bit, and try it again.
But Joan is one of those women who never
looks back when she backs. Crash bangShe has backed right into the car
crash
parked on the opposite side of the street.
reverse,

—

!
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a quiet street and no one has seen her
except her own butler who comes rushing
out to help her.
Miss Blondell Arthur, look what I have
done I wonder whose car that is ? I certainly smashed the fender, all right, didn't
I ? It's quite a large car, isn't it, and looks
terribly expensive. But I'm in a hurry,
Arthur, I haven't time to investigate now.
See, I'll just put my card in the seat of the
car and write on it 'Please communicate
with me regarding repairs Joan Blondell.'
Oh the owner is going to be awfully angry,
but I couldn't help it, could I, Arthur? He
had no business parking where I had to
back. Look after things for me, Arthur,
I must be at the studio in twenty minutes.
(The scene changes now to the breakfast table in the Powell home the next
morning. Mr. Powell is worried. Mrs.
Powell is trying to be worried too.)
Dick Powell But I don't understand it,
Joanie, Arthur never acted like that before.
He has been a marvelous servant. And
seems so devoted to all of us. Now just
why did he do a thing like that ? I told
him the day I employed him that he was
not to take any of the cars out at night.
Ever. And he was gone until four this
morning with our car.
can't permit
that. I'll have to speak to him. If he does
it again, I'll have to fire him.
(Arthur enters and serves the breakfast, giving Miss Blondell an encouraging
It's

upstairs
—
and

SCREENLAND

smile.)

Dick Powell Arthur, you had my car
out until four this morning. You know I
don't permit that. What were you doing
:

with the car? (Arthur gives Miss Blondell another look, this time more beseeching
than encouraging.)
Arthur: Well, sir. I'd— I'd like to tell
sir. But I can't, sir.
Dick Powell: You can't tell me!
Joan Blondell Arthur, why do you keep
looking at me? What's wrong? Tell Mr.
Powell what you were doing with the car ?
Oh, Mrs.
Arthur (greatly relieved)
Powell I didn't think you wanted me to
tell Mr. Powell.
What?
Dick Powell (exploding)
Joan Blondell (amazed) What?
Arthur You know, ma'am, the car you
backed into yesterday. It was pretty badly

you,

:

The best of pals,
are that romantic
couple, Jeanette

:

;

MacDonald and
Gene Raymond,

:

:

and

:

the

aristo-

cratic setter they

entered in a recent dog show on
the coast. Here
they are, all
proud of the ribbons won by the
"champ" dog.

smashed.

Joan Blondell: Yes, Arthur, I know.
Dick darling, remind me to tell you about
Whose car was it, Arthur?
it.
Why,
Arthur (bewildered by it all)
Mrs. Powell, ma'am, it was your own car,
:

town car. It was four o'clock this
morning before they got it fixed.
My own
Joan Blondell (muttering)

the

:

car

a

Dick Powell
strong cup

later)

:

Arthur, bring Mrs. Powell
(Several hours
coffee.

of

:

Joan

Dick,

:

the name of the person
Keys, she has never been able
to cope with keys. She can never find them
when she wants them, and they have the
weirdest way of turning up weeks later
in Dick's dresser drawers, or Normie's
paint box. But strange to say, Dick doesn't
seem to mind.
Of course every actor must have a good
night's sleep before he has to face the
cameras the following morning. And actors
are very fussy about this good night's sleep.
Dick used to get it in the old days but
marriage with Joan Blondell changed all
that. Joan is one of these very nervous

you mad about

are

dear,

variably

who

car?

the

Dick: No, my pet. But I have decided
you should have a chauffeur. No, no,
now, don't get excited. I don't mind well,
not much about the fenders, but I just
wouldn't have anything happen to you for
that

—

—

all

the world.

And

that's

how Dick Powell managed

the fender situation in his married life.
The problems of the little woman's
utter disregard for phone messages, keys,
and jewelry have not been solved as yet.
Joan rarely ever remembers to give a
phone message, and when she does, she in-

\L-D-DID

—
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sleepers who fancies she hears strange
noises all during the night. She has a
burglar phobia of the worst sort. Poor
Dick, rarely a night passes but he is
awakened from a sound sleep by his little
bride who shoves a revolver at him and
tells him to go hunt burglars downstairs.
If the studio ever wishes to star him in
Westerns, Dick will be in perfect training
for there isn't a better gun-toter, (thanks
to Joanie), in all of Beverly Hills. However, I must say his nightly prowls have
left

no sad

effects.

Well,

better.

that's

Dick has never looked
what marriage does

to you.
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—

,
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"and
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system. The skin gets

.

—
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break
Pimples
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in clearing up a pimply skin. It clears these skin
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hour
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Location Love At Sunrise
Continued from page 61
directors are an optimistic lot, so the company just took shelter in cockpits and
old ruins until the shower should blow
over. It didn't. By afternoon even the assistant director was willing to concede the
point that it was a deluge, and when the
company was told to return to Ventura and
come back tomorrow they discovered that
they couldn't get away. The strip of land
that connects Point Mugu with the mainland was completely under water and the

company was marooned.

Don't be a hollyhock!

• Hollyhocks are
always standing
around by walls.

Any

girl would
rather be a daisy

with lots of
bachelor-buttons clustering round. Men love
glamourous eyes, with mysterious, appealing lashes; and whatever you were born
with, you can have them. Strong spring
sunlight demands long dark lashes. Darken
your lashtips with Lashtint Liquid. They
will look twice as long and alluring, but
completely soft and natural. Water-proof;
dries instantly. Try it today,
stgpsv.
Brown, black, green or blue. $1. fe§|?3?
.

.

.

"I thought everything had happened to me," said Miriam,
"but I had never been marooned before. It
isn't very pleasant." So then some bright
person remembered the planes, which for
a wonder weren't prop planes, and by
nightfall everybody had been flown to the
nearest airport. The next morning it was
all to be done over again at five o'clock,
and the sun's first rays found Miriam and
Louis (having been carted through the
mud on tractors) dying for love of each
other and a hot cup of coffee. But before
there was a perfect "take" the tide went
out leaving the beach fairly strewn with
exhausted fish. "Love before breakfast is
bad enough," said Miriam, "but with

—

fish—!"
Point Mugu was immediately christened
Point Mudgoo by the company, and "at
the front" took on a very realistic touch.
But despite all the mud and cold and rain
of

"The

tell

Woman

you

I

the

at

Love" location they

studio

will

Miriam has

that

never been less temperamental on a picture.

Could

it

be that she

is

really in love

with the director, Anatole Litvak?

It

could

easily be.

•

Every day curl your

lashes like daisy-petals!
and what flattering
light enters . .
shadows the lashes cast on your face! Use
Kurlash, the little implement that curls
them perfectly within 30 seconds. No heat,
cosmetics or practice. $1 at all better stores.

More

.

•

The

girl

brittle,

with

bleached-

looking lashes stays in the corner too. Use

Kurlene, a scientific formula for promoting growth and luxuriance in lashes. Rub a
little on your lashes each night and see
how silky they stay all the next .^s^p
day. Tube 50c, Jar $1.
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To: Jane Heath, Dept. B-5
The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y.
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3

I

Please send me, free, your booklet on eye
beauty, and a persona] coloring plan for my
complexion.

|

I

go but to work.
The charming dance sequence in "Maid
of Salem" where Claudette Colbert, as the
shy Puritan maid, and Fred MacMurray
as the gay Virginian, dance the gavotte was
taken at the ungodly hour of six A.M.,
which is no time, as Claudette will tell you,
to put your heart and soul into a gavotte,
even with Fred MacMurray. Claudette is
a girl who loves her morning slumber, even
as you and I, and it's like pulling eye-teeth
to get her up before eleven. She's the type
who says, "Just ten more minutes." But at
Santa Cruz, California, where most of
"Maid of Salem" was made, the sun has
a maddening habit of rising early, so there
was nothing for it but that Claudette and
Fred must do likewise. And cold Santa
Cruz at that time of year might well be
called Little America. The morning of the
gavotte Fred arrived at the woodland location all wrapped up in a polo coat over
his cavalier uniform. When the cameraman
hid said "The light is right," Claudette
called to Fred, "Climb out of that coat
and expose yourself to a good case of

—

ir

J

Ida Lupino is one of the girls who claims
that she can take an early morning location in her stride, after two years in Hollywood. "But what really gets me down,"
Ida adds, "is to have to appear on a location before sunrise in an evening gown.
You have no idea how horrible it is to
have to get up at four in the morning and
get into an evening gown, sandals, jewels,
and all accessories, and appear at some
far-off location by seven o'clock. You don't
feel exactly like waltzing." In "Let's Get
Married," the picture that Ida is now making with Ralph Bellamy at Columbia, she
does many of her best love scenes' at six in
the morning all dressed up and no place to

—

-Complexion-

Eyes

Name_
Addres
Statet
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I'leti&e

print plainly)

pneumonia."

But

Fred caught.

He

it
wasn't pneumonia
dropped his coat hastily,
not looking where he dropped it, nor did
he look when he put it on later after the
last "take." But it wasn't long before he

SCREENLAND

broke out with poison ivy "It's bad enough
to get out of a warm bed in the morning
and have to dance gavottes with your teeth
!

chattering," mourned Fred, "but to get
!"
poison ivy besides
The shortest location on record, it seems,
was the one made recently by the "High,

—

Wide and Handsome" company.
Dunne and Randy Scott received

Irene

studio
calls to be at Chino, California (several
hours drive south of Hollywood), at six
the next morning to do a love scene for
the picture. In fact, they were requested
to bring their luggage with them as they
would probably be there catching the
morning light for several weeks. So Irene
sorrowfully quoted, "Theirs not to make
reply, Theirs not to reason why, Theirs
but to do and die," and with a fond kiss on

"Missy's" baby cheek grimly left her
at four one morning to give
her all to the cinema in Chino. If was
freezing cold, and Irene wondered all the
way down just how she and Randy could
warm up for a love scene without muffling
themselves in fur coats, and just how long
it
would be before she had laryngitis,
which would fix everything up just ducky
for her songs. It's in moments like these
that stage stars always wonder why the
heck they ever come to Hollywood anyway. Whoever heard of love before sunrise! Why, it's utterly insane! Well, it
seems that southern California was having
one of those "unusual" bits of weather
(what, again!),
the
thermometer had
dropped to seventeen degrees in the orange
belt, and the ranchers were smudging away
for dear life to save the citrus crop. The
sun had come up by the time Irene arrived (having definitely decided that she
would return to the New? York stage at
once), but alas, no one could see it through
little

happy home

the oily smudge. "Back to Hollywood and
the studio," said Director Rouben Ma-

moulian.
Just in case you might get the idea that
all locations around Hollywood are cold,
I'd just like to correct that impression
right now before Marlene has a stroke.
Those famous passionate love scenes between Dietrich and Charles Boyer in "The
Garden of Allah" (oh boy, as Martha
Raye says), were made not at the discreet
little hour of six in the morning, but at

—

Imagine that!

three!

Imagine the glam-

orous and sophisticated Marlene condescending to arise from her downy couch
at such an hour. Well, she didn't want to
at first, you may be sure, but one day she
keeled over in a dead faint a sun stroke,
no less and it frightened her so that thereafter she was one of the first to get to
that location no matter how early. The
picture was taken down in the desert sand
dune country of southern California, where
a little thing like 110 by noon is nothing
at all. Marlene would arise at two, put
on her make-up, and by three o'clock would
be doing her love scenes with her moody

—

—

monk

against the most gorgeous desert
By ten o'clock she was back in
her cabin having cold showers (of sorts).
That exquisite scene in "The Good
Earth" where Luise Rainer plants the
peach seed on her wedding night while
Paul Muni gazes upon her with eyes of
tender devotion the nearest we have to a
love scene in that magnificent production
was made, just as you guessed, at six in
the morning in far-away Chatsworth. Imagine being able to play such a thrillingly
beautiful scene with the sleep still in your
eyes Poor Luise certainly suffered for her
sunrise.

—

!

art all through that picture.

The make-up

alone took about two hours to put on, what

pleas rapidly turn into a parody about ham
and eggs to the tune of opera. "As we
took that scene at sunrise," said Jeanette,
"you can just imagine bow I felt about
ham and eggs. I was fairly drooling at the
mouth before Nelson could finish his song.
When the scene was finally shot I think
I ate more ham and eggs at the commissary than I have ever eaten before in all

with wigs and eye-tilting, so Luise would
have to get up between two-thirty and
three, drive from her home in Brentwood
Culver City,
to the M-G-M studios in
where Jack Dawn, make-up magician,
painstakingly changed her from a glamorous personality into a simple little Chinese
woman, and then dash like mad to Chatsworth, forty miles away, to be able to
catch the first rays of the sun. Due to the
extreme heat all "shooting" had to stop
early in the afternoon, so it was work before breakfast and like it. Luise says that

my

me that Gary, my pet romance, is no dream prince at four in the
morning. The siren would ring at the location camp at three-thirty every morning
and Gary and Frances and George and
other members of the cast would have to
be at the dock in make-up by four-thirty
to take water taxis out to the tramp
steamer where most of the picture was
made. Gary, they tell me, never had his
eyes open once, just walked around like a
man in a trance. But he's no man in a
trance when he goes into those love scenes
with Frances Dee. The most romantic love
lina Island tell

she didn't mind the make-up so much on
that
that picture, it was the dirty clothes
got her down. Once away from Chatsworth
she spent most of her time in the bath-tub.
And I hear rumors to the effect that she
didn't mind at all that there was only one
love scene with Mr. Muni.
The Valley of the Blue Moon, which
will simply knock you out of your seats by
sheer beauty when you see "Lost
its
Horizon," happens to be Sherwood Forest,
which is on the inland route to Santa Barbara. It is here that Jane Wyatt and

scene in the picture was made at five
o'clock one morning on a rough sea with
Gary half asleep and Frances worried
about her little boy who was ill at the
hotel on the Isthmus. Smart people, those

Ronnie Colman, under the distinguished direction of Frank Capra, first meet and fall
love in the screen version of James
Hilton's "Lost Horizon." Sondra, the part
played by Jane Wyatt, is a new character,
in

upset you. Mr. Hilton didn't.
Well, you know how trees are in forests,
always casting shadows, so you can readily
understand why the cameraman would have
to say, "The light is right," so early in
the morning that not even the birds had
gotten up. But I suppose if you do have to
work at falling in love at six in the morning at least having Ronnie Colman as the

but don't let

is

really

Miriam
in

very amusing. Jeanette

MacDonald

a

Hopkins
love

scene

and

Hayward

Louis

made

on

location.

actors.

The accompanying story tells about
Miriam's experiences on the trip.

it

object of your affections makes it easier.
I don't believe I could take Wally Beery
that early, even if I were a good actress.
There's a cab scene in "Maytime" which

life."

Those who went on the "Souls at Sea"
(Cooper, Dee, and Raft) location on Cata-

Well, I guess even the most stubborn of
you are willing to admit by now that locations aren't the picnic you always thought

an American opera singer studying in
Europe is rescued when her cab breaks
down in the early morning outside of a
French cafe by a young student, none other
than our Mr. Nelson Eddy. While the cab
being repaired Jeanette and Nelson
is
promptly fall in love, and as the cab
joggles off down the street Nelson runs
as

after it pleading with Jeanette to have a
breakfast of ham and eggs with him— his

IF SHE'S

they were.

In fact actors

hate

locations

worse than they do supervisors. That is, all
of them except Shirley Temple. (Who,
thank goodness, is yet to do a love scene.)
When Director John Ford told little
Shirley that there would be twenty-five
days of location at Chatsworth for "Wee
Willie Winkie" Shirley smiled happily and
exclaimed, "Oh, goody! Twenty-five box
lunches

!"
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Continued from page
stock and determines to have her revenge.
Charles Laughton has achieved a masterpiece of make-up even for him as the limping stuttering Emperor Claudius with the
Imperial
laurel-wreath
always
crooked
across his brow because he is seldom sober
enough to wear it with appropriate regal
dignity. "I'm perfectly revolting," he declared serenely. "You know, I said I'd
never play another of these historical
monsters but I don't seem able to resist
a good part and they are so full of character opportunities. But my next film the

my own new company

I've formed with Erich Pommer
really will be a straightforward comedy.
I've chosen the story myself and I'm an

Gaumont-British go into the competition next with Nova Pilbeam starring in
their production of "Girlhood of the Queen"

—

which

lips

isn't

paint,

orange

in

Color Change Principle bring

glowing freshness of youth. Tangee

your

can't give

the stick

it

a "painted look". From

changes on your

lips to soft

have

been enthusiastically ordering Victorian stories because it was such a richly
historical period and those oval-necked
crinolines so attractive!)
Wilcox has decided to begin with the
meeting of the Queen, played by Anna
Neagle, with the handsome Prince Albert
whom she later married. He is Anton
Walbrook, the Viennese star just returned from Hollywood, and perfectly
resembles the Prince- Consort in build,
features, and accent, as well as being
exactly the same age as the Prince was at
the time.

one I'm making for

WATCH TANGEE'S

51

ordinary

my
all

suburban

business-man

wearing

face natural." He grinned. "I expect
the fans will write acclaiming England's

new handsome romantic

which shows the famous Victoria as the
shy young Princess unexpectedly called to
the Throne and before she achieved her

!"

Charles the Producer will still continue
his close relationship with Korda, making
_

blush-rose. Paris says, "Paint

is

harmony

out of

with today's fashions". Also use Tangee Rouge
for

cheeks and achieve perfect color symphony.

future
studios at

his

films

in

the

latter's

palatial

Denham. The stages will be
housing Korda's own new comedy film
at the same time, called "Storm in a
Teacup" and set in a quiet little Highland
town a kind of Scottish. "Mr. Deeds"
in fact with a quarrel about a stray dog

—
—

and the local upset that ensues.
Vivien Leigh is the heroine. She's
Korda's latest starlet and he's industriously
grooming her until she blossoms out as
"a screen sister to my Merle" as he tactfully puts it. Vivien first played Lady
Cynthia in "Fire Over England" and then
she was promoted to be the mysterious spy
girl with whom Conrad Veidt fell in love

"Dark Journey." Now Korda has put
her under a long-term contract and is
launching her spectacularly on a stellar
in
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Nineteen-year-old Vivien is a lithe,
exotic little lady, exquisitely poised and
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aristocratic family and is married to a

London barrister. Sports have no appeal
for her she prefers the cultured aesthetic
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and knowing as much about old books as
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Another new star appealing for your
attention this summer will be Lilli Palmer,
the
vivacious
blonde
you saw
with
Richard Arlen in "Silent Barriers." She
is
now at the Pinewood Studios making "Vienna Sunset," a romantic musical
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Vienna, the Italian Lakes, and North
Africa. Tullio Carminati plays opposite
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n
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is

made her
down the

—

producer wanted a girl who could stand
on her head for five minutes in a comic
revue scene. With the money she earned,
Lilli paid for a course of real acting lessons
the
famous Austrian conservatoire
at
where Marlene Dietrich, Elisabeth Bergner, Luise Rainer and many another nowfamous star studied under Max Reinhardt's

direction

and wept

at

his

acidly

scathing criticisms of her early histrionics.
Light
Rachel

too, Herbert Wilcox is
busy on the first of the coming cycle of
Queen Victoria films. (Since the King

At Pinewood

raised the ban on screen and stage presentations about his Royal great-grandmother's life, all our leading producers

SCREENLAND

romance. Meanwhile the G-B studios
proudly ensconsing the biggest set
piece ever to be constructed in London.
It's a faithful scale replica of one of the
colossal air-liners scientists calmly declare
life's

are

.

will be daily winging across the Atlantic in
a few years' time. It carries eighty passengers and has a dining-saloon, a cocktail
bar, and a dance lounge in which you'll
see blonde Anna Lee partnering John

Loder though Oscar Homolka and Frank
Cellier plan crooked doings out on the
promenade deck while ostensibly admiring
the passing clouds. They're calling the
film "Non-Stop New York" and it's a
point of honor with the technicians to include
even more sensational futuristic
effects than they did in the celebrated
"Transatlantic Tunnel" last year.
George Arliss looked in to admire the
air-liner the other day. He seems much
fitter after the winter rest his doctor advised and now he's assiduously reading
tories again because he is due to start work
on his next production early in May.

When Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., comes
back from Hollywood, his producing company here. Criterion Films, will set off
for the Scottish border to shoot scenes
for the historical picture in which Douglas
plays Bonnie Prince Charlie, adventurous
seventeenth-century Royalty.

Some

of the

film was made on the moors last autumn
but in the middle of it the rainy season
began, bringing the mists that stay until
Spring; so the unit had to pack up and
come back to town, and only in June will
the days again be clear and sunny enough
for work to be resumed.

Douglas's director, Raoul Walsh, gave
a little party at his London apartment the
other evening and most of the visiting
Hollywoodians attended. Ruth Chatterton
and Mary Ellis were there, along with
Xeil Hamilton and Otto Kruger and dark
saturnine-looking Victor Jory. Rene Ray
and June Knight looked in too.

A

rumor

startled the

.

that Garbo was in London
newspaper reporters last week.

.

UNTIL SHE LEARNED

THIS LOVELIER

When

they rushed along to the address
at which the star was said to be staying
they found a tall slim blonde with a deep
amazingly like the Swedish
so
voice
Sphinx in every way that she had to show
them her personal papers to prove her
identity. She was Marta Labarr, Americanborn French actress, come to play in a
dramatic film called "Second Bureau.'"
Her resemblance to Garbo does not particularly please her. People gasp and exclaim wherever she goes, though she does
her hair as differently as possible and
tries to dress the opposite style too.
Marta started her career on the Paris
stage, acting a small part in a comedy in

.

WAY TO

AVOID OFFENDING

.

.

.

FRAGRANT BATHS WITH

CASHMERE BOUQUET
/

SOAP!

Simone Simon starred. When
which
Simone was ill, Marta deputized in the
leading role and Simone's rapid recovery
was said to be little short of a medical

Some months

miracle.

later,

Simone was

appearing in another play and decided to
have an operation. The manager sent for
Marta and Simone considered her operation could wait. Though it wasn't really
arranged so simply as that, because both
girls have the true Gallic temperament,

—

1
>

t

»i

'

and turbulent.
Marta goes to Hollywood

passionate

later in the

summer, having attracted the attention of
Twentieth Century-Fox. I wonder what
Simone will say to her if they happen to
meet at the studio

r
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Take-a-Chance Stewart
Continued from page 63
Ted Allen has invented a gadget that will
set off the flash at the same time } ou move
r

your shutter.

"The place to get unusual effects is in
the dark room.
print all our own stuff.
Did you know you can mottle a print with

We

? You get a paper negative first.
That is, you have the film up about here
on your enlarger. That throws the print on
the paper down here. Then as you print
it,
you do your stuff with your fingers
between the two and make the shadows
you need in the right places.
"Y'ou can get trick "stuff in the dark
room, too. Print an upright figure just
as it appears, then shift the film and get
him bending to the side, both on the same
print. It's very spectacular if you get just

your hands

the right angle.

"Y'ou can blur a print just enough to
give it a spooky effect, too. Soft-focus stuff
is fun, if y-ou have the right sort of picture."

Jimmy sometimes
camera, but he says
the

same

uses
it

a home movie

doesn't give

him

thrill.

"There's

my

been stuff printed about
'discovering' a girl for the 'Born to Dance'
picture," he recalled. "It was an accident.
I was down at the beach one day with the

movie camera. I saw a bunch of girls running in and out of the water and dancing

T

,
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Use this pure, creamy- white soap
for both your face and bath.
Cashmere Bouquet's lather is so
gentle and caressing. Yet it gets
down into each pore removes
every bit of dirt and cosmetics.
Your skin grows clearer, softer
. . . more radiant and alluring!
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around on the sand, so

I shot

some

film of

"Roy Del Ruth was

there when I happened to run off the shots and he thought
one of the girls looked pretty good.
found out who she was, and she got a part
in the picture. She seemed O.K. Anyway,
they are using her again."
In his M-G-M picture, "After the Thin
Man," Jimmy found the fog scenes inter-

We

esting.
"I made

some experiments with the

fog,

and got a few things I liked, but they are
not sharp enough for you to reproduce,"
he explained. "You can't make a fog to
order, except at a studk)
but there are
interesting things you can do with smoke
from a bonfire, if you're looking for experiments."
Analyzing Jimmy's candid camera work,
his friend Ted Allen assured me that the
reason the actor's pictures are interesting
is that he has a sure sense of the dramatic.
;

"Each of his pictures has definite balance,
something that's very rare with an amateur," he pointed out.
"Notice that his airplane shots are in
balance never the amateur idea of objectin-the-center of the picture, but a nice balance. See the beautiful balance in this lake
scene the dark shore line and the light
waters, the shadows at one corner, the high

—

WELL-DRESSED

—

WOMEN NOW WEAR
*RRA FORMS
Leading American designers recom-

mend

the use of dress shields to protect their creations not only from
perspiration but also from strong
under- ami cosmetics.

light at the other.
"In this shot of Nelson Eddy and his
companion in the launch, he had them both
face center, but he didn't make them the
middle in the film. The reflections are good
in that one, too.

"Most amateurs would have had the
joshua tree in the desert picture over close
to the edge, but Jim balanced his dark
rider with his dark tree. That's drama.
"There's drama in his view of the boat.
See how tall the masts seem, and how

At a recent Fashion Show in New
York, every dress was worn over a
carefully selectedKleinerts Bra-form.
© * Bra-forms are smart uplift bras
made in net, lace, batiste and satin
and equipped with a pair of Kleinert's
guaranteed dress shields.

out the slightest bother.

puzzle,

tiny fraction of the cost of the dresses

they save.

The Bra-form

©

of

illustrated above,
fine batiste, $1.25

is

Certainly I myself was made to feel,
shortly before the notable marriage, that
behind a green gate in greenest Brentwood
was hidden the screen's strangest actress.
Her lot cast in Hollywood, she wanted
none of it. Shut out from its life, she was
shut in with her own.
This could be felt as the green gate
swung noiselessly open in the twilight.
Across the paved forecourt a winding path
led to the wide-porched house standing
white against stilled treetops. Its eveninghush was broken only by the whirring bell.
Answering it was a quiet-tongued housekeeper who slippered the way to a dim-lit
room spacious as silence.
Little did I guess this very same room
would, before many days had passed, be
the scene of a simple wedding, so simple,
indeed, that the bride-elect would herself
tenderly build the modest flower-decked
altar before which she was to stand. That
there would be no guests, merely two witnesses, the motion picture director Lewis

Milestone and his wife, and Superior Judge
Thurman, who^ was to officiate. That, however,

*T. M. Reg. U.

FIFTH AVENUE,
"TORONTO, CANADA
485
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used a

he'd

filter,

the

masts

camera upwards, they wouldn't have
seemed so high.
"Jim's always asking questions and profiting by the answers. We disagree about
some things and he's right according to
the way he figures, and I'm right accordhis

ing to my ideas. For instance, the use of
the exposure meter. He thinks it's cheating to use one, but I think it's a matter
of economy.
"If you went to Death Valley, for example, the light would be so different from
the light we're used to here that we'd ruin
rolls of film by going according to our own
estimates. At stop 11 on a Leica, say, the

exposure in Death Valley would be one
250th of a second. The same shot here in
Hollywood at the same stop would be one
50th of a second.
"He likes risks, I know. But he can get
them with an exposure meter if he goes
into the snow country. Snow can throw
you off any time. You look at the meter
for your figure and then the reflection of
the snow fools you."
There's one risk James Stewart hasn't
taken so far and that's the marital one.
He likes to go out with girls, to dance
with them, to play tennis or take their
pictures. But he seems wary about getting

—

serious.

"Look at him as if you loved him,
Simone," directed Gene Kornman, as the
little French girl leaned back in Jimmy's
arms.
"Oh, but I think I do!" said Simone,
snuggling deeper.
She looked impishly charming.
Jimmy shrugged, failed to smile, and remarked, quoting Chico: "Well, no wonder.
I'm a very remarkable fellow !"

—

Woman

Confirmed from page 26

They can be laundered as easily as
your other lingerie, and solve your
perspiration problem perfectly with-

Notion Departments everywhere —

If

lighter, and if he had shot
directly onto the vessel instead of pointing

Hollywood's Riddle
ing announcements set all heads, wise and
otherwise, in a whirl. Meanwhile everyone
sincerely hoped that all was well with the
newlyweds, at the same time wondering
whether the creator of a Chinese character
had, on her side, turned into a Chinese

You need bras and you need shields
— Bra-forms combine them most conveniently! From a dollar up in good

black!

would have been

them.

the

radiant

bride's

beloved

Scottie

"Jonnay" would be in wagging attendance
and duly aware every dog doesn't have his
day in a huge white satin bow.
Nor could I conjure up another amusing
vision of an earlier day when Miss Rainer
would burst forth from the marriage li-

SCREENLAND

cense bureau waving a crackling document
and happily exclaiming, "Now I'm married!" only to be advised by her more
legally informed companion in premeditated
matrimony she must wait till a later ceremony had been performed.
No, the walls of that room, if they could
have spoken, now had nothing to say of
the coming event. All that I heard was the
voice of the housekeeper.
Miss Rainer this scarcely above a
whisper would be down in a moment. Assuring, but not exact. Miss Rainer was
down in a rush. Swift as the wind, in skyblue slacks and white-silk blouse challenging her raven hair, she swept in, vibrant
with the cry: "Oh, it's you! I am glad!"
Impulsively, she gave both her hands,

—

warm,

—

firm, friendly.

Lighting up vividly,

magical

face with its burning eyes
seemed to set the room ablaze. But not to
her. For, after turning on lamp after lamp,
she frowningly decided
"It's dark here.

her

:

We

go somewhere else, yes ? Would you
like to come up to my bedroom?"
W-well, who wouldn't?
She ran nimbly up the stairs, bounding
youth in her white-shod feet. Then stood

"You see?"
Saw was no mere bedroom, but
a domain of rest, long and wide, high and
stock-still.

What

airy,

a

I

hospice

for

strained

nerves,

a

Nirvana for tired genius.
!"
"But this is what I really meant
She turned into an ante-room, what a
woman might call a boudoir, what a man
would call a den. Glowing with the pride
of possession, she waved me to a couch
running the whole length of one wall, fixed
a cushion for my back, then perched her-

comfortably alongside cross-legged.
are comfortable," she gladly
like best. I
sighed. "This is the room I
spend all my free time here."
"Don't you ever go out?"
"Why should I? Here I have everything
the best music. I
I want—good books and
wonder," and her tone was significant,
"have you read something I am reading."
Heeling over, she darted into the outer
room, skimming back with an opened book,
having seen
a new one about Duse. Never

self

"Now we

who was the greatest of
she asked about her, of her face,
voice, even her hands, hungry for

the Italian actress

them
her

all,

knowledge.

"Duse must have been wonderful, she
studying a drawing of her cut
from a newspaper. "And what a wonderful
But so sad. She gave so much
life!
everything that her life was one long
reflected,

—

-

sacrifice."

What, I wondered, of the sacrifices of
Luise? For into the sensitive face of the
gifted Viennese actress had come a sudden
emptiness.

Nothing camera-shy about George Murphy's

am

slowly,
replied,
she
lonely,"
thoughtfully. "I will never get over my
"I

loneliness,

not

if

live

I

it?

i'

This cannot be helped.

believe

it

Why

is

longing for something beyond me, something I will never reach. Yet for ever I
am trying to reach it. Every day I start
completely new. Before me are all the new
things I want to conquer, behind me all
greatest
the old things I have lost.

My

loss,

in

coming

Hollywood, has been
It was hard for me to

to

the people I love.
leave them, for love is
food. And when I left
love with a man."

he poses with

his

master, above.

to be seventy or

should
the good in US', because
we want to be better, that makes us lonely.
I_am_not_unhappy, but always I have a
eighty.

collie, as

as

important as

Vienna

How

I

was

in

in

man

But now the unpredictable Rainer was
another man. At
quite
love with
suggestion,
herself

the

plumped

smiled mysteriously,
the floor a curi-

she

of child and woman, and
foot a playful poke, with "I may
gave
tell you, but not the public."
She did not have to tell me I knew the
lucky man was Clifford Odets.

my

to give myself to both,

am

always

one

to the other.

compelled

to

go

from

back

am

going, going someblind, seeing nothing."
I

where, but I am
"Not even glamor?"
"I swear by God," she fiercely declared,
rising to her feet and standing stark to
her oath, "I am not glamorous and I never
have wanted glamor I have worked, and

there was something more, seribiggest sacrifice is my private
life. That is gone. Hollywood has robbed
me of it. So that you may understand let
me put it this way: There are two men.
One I call my occupation. The other is the

Then

"My

:

want

my

:

;

ously

I

I

my

down on

mixture

ous

I love.

can't." (This may explain the present
situation.) "What I do for the man who
occupation I take from the man I
is
love. One pulls me away from the other,
happiness is sacrificed between
and
them. I cannot be steady with either, for I

but

!
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when a little attention was turned my
way I was surprised. Why not? What have
done?"

I

What, indeed, hasn't she done, flashing
from one brilliant success to another in
"Escapade" and "The Great Ziegfeld," and
now reaping her richest harvest of fame in
"The Good Earth"?
"Nothing," was her withering estimate

HOLLYWOOD'S
FAVORITE POWDER PUFF

sweeping

it

all

away with

a ruthless ges-

means absolutely nothing to me
Whatever it may be, it has come too

ture.

too quickly.
have to struggle
to get to the right and the
real things. Do you think that
Dme and

HOLLYWOOD

—

—
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FRANCES LANGFORD
M-G-M Star

Bernhardt thought themselves glamorous
Well, perhaps you are right in believing
that
Bernhardt did. But neither could
possibly have thought so at first, for
then
both had everything to struggle
against
even poverty. It was only when thev
had
accomplished great things that they deserved the glamor which surrounded
them
then tney were famous. And fame is
not
of your own making, but something
given
you by many people in return for what
they have got. from you. Right fame,
true
fame, is something to be thankful
for
because it comes as a gift from the people.
But sudden glamor, coming as it may with
a single picture in Hollywood, is unhealthy
untrue. It is the last thing I should want'
for I am afraid of it. It is dangerous."
As Miss Rainer seemed to be saying no
ess of Hollywood, I put the question
pointblank to her.

"Hollywood

is the most dangerous place
world," was her positive opinion. "It
is sure to be for an
actress, who- has to
work on herself as a human being more
than anyone else because she is supposed
to be a symbol of many others.
This may
mean the sacrifice of her own human
values. For myself, I'm too much alive
to
_

in the

JOAN marsh:

IDA LUPINO

Paramount; Star

Paramount Star

any sacrifices I may have made. Maybe
someone later will see them for me. But
see

it
doesn't matter. Always before me is
another sacrifice to be made. This is good
for me because it means there is
always
something I am trying to find. But it
doesn't mean peace, for there is no one who
could come and give me rest. It is a weary

MINT'f«"M

light that Hollywood throws on you. And
there's
so much
light
here that vou
are blinded by it. There's the light before
the cameras, then the light at great openings; which can easily make you blind,
and so you lose your way. I envy women
who are out of it, safe in their private
lives,

where they can be more

much

happier..

content,

They can

build their whole
life on love. This an actress, particularly
a Hollywood actress, cannot do. Oh, well
After all, the love you get is not 'important. It is the love you give. And the
measurement of what you give is the
measurement of how big or how small love
is to you. I'd like to be a woman with

nothing else in life if I felt another interest made the man I love unhappy. But
I don't think I'd ever really want to change
places with a woman who had nothing
but love. If I am what I want to be nothing
can affect me. Yet I want a man who
will say yes to my work
and I think

—

have found him. Sometimes I want to
throw everything else away, then I realize
I

I

can't."

In short, Luise Rainer is first and last
an actress, how fine a one you need not be
told. But don't ever tell her.
"I have a deep inferiority complex," she
gravely assured me, "when I compare
myself with other actresses. Please don't
laugh, for I mean it. Every time I see
another actress on the screen, no matter
who she is, I think I'm terrible. For this
reason, I seldom go to pictures they discourage me." (She even stayed away from
the premiere of "The Good Earth.") "Anyway, I feel I'm not meant for them. For

—
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never expected to be on the
I came to Hollywood.'
on the floor, she suggested

that matter,
screen, even

1

when

Stretched
nothing so

much as Hollywood's most
human puzzle.

baffling

I've been keeping

you something

"I'll tell

volunteered. "My_ only
reason for coming here was curiosity to
never
see the country and new people. I
thought I'd be in a film. There was a
clause in my contract giving the studio

she

myself,"

to

the right to send me back after six months,
If
so that's what I thought would happen.
much the better, for
it happened sooner so
back as
I was in love and wanted to go

soon as possible. This seemed more than
likely, as I knew no English. I studied it.
my
as best I could, but always with
mind on seeing things. I thought I quick
would see them, then go home._ So I
bought a camera and took it with me
every time I could get away. On those
of
trips, which I loved, I saw something
Mexico and Canada, as well as a good
deal of California. Everywhere I marvelled
at the richness of nature and the fairness
and comradeship of the people. Then, to
my surprise, after two months they put

me

in a picture.

and that

didn't

I

want

make any

should

I

was the biggest surprise of

Now

that

I

am

in

still

go

to

in

success at

my

whole

pictures

life.

all

is

it

it.

all

so strange that I don't know what to make
of it."
V.
,
What to make of her, after that astounding revelation, was the problem. I recalled
that in an earlier talk she had told me
she would leave the screen for ever at
'

the end of her contract and return to the
she still of the same mind?
stage.

Was

me change

"Nothing can make

was

it,"

her decisive answer. "I must go back to the
stage and stay there, if only for my peace
of mind. Here I can have no peace. It
never know
is impossible in pictures. You

what

going to happen.

is

began 'The

I

Good Earth' in July, and here it is January. But what do I know about my part
Nothing. Since the picture was
of it?

twenty hands have been on my
can I tell what it will be like
when they are through with it? The last
thing they told me was that a thousand
feet still had to be cut out of the picture.
Those doing it may think they are leaving
in what is good. But will / think it is
good? On the stage I can go straight ahead
from eight to ten, and no one can stop me.
If what I do is bad, the audience will
finished

work.

How

me

tell

while

I

am

doing

it,

but during

that time the audience cannot interfere with

work. In Hollywood there is always
interference. This demands the biggest sacpeace. I am wishing for it
rifice of all
always, but I will never find peace."
A deep silence weighed upon her. Look-

my

—

ing at this creature of moods broodingthere on the rug, I was struck by the
classic lines of her sculptural face. She
might have been Electra. Only there was
something more tender in that face,_ the
wistful
beauty and the sorrow of life.
smile played across it, her head half-turned,
her eyes wide but unseeing. She rose

A

silently.

her

down

walked with
out the door, and along

That same
the stairs,

silence

the winding path in the darkness, her eyes
like stars beneath her midnight hair. It
hand
held her in a moment's pause.

A

lifted.

The green

Has another

gate closed.

since

opened to her

Who

gate to happiness?

—the

knows?

r

a pretty girl, Mary, and
you're smart about most things. But
you're just a bit stupid about yourself.

OU'RE

You love a good time
dom have one. Evening
you sit at home alone.

— but you
after

sel-

evening

men who

seemed interested at first. They took
you out once and that was that.

WAKE

UP,

MARY!

•

•

•

There are so many pretty Marys in the
world who never seem to sense the real
reason for their aloneness.

In this smart modern age,

it's

against

the code for a girl (or a man, either) to
carry the repellent odor of underarm
perspiration on clothing and person.
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Interlude in

Cay

Paris

Continued from page 55

"Rather the guillotine as murderer than
as a thief!" the

cashier said desperately. "Either you give me the money
now or I'll I'll " His* voice broke and
he glanced wildly around the room. "I've
got to know what you did with that four
hundred and fifty thousand francs I loaned
jail

little

— —

you Only two more weeks and our books
must be closed for the company auditors,
and you have not returned one franc !"
"Oh, no, no !" Victor felt steadier now
as he saw the man's spurt of courage
dwindling. He turned his back on him casually and opened a bottle of cognac and began pouring it into two glasses'. "I should
never dream of returning a single franc. My
intention is to give you back the whole
sum in one lump. So understand how happy
it
makes me to be able to tell you that
!

Yet

it

brings
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tonight at six o'clock sharp I shall place
in your hands the entire sum. Four hundred and eighty thousand francs !"
"Oh, Victor, I knew you wouldn't let me
down!" The weak eyes behind Maxl's thick

francs !"
Victor's smile came slowly, engagingly.
"That is" the sum which you are going to
!"
lend me now
"Never !" The little cashier's glass came
down with a crash, but even as he spoke he
knew it would be like all the other times,
that he would hand the money over and

would be almost as if Victor was
him a favor in accepting it.
There wasn't so much as a quiver
it

doing"

Complete your Eve make-up

zvith

HOUSE OF
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ple who give thousand franc tips' generally
have some resources. A family? Friends?"

"Not me !" The boy's mouth twisted. "A
few months ago I had all the friends in the
world. I had just inherited a million dollars. Do you know anything about that
great American institution, taxes ? When I
got through with them and the lawyers'

my

fees,

had made me forget

I

was no longer a mil-
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There was reluctant admiration

in Viche looked at him. A man who
could say "Banco" with such nonchalance,
as though he had the Duchy de Normandie
in his right-hand pocket and the bank of
France in his* left, could be an invaluable

tor's eyes as

asset.

at my office tomorrow," he said
"In the meantime I'll hold your
passport to insure your coming."
It was a
different Victor who faced
Peter across his desk the next afternoon,
the Victor known only to those who worked

me

crisply.

for him.
"I know a gambling debt is no debt in
the eyes of the law," he said grimly, holding out the discarded check he had retrieved from the waste basket the night before. "But the law makes up for its indulgence by being inexcusably severe in the
matter of bad checks."
As the boy faced him he outlined the plan

completely as

he had made, and now again Victor was
suave and courteous and even a little gay. It
would not be difficult for one with Peter's

really didn't matter, the croupier

personality to impersonate a member of the
old Russian nobility, say Prince Panaieff,

—

The young man had sobered
he faced Victor.
it

to six thou-

lionaire."

"See

Then he breathed easily again. He had
won. It would be as he had promised Maxl.
Tonight he would return in full the money
he had borrowed from the cash box.
"I
I'm afraid I haven't my check book."

came
!

to be-

tray Victor's tenseness as he stood before
the baccarat table again. He pushed the
thirty thousand francs towards the croupier
and the bank was his.
"Who says Banco?" the croupier's voice
urged. "All stakes admitted up to thirty
thousand francs."
"Banco \" shouted a voice, and the game

But

net inheritance

sand dollars and eighty-five cents, of which
I gave you the last tonight
I'm afraid
when I shouted 'Banco' your champagne

Max!

says Banco?" came the croupier's
sing-song.
"Banco !" Even before he turned to look
at him Victor recognized the exuberance of
the voice that had been so recently demanding roasted eagle of the Metropole Cafe.
And the young man's casual smile returned
his as he stood at the table.
Easily, almost indifferently the young man
turned up his cards but Victor could no
longer control his emotion as he lifted his.

PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYE SHADOW
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL

young man alone. He studied the passport
the young man gave him.
"You are Peter Lynch ?" he asked at last,
and then as .the young man nodded "Peo-

"But you only took four hundred and fifty
from the cash. How like you to be
so generous to me. I can't accept it. A new
hat,
perhaps,
but not thirty thousand

"Who

heavy and long. Permanent! Smudgeproof!
Black, Brown, Blue and Green.
Apply with or without water, (^"fflsif^j)

There was talk of the police, but Victor
shook his head and asked to speak to the

francs

in the clear.

Nature's most generous beauty
gifts! Makes lashes look naturally silky,

a miracle."

lenses watered and his hands shook from
relief now as he lifted his glass to his lips.

was on.
Luck was with Victor now. Again and
again he doubled his winnings, and then at
last there were two hundred and forty thousand dollars in the bank. One more fortunate turn of the cards and he would be

It duplicates

all. I'm broke. When I shouted 'Banco'
I'm afraid I overlooked the possibility of

at

assured him blandly
there were blank
checks in the office, and so the young man
followed them and sat down at the desk
and filled one out. Suddenly he straightened,
and crumpling the check he had just signed
;

threw it in the waste basket.
"I'm sorry, gentlemen." He squared

his
shoulders' unconsciously as he faced them.
"I have no bank account. In fact, no money

SCREENLAND

who he happened

to

remember had been

sent to the salt mines in Siberia, and the
task he had picked for his Russian would
be such a delightful one. All he had to do
was to entertain a charming young American heiress who happened to like celebrities.

There was nothing for Peter to do but
to practise a charming Russian ac-

agree

;

cent under Victor's adroit tutelage; and to
await the coming of the Ridgeways with
other
a distaste that crowded out every
feeling— even the feeling he had early in
flower
the evening when he went into the
shop to select a boutonniere and saw a girl
hesitating over the corsages spread before
her.

Only an American

girl

that instant frankness as
of orchids towards her.

could smile with
he held a cluster

When

she smiled

Spring just beginning,
a lovelier Spring than any he had known.
The kind that poets sang of and artists
like this

was

it

like

painted.

"Compliments of Victor," Peter bowed,
and quite forgot the accent that was to
have been born that night and she laughed
a little as she pinned it to her dress and
he knew that Spring could be full of music,
too, and of stars sparkling in a girl's eyes.
Victor was even more gracious than usual
when he walked over to the Ridgeways'
;

table.

"You remember my daughter?" Ridgeway tried to conceal his pride in her by
and as Vic"She's looking for
might begin with the kings

the brusqueness in his voice,
tor

nodded

celebrities.

gravely:

You
—

and queens
Laura was gazing ecstatically into space,
and even her aunt's short laugh could not
wipe out the wonder in her eyes.
"He looks like a prince, at least," she
half-whispered, staring at a
alone in regal state.

"He's a paper

clip

man who

sat

Ben
as a Pennsylvania farmer of 1859, has the tv/o-fisted support of
(note Ben's fighting spirit as evidenced above), in "High, Wide and Handsome.'

Randolph Scott,
Blue

for one hour at the Cafe Metropole.
Disappointed?"
argaret
"I should hope so !" her Aunt
said truculently, and then she stopped and
stared with all the rest as the band broke
into the old Russian National Anthem and
a young man paused for a moment at the

come

M

manufacturer." Victor

dismissed him with a shrug. "But the lady
yonder who looks rather like a cook and
not a very neat one is Her Grace, the
Duchess of Marleton. And the young people at the next table looking so very humble and timid are the cousins of the exempress of Austria, spending one week's in-

top of the stairs.

With a murmured apology Victor

left

the table and hurried to Peter's side, and
Laura flushed a little as she saw the deep

him. And this
she had mistaken for a clerk

bow he swept
shop

was the man
in

the flower

I

"He must

be

royalty

!"

she

said

in

;

pid."

Victor was

all

obsequience as he ushered

r
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a

hushed voice, and her father leaned over
and patted her arm.
"I have but one rule about titles." he
charming, they're
they're
"If
laughed.
fakes and if they're genuine, they're stu-

RICHARD HUDRUT
>7

seat, and then he was back
Ridgeway table.
"With your permission, Mr. Ridgeway,

Peter to his
at the

Highness Prince Alexis Petrovitch
Panaieff requests the pleasure of dancing
with Miss Laura." And then quickly, as
Ridgeway glared at him "It's the royal
prerogative, sir, quite without impertinence."
"Tell His Highness, yes, with pleasure,"
Laura said, as her father started to bluster.
"It sounds like the royal pick-up to me,"
Aunt Margaret sniffed, and she glared as
Victor came back bringing Peter.
"Please?" Peter slurred the word in his
most Russian fashion, and offered Laura
his arm and they swept out on the dance
His

:

floor.

Laura looked up at him
in the flower shop I didn't
even notice the trace of an accent. Even
now it is so slight. Just enough to be
"It's

funny,"

guilelessly.

0ft Y

V

"But

Peter would have liked a Scotch and
soda, but in true imperial fashion he ordered
vodka instead, and he was almost glad of

when a waiter said he was
wanted on the private telephone. On the
short walk to the office the waiter was all
deference, but as soon as the door had
closed upon them he turned on Peter,

the interruption

snarling.

"So you are His Highness Prince Alexis
Panaieff Answer these questions." And he
spat out a torrent of Russian. "So you're
not even Russian !" he shouted as Peter
stood silent. "What Russian would dare
steal such an exalted name? I
I am Pan!

aieff!"
"It seems we have just one too many
Panaieffs in the cast," the boy grinned as
Victor came into the office.
It was going to be a more expensive

gamble than Victor had thought, for

after

looking at the passport the real prince
spread in front of him, he knew he would
have to pay Panaieff off, and it took all
the tact that even the great Victor could
_
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"My accent, she comes and goes, comes
and goes," he deepened it on every word,
and then for a little time there was silence
and his arms holding her and his heart
wishing it might all have been so different
and that he had the right to hold her like

BAT HA SWEET

this.

He

brought her back to the table and saw
her father and aunt stiffened as she
introduced him. And then as the flower girl
passed he called to her and selected a spray
of red roses and with a short bow gave

how
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them

to

Margaret.

was so

nice of you to leave one little
to add," he said, and even
though it made him feel more of a swindler
than ever to see Laura's aunt smile with
that new friendliness for him in her eyes,
he was glad of the ally he had made. For
he had need of allies, had Peter Lynch falling in love for the first time in his life.
"It

touch for

me

"Long ago in Russia, I heard about you,
Mr. Ridgeway." It wasn't so difficult now
that he had stifled that first impulse to tell
them all the truth, to try and win Ridgeway over too. "Perhaps you do not realize what a famous man you are and what
a great honor it has been to meet you?"
Even Ridgeway was smiling now. "Oh,
do sit down, Prince," he urged. "You don't
have to go anywhere for a while. Let's all
have a drink."

SCREENLAND

master to offer money to a member of the
imperial family, even though working as
one of his own waiters. Not to speak of
the amount of money it took to buy off
a genuine prince Dash it all, they should
have better guards at the salt mines. If
the man hadn't escaped it would all have
been so much simpler.
The days went on and always there was
!

Peter's

gift

of

flowers

for

Laura

in

the

morning, and luncheons alone and dinners
with the family; and sometimes when he
almost forgot the part he was playing he
was happy, but most of the time he remembered and was sad.
But Laura was never sad these days. It
was always so easy to laugh when she
was with "Alexis." Only when he was
quiet as he was today it was almost as if
his quietness were a part of her, too, pulling happiness away from her.
"You've hardly said anything," she said
at last. "Are you sick?"
"No." It was so hard to dissemble with
her wide eyes looking at him that way.
If only she weren't so lovable he might not
be quite so miserable playing Victor's little
game for him. "I am in what you call the
mood. You can never tell about Russians."
"You've got something on your conscience," she said gravely, and then her
laugh tripped after her words. "Did you

anvbodv? Come, tell me about it.
"No. "That is the trouble." Peter smiled
grimly. "I should like to kill somebody. No,
thinking about
to tell you the truth I was

kill

the cossacks."
"Your old regiment, I suppose,

Laura
and was he mistaken or was there
reallv a mocking glint in her eyes? "Now
why "don't you tell me the truth?"
"The truth!" Peter was so startled he
'

said,

I'm—I am speakforgot his accent
ing the truth."
She leaned across the table toward him.
"Have vou eyer been to America?"
"No, "but my parents go there on the
honeymoon." Peter caught his accent again

'Why—

it heavily on his words.
"That's where I'm going on our honeymoon." Laura said, and her mouth quirked
up at the corners like a child who knows
she's talking out of turn.
"Perhaps we must dance, yes?" Peter

and hung

countered-

"All right." Laura got up solemnly. "But
none of that Russian sitting-down dancing."
It was a wonderful afternoon at the cafe,
where they lingered after everyone else had
his
left, even if Alex did go to sleep with
head unconventionally pillowed on her

knees and she sat staring

down on him

he really were sleeping or if
this were only a new way of evading an
issue. And then the artist came over to

wondering

if

sketch her.

"He is your sweetheart?" he asked as
he blocked in her eyes.
"What?" Laura laughed on too high a
note. "No, certainly not." And then as her
hand furtively touched Peter's dark hair.
"Well, not yet."
"Why not?" The artist was aghast. "Do
you not love him?"
"Why, yes!" It was impossible not to
meet the man's frankness with equal candor. "Yes, of course I love him."
"Is it, then, that he does not love you?"
The man sounded aghast. "Keep your chin

New.

that possible ?"

up higher. How is
"You know," Laura smiled impishly. "I
can't understand that, either! I'm such a

NON-GREASY CREAM
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the man ventured, and then
as she shook her head:"That is bad! Kissing is very important at the first."
"Oh !" Laura said, and then suddenly her
head went down and she kissed Peter's
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"You kiss?"
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is

every-

"No, no !" The artist was impatient. "Not
like that On the lips."
Laura took a deep breath and then her
head went down again and this time it was
Peter's lips that her own touched and then
it wasn't as if they were in the cafe at all
with Peter's arms suddenly reaching up
to hold her and with his lips kissing hers.
But afterwards as they walked down the
street together there was the old wall Peter
was" always putting between them.
"As I was saying, Miss Laura " he
began, but her laugh stopped him. "You
can't call me miss, right after hissing me,"

—
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she protested. "It's silly."
"You're a fresh little " suddenly Peter
remembered the accent, "Americaim'
"That's the way to talk to me." Her head
bobbed approvingly. "As if you love me."
"You're making things very difficult,
Peter said gloomily. "It might be better it
had a very- beautiful
you go away,
time, a lovely- interlude in Paris. But such
smile, we kiss, we
things end always.
part For a little while a sweet memory
"Oh, phoof !" Laura grinned. "I wouldn't
leave for anything in the world. Oh look.
Isn't that terrible?"
She pointed to a
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as

looked at Peter.

she

"You do love me. don't you?"
"Of course, I love you !" Peter turned
on her furiously. "I love you too much
I love you so much that I won't marry
you."
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He had sent him
received his promise that he
ami'n
would never see Laura
"As old as I am, 1 wuqiq. givt & .niV.rai
dollars for five minutes in a locked room
with that fellow !" Ridgeway stormed. "But
caused them.

wittingly

away and

"Did you ever in your life hear of anything so ridiculous?" she demanded of the

what can

clerk.

shrugged

"No, Madame." He put a hat on Peter's
head. "This one's' very smart, Your Highness."
"The brim's too narrow." Laura dis-

was

missed it airily. "Why can't you be frank
with me?" she demanded.
"There is no hope for us", ever," he insisted. "It is the whole history of the Panaieffs. For three hundred years its women
have been unhappy. The man's love is deep
but short. It bursts like a skyrocket and

other insisted, accepted it with the charm
that made Victor the power that he was.
But some of his assurance went as Laura
came into the room.
"You've got to prepare yourself for a
shock," her father warned her. "Your
'Alexis' is a fake."
"But of course, he is, dear," Laura
sighed patiently. "I've been waiting for days
to have him explain to me so that I could
explain to you. Now what have you done
with him? I'll have to find him so I can
propose to him all over again."
"You will not !" her father's bellow could
be heard on the Boulevard. "The man is an
!"
international adventurer
"International, my foot !" Laura didn't
even look in a mirror as she put her hat
on. "Don't you think I've been out with
enough Princeton men to recognize one

dies again."

"Pull that one

—there,"

down

a

little

on the

left

interrupted. "You mean
your love is like your accent. It comes and
goes, comes and goes."
She was laughing at him as he paid for
the hat but afterwards when they walked
back to the hotel the laugh had gone even
from her eyes.
Victor was waiting for Peter when he
walked into his suite.
"My boy, I want to congratulate you on
a beautiful performance," he exulted.
"It can't go on, Victor," the boy turned
on him suddenly. "I was coming to tell you
tonight. I'll tell her the truth, the whole
story from the beginning. Funny, I'm not
afraid of jail any longer."

Laura

"I've

do now, Victor?"
done it,

I

already

his shoulders.
mine alone. So I

hundred thousand

sir."

responsibility

paid

him the

when

I see

him?"

But

after all Laura had only inherited
her wilfullness from her father, and he was

an older hand in displaying will power than
she was. Before Victor could stop him

Ridgeway had called the prefect of police
and ordered the arrest of the swindler call-

ing bow.
"Tell her now," he suggested.

ing himself Prince Panaieff.

"Will you marry me ?" Laura's voice
came over the wire, turning his heart to
putty. "I can't let you go away, and if you
won't ask me I'll ask you. I know you love
me."
It was more than Peter could endure.
"Yes I do!" he cried. "I love you more
than anything on earth. No, you mustn't
here. I'll see you tonight."
the telephone up and Victor's
sardonic smile met him. "You see?" His
voice was exultant. "You see how easy it

was

?"

Laura was paying now for being the
pampered only daughter of a millionaire,
for being a spoiled darling whose every
wish had been gratified, who had never
known what a moment of worrying had
been. Oh, yes, she was paying for all that
adulation now, lying awake and fearful in
her bed and despairing of ever getting
the only thing she had ever really wanted
in her life.
When the telephone rang that morning
she had summoned every bit of energy she
had left to reach out listlessly for the receiver, then as the excited prefect of po-

!"

"Get out !" Peter said dully. "Get out
But Victor was not to be dismissed so
easily. There was the matter of the marriage settlement, say half a million before
the ceremony and the other half afterwards, and so much for each child that
might be born and so much
but Peter
suddenly interrupted him.
"It's
no use. I'm through !" he an!"
nounced. "You can call in the police now
"That's the trouble with a flawless plan,"
Victor sighed. "There's always a flaw in it.
There are two in this one your conscience
and my luck. You can go now. What sat-

—

—
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A

would

get out of jailing you?"
Peter stared unbelievingly at the pass*port pressed into his hand and then he
squared his shoulders and left. He was free
again but what did it matter, since he
knew that never again as long as he lived
would he be free of love.
Victor managed to hold the sorrowing,
gallant smile on his lips until the door had
closed, then his triumphant laugh came as
he went in search of Ridgeway. Funny how
quickly the new idea had come to him;
even as he despaired it had come, and now
a new confidence was in his eyes as he
knocked at the millionaire's suite.
It was all so simple
that drooping shrug
of his shoulder, the shame in his voice as
he told of the way Peter had fooled him
with forged credentials and how aghast he
had been when he discovered him a penniisfaction

LIVER BILE...

five

demanded."
Victor waved away the check the millionaire made out to him and then as the
francs' he

He stopped as the telephone rang and
Victor gave him the receiver with a mock-

come down
He hung

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

Victor

"The

American. But he had done what he
could to right the wrong he had so unless

SCREENLAND

Errol

leg
rives
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his trip to England, arby plane at Newark Airport.

of

her everything and with her eyes looking

talked she suddenly came back to life
again, could feel the warm rush of blood
to her cheeks, the pounding of her heart.

,lice
j

him as if all those lost stars had conic
back again even his own part in the story
no longer seemed despicable enough to separate them.
Victor's charm was turned on full blast
that evening as he walked into the dining
room. Easy to be charming now with the
money he had stolen safe in the cash box
again. There wasn't enough he could do

at

"Keep him there!" She was dashing out
of bed as she spoke, her free hand unfastening her pajama jacket. "I'll be there

right away. Don't let

him get away."

But when she was ushered

into the cell
she stared unbelievingly at the middleaged man who glared back at her.
"But who are you?" she managed to
whisper at last.
"Who am I?" The man drew himself up
regally. "Is my whole life to be ruled by
crazy Americans? I am Panaieff, twentyfive times related to the czars, five times
And my bargain called for
legitimately
silence, not jail. But you will pay for this
outrage, you and Victor !"
Laura almost embraced the bars of the
cell as she leaned closer.
"So Victor is in this?" she exulted. And
then: "Tell me, how much do you want to
talk about Victor and your bargain with

tier,

j

for his guests that evening.
Then suddenly he straightened, for sitting at a table were Laura and Peter, and
with them were her father and her aunt,

to see them all so happy and gay
hadn't been enough, there was
Prince Panaieff too, raising a glass of
champagne to his lips and his eyes ogling
the middle-aged Margaret.
Laura smiled disarmingly as Victor made

and as

'

!

his slow

"Dad

ing

to talk.

at

the

man

if

it

hurry

"Wait here !" she demanded. "I'll be back
with the money."
She almost collided with the gendarmes
who were bringing an arrest into the stajjtion. She was so excited that she probably
loked

little

money

with his caviar."
"Of course he would," Ridgeway assented
heartily. And his voice became almost confidential as he turned to Victor: "I'm giv-

bargaining with her. and even Laura
gasped at the high price of getting royalty

have

a

Mr. Lynch," she said softly. "But Mr.
Lynch doesn't remember your turning it
over to him. I think he would like it now

Even as he protested that he was a
prince and a man of royal honor, he was

wouldn't

way towards them.
me he gave you

tells

for

him?"

hadn't turned his head

if

together

-

j

to
it

them

for a

wedding

So

present.

up."

"Very good, sir !" Even though the mask
had dropped over his face again, the charm
still there in Victor's voice as he left
them. Then in a moment he was back
again bending low over Peter and laying a
slip of paper before him.
There was just a ghost of a smile on
Victor's lips as he moved away again, and
Peter smiled a little too as he picked up
the worthless check he had made out to
Victor. But both Laura and Ridgeway had
seen it and there was a glint in the millionaire's eyes as he took off his glasses

was

he

away

so quickly.
"Darling!" She was rushing up to him
then and Peter, after that first moment,
didn't have the courage to be as he had
planned to be, cold and remote as if a mil-

Walthall,
daughter of
H. B. Walthall, famous

Patricia

worlds separated them.
Instead he held his hand out and touched
hers, and somehow it wasn't so hard to tell

the

lion
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and laid them ominously beside his plate.
But no one, not even a self-made man,
strong and domineering, can fight a man
with charm. Even as Ridgeway rose to
go to Victor's office the waiter was there
beside him with a basket.
"The wild strawberries, sir, from the
Austrian Alps." He almost smacked his
lips as he set them before him. "With Mr.
Victor's compliments."
There was no resisting a gesture like
that, so Ridgeway ate his own words and
the strawberries too and Laura and Peter
smiled ecstatically as they moyed on to the
;

dance

{or

and

floor

heaven

rediscovered

each other's arms and Prince Panaieff's
eyes glowed as he lifted another glass of
champagne with a czarist gesture towards
Margaret.
"Ah, but you are beautiful to-night,
Mademoiselle !"
he
sighed.
"Beautiful
enough to be a princess !"
The wild strawberry Ridgeway had just
selected from the basket fell back into it
with a soft little plop, and Margaret
laughed at the look of consternation that
came over him.
"Get out your check book, Joe," she gig!"
gled. "Here we go again
;

The End

in
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was

at least

what might be

called

a home-grown, or garden variety of actor.
Sprouting in Akron, after coming down
from the Ohio back-hills, I was just about
as green as they come. With Taylor it
was different. He came out of college,
where he had played in the dramatic society. But it was simply the glamor of the
theatre that got me. I'd sit pop-eyed in
the gallery watching the actors and say,
!'
'Oh, God, if I could only do that
"I didn't want to be an actor," discloses
Mr. Taylor. "But I did want to be the
next thing to it, an orator. Maybe I just
liked to hear myself talk. Be this as it
may, I was strong on lung-power. When
the dramatic society at Pomona was planning to do 'J ourne y's End' I was all set
.

go to an oratorical contest in Seattle,
having already been to one in Detroit. I
changed my mind for purely a sentimental
reason. I took the part of Stanhope simply
because that was my mother's maiden
name. But I thought it would be my last
stab at acting. Not knowing there was a
to

studio casting director in the audience.
1

I

was amazed when I got a letter from him.
It meant just one thing to me
a job. Dad,
who was a doctor, had died three months

—

my

before, so
source of income stopped. I
had to go to work, and here was a chance
to make thirty-five dollars a week. After
six months I was getting fifty, but felt I
wasn't anywhere and made up my mind to
friend thought he could get me
quit.
a job in a San Bernardino bank at sixty-

A

month. I was all for it when
the studio pushed me into a picture. I might
have been better off and a lot happier if
I'd taken the bank job. Then I could have
settled down in a small place, probably got
married and maybe raised a family. Of
course, you can marry and may raise a
five dollars a

family in Hollywood, but it's lots harder."
"I've done all kinds of work and in looking for it gone more places than a Fuller
brush man," Mr. Gable tells you. "But
acting is the only kind I really like. Taylor, in time, will probably get to feel the
same way about it. So far as that goes,
he has every reason to feel so now. Somebody has said, unless I've forgotten my
lines, we live and learn. That goes for me
in Hollywood. But I've probably learned
more from men than from women."
On this point Mr. Taylor admits "An
actress can mean an awful lot to an actor.
If he has any doubt about what to do she
can key a whole scene for him and make
it go
that is, if she's a good actress. But
Gable knows exactly what to do before
he goes into a scene. He doesn't need any
:

—

help."

"Bob has come along like no other actor
in the business," warmly adds Mr. Gable,
"and instead of looking on him as a rival
I'm mighty proud of him."
"Clark is so big," glows Mr. Taylor,
"that

all

I

can do

is

So there they are

look up to him."
like big and kid

—just

brothers
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Our exclusive story tells about the Taylor-Gable "rivalry." Here's a story telling without words how Bob and Jean Harlow feel toward each other in "Man in Possession."
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Hollywood Holiday
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Swinging high!

I

6 L A ZOS

THE STORY SO FAR
Marsha Drezc didn't want to be an
actress. She is so happy to be working
in the movies that her job as script
girl at one of the smaller studios is a
complete satisfaction perhaps a step

are party colors

—

toward being a writer. Marsha's studio
borrows the very popular Rupert
Drake to star in a film, and she has
the good luck to be assigned to hold
script on the production. However, so
far as Drake, is concerned, Marsha is
just another person on the set. But one
day a question of action in a scene
arises. Marsha settles the point by
proving that Drake is in error. He accepts the correction with perfunctory

—

until, later,
politeness. And that is all
trips and falls. It is Drake
zi'ho rushes to help her to her feet.

Marsha

A

conversation that ensues culminates in
popular star eagerly inviting
the
Marsha to dine with him at a prominent cafe, and Marsha eagerly accepting.

and shimmering evening clothes danced by.
most of them flattering their partners by
expressions of such happiness that it
couldn't be entirely real. And still Keith
didn't return. Marsha wanted to do something about it didn't know what to do.
She didn't know anyone else there, except

—

most casually.
Just as she felt completely miserable,
Keith came back. He came back gaily, nonchalantly, without even a murmur of apology. And he brought back a curious
assortment of four people. A little man
with a fatuous grin, a tall, lank man who
looked vaguely disagreeable, and two rather
good-looking blonde girls. They had all
met at the bar, it seemed. Keith had bought
drinks had insisted that the group come

—

to his table.

Marsha gathered, from what everyone
was not an odd occurrence
with Keith. He always wandered to the
said, that this

seemed, and gathered together a
crowd of his own, buying champagne
and paying the bills without a murmur.
Marsha thought the whole thing a bit
odd but then the whole evening was odd,
anyhow. But she did really begin to object
when she saw that Keith had been drinking far more than was good for him. And

bar,

it

little

—

—

he kept on drinking!
She tried to remonstrate with him. It's
hard to tell a famous motion picture star
that he's on his way to getting drunk when
you're no one but a script girl and haven't
even been out with him before. Marsha's
rather timid advice was received with a

—

phisticates,

"Don't you

know

that the
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a man not to drink the more he goes on
drinking?" Keith smiled at her a bit un-
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Marsha. "And it didn't work."
"Nothing works," said Keith, "if a man
wants to drink."
Which got her exactly no place. And
Keith took another glass of champagne.
"It's on account of Maria Griswold," one

waiter ... of course, you'll be wearing

Good company on any party

"What

of the blondes volunteered. Marsha knew
Maria Griswold by sight a pert little motion picture star.
"What do you mean?" Marsha wanted to

—

know.
"She threw him over."
"Oh," said Marsha, and couldn't help

"Why

did she do that?"
"Because he was drinking," said the girl.
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quite

didn't

It

make

But then,

sense.

nothing quite made sense all evening.
When Keith was so drunk that he could
hardly hold up his head and so drunk
that he was no longer ordering champagne,
the others drifted away. Marsha was so
ashamed She didn't care about herself. No
script girl is just as inone knew her.
visible socially as she is at the studio. But
Keith Knowles was a star important.
People would look at him— see that he
was drunk. It wasn't until the Trocadero
thinned out and Keith said he was willing
to go home that Marsha gathered that
everyone took Keith's drinking for granted.
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Keith took hold of himself, when he was
ready to go out. His eyes were half closed
but he managed to walk rather steadily.
He got his hat from the girl with the
lamp-shade skirt. They went outside. Keith
ordered his car.

"Do you want me

drive?"
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couldn't force him to let
her drive without making a scene. Of
course she could take a taxicab. She knew,
instinctively, that that was the thing to do.
But she didn't do it.
"He'll be all right," said the boy who
brought Keith's very smart car around.
"He drives like this all the time."
She hated the boy's tone. Condescending.

was drunk. She

STERIL-ization)

Safe, Effective

Michigan

A

bit

superior.

To

talk

—

CAN SAVE HOUSEWIVES MILLIONS

way about

this

Keith Knowles
Keith wasn't too drunk to tip the boy
too lavishly or to climb in and take the
wheel.

They started off. Down Sunset Boulevard. Marsha sat as far away from Keith
as she could. She didn't say a word. Maybe,
if she didn't disturb him, everything would
be all right.
Keith drove in a fairly straight line.
Most of the traffic lights had been turned
off so Marsha didn't know how capable
he was of stopping the car. After the first
few blocks he went faster but he never

—
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And then Keith turned off Sunset to
reach the street where Marsha lived. The
curved now and was not well
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She couldn't

say "Be careful !" She already knew Keith
well enough to know that was exactly the
thing not to say. She couldn't take the
wheel. She couldn't even say, "Let me
out." So she sat there, quivering a bit
when Keith drove too fast around a curve
and hoped and hoped that nothing would
happen.
They were only two blocks from her
apartment house! Only one more curve!
Marsha dared to breathe a little easier.
After all, maybe Keith wasn't as drunk as
he seemed. Didn't the boy say he drove that
way all the time? She was just a silly girl,
didn't know about life. Maybe stars weren't
like other people.
car came toward them. A big black
The car swerved a little. Keith
car.
swerved a little. Marsha closed her eyes,
put her hand over her mouth to keep from
crying out. There was a crash, the horrible
sound of breaking glass, of metal crum-

Day

—

—

lighted.

You
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customers. Get easy orders and steady repeat sales. Write for full size Free Sample
and sensational Selling Plan. Exclusive
franchise proposition for Distributors and
Crew Managers.

got beyond forty-five miles an hour. That
was fast enough, goodness knows, in the
heart of Hollywood but the streets were
fairly clear. It was half past two in the

™
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had driven with her friends when they'd
had a few drinks—but she hadn't liked
driving with them. But Keith actually
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Keith looked at her coldly.
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A

pling.

Three men got out

of
to

the

other

car.

do something
and had to do it right away. She never
knew, later, quite how she thought of

Marsha knew she had
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so quickly

things

—nor

how

undoubtedly a jail sentence-raccompanied by pages of the worst sort of publoomed ahead. Hollywood careers
licity

—and

she did any-

thing.

She jumped out of the car,
opened the door
gave Keith a mighty shove
him pretty well where she had
to the back,

ran around
on the left,
that

"Don't get out!" she

Marsha

as

with seeming
the doc-

said,

"You know what

calm, to Keith.

tor said about your getting excited."
"I'm not excited. What's it all about?
What you doing?" He put his hand on

—

Marsha tried to act casual and as if
she were just getting out of the driver's

the handle of the door.
"Stay where you are," said Marsha. She
looked at the men. She was almost in the
shadow, there in the car. She turned away
from them as much as she could. Would
she be able? It was the thing she had to

we

certainly hit!" she said.
fault," said one of the men.
"You'll have to pay for this."
"It was not my fault," said Marsha.
"Look, both cars are on my side of the
"It

less,

into the car.

She leaped

been sitting
a minute before. Luckily the street was
very dark. Even more luckily, the men
were busy examining the damage that had
been done to their own car.

"Well,

wrecked by

have been
knew.

landed

was your

She'd never done anything like this
She half-closed her eyes, doubled
up her fist. She remembered she had always
heard, "Lead with your left!" She couldn't
do!

before.

road."

"You're to blame," said the man.
suddenly Marsha thought of some-

And

thing else.
"Luckily

do

hurt," she said,
quickly. They looked at her. Looked at
each other. Yes, it was too late to claim

She put

—

any physical damage.
Then one of the men looked at her.
"You weren't driving," he said.
"What do you mean?" asked Marsha.
"A man that man," he said and point-

Samter Winslow, author of
Screenland's current serial success, "Hollywood Holiday," seen
new screen play.
a
at work on
Thyra

—

—

ed to Keith.
"Don't be silly," said Marsha. "That's
my brother. He's ill. He hasn't been able
to drive for weeks."
"Drunk!" one of the men said.
Marsha looked at the three of them. Decided to take a chance.
"You're none too sober, yourself," she
said. "Don't you dare make such ^an accu!"
sation You've all been drinking
hit

—

had killed him
She slipped out of the car again. The
men hadn't watched her. They were still

"What's that about being drunk?" said
Keith.
you. I

know what I'm

—"I

Marsha looked

doing,

I

tell

muttering.

"Let

He was

starting
to get out of the car That would never do.
They might recognize him. Then there
would be real trouble. As long as he was
unknown they might be reasonable. If they
found out he was a picture star they'd
never let up. California laws are most
stringent against drunken driving -as well
they might be. Let them swear that Keith
was drunk and driving and a huge fine
at him.

home. They sputtered.

"Perfectly sober," one said. And another,
"Don't say that to me."
"Then don't say that about my brother
!"
being drunk

your

see

license,"

one

said.

—

have her license with her.
She handed the license to the man. He
read it without special interest. He'd never
heard of Marsha Drew.
"Let me see your license," she said. He

liked to

—

—

—

me

Luckily, Marsha had put it into her evening bag. She had done that without thinking because she so frequently drove her
own car when she went out at night and

!

!

The remark

now.

that,

all of her strength into it. Gave
a sort of wordless prayer. And, her movements hidden by her body, she gave Keith
to that perfect
as strong a clip to the jaw
jaw she had wanted to touch just a few
hours ago as she could.
He was still, then. She wondered if she
had really knocked him out. Perhaps she

no one was
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his license to her. With a hand that
trembled so she could hardly do anything
she fished a pencil out of her bag, copied
the number and name and address on a bit

handed

of paper.

She handed back the

license.

Took back

her own. Looked at the cars.
Keith's beautiful car was badly damaged.
One fender was completely crumpled. The
bumper was bent. The radiator was badly
bashed in. The other car, large but not
new, was hurt just about as badly.
"I'll sue if you don't pay for the damages," the man said. Marsha looked at

him

closely

for

the

first

time.

He was

badly dressed in an unpressed blue serge.
He needed a shave. His brows were heavy,
his eyes close together. He wasn't the type
you could be reasonable or chummy with.
"How foolish!" said Marsha. "For then
I'll sue. And then what will you have?
I'm afraid, gentlemen, that this is one

—

ME

TOLD

you pay your own damages
and watch a little more carefully the next
case where
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nexpensive hair beau-

treatment

your

in

home

thing like that.
The men got into their car, still mutterinto the
ing. Marsha got into Keith's car
driver's seat this time. Luckily, neither car
was damaged too badly for driving. They

—

drove away.
In front of her house Marsha stopped the
car. Keith had come to
if he'd ever been
really knocked out. He was groaning a
little.

"How do you feel?" Marsha asked.
He opened one eye, looked at her—and
she would have sworn he winked. Then he
closed his eyes.
"I feel like the devil," he said. She
would have given quite a lot to know what
he was thinking about if he were thinking

—

today.

COLORINSE

all.

"I've locked your car. Here are the
keys," she said and gave them to him. He
managed to get them into his pocket.
"I'll go in and call a taxi," she said.
"You can send for your car in the morning."

You Can Regain Perfect Sp eech,

"All right," said Keith, strangely acquiff

yo u

escent.

Marsha went quietly into her apartment.
Eleanor was asleep in one of the wall beds.
Send today for beautifully illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STA^niER," which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammering and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bosue Institute for 36 years since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correction of stammering sent free. No oblig?t o:i. Benjamin
N. Bogue, Dept. 516, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, !nti 8

down stairs again.
The cab came in just a few minutes.
Marsha didn't have to explain anything to
the driver. He was used to drunken occutiptoed

seemed. He helped
Keith was able to
give his address. The car drove away.
Marsha went up to her apartment again.
She undressed slowly, quietly. " Eleanor
didn't wake up. In her pajamas Marsha
went to the window, looked out on the
pants

his car, it
into the car.

of

Keith

quiet

Hollywood

street.

Funny

!

An

A

odd

ending to a Hollywood evening.
Hollywood holiday. The accident had been slight,
after all. She knew the man wouldn't sue.
But she knew, too, what trouble he could
have made and undoubtedly would have
made had he known that the man who hit
him was Keith Knowles, the movie star.
And Keith drunk at the time
She had started out just a few hours
ago so gay and carefree. And she'd been
dancing at the Trocadero with Keith
Knowles and been in an accident with
Keith Knowles and knocked out Keith
Knowles
ell, Keith wouldn't be arrested

—

—
—
W
!

"Perhaps I'll have to< charge it off to
hard luck," said Marsha, "though I think
you ought to pay." She knew they'd be
suspicious of her if she didn't say some-

at

I

man

—

SO EASY TO USE

10c

time you're driving."
"We won't pay for your car," the
muttered.

asked that a cab be sent immediately. She

Tiptoeing—and speaking in a whisper,
Marsha dialed the Yellow Cab Company,

or

his

reputation

damaged. Not tonight,

anyhow.
She was

still shivering a little as she
crept into her little wall bed next to Eleanor. She closed her eyes.
Well, that was finished. She had been
out with Keith Knowles. And so what?

He had

got drunk.

And

she had learned

that he got drunk frequently. And Keith
was in love with another woman. And that

wasn't finished.

though

And Marsha knew

that,

was

perfectly ridiculous of her,
in spite of the fact that Keith was a star
and that he drank too much and that he
loved someone else, she was in love with
him. Hopelessly? Undoubtedly. But, for the
first time in her life she was really in love.
And that was just beginning.
And, although she didn't give it a second thought as she fell asleep, there was
another thing that wasn't finished. For, in
front of her apartment house, for anyone
to see who happened to be passing by,
it

stood Keith Knowles' automobile. And it
to stand there all night and well into
the morning. And it was a well-known
automobile, distinctive as to both color and
number. The accident had happened on a
dark street and the men hadn't even taken
the number of the car or paid much attention to it. But the car stood directly
under a light, now. And soon it would be
daylight. Anyone who passed could notice it.
(To Be Continued)

was

—

—
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Defense of Snooty Stars

In

Continued from page 33
not give interviews to the Press and she
hides out from her public. This makes
Luise different from the big smile Give
Girls. Luise, being one of the twenty-eight,
immediately pounced on by the Five
is
Hundred who have just been bawled out by
their editors for sending in tepid copy
about Paula Stone, and a Roman Holiday
of Rainer is begun. I don't have to tell you
what has been written about the lovely
Luise who made such an exquisite O-lan
that she still haunts me you can read and
how those pet words "temperament" and
"neurotic" were tossed about like a volley
ball. Well, you might like to know that
when Luise first came to Hollywood, a
lonely girl from Vienna, she was rather
taken back by the frenzied goings-on in
the film capital. She was a foreigner in a
strange land and a strange tongue, with
the most awful verbs in it, and she wanted
to do what was right, but what was right?
;

Personal to Fat Girls! - No w you can si;m
down your face and figure without strict dieting
or back-breaking exercises. Just eat sensibly and
take 4 Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
you have lost enough fat
then stop.
Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same
element prescribed by most doctors in treating
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
them with success. Don't let others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.

—
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Screen land

;

Nice, kind Metro got an earful of Miss
Rainer's English and lifted an eyebrow and
said Um-m-m-m. But before Metro had
gotten around to calling on Miss Rainer
officially she had already spoken a few
pieces to the Press. She was having a bit
of trouble with her tenses and her proper
nouns, (they often became improper), anl
she always said "make" instead of "do."
The Press went into hysterics and quoted
Miss Rainer as saying the most frightening things. (When you confuse "make"
with "do" you can be very frightening.)
"But I did not say that," Luise would
weep when she read her interviews in the
papers. "They misquote me. I am so
ashame. They make me a fool. Please
No one could resist that please, certainly
not Mr. Mayer, so Luise was granted permission not to give any more interviews.
And nice kind Metro, who was getting
a bit worried about those "makes," drew

—
.

relief. So did Luise.
you are inclined to be very shy and
sensitive, naturally you don't want people
to burst out laughing right in your face,
so Luise in self-defense kept away from
people. This makes her definitely a Snooty
Star. She has been studying hard and her
English is much better now, but a burnt
child dreads the fire. There is a rumor to
the effect that Luise, overjoyed by the
grand reception given her pictures, is ready
to meet the Press and her public once
more, but that Metro says No. A little
episode that occurred the day of Luise's
wedding with' Clifford Odets just might
happen to explain things. Some one asked
Luise where she was goinfr to spend her
honeymoon, and the darling of Vienna,
not quite certain of that word honeymoon,

a long deep sigh of
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your mouth shut. Nothing can spoil
mystery so effectively as a good thick
Swedish accent. So Garbo was sort of
Snooty Star,
forced into becoming a
and whether she likes it or not is something I don't know anyway it pays good
from
returning
year,
dividends.
Last
Europe, she decided that she could take
on the Press of New York and of several
cities her train passed through, but it was
rather an unfortunate venture. The Press
remarked that her hair was stringy, and
her feet large. Nasty old Press. So Garbo
went into hiding again as soon as she
reached Hollywood, and wisely so. And
she has a bona fide excuse now for dodg-
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I guess the fault should be split fifty-fifty.
Just as there are movie stars and movie
stars there are writers and writers. When
Katharine made her hit in "A Bill of
invited the writers in
Divorcement"
to interview their new discovery. The line
formed on the right. But i nfortunately for
(who should have known better),
Hepburn, and the Press in general, it so
happened that the baddy writers were the
and
ones who got first crack at Katie

RKO

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

City.
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original formula. Greaselass and stainless. Soothes the
irritation and quickly stops the most intense itching.
A 35c trial bottle, at all drug stores, proves it— or
your money back. Ask for D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION.
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WILL
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good.
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Name

Protects against perspiration odor instantly. Cooling and soothing. Will not irritate the skin. Harmless to fabrics. Banishes odors of onions, fish, paint
from hands. Refreshing to hot, tired feet, corrects

Katharine Hepburn, being a gal from
Connecticut, with more knowledge of verbs
and past participles than most of the Five
Hundred, cannot blame her elusiveness in
Hollywood on a strange language and a
strange people. Katie and the Press simply
got off to a bad start in Hollywood, and

—

THE

and be Sure

her public her health. Somewhere
during the transition of a Swedish barber's
ing

leaves,

uine-pure

perfume
perfume

—

^

'Si

in

know a good English vowel from a
consonant, Greta Garbo became the great
star she is today. When Greta first arrived in Hollywood she was all over the
place. Shoppers along Hollywood Boulevard could see a tall, gawky, foreignlooking girl gazing in store windows
wistfully any time of day. She was about
as elusive as a bill collector on the first
of the month. If she got invited to a party,
which wasn't very often, she went. If
Metro told her to pose with a couple of
lions, she did. If anyone wanted to talk
to her, she talked. But they couldn't understand what she said, so it was embarrassing.
Metro sort of suggested, in a nice way of
course, that Greta should stay home and
learn English and American ways before
she talked any more to the Press and
public; and Greta, eager to please, did just
that. And then like a forest fire the Garbo
myth swept the country. The lonely little
Swedish girl who did so want to "belong"
suddenly found herself an exciting woman
of mystery. And once you become an exciting woman of mystery there's nothing
to do about it but remain elusive and keep
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\

didn't

while Waiting to Acquire Residence by

romance

like a j/nqerinq body odor

"Upstairs." Before nightfall every
the country, practically, had
carried the story.
Because she couldn't articulate well and

paper
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when

she read their stories in the newspapers and fan magazines she burned to
a beautiful crisp. And so would you.
Everything that she had done since coming
to Hollywood that was a little different
from the things Anita Louise does suddenly

showed up in print as Something Awful.
What would you do in a situation like that ?
That's just what Hepburn did. She called
There's nothing that
miffs a person so much as being snubbed,
so when the Press learned they were being

off further interviews.

Little Alaska by la Hepburn they
sat up nights waiting for her to do
something so they could take umbrage.
Some of the many Hepburn stories are
true, and some aren't. It is not true that
she threw a bucket of water on Ginger
Rogers' new mink coat. It is true, I hear
from eye witnesses, that when the waiter
of a certain restaurant asked her to autograph a picture he had of her for his little
daughter she tore up the picture. But it

given
_i

just
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Filth

all expenses. The studio knew
nothing about this it was not publicized.
And it happens to be just one of many
examples of the Hepburn generosity to
those less fortunate than herself.
Sidney and Miriam Hopkins
Sylvia
share Hepburn's aversion to the candid
camera and the pop-up photographer. It's
pride with the girls, and after all you can't
;

«

GANFiELDj &

Hollywood

arrangements with the hospital

all

and paid

the skin, by follov

Alan

an extra who had worked on "A Woman
Rebels" tell of Hepburn's kindness to her.
It seems the girl was badly in need of a
major operation, but like so many extras
Hollywood, didn't even have next
in
month's rent, much less a doctor's fee.
Hepburn, noticing how pale she was on
the set one day, sent her immediately to
her own personal physician, and when he
announced that an operation should be performed at once to save the girl's life Katie
of

by DR. RADIX'S New Plastic Methods. Your features
can be changed: outstanding ears corrected; face liftinghps rebuilt; lines, wrinkles, blemishes and scars removed.

Reduced

also happens to be true that she is adored
by all the people who work with her on
her pictures, from directors down to the
lowest prop boy. Only last week I heard

Avenue,

New

Yorli

blame movie stars for having a bit of pride.
Sylvia and Miriam are usually very nice
about going into the studio gallery and having their pictures taken by the studio
photographer all day if necessary. They
are in make-up, they are movies stars,
and those are the pictures they wish their

When they are not
being movie stars they claim their private
life is their own, and nothing makes them
madder than to have a photographer suddenly snap them when they are putting
food into their mouths, or some other unglamorous pose. When Sylvia travels, and
she does constantly, she likes to travel in
comfort; she usually wears baggy slacks
and an old sports coat but her public
expects to see her in mink and tweeds,
so naturally she dodges all photographers
who meet the transcontinental trains. The
photographers, extremely annoyed, tell the
Press and Sylvia, simply because she has
a little pride, becomes a Snooty Star.
Miriam Hopkins has very light eyenaturally, being a decided blonde;
lashes
public to see of them.

—

;

—
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Dancing to romance? Virginia Bruce
and David Niven waltz well together.
so the candid camera that catches her
without make-up simply makes her look
like a prize albino. Miriam and the photographers in Hollywood used to wrangle
something terrible, with Miss Hopkins saying things and the boys saying things,
but lately they have called a truce. When
.she is in make-up she is willing to pose for
the boys for hours
when she is being a
private person they are to let her alone.
But just the same Miriam is still considered a Snooty Star.
Claudette Colbert has been called a
Snooty Star because she won't give interviews about her marriage or be photographed with Dr. Pressman. But Claudette
is only trying to protect her husband who
is a well-known nose and throat specialist,
and like all medical men has a horror of
seeing his picture in papers and magazines,
and reading silly little things about himself.
Carole Lombard is called a Snooty Star
because she won't give interviews about
her romance with Clark Gable. But after
all, Mr. Gable, though separated from his
former wife for a long time, is not divorced,
so it would be very bad taste indeed for
Carole to shoot off her mouth. She won't
do it, and rightly so.
With little Simone Simon, snootiness is
;

defense mechanism.
She, too,
is
a
a
foreigner in a strange, country. The story
goes that when she first arrived in Hollywood she had a talk with Marlene Dietrich,
and Marlene told her that if she wanted
to be a success in America she would
have to be as snooty and as temperamental
as all get out. Otherwise the Press would
pay no attention to her. I don't know how
true the story is but anyway Simone has
;

done

all

right in grabbing space,

if

that's

what she wanted. Everything she does is
supposed to- be temperamental, and is spread
over as many pages as possible by the
eager Five Hundred, who simply pray for
more stars like Simone. At present she
is the Most-Talked-About Star in Hollywood, both by the Press and by the stars
themselves. Maybe she minds, and maybe
she doesn't, but she does seem a rather
sad and lonely little person. She has no
:"
close women friends, no great "romance
in fact, her only friends seem to be the
Charles Boyers. You can hear Simone saying to herself, "So they don't like me here.
I'm French. I'm a foreigner. All right.
So I don't like them either. I'll take every
cent I can get and go back to France."
Maybe I'm being too magnanimous, maybe
I'm sprouting wings but I do think that
Simone were handled properly she
if
would not be a Snooty Star.
But on the other hand, why not be a
Snooty Star ? You have lots more fun than
the Give Girls. And get lots more copy.
;
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young Margaret Tallichet and

where she

_ias just been placed under conRecenry, although she won't admit
it, Alice Marble was tested at Paramount
and signed to a contract through Carole's
insistence. Alice, as you probably know, is
one of Carole 3 best friends.

tract.

YOU'LL

see no more publicity about
those "amusing" hats of Betty Fumess*.
That is, if Betty has anything to say about
it. She's so tired of picking up every paper
and periodical to find some crack about her
headgear, she's taken to wearing no hats
at alL At the present writing, she hasn't
had one on her head for two w eeks

Earn

Aslrertissrs.

This Beatrafa! Lifelike

;-"

misses an opportunity to do a
for someone. Carole recently

rs

:
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Ty.i'.zz. C:i:

%i.

Lombard
in town

insisted that she be tested for screen work,
but nas also been instrumental in bringing
her to the attention of David Selznick,

aP

KUROTEX
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PATRICK

LlL

started

and Robert Cobb have
a real budget to systematize

heir newly-acquired housekeeping probems. They had a long conference, going
nto their saving campaign in detail, and
leciding on several items of economy. One
iiat Gail pointed out was the florist bill,
:or Bob had been sending her a large box
jf roses each and ever;- day since their
marriage. The next evening, Gail walked
nto her bedroom and there on the dressing table,
instead of the usual large
::u:rrL was a single r:;e! Arc Gail was
iat pleased
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mourning the de-

ace almost
irreparably over
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orth of treasures. The house was located
a 5~all :;lari in the lake ar.d the heavy
ins washed all sorts of debris down from
e surrounding mountain sides, carrying
vay the tiny bridge which connected the
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struction of his favorite house the
tie cabin at Silver Lake in the High
erras where he's spent vacations for the
ist fifteen years. The heavy floods during
e first part of the year damaged the
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/~AROLE LOMBARD

doesn

like ter-

t_

since they've practically eaten up her studio dressing-room
she's clung to for so many years; but at
least they've done her a good turn, in a

mites,

way.

What

especially

with Gary Cooper moving out

of his quarters next door and going over
to Goldwyn's, the studio has consented to

knock down the partition between the two
rooms to enlarge Carole's quarters to real
star proportions.

TRED KEATING' S

having the darnedest
time with that huge Great Dane pup of
his. The latest development is a $200 perfume bill he's just been obliged to pay.
Fred stopped by a drug store the other
evening to buy a pack of cigarettes, with
the dog in tow. The dog was curious, and
succeeding
in
around,
sniffing
started
knocking over a whole counter of perfume
bottles with his tail en route.
I

IOAN BENNETT,

looking more like a
than ever in the new short
dresses, dancing at the Clover Club. NancyCarroll, all in pale blue chiffon, dining at

J

the

little

same

girl

spot.

pvOUGLAS FOWLEY,

20th Century's
proving to be one of
the town's most popular Romeos. In a
period of ten days, he'd beaued around
Marsha Hunt, Rochelle Hudson, June
Lang, Helen Wood, Mary Dillon (socialite) and Martha Raye. Incidentally, he
thinks Martha Raye is too, too wonderful!

newest heavy,

is

WHEN
her

Marlene Dietrich returned from
recent trip to England, the first
person to greet her as she stepped from
the train was her make-up artist, Dot
Ponedel. They've been great friends for
years and Dot frantically arranged her
work so she could get to the train to meet
her favorite person. And Marlene was that
pleased

DILL GARGAN

Why

Hawaii

popular. Just look

is

how Bing Crosby's doing

in

this flash

"Waikiki Wedding." Bing's charming pals are Martha Raye and Shirley Ross.

RAYMOND
GENE
startled and no

was

very

much

embarrassed a
couple of months ago when a most attractive young girl rushed up to him as he was
lunching at the Brown Derby and planted
a kiss on his cheek, mumbling, "That's for
Mary." She then rushed away, leaving
Gene in complete confusion. The other day,
Gene was presented to Suzanne Kaaren,
who plays with Joe E. Brown in "When's
little

Your Birthday." Gene recognized her at
once. "Who in the dickens is Mary?" Gene
wanted to know immediately after the
"Why," Suzanne blushed,
introduction.

my

"Mary's

when

I

left

give you a
thata

and

sister

home
kiss

WORKERS

if

for

I

promised her
ever saw you I'd

her

I

!"

And

on the Warner

thata

lot

is

found

some excuse during the first day of
production of "Public Wedding" to drop
by the set and see just how things were
going with Marie Wilson and her fiance,
Nick Grinde. This romance has been hotter than hot for some time, but this is the
first time Nick has ever had the opportunity

to

direct

the

light

of

his

life.

Workers were somewhat disappointed to
find everything going along in a more than
business-like manner.

WALTER

BRENNAN, that grand
and Ray Jones, art supervisor
at Universal, had a grand reunion while
Ray posed Walter for still photographs for
the first time since 1925. At that time,
Walter was just a lad playing bits in pictures and mostly tramps. There was one
actor,

—

100

when

the entire company, on location
in pullman cars on the
railroad tracks for twenty-six days and
nights, walking a mile every evening to
take a bath at the local hot springs. It was
the first time the boys had met since the
old days.

time
in

building at Palm
is
Springs, not only one but two houses.
One will be a permanent vacation home
for the family and the other will be reserved for guests. We'll come down and
see you sometime, Bill

D

from

Nevada, camped

ARTHUR TREACHER,
many

who's

IT'LL be wedding bells, soon, I'm told,
Shirley Ross and Eddie Anderson

for

—

I

tractive assistant

at-

director and former air

pilot.

played

butler on the screen, found
himself playing the role in real life last
a

week. Seems Arthur's house-boy was hurt
in an automobile accident and refused to
be separated from his master, so Arthur
had him moved back to the house and installed in his own room to recuperate.
Arthur's mother, who is visiting him, was
also confined to her bed with the flu. For
two days and nights, Arthur cared for the
sick, carrying trays of orange juice back
and forth, and wearing himself completely
out. Finally, he borrowed his old maid,
Bessie, for a couple of hours a day to relieve the tension. "Anyway," allows Arthur,
"it's good practical training for my next
part." Which is one way of looking at it.

LORIA STUART

feels she was decidedly taken in the other day, when
she paid for a lengthy "collect" telegram
only to find it was from a fan in the East
which went on and on to say how much
he admired her work and ended by stating
"Am stranded here. Please send what you
can." Paul Muni had a letter from a young
Japanese boy recently, also praising him
for his work and adding "Please send me
transportation to your country so I can
meet you."
:

June

Lang

here he
of his
screen's

is,

has a new pet, and
snuggling in the arms

owner

— one

prettiest

young

the

of

actresses.
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ready to conduer the world

and

the

man! To be completely

ravishing use all of the Irresistible

Beauty Aids. Certified pure
laboratory tested and approved.
'

A LC
70c at leading 5 and 10c stores

E IR

First

True Story

of Irene

Dunne s Baby

Stepping Out with Fred Astaire

What's Left

for

Janet Gaynor?

THE GREATEST ADVENTURE PICTURE EVER
Are you ready
your

life?

.

.

.

for the

Warner

most exciting evening

of

Introducing Billy

Bros, bring the adventure

all its

romantic glory!

Come and

& Bobby Mauch

—sensational twin star discovery—

masterpiece of the world's best-loved writer to the
screen in

FILMED.'

a double-barrelled surprise

thrill to it!

is

that

already the talk of filmdom!

Produced on Massive Scale... 1000's
the Cast... 3 Years

in
.

In

the vicious haunts of the London

—

underworld
where murder was
a good joke a boy in rags

just

fights for his life

—
—and

SCREENLAND

his

throne.

.

.

7

Months

in

Preparation

to Film in the World's

Greatest Motion Picture Studios.
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The Smart Screen Magazine

Delight Evans,
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Tom Kennedy,

June,

1937

Editor
Frank

Assistant Editor

"A
with

for

Day

Real

Tyrone Power

Screenland's

A

features,

novel

Day with Robert Taylor" and
"A Real Day with Clark Sable" met

Real

Carroll, Art Director

/

Vol.

EVERY STORY

Watch

J.

XXXV. No. 2

A FEATURE!

The Editor's Page
The First True Story of Irene Dunne's Baby
Luck— and Lombard. Carole Lombard
Charm Chap. Ray Milland
What's Left for Janet Gaynor?
Hollywood Holiday. Fiction
Stepping Out with Astaire
Five Hollywood Wives. V. Grade Allen
For Love or Money.
Fictionization "King of Gamblers"
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Virginia Wood
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32
34
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Reviews of the Best Pictures

19

20
22
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26
28
30

Williams

51

Ida Zeitlin
Delight Evans

London

readers

warm reception from our
that we have assigned Ben

Hettie Grimstead
Stiles Dickenson

52
54
55

Maddox

to spend an entire day with

Screenland Glamor School. Edited by Kay Francis
Of Prints and Polka-Dots, Of Sailor Hats and Spring
Ruth Tildesley
Scene Stealing with a Camera. Madge Evans
Dickson Morley
"I'll Tell My Daughter Plenty!" Pat O'Brien

60
62

with such a

the

new young

of the

idol

screen,

Tyrone Power.

You
ticular

Power
a

enjoy this forthcoming
the next issue, with par-

will

feature,

in

zest

young Tyrone
handsome lad, but

because

not only a

is

whimsical, engaging

apart from

his

course, you've read

about

his

person, quite

screen celebrity.

gay

many

Of

gossip items

romance

with

the

queen of the ice-skaters, charming
and his reported "on
Sonja Henie

—

the set" palship with

his

lovely lead-

ing lady, Loretta

Young; and pretty

Rochelle Hudson.

In

Power

is

Hollywood's youngest, most

attractive

successful

the feminine world,

wood,

other words, Mr.

is

in

actor,

and

all

or out of Holly-

going for him

in

a

great,

big way.

Be sure to secure your copy of the
next, the July number of Screenland

— on

sale

June 3rd.

p ar ; s

59
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WHICH
WOULD YOU
By

No.

1.

The Man of the World

(Robert Young)

(Melvyn Douglas)

.es, if

you were a working

your one big

up

fling,

for, for years,

No.

No. 2. The Pushover for Love

girl,

out on

a vacation you'd saved

and three men

told

you

of the world

who

3.

He Thinks He Owns Her
(Lee Bowman)

always has to cover up his

emotions with a veneer of sophistication?

The serious-minded youngster who

thinks,

they loved you and wanted to marry you,

because he's gone around with you back

which one would you pick? The gay, casual,

home awhile, that he owns you? I don't know
what your answer is going to be. But I know

fun-loving lad who's just a pushover for any
girl

who comes along and who

is

sure she's

you're going to get a kick out of the way

man

we've answered the question in Paramount's

going to be a pushover for him? The

SCREENLAND

MAN

,5>

MARRY?

to think only a couple of
weeks ago I was working in an old
department store from nine in the
Come
morning till six at night
on you two, get out the skis."

"And

.

.

.

Claudette Colbert
in

"I Met

Him

selves, I

In Paris." And, between our-

want to

you

.

you the big bobsled

.

.

Met Him In Paris
with Melvyn Douglas

but, gee, was I scared

and Robert Young

(Listen, girls, Claudette forgot to tell you.

But you can take
styles

I

Met Him In Paris" may not

accident in "I
frighten

tell

it

from

Produced and directed by

us, the Parisian

she goes in for in this picture will

knock your eyes

out.)

SCREENLAND

WESLEY RUGGLES

A Paramount Picture

Quicldi
Correct These Figure Faults
Not Only Confines:,

Perfolastic
It

Removes

Ugly Bulges!

1S

,o
Girdle or
Brassiere may

be worn separately

of women today owe their
slim youthful figures to the quick, safe
way to reduce . . . Perfolastic.
"Hips 1 2 inches smaller," says Miss Richardson.
"Lost 60 pounds and 9 inches," writes Mrs. Derr.

Thousands

Why don't you, too, test thePerfolasticReducing
Girdle and Brassiere at our expense ?
if

3

REDUCE
INCHES in 10 DAYS
you DO not

will cost you nothing!
Because so. many Perfolastic wearers reduce
. .

.

it

more than 3 inches
in

we

believe

we

are justified

making you the above unqualified agreement.
IMMEDIATELY APPEAR INCHES SUMMER I

You appear inches smaller at once, and yet are
so comfortable you can scarcely realize that every
minute you wear the Perfolastic garments the

FAVORITE PEOPLE
My

favorites

the pretties of Hollywood, because I think them prettiest, are
Anita Louise, Ida Lupino, Myrna Loy,

and Ginger Rogers. The handsomest actors
Bing Crosby, Gene Raymond, and Clark
Gable. And, to complete my favorite list,
Gary Cooper is the best actor, and Luise
Rainer and Bette Davis the best actresses.
Dot Mason,
:

Atlanta, Ga.

S3

massage-like action and gentle pressure are actually
reducing hips, waist, thighs and diaphragm ... the
spots wherefatfirstaccumulates. You Will be thrilled with the results—as are other Perfolastic wearers!

PERFOLASTIC REDUCES SAFELY

WITHOUT

DIET,

DRUGS OR

.

.

.

QUICKLY

EXERCISE!

You do not have to risk your health or change
B
your comfortable
mode of

living.

No

strenuous

exercise to wear you out . . . no dangerous drugs
to take . . . and no diet to reduce face and neck to
wrinkled flabbiness. The perforations and soft,
silky lining make Perfolastic delightful to wear.
See for yourself the wonderful quality of the
material ! Read the astonishing experiences of

A

among

FOSTER DESERVES THE BEST
Of

the actors who deserve, for a
welcome change, a really good role, I nominate Preston Foster. And now that the
part of Rhet Butler in "Gone With the
Wind" seems* the current standard for
prize male screen honors, I enter Preston's

name

. . .

You

risk

nothing

.

.

.

.

.

why

.

not mail coupon

NOW!

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

PERFOLASTIC,

Inc.

41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated material and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Dept. 736

in

the

lists.

Faith Ferris,
North Vassalboro, Me.

ONE MORE FOR MOORE
Grace Moore has come to life
The "dead pan" look has vanished, the light
opera stage presence is discarded. That gal
can really act. She proved it in "When
You're in Love" to my utmost satisfaction
and glee. Add me to her fans, please.
Praise be

Carpenter,
1616 G Street,
Lincoln, Nebr.

MARCH MARCHES ON

Address _
City.
.State.
Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny

As

f*t*

position in the film firmament without benefit of ballyhoo. I Salute him as the No. 1
actor of the screen.
Ernest H. Jakins,

Cheshunt, Hertfordshire,
England.

WANTS QUILLAN REWARDED
I wish the producers would wake up and
give Eddie Quillan the breaks he deserves.

He

gave a very fine performance in
"Mutiny on the Bounty." But was he rewarded? Hardly; for he hasn't had a decent part since.

Katherine Theilen,
Tomahawk, Wise.

!

Lucille

Name.

romantic scene above, Jean Muir is with
em in showing partiality for Preston.
He and Jean, by the way, are a new
romantic duo, in "Outcasts of Poker Flats."
th

all

B

prominent women who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks
safely
and quickly

Salute for Preston Foster! Letter writers
a favorite actor, and in this

pay favor to

the screen's most versatile, talented
and likeable actor, I nominate Fredric
March, who has managed to retain his high

SCREENLAND

PUT

YOUR

IDEAS

ON

PAPER

mind regarding
Hollywood, its stars, and its cinema works and
who hasn't? it's better to make them known far
and wide than consign them to oblivion in the
silence of your own counsel. Hollywood and your
fellow readers would like to hear them. So why
If

you've

anything

—

on

your

—

not come right out with your thoughts in a letter
to this department of, by and for the people
Hollywood strives to please. Please restrict each
comment to fifty words or less, but write as many
letters as you please. Address to: Letter Dept.,
SCREENLAND, 45 West 45th St., New York, N. Y.

WOMEN WERE
Revelling, fighting,

MONEY WAS

HIS

At

marching with the

.

.

k

.

empires

.

by day, and flinging away

and fortunes

battled his

Fisk

way

cornered gold, then
his love

down

The screen sensation of a
decade, played by a galaxy of
stars in a hell-bent world of
.

.

wine and women!

on Pleasure's darlings

by

to a throne of

who

the primrose path to Black Friday

of the realm of Rule-or-Ruin

their lives

and flashing Jim

madly danced with

these fabulous"robber barons"

...building railroad

blazing romance of glamorous

...reckless titan

gaudy glory through the wild
wickedest city on earth

in

— the

Josie Mansfield

mighty surge of America, they flamed

est,

last

GOD!

HIS

night!

EDUJRRD HRnO
CRRY GRAM* JACK

QRKIS

FAARCES FARRIER
in

ii

THE TOAST
OT
Directed

NEW YORK
by

Rowland V. Lee

An Edward Small
Production

An RKO Radio

Picture

SCREENLAND
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SCREENLAN
Honor Pag
Salute to

James Stewart, who

proves he

is

indeed "a very

remarkable fellow"

with

his

picturesque performance of
Cfiico

Antithesis of the Robert Taylor type

— not

is

James Stewart

handsome, not showy, but appealingly real, particularly as he appears as Chico in "Seventh Heaven,"
above. His love scenes can be colorful, as you see
him with Simone Simon at right.

THE
his

own

"lot !"

rangy, nonchalant lad

—in

whom

you've liked
into

motion picture made on another
remained for Darryl Zanuck of Twen-

It

a

Century-Fox

tieth

his

tall,

Metro musicals and dramas now comes

in

real

first

to give

chance,

M-G-M's young

the

co-starring

hopeful

role

with

Simone Simon in the new version of "Seventh
Heaven." And how James Stewart jumps at the
chance He carries the picture on his broad shoulders with careless charm and grace he practically
!

;

IS Chico, the Paris sewer boy

—with

all his

brusque

gallantry, his appealing bravado, his touching faith.

Here

is

a

new

star

;

what's more, here

pretentious pioneer of a

—

realistic

rather

than

is

the un-

new

school of screen acting
romantic. Stewart is no

handsome hero, but a most ingratiating and natural
young man with an authentic talent which "Seventh
Heaven" affords its first genuine opportunity.

10

in

"Seventh Heaven"

HOW
Can you
slap

TO BECOME A MOVIE STAR

kiss a

man

passionately

when you

him? * Can you laugh when you

Can you

cry

when you

feel like

really

feel like crying?

Can you

laughing?

constant criticism without losing your temper? #
learn

two pages of dialogue

in an

want to

take

Can you

hour? # Can you stand

publicity about everything in your private life?

* Can you

stand to be emotionally shocked by seeing the truth about

Hollywood? At

last it

has been filmed

— the

unforgettably

moving, hilarious portrayal of Hollywood behind-the-scenes.

SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL PRESENTS IN

JANET

I

%J

f
1

I
¥

FREDRIC

1/
%

If

"A STAR
with

IS

ADOLPHE MENJOU

ANDY DEVINE

•

BORN"
MAY

ROBSON
LIONEL STANDER
Directed by

Produced by

DAVID

O. SELZNICK

TECHNICOLOR

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

SCREENLAND

WILLIAM

A.

WELLMAN
11

Inside the
Aft

Sta rs'

H
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MAKE

TO
TEETH GLEJVM

For teeth that gleam with jewel-like
lustre gums too must be cared for. So
don't trust to ordinary tooth pastes. Get
the two-way protection so many dentists
advise.

Clean teeth by brushing all surfaces
with Forhan's in the usual manner.
inch
Massage gums briskly with
of Forhan's on the brush or finger.

1.

%

2.

does

BOTHJO**

way, with Margot

ver

Grahame your

YOU

should be invited to a formal
dinner at Margot Grahame's, more than
likely this would be the menu:
I

Caviar
Grapefruit Cup
Grilled Sole
Mutton with Onion Sauce

Fresh Peas and Mushrooms

Lemon

Pie

Cheese
Coffee

low prices! Silk Boucle
colors) Worsteds, Shetlands, Velveens. etc. Quality guaranteed. Sample
cards, needles and knitting bag given FREE with
order. Prompt service on mail orders write direct
(all

—

°

F & K YARN CO.

85 Essex St. Dept. SL-6

(Est. 1916)

$% 39

New York City

™ ~lbT

"I live in a Spanish house, landscaped in
typical California style with banana, cactus,
and palms but when my friends come to
my house they expect English food,"
smiled the blonde star, looking even more
fair and slender in a close-fitting black
dress.
"It doesn't seem to matter whether my
;

guests are English themselves, or whether
they are Americans or any other national-

— Anton

Walbrook is from Vienna,
Allan is from London, Akim
Tamiroff is Russian they demand my spe-

ity

Elizabeth

—

cial dishes.

"We begin
my cook

cup,

WITH

cup with
over it.

a

with caviar. For grapefruit
dices the fruit, dresses each
cherry and pours curacao

"When

Mercolized Wax
Q

Any complexion can be made clearer, smoother,
younger with Mercolized Wax. This single cream
is a complete beauty treatment.
Mercolized Wax absorbs the discolored blemished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Brings
out the young, beautiful skin hidden beneath.
Just pat Mercolized Wax on your skin every
night like cold cream. It beautifies while you sleep.
Mercolized Wax brings out your hidden beauty.
a refreshing, stimuSaxolite Astringent
lating skin tonic. Smooths out wrinkles and age
lines. Refines coarse pores, eliminates oiliness. Dissolve Saxolite in one-half pint witch hazel.

USE

12

—

Margot

herself

;

per-

below.

drain and

butter, pepper and salt ; then add two
cups of milk in which you've stirred cornstarch to thicken let this simmer for five

add

;

Celery

New

fair

arranging the flowers,

Boil four large Spanish onions

/ CLEANS TEETH
\ SAVES GUMS

CUT-RATE

— and

sonally

hostess

By Betty Boone
IF

Forhan's

are

lish

Results are amazing! Gums are stimulated, soon teeth show a new brilliance.
Forhan's Tooth Paste was originated by
Dr. R. J. Forhan, eminent dental surgeon,
clean teeth and
to do both vital jobs
safeguard gums. It contains a special ingredient found in no other tooth paste.
End half-way care. Buy a tube of
Forhan's today!

Equisite table appointments, above,
candleessential
to formality:
light, glistening crystal, gleaming sil-

Formal dining the Eng-

I'm lucky enough to get them,
English ones— with
soles
lemon and chopped parsley, just slightly
crisped in the English way.
"Now and then the meat course may be
roast beef and Yorkshire pudding, but my
personal preference is roast mutton with
potatoes roasted under the meat, lusciously
brown and rich. Traditionally, mint sauce
is served with this, and I have it on hand,
but I insist that my guests try the onion
!" She threw a
sauce first. Onion sauce
kiss at the conjured vision of it.
"This is the way you make onion sauce:

I

serve

grilled

—

—

SCREENLAND

or ten minutes.
"If you've never tried fresh peas and
mushrooms together, try it now
"I never serve salad. English people
haven't learned to eat salads, and I must
admit I still do not care for it with my
dinner. I like your American salads very
much, and can cheerfully make a whole
meal of one at noon.
"Desserts served at my house are never
!

—

fenglish, however. English desserts are too
leavv, too stodgy. I am thoroughly sold
cook makes
Dn American desserts.

My

jerfect
ec jpe

—

zessful

tell you her
convinced that the sucpie maker is born with the gift;

lemon
ut

I

pie.

She must

am

piecrust is the result of
also serve apple pie, or,
during the holiday season, mince pie, and
ometimes whatever fruits are in season."

ind light,

flaky-

;pecial talent.

We

LEMON CREAM

PIE

Cream 2Yz tablespoons butter and 3 cups
Beat into them the lightly beaten

,ugar.

Volks of 3 eggs, grated rind and juice of 3
cup of thin cream and lastly
Lemons,
!:he stiffly "beaten whites of 3 eggs.
Pour the mixture into pastry lined pie
tins and bake in a medium oven until set.
Do not let the mixture stand after mixing.
Sprinkle the baked pies with finely
rhopped toasted almonds and powdered
•

|

sugar.

Last of all comes a good dry cheese
and crisp celery. I shall never forget my
amazement when I attended my first Amer!"
ican dinner and saw celery served first
She made a wry face. "Celery is a digestive and should, of course, top the meal.
"Coffee and brandy is served in the
short time
library. Which reminds me!
jago I served just such a dinner as this
'

A

One to a group of American friends. When
the lemon pie was placed before them, noaody touched it. I waited a few minutes,
chatting lightly, and wondering wildly if
ill my guests disliked lemon pie, or what
in earth was the matter? I forked mine
around as a hint, but no one followed my
lead. I was beginning to think I'd have to
ring for the butler and ask him to bring
jus a different dessert, when one of the men,
(I was better acquainted with him than

Relax and rehearse, is pretty 21-year old Margaret Tallichet's plan for making
roles she has won by persistence and hard work in Hollywood.
in screen

good

with the others who were recent acquaintances), laughed and said: 'Darling, you
must let him bring the coffee now. We are
all stupid Americans and we simply must
have our coffee with our pie!' I rang for
the coffee, but how I worried about my
fine old brandy which is always served in
the coffee. What a mixture lemon pie,
!"
brandy, and coffee
"I do not serve cigarettes at my table.
If my guests want to smoke, they may do
so. I'm not a chain smoker, though I'm
afraid I do a lot of it, but not at meals.
One of England's finest actors taught me
that lesson. I was just seventeen when he
took me to my first important dinner, and
I smoked all through it, feeling tremen-

—

dously sophisticated.

When

he was seeing

me home

that night, he said something I
have never forgotten.
" 'Margot, my child, never, never smoke
during a meal It is the greatest disrespect
smoker cannot
you can show your host.
properly taste food.'
was a connoiseur
of food; you know the type. He'd be
properly shocked if you neglected to serve
white wine with turtle soup and so on !"
Margot says her house really should
belong to the League of Nations, for the
living room is Spanish, the library EngFrench, and the hall
lish, the bedroom
typically Hollywood, what with the curving stair, the studio window and grand!

A

He

(Please turn

to

page 94)

<ER HER FRESH UNDIES—A 5'DAY DRESS!
,

P jt

when cousin

WELL, JUDY, YOUR.

DRESS LOOKS CLEAN]
WHY SHOULD YOU
LUX IT?

I'D HATE TO RISK. EVEN A HINT
OF PERSPIRATION ODOR, JOAN.
ALWAYS LUX MY DRESSES
AFTER A COUPLE OF WEARINGS
I

Dresses absorb perspiration
Avoid Offending
odor.
.

.

Dainty women shrink from offending others.
their dresses often. Any dress
water is safe in Lux. Lux removes
perspiration odor completely prevents
offending. Lux has no harmful
alkali and with Lux there's no
tK injurious cake-soap rubbing.

They Lux
safe in

—

FOR DRESSES

THOUGHT HER
NERVES WOULD

SNAP.'
\

AGGING
the

Talkies

• I was depressed, jumpy, irritable. Sharp
noises made me want to scream. I knew what
the trouble was but dreaded taking badtasting laxatives. One day I asked my aunt for
advice. "Child," she said, "phone for FEEN-AMINT, the delicious chewing gum laxative."

—

Delight Evans' Reviews

on Pages 52 and 53

FEELS

A

dazzling array of talent, with well
as well as new film performers offering various specialties.
trite yarn
strings the numbers together. But the film
brings you George Murphy's dancing, Doris
Nolan's beauty, comedy by Ella Logan,
Hugh Herbert, Henry Armetta, Mischa
Auer and Gregory Ratoff; and also lets
you hear the singing of Gertrude Neisen.
There are some very lavish dance numbers.

known

A

LIKE HER

REAL SELF
Elephant
Boy

Fifty

A

Roads to

Town

FEEN-A-MINT

It re-

Korda-

condition promptly, easily. It's the
chewing that helps make FEEN-A-MINT so

United

•

I

found

lieved

a blessing.

my

wonderfully thorough and dependable. No
disturbance of sleep, and the action occurs
gently in lower bowel, not in stomach. Try
this modern, non -habit- forming laxative,
praised by over 16 million, young and old.
Write for free sample. Dept. T-5, FEEN-AMINT, Newark, N. J.

FEEN-A-MINT
THE CHEWING-GUM LAXATIVE
THE 3 MINUTES OF CHEWING MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

Artists

A

generally amusing comedy concerning

a boy and girl who, between nagging father
and fleeing a troublesome warrant server,
make their problems highly diverting most
of the time. Ann Sothern proves a star
light comedienne. Don Ameche adds to his

record of good performances, while Slim
Summerville, Jane Darwell, John Qualen,
Douglas Fowley, Allan Lane and Alan
Dinehart contribute to make it pleasing.

Another achievement of camera work by
Robert Flaherty, pioneer in bringing the

drama of primitive people

to the screen.
of the Kipling story on
which it is based holds no great dramatic
attractions, but the spectacular realism of
jungle hunting and elephant driving makes
an impressive photographic record. Also
an Indian boy actor, Sabu, is a screen
"natural."
big game adventure by proxy.

What

there

is

A

Waikiki

History is
Made at

Wedding

Night

Paramount

United
Artists

A

riot of comedy, captivating tunes and
beautiful photography, with Bing Crosby
light story, but the proin the middle.
ceedings are pleasant and hold on to the
interest. Bob Burns as Bing's pal has never
been better, nor has Martha Raye ever used
her amusing talents to better effect. Shirley
George Barbier, Lief Erickson,
Ross,
Grady Sutton and others help loads. Bing
is terrific. You'll surely enjoy all of it.

A

CLEANSE

the pores daily with

warm

water and Resinol Soap. Its rich,
removes clogging waste and surface grime, making
your skin feel really clean— live— refreshed.
Especially agreeable to sensitive skin. To

Jean Arthur and
charming, polished

Charles

Boyer give
_

performances in a
drama of love and hate, with comedy splendidly supplied by Leo Carillo. Colin Clive's
jealousy drives his wife, Jean, from him.
She falls in love with Boyer, and Clive's
attempted revenge causes a shipwreck
which makes way for a lovers' reunion.
Very fine acting, good production, and a
spectacular climax make it an unusual film.

Think

Silent

Fast,

Barriers

Mr.

Moto

Resinol-filled lather gently

relieve the itchy soreness and aid healing
of surface pimples or like irritations, apply soothing Resinol Ointment.

20th

Cen-

tury-Fox

i

The J. P. Marquand story turns into an
involved tale in this film version. Peter
Lorre does not quite live up to our conception of Mr. Moto, but possibly those not
familiar with the original stories will not
find this fault with the picture about a
playboy son of a steamship magnate and
a to-do about smuggling and a hostess in
a Shanghai night club. Virginia Field,
Thomas Beck make up a good cast.
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Resinol products sold at
For free sample write to
6-B, Baltimore, Md.

drug

stores.

Resinol,

Dept.

all

Resinol
O ntment and Soap

Action and more of it keep you so busy
just looking, you're likely to overlook the
frailties of story material and construction.
It's something about the building of the
Canadian Pacific rail route through the
Rockies to the Pacific. Richard Arlen is
the swashbuckling hero of this spectacular
western with its beautiful scenery. J. Far-

MacDonald, Lilli Palmer, and an
English cast are in support. Moves fast.

rell

Universal

girl

drama

comedy

Refreshing

town

of a_ small
in the big city.
young rustic who

who makes good

Virginia Bruce,

as

the

blossoms into a musical comedy star,
has the best role of her career and plays
the greatest skill.
it with fetching charm and
later

Kent Taylor, as the press agent, is also
seen to advantage. Walter Brennan, Greta
Meyer, Christian Rub and the others are
-

excellent.

Here's

fine

clean entertainment.

San
Quentin

NONSPI

OFFERS

{

YOU THESE FOUR

ESSENTIALS OF PERFECT PROTECTION

ABOUT

THIS "TOUCHY'

AGAINST UNDER-AR

SUBJECT

Warners
Nonspi has been pronounced entirely safe by
highest medical authority.
1

Good entertainment,

for

all

its

seeming

famous penitentiary. It
presents Pat O'Brien finely cast as an exglorification

of

a

Army

officer in charge of the prison yard.
Sheridan, the love interest, has her
best opportunity to date, and makes the
most of it. Humphrey Bogart, as Ann's
wayward brother, gives his expected fine
performance. Barton MacLane and Joseph
Sawyer also prominent. Good melodrama.

Ann

.

2. Nonspi may be used full
strength by women whose
delicate skin forces them
to use deodorants halfstrength, with only half-

way

demands

nsitive skin

Nonspi, the non-irritating, safe

results.

anti-perspirant and deodorant.

3. Nonspi protection lasts
from two to five days... and
you can depend on it.

One

4. Nonspi's siphon-top bot-

application protects you

two

for

to five days.

arm moisture

prevents contamination.
And there's no dripping or
waste with this patented

tle

Nonspi applicator.

fabrics.

In

Nonspi

is

and 60?

35<*

on

No under-

to ruin fine

sale at

sizes,

drug and

department stores everywhere.

Prices slightly higher in

NONSPI

Swing
High,

Swing

Low

Pronounced "Non-spy".

..

Canada. Try

it

— today.

Means "The Safe Deodorant"

Paramount

SAFELY
adds up to marvelous entertainment,
with superbly gay performances by Carole
It all

Lombard
tops
girl,

girl

Fred

and

MacMurray

— really

for both of them. It's the boy meets
boy leaves girl, girl follows boy,
leaves boy idea with suspense built

up to terrific pitch. There are fine supportby Charles Butterworth,
Jean Dixon, Dorothy Lamour and Cecil
Cunningham.
picture you must not miss.

ing performances

A

.

.

.

QUICKLY

by EXTERNAL
Lose

1

2 pounds

METHOD
in

4 weeks

or it costs nothing!
limited diets or exercises. Excess fat ruins your
looks and endangers health. Take a doctor's advice and get rid of
superficial fat this safe way that does not disturb the body functions.
Originally prescribed by a doctor for his wife
.
then friends begged for it .
.

No

drugs,

.

now

it

.

.

available to TOT.'!

is

PROFIT BY THESE AMAZING EXPERIENCES!
"I*have lost 47 pounds and think your cream wonderful." L. P.. No. Carolina.
"Have had wonderful results
lost 30 pounds." Mrs. O. K. S.. Penna.
"Searched for years for some safe, quick means of reduction. Have lost 26 pounds
and feel and look like a new person." S. C. F., New York.
.

.

.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! ACT TODAY!

If you do not lose at least 12 pounds with the first jar of Cream, following directions, your money will be refunded at once! Write today for full half-pound jar of

Dr.

Hatch's

Send Cash,

Formula Massage Cream
Money Order or sent C.O.D., plus postage.

$1.00

or

YOUTHFUL FACE AND FIGURE INSTITUTE.
853 Seventh Avenue,

New York

Dept.

SU-9

City

Another

Dawn

4WF00T RELIEF!

Warners

Prevents

A triangle drama about an unhappy
woman, wife of British officer in the Sudan,
in love with a young captain. Each of the
three are so gosh-all noble it hurts. Despite this, Errol Flynn manages to come
through with a refreshing portrait of the
young captain, and Kay Francis succeeds
in looking exceedingly lovely, while
Ian
Hunter, as the husband, is excellent. Staged
so

brilliantly,

it

nevertheless

lacks

force.

New or

Tight Shoes From Pinching, Pressing, Rubbing

Apply this velvety-soft, soothing, medicated, superior foot plaster
on Corns, Callouses, Bunions, Sore Toes or Tender Spots on the
feet or toes, and you will have instant, safe, sure relief. Dr. Scholl's

KUROTEX makes new or tight shoes easy on the feet; prevents
blisters. Can be cut to any size or shape desired. Flesh color.
Goes further is more economical.

—

GOLFERS Dr. Scholl's KUROTEX is excellent for preventing blisters on the hands, fingers and any part of the feet.
Sold at Drug, Shoe, Dept. and 10/ Stores. Send for FREE _
booklet on THE FEET to Dr. Scholl's. Dept. 231,Chicago. Easily cut tot
!

DrScholls KUROTEX
SCREENLAND
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Crossword Puzzle
By Alma Talley

tver

seen a rouge

LIKE POWDER?
a rouge as feathery as powder, as
easy to tone into your skin, yet so longlasting you needn't carry it! That's Po-Go
the rouge that's hand-made in France.

IMAGINE

—

Po-Go Rouge is very different from hard,
chalky cake rouges. It is made without
"binder" or

pure, natural ingre-

"filler." Its

form a box-full of glowing color. A
soft pat-pat of your puff puts Po-Go's surprising loveliness on your cheeks—where it
dients

will stay

Any

for hours!

can show you Po-Go Rouge in
stunning shades, styled in Paris. Spend only
55('— and give thanks to Paris for Po-Go!
store

Cf0 ^ouge
ACROSS

—

Shades include famous Brique (naturelle) as well
as Ronce (raspberry), Saumon (for blondes) etc.

1.

Hero

76. Ginger's co-star
78. Ingenue in "Drummond

"When

in

You're

In

Love'
5.

Splendor of

attire

10. The screen's "Holy Terror"
light boat
14.
flower
15.
16. Charlie Chan
18. What you breathe with
19. Star of "Swing High, Swing

A
A

What

On

hen does with eggs

25.
27.

To

top of
Like

measure
Devil's

''The

ground'

Play-

'

and The Chorus Girl"
Measures of length
"Little
Hepburn's
role
in

star

Last

of

days

silent

Laugh"

in

"The

"A

Doctor's

Dry Curlers. You can enhance your
beauty, too, in this easy way. Whatever
style of curl

you like., .whether a few

large ones or

make them

many

little

close ones...

simply, quickly, right at

home, with "the Curlers used by the
Insist on Hollywood Curlers.
Stars".

V. s

PATENT
2000993

.

.

2000894

3

for

10c

16

at 5c and

10c STORES- NOTION COUNTERS

57.

Monk

An

animal that bleats
of the scale
color

Don
"

(A

Sally Eilers film

try

Gentlemen"

Receptacle for laundry
Ingenue in ''Sea

Devils"

tree

birthplace

(Bibli-

cal)

Has been
Insect

67. Co-star of "Beloved Enemy"
71. European measure of area
72. Insertions
74. Expires
75. Roman numeral four

SCREENLAND

Ingenue

in

Wise"
He played

"Mind

"Woman
Crane

Your

Business"

"The Return

a

Wallace

His most famous role

is

"Dods-

Asking"
"Green Lighc"

Star of

Retains

That man
Merle Oberon's Heart Thrbb
Nights before holidays
Aimlessly

The famous plantation
"Gone With the Wind"
74. To dare or challenge
77. Note of the old scale
79. Bricklayer's equipment
81. Girl's name
83. Ocean liner (abbrev.)
85. Paid notice (abbrev.)

Answer

in

to

Last Month's Puzzle

Japanese measure
A movie, with Loretta

and

63.
65.
68.
69.
70.
72.
73.

in

deceive

Ancient days (poetic)
The lawyer in "Coun-

Minus

Abraham's

room)

Armand's
father
"Camille"

"Without
Saun-

Note

A
A

into (a

Dressed
Finished

Cover

ders
59.
61.
62.
64.
66.

drug
Walter Huston's wife

Young
Ameche

Diary'
52. Endured
54. Near ( abbrev.
55. Entreaty
56. She's Mrs. John

"The King

Bitter

To come

in "Parriell"

in

in

Women"

)

To

49. Kitty O'Shea
51. Boy violinist

use Hollywood Rapid

Last of Mrs.

Part of to be
The direction a compass points

Home'

. .

"The

Cheyney"

42. He's married to Ruby Keeler
44. More peculiar
47. One
"A Son Comes
48. Ingenue in

.

Astaire's team-mate
Biblical pronoun
English river

actor

in

Lang"
"When's Your

of

Beery film
56. Distant
soft silk belt
58.

Stran-

Featured

Rainer's role
Great Ziegfeld"

loveliest curls

A

"Love From

Co-star of

41. Luise

the smartest girls with the

Star of

Mineral spring

39. Small lump

To mend
"
Hutch,"

hero
star

61. He played Romeo with Shearer
62. Leading man in "Yours For the

Reason

Before

German
("The

50.
53.

Young

worth

Edge

Either

Comic

60.

ger"

bear

Printers'
28. Star of

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
37.

"Green

in

48.

A

official

DOWN

She plays Pat Arlen
Light"

Epoch

Birthday?"

Gritty

College

45.
46.

of Sophie

assistants

Officers'
a

Low"
21.
22.
23.

Es-

capes"
To bathe
Rings slowly
Convincing evidence

in

Own

HHHH BHBHH EBEIB
soman EHHna nanaa
HE1BI1EE1 SBQ QHB QQ
HHH aidHQ BEEQ CSHia
BOEBBQB BBBE BEHH
\m Hianm asoss
ana snata eiheieh
HEQSB BE BIB HBHHa
maaiaa shoe man he
BHQHB BQiaa HE
ehbb qbdqdqb
CSB BOB QBE dQBDES]
EHEIOB SDEUia HOfflOB
warn aamao bees

m
aa

GIANT SIZE

Ask Me!
By Miss Vee Dee

W

Marjorie
tion

!

Now

.

I'll

Thanks for your appreciatell you something about

Don Ameche. Before

his screen debut, he
stage experience, and a successful
radio career for six years. His first big

had

was "Sins of Man," followed by
"Ramona," "Ladies in Love," "One in a
News," and "Fifty
Million," "Love is
Roads to Town." He is 28 years old, married, has two children, is 6 feet tall, hazel
hair.
Write to 20th
eyes and brown
Century-Fox Studio, Hollywood, California, for a photograph of him.
picture

Alice D. Yes, please ask all the questions
you wish. I'm glad to answer them. Kathleen Key played with Ramon Novarro in
"Ben Hur" she was Thirza, his sister in
;

the picture.

PEPSDDENT
ANILSEPTIC

Ruth Thomas. Thanks for all the nice
you say. Herbert Marshall ? Born in

things

London, May 23, 1890; educated in St.
Mary's College, Harlow, England. His
first stage appearance was in the role of
servant in "The Adventure of Lady
Ursula." He was wounded several times
in the World War but served valiantly all
through the struggle. He is married to
Edna Best, and maintains a home in London, although, due to his popularity with
American audiences, he spends a great deal
of his time in this country.
the

Eilie S. Yes, Jean Parker is married, to
George MacDonald. While in England she
appeared opposite Robert Donat in "The
Ghost Goes West." Lily Pons is not married now although she has been married.
Her most recent picture is "That Girl From
Paris." She made her debut in opera in
"Lakme" and made a name for herself in
the famous Bell Song. Lily is engaged to

the musical conductor,

Curious.

James

Andre Kostelanetz.

Cagney

is

now with

Grand National Pictures. His first film for
company was "Great Guy." And
Jimmie's next is titled "Dynamite." So,

that

you'll

be seeing

soon.

McF. Alan Baxter as the gangster
"Big Brown Eyes" and "Mary Burns,

S.
in

him again
-

Lowest Price
• Now,

millions

in

History!

more can switch

to Pepso-

dent, the pleasant Antiseptic that keeps
breath sweet and pure 1 to 2 hours longer

many other leading brands!
The giant bottle of Pepsodent

than

Antiseptic

v

Fugitive"

Sorry, he doesn't give his age.

formerly sold for $1.00.
size,

Now, this new

containing 14 ounces,

sells for

giant

only 75c.

3 Bottles for the Price of 1
Pepsodent keeps breath sweet
longer, because
in the

it

kills

mouth even when

1 to

2 hours

odor-causing germs
diluted with 2 parts

of water.

Thus you get the equivalent of 3 bottles
of Antiseptic for the price of l! Pepsodent
now comes in 3 generous sizes — 25c, 50c, and
the

new

bargain size for 75c, the lowest price

in history.

Try, today, this remarkably quick
relieve

bad breath and help

way to

fight colds.

% BOTTLE
PEPSODENT
ANTISEPTIC

Sigrid

has

Gurie, Norwegian stage star,
joined Hollywood's film galaxy.

3 BOTTLES
OTHER LEADING KINDS

LASTS 3 TIMES AS L0N6..Y0UR DOLLAR GOES 3 TIMES AS FAR
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wft J*C*
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THE S"°'
*

SHOWS!

Wi

g

Up'

4 t op
Sa

wifh

WALTER WINCHELL

BEN BERN IE
ALICE FAYE
•^LiOS TO

<Er*

ALL-EVEN BERN'

£'

ion A SWEUOANT
,

SSJ/t

HOPE

spo.l

I

IT

PATSY KELLY
NED SPARKS
JACK HALEY
GRACE BRADLEY

CATLETT
,

SHOULD

pA ,l»

TO BE

^T|»
IN IT!

•

JOAN DAVIS

FOWLEY

•

•

WALTER

LEAH RAY

»ts

DOUGLAS

««w

•

MILES MANDER

'

r,

T »e

rows ah r

Directed by Sidney Lanfield.
Macgowan.
Based on Dorothea Brande's Book.

Associate Producer Kenneth

Dairy!
in

F.

Zanuck

Charge of Production

Gaf amorous! Galorious! Howlarious!
Winchell's wincing

. .

.

Bernie's burn-

ing ... as they flipcrack face to face

Nine Gordon and Revel
hits to

make you come

alive

all

over!

The studio that gave you
"Sing, Baby, Sing", "One In
A Million","On The Avenue"
now brings you the greatest of all musicals!

including
x
%

*
*

Of You

I'm Bubbling

Never

In

There's
*

SCREENLAND

Swell

It's

A

A

'

Over

'

Million Years

Lull In

My

Wake Up And

'

Life'
'

Live

An Open

Letter

to

eanette

acDonald

DEARYouMISS MAYTIME:
win!

Meet your new fan. You have so many hun'em that one more won't matter. Except to

dreds of

me, for

I

— am—

it.

You see, I resisted for a long time. Oh, yes, I
couldn't deny your gorgeous voice, your good looks,
and your sweetness. But I attended your pictures,
I'm frank to say, merely in the line of duty, and never
as a particular pleasure. I liked you in the Lubitsch
pictures because of Lubitsch and, for a while, because
of Chevalier; but never because of Jeanette MacDonald. To put it frankly, you cloyed. There was so much
sweetness and light about you that I was enveloped
in gloom by it all. How I wished you would trip up,
just once; go off-pitch, or forget to smile. But you
never did. And I went more and more anti-MacDonald
as time marched on.
Of course, you got along without me all right.
"Naughty Marietta" and "Rose-Marie" took you to
the top. The advent of Grace Moore, Lily Pons, and
Gladys Swarthout seemed only to enhance your lustre.
Perhaps it was because you were so serene, so self-

what with

all your calm and poise and
kept right on resisting. After all,
being reminded of MacDonald perfections in every
other mail, by a deluge of MacDonald fan-club raves,
hardly made me like you any better. I'm sorry, but
that's how I am.

sufficient,

fan-clubs, that

Then
that

I

and caught it, instead, one warm Spring evening, at
the very crowded Capitol Theatre on Broadway. I had
to stand. I had to see it, that's why; so I stood; and
while I stood I became more anti-MacDonald every
minute. Finally, pushed and shoved around by ardent
MacDonaldites, I found a seat between two rabid
devotees. I had to sit there listening to fervent praise
of "our Jeanette" every lull in the music. During the

Tschaikowsky's sublime
scarcely hear the great
around me. But some
before the final fadeout
of "Maytime," I became a MacDonald fan of the first
water in spite of myself. Here, I was forced to admit,
was a charming picture girl who was also, amazingly
enough, a great artist. Here was a pictorial young
woman who could have rested forever on her laurels

superb sequence based upon
"Fourth Symphony," I could
music for the gasping sighs
time or other as I sat there,

—

—

as the screen's leading heroine of light opera, slaving

and studying to become a really fine singer. Here was
Tschaikowsky,
Jeanette MacDonald, in fast company
no less, and a dash of Mozart, Stothart, and Barrymore
and leading them all. Sweet? Certainly. But now I
could forgive that sweetness because it seemed sincere,
in those lovely final scenes of the aging prima donna
dreaming over lost youth and love.
So, Jeanette, I was wrong. I apologize. I hope to
applaud you as the screen's first, full-length star of
grand opera. If you want the Met., I hope you get it.
Meanwhile, Miss MacDonald, may I join your fan-club?

—

—

I

—

came Spring; came "Maytime." It happened
missed seeing "Maytime" at a private screening
19

The

OOK who's writing about babies

First

Aren't you surprised ?
But of course. Babies and I haven't had anything
L_„ in common in quite some time. (Though if you
think I'm going to tell you how near the turn of the
century it was you are crazy.) Now I have nothing
against babies really. I think they are a good idea. And I
think they are here to stay but I never do if I see them
first. Honestly, I don't go about pinching babies, though
there have been times when I was sorely tempted and
I don't break their toys and steal their candy, but there
I

!

—

;

just seems to be a general understanding among the little
folk that I am not one of them. They have ganged up on
me brutally, and I am completely baffled by it all. When

introduced by their fond

mamas

they either burst into
be that frightening), or they
look through me as if I were just so much cellophane,
or worst of all they want to play games, and as we don't
seem to play the same games we don't get very far.
(Before you start quoting that old one about children
tears, (really,

and dogs

now,

I can't

inform you that dogs adore me,
So there. Ya-Ya.) Naturally
when anything gives you a terrific inferiority complex
you avoid it as much as possible, so quite naturally I
avoided babies. Until I met Missy.
Missy is seventeen months old, rather tall for her age,
with blonde hair and blue eyes, and a sense of humor.
The only sense of humor I have ever found in a baby.
When I met her she collapsed right in the middle of the
floor and almost died laughing, just as if she and I were
sharing the biggest joke in the world then she put her
hand in mine and said, "Walk." It got me. I have spent
hours with Missy since. She never bores me. But what
is more to the point, I never seem to bore her. Unfortunately, oh most unfortunately, because I think she and
I could have hit it off very well
unfortunately, Irene
I'd

they follow

like

me

to

—

Irene got her

New York

first.

first

glimpse of Missy last winter in
name wasn't Missy then, and
blonde baby in a huge office of a
was Missy who took one look at

City. Missy's

she was just a little
doctor friend. But it

glamorous and chic Irene Dunne of the cinema and
threw back her little head and simply roared, "Ha-HaHa." (I regret to tell you, dear reader, that Missy, the
little minx, uses the same technique on quite a few peothe

20

for

publicity's

sale,

but

because

she

loved

her,

did

Dunne adopt "Missy," pride and joy of her life! Our
drawing shows them together Miss Dunne refuses to let
"Missy" be photographed, to keep her unspoiled. Above,
a lovely study of Irene from her new picture.
Irene

—

in packs.

;

Dunne saw her

Not

Now

Irene with all her beauty and success and
fox doesn't take -herself seriously. Being a motion
picture star isn't the most important thing in the world
to her. She is one of the few glamor girls who can laugh
so when Missy laughed Irene laughed back, and it wasn't
long before she was adopted by Dr. and Mrs. Francis
D. Griffin. Her name was changed to Mary Frances
Griffin-, and soon afterwards shortened to Missy, (which
I suspect is the Louisville, Kentucky, coming out in
Irene). With her nurse she arrived in Hollywood just
in time to help her parents celebrate their first Christmas
pie.)

silver

in their

new home

in

Holmby

Hills.

Strangely enough Santa Claus brought her a piano.
(Irene zvould think of that.) "They laughed when she
sat down to play"
Missy laughed too but they didn't
laugh when she started to sing. Missy, they discovered
to their complete amazement, has a Voice. Un-huh, competition for Irene. Now of course Missy is much too
young to know anything about music, composition, lyrics
and all that. She's no child prodigy, thank heavens. But
like most children who aren't dull, (the type who snub
me), she has a decided gift for mimicry. If she doesn't

—

—

True Story of
Irene

Dunne's Baby!
Why

did this famous, busy actress
a baby, and how has the adornewcomer influenced her career

adopt
able

and her household? Here, for Screenland exclusively, Irene tells you

By Elizabeth Wilson

—

sang for her and went her an octave higher Yes, indeed, it looks an awful lot like a little music lover, (personally I am holding out for a comedienne), has come
to Holmby Hills. Irene is making plans. But not the
kind of plans you think. Nuts to octaves. If Missy wants
to study music when she grows up, all right, but just
because she has a flair for it now is no reason why she
should have it pushed down her throat. "Lessons," says
Irene, "that's all I remember of my childhood.
!

My

parents wanted me to be a singer. Whenever I wanted
to play with the neighborhood children I had to practice.

There were lessons, lessons, always lessons. Even when
I grew up and went to New York there were lessons. I
don't want Missy to have lessons. I want her to have
fun." And if I know Missy as well as I think I do, she's
going to have plenty of fun.
In her gay casual little way, with never a pout or a
tear, Missy has completely upset Irene's well-ordered

And

life.
it.

Screen

Irene,

much

stars, as

—a voice lesson

to the surprise of everyone, loves
for this and

you know, have hours

at ten, a rehearsal at two, a fitting
a massage at six, and so on; there's something
Most Important for every hour of the day. Since she
went on the stage in New York Irene has been methodical and conscientious about the business of being an
actress. She can make a schedule for the day and keep
it to the final dot. She was never late at the theatre, and
never late at the studio. No one ever accused Irene of
holding up production. Her life and her home ran as
smoothly as clockwork until Missy arrived. She fixed
all that. Now Irene just relaxes and wonders what will

that

at five,

—

Randolph Scott "from Virginia, suh!"
appear together for Paramount in "High, Wide, and Handsome." Yes, Irene will sing
and don't miss the anecdote about "Missy's" singing in our
accompanying exclusive story.

Two screen

— and

aristocrats,

Irene Dunne, Southern belle,

—

grow up

to be a diva she'll be a comedienne. Irene, she
has decided, is about the most fascinating person in her
life and she will sit entranced for hours, (imagine one
of those squirm}- babies doing that), on the floor near
the piano in the living room listening to Irene sing.
"She's decidedly my best audience," says Irene. But not
only does she listen, she watches intently every movement Irene makes with her hands and lips. And then
when Irene has finished, she mimics her. It's quite the
funniest thing you have ever seen. Missy thinks so too.
Irene and Dr. Griffin weren't so sure about Missy's
voice at first it couldn't be that good, they thought it
must be parental pride on their part but one afternoon
a friend of theirs who had formerly sung at the Metropolitan and who has a clear lyric soprano, dropped in
for tea, and simply to amuse Missy played and sang for
her on her little piano. When she had finished Missy
;

;

;

happen next.
"There's such a to-do in the kitchen," Irene says, "over
purees and spinach and stewed fruit and the proper
timing and heating, that I am lucky these days to get
a dinner at all. The cook wouldn't dream of keeping
!"
Missy waiting a moment
All on account of Missy! It seems that there was
Easter. Missy's first Easter in Hollywood. The cook
said, "The little darling must have Easter eggs. I'll color
some for her and hide them in the nursery." "No," said
the maid, "you are too busy. I'll dye the eggs." "I'll color
them," said the nurse, "I know exactly how to do it."
So they all rushed around Hollywood to buy pretty dyes,
glaring like mad at each other. When Irene heard about
it she nearly had a fit. "Good heavens," she said, "I want
to color the eggs. All my life I've wanted to color Easter
eggs. After all, Missy is my (Please turn to page 85)
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Carole, ever
candid,

minces

no words

in

tell-

what wins in
the glamor game
ing

By
Virginia

Wood
Lombard, the scintillating success of
today, above, right center, and top right,
love scene with Fred MacMurray,
in a
was overlooked for three other girls in
one of her first film parts. A bad break?

Luck-

and

Read what Carole

calls

it.

Lorn bard

HOW many

times have you looked at the luscious
blonde beauty of Carole Lombard on the screen
!"
and thought to yourself "Gosh, she's lucky
if
I
hadn't
I admit I might have done just that myself,
happened to be in on the very beginning of Carole's rise
to fame. Because the first time I ever laid eyes on Missy
Lombard, she was one of four girls in a picture starring
Charles "Buddy" Rogers. Oddly enough, I can't seem to
:

of the other girls. But the fact remains that each of those girls had an equal break with
Carole to become a success, yet only Carole had the
tenacity, or the will power, or the stick-to-it-iveness to
take advantage of that opportunity. And luck had absolutely nothing to do with it
You might even have called it a bad break when Carole,
instead of being singled out from the four girls and signed
to a contract, was overlooked in the shuffle. But Carole
doesn't look at it that way. The fact that she wasn't
singled out made her stop and wonder why, and she
became more and more determined to be not merely one
of four girls, but to do whatever was necessary to make
herself an individual.

remember the names

" 'Luck,' like the word 'love,' is a word that is toyed
with and made to sound like something terribly important," Carole told me the other day. "It's a word of
chance that most people mis-use. If they will only stop
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and think, they must realize that very few people ever
really win anything worth while except through labor
•
and hard work.
"After my. own twelve years' experience, I can truthanything to do with success.
Determination and tenacity are the important things.
Most youthful people especially young actors refuse
to believe this because they think of motion pictures as a
glamorous institution. That is true. But the thing they
fail to take into consideration is that it has taken those
same glamorous figures they see on the screen years and
years of preparation to reach that point of perfection.
"Another much abused expression is 'a bad break' or
'a good break.' In the first place, there is no such thing as
a bad break. That very disappointment, which you may
have referred to as a bad break, may prove to be the best
thing that ever happened to you. In the second place, it is
only after a certain number of years that you recognize
a good break when you see it. You must necessarily have
a certain amount of technical experience behind you to
sustain the breaks, good or bad. The good ones come
only after you have learned your profession. How can
you possibly play a leading (Please turn to page 83)
fully say that luck hasn't

—

—

one of Hollywood's
is
most charming younger actors. He
took first failure, as he now takes
his success, with a smile. Above,
Miliand

in

his

film with Wendy Barrie.
with his lovely young wife.

new

Right,

Upper

right,

pictorial

explanation

of the Miliand charm. Lower right,
Ray in the uniform of the House-

hold Cavalry of

he was

just

George

when

V.,

twenty-one.

ChaD
Ray Milland's

real-life

adventures equipped

now creatRead about them here

him for the colorful roles he
ing on the screen.

is

By Kenneth March
MILLAND
RAYMOND
according to tradition

is

a Britisher

by

birth, so

should be consumed with
London reserve and all that sort of thing. To Hollywood he is. But you should get a load of him in his
private life. The Millands are about the happiest albeit
the craziest couple in town. Their private life is just
about as sane as the Four Marx Brothers and the Three
Ritz Brothers playing Post Office with Gracie Allen.
They get such a kick out of everything, because they
love each other so much. Yet there was a time they
year's separation
didn't appreciate each other at all.
taught them that it takes two to make one happy. And
they've been just a bit hysterical about it ever since.
As far back as he can remember, Ray was always
doing crazy things. Of course they didn't seem too crazy
to him, because he knew he could be twice as crazy if
given half a chance. But everyone else seemed to think
he was doing a pretty good job of it, and Ray wasn't
one to let people down. Before he ever became a Hollywood star, Ray had to leave the place three times, travel
back and forth from England over 38.000 miles before
his chance came. And then he almost lost it
The first time he set foot on American soil, Ray

A

was brought over by Robert Rubin, Vice-President of
M-G-AI. Dining with some friends at the Carlton Hotel,
Ray was seen by Rubin, introduced, and asked if he
would like to go to Hollywood. Ray, who at that time
had only appeared in a British picture called "The Flying
Scotsman," was delighted. In fact, he was extremely
delighted. He signed a contract immediately, packed his
bags, and was practically on the boat before he remembered that he had signed a previous contract with Andre
Chariot to do three shows with Beatrice Lillie.
It took all of Ray's histrionic ability, plus the promise
to donate fifty pounds to the Actors' Orphanage, before
Mr. Chariot would release him from his original obliga-

This was in 1931. Ray remained in Hollywood one
year under contract to M-G-AI. During that time he
did a small part with Marion Davies in the ''Bachelor
Father" and was loaned out to Warner Brothers to plav
opposite Constance Bennett in a picture called "Bought."
The latter engagement was a little experience that convinced Ray he wasn't God's gift to the amusement world.
He determined to go back to England as soon as his contract had expired. And he did, just giving himself enough
time to meet Muriel Weber, (Please turn to page 68)
tion.
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Janet

Gaynor?
By Ben

Maddox

Center below, Janet
her new
is
Born,"

"A

with

Adolphe

Menjou sharing
this

in

say.

scene.

Star

honors
Directly

Gaynor and

below,

Margaret

friend,

in

film,

her

Lind-

Across page, read-

ing down, Janet as she

some time ago,

looked

"One More

Spring,"
Baxter;
later, in her picture with
Robert Taylor,
"Small
Town Girl," and, at bottom, in "Ladies in Love."
in

with

Gaynor, the

who conquered the world with wistfultoday, above, pondering her future course.
Right, a scene with Charles Farrell from "Seventh
Heaven," which started Janet on an amazing career of
box-office supremacy, and now is offered in a new
version with Simone Simon in the famous Gaynor role.
ness, as she

girl

is

WHAT

Gaynor do next?

—

;

The

fulness, as the

who conquered the world with wistsymbol of idealistic Romance, has become

girl

woman. And as a woman she is beginning to understand that love should be a serious as well as a gay
thing, that a passing flirtation adds up to little after all,
that her fame cannot last forever while a marriage
carefully nurtured
can bring true satisfaction.
To Janet's secret astonishment, you see, she is corna

—
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far right a

new

por-

Janet Gaynor
costume she wears

trait of

in

a

in

"A
will Janet

Today she is at the crossroads, not
only of her career but of her whole life.
It is the most momentous, critical moment she
has ever had to face.
She is battling within herself, attempting to
plan exactly how she is to live from now on. She
finally has found the leisure to discover what
she wants, to sort her desires. This is the real
turning-point for her.
After extraordinary screen success, after years
of a huge salary, she can do just as she pleases.
But what is that? How much longer will she go on
acting? Is she nearing the end of her picture preeminence, or is she on the verge of a new campaign for
the top spot in Hollywood?
And then Janet and love
No man has any ties on her heart this spring. She
says that is fine But she knows it isn't fine at all, that
down deep inside her something cries for vows to

treasure.

At

Warner

Star

is

Born."

Heart-free, independent, the screen's Cinderella

is

at the crossroads of her pro-

and private life. Will she win added victories in a new march on the
heights of Hollywood eminence, and find the answer to her romantic dreams?

fessional

pletely

own

these days. She is absolute mistress
and her fate depends upon how well she
new freedom. She is desperately anxious to

on her

of her destiny

handles this
select

the

right

course,

the

road that

will

mean the

happiest tomorrows.
It is a funny sensation to her. Unconsciously she had
become used to being the undisputed queen of a great
studio, and she is only starting to realize that her whims
have been laws. She had a special, ten-thousand-dollar
Irish cottage for her regal dressing-room suite, and that
house on the lot boasted such unparalleled luxuries as
a fireplace and a beautiful grand piano. She made only
two films a year after a while, but still no other actress
ever set foot in that cottage. It was closed most of the
time, an eloquent, silent reminder of her supremacy.
For eight consecutive seasons the theatre managers
of America voted her the country's Number 1 star. An

amazing record. But currently she is ranked as Number
A swift, surprising drop in two years.
It is one of those strange coincidences that the modern
version of "Seventh Heaven" should have been released
almost simultaneously with "A Star Is Born." her first
effort as a free-lance player. Because ten years ago Janet

24.

herself created Simone Simon's role of Diane, and it
was as the direct result that she shot sensationally to
the very top. I recall when Gloria Swanson, then in

Janet's present transitional position, came out of the
Carthay Circle Theatre on that night of the initial
Gaynor triumph. "I feel," remarked Gloria frankly,
"like

an old shoe

!"

When Janet saw Simone's duplication of her most
beloved characterization she didn't have that reaction.
She has too much common sense to be envious. She
didn't want to do Diane again, to strive to recapture an
glow of a decade ago. "That would have been
she says, wise in her knowledge that progress
lies ahead and never in repeating past steps.
Hollywood reporters are unable to get to Janet. I can
and you why. You might think that with
tell them
newer names being extravagantly exploited she'd be
grasping for all the publicity she could get by vivid
declarations, by putting on an emphatically novel act.
But Janet doesn't want any personal publicity now.
She is "doing nothing to furnish colorful copy. Instead
she goes about Hollywood quietly, deliberately shymg
from interviews. When you (Please turn to page 74)
ecstatic
folly,"

—

—
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Marsha

Holly wooc

Holiday
By

started to

tell

him.

He

whistled,

when

she

came

to the accident.

"Stay where you are," he said. "I'll come over and pick
my car—and we can talk about it."
Marsha knew she ought to be in the studio but, for
some reason she never could explain even to herself,
Keith's demands seemed greater. She waited. And, while
she waited for him, she cleaned up the small apartment,
pushed the bed up into the wall.
Eleanor wasn't working so she busied herself in the
kitchen. By the time Keith arrived both of the girls were
dressed, the apartment was neat, there were fruit and
scrambled eggs and toast and bacon and coffee in the
tiny breakfast-room off the miniature kitchen.
If Keith had already eaten he never mentioned it. In
half a minute they were eating and chatting and laughing,

up

—

Thyra Samter Winslow

III

THE
lowed,

days that

fol-

as Marsha
looked back on them,
later, were a kaleidoscope

of trouble, of worry and
petty annoyance and larger
unpleasantness, threaded through with the bright color of
an occasional lovely hour. Hollywood holiday, indeed It
was much more like a Hollywood nightmare.
It seemed incredible, at first, that these things were
happening to her Marsha Drew to whom things didn't
usually happen. But happen they did. And Marsha was
powerless to do anything about it.
!

—

—

Things began happening immediately after Keith
Knowles, the Keith Knowles whom she knew she loved
hopelessly, of course
had crashed into the black car.
She had slept too late the next morning. The telephone
zinged into her consciousness. When she answered it
*

—

—

_

already late for the studio, she recognized Keith's voice.
It was none too steady. What had happened the night
before? He didn't remember, exactly
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Marsha was crossing the
when it happened.
She hardly knew, later,
how it did happen. She
began crossing, without
street

watching very closely.
Suddenly she became
aware that an old man
was crossing with her
and that a big car was
looming down on them.

happened.

seemed

as Marsha told what had
big joke. It wasn't a joke at all, unfortunately.
They finished breakfast.
Keith.
"I'll drive you to the studio," said

had an early

"How
"My car
it

He

like a

hadn't

call.

will I get

in—and

It all

home?"

runs both ways, even with the front bashed
certainly hasn't a shining

morning

face just

Hollywood wouldn't be Hollywood if heartache and hunger were not ever-present to
balance the glamor and gaiety of the world's

most magical town. Read this new serial by
one of America's most colorful writers for a
fresh slant on life and love in screenland!

now," he laughed.

Marsha wasn't awfully worried about being late. She
knew they'd have another girl in her place. She might be
but she wouldn't be fired. She'd hardly
called down

Please See Page 80 for SynChapters

—

opsis of Preceding

ever been late before.

She and Keith went down stairs together, still laughwhat had happened. They got into Keith's car,
which had been standing there all night. They didn't noing about

ILLUSTRATED BY

GEORGIA WARREN

get into the car, elegant in spite of its
encounter. Watched them drive away.
He hurried to the studio. Looked up a man named
Peterson
Peterson, who worked in the carpenter shop.
often seen
lived in the same building with Marsha. They'd

He watched them

in or out. Peterson was a
fellow, given to suspicion, even

him going

prim and proper

when there was
something, now
was
There
nothing to be suspicious about.
your
"I see Knowles, our big star, has been around
little

!

house," said

Lou Page,

after a little meaningless con-

versation.

"Yes," said Peterson. "He arrived
"Last night?"
"Yeh. I was taking my dog out.

last night.

Or

this

u

morning,

Lou Page.
They were too

rather. Between two-thirty and three."
"Who was he with ?"
Peterson gave him an odd look.
"I see you know," he said. "I wouldn't have said anything about it. I was just going in the house. I saw your
hurried
girl friend get out of the car. She got out first. I
long
out
been
had
poodle
The
me.
see
wouldn't
in so they
enough, anyhow. So I didn't see if it was Knowles with
her. I knew his car, all right. Maybe it wasn't Knowles
that—
at all. He might have loaned his car. A star like

busy with each

but the car stayed there

tice

"It

other.

Lou Page
had thought he

was

in love with

Marsha. His
emotion wasn't
that of love, just

now.

Lou worked
on the Super
Films lot.
That's where
Marsha had met
him. He was a
rather

pulpy-

looking young
man, with thin,
light hair, an aggressive, turned-up nose and a chin that
was weak and double at the same time. Marsha hadn't
liked him a great deal and yet he was smooth and faintly
interesting
someone to take her places.

—

This morning Lou had had to go into Hollywood and
had passed Marsha's apartment. He thought Marsha was
in the office but decided if he had time that, on the way
back, he'd stop for a chat with Eleanor. Eleanor was
home a lot and a good cook, besides. Always had something to eat handy.
And, in front of the apartment house stood Keith
Knowles' car. Lou knew it well. But he didn't think a
great deal 'of that. Keith may have been visiting anyone.
and
It was on the way back that he saw Marsha
Keith. Laughing together. Unconscious of his presence.
So Keith Knowles had been to see his girl his erstwhile
girl! How long had Knowles been there, he wondered.

—

—

—

was Knowles,

all

all

night."

right," said

Lou Page.

"I

saw

them leaving together this morning. All grins. Quite a
night, if you ask me."
"My! My!" said Peterson, who was not given to
strong language, even in his most unpleasant moments.
"Such things shouldn't go on," said Lou Page, with a
great assumption of virtue. "I trusted that girl. And she
double crossed me."
"Tch, tch !" Peterson shook his head. "You been going
steady with her ?" He gave Page a sly look.
"I might have married her," said Page. "Not knowing
what I was getting in to. I'm going to Blake, the office
manager. It's the right thing to do. Protect other men.
Will you come with me?"
Peterson hesitated a minute. But few enough things
happened. He liked to be in on things. Besides, he knew
how his wife felt about loose women living in the building. Two girls living alone are usually no better than
they should be. When he got home he'd go to the building superintendent.
Super Films did not try to guard the manners or
morals of their stars or featured players. But they took
a paternal interest in the routine office workers. Stenographers and script girls should be moral. Stars could take
care of themselves.

Marsha was amazed when the front office sent for her.
Indignant, when she was interviewed as to her behavior.
Hurt and angry when she heard the things she was accused of. She denied them, of course. She told a little
about what had happened. She couldn't tell too much.
She didn't want to get Keith Knowles into trouble. He
wasn't questioned at all. She was told that she was
girl of her sort
through at Super Films.
She rushed back to the set, (Please turn to page 80)
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Stepping Out
with Astair
Just try to keep the pace set by the
screen's

best

his

great dancing star! Here,
friend

writers follows

among Hollywood
Fred from dawn to

dusk, but never quite catches up with

— although

him'

he gets a good story

By Jerry Asher

ONE

of these fine days, Fred Astaire is going to
into himself, coming around a
corner. At the rate he's going, the tempo of his
daily life makes one of his famous dance routines look

bump smack

was photographed in slow motion. Fred is really
man of Hollywood. The mystery being
how does Fred keep up with himself ? His close friends
complain bitterly because they never get to see him. At
like

it

the mystery

the crack of dawn he's gone with the wind. The stars
are twinkling merrily in the heavens long before he ever
gets home again. His mother, who is paying her annual

Hollywood, sees Fred most of the time when she
set. His lunch is sent to his dressing-room
from home and his wife sits and talks to him while he
is eating it. Even his young son sets up a lusty howl of
disapproval, because his famous father has so little time

visit to

visits

the

for playing.

Now

Fred had his way, he'd be spending leisure
swimming-pool and on the tennis courts.
And if Fred had his way he would have been out to the
Santa Anita Race Track every day during the recent
racing season. Fred loves horse racing and is seriously
interested in the raising and breeding of fine horses. As
a matter of fact, he owned several horses in England.
He raced them several years but it just so happened that
hours

if

in

the

he was always working and never got a chance to see
own horses win. So he finally gave up the venture.
Actually Fred only got out to the Santa Anita track
three times during the season. It started neck and neck
with his own production, "Shall
Dance?" and when
Fred starts shooting on a picture, he might just as well
be living in a different world.
Fred's intensity for work, his relentless pursuit for
perfection, the self-imposed worry he goes through have
long since become second nature. These very gruelling
qualities are responsible for the brand of entertainment
that has made the name of Astaire synonymous with
everything that spells class and money in the box office
today. If at any time Fred has given out the impression
of being difficult to contact, or a fuss-budget where the
tiniest detail is concerned, it is only because over a
period of years he has proven to himself that no effort
his

We

can be spared, if one is to do his best. There are no halfway measures, no getting-by attitude in the makeup of
Fred Astaire. It's little less 'than a miracle that a person
who handles so many jobs at one time, who is either acting, dancing, writing, composing or singing every second
that he is awake, can retain such perfect health and an
altruistic attitude

toward

life,

in his daily contact

with

the world.

Aside from his studio activities, Fred composes songs
and makes recordings at night and on Sundays. His
radio broadcasts extending over a period of thirty-nine
weeks, are written at night during the week. On Sunday
he rehearses alone in the afternoon. Sunday night he re-

Johnny Green and his orchestra who are on
program. On Monday night he rehearses again because he wants to be sure that nothing has been overlooked. His working schedule on Tuesday is arranged
so he can leave the studio at one o'clock. The rest of the
day is spent at the broadcasting station, checking up on
last minute details. He rushes home for dinner and then
back to the station in time to go on the air.
On a recent broadcasting day, Hollywood experienced
one of those "unusual" rainstorms. Fred and his man
George drove down Sunset Boulevard in all the downpour. Just as they reached the Beverly Hills residence
section, a large pool of water loomed up. Too late they
splashed through it and the motor stopped dead. On
either side of them passing motorists flew back and
forth. Not one of them recognized the famous dancer
whose pictures they stand in line for hours to see.
Finally, Fred and George had to get out and push. By
the time he got home, Fred barely had time for a bowl

hearses with
his

of his favorite noodle soup and he was off to the radio
station again.
Speaking of Fred's man George, he is one of the most

amusing characters in Hollywood. Every year when he
took his shows to London, Fred always gave George a
job as his dresser. When he decided to remain in Hollywood and make pictures, Fred brought George over. He
is an Englishman by birth and speaks with a cockney
accent. The quiet way he works and his nonchalant attitude toward Fred as a movie star, is a source of constant
amusement to Fred.
One day while making his new picture, Fred was having lunch in his dressing-room, as usual. Suddenly great
clouds of smoke began pouring out of the Astaire set
and in less than it takes to tell, every fire department in
Hollywood was clanging to the rescue. Aside from the
delay it would cause in production, if the set and its
furnishings were destroyed, (Please turn to page 78)
Pictures of the outstanding dance
routine by Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers for their current film, "Shall
Dance?" are scattered about
these two pages. Somehow, Astaire

We

and Rogers keep the same spirit in
their dancing which first endeared
them to us but the steps in each
new dance are very different.

—

Gracie
Allen
Burns
husband,
and
her
George, beloved of so many radio listeners
and screen-goers, are enjoying their first
real home, which is described for you in
this story. Above, Gracie and George in
their living-room. Right, Gracie in a homey
moment with her adopted daughter, Sandra.

V. Gracie Allen Burns:
who charmingly combines the careers
of screen
hostess,

comedienne, radio star,
and "adopted" mother

DAY,
CHRISTMAS
George Burns
slid

1936,
their

Gracie

feet

on

Allen and
chartreuse
dining table,

a

green carpet under a Queen Anne
at one another. It was a momentous occa-

and grinned
sion.
It

was the

first

dinner Gracie and George had ever

eaten in their own home
For years, first as vaudevillians, and then as radio
headliners, they had lived in hotel suites or in rented
establishments, stopping for two or three weeks or

months wherever

their work happened to lead them. For
a long time, they'd never suspected they would want
any better. After all, what were homes but headaches?
Along with the ivy, they were usually covered with
mortgages. People who had homes, even nice ones, had
servant problems. And when the roof leaked you had
to get someone to fix it
in place of pushing a button
and reporting it to the management. And besides, Gracie
loved the letter-chutes in hotels. Where was there a
home in the world that contained a zippy letter-chute ?
They might have gone on content in their bohemian
existence_ forever if their fame hadn't brought them to
the movies, California, and parenthood. These vital
items are not listed in the order of their importance
For when Gracie, the cutest thing that ever talked,
and George, who writes the cute things she says, adopted
the second cutest thing that ever talked, Sandra Burns,
and six months later, Ronnie, who isn't talking yet, but

—

—

will be any day
something happened to them. They
became parents and home-makers with a vengeance.
I wish there was some way to describe to you the terrific pride Gracie has in that lovely white home on Maple
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Drive in Beverly Hills. But there aren't words emotional
enough to describe her feeling. Perhaps to passers-by,
the Burns domicile is just another beautiful home in
Beverly Hills where there are so many of them. But
the careful observer might notice a subtle difference.
The white house, tree-shaded, sets back from the road
on three short terraces. Enormous olive trees shade the

—

lawns in their

own

private flower beds of bright yellow

and bright red tulips. At the corner of the house a very
short, very green vine, not yet as old as Ronnie, is
beginning to spread its fingers. Toward the back an
enormous bush has been planted to hide an unsightly
telephone pole.
You might think the Burns had a very good gardener
the effect is so charming. And you'd be entirely right.

—

They have the best and most enthusiastic gardener in
the world, Gracie, herself.
But it is not until you step inside that you really begin
to feel the charm of Gracie's enthusiastic homemaking.
Deep chartreuse carpets lead up a white circular staircase in one direction and in the other into the living room
with its Chippendale chests and coffee tables, its deep
beige divans, the enormous piano, and the quaint old
fashioned music rack outlined against the flowered linen
drapes.
Any hour of the day you can hear the hilarious voices
of children and from any room in the house, including
the den and the bedroom suites. Everywhere you look

—

Hollywood Wives

Five

By Dorothy Manners

—

in selecting the things
I feel this way
we achieved a house that reflects us,
that we can be happy living in, better than if we had left
the entire thing to someone else no matter how clever.
"Then you're really an enthusiastic homemaker, now,"

choose the drapes.

we

really

liked,

suggested, "mortgages and all?"
She said: "I'm rabid on the subject."
I made a pretense of putting away my pad and pencil.
"Then you aren't the housekeeper for me," I kidded.
"I'm looking for domestic problems and how to iron
them out."
"As though making a first home didn't present problems I think, perhaps, I can give you some very good tips
if you're really interested. You see, I'm still learning by
the trial and error
I

!

system."

I

waited

hopeful that Gracie
might continue makn § 1<T hostess trials
and errors right out
in public where we all
might see and hear.

a

t
**

V'

'

"

'

"I think the {Please

,

turn

to

page 70)

The home of Mr. and Mrs.
George Burns (Gracie Allen)
in

Beverly

Hills

is

simply

beautiful and beautifully simple! Top, an exterior view;
center,
in

George and Gracie

the

nursery

with

adopted daughter and

their

son;
breakfastroom; and below, a view of
the playhouse and pool.

left,

you can find tulips growing in profusion, or low bowls of them
on tables holding cigarettes and trays and the newest magazines
and papers.
I knew the Burnses had occupied their new home less than
six months. Yet you feel people have lived here for years.
Already the adorable Sandra has scratched the blue paper off
the nursery wall in tiny little nail tears.

When you

it
is delightful and charming she
one of those imitations of "why-it'ssimple-but-it-is-home" effects. She simply glows, and when Mrs.
George Burns glows, Gracie Allen is as pretty as all get out
"Maybe it is just home," she giggled, "but we think it's
gorgeous We never thought it would happen, really. Our first
home !" I don't know whether she knew it or not, but Gracie
blended beautifully into that soft green room, in her green
sports dress with the gold clips at the throat and the heavy
gold bracelet on her arm.
"I wish I could take credit for all of it. I can't, because
Harold Grieve helped us so much. He is the decorator, Jetta
Goudal's husband, you know. But I like to think that George

doesn't go coy

tell

Gracie

on you

in

!

and

I really

made

the final decisions

on everything.

And

I

did

the

sunny

Lloyd Nolan, as a dare-devil newspaper reporter, and Claire
Trevor, as a square-shooting night-club singer, are the featured players in "King of Gamblers." Their friendship begins
when Nolan dares to defy the big-time racketeer, played by
Akim Tamiroff; and deepens into romance when Claire borrows money from her room-mate, Helen Burgess, to help
Nolan. The two girls are innocently involved in one of Tamiand our scenes, from left to right above,
roff's big schemes
portray actionful events of the film.

—

For Love
way of hers and then as the lights flooded the dining
room again, his eyes glanced over the tables so easily
it
seemed strange that Temple,
did not even see them, should squirm under their
scrutiny.
For all their quietness his words were an order as he

and impersonally that

who

turned to Eddie.

THERE

was always that softness

Steve Kalkas'
voice, that tempered, almost tranquil look in his
eyes that deceived no one who knew him. But there
were few people who really knew Steve.
Charlie and Joe his bodyguards and Parker his secretary, as suave in his way as Steve himself, knew him
better than all the rest of the world put together. Temple,
the one-time millionaire investment broker had come to
know him pretty well too in the year he had been his
unwilling business partner. And even Dixie knew him
better than most, in that crazy intuitive way some women
have, though she couldn't explain the feeling of half
fear and half disdain she had for him, even to herself.
She was singing that night as he stepped into the
dimly lighted foyer of the Palm Parade Night Club and
his smile came as he glanced past Eddie, the proprietor,
and the debutante selling gardenias for the hospital
drive, to the dining room beyond and saw Dixie standing there swaying a little in the bright spot on the dance
in

floor.

He

watched as she took her bow
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in that breathless

Temple there's a phone call for him in your
he said, and swung on his heels and went down
the corridor past the alcove where the slot machines
were. He heard a coin jingle as it went into the machine
and grinned. That was another thing most people didn't
know about Steve, that every coin that went into those
machines belonged to him.
He had come a long way, that kid who had started
out at twelve sorting potatoes at a vegetable stand. A
long way and a hard way and a ruthless way. Even such
an apparently harmless title as Spinach King had meant
its share of intrigue and gang law and killings, but that
was child's play now to the man who had gone on from
cornering spinach to cornering the slot machine racket.
He stood there humming a little under his breath as
he waited and of course it was Dixie's song he was humming, for the thought of her was there as it always had
been since the first time he had seen her and knew her
"Tell

office,"

to be different

from

all

the others.

"King of Gamblers," a forthcoming Paramount
Copyright by Paramount Pictures, Inc.

picture,

Please See Page 89 for Cast and Complete Credits

presented

in

a

stirring

novelization

Fictionized by

Money!

or
Girls there

had been before, many

girls.

But never

one like Dixie. Girls with hair as yellow, with eyes as
but never one who had gone deeper than the
moment. Never one he had wanted so much that even
when he was not seeing her she seemed nearer somehow
than when he did, with her laugh and her disdain challenging that hard new confidence of his.
He sat down at the desk as he heard Temple's quick
step outside and smiled as the man blanched when he
saw him.
"Why didn't you come to my office ?" Steve asked conversationally enough. "I waited an hour for you."
Temple's fingernails drove into his flesh as he clenched
his fists but there wasn't anything he could do. Any more
than there had been when he saw the papers that evening
and read about the two little girls who had been killed
blue,

overtones of romance and
A
humor, "King of Gamblers" gathers momentum as
the story unfolds. Below, reading from left to right
across two pages, we see Claire Trevor's chum
overtaken by tragedy, Claire herself pursued by

melodrama

Tamiroff,

with

with

Nolan

risking

his

job,

in

fact

Elizabeth

B.

Petersen

as they played on the sidewalk when machine guns had
annihilated a barber shop and the old Irishman who
owned it and the slot machine that didn't happen to be

one of Steve's.

"Why

should

I

?"

The wholesale

killing of the after-

noon had gone deep with Temple. "You don't have
kill

"Your hands are clean,"
weren't there, were you?"

Steve

said

coldly

"Y ou

"No." Temple's bitterness flooded his voice. "I was
new shipment that arrived at my new
Temple's Mechanical Appliances, Incorenterprise,
porated. Fifty washing machines for my display rooms
and two hundred and fifty slot machines. I suppose your
boys will have them all placed in a few days or else kill
a few more children. Don't think I can fix it if the
Governor appoints a Special Prosecutor to investigate
only invoicing a

business like yours, as he's threatened to do. This is just
the sort of thing that'll force (Please turn to page 88)

his

to interfere. The suave racketeer stakes all on
one last gamble, but loses. You'll enjoy this colorful
life,

fictionization

to

people."

of a fast-moving film.

mm?
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Tony's Terrific
Yes, this Martin lad

is

the latest Big

Mo-

ment of feminine film-goers from coast to
coast. Here, you'll read why, when and how!
:

By

Liz

Williams

Then he soon goes

"This Year's Kisses,"' (the Berlin
the Avenue" is so popular that Twentieth has decided to make it into a whole picture), with
none other than the luscious Alice Faye. Things are
certainly picking up for Mr. Martin.
I don't want to have you coming to Hollywood

song

ND

while you are looking over "this year's crop of
kisses," don't forget Tony Martin. He may not be
as handsome as Robert Taylor, or as tall as James

Stewart, or as blond as Nelson Eddy, or as Society as
but I'm telling you the girls are going
mad for him in a big way. Tony has been so busy these
past few months turning dials on and off, (radio, you
dope), that he hasn't had much time to circulate, but he's
doing all right in his own way, thank you. They'll tell
you at Twentieth Century, which happens to be his
studio, that although he has only been on contract to
them for ten months his fan mail is tremendous. It's
been jumping by leaps and bounds ever since he sang
When Did You Leave Heaven? in "Sing, Baby Sing,"

Cesar Romero

;

in the Air in "Banjo On My Knee." It
seems that when Tony cuts loose with those dreamy

and Something

women

melodies
time.

just can't bear up. It gets them every
is unfair to organized womanhood.

Tony Martin

All kinds of people who ought to know will tell you
that Tony is right on his way to the top as Hollywood's
most romantic singer, (don't say "crooner" any more;
although that word has now made the smart new dictionaries it is as passe in Hollywood as silent pictures).

Though he has only been
program
he

now

singing on the Burns and Allen

for a short time, by the radio popularitv poll
rates ninth, which is nothing short of amazing.

And now

he is signed to sing and master-of-ceremony the
Hollywood Hotel hour when Fred MacMurray leaves.

He's

34

husky, and handsome, with a voice to match! That's why
saying that Tony Martin will soon rank right next to Dick
Fred MacMurray, and the rest of the big melody men.
Alice Faye, with him above, is Tony's real-life rave.

tall,

they're
Powell,

hit

from

into

"On

Now

under any false illusions. Tony of the moonlight voice
is the big romantic moment in Hollywood but a lot of
good it will do you. Alice Faye seems to have the situation well under control, and (Please turn to page 69)

Portrait of

Most

Hollywood

Popular Young
—

s

Man!

By request, we present Robert Taylor yes, again! This time, we give you
Bob's best likeness by Marland Stone, which graced Screenland's cover
At
to great applause, and which he has now autographed for you.
right, Taylor in his new picture, "This Is My Affair," a story of SpanishAmerican war days. Yes, the beautiful lady is Barbara Stanwyck, once
more Bob's leading lady, as well as his permanently favorite person.

p
I

graph lovely enough tc
one full page in our celebr
gallery; but we think you
agree that this study earn
distinction.
Olivia de fland, perhaps the mos;: i
gly radiant and natu;
ollywood's younger acrr.
captured for a fleet:
ent in the Californ,
ine, posing with a thc
bred Borzoi
Russian
hound to you! Olivia su
her own past perform a r
"Captain Blood," "A;
Adverse," "Charge of th
Brigade" with her frank
taneous portrayal of an <
cent-in-love in "Call lt A E

—

(

t

I

Brunettes,

Blondes,

A

And

Lone

You want beauties? Hollywood hi
em all! WatcK tne battle betwee
tnem

for

supremacy of the

scree

Behold the brunettes! Gail Patrick, left, the pat
from Alabama, looks over her shoulder at Do'
Lamour, exotic newcomer. Above, from left to
Marcia Ralston, who in private life is Mrs. Phil H!
,

j

wife of Jack Benny's orchestra leader,

made her

t;

debut in "Call It a Day." Carol Hughes, center,
vivid brunette personality. Of course you know

Dvorak

—better make more pictures, Ann, or you'll
be out of the race.

;

Robert Montgomery essays an entirely

new

characterization for

him

Individual character studies

in this

above

weird drama, based on a stage success.
The scene at top indicates the flavor
of the play and the type of roles Bob
and Rosalind undertake here.

of

screen's perennial

"Night Must

left

you something new

al

I

AAontgomery Goes
The

tell

the acting resource of the pop
Montgomery-Russell duo.
Ce
left, a dramatic scene played by
Rosalind, and Dame May Whir!

playhoy deserts frivolity

for

Grim
the eerie mysteries

7

Fall/ with Rosalind Russell as

his histrionic

help=mate

1

Accent on
Artistry

Frances Farmer continues

trie brilliant

course of her rapid ascent to stardom.

Less than a /ear a$o a mere newcomer,

today she

is

7:

an

artist

of distinction

jummer s

tor jirens

Hollywood's darling daughters again
the sea,

in

the chic

new teach

Comes the dawn

of new days of brightly
costumes for play. First: Carol
Hughes, at top left, wears Catalina's gay
new swim suit of five-color print Floral

brief

—

uni-skirt
feature.
the
note
Directly above, Rochelle Hudson in her
chic new Jantzen suit, the Cherie; the
neckline is cut clear to the waist in
front, and the cape may also be worn as
consider the costume, ima skirt.

Lastex

Now

ported from Honolulu, graced by Emily
Lane, above center; bright orange shorts
and brassiere top, over which is flung a
dark blue linen coat decorated by two
huge straw pockets, with hat to match.
Left:

two beauties, Emily

Lane

and

introduce Dalmatian
peasant flower crowns, of rubberized
silk, to match their transparent capes.
June Travis twice! at right displays
her preference in beach suits brief,
skin-tight, pure white.
Janice

Jarratt,

—

—

—

fa

saljut

The

coolie trend, which
comes to us out of Hawaii,
is

cleverly represented, at

top left, by Emily Lan
her sun hat of linen weave
straw is especially smart.
Next, June Travis, wading
warily, sports a cool and
chic play suit. Top right,
the girl in the multi-colsuit
smiles
ored swim
down on Janice Jarratt,
whose suit is lemon-colored lastex; and Janice
again right proves the
Tyrolean influence carries
over from winter to summer play suits of shorts
and jacket in white pique.
The exotic sun hat, imported from Honolulu, is
worn by Laurie Douglas.

—

—

Star of the Powell-Blondell home is Joan's boy
Norman, and as evident
in the domestic scenes at
Easter bunny time, below, he receives tenderest
the
from
attentions

mother

who

is

screen's ace hot-cha

the
girl.

ome
Joan

Blondell

and the gay

mixes

Gill

motherhood

flirtatiousness of sou-

hrette roles; lavish in her domestic

devotion at home, and

in

her

sprightly allurements on the screen

Gregory Ratoff,

left;

Andy

De-

and Eduardo Cianthree top-flight
nelli, left below
performers. Right, an amazing
portrait
of Theodore
screen
vine, below;

Roosevelt

is

—

achieved by Sidney
Is My Af-

Blackmer for "This

You'll identify, easily, the
splendid actors below: Walter

fair."

"1937 Academy Award Winner"
Brennan, and Mischa Auer.

That's

They

re

Why
Called

Character" Actors
ifhey actually create characters, these fine
?Iayers
s

often

whose part

in the

moving picture

more important than the

stars

Character counts
the

even with
girls in

Boris
in a new
characteriza-

the cast.

Karloff,

type

—

pretty-

of

left,

tion, with Jean Rogers

in "Night Key." Right,
the always dependable

Slim Summerville, with
Dorothv Grainger in

artist, makes the Edward
art, purchased and appreciated by a fine
Robinson home in Beverly Hills a veritable treasure-trove. Above,
a collectors
Eddie and his beautiful wife, Gladys Lloyd Robinson, in
Below, among his first editions. Right, reading from top:
corner
Degas and
afternoon tea in the garden; the art of Chippendale, of
gallery.
other masters, and their proud owner; the Robinson

Fine

G

home pholoprnp
Screknland by '.S'cor
WeUmurnc, Warner firo

Exclusive
for

'

Home

Is

dso, according to
ison
t

of

is,

and

little

V^Tiere The Aft

Edward

C,

"Manny."

Is!

where Mrs.

Exclusive

new

one of Beverly Hills' most interesting homes

and Eddie before their library fireplace—that's Grant Wood's famous "Daughters of the Revolution" painting above. At left, reading down: the drawingroom, master bedroom, and a view of the house and grounds,
with Eddie endangering his neighbors' windows! Below,
you see Hollywood's proudest father and his son and heir,
"Manny," more formally addressed as Edward, Jr.
Directly above, Gladys

TTiey Lilce

To Look
Riclkulous

Above, Cary Grant,

Edward Arnold,
Jack Oakie, and
Donald Meek acting
up to their colorful
costumes for "The

Toast of New

York." Right, MarGrahame, complete with dark

got

glasses

and

slacks,

knits between
camera-takes

—

it's

so picturesque!

Top

left,

Tilly

Losch

good-naturedly disguises her vivid charm
by donning a "scarfhat" for sweet publisake.
Wally
Beery, left center, never
worries about his camcity's

Left, Ray
Milland goes quite,

era angles.

quite mad for Wendy
Barrie in "Wings over

Honolulu."

Merry

exhibitionists

all,

the cine = mimes extract
the

most from every scene
and situation

Even Miriam Hopabove, sucto the present urge to look ridiculous, in a scene
with Charles Winninger from "Wom-

kins,

cumbs

an Chases Man."
See what "It Happened One Night"
and "My Man Godfrey" started!

Mary

Astor, left, in a
"seductive" pose.

Erik Rhodes, top right,
makes a splendid salary
making himself
for
slightly ridiculous on
the screen. Eric Blore
and Edward Everett

Horton,

right center,
are past grand masters
of the gentle art of
"ridic." Gertrude Niesen, right, and some of
Page Sallv
her fans.

Rand.

Beloved Brat
Jane Withers, the
person

you

in

vivid

bad

girl,

in

— brought

to

screen's

an

amazingly

word-portrait

WANT

could
to write a story," said Jane. "Then I
give it to Mr. Wurtzel and show him the kind of
father's
story I'd like to play. This is the story.
society
great
a
mother's
my
and
millionaire,
great
.
mother. She takes me to these bridge parties and I throw

My

over everybody. I'm just terrible. I'm never good
all through the picture. That." said Jane,
another mouthful of apple pie
swallowing
thoughtfully

mud

for one minute
a la

mode/"is

my

idea of a swell story."

Why

do you want to be so bad?"
you a' chance to yell your head off.
When you're good, you have to be quiet. Of course, at
the end, just to satisfy everybody, I get a good spanking.
The minute they slapped me in 'Bright Eyes," everybody just yelled' and waved, they were so happy. \N ell,
" The blue eyes rounded in mirth, and
I don't mind
the small shoulders shrugged tolerance. "I had my
fun. So let them have their fun too."
Tane represents a wish fulfilment to both her parents.
Down in Atlanta, before she was born, her mother
wanted a girl. Wanted is too mild a word. Mrs. Withers
was determined that her baby should be a girl, dedicated
for and
to the stage career she herself had longed

"Why, Jane?
"Because

it

gives

—

missed.

Her husband thought a Withers Junior would be nice.
"You don't want a junior," Mrs. Withers would coax.
"You'd a heap rather have a sweet little baby girl."
"I'd like to have a boy," big Mr. Withers would repeat, and firmly, despite his soft-spoken Southern drawl.
he
"I'd' like to have a boy so darned mean that when
came out on the porch,' all the other kids would go into

—

the house."

Jane, above, restrains her
ever-present impulse to
"yell her head off," in a
pose from her new film.
Above, center, with her
mother. Left, she loves
quantities of
has

them; and at top, entertaining a dog pal. Jane
has a veritable passion for
tame.
wild
or
animals,

There was a reason for this "the kid next door. I d
bring him an air rifle or offer to shoot marbles with him,
and of all the disgusting things, he'd want to play paper
a sissy." In her father's eye appeared Jane s
purposeful glint. "I'd love to have come home to a
boy who maybe could have licked that thing next door.
Enter Tane a girl for her mother a tomboy for her
all she
father. Miraculously, a girl who began mimicking
saw and heard before she could walk who, when she
heard a strain of music, would struggle from her nurse's
arms to dance a girl who loves dolls and whose "cakes
turn out better than mine (Please turn to page 96)
dolls like

own

—

—
—

—
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THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER— Warner

of the best

Bros.

FOR

the young in heart, of all ages, I recommend unreservedly this rollicking, roistering picturization of Mark

—

Twain's classic story. It's a grand picture a gorgeous
show, a breathtaking melodrama, a robust romance and
there's not a love scene in it! You won't believe, until you've
seen it, that for two hours you can watch the adventures of two
small boys in merrie olde England, with never a heroine, or a
war, or a ballet, and not be bored. But it's true. Thanks to the
amazing Mauch Twins, Bobby and Billy, to the spirited and
sympathetic direction of William Keighley, and the very nearly
inspired adaptation of the much-loved book, not to mention Errol
Flynn at his swash-buckling best— "The Prince and the Pauper"
is the most movie fun of the month. If you don't recall Twain's
story, you'll want to know that the tale concerns a beggar boy,
Tom Canty, and Prince Edzvard, heir of King Henry the Eighth,
who change clothes for a lark and identities by accident, resulting
in the greatest fanciful mix-up in English royal history. Of course
it is fantasy, but exquisitely handled. Claude Rains
and Montagu
Love are excellent. As for those adorable twins— well, Freddie
Bartholomew had better watch out there's only one of him.
,

—

Pictures
by

;

JUNGLE DEPTHS OF BORNEO— Mrs.

Martin Johnson

THE

most gallant "come-back" of the season is staged
jgpjgfr,
ffcsaBMf by Osa Johnson, who is carrying on the work so
splendidly done by herself and her late husband, Martin
Johnson, in camera-recording for stay-at-homes the wonders of far places. Run, don't walk, to see this picture when it
plays your town, with Mrs. Johnson, still a wheel-chair convalescent from the airplane crack-up in which her husband lost
his life, lecturing in her own sprightly manner as her film unfolds.
This time, it's a new and novel setting, the Borneo rivers and
jungles; and it is fascinating to watch. You'll see fish who climb
trees; wild men
and women of Borneo; and best of all, the
proboscis monkey, even funnier than Jimmy Durante. There is,
too, for a special thrill, the patient, workmanlike capture of
the
biggest orang-outang ever brought back alive. It's exciting stuff,
•

—

—

the treeing of this real Tarzan, who defies his human captors to
the last, and is uncannily, uncomfortably smug about it. Martin

and Osa Johnson figure prominently as usual in their pictures,
Osa lending charm and sparkle to the jungle scenesmany of which, by the way, are of matchless beauty. The camera
work is incomparably fine. Salute Osa Johnson, good sport.
the petite
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MAYTIME— M-G-M
ITS

"true intent

is all
for your delight," if you like
music and Jeanette MacDonald. "Maytime" is like a
Spring corsage of fragrant, pastel flowers, all done up in
old-fashioned lace paper and ribbons lovely to look at,
but even more enchanting to hear. For "Maytime" has a real
score, with snatches of familiar opera and a novel performance
of Tschaikowsky's "Fourth Symphony" disguised as grand opera
a performance to appall critical music-lovers, perhaps, but sure
.

—

—

to delight the rest of us who just like to listen. It is in this curious
operatic version of the "Fourth Symphony" that Jeanette MacDonald comes into her own as a truly fine and effective singer,
whom the most difficult score will never frighten henceforth. I

hope to hear— and see— Miss MacDonald in grand opera from
the screen before long. Her entire portrayal here is sheer delight.

She plays with consummate charm the lovely prima donna who
mood meets Nelson Eddy, promising young singer, and
loves him but her duty to her manager, adroitly enacted by John
Barrymore, comes between them; her career prospers, until, a
world celebrity, she meets her Maytime lover again. It's all
frankly, unashamedly sentimental, but it's MacDonald-Eddy.
in holiday

;

Vacation views of film favorites seen, and interviewed by our Continental correspondent

By

Stiles

Dickenson

AT THE

Gare St. Lazare in Paris Errol Flynn demonstrated as clearly as it was physically possible
that the rumors of divorce between himself and
his wife, the dashing Parisian Lili Damiti. are false,
at least for the time being. They staged a love
false
scene on the platform as hot as in the third act of any
of our favorite old dramas. Waving and smiling and
still more kissing he and Lili were off in a taxi to their

/-\

\

/

—

Flynn, with his broad

hotel.

Irish

smile,

left

all

the

parleying to his wife for
he knows not a word
of this French language.
He looked in on us
for a couple of days,
after which he flew to
Ireland to see the auld
folks.

And

after

that

he went to Spain. With
memories of "The
Charge of the Light
Brigade" fresh in mind
he thought he would

like to get a

glimpse of a

bit of

more or

less real fighting

mess they are stirring up in and around Madrid.
and Lili gave a cocktail party, aided by the W arner

in the

He

Brothers' representatives here.
Between meeting people and signing photographs he
assured me that he loves to get up early in the morning
when he's working. "I love the climate in California and
the grand personal contacts I make in the movies. Then
as a little change and relaxation, I like writing. Before
I went into films I was a reporter in Sydney, Australia."
Speaking of his literary side-line, his book, "Beam
Ends,"' recently published, is having lively sales in
English-speaking countries. It's a pleasure to be with
Errol Flynn, for his personality simply oozes with the
joy of living and his sparkling Irish eyes miss nothing
that is going on around him.
La Damita is a dazzling creature but la, la, she doesn't
like the movies! If one could film at night she would be
pleased, for the little lady can't get over the habit she
formed in the theatre of turning night into day. She
thinks she might do a film in French here but, wrinkling
up her nose at the thought of it. that would be work
again. I've often wondered why she didn't click better
in America for she is delightful and packs a wallop of
sex-appeal.
Merle Oberon has the right idea for a party. In the
midst of working in London she decided to fly over to
Paris to stage a birthday party. Of course, for her.
London is gay but Paris really has the party spirit. So
at the Ritz the smiling Merle made merry and received
congratulations. This engagement rumor kept popping
up but she assured us that she is not engaged to David
Niven or anybody else but like Shakespeare says she
''doth protest too much," so I fear 'ere long she will be
(Please turn to page 86)
coyly announcing one.

—

Spring-time in Parispicture
pets
Right, that colorful
pie,

cou

and

Flynn

Errol

Lili

Damita Flynn, receive the
press
and fans. Sessue
Hayakawa, directly above,
is

an

lent

old
film

favorite of sidays. Maurice

Chevalier
Boyer,

and
Charles
above center, with

Danielle

Darrieux,

beauty soon to

Hollywood.
Chatterton,

French

come

Top,
Paris

to

Ruth
visitor.
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cene

Stealin

Camera

with a

nothing like a hobby to reveal the hobbyist.
THERE'S
"One night last week," related Madge Evans,
smile
a

around her

curling

game
'Who Am I ?' A paper is pinned to your back with a name of a wellknown person on it and you go around asking people who you are. One
lips,

"I went to a party where they played the

person replied to my question 'You go to all the parties and everyone
tries to keep out of your way.'
" 'Then why am I invited ?' I demanded.
" 'Because you're developing.'
:

"

'What am

I

developing?'

"

'Your talent.'
"I guessed wrong a dozen times. Everyone else had found out who
they were, so at last I gave up. Who was I ? I was Hymie Fink Hollywood's famous candid cameraman
"Maybe they gave me that name because I love taking candid camera
shots of my friends, catching them at unguarded moments. I do it for
fun, not for meanness, so I can't give you any of my results
they'd
never forgive me The trouble with me is that I can't resist the temptation to play jokes." She shook her blonde head, dolefully, but her eyes
laughed. "Every now and then I discover that I've joked with the
wrong people, and I say to myself: 'I've learned my lesson. I'll watch
my step hereafter.' But I must be a hard case, or something, because
next day along comes temptation and I'm at it again
"I keep my collection of unflattering prints secret, but I used to
adore those they had in Vanity Fair of a senator asleep in a hotel
lobby, some big celebrity yawning, or a very pompous somebody eating-

—

—

!

corn on the cob.
"People on sets usually hate it when candid cameramen come creeping around trying to get unposed offstage stuff, but I like it, perhaps
because I know what fun it is to get.
"Yesterday, on the Espionage set, one of them crept up on me and
caught me just as I was putting out my tongue to wet my lips after
rouging them. I looked perfectly awful But I had to laugh when I
saw myself I couldn't help it. Candid shooters never catch you when
you are powdering your cheek daintily or prettily touching up your lips,
but when you're making hideous faces as you must do when you are
!

—

really

making up

!"

(Lots of imagination needed to see Madge Evans looking "perfectly
awful.'' She was looking even lovelier than usual in a simple black
60

Madge

chiffon handkerchef .)
dress accented by a bright green
shots. I like getting
funny
to
"I 'don't confine myself
on the "Mutiny
Tone
Franchot
of
one
this
like
things
looking over a
Dyke
Van
of
on the Bounty" set, this
elephant. Inforan
with
playing
Cooper
Jackie
or
script,

in

Evans, whose

camera

picturing Hollywood

life

is

very candid

and her fellow

screen celebrities, talks about her hobby

snapshotting for fun

mal shots, you know.
Springs, Una
"Last time we were down at Palm
a grand little
be
to
supposed
Merkel said to me 'You're
it? Take some
prove
not
Why
tell.
hear
I
taker,
picture
Una and her mother
pictures of me for my fan club.'
:

By Ruth Tildesley

they thought the
posed very carefully for the things
for them
stuff
candid
club would like. None of my
and all
morning
one
breakfast
at
were
we
later
"But
at
sitting
was
Una
gone.
the others had finished and
stretching
food
of
mounds
with
table
the
of
one end
other
the way down the table. I sat at the

before her

all

going to eat her
end and shot. It looked as if Una were
herself!
by
all
tableload
way right through that
with a little
career
camera
her
on
started
Madge
Rolloflex.
a
and
Leica
Brownie, but now she has a
potential camera
"I believe everyone in the world is a
a record
"
she stated, seriously, "We all like to keep
fiend
there's no way so
and
fashion,
some
in
lives
of our
taking actual pictures of ourselves, our
satisfying as
friends, relatives

and surroundings and the events that

concern us.

.

«

.

T
i

interested in people— that s probably why
scenery, and why
don't get especially good pictures of
still life.
about
up
worked
all
get
I don't
"We go to all the camera art exhibits, chiefly because
my brother is an expert. He has six cameras, and his
to eight by ten without
stuff is so good it can be enlarged
and focus is perfect.
lighting
His
grain.
the
showing
show at Radio City
Leica
He won second prize in the

"I

am

year— and were we proud ?
"At one of the camera picture

last

exhibits, 1

saw a shot

They had set the
of a collar button with its shadow.
quite close to it.
camera
button on its side and put the
figure out what in
to
trying
minutes
several
there
I stood
was something the
the world it was. I couldn't tell if it
and finally I gave
barrel,
a
of
size
the
or
house,
size of a
interesting then
most
was
up and looked at the title. It
effect.
the
got
they
how
to note

you see in
"I tried that sort of thing—like the shots
silk rose. Anyone
and
hands
of
study
this
in
Coronet—
who wants to go in for this type of thing can have lots
tiny jade or ivory
of fun figuring out close shots of those
used to collect.
people
animals
elephants or small metal
effects with
for
try
to
fun
be
might
think
it
should
I

mirrors in connection with them."
Madge enjoys making shots of her four dogs in action
more than the still life stuff.
"Dogs won't stand still, but if (Please turn to page

^

Right

Madge

Cooper

snaps one of her candid shots. Below, Jackie
friends with an elephant. Lower right,

makes

Madge's brother Tom, marlin

fishing.

)

So says Pat O'Brien!
The unforgettable
memories of

own

his

jousts with the world

come to fight in this
Hollywood father's
ideas of what his
daughter should know

about

life

and

love

By
Dickson Morley

Jau

Mavourneen, with him above,
be advised "not to be a prude, but not to
be duped, either." Below, Mr. and Mrs. Pat
O'Brien with their young son, Patrick Sean.
Pat's daughter,

will

D enty
O'BRIEN suddenly dropped
bantering mask
PAT
and paid no more
the gay noon-day crowd
his

Warner

in the

attention to
studio cafe.

had miraculously changed a breezy movie star into
a wholly earnest, down-to-earth human being. Just by
remarking. "You've been through the mill, Pat. You
know the answers. What would you tell your own
daughter about Life and Love ?
There was no evasion, no hesitance. Petty subterfuges
I

—

aren't in

him

at all.

her what men actually are like," he said, leaning forward on the luncheon table in his outspoken seriousness. "I'll tell Mavourneen how to find the right kind
of fellow for happiness, and what she'll have to do to
hold onto him."
"I'll tell

62

He grinned that expansive Irish smile of his and with
leaped into his
equal abruptness an irresistible twinkle
ey
gets a bit
"If she has that date with the guy who
throw
a left hook.
to
how
her
told
already
have
I'll
fresh
And 'why, if she's smart, she must. I recall very easily
on
how a well-slapped face gives a lad the correct slant
after
forever
trail
a o-irl it puts him on her
quite settled down
"If she fancies a fellow who hasn't
advise her to pass
I'll
yet,
breaks
the
and who hasn't had
him. Should she fall
for
wait
and
shirts
stuffed
the
up
have fits. I'll say, 'Sweetin love at first sight I won't
realize exactly how
heart, hurry up and marry the boy; I
himself \\
presto-bango
{'
fell
man
you ee i_your old
unforgettable memories of his own particular
;

'

The

and of men and women as they really
seem important
are swept over Pat then. He won't talk to
But because
authority.
exercise
to
merely
to his daughter,
battle through to perand
suffer
and
seek
to
had
has
he
understanding
sonal victories. He will be in absolute
soul in complete sympathy, for
with her I could see.
heart.
Pat's is fortunately a remembering
jousts with fate

A

her not to demand a man without faults. She d
with him and
be gray-haired by the time she caught up
crazy about
he'd be a dull companion. Anyway, you're
late because
If
he's
quirks.
little
their
a person partly for
new hat,
business has held him up, if he doesn't notice a
s out,
cheat
liar
or
a
him.
drop
to
don't be silly enough
the other guy
naturally. But if he's the type who gives
they like him, he s
a pat on the back, if he likes folks and
for
he goes
got the makings of a fine husband. If
who
mug
the
than
better
he's
sports
football and other
"I'll tell

A

m

<r

I

presume

charming

at tea.
that Mavourneen will

specializes in being

meet young people
what they

at
who'll claim to be 'wise.' They'll laugh
to be a prude,
not
her
tell
I'll
Well,
customs.
brand stupid
myself that there s
but not to be duped, either. I agree
Still, after you ve
a lot of nonsense foisted on the naive.

recognizing
knocked around as I've had to, you wind up
be the best
always
will
truths
fundamental
that certain
b6

daughter to study men, quite deliberately.
become well-informed on a variety of
nothing is more
useful facts. But I've discovered that
she'll be a fool if she
vital to a woman than love and
if she doesn t
attempts to suppress her honest emotions,
count on marrying and do her darndest to.
"Men aren't mysterious. They're eager for romance,
who will live up to their dreams. 1 hey re
"I want
At school

for

my

she'll

women

dazzle them

Inspire them, instead of trying to
the ambition
with superficial wiles, and there's no limit to

idealists.

devoted papas— you
Pal is one of the film colony's most
Mavourneen.
little
see him above with his baby boy and
their grandBelow, Grandma and Grandpa O'Brien visit
proudly pose with their son and his family.
children,

somewhere that will develop within themselves.
"A man, I'll tip her off, values two qualities above all
bunk that
else in a woman: loyalty and virtue. It's the

to get

being teased, kept in suspense. The flirt never
man
intrigues us for long, and I've yet to bump into a
and
Loyalty
love.
about
casual
who's
girl
who admires a
face and
virtue mean far more to a beau than a pretty

we enjoy

a dieted figure.

.

.....

"Oh," Pat added frankly, "attractiveness is desirable,
none of us
obviously. No he-man sneezes at allure. But
until we're
are ever thoroughly enthralled, believe me,
positive that our

women

are devoted without reservations

and possess unflinching strength of character."
He was talking so unre- (Please turn to page 71)

One
a

look at Lana Turner walking like

-this,

left,

Mervyn LeRoy scout decided she ought to be

class to lunchroom, and
pictures. So Lana, who is 17,

from
in

kept right on walking from high school to start her career in "The Deep
South." Above, Clara Bow and her husband Rex Bell, seen recently at the races.

t
•A

re's

wood

Dietrich came back
WHEN
Paramount and found Carole Lombard
la

to

belle

a brand new dressing-room,
combining hers and the one Gary Cooper
used to have, she didn't lose any time in
doing something about it. The studio is
now in the process of knocking out the
partition between Marlene's old room and
the one next door, completely redecorating
the whole thing.

was having

DARBARA STANWYCK

has presented

D

Bob Taylor with a new cowboy outfit,
which just about completes his collection.
It seems that Bob has had a yen for cowboy garb over a period of years and has
collected every imaginable costume to be
worn on a ranch. And now that he has a
ranch of his own, he's in his element because he can sport a completely new outfit
every Sunday for the benefit of his guests.

SOUNDS

too fantastic, but that lion
IT
cub Clark Gable brought back from Arizona was really captured with nothing but
a lasso, strapped to the back of his horse,
I

and brought

to

town

in the

rumble seat of

has taken up its abode on the
studio lot, where a cage was moved in
specially for it, but the darned thing not
only is eating Clark out of house and home,
so to speak, but has the audacity to_ snarl
at him every time he comes near it. So
Clark is donating it to a local zoo.

his car.

It

from warbling now and then and between
it's not unusual to find
scenes on the set
the entire cast and crew gathered round
while John renders an informal concert.
;

And

the studio doesn't dare record a note

of it!

IEANETTE MacDONALD

is spending
her spare time practicing dance routines for her next picture, "Firefly." And
it's the first time Jeanette has danced since
her stage debut with Ned Wayburn way
back when. Jeanette recalled the other day
that Wayburn came to her one day during
her engagement, after listening to her song
and dance number for the show, and told
her she'd better stick to the dancing that
he doubted she'd ever be a singer

J

NO

can quite figure out just why
John Boles had that clause inserted in
his Universal contract to the effect that
he was to have no' singing roles. Fact is,
John feels he has been at it for so long,
he's entitled to a rest from the strenuous
training required by any singer. But the
funny part about it he just can't keep
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By

all

—

IUST

to put an end to all that talk about
trouble in the Bette Davis-Harmon
Nelson household, the two of them are at
present vacationing in the desert, where
they're working on plans for a new home.

*J

THE

Loretta Young-Eddie Sutherland
romance is definitely off. Religious differences seem to have entered into the
split more than anything else.
I

|N SPITE of rumors to the contrary,
Dorothy Lamour is really married to
Herbert Kaye and they're furnishing an
I

ONE

gossip about the
and studio doings in
the movie capital

Lively
social

apartment which

they'll

move

into at

any

minute.

Double feature for news cameras! Cary
Grant and Ginger Rogers step out
together, and Hollywood lens snappers
get two luminaries with one flashlight.

Weston

East
Wide WorM

Seeing themselves as you, you, and you will In "Singing Marine," are Hugh
Herbert and Dick Powell, doing a neat mirror trick, above. Right, Jane Bryan,
who ascends high places at top speed. Jane's played in five pictures. Her
sixth will be along soon, and Jane Bryan herself will be its star, no less.

FRANCIS and Delmar
KAY
been playing Boy Scout to

Daves have
a very tal-

young wood
named Paul Landaker. When Kay
first met the man and his wife, she became
very much interested not only in his work
but in his charming personality. So Kay
invited them to be her guests at Arrow-

ented but hitherto undiscovered

engraver

head one week-end and then found she had
to rush back to town on some pretext
leaving the Landakers at the
resort. During their absence, Kay completely refurnished the small cottage in
which they had been living as a surprise.
Also through the efforts of Kay and
Daves, some of his finest pieces are up
this year for the Guggenheim award.

or another,

HELEN VINSON

was so upset when
she moved into Lilyan Tashman's
house in Beverly Hills recently, by memories of her once very close friend, she
couldn't stand it any longer and is having
the entire home redecorated. Incidentally,
Helen and her husband, Fred Perry, made

a friendly arrangement whereby neither of
them will go into retirement during their
long separations and that's why we're seeing Helen around at the night spots lately
with one escort or another.

f"ARY GRANT, who

is

working on the

We

v-' next stage to the set where "Shall
Dance?" is being filmed, dropped around

Ginger Rogers the other day between scenes. And he was completely bewildered to find not one but twenty-four
Gingers on the set. It's all a gag for a
dance routine scene, but Cary had quite a
shock for a moment, trying to pick out

to see

the real girl.

TRANCIS LEDERER spent two whole
r weeks in New York, prior to the opening of Margo's play, "Masque oi Kings,"
coaching the exotic star in her role. Having
seen the play five times, Francis insists
Margo is terrific. And it's all a good joke
on RKO, who did not renew her contract
last year, now that Sam Goldwyn has
signed her to a picture contract at three
times her former salary.

DOB BURNS

has just purchased a large
piece of property in his home state of
Arkansas, where he plans to establish a
boys' camp. Dick Powell has also recently

D

purchased property there, which he'll do
up into a farm. And speaking of Bob,
there's absolutely no truth to all this talk
of a romance between him and his secretary, Harriet Foster. Bob is still so grieved
over the death of his wife, right on the
eve of his success, he isn't romantically inclined toward anyone at the moment.

Paul Munis have just been presented
THE
with a new and unusual puppy — a French
It's a very unusual breed, simto the English variety, but black in
color. This makes three dogs in the household Simon, who is an airdale and eight
years old, "Schnitzie," the tiny schnauzer,
and the new puppy. And with their grow-

sheep dog.
ilar

—

ing dog family, they are becoming more

Not

a

The painting

self-portrait!

Joan Crawford. The
say

resembles

portrait

artist,

Joan,

painter,

is

is

of

whom many

young,

gifted

Azadia Newman.

and more puzzled as to what they're going
to do with them in their new house at
Playa del Rey, with its beautifully landscaped gardens.

WE'RE

told on the best authority that
Powell was hibernating at the
home of friends in the desert, during his
Bill

recent absence from town when his studio was trying to locate him. And what's
more, Jean Harlow and six other people

were keeping him company. And further,
it was none other than our blonde Jean
who prepared the meals and kept house
generally for all eight of them during
their sojourn, and had the time of her life
doing

it.

ATHERINE DeMILLE

had an amus1/
l\ ing experience the other day. Several
years ago, Katherine had gone in for
poetry in a big way, and had stored all
her efforts away in an old trunk. The urge

came upon her suddenly and she
decided to look her work over. One poem
particularly intrigued her. She decided she
just might have some kind of a future
after all, as it looked pretty good to her.
But it had an awfully familiar ring to it
and it finally dawned on her that it was
an obscure poem of our friend William
Shakespeare's she'd copied in her own
handwriting. P.S. Katherine has decided
not to go in for poetry, after all.

to write

ON THE
tains

last day of shooting of "CanCourageous," young Freddie

Bartholomew

shyly handed his favorite
person, Spencer Tracy, a gift. It proved to
be a miniature of himself, which he'd had
especially made. And in return, Spencer
presented Freddie with an entire Leica developing

set,

which Freddie has

for in a big way.
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beauty is a
smart old Hollywood custom

Stretching

By

Be

with

Firm

way

the
it.

DRETTY PAT PATERSON

always a bright spot
it would take a
lot of looking to find a lovelier picture than Pat in
a bathing suit, basking in the sun after an active session
of aquatic sports in her own swimming pool.
I don't blame you a bit if you envy Pat's trim figure.
But I blame you a very great deal if you don't make the
most of your own. Figures can be controlled with a little
effort along the right lines, plus will-power, if you've
encouraged the kind of appetite that revels in fattening

on the Hollywood panorama.

is

And

a mighty good thing for all of us that Summer
arrives once a year and we have to come out in the open,
figure-atively speaking. How will you look in your bathing suit or your shorts and halter ? Can you live up to the
expectations of the young man whose fancy you captured
in the Spring-time or will you attract new fancies your
It's

way ? That

all

depends on you

figure faults you've managed to conceal,
or merely overlooked, go to work right now to correct
them. Your worst enemies are slumps and slouches. If
you've let them play havoc with your figure and carriage,
now's the time to drive them into oblivion. Stretching
will

you have

do

it.

every woman living envies the grace of a cat,
she doesn't like its other characteristics. Notice

I believe

even

Neil

a cat stretches and how much she seems to enjoy
stretching habit that gives her grace, more
else.

So take a tip from kitty as well as from me and stretch
your figure to its most graceful lines. Make yourself as
tall as you can and be proud of your height. Swimming
is fine for the figure because you are always reaching
forward and stretching yourself out as you skim through
the water.
Of course, if you've allowed yourself to slump, so there
are too many inches settled down around your waistline,
you have to train your lazy muscles back to the job of
holding you in. The usual effect of slumping is that your
back curves in at the waistline, abdomen protrudes, and
hips seem larger because they're raised too high. You
are likely to carry your head too far forward, encouraging
round shoulders and a double chin. You need stretching
exercises to straighten out that back, strengthen "tummy"
muscles so you naturally look smaller and better proportioned in the mid-section area, and to bring your chin
into line.

foods.

If

Elin

It's that

than anything

Your Figure

for

if
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going to give you my own favorite stretching
It's fun to do, besides being effective. Begin
by doing a few arm swings to get your muscles limber
I

am

exercise.

and relaxed so they'll get the most out of the stretching.
Stand with your feet two feet apart. Raise your arms
shoulder high at your sides, straight out, palms to the
front. Then swing your arms back and around in little
circles so you rotate your shoulders.
After you've made a dozen circles, raise your arms
high over your head, then let them drop toward the floor,
keeping your legs straight and bending from the waist.
Your head drops down with your arms, perfectly relaxed.
Now swing your arms back and forth between your legs
as if they didn't belong to the rest of your body. Then
straighten up and raise your arms high above your

head Then do the same thing to both
swinging your arms back and
sides,
forth

over each

instead

leg,

of

between

you are relaxed and ready to
Bring your feet together. Raise
vour arms above your head and reach for
Hold your thumbs together,
sky.
the
fingers stretched straight, and reach up
the
U p U p as high as you can. Twist at

Now

stretch.

Keep Your Beauty

waist to make your reach higher. Be sure
your chin up,
to hold your "tummy" in,
your hips down. Your chin should^ be
parallel with the floor and your ears in a
line with your up-stretched arms.
When vou feel just as tall as you posthe
sibly could be, drop forward from
waist and reach for the floor. Keep your
legs perfectly straight. Stretch down with
those fingertips, so you feel a pull in your
"hamstrings," the tendons behind your
knees. Relax just slightly, then reach
down again and again as if you were givyou.
ing the floor little pushes away from
Now straighten up, do a couple of those
relaxing backward arm swings, rotating
your shoulders, and reach for the sky
again. Alternate that stretching upward
and downward. It's fun to do. And once
vou get the feeling of holding your body
back
as it should be held— head high,
carry
straight, "tummy" in and hips down

I

in

that's

loveliest

not recom-

should eat meat or fish once a day,
provided it isn't fried or too greasy in itor rye bread
self. Substitute wholewheat
And,
for white bread and hot biscuits.
above all, stop eating when you are no
7
you
longer hungry', no matter how much
are urged to take another helping.
And use your will power at cocktail
Mantime. When "vou say "Make mine
going
hattan," or "Martini, please," you're
back on vour best reducing intentions. All
ones
alcoholic' drinks are fattening, tall

the flowers

—

perfume fais Richard
Hudnut's Tenfold

A

vorite

makes

for gala

Summer

depending upon the pocketbook that pays
the bill), while the rest of the crowd is
downing cocktails, highballs or "quick
ones."

Perhaps vou need to put on weight to
give your figure the right proportions. It s
best "to eat normally at meals instead of

your body with more food than

digest at one time. Eat between
glass of half milk and half cream
meals.
taken in the middle of the morning and
afternoon will help add pounds. Lie down

can

A

meals if you can conveniently do so.
a good idea to eat easily digested

it's

food just before you go to bed at night.
rest.

digests

best

when your body

Avoid nervousness,

as that's

the chief causes of underweight.

is

at

one of

WE'RE

tell

begins with babies.
you've had one or more
of your own, Albolene is
nothing new in y-our life.
that pure cleansing
It's
and lubricating oil used in
hospitals and recom-

that
If

flowers
among
tocrat
since it's not grown in
large fields but is carefully cultivated in small

mended

to
to mothers
keep baby's skin smooth
soft, immaculately clean,
and free from irritation.

quantities. And it's at its
distinctive best in Hudnut's Tenfold Carnation.
recommend it to y7 ou

We

awareness

going to

you a bed-time story

evenings

express Sumplus fashion
in the frag-

be

in

beauty budget.

and day-time smartness.
The carnation is an aris-

who want to
mer gaiety

may

any case. You'll
probably want several to
vary with your costumes,
and they're inexpensive
enough not to strain your
had

equally delightful

it

beauty is McKesAlbolene Solid.
son-Robbins'
First

aid

to

Only recently, this gentle
remarkably effective

yet
oil

has been made into a

rance

that creates your
perfume personality.

cleansing cream for our
own faces called Albolene

been enthusiWE'VEabout
Admira-

completely and penetrates
deeply enough to soften
deep-pore
remove
and
Bed-time cleansing
dirt.
with Albolene Solid makes

Solid. It
astic

soapless

cion

shampoo

treatment ever since that

grand aid to hair

beauty-

However,

to reduce. And
to drink dry sherry or
the next best thing
unsweetened wine (champagne or alicante,

sticks.

cause it's such a rich,
flower-true
lingering,
fragrance. There's a hint
of sophistication that

wagon while vou're trying
is

six lipstick shades

matches beauty in Helena
Rubinstein's new costume lip-

Style

Carnation. Personally, .we
pick it for a winner be-

your
included. Alcohol holds liquids in
bodv, creates sugar and stimulates your
appetite. The worst offenders are rum,
brandy, whiskey and gin. Beer is not only
alcoholic, but it's a fattening food besides.
your
If you can do it without losing
disposition and friends, go on the water-

Food

season's

the

in

Delphinium Blue, Lotus
White, Mimosa Yellow,
Carnation Red, Licorice
Black,
and Gooseberry
Green. Any one of the

1937

debut! Either
the Olive Oil or Pine Tar
type strengthens the hair
so it's in excellent condition to take a permanent
wave, besides dissolving
dandruff and giving your
tresses' a healthy gleam.

And

to

smartest colors. The cases
are so attractive you'll
wield your lipstick with
pride The slender swivel
cases are Thistle Pink,

Tenfold
Carnation perfume by
Hudnut.

themselves

You

after

Rubinstein

!

as

Thrilling

to feel your best as
your
well as look slender, so don't risk
health for the sake of losing a few pounds.

it

six

shades

brilliant

Madame

You want

stuffing

lip-

make you look your

don't believe in starvation diets,
kind
the kind that allow you enough of one
and deof food to appease your appetite
prive your system of other foods that
you
<;upplv chemicals it needs. Actually,
can lose weight bv eating potatoes and

However,

new costume
They come in

especially created by

I

else.

Rubin-

Helena

in

subtly

.

mended.

one of those
like to have

things "just right," you'll

sticks.

I've talked a lot about posture because
beauty, whether
it's so important to body
you're thin or chubby or normal in weight.
your diet
If you're overweight, change

nothing

!

stein's

yourself that way when you move. \ ou 11
that
feel so elated and naturally graceful
you'll
you'll want to make it a habit, and
yourself
feel uncomfortable when you let

habits'.

Tune with June

YOU'RE

women who

revel

—

slump.

IF

made

somesince
like to feel lather
their hair, Admiracion

women
on

your

its

clean.

soft,

Try

it

to the
to get

permanent
your
next
wave, be sure you know
what goes on y our hair.
That? the best insurance
that your wave will be a
real
joy instead of a
r

you like it
thanks to a Eugene permanent!

Your

coiffure

all

YOUR

feel

you go
WHEN
beauty shop

the virtues of the original and it
lathers luxuriously. There's a new Admiracion Tonic, too, that promotes healthylustre and counteracts the electricity that
makes hair hard to manage.
hair is dyed or bleached, you'll
IF
never be without Lechler's Moorish Hair
Pencil, once you've tried it. It instantly
hides the "tell-tale" streak along the part
with a pure vegetable coloring that washes
out with the next shampoo. You simply
moisten the tip of the pencil with water
and apply it in the same direction as the
hair grows to make the area that needs
re-touching match the rest of your head.
I

skin

smooth, fresh and baby-

has just brought out
Foamy Oil Shampoo. It
has

removes make-up

as

The
regretted mistake.
large manufacturers have perfected their
processes to the point where the risk is
really taken out of permanent waving

—provided

you do your part. It's up
you to see that the supplies used in
waving your hair are the same ones the

to

manufacturer made to go with his machine.
For instance, when y ou ask for a Eugene
wave, (one of the very best), insist on
Eugene sachets. They're uniform in size
and each contains exactly the same amount
of waving lotion, so all of your curls turn
out alike. And that is one of the foremost
secrets of successful permanent waving.
Another is absolute control of heat, which
the Eugene machine provides.
r
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Charm Chap
Continued from page 23
daughter

oi'

one of Hollywood's most re-

spected agents, fall in love with her and

marry her.
They met

by Martha
Sleeper. Muriel (Ray calls her Mai), arrived late. Alone. Ray was with another
at a party given

girl, who was in another room playing
backgammon. When Mai was introduced,
Ray was sitting at a table with three men,

playing bridge. The three men remained
seated when the introductions were made.
Ray stood up, bowed, and immediately
dropped out of the game. He took Mai
home that evening. The girl he brought
originally was taken home by a friend, because Ray suddenly had become very "ill."

or other as far as he

was concerned. To-

morrow he would have

a job. Fate in the
form of Joe Egli, assistant casting director
of the Paramount studios, tapped him on
the shoulder. Egli had seen his face only
too often. It just so happened there was a
part open in "Bolero" and Ray was just
the man for it.
At seven o'clock the next morning, an
excited young man, trying to hide a rented
tuxedo under a long overcoat, burst into
the Standard Oil Office: "I'm Ray Milland," he gasped. "I was supposed to start
here this morning but I just got word that
a relative in Oklahoma died and I have
to go and bury him. I'll be back in a few

sweetly,

firmly, from
dollars," thundered

but very

"Twenty

the rear.

Ray.

"Twenty-five," came back the woman in
even sweeter tones.
"Thirty dollars and not a penny more,"
Ray shouted, and swore under his breath.
The table was sold to the woman with
the sweet voice for thirty-five.
After the auction Ray went back to Mai
and sunk down dejectedly in the seat next
to her.

"Oh, darling," she exclaimed, "wait until
you see the sweetest little sewing-table I
I outbid a nasty old man
!"
for only thirty-five dollars
The only time the Millands almost came
to blows, a horse was the cause of it all.
Back in England, after quitting King's
College, spending six months on a potato
boat, a chance to work for his uncle, who
was a breeder of fine horses, brought Ray
home again. It was this training in expert horsemanship that helped to get him
into the ranks of the King's personal bodyguard. He might still be a member of the
King's finest if his horse hadn't run away

just

bought.

and got

it

with him one day and disgraced him in
front of the Prince of Wales. Ray couldn't
blame the horse because the horse hadn't
been celebrating with friends in an English
"Pub." And Ray had. He was supposed
to have escorted his highness back to
Buckingham Palace, but somehow Ray
and the horse arrived thirty minutes ahead
of the others.
it
was his birthday, Mai dewould be nice to give Ray a surprise party. To get him out of the house,
she suggested he go down to the Riviera
stables and ride "because he loved horses
so much."
Poor Mrs. Milland didn't
realize what she was getting herself into.
The guests arrived at six. Seven o'clock
passed. Everyone but Mai began to get

Because

cided

Wide World

Who
stars

said

it's

of one

work? On location at Mt. Rainier, Tyrone Power and Sonja 1 Henie,
Hollywood's off-screen romances, are playing in a film tog ether.

of

They were just overgrown kids when they
married. Ray was struggling to make a
name for himself and Mai tried desperately
to adjust herself to

married

life.

they separated, Mai went home
his miserable self back
to England. It sounds humorous now, but
at the time it was anything but funny. He
only stayed away four weeks because he
couldn't stand the climate in London and
It never occurred to him
the laundries
that he might be missing his wife. His
first job back in Hollywood was with the
studio who had kept him under contract
at a small salary and never given him a
chance. M-G-M this time paid him one
hundred dollars a day for ten days, in a
picture with Charles Laughton and Verree
Teasdale called "Payment Deferred."
Again no work, and back he went to
England. This time he worked there in
"Orders is Orders" for Gaumont-British,
also "The Singing Kettle" and "This Is
the Life," for British Lion. Then the
laundries and the climate got him again.
On the money he made, he lived in Hollywood almost a year. Finally, in desperation
Ray applied for a service station job with
the Standard Oil. Every morning he was
the first one at their employment office
and the last one to leave. Finally, came
the great day and he was told to report
at seven o'clock the next morning, ready
to take over a station. Overjoyed, Ray
walked whistling down Hollywood Boulevard. Life was just a bowl of something

When

and Ray dragged

—

!
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Please keep the job open for me."
did expect to be back in a few days,
working for Standard Oil. The part lasted
six weeks. Then, two days after finishing,
he was put into "We're Not Dressing."
After that came the contract that has taken
him to the enviable spot he occupies today. In the meantime he began courting
his wife again. She didn't make it easy
for him to get back. But once she saw that
he really had learned his lesson and both
of them had grown a bit, she decided it
was time to forget the past.
Recently the Millands furnished a charming Colonial bungalow out on Kings Road
in Hollywood. Never did two young people
have so much fun digging up antiques, one
trying to outdo the other in bargains.
Everything they said or did seemed to be
funny. Life was almost too much fun to
be real. One night Ray rushed in excitedly
from the studio. He had just heard that
some rare old furniture was "being sold
for a song," out in Pasadena. Nothing
would do but their rushing right out there
without even waiting for dinner. On the
way out Ray explained to Mai that he
would sit down in front, but she should
remain way in back "because she was shy
and didn't understand about auctions."
When a Colonial cherry wood sewingtable was put up for sale, Ray thought it
would be just the thing for Mai.
"I bid ten dollars," he said in a stern

days.

Ray

—

—

voice.

"Fifteen dollars," said a woman's voice

it

nervous when Ray failed to appear. Mai
knew all those little quirks in his nature
and just smiled tolerantly. Finally at eight,
even she began to show signs of unrest.
Just then the door bell rang.
On the porch stood a strange man in
overalls.
street,

Over

his

Mai caught

shoulder, out in the
sight of a large truck.

"Is this the house where Ray Milland
wants the horse delivered?" he queried.
"Good grief, no!" shrieked Mai, forgetting she was a lady and the dignified wife
of a supposedly responsible movie star.
"Take that animal away. I sent my husband out to ride a horse, not to buy one.
Just say that Mrs. Milland has changed

Mr, Milland's mind."
Rich or poor, happy or miserable,
eventually the Millands always wound up
laughing. When Paramount adjusted his
salary after his splendid work opposite
Claudette Colbert in "The Gilded Lily,"
Ray decided it was time to take another
to London. This time, however, he
would have a charming wife, an excellent
trip

wardrobe, plenty of money in his pocket.
On the boat the Millands received
attention.
Waiters
hovered
sensational
around them through every bite of food.
Special wines marked their place at the
Special dishes were prehonor.
"You see, dear," he said to Mai, complacently. "It's the same all over the world.
The minute a person gets important everyone makes a fuss over him. They never
were so nice to me before."
On the last night out, the Captain sent
a note to the Millands. He told them it
had been a pleasure to have them on board
and Mrs. Milland was such a charming,
gracious and beautiful woman it had been
Captain's

pared

table.

in their

—

a pleasure to give her
and attention possible
When they landed

all

m

!.

the extra care

England the hrst

Ray heard from was— Connie Benher leading man
nett She wanted him for
Thunder." Not only did
in "Everything Is

person

she want

mount

him,

studios

but she called the Parain Hollywood personally

Paramount
and pleaded with them. But
him
were too ambitious for Ray to allow
to remain away so long.
Aside from his "crazy' streak, which

Ray
just his way of showing happiness,
and
one of the best-read, best-dressed,
best-poised actors in Hollywood. His one
at times.
o-reat fault is his lack of tact

is

is

He can be very blunt when a thing offends
especially
him. And he is easily offended—
by wonien.- He hates silly women, cheap

women, and badly groomed women. And
of getting up
it annoys him to the point
and going out if he sits near anyone in
a public

place

who

attracts

deliberately

never late himself and he
dislikes waiting for others. He doesn't take
his career too seriously and yet he does

attention.

He

is

everything possible to improve himself. He
resents being put in the "arty" class. He
doesn't go in for big cars or even small

swimming-pools and his phone number is
listed under his own name in the telephone
book, where anyone can call him. The
Millands seldom go out socially and
seldom entertain. They don't need the
whole world for an audience because they
are the best audience in the world for
each other.

Ray

originally

went

to

work

Eyes that

tell

a

story.

Field
Peter Lorre, as Mr. Moto, Thomas Beck and Virginia
Think Fast, Mr. Moto.
in "Lloyds of London"?), in

(remember her grand portrayal

as a screen actor more or less as a lark
Back in England when his aunt died
and left her favorite nephew seventeen
thousand dollars, that favorite nephew decided right then and there that he only
lived once and he couldn't take it with
him. So he "toured'' Europe as Europe
has never been "toured" before. Upon his
return, with his remaining fifty dollars he

took

Estelle

an

Brody,

Tony's

English

picture

star, to

dinner at Ciro's. She induced him

to try his hand at extra work, and because" he needed the money, he was agreeable to trving anything.
"When I found out that people actually
got paid good money for standing up in

making faces, it
was too good an opportunity to pass up,"
says Ray. "And I've been making faces

front of other people and

ever since."

Terrific!

Continued from page 34
will be just as easy for
muscle in on Mrs. Simpson right
girls,

it

you

to
as

now

on Alice Faye. Of course there are days
when Alice will go coy or feminine or
something and tell everybody in sight that
Tony Martin is just so much poison to
her and she never expects to see him again.
That means that you will probably see
them the following night at the Fox Wiltwatching the cinema— Alice and
shire
Tony and a box of candy. For next to
Alice Faye, Tony loves candy, and never
goes to a movie without supplying himself
with plenty. (He has a trainer come in
every morning for two hours as an antidote.) But what's a romance anyway, without a lot of scrapping? Their quarrels
usually start over something very petty,
(oh, I don't have to tell you about young
love in bloom, and you don't have totell
and then Tony will say, "All
me, either)
right, Frances, I mean Alice, if that's the
way you feel about it." Tony used to go
with Frances Langford, remember? and
no girl likes to have her boy friend's last
girl thrown in her face. "That's the way
I feel about it, Rudy," Alice will snap
!" And Alice used
back. "Oh, I mean Tony
to go with Rudy Vallee, so you have a
general idea of how Tony feels about

to be called Alvin,
old enough to do somethe
Tony was educated

guy for not wanting
as soon as he

is

m

thing about it.
public schools in Oakland and though he
had a body built for football and a mind
for mathematics he did very little about
his one and only love was music. He
it
quickly perfected his playing of all wind
instruments, studied theory of music, and

—

in

or-

;

Darkies Are Born, on the broadcast

he organized his orchestra, which
to go barnstorming over the
orld s
countrv, eventually landing at the
Fair in Chicago, he called it "The Red

When

was destined

W

Peppers.

Tonv made two trips to Hollywood before he finally "clicked"— so let that be a
lesson to you impatient young folks who
want to do" everything in five minutes. His
Metro contract came to nothing, and ditto
his

RKO

contract.
released

RKO

confrom his
without having made a picture, on
March 10th, 1936. The following day he
received a call from his agent telling him
night
that he was to go on the Sunday
program at the" Trocadero, along with
Dixie Dunbar. Fats Waller, and other pronever
entertainers. Tony had
fessional

Tony was

tract

sung without his orchestra and was pretty

scared, but his sixth sense told him that
now was the time to do or die, and he did.
Before he left the Trocadero that night
conhe was signed to a Twentieth Century

Oak-

(a native son, no less),
a few years after the turn of the
century, and his proud parents named him
Alvin Morriss. And you can't blame a

school

confidence he needed.

that. So bang will go two receivers on two
hooks. And Alice will swear that she will
never see Tony Martin again, and Tony
will swear he never even heard of Alice
Faye, and the next night they will go to
see "Love is News" and hold hands, and
eat a box of candy, at least Tony will.
And what about "Hollywood's new screen

Tony Martin was born

organizing

that he did his first broadcast and won a
puff from a radio commentator, on a program then that switched to different coland one night St. Mary's was on
leges
the air. There was a colored boy in the
college who was supposed to sing That's

Why

—

land,
quite

constantly

chestras. After high school he entered St.
Marv's College to please his mother.
But it was while he was at St. Mary s

that night, but right before the important
event he got terrific stage fright and Tony
was shoved on at the last minute in his
place. Tonv was a knockout. He got a lot
of good radio publicity that gave him the

;

lover?

was

California,

Spencer Tracy takes his turn at "KP"
duty in "They Gave Him a Sun."

tract by Darryl Zanuck,
bet when he sees one.

who knows a good
69

Tony's ambition is to play a newspaper
reporter in a picture. He knows just how
it ought to be done, and if you've got time
enough he'll practically do all of "Front
Page" for you. He spends several hours a
day, when he isn't working on a picture,
with a dramatic coach, and the plays he
likes to study are ones in which the leading man is a hard-boiled, gum-chewing,
loud-swearing newspaper reporter. When
he isn't studying to be a newspaper reporter he is turning radio' dials.

Tony

one

is

of

Hollywood's

eligible

bachelors, has never been married, but
thinks it might be a good idea. He lives
alone in a very attractive Hollywood hillside home, except for Dolly, a Bedlington
terrier,

who

was

named

"Delilah"

by

Gracie Allen. Dolly likes nothing better
than a breakfast of beer and steak. If by
chance there is no radio program to listen
to when he is around the house Tony will
do a crossword puzzle. He has a weakness
for crossword puzzles, and because of them
can quote the dictionary to you at length.
In fact he knows almost as much about the
dictionary as Messieurs Funk and Wagnails. He loves fan mail, reads it all, and
personally answers as much as he has time
to answer. He is six feet tall, weighs 175
pounds, has dark brown eyes that do
things to susceptible women, (and aren't
we all), and wavy black hair. He very
much resembles a young Ricardo Cortez.
He likes girls who sing Frances Langford and Alice Faye and Alice Faye.

—
—

Hollywood Wives—Grade Allen Burns

Five

Continued from page

the TRUTH about

most important problem," she continued,
"is creating an atmosphere of comfort as
well as beauty in the home. When you are
furnishing for the first time, your eye is so
taken with
little

laxatives-do you?
your health, the doctor makes
IN protecting
no compromise with quality. Every drug or
serum he uses must meet strict standards of
purity and strength.

Even

for a little thing like a laxative, the
doctor has a definite set of requirements. Before giving a laxative his approval he considers it from every angle to make sure that it

meets his demands.

Read

the specifications listed below. Will

your laxative check on every point?

THE DOCTOR'S TEST OF A LAXATIVE
should be dependable.
It should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Its merit should be proved by the test of time.
It should not form a habit.
It should not over-act.
It should not cause stomach pains.
It should not nauseate, or upset digestion.
Co right down the list. Ex-Lax checks on
every point. It meets the doctor's demands
It

and fully. So much so, in fact, that
doctors use Ex-Lax in their own homes.
Ex-Lax has literally millions of friends. It is
the most widely-used laxative in the world.
fairly

many

LET EX-LAX PROVE ITS OWN CASE
Try Ex-Lax the next time you need a laxative. You will find that it is mild and gentle.
You will find that Ex-Lax is not upsetting.
Yet it is completely effective. Moreover, you
appreciate the pleasant sense of wellbeing that follows such a thorough internal

will

cleansing.

Your

children, too, can share in these advantages. For the requirements set up by the
doctor are doubly important to a child.

Once you

try Ex-Lax, you'll say good-bye
to harsh, nasty cathartics, for it tastes just
like delicious chocolate. All drug stores have
Ex-Lax in economical 10c and 25c sizes.

FREE!

If you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our
expense, write for free sample to Ex-Lax, Dept.
S 67, Box 110, Times-Plaza Sta., Brooklyn. N. Y.

When Nature forgets — remember

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
70

little

novelties in furniture, cute

—but

things that are decorative

cult to use, if you know what I
"For instance, coffee tables !
homes do you walk in that

diffi-

mean.

How many
have

little

pieces of wood covered with glass serving
for a coffee table? Perhaps, you may even
think this is a minor item. But the hostess
doesn't live who doesn't wish she had a
table and ash-trays big enough to really
hold cigarette boxes, large ash trays, and
enough space left over to make room for a
cocktail glass or two. Yet our first inclination is to make our living, or drawingroom 'pretty' with tiny little tables and
even smaller ash trays. We've really tried
so hard to make everything in the house
usable as well as effective.
"The second problem in managing a
home as far as the professional woman
is concerned is making the time for it
not finding the time, making it.
"It doesn't make any difference how
many servants you have or how well
trained they are, there are certain things
in connection with a home a woman must
do herself. You can't cheat on this^ The
feeling is there, or it isn't and that's all
there is to it.
"Of course, in a first home there is a
grave danger you'll overdo the personal

—

touch. The brand new housekeeper is prone
to stick her eager nose into too many
things. I suppose I would do that, too, if
I had the time, because there's not a thing
from gardening to cooking that doesn't interest me. But the movies and the radio
have luckily spared my household too
much of little Gracie's personal touch.
"You see, as eager as I am to learn
everything -my time is so budgeted! I'm
being forced to learn things gradually
and I'm glad. I guess the servants are,
too. And George. And the children.
"Our day here begins around seven in
the morning. If George and I are working,
Ronnie and Sandra come in while we are
dressing and we dress as well as we can
under the circumstances. Sandra adores to
watch me make-up. And George gets Ronnie while he's shaving.
"We usually have breakfast downstairs
for the sheer unadulterated joy of breakfasting in our new breakfast room. For
years we used to have orange juice and
coffee on a tray but not since we acquired a special room for breakfasting,
believe me!" Gracie laughed.
"It is during this rather hectic meal,
(the children come down with us), that I
make my first official move as a house-

—

—

—

SCREENLAND
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—

keeper Don't laugh but I plan the evening meal by simply telling cook what I
!

want

for a

main course.
she went

"Do you know,"

"I think
a good one.
You know enough about your evening
meal not to look too surprised when the
entree comes in and you aren't bored figuring out the accessories which your cook
I

shall stick to that idea. It

on,

is

—

can probably
can,

anyway

do a

—unless

dietician. I also like

better than you
you happen to be a
to order and plan the
lot

flowers.
I

"Perhaps other people don't notice, but
have a peculiar feeling about flowers. I

don't like

them too formal, or too obviously

As long as we have flowers
them used in the
garden, I like
house, and I prefer them in low bowls
not in hedges you have to peek around to
see your dinner partner or who is sitting
next to you in the bridge game.
"With the meat and the flowers out of
the way," Gracie went on, "George and I
head for the studio, the make-up man,
lunch
three hours of work and then

from the

florist.

in the

—

We

have to inpromptly at twelve o'clock.
sist on a prompt noon hour because half the
time must be devoted to rehearsing the
radio program for the end of the week.

And then before I return to the set, it is
very important that I call home and find
out whether Sandra's taking a nap or

—

whether she's gone to the park. If she's
been put to bed early, I know she's been
naughty. If she's at the park, I know she's
been good."
It wasn't Gracie the housekeeper talking
now it was the devoted mother whose devotion to the going-on-four-year-old Sandra and the nineteen-months-old Ronnie is
the grandest thing I know about this de-

—

woman.
"You know," she

lightful

smiled,

was secretly amused
idea), "Sandra is an awful
she

(and
at

the

I

think

whole
mean,

fibber. I
she's something terrific I think she's going
to grow up to be a scenario writer. I never
!

saw such an imagination.

It is impossible

to trip her because she has the
figured out in advance.

answers

all

"The other evening I asked her if she
had been to the park that day. Her nurse
had already informed she hadn't. But
Sandra blithely assured me she had! I
said: Whom did you play with?' And she
came right back with 'Joany Benny'
that's Jack Benny's little girl who plays
with Sandra all the time. 'What did Joany
have on?' I baited my young hopeful. 'Oh
she looked sweet,' Sandra said and that
was that. Now you really can't punish a
child who uses her mind that quickly!
Anyway, I know Sandra hates to fib to me.
She always lets me know she's sorry by

—

RECENTLY

NEW YORK BEFORE RETURNING TO LONDON FOR THE CORONATION

IN

THE BEAUTIFUL,

Tells

YOUNG

you how she cares for her

glamorously

clear,

smooth skin

• Delicate features in a heartshaped face, lovely, liquid
blue-gray eyes, lustrous dark-

brown hair — the luminous
beauty of a

clear,

smooth skin!

• (Mon) Snapped on the staircase of the Crystal Garden of
the Ritz-Carlton during the
Duchess of Leinster's recent
New York.

visit to

Her Grace — one

of the three Premier Duchesses in the British Isles
gown she will wear under her Coronation robe

the white satin Court

"A

treatment with Pond's Cold Cream

is

more than

makes my skin feel invigorated, look brighter.
night and morning and for any occasion."

I

It

/

he

V

minster

will

stand for hours in West-

Abbey

the

day

ot

the

3

Coronation, in a robe ol velvet
and ermine jewels flashing from coronet
and necklace her lovely skin clear and
luminous against its brilliant setting.
<•

—

Of

—

who

attend the
Coronation, none will be lovelier than the
slender, young Duchess of Leinster.
all

the peeresses

will

— Pond's." "Pond's
plete facial

"I use

it

Cold Cream is a comtreatment in itself," she said

to invigorate

and freshen

my

.

.

.

a cleansing treatment.
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keep

lips

afwtwit...

furniture was still to arrive and then we
started work on a picture. We've had a
few informal dinners, of course."
"And how are the pointers coming on?"

the children.

something.

"Indeed I do believe in discipline when
a child is really being rude or naughty. It
children to let them grow up
little heathens. Another thing George and
I can't approve of, is treating our children
differently from other children just because we happen to be professional people.
"For instance, take this fad among the
movie people of taking reels and reels of
baby's first tooth, his or her first step, or
the first time she slapped the nurse in the
face! Cute? Several of our friends have
these movie cameras, and I think Ronnie
and Sandra would not mind being photographed in the least. But we haven't a
movie camera in the house, principally because I think there's such a thing as disciplining parents, too. I don't care how
adorable children may be, there's no need
for your guests to suffer through a feature-length film of Junior in his diapers
take kodak pictures, instead."
But you have the feeling the pictures
closest to Gracie's heart are the memories
storing
away of Sandra's arms
she's
around her neck after she's fibbed of the
first time Ronnie jumped over the sides of
isn't fair to

free

from

—

throwing her arms around my neck. And
George says why should we throttle a
coming novelist, anyway?"
"Then you don't believe in discipline?'' I
asked just to see what Gracie would say.
I have a hunch she thinks she's firm with

We

—

his crib.

"Oh, yes," said Gracie, "where were we
in this treatise of the perfect housewife at
work and at play? Well, an evening with
the Burnses is just one of those things.
After an early dinner with the children,
(they make us eat something with them),
and a later one ourselves, we'll either go
down to the corner movie, or sit here in
front of the fire and admire our home Not
very exciting, but oh, so satisfying."
"But surely you entertain a great deal
!

in this new home?" I prompted. "And
don't think we're going to skip over the
!"
hostess problems lightly, either
"Oddly enough, we haven't entertained
here as much as we planned to," she admitted. "You see, immediately after we

Sandra was ill. Then George
in,
and I had to make a hurried trip to New
York. When we came back some of the

moved

Til

My

Tell

"What makes lips tempting? Men admire
and soft, silky texture.
warm, ardent color

I persisted.

"Promise not to laugh and I'll tell you
think I've stumbled onto
I
something really good in the hostessing
line.
This isn't new but it is always
good keep your parties small and con-

—

:

—

And then skip the old 'guest
stand-byes' in planning your meals."
I wanted to know what in the world
was "an old guest-standbye."
genial.

"Think back how many company meals
you've eaten of chicken, turkey, roast beef,
squab, or filet steaks. Think how many
hors d'oeuvres you've consumed_ before a
heavy meal. This 'fancy' food is what I
mean by the old guest-standbyes. These
are all the little things the hostess insists
on doing 'extra' when she's expecting
dinner guests. If I have learned one little
hostess secret I'm proud of, it is in trying
to treat guests as though it were no trouble
have them
"Perhaps it may be twice as much
trouble to prepare good pot roast and
good potato pancakes than in having the
proverbial turkey or squab. But I like the
at all to

routine.

simple

George helped

looks

It

me on

unplanned.

so

this, too.

He

said the

majority of men prefer the simple food
they eat every night in their own homes
or else they wouldn't be eating them so

And

often.

course,

of

the

it's

men who

have to be pleased with a dinner. The
are dieting, so what?
that's really the only little tip I've

women
"So

learned on

my

own.

I

know George and

I

death the other evening
when Jack and Mary Benny came over
had the best meat balls
for dinner.
and mashed potatoes you ever ate and
Jack was so relaxed after dinner, he went
How's that for being the perfect
to sleep
hostess?" Gracie kidded.
think it's swell. I hope Gracie and
I
George invite me to dinner some night for
meat balls even if I would be too interested in the evolution of radio's most popular feminine personality into a darn good
housekeeper to go to sleep and flatter Mrs.
George Burns, wife, mother, and hostess
extraordinary

were

flattered to

We

—

!

—

Daughter Plenty!"
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guards against lipstick parching.

strainedly that I took care not to interrupt.
Seldom does a star bare his innermost
feeling so.
"We men are so anxious to be proud,"
he continued emphatically, "so I'm going
to show her boy-friends
they could be terrifically
proud of her. Men hate intolerance I want
her to be' tolerant above all things
"And another thing we're proud of a
woman who's clever. I am purposely col-

to tell

many

Mavourneen

reasons

why

—
!

—

lecting an excellent library so
neen will be well-read. Then

my Mavour-

I'll take her
traveling so she'll be cosmopolitan. I hope
she won't be guilty of artificiality; men
can't stand pretending and a woman who
well-informed doesn't bother vamping
is
by putting on acts.
"She'll arouse more male pride by being
domestic, by being capable. Men wish to
save their loved ones from as many humdrum, tiring chores as they can. But
we swell up at the recollecgosh
tion of how our wives or sweethearts
came through in a pinch. Before I could
persuade my wife to gamble on me she
cooked and sewed for herself, and she was
carving out an acting career simultaneously.

—

!

How

SCREENLAND

What a pip she is It was plain that she'd
be an elegant home-maker. Today, on the
cook's day off, oh boy
tell
"I'll
my daughter," Pat resumed,
calming down a bit, "to be athletic, to be
a sample of robust young American womanhood. So she'll sidestep sicknesses.
She must acquire a sense of humor, too,
for being able to laugh off disappointments
rescued me from quitting near the begin!

—

ning. And certainly she'll
the solace of prayers.
"But I shall not lecture
and drinking and staying
we've made any kind of

be informed of

her on smoking
out too late If
a go of raising
!

have common sense, an instinct
for behaving as a well-bred woman does.
"The chief advice I'll give Mavourneen,
however, is Be as much like your mother
as possible! Her mother is the essence of
her, she'll

:

loveliness. Her mother has background, has
always been a great student. Yet she also
and
snobbishness,
without
culture
has
graciousness without deceit. And oh, mar-

velous kindness

Hang
Burn

on

to

!

I

intend to say, oftenest

your mother's every word.

incense to her ideals'!
my theory that parents

"It's

do

their
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NEW BEAUTY
TREATMENT

influencing by setting the pace. You can
bet I think twice before I do anything
since we've had our baby. Here's another
goal of mine, by the way. In the thirtyfive years my own mother and father have

married

been

I've

heard a harsh

never

word between them. They must have had
disagreements, of course
but they've had
so much consideration for me that they've
controlled their tempers at least when I've
;

been present.
record."

I

want

to

duplicate

that

Pat wasn't even remembering

He

eon.

his lunchfor a cigarette.
with his heretofore

hesitate

didn't

Rather, he rushed on
hidden thoughts.
"When my daughter falls in love I won't
interfere." He returned to this angle, to
stress it. "Young lovers oughtn't to be
thwarted: I've no right to pick her husband and I shall not demand that he come
to me and ask for her 'hand.' Nor shall
invite him into the parlor to investigate
his salary. That's to be their affair."
"Supposing," I said, "she wants to strike
I

home on her own. What'll you
do?"
"She can have a career if she wants one.
We plan to send her to a convent and

out from

then to

college.

Then

can try

she

What's

any-

Left for

thing

— except

Communism.

If she

goes in

that I'll slug her. Certainly I've no
objection to her becoming an actress; but
if she has
an innate fondness for acting
I'll tell her that she'll have to make the

for

grade on her own! I'll never introduce
her as my daughter so she can secure roles.
I want her to fight her way up the ladder.
"I'll remind Mavourneen that the dumbest thing to do is to accept flattery as
gospel, that the finest thing in this world
honor, and that the swellest girl is
is
the one a guy can trust a hundred per
cent. When she's grown up she must be a

woman

man will want. And if she
as awfully disappointed as
she'll
be herself. Ultimately I'll judge
myself by the zuoman she becomes.
Royal blue eyes went mistily sentimental
at the thought of the two-year-old child
waiting for daddy to come home from the
isn't

a real

I'll

be

"Today," he admitted, permitting
himself a sigh, "she's so cute and helpless
that all I can tell her is how crazy I am
about her." His voice was huskier. "She's
like—" and he searched for the apt
phrases until he found them "a delicate
vase, a beautiful bud." Self-consciously he
concluded, "How do you like a mug like
me crackin' about vases and buds?"
studio.

—

Janet

—

Caynor?

Continued from page 25
try

to

make an

official

appointment you

bump

into back-stage difficulties. Janet is
politely willing to receive the press, shortly
that she is temporarily indisit develops

Then she
sends word asking about your "angle" she
won't speak for publication on a number
of pertinent topics.
For instance, first of all you probably
wonder what she has to say about love. She
has represented the young dreamer of
dreams so exquisitely. She married once,
and then her union with Lydell Peck broke
up. She hopes for another wedding, doesn't
chance to erase a memory that
she?
never should have been ? In her private life
Janet has been the true belle of Hollywood:
she could weigh her discoveries about men
and others could certainly profit by what she
has learned. You are informed that she
has no statements to make on the subject
of love.
Soon you uncover other facts. Janet
would reveal much about herself if she
would openly discuss how it feels to be
independent at last of long-term contracts.
But she will not talk along this line.
She is one of the few stars who climbed
from the bottom rung. She hasn't forgotten
so she could
that once she was an extra
advise ambitious girls what to do, and
what to cautiously avoid doing. In the
past few years she has been delving into
metaphysics. Always an avid reader, she
has discarded fiction for books which search
for the meaning of life, which extol consideration of cause and effect as the road
to self-realization. Janet is checking this
theory and analyzing herself as she has
never bothered to do before.
She may seem a clinging-vine, but Janet
has never been weak. She is vibrant with
emotion. But now she is perceiving that
instincts are not always the best guide.
But she sends word to the reporters that
she will not be quoted on any of these
provocative matters. At first they mutter
that it is a weird way for her to behave
when she needs to hold onto the spotlight.
Then they recall that she has never taken
them into her confidence.
Janet admits this. She is a mystery who
materializes as a delightfully sophisticated,
posed, or vacationing out of town.
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enchanting redhead.
Janet,

as

she

You have

actually

is,

never seen

on the

screen,

nor have you ever read accurate interviews
with her before. But it isn't her fault. She
hasn't been deceiving. It's all due to the
peculiar circumstances surrounding her.
Meeting Janet is one of the genuine
pleasures of Hollywood. She is so much
more fascinating than she's been in her
films so far. She is brimming over with
magnetism. She tumbles out her thoughts.
I am always particularly amused by the
way in which she strides about a room
as she talks. She almost punches across
her points when she is aroused. The domination of that so mentally alive brain with
her ultra-feminine daintiness is irresistible.
She looks fragile and proves to be thoroughly capable.
She hastened to explain herself when I
dropped in on her in her studio dressingroom recently. At Selznick, she wasn't as
elaborately surrounded as her former studio
domicile. But there was an air of honest
gayety about Janet that I hadn't seen for
some time. Technicolor was a stimulating
challenge. It opened up a new field.
The reason she was so inaccessible to
the press while she was at Fox is this.
She found herself a standardized salesproduct. She was making so many millions
for the company that they wouldn't let her
stray from the mold. Quite naturally they
wanted to preserve the illusion that she
was as naive as her roles indicated. Therefar beyond the
fore, Janet couldn't go
birds and the bees in her discussions for
publication. When her marriage crumbled
the news was played down as much as possible. Janet wasn't to give a single interview on why for presumably her fans
would lose faith in her if she admitted she
had stumbled upon disappointment in love
in real life. She and Lydell Peck had little
in common, incidentally. It was an impetuous mating without sufficient foresight into
their respective traits.
There has been much speculation as to

—

just

why

The

pet

she finally left 20th Century-Fox.
star of the former regime, she
didn't continue with Darryl Zanuck for
long. Here is the truth Janet was offered
a new contract. She had no misunderstand:

D heard

I

Sid mention his sister

but she meant nothing; to

naturally

up

I

I

pi

snapshot on his desk.

this

rf

— until one day

asked him

who

the choice

emwas
his sister Molly. But I guess he
forgave the fresh remark, the way

number was, and

barrassed

felt a little

when he

said she

began to treat him like a broeven loaned him money.

I

ther. I
tf

He

said he'd rather I'd take

the snapshot than

come moon-

ing around his desk
so that's

How I
girl
it

became

herself

really

all

the time,

how I became the owner.
is

the

owner of the

another story
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ing with the new head. Among the roles
suggested for her was the lead Barbara
Stanwyck did in "Banjo On My Knee."
But Janet is tired of waifs, so she decided
against that part. And finally left the lot,
not eased out nor in a huff, but because she
believed it would be the smartest move.
She has fitted into schedules for a long
time. She doesn't want to be confined to
regulation programs any more.

"I saw right away that a large Hollywood income was never permanent, so I

want to travel, and then
have enough to live nicely on." She
has never bought jewels. But lately she has
evidenced more concern about clothes. She's
never had an extensive wardrobe, because
she's had to dress according to her type.
But today she wears her ermine, cut in
swagger lines, with a dash. It's most flattering for an evening at the Trocadero.
Yes, Janet is even going out more frestarted saving. I
still

She is an enthusiastic movie-goer herself
and she has been watching the acting prog-

women until she burns with
determination to mature interestingly, too.
She knows that she is somewhat handicapped by her youthful features, that she
could go on and on being the sweet, wistful
Cinderella. Will she be accepted in parts
ress of other

!

that require the intelligence and variety
she has within herself? She is risking a fortune when she picks the first picture that
isn't a typical Gaynor tale. In "A Star is
Born" she blossoms forth in modish style
and presents some of her clever imitations.
It is her first step in her new scheme.
The sane manner in which she has saved
her money is another illustration of Janet.
With all her acclaim she has never even
employed a maid! When she is working
she has a studio maid. But she has rented
a simple, comfortable house in Hollywood,
rather than splurging in Beverly Hills, and
there she and her mother reside without
an entourage. Janet has a cook who is
housekeeper, also, and a chauffeur who's
been with her since she purchased her
first big car eight years ago. She has a
gardener, because she loves flowers. She
has no blase secretary; a favorite aunt

has assisted her with her fan mail.
To prove the sincerity of her goal Janet
is now building the first home she has ever
owned, and it's in Hollywood. In all her
years of stardom she has never bought a

home

Bobby Breen gets a pointer on how
to hit a baseball from Lou Gehrig,
star
of the
New York Yankees.
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quently
She is remembering that she
doesn't have to suppress herself, be in bed
at the stroke of midnight. Janet doesn't
want to continue being "just Janet.'' She
would like to sweep the fans off their feet
with the unknown, completely grown-up
personality which her close friends have
really always preferred. Because she scored
so tremendous a hit Janet was instantly
stamped as a Cinderella. She had an invaluable, pliable personality. She can take
direction magnificently, and so she was
mclded into a shy princess in make-believe.
But while she was assisted, and advised
as every girl with outstanding ability is, it
was Janet's own determination which carried her ahead. She has a fierce zest for
obtaining what she wants, and in her middle
'teens she decided that she wanted to become the greatest star in the movies.
In high school in San Francisco Janet
was adored by the boys. Invariably the
center of the fun, she danced divinely and
there was a tempting twinkle in her limpid
brown eyes, a halo sheen to her dark red
hair. She was cute without being coy as
too often she's had to be in her pictures.
When she graduated she had to do something. She isn't the type to remain placidly
idle, even if she seems she might be. Janet
marched downtown to a fashionable shoe
shop and came back to announce that she
was on the payroll there. (The work wasn't

SCREENLAND

an usher

inspirational enough.) She became
moving picture theatre.
at the neighborhood
And it was then that she suddenly knew
actress.
she had to become an
persuaded her
Tanet was never poor. She
Hollywood, and
parents to move South to
into films by the extra route.

she broke
doing Westerns at
Pretty soon Janet was
role at Fox came up and
'Universal.
Frank
Iwhen Janet smiled through her tears
Seventh
direct
iBorzage, who was to
Heaven" recognized that indefinable camwent to bat at the
era spa'rk in her. He
his leading
front office to secure her for
woman. But before he could get his cameras grinding, Murnau, the noted German

A

!

I

and was

(director, arrived from Europe
given a 'choice of the studio's players.

Mur-

I

i

I

i

nau demanded Janet as co-star for George
O'Brien in "Sunrise." For six months she
slaved on this one role, half that time
actually in costume and the rest of the
while preparing and studying. It was a
gained
liberal education in acting that she

stopping the show. He
Devine's son Tad seems to inherit his dad's knack of
and Director Arthur Lubm.
did here, when Mrs. Devine brought the lad to see Andy

i

from Murnau, who insisted upon the best
fand who recognized her potential talent. Bewas rushed into "Seventh
she
cause
Heaven," and it was released before "SunJanet
rise/' its never been publicized that

Andy

|

'

'

made
l

No

1

her follow-up hit first.
feminine star in Hollywood,

suitable vehicles. I often disliked what I
assigned. I hate to repeat, and I have
been too typed to please myself. When I
recall some of those awfully gaga produc!" She dimpled into a wry smile.
tions
Janet swears she doesn't want to marry
again. But I don't put much stock in that

was
aside

from Mary Pickford and Norma Shearer,
knows more of the actual technic of picture-making than Janet. When she steps on
a set there is no guessing. She is positive
of what she'll do, of every nuance of her
scene. She has her "rushes," the day's
scenes, run over and over and frequently
requests an opportunity to improve her
rendition. She has a marvelous story sense
as far as scenarios go. But she has never
had last say on her characterizations until
now.
"It is rather an appalling responsibility!
For years it was up to the studio to uncover

—

vow. She visualizes herself as an efficient
bachelor woman. She said to me, "Many
people achieve, in many professions. But
few ever find a!"grand romance the lover
without a flaw
She really isn't domestic and so she

—

fancies settling

down

She won't confess
is

but

climax her

resolved to

woman wants

isn't for her.
it,

to.

am

life

sure she
as every

Somehow, someday he

And

in acquiring a tan that will beat
She's been turning down Broadway
suggestions for a stage debut and turning
out water colors while she scans the scripts
offered her. Under an assumed name she
entered a gollywog of her own conception
at a local university arts exhibit; when it
was hung in a spot of honor she almost
went into her hula right there in the gallery

beach,

theirs.

before it.
Didn't you

know

she

the

is

best

hula

dancer in Hollywood?

a Goo

;

to Clear

I

pop up unexpectedly from somewhere
Janet will find her "grand romance.
Meanwhile, Margaret Lindsay and Ramon Novarro are her two closest Hollywood friends. She revels in lying on the
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wonderful book of 20 dance

i't

t

now

by Arthur Murray!
book is not for sale. The
way to get a copy is with
schmann Yeast labels,

5ns

his

lust eat 3

cakes of Fleischhn's Yeast daily for 27 days.
|e the label from each cake,
te these on the free Fleischin Dance Card you can get
n your grocer. Send it in.

If

-

your grocer has no Dance

Cards, save your 81 labels and

send them in an envelope, or
pasted up on plain paper.
Address envelope containing
to Fleischmann's Yeast,

labels

701 Washington Street, New York
City. And be sure to include your
name and address. (This offer holds

good

until

August

31st, 1937.)

Dr. R.

E.

Lee, well-known physician, says:

"STICK TO

IT,

and Fleischmann's Yeast will
ADOLESCENT PIMPLES."

help to correct

• Important glands develop after the start of
from about 13 to 25 years of age
and final growth takes place. This disturbs
the entire system. The skin gets extra sensitive. Waste poisons in the blood irritate this sensitive skin, and unsightly

adolescence

—

—

pimples break out.
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast helps to free
your skin from pimples by clearing these
skin Irritants out of the blood. Eat 3 cakes
every day — a cake about 2 hour before
'

(Details of securing Dance Book differ slightly in states west of Denver and in Canada
see newspapers or ask your local grocer.)
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meals— plain,

or in a little water.

Copyright, 1937. Standard Brands Incorporated
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Stepping Out with

You

teil her,

Edith

Fred Astaire
Continued from page 29

"Who,

NO,

I

me? Never! Lei Jane do ft"
CANT.

YOU

TELL HER,

the studio would have suffered a quarter
of a million dollar loss. Fortunately it was
only a defect in the wiring that caused that
conflagration and little damage was done.
But in the midst of all the excitementwhile the stage was being sprayed with
water, while the smoke was' still as black
as midnight, while firemen were shouting
and hacking away at the roof with pickaxes, George quite calmly walked on the
set, walked up to the fire chief and said:
'"Ow much longer are you going to be?
Mr. Astaire is waiting."
During the sequence in "Shall

MADGE

A

We

1

Dance?" where Fred is doing his first ballet on the screen with Harriet Hoctor, he
came to a very difficult passage where
a certain step had to be timed to perfection with the music, lights, and camera.
Fred, poised in mid-air, was trying to
explain just what he wanted to Director,
Mark Sandrich. George came along and
stood directly between Fred and Mark.
When he didn't move away or show any
signs of talking, Fred stopped everything
"George,
and turning to George said
what is it you want? Is there something
important on your mind?"
"What color is your son's eyes and 'air,
sir?" asked George blandly.
And it was George who gleefully awakened Fred at the usual six o'clock one
morning and said "Just wanted to tell you,
sir, the studio called and said you could

|]

j

:

1

:

an 'our later."
Because he has s*o little time for relaxation when he is on a picture, Fred looks
forward to getting home at night in time
to hear the dramatized version of the
horse racing events of the day. This is
almost a ritual with Fred and no one
dares' speak to him and the dinner hour is
postponed until the broadcast is over. When
sleep

JOAN must be told!

But who will

—

and how? No wonder
tell her
each one of her friends tries to
pass the problem on to the next one!

clothing.

Mum

is

the only deodorant

which holds the Textile Approval Seal
of the American Institute of Laundering as being harmless to fabrics.

<i

Grand National Steeplechase was announced over the air, the broadcast took

the

—

place at five o'clock in the morning Hollytime. The night preceding the broadcast Fred worked until two. It was necessary for him to remain at the studio
and supervise an orchestral recording,

.1

wood

.

It's

girl

a hard, thankless thing to tell a

that she is personally unpleasant

be with on account of underarm
perspiration odor. It seems inexcusable that she should have to be told,
to

in these
It's

modern

days!

way. For you can be safe all day, every
day, in just half a minute. With

You can

Mum!

use this

dainty deodorant cream any time,

know

you

after dressing, just as well as

before. For

it's

skin, too.

You

arms and use

perfectly harmless to

SOOthing to the

can shave your under-

Mum

itself

—

just

— Mum does

the natural perspiration
the

unpleasant

odor of

i

warm

up. Then
set to
air came the sound of

suddenly over the
music and a voice
grew louder, Fred recog-J

singing. As it
nized a recording of his

—

perspiration.

«

own

voice,

sing-

ing "Night and Day !"
Just as certain unscrupulous columnists
announced that there was a feud existing
between Ginger Rogers and Harriet Hilliard, when Harriet was put into "Follow
the Fleet," so did the same story re-occur
when Harriet Hoctor was hired to do
her ballet with Fred. Ginger and Harriet
Hilliard were such good friends, Gingery
even turned her portable dressing-room
over to Harriet when Ginger wasn't using
on the set. When Harriet Hoctor arit
rived at the studio. Ginger Rogers was
one of the first to bid her welcome. Fred
himself has something to say on the subject, because he makes no secret pi his
admiration for the Rogers capabilities.
"Ginger Rogers is a great personality,"
says Fred. "And a very versatile one. She
can do almost anything. Ginger lends herself gracefully to everything. Having done
so many pictures together we naturally
get along very well. Ginger has an in-

;

Are you making it uncomfortable
for your friends by your own carelessness? Play fair with them and yourself
by making Mum a daily habit. BristolMyers Co., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.

MUM

HELP IN THIS WAY,

Mum

TOO. Use
tary napkins

on sani-

and enjoy
complete freedom from
worry about this source
of unpleasantness.

fakes the odor out of perspiration
78

whose play-back he would dance to, when
he did his number for the camera.
Promptly at five o'clock A. M., while
it was still dark, a weary and sleepy-eyed
Fred Astaire reached over to the radio
at his bedside and turned it on. For a moment he lay there quietly, waiting for the'
ii

at once.

Doesn't prevent natural perspiration.

LET

MUM

It's

Another important thing
not prevent

so unnecessary to offend in this

Harmless to slothing.

Soothing to skin.

i
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>

stinctive feeling for

whatever a dance

calls

for and can always be depended upon
to give it what it takes. No one can ever
accuse Ginger of being anything but the
real person she is."

who devoted many

years to dancthe stage, never thought there
would be a place for dancing on the screen,
Fred,
ing on

Hollywood. Having a
he was all prepared
for an acting career. But being Fred
Astaire, when he danced in his first picture, he was so terrific he's been working
harder than ever, ever since. In each of

when he came

to

definite flair for acting

he has tried to introduce at
one type of dancing that he has
never attempted on the screen before. In
this present one, he introduces the ballet.
And Theodor Kosloff, a past master of the
ballet who was called in to be technical
advisor on the ballet school sequences, says
his

pictures'

least

that

Fred

is

so light

and so

lithely built,

reminiscent of Nijinsky. If
Fred wanted to devote himself to the ballet he could be equally as famous.
But Fred doesn't want to devote himself
to any particular kind of dancing. He feels"
:re is greater freedom in all types and
his

grace

is

kinds. During his dancing career, Fred
has practically danced on everything but
a needle-point. Tables, chairs, bridges,

stairways, on carpets moving through the
clouds, and now just to be different in
Dance?" Fred and Ginger do
Shall
whole routine on roller skates. And
x
then just to be sure that he isn't trying to
let himself off too easy,_ Fred also does a
song and dance number in the engine room
of a large ocean liner. Tons of steel machinery, moving in electrically controlled
rhj-thm to the tempo of music, provide the

You
relax

rarely see
like

this.

Fred Astaire, one of the hardest working of stars when on the
But this

is

different;

his

We

_

.

1

background.

He

That's

the

way with Fred

can even get rhythmic
Astaire.
effect? out of a ship's boiler room.
Fred's love for fine horses may

sound

have

something to do with his cowboy complex.
or not, the sophisticated, polished,
immaculate Fred Astaire would really like
to do a horse opera. Whenever there is a
western set on the lot, George_ always

Believe

it

to Fred and tells him about it. When
were making "Outcasts of Poker
Flats," Fred stopped by "just for a min-

comes
they

ute" to "just say hello" to Preston Foster.
Kiddingly he asked Preston if they needed

any extra

players.

mother

is

visiting

for

a

studio

set,

look-see.

Someday when Fred
dancing

feet,

he's

is ready to rest his
going to settle down

seriously to the business of raising fine
horses. But it wouldn't be at all surprising
were to make at least one horse
if he
racing story before that time comes. And
speaking of horse races, Fred is personally acquainted with every turf star of
importance. He gets just as big a thrill
out of meeting them, as his legion of fans
get out of seeing him.

:

I

A DARK MAN 601 N6
OUT OF YOUR LIFE

SEE

ANN, TESTS PROVE THAT 76% OF ALL
PEOPLE OVER THE A6E OF 17 HAVE
BAD BREATH. AND TESTS ALSO PROVE
THAT MOST BAD BREATH COMES FROM
IMPROPERLY CLEANED TEETH.
LET ME TELLYOU,
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Hollywood Holiday
Continued from page 27

THE STORY UP TO NOW
The seemingly impossible becomes a
reality for Marsha Drew, script girl,
when the immensely popular Keith
Kuowles, borrozued by her studio for a
starring role, invites her to dance and
dine with him at a Hollywood night
club. But Marsha's anticipations of a
thrillingly gay evening of entertainment materialise as a confused pattern
of anxiety when Keith, imbibing too
freely, insists upon driving her home.
There is a collision, in which the
actor's car and another are damaged,
but, fortunately, no injuries suffered.
Marsha diplomatically clears Keith of
all blame. She induces him to park his
car outside her apartment, and return
to his home by taxi. The car, of conspicuous design, remains at the curb,
as Marsha slips into her apartment to
retire for the night.

ment in a less desirable building. The room
was small. There was a couch instead of a

A

bed that disappeared in the wall.
tiny
kitchenette once a closet was an inadequate substitute for the tiny kitchen and
breakfast-room she had had before.
She was glad the radio belonged to her.
It was such
good company. She placed
it on the rather rickety table between the
two narrow windows. She unpacked her
books, put them on the table and on the
floor.
Hung her clothes in the narrow
closet. Even her brightest dresses seemed
shabby. Something nice would happen
Nothing nice happened. The men sued
for damages to their car. Knowles settled,
anxious to have the thing cleared up. And

—

—

from

his

conversation

Marsha gathered

that he almost believed, now, that she actually had been doing the driving.
Keith was very nice—for a few days. He
sent roses the day after she moved in. But
she was out most of the days that followed
looking for a job, so she didn't enjoy them

He took her to dinner at La
though she enjoyed the dinner
she felt that he wasn't thinking about her
a great deal. She knew she loved Keith.
She thought of him practically all the
time, weaving little dreams of him into
a great deal.

Maze

welling in her eyes. Keith Knowles
talking with a group which included
the director and the elegant
Beatrice
Brown, while Frank Martain and Lucile
Hendricks were engaged in their usual
cute little juvenile tricks. Marsha was out
of things. Invisible again. No one at all.
She waited. If Knowles saw her at all he
gave no sign of recognition. She stood
there waiting, very miserable.
There were takes. Retakes. Longer waits
between scenes. Finally, Knowles wandered away from the group. Marsha went
up to him. He didn't seem awfully glad to
see her. He seemed a stranger miles away.
Not at all the man she'd had dinner with
the night before
nor the man who had
been so> funny at breakfast.
She told him what had happened. He
was crisp. Almost business-like. Very sorry.
He'd speak to the head office. Of course.
the whole thing was ridiculous
He did go to the right people. Marsha
knew that. But she knew that no one believed him. It was just the thing to say
and he said it. That was all.-They still felt
that a girl of Marsha's sort was not the girl
they wanted at the stupendous salary of
thirty-seven fifty a week as script girl at
Super Films. That was that.
The next blow came when the apartment
house superintendent told her and Eleanor
that the owners of the building had rented
their apartment to some personal friends.
And there were no others for rent in the
building.
There were others in Hollywood. Of
course. But Marsha and Eleanor had done a
lot of looking around before they had decided on that small apartment. And they
had spent a lot fixing it up.
corner cabinet.
small book shelf. New chintz at
flie windows. Oh, well
There were other
places to live.
Eleanor decided she'd live at the Studio
Club. You meet a lot of people there.
Marsha didn't like the studio club. So
they separated.
It had been cheaper, living with another
girl.
She had got along all right with
tears

was

—

—

Why

!

—
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too.

She

felt

bereft,

now, and

much

She
4600 , At better stofes everywhere.
weight and choice of color. Retail price

Slvle

A

A

alone.
didn't have

the

stories she read, into the songs she
heard over the radio. He was always the
hero, the mysterious "he" of the love songs.
And that wasn't a great deal of fun, either.

Marsha applied for fifty jobs. She knew
she looked crisp and efficient and business
like. She brushed her hair until it shone.
She^ was glad her skin was nice-looking.
She'd find something soon, of course.
She went, first, to all of the studios,
starting with the biggest and ending with
the quickiest. First she applied as script
girl. Then as stenographer. Whether, as
they told her, there really were no vacancies, or whether her reputation preceded
her, _she never knew. Perhaps too many
relatives of the executives were just then
out of jobs. Maybe the girls who had jobs
were holding on to them, leaving no opportunities for new girls. Marsha never
found out. She didn't have a Persecution
Complex. She didn't think she was being
mistreated or discriminated against. She
knew only that she didn't have a job, that
her money was running low, that she was
alone and very, very miserable.
She

made

know that Lou Page had
She knew only the pleasant

didn't
trouble.

stream of her

her Hollywood Holiday,

life,

which she was so happy, was changed
suddenly into something dark and murky.
She didn't see Keith Knowles. She
wouldn't go to him for help or sympathy.
She never knew whether he tried to get in
in

—

touch with her for her erstwhile superintendent of the apartment house forwarded
no messages.
She didn't see any of her old friends. The
boys she had known didn't seem to like
her as much as when she had been gay and
carefree. And, besides, when you are interested in one man even if you never see
him, other men seem grey and colorless.
Eleanor had made new friends at the
Studio Club. Eleanor had a way of making
new friends and shedding the old ones. No
fault of Eleanor
She had always been

—

!

Always would be.
From a studio, gay with

like that.

much money.

taken nearly everything she made to

It

had

live in

fair comfort, to dress presentably, to

have
an occasional meal.
No work. And no home. And no room
mate Other folks got along alone.
She found a very tiny one-room apartfriends in for
!

—and

—

SCREENLAND

life and color
to long days of tramping the
looking for a job. Long evenings

and romance,
streets

drab rented room,
even that little
rented room could shelter her for many
more weeks. Marsha's slender savings

spent alone in a

and

worrying

little,

whether

without
•ew smaller, even while she went
needed.
e food that she actually
Her dresses got too loose in the waist

Her cheeks grew

..nd.

too thin.

Her

eyes

d faint purple shadows under them.
Suddenly, she knew a new side of Holiwood. When she had arrived there she
in landing a job.
id had no trouble at all

with a commercial firm. Then with
movies. She couldn't understand why
couldn't get a job, now. But she couldn't

iirst
lie

e

I

one.

:t

And

.

so,

under the

brilliant city, the city

glamor, she saw lurking the grey
ladows she had only heard about.
She learned that, for every Hollywood
iccess there are a hundred Hollywood
For every triumph a hundred
ilures.
artaches. She learned of a whole group,
whole, city of disappointed people.
Marsha saw, with her own eyes, a thouget
ind beautiful girls who couldn't even
jobs that would
ie smallest kind of jobs
had
iye barely supported them if there
girls
;en enough to go around. And these
the "beautiful but dumb" sort
eren't
ther. They were small town girls and city
social regiris. Girls from good families
with college degrees or finishter stuff
backgrounds. And girls from the
Jig school
jther side of the track, too, who gladly
ould have given everything they pos!;ssed in the way of virtue and honor and

i:

—

—

—

i

bhics

for a chance at success.

Marsha learned that beauty goes a-begits own
fing in Hollywood. That Virtue is
!|

j-and

only reward. Pretty girls

—

girls

who

contests in their home
ere unable to get a chance even
nvns
Ince a week as an extra in the movies,
jad

won" beauty

—W

they would have felt triumphant if they
ibuld have got the job of waitress in one
£
the little kiosks that serve you in your
jir— and where the pay is usually tips, only.
Marsha answered advertisements. And
ient to agencies. And took a chance in
sking for a job in every possible-looking
hop. And, as the days passed, she began
And she knew that
,p look discouraged.
fas not the way to get a job. You might
%el discouraged and still get something—
ut she knew that to succeed you had to
ide your own discouragement. She remembered when she had felt young and gay
nd careless and happy. Yes, she could have
anded anything then. Now, her clothes,
^hich had always been inexpensive, but
ad been fresh and crisp and smart, lost
heir beauty. The sleaziness of the material
jecame evident. Black grew rusty. Brown
.ever lost its dusty appearance. Blue grew
bit

,

Her hats began to droop
Even her favorite beret got

purple.

little.

.

just
into

iliscouraged folds.

She remembered stories about girls
killed themselves. In Hollywood.

]

iiad

who
One

jumped off of a big Hollywood sign,
had chosen a famous bridge. Others
had taken a drug or a lethal potion. She
Was still so very young. She didn't want
liad

jpthers

Jo die.

And

yet

She thought of Keith. Spending money
n the Trocadero. Gay. Careless. Goodpoking. She could visualize his lean profile,
lis almost aquiline nose, his straight brows.

how his hair grew on his
would he do, she wondered,
some night she went into the Trocadero,
pandered over to his table, where his odd
jussortment of guests were gathered to
Irink his champagne. Would he welcome
her? Or not remember who she was?
Once she saw his car. She thought he
vas at the wheel. The car whizzed by too

f

She knew just
orehead. What
f

iast for

driver

her to be sure but the tweed-clad
carelessly correct enough to be

was

Keith.

Failure! Failure! Failure! She didn't
want to fail. She didn't want to join the
jrey ranks of those who no longer cared
(what happened to them. And she didn't

<now what to do.

CASHMERE BOUl
SCREENLAND

She began doling out money to herself by
the day.
hamburger and a roll had to do
for dinner. Luckily, fruit was cheap in
Hollywood but soon there wouldn't even
be money for oranges. And you can't live
on oranges even in California.
And now she knew she must sell her car.
It was her one real asset. She had no furs
or jewels, such as women supposedly are
always selling when times grow hard. She
had thought of the car as part of herself.
You've got to have a car in Hollywood.
Street cars never seem to go where you
want them to. Buses are uncertain. Her
little
old car, five years old when she
bought it, had been cheap enough in the
beginning. She had never even thought of
getting rid of it except, perhaps a sort
trading it in for a better car.
of dream
She took it to a second-hand dealer.
Stood by while he told her what was the
matter with it. As if she didn't know She
knew, only too well, every one of its peculiarities
almost as if it were a person
instead of a machine. She even liked the
way it bobbed around a bit in low, and
didn't really go very fast in high, even
when you pressed very hard on the gas.
It was her car
And now she sold it into
slavery. It seemed an inhuman thing to do.
She took the grimy roll of bills the man
handed her. Wiped her eyes with a rather
rough handkerchief she'd washed out the
night before, and walked home. She cried
herself to sleep that night.
Even the money from the car wouldn't
didn't last forever.
last forever

A

—
—

—

—

—

!

—

.

—

!

—

What,
wouldn't

when even

—

—

was gone? She
write
There
home.
it

couldn't
responsibilities there. And they
thought she was independent, getting along
fine, on her own. She wouldn't ask for
charity. Oh, she knew it was an all-right
thing to do a lot of people did it. But she
couldn't. Something sturdy in her ancestry
forbade her asking for or accepting charity.

were enough

—

Cheap lunch-room meals. An occasional
talk with a girl or boy who was as badly
off as she was. Stories of young people
who had looked at Hollywood—from a distance as a golden city to find it was

—

—

And the baser metal of its
composition was not beautiful.
Hollywood Holiday, indeed
Marsha
could hardly believe, now, she had been
carefree and happy and gay. Those days
gilded, instead.

!

at the studio, sitting on the set and working with her script book, exchanging careless greeting with stars and featured players and directors. She had been invisible,
even then, but she had been a very real part

of

a

bright

busy,

And

world.

Keith

Knowles
Her adventure with him remained a thing separate from the rest. A
!

golden thing

—

What was
guess — now
More days

in spite of its ending.

its

ending? She didn't even

—

tossed the book aside.

Gay Hollywood,

in-

!

She had her temptations —-if you can call
them that. That is, unsavory-looking men
flirted with her but that was all. Most of
Hollywood's temptations are in the imaginations

of

.

idly, instead. And days wen
And the car money was spent
And now there was no more money. Anc
no more assets. What now?

dreamed them,
by.

She wandered

the

fiction

writers,

Marsha

found out. There are too many pretty girls
there to make the capturing of any one of
hem a triumph. There are some cases of
jirls being pursued, in the old-fashioned
manner. More than likely, it is the girl
who does the pursuing.
None of which helped Marsha very

much, now. She grew more to herself
within herself. She spun out little dreams.
She rememIf she could only write these
bered how she had once hoped to write
!
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out,

that

bright,

sunny

morning, not knowing what to do at all. If
she only had her car she could have gone
out one of the picturesque roads, lost herself

country, in the farm district
Ana or in some of the ocean

the

in

around Santa

scenes that spread so unexpectedly so very
near the city. But the car was denied her.
Everything was.
She stopped at a lunch stand and had a
cup of coffee and a hamburger on a roll
She hoped it would allay her hunger for
lunch as well. Her head ached a little. She
kept pushing her hat over her eyes the
little felt hat that had been so smart only
a few months ago. She hardly watched

—

where she was going.
She was crossing the street when it happened. She hardly knew, later, how it die
happen. She began crossing, without watching very closely. And suddenly she became
aware that an old man was crossing wit!
her and that a big car was looming dowr
on them both. Entirely without thinking
how she did it she pulled the old man t(
one side. They both tumbled, unhurt, on th<
hard surface of the street. The car whizzee

—

by!

She

sat up,

looked around. The

man

vra

getting to his feet very slowly. She rushei
to him.
"I'm so sorry I had to knock you down—'
she began.
"That's better than if the car had dom
it," he said. "You really saved my life, m;
dear. I'm very grateful, even at my age
that I'm allowed to go on living."

That was funny! She wasn't grateful
She was surprised, even now, that self
preservation had been so strong.

They brushed themselves

off.

"Wouldn't a cup of coffee make you
better ?" the old

man

fee

said.

it would," Marsha told him. Funr.
the people in the world she migh
have helped and it turned out to be a littl
old man, with thin hair and a slight limp
She thought he'd take her to a chealunch room. He chose a very decent littl
restaurant, instead. She felt just a littl
guilty when he ordered a plate of sand
wiches though they tasted awfully goo

—

"Yes,

all

—

—

when they came.
The little old man was very
he wasn't dressed shabbily at

nice ! An
she no

all,

In fact his suit was of very goo<
material though he didn't seem to care
it needed pressing. He talked of a lot c
ticed.

things,

of asking for jobs. She asked
hopelessly now. With a hopelessness that
never would get anything for her. And,
sensing that she became more despondent
and blue. She couldn't even read. She'd
read a few pages, find she hadn't concentrated, hadn't known what she was reading,

deed

stories for the screen. Some of these im
aginings, if she wrote them out
But
she didn't have the energy nor the spirv
nor the ambition to write them. She

—

gay

i

things, in his gentle,

low

voicf

And

he didn't ask a lot of questions no
try to get fresh at all.
When they had finished eating. Marsh
thanked him. Well, that was that. An
then the little man said something else.
"My name is Hallett," he said. "Yo
may have heard of my son, Plummer Hal
lett." Plummer Hallett, one of the biggei!
producers in Hollywood
"I'd like him t
meet you. I know he and his wife woul
enjoy talking with you as much as I have
Could you come to dinner, say this ev(
ning? I know they aren't busy. If yo
aren't busy
Marsha hesitated a minute. She didn
want to intrude. After all, she didn't kne
the family perhaps the old man shouldn
ask strangers in.
"I'll send my car for you," he went or
"Better still, I'll call for you mysejf. If yo!
!

i

—

—

don't mind an old man driving. It's only
the morning that I walk for exercisethough the exercise wasn't very good, th
morning except the meeting you, m
dear."

i

—

—

1

j

,

son would like

think your

"Do you

—

she began, timidly.
Mr. Hallett
"He'd love meeting you,
didn't
said. "And he'd never forgive me if I
lookinsist on your coming. Besides, he is
and
ing for a story for Betty Lawrence—
something you told me just now an idea
you'd made up— seems to me to be the germ
.

"Always worth stopping for 99

—

of a story idea.
son about it."

I'd

like

Marsha stammered an

tell

my

acceptance.

<J1

you

to

course this wasn't real. But it was pleasant.
Maybe the weeks of suffering had gone to
her' head. Maybe she was delirious. Maybe
she was back in the Hollywood Holiday
a §' ain
.«
„
she said.
"I'd love to come,
"Seven o'clock," said Hallett, and she
"ave him her address. Thank heaven her
dinner dress was still good. She hadn't had
any need to wear that in a long time.
-

,

(To Be Continued)

Luck— and Lombard
Continued from page 22
lady, for example, unless you have
unless you know what life is all

lived—
about?

all the heartaches,
the hardships, all the criticisms before
you know the really important things that
"contribute to success."
were sitting in the charming sitting
room in Carole's new home in Bel Air.
cheerful fire was burning in the fireplace.

You must go through
all

We

A

Carole was curled up on a comfortable
window-seat, almost completely obscured
by two dachshunds, a Pekingese, and Josephine, the cat.

They

slept on, undisturbed,

blinking a sleepy eye happily

now and

then

when Carole would unconsciously stroke
one or another of them affectionately.
"Look around you today at your most
important stars of the screen. Most of them
have at least ten years of disappointments,
so-called 'bad luck' and struggle back of
them. Norma Shearer, for example, has
been in pictures for ten years; Greta

Garbo ten years; Joan Crawford thirteen
Janet Gaynor fourteen years.
years
"Joan Crawford is one of the outstandingexamples of a girl who had every obstacle
imaginable to overcome on her long climb
up. But Joan had made up her mind to become a star. And instead of sitting by,
waiting for good luck to come along, she
spent every minute of her spare time doing
something to prepare herself. She studied
everything she could lay her hands on. She

Most popular
America

is

Beech -

Peppermint. Try our
Spearminr, too, if you
enjoy a distinctive flavor

;

BEECH-NUT GUM

took tennis lessons, realizing that physical
fitness was an important asset. She began
to think about her clothes, studying her
personality and deciding which styles best
suited her. And now that she has won her
struggle, she is still continuing to improve
herself. During the past few years, she has
taken up French and music.
"It isn't only the battle to attain success
to consider. You have to
to progress. There
to retain it
are very few important people of the stage
or screen who haven't worked just as hard
The late
after they became successful.
Marilyn Miller, for instance, at the heighth
of her success, took a dancing lesson every

that

you have

work hard

—

day of her life. Sylvia Sidney reads every
book she can lay her hands on pertaining
to acting and the theatre. Libby Holman
takes a singing lesson every day and she
has just recently taken a course in shorthand and typewriting. Jean Muir, who has
been one of the most successful young actresses, is right this minute taking a college course at U.C.L.A. They all realize
that the most important thing is to keep

SEE THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS
tie dc^ewice,

Biggest Little

Show on Earth!

A

mechanical marvel, 3 rings of performers,
clowns, animals, music 'n' everything! Now
touring the country. Don't miss it.
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alive

— constantly

and

alert."

to keep

the

mind

active

And Carole herself, as I happen to know,
has made an intensive study of story construction, realizing, as she does, how important the story behind each picture is to
any actress. In addition to that, Carole has
made a game of analyzing people. Every
clerk in a shop, every actor, every person
she encounters in her daily life, comes in
for his share of probing because Carole
knows that people on the screen must be
real, and she is preparing herself for any
characterization that may present itself
during the course of her career.
"Getting back to this 'luck' business,"
Carole went on, "you might have called it
bad luck or a bad 'break' when Gary
Cooper, after his limited acting experience
on the^ screen, was being tested for a role
in 'Wings,' the picture which later made
Richard Arlen, Clara Bow, and Buddy
Rogers famous. Naturally, Gary was hoping
for one of the more important parts in the
film. He probably was somewhat disappointed when he was placed in a small bit

—

—the

part of an aviator who lost his life
after his first flight. But the truth of the
matter was, as Gary would be the first to
admit today, that small part did him more
good than any role he could have had.
"You might also call it 'luck' that Gail
Patrick was the only girl out of five
brought to Hollywood as the result of a
contest, who has been successful. But I
have known Gail for a long time and I can
tell you it has only been because she has
worked hard at the business of building
up her personality, learning the technique
of acting, etc., that she has forged ahead.
"When Gail first came to Hollywood,
she was a charming little girl, fresh from
a small town in Alabama. Her hair was
wrong, her clothes were wrong there was

—

nothing about
to stand out

her that would cause her
from any group of girls. But

studied diction. Many a night Gail cried
herself to sleep at the seeming futility of
trying to be beautiful, when she was sure

Gail has a brilliant mind. And she also has
grim determination to succeed at anything she tackles'. Gail didn't particularly
want to be a motion picture actress. But
finding herself on the verge of a screen
career, she made up her mind that she
was going to succeed before she did another

— of

that

she wasn't

_

thing.

result of that concentration, Gail has actually made herself one of the most beau-

wrestled with fashion books, dressmakers,
etc., so she would look right.
She took dancing lessons for her posture
and to learn how to hold her hands. She

in Hollywood today."
for one, know that Missy Lombard played no small part in lending a
helping hand to Gail. Carole is like that.

siege

when

tiful

hairdressers,

girls

And,

I,

you're skinny, gawky, lacking- in that femIPinine
allure of glamorous curves which attracts the other sex like a magnet, here's glorious
news Thousands of girls who'd never been able to
add an ounce before have put on 10 to 20 pounds of
solid, oiormally good-looking flesh in a few weeks—with
!

these new pleasant-to-take Ironized Yeast tablets.
Besides, these girls have gained naturally clear
skin and lovely color, new health and pep, and all
the new friends and good times these bring.

Amazing body-building discovery
recently discovered that thousands of
people are thin and rundown for the single reason
that they do not get enough Vitamin B and iron in
their daily food. Without these vital food elements
you may lack appetite, and not get the most good
out of the body-building foods that are essential.
Now one of the richest known sources of Vitamin B is imported ale yeast. By a new process
this special yeast is now concentrated 7 times,
making it 7 times more powerful. Then it is combined with 3 kinds of blood-building iron, pasteurized whole yeast and other valuable ingredients in
pleasant little tablets. And these little Ironized
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when

Gail

"Then began a long

THOUSANDS OF SKINNY
10 to 20 LBS.-

Scientists

trying to dress 'right'

seemed everything she did was wrong.
But Gail knew what she wanted, and spent
every minute of her time getting just that.
It meant plenty of hard work. It meant
giving up parties and good times. But as a
it

Yeast tablets have helped thousands of men and
women, boys and girls, to gain long-wished-for

pounds—in

just

a few weeks

Try them without risking

a cent

need these vital food elements to aid in building you
up. get these new "7-povver" Ironized Yeast tablets from your
druggist today. Then day after day watch flat chest develop and
skinny limbs round out to natural attractiveness. See better color
and natural beauty come to your skin. Soon you feel like an entirely different person, with new pep, new charm and personality.
If you, too,

If you are not delighted with the results of the very first
package, your money back instantly. So start today and watch
the wonderful change. Only be sure you get the original Ironized
Yeast tablets. Don't accept any substitute for Ironized Yeast.

Special

FREE offer!

To start thousands building up their health right awav. we
make this absolutely FEEE offer. Purchase a package of Ironized
Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on the box and mail it
to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will send you a fascinating new book on health, "New Facts About Your Body."
Itemember, results with the very first package or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 266,
Atlanta, Ga.
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so-called
"I remember the first of my
" Carole went on, reminiscent'bad breaks,'
just been signed to
ly "I was 15. I had
Natplay Edmund Lowe's leading lady.

when

'

I

creen,

•

was thrilled beyond words. But
saw the finished picture on the
I was so humiliated I ran out of

I

urally,

of the
the projection-room in the middle
picture. I was so bad that they later threw
me out of the studio. And the worst part of
realized they were^right!
it all was that I
success. I hadn't preI wasn't ready for
pared mvself to receive it. At the time, I
was horribly disappointed. But it was that
incident that caused me to go directly backwar ds doing small parts and working up
to the point where I had experience back

—

of me.

.

"There was another time when 1 felt sure
'luck' had turned against me in a big way.
casting
It was when Cecil DeMille was
the picture 'Dynamite.' I was dying to
play the leading role opposite Charles
Bickford. But they told me I wasn't smart
enough to plav the part. I was crushed.

My

heart,

But now

was completely broken.
was the greatest break

felt,

I

I realize it

I

ever had. It

I

know now

made me work much

that
in the part

I

harder.

wouldn't have been

if I had gotten it and
probably wouldn't have been signed to the
Paramount contract, which subsequently

good

brought

me

I desired.
finally signed to that

the opportunities

"And when

I

was

contract—the ultimate goal of every young
actor or actress, I felt that 'luck' had really
come my way. My good break had finally
arrived. Little does anyone realize that a

mere contract doesn't make for success.
It took me a good many years of hard
work, surviving pictures and roles which
could have killed me, and fighting for those
things at which I knew I could succeed, to
get to the point in my career where I am
today. It was a constant pulling on my own
resources that kept me from sinking.
found out, then, that the best thing
was to forget about_ luck and
go to work. And that is my advice to you
voung people who want a career. First,
decide upon the thing you want above
everything else. Second, concentrate upon
that one thing. Third, work at any and
everything that has a bearing on that goal.
Budget your time. Make every minute
count. And, above all, remember it is only
your own efforts to succeed that will
"I

I

could do

bring you 'luck'

The

First

I"

True Story of

NJo

longer need your perfume and bath

accessories have clashing odeurs. Evening

Irene Dunne's

Baby

in Paris brings

you

'Keyed Scents

.

.

.

that

matching Evening in Paris Perfume,
Bath Powder and Eau de Cologne. Use
them together and the romantic fragrance

is,

Continued from page 21

am going to dye the eggs."
You've never seen such sulking as went
on. The cook and the maid and the nurse
were rather distant to Miss Dunne on
Easter morning when Missy stuck one of
Irene's dyed eggs in her mouth and was a
little bit sick. She could have sucked their
dyed eggs all day and never felt it.
But the greatest change Missy has
brought to the Dunne-Griffin homestead is
baby, and I

the breakfast hour. When Irene is working
on a picture she wakes at six-thirty, has
breakfast and a bath, and it is all very
dismal because six-thirty in the morning is
not a very happy time no matter how you
look at it. The house used to be as quiet as
a tomb at six-thirty with Irene cross and
ready to snap and wondering why the devil
she ever chose a screen career with such
ungodly hours. The servants went around
_

on tip-toes with long faces. But no more.
No more. Missy is an early riser, and is
at her very best at six-thirty in the morning. Her tray is brought into Irene's room

Then, for perfume highlights, touch Evening in Paris perfume to your hair, ear
lobes, lips, and the palms of your hands.

At your

favorite

drug or department

of Evening in Paris seems a living part of

your charm,

like

your hair or

way to use them:
You begin with your

eyes. Here's

the

tub,

skin... after

your

Evening in Paris Eau de Cologne

you refreshed and delicately perfumed from head to toes. Follow with a
mist of Evening in Paris Bath Powder to

leaves

waft

its

fragrance through your clothing.

BOURJOIS
SCREENLAND
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store.

and the two of them breakfast together
merrily. Missy jabbers away in her double
talk and when Irene laughs she out-laughs
her. It's like a gay party. No tip-toes and
no sour faces, and not a cross look out of
Irene even when Missy shoves a piece of
buttered toast in her face and upsets her
milk on the bed. When she is dressed and
ready to leave for the studio Irene will say,
goodbye." But
"Missy, come kiss
Missy won't come. Missy is a smart kid.
She knows that the longer she refuses to
kiss Mimi goodbye the longer she can keep
with her. But finally, cornered, she
gives in, and Irene with a nice sticky kiss
on her cheek dashes for the studio stopping in the driveway of course, and then
in the road in front of the house, for
frantic goodbye waves. She who used to
be so prompt is now rarely on time. The
studios are thinking of writing Missy a

BE IRRESISTIBLETMJGE

Mummy

Mummy

—

letter.

Irene tries so hard not to show that she
proud of Missy but Dr. Griffin makes
no bones about it, he is bursting with pride.
Irene will tell you that she doesn't think
people are interested in other people's
babies, but no matter how hard she tries
the conversation eventually works around
to one of Missy's latest escapades. She is
keeping a baby book of all of Missy's
"firsts," and very sadly just the other day
pasted Missy's first engagement ring in it.
friend of the family in Chicago, it seems,
sent Missy a small diamond ring, asking
her to be his future bride.
Irene can hardly wait to get home from
the studio these nights to find out what
Missy has been up to during her absence.
What her new picture, "High, Wide, and
Handsome" is about she's a little vague.
She has to be home before seven to see
Missy eat her puree. No, she isn't proud of
Missy not much she isn't!

—

is

A

—

Paris
Continued from page 55
Fernand G'ravet returned from
his first English-speaking film for

making

Warner

"The King and the
most amusing in his
Hollywood. Then, out of the
dim past has emerged the familiar features
Bros, in Hollywood,

Chorus

Girl."
impressions of

of Sessue

He

is

Hayakawa.

seemed like the good old days when
I watched Sessue Hayakawa working at
Joinville, near Paris. The famous author,
Maurice Dakobra, on a tour of the world
met Hayakawa in Japan and succeeded in
luring him to France to play the lead in
his film "Yoshiwara." So out at the studio
he is working on what I'm sure will be
an Occidental come-back. In studying him,
the same enigmatic mask of a face is there,
and time seems to have left scarcely a mark
on his placid features. It was interesting
to hear his experiences. During the last
few years he has been in Japan. He formed
his own company to make films there and
produce plays in a Tokio theatre. They
gave the old classics and Hayakawa translated American plays into Japanese and
produced them. Knowing the Japs like to
spend a week-end or endless hours in the
It

WITH IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME

I asked him how he managed it.
"Oh, I would present three American
plays during the evening. It worked out
very well, for out of the three they would
surely like at least one or possibly two."
His French is not so fluent so I wondered
how he would get along playing in a French

theatre,

talkie.

He

enlightened

part of a poor coolie

me thus, "I play the
who is hopelessly in

love with a gorgeous Geisha girl. I can only
admire her from afar and generally have
to take the rich young officer in my rickshaw to see her." So we will be treated to
Hayakawa's matchless pantomime while the
others burst into speech. The part of the
Geisha is played by a lovely little Japanese
lady named Michika Tanaka. She looks as
though she had just stepped out of an old
Japanese print in her beautiful, rich robes
of a Geisha. An interesting example of a
modern Japanese girl, she speaks several
languages fluently. Has made films in Vienna and Berlin. After singing in "The
Geisha" and "Madame Butterfly" in Vienna
she became quite the idol of that city by
the Danube. In fact she married a rich

Austrian and before coming to Paris to
play in this film was a great success singing
in London. There seems only America left
for this dainty young lady to conquer, so
no doubt she too will harken to the golden

Hollywood.

call of

Very soon another one of our
sians will be bursting onto

Danielle Darrieux. Not yet twenty, she
a huge favorite on the stage and screen
in Paris. She played opposite Charles Boyer
in his last French film "Mayerling," and
since its release has always said no to
Hollywood offers. The poor darling could
hold out no longer so when she finishes
her present film she will start on the long
is

is

trek to California.

"Oh

dear,

further
land!

oh dear, and I've never been

away from home than Coney

A
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worth of their praise. They rise and
and fly away with each emotion.
you are settled to watch them in a

fall, flutter

When

moment

of repose, off they flutter again. All
trip meant a lot to her, for
she misses nothing. I would like to be a
little mouse in a corner and hear her describe the trip to her children. They are
this

D- Scholl's su PPORTS
is

Is-

wild flutter of the most beautiful
hands in filmdom and surely you have
guessed it. Yes, my dears, it's Zasu Pitts.
After making an endless number of films
Miss Pitts took unto herself a holiday. No
sooner did she land in London than she was
snatched up to do a film. This done, she
decided to scamper over and see what Paris
and a bit of Europe look like. More and
more bewilderment and surprise that people
would take such an interest in her. Aside
from all that, she wants to play serious
parts, but each time she gets serious the
audience bursts into laughter so she has
about resigned to her fate of being a sadeyed comedienne. Even when talking to you
casually she seems on the verge of tears.
Volumes have been written about her
hands and, as an artist, I must add my
nickel's

ARCH

There

fair Pari-

Hollywood. She

for

Every

Common
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Foot Trouble

European

"One hundred from Mr. Kalkas !" he
shouted ignoring Dixie's bid, but she came
back at him belligerently.
"One hundred and fifty to be excused!
Steve's eyes nickered dangerously but
his smile

was

DEODORANT
COMES OFF ON

THIS

fixed.

"Two hundred!" he
moment

Dixie hesitated a

said

softly,

and

caught by Eddie's

MY CLOTHES

warning glance.
'Three hundred," Tim shouted thickly.
"The voice of an art collector!" Eddie
grinned as he turned to the orchestra
leader. "Turn your spot on the gentleman,
Mac. and see if Dixie wants to raise the
ante again?"

TERRIBLY!

,

Dixie's eyes followed the spot to Jims
mother in
table. Mavbe it was only the
want to
her, she thought, that made her
ao right over to him and put her arms
around him. He was so very drunk and
young and in such a dire need of a shave,
and for all the flippant smile of him there
was something hurt and bewildered in his
eyes.

'"Xo objection!" she smiled.^ It was so
absurd the way her heart lifted as she
took the gardenia from Eddie and waved
it toward Jim.

KINS OF GAMBLERS
A Paramount
CAST

Picture

Llovd Nolan

Akim Tamiroff
Larrv Crabbe
Helen Burgess
Porter Hall

George Kramer.

Trm hip

Harvev Stephens

Parker

Barlowe Borland

Adapted from the novel by Tiffany
Thayer. Director. Robert Florey.
Copyright Paramount Pictures, Inc., 193"

from his contemptuous
young man to stare at

turned

Steve
scrutiny
Dixie.

the

of

"Four hundred," he said evenly.
"Five!" shouted the young man.
"Six," Steve said, and as always his
desire for the girl was fanned by her disdain of him.

she hadn't heard him.
"Sold down the river to the bearded
gentleman with the velvet collar," she
faughed, and before Eddie could stop her
she was on her way to Jim's table. "Here

But

it

was as

if

Five hundred dollars
blossom is yours."
"Five hundred, eh?" Jim grinned at her

you
and

are,

Colonel.

this beautiful little

unsteadily.

"A

He plunged
drew out a

his

pittance, a bit of dross."
hand in his pocket and

roll of bills.

"You count

'em,

Delilah."
"I'll do the counting." Eddie was frowning now aware of Steve's eyes watching
him. But there was nothing he could do,
for there was exactly five hundred dollars
in the roll.
"Be seated, Dixie." Jim rose and held
out a chair for her with a flourish. "And
nobody's gonna kiss you, nry fair wench.
You're gonna sit here unkdssed for ten
minutes. That's what I bought, the privilege of seeing nobody kiss a girl. Risrht
now you're the only unkissed woman in
the world. All the rest are, what saith
the poet?
'Harpies drinking from the
hearts of men.' " He leaned over the table
and took her hand. "Only you're not like
that I was thinking of somebody else.
You're like the Blessed Damozel. looking
out from the gold bar of Heaven."
"All right. Longfellow. It's bed time."

Eddie

clapped
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shoulder, watching Steve uneasily
although the man was smiling again in
that bland way of his. He beckoned to a
waiter. "See the gentleman to the door."

"Have him come

Jim's

He

ordered.

Jim rose unsteadily.
"Your technique's as

my

face,

He

friend."
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die."

"Jim, this isn't a laughing matter," the
went into the kitchen-

editor said as Dixie
ette for more coffee

and

toast. "I

know

it

was an awful wallop, Joyce running

drinking."

the proper kind of inGeorge." Jim looked away from the
kind eyes searching him. "London's where
Joyce and I planned to go after we she's
always been crazy to go there. Maybe if
it hadn't happened just the day I was to
sail I wouldn't have been such a weak

"Get him out of here." Eddie turned
grimly to the waiter. "Dump him in a
cab and
"Wait a minute. You're not so smart."
Dixie stared down at the card that had
fallen out of the boy's hat band. "I should

have

think you'd

learned

ago that

long

"I

didn't .have

sides,

—

fish."

"Do you realize you've
may turn out to be one of

right when they're after us, too
Listen,
Dixie, you've got to see this thing through.
Wheel him around the park until he comes
to. If you're nice he'll listen to reason." He
whipped a roll of bills out of his pocket
and thrust them in her hand. "This'll pay
for the cab with something over. Will you

can

!

kid? For me?"
do it, but not for you." Dixie's voice
was hard but it changed as she looked at
Jim struggling to his feet. "Come on, Beautiful
We're going to toss off a sonnet."
And for all the laughter closing around
her words there was tenderness there, too.

do

it,

"I'll

!

He was

different

in

the

morning

after

she and Jackie had whipped up breakfast
and brought it in to him. Harder somehow and more flippant, as if he'd got a
hold on himself again. He laughed as he
jerked his head toward the canary's cage
in the window.
"That canary's voice is changing." He
looked at her as if he had never seen her
before. "Obviously a lot happened last

though

don't

I

seem to remember
was very sweet of

much about it. Well, it
you, whoever you are, to take charge of
the remains. I wonder why you bothered?"
Jackie gave him an indignant look and
left the room but Dixie said simply, "I'm
Dixie Moore, and if I like anybody, I like
'em and don't know any law that says you
have to know 'em ten years first. Aren't
you going to be late getting to work?"
"Very late !" Jim grinned. "In fact, five
days late. So I rather expect they have
given up expecting me."
"Listen." Dixie watched him as he struggled with his tie. "I've sized up a few
people in my time and I heard you talk
last

night.

this punch
you'll listen to

Whatever

And

is,

roll

it.

if

"What girl?" Jim's lips tightened. "Did
say anything last night about
"Mister, I'm telling you, you were the
pearl among gentlemen. But whenever a
brother with a fairly high boiling decides
every night is New Year's Eve, it's usually a case of Cherches la femme."
"Thanks, Miss Holmes, or may I call
you Sherlock?" Jim tried to cover his embarrassment with the flippancy and was
glad of the interruption when the phone
rang.
"Get it, Jackie, will you?" Dixie called.
"Do you know a George Kramer,
Dixie?" Jackie called.
"Oh, my gosh That's my boss !" Jim
choked on the cup of coffee he was drink-

—

I

!

ing.

"Now how

want him

to see

in

me

the

name

like this."

SCREENLAND
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of

I

don't

off

and marrying another fellow, but why the
devil couldn't you have reported in London
and then gone on your binge?"

you never got any place beating up newspaper men. He's Jim Adams of the Times."
"The Times!" Eddie whistled. "And

with

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

him

tell

the older man came in.
"Go ahead,
Warden," he laughed. "I'm not afraid to

mother,
you'll shave and get your clothes pressed
and go and see the girl."

Free examination. Send your Poems to

and

down.
"What's the idea?" she protested hotly.
"The poor guy's already taken it on the
chin for some dame. That's why he was

night,

TAP DANCING

night

your

little

_

like

last

where you were?"

as he
to attain dignity.

offensive as

lurched a

—

proof

me phone him

"I zvas feeling open-hearted, wasn't I?"
he protested. "I guess I didn't hold back
anything." He took a grip on himself as

stood there trying so hard
"They can both bear changing."
His fist went back but the waiter was
sober and too quick for him. And Dixie
couldn't help that small cry as Jim went

U1INX

right up, Jackie." Dixie
why did you have

turned to Jim. "Then

passed up what
the biggest

news
you

stories in history? Listen, son, perhaps

still get there before it breaks. As yet
you're the only guy the big boss knows
who grew up in the same town with our
American celebrity. I'm taking it for
granted you still have that five hundred
he gave you for expense money."
Dixie coming in with the pot of fresh
coffee paled as Jim put his hand in his
pocket.
"Gosh, George!" Jim's face was as
stricken as his voice.
>

"Don't tell me it's gone!" Kramer said
sharply. "If it is, it's the end of you with
the Times and every other newspaper."
"It's
all
right."
Dixie's words came
rushing after that first awful moment. "I
took it away from you. The Palm Parade's
no place to flash a wad like that."
"Ohhhhh !" Jim clutched her wildly.
"Dixie, you're a sensation."
Jackie was mourning over a run in her
stocking when Dixie dashed into the bed-

room.
"Give

me that three hundred and twenty
dollars of yours, will you, kid?" she asked,
rummaging through her own bag. "With
I got here it ought to make five hun-

what

dred easy."
"Has it got anything to do with that kid
out there?" Jackie demanded. "I could save
three hundred and fifteen by having your
head examined. That only costs five. Of
all

the sentimental bird brains

!"

But Dixie only laughed as she ran back
to the living room.
"Dixie, there aren't

any words for a kid
Jim stammered.
"Well don't invent any new ones." Dixie
laughed. "Because I've heard 'em all and
like you,"

I'm very sensitive."

So that was the way they parted with
Dixie as flippant as Jim himself, for it
wasn't in her code to go over the deep end
for a man who couldn't see her for the
dust another girl had thrown in his eyes.
Only at the end when he came back for
that quick, shy kiss it was almost more
than she could stand.
And afterwards when Jackie came in
to her and announced blandly that she
was on her way to Havana, Dixie knew
that she had given Jim more than that
five hundred dollars she and Jackie had
saved between them. She had given him
Jackie's confidence in her along with it
and Jackie's respect. For when she tried
to reason with her, the girl who had always been so guided by her advice looked
at her coldly.
"Aren't you forgetting about pots and
kettles and glass houses?" she demanded.
"At least I don't have to fork out dough
for a man."

It didn't seem to matter so
that to do things the way she

much

after

had always

thought she should do them. After

all

she

was alone now and who was there to care
and
if she went out for lunch with Steve,
afterwards when Parker, his secretary,
showed her the apartment Steve had fixed
up for her with her own canary singing
at the window and Steve's word to her
that there were no strings attached to it
all, only his hope that one day she would
marry him, Dixie shrugged and decided
not to be a fool.
That little apartment she and Jackie had
shared had been so small and shabby and
there wasn't anything left to be desired
in this new one. She'd have been a fool
if she hadn't taken it, Dixie thought, with
Steve as good to her and as undemanding
as her own father would have been, if
she had one. Only she'd have gone on a
diet of bird seed for Jim, if he'd wanted

a/i
He hasn't many comforts — but I'm plenty envious of one thing thai old Eskimo
His teeth are kept strong and healthy, as Nahas! He enjoys good teeth!.
ture intended, by exercise on the tough chewy foods of primitive man's diet.
.

.

Even Eskimos when they change to soft, civilized foods,
teeth and gums suffer from too little wholesome exercise.

her.

Maybe if you couldn't get the man you
wanted, the trick was to try to want the
man you could get, Dixie decided with that
hard, new philosophy that had come to
her. Funny how wrong you could be about
a man, she thought. She liked Steve now
and she wondered if she would have loved
him if it hadn't been for Jim.
Then one night when she was alone at
the Palm Parade she looked up as a man
slipped into a seat across from her and
saw that it was Jim. She couldn't talk at
first, seeing him there and the difference
in him. Harder and stronger, somehow, and

find

that their

much nicer, too, with all the flippancy
gone and that new look in his eyes when
he looked at her.

so

They said all the little things, the meaningless things, and Jim's smile softened as
he thought of London and the night he had
was
run into Joyce and her husband.
so grateful now that he had seen her again
for suddenly he knew that she didn't matter, that she never had mattered really,
and that there was a girl back in
York who did matter terribly. Only he had
been a fool then and didn't know it.
It was enough now to sit and grin at
each other like a couple of fools and try
to say something only to stop and grin
again. And it was like coming out of an
enchantment
when the cigarette girl
stopped at the table and whispered something to Dixie.

He

New

Dixie's whisper came shocked
"Jackie
and frightened as the girl moved away.
"Jim, something awful's* happened. She's in
a hospital. Grace says she was picked out
!"

and she's dying."
take long to get to the hospital but even those few minutes meant so
much less time with Jackie. Even Dixie
knew she was dying as she stood looking
down at her, trying to make out the pitiful fragments her lips tried to tell them.
And then with Dixie's arms holding her
and Dixie's tears warm on her cheek,
Jackie shuddered convulsively and died.
She hadn't committed suicide. Dixie
knew that. Jackie wasn't the kind of a girl
who'd walk out on life no matter what had
happened to her. And there were all those
bruises on her body that made it look as
if somebody had beaten her.
There wasn't much to go by, only that
strange name, Big Edna, and the scrap of
paper in her bag with a telephone number
on it. Jim took that and went out into
the hall to telephone his office.
"Find out who's number that is," Jim
asked the paper's switchboard operator,
and waited. He whistled as the girl made
her report and went slowly back to Dixie.
"That's J. G. Temple's number!" he
said, and then as Dixie looked questioningly at him! "He's the guy who leaped
out of a window in the Werner Building
the other day."
"Oh!" Dixie said. She remembered then

of the river
It

didn't

—
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reading about the supposed suicide in the
paper but it hadn't meant anything to her
and she probably wouldn't even have remembered it if it hadn't been that Steve

owned
in

building

that

and

his

"It looks pretty bad to me," Jim said
slowly. "I've got the office checking on
those names, too, and right now we're
going over to Temple's apartment and see
if it isn't too late to find out something."
valet was packing Temple's belongings when they got there and though at
first he was suspicious and noncommital
when they mentioned Jackie's name he
softened at the evident distress in Dixie's

A

"They

were

Havana,"

;

ard proprietary.
in their action, one
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little
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married
valet

Temple knew

my

very best

on the way to
and his voice

said,

"And

For a

little

meant just as much to Jim too. He called
the office then and when he came back she
saw his face was drawn and anxious.
But there was reason for that look. Finding out who Big Edna was made Jackie's
death more sordid than ever, for she was
the woman who had made headlines in the
recent vice investigation.
When Jim left her to see what he could
discover in the woman's house Dixie held
close to his hand and tried to tell him
about the apartment she had taken from
Steve. But there wasn't time.
Later Steve came to see her and he was
curiously gentle with her when he found
her weeping though he said very little
when she told him about Jackie's death.
"Jim Adams was with me when

THE LAXATIVE
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saw

her," she said slowly. "He's trying to find
out who did it."
"You might have come to me, Dixie,"
Steve said evenly. "Suppose from now on

OP BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

you let me handle it."
But there wasn't time for Dixie's answer, for the bell rang and Dixie was at
the door before the maid could answer it.
"You fall into a gold mine, kid?" Jim
asked slowly, looking around the lavish
apartment, but Dixie gave him a quick,
imploring glance.
"I'll tell you about it later, please," she
whispered.
"Kind of you to put yourself out this
way, Adams," Steve said as he wrung his
hand. "Dixie's been telling_ me about it."
"No use my going over it again, then,"

said slowly, "if you know." He didn't
trust this man's eyes or his smile either.

Jim

But Dixie was already taking the small
bundle he was holding and he was help-

CO., Dept. SU-3
N. Y. C.

853 Seventh Ave.,

less.

"Are these the clothes you telephoned
about?" she asked, and before he could
stop her she had opened the package and
held up the pitifully torn dress. "Yes, it's
Jackie's."
cry.
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voice

came noncommit.

.

"Well, what did you find out?" Dixie
asked impatiently.
"I found out who killed Jackie," Jim
said slowly. After all, if Dixie trusted this
man he must be all right. "It was the
woman. But it's a man who's really re-

LIPSTICK
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tingly.
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REJUVIA
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slowly.

becoming shade.

I

heard a number

like

Steve was smiling

now

in that easy, al-

most lazy way of his. "Well, now's the
time to remember if you're ever going to."

Even as it kidded her his voice was caressturned to Jim. "Have you been
ing.
to the police with any of this?"
"Not yet. Temple's supposed suicide is
mixed up in this too. It might even lead
to the fellow the District Attorney is trying to find. The man they figure responsible for those slot machine murders a

He

month

or so ago."
held on to himself then. With
Temple and Jackie out of the way he had
nothing to fear, he told himself. If only
this newspaper man would look at those
deaths as suicide as the police had done
Well, maybe another suicide would have
to be added to the list. Maybe another man
could fall from a window in the Werner
building.
"Why don't you go to the police?" Dixie
asked Jim.
"Nothing doing," he laughed. "And .let
every other paper in town in on it? I'm
after a scoop

sponsible. Someone she acted for, who sent
Jackie there. She was talking to him over
the phone but I didn't get his name. Only

phone number. But that isn't much
good either, for I didn't get the exchange.

his

SCREENLAND

!"

"Look

here," Steve said suddenly. "Suppose I call the police commissioner. He's
a good friend of mine. Maybe Big Edna's
been arrested by this time."
Jim gave him a quick searching look.
"Why, that sounds okay," he said slowly.
"Well, Adams," Steve put down the telephone and picked up his hat and coat. "I'll
be seeing you in half an hour. The com-

missioner will be at my office. Goodbye,
Dixie, you'll be hearing from me."
He spoke lightly and his eyes were
dancing as if he were amused. But Jim
didn't wait long after him.
"Look, Dixie," he was putting on his
coat. "I don't think I'll wait here. I've got
a couple of things to do."
"But Jim!" Dixie's eyes grew wider, the
way a child's eyes will when the} are
" Her eyes
hurt. "Is it because of all this
went around the apartment. "Don't you
want to ask me any questions?"
"Listen, kid," Jim held her by the shoulders. "I'm still on Jackie's assignment. And
when I finish it up I'm going back here,
give you the beating of your life, and then

—

r

marry you quick. Now, do you want

to

ask me any questions?" And he gave her
a quick kiss and was gone.
Suddenly she went to the maid.

"Do you know a phone number that
ends in 1010?" she asked. And then as the
girl shook her head, "It can't be my bank
I'm thinking of. That's always something
and eighty nine cents balance, and it can't
be my car license for I haven't got a car.
This thing has me going around in circles !" She stopped suddenly. "Circle, that's
Circle 1010!"
it. Circle!
But whose number was it and where had
it? Suddenly she had an inspiration and dialed the number, and then as
a voice answered a new fear clutched at
her heart. For it was Steve who answered
she heard

her.

.

stamps to cover mailing costs. For beauty's
sake, send Coupon TODAY

Just

she couldn't help that small

Steve was staring hard at Jim now.
"Did they just let you walk out of this
place, wherever it is, with these ?" he asked

I

.

And

me

that once."

Steve

they were so happy together."
while neither Dixie nor Jim
could talk but their silence .drew them even
closer than any words could. They belonged to each other now, and because
Jackie had meant so much to Dixie she

broke.

Years ago her mother taught her the
importance of regular elimination.
Ever since she can remember, there
has been a box of Olive Tablets on the
bathroom shelf just as a reminder not
to let more than one day go by without doing something to assist Nature,
Originally the formula of an Ohio
physician Dr. Edwards, Olive Tablets
are now widely recognized as a stand-

the

him. "Seems to

was

office

it.

face.
"I've got to know if Mr.
her," Dixie said. "She was
friend, and it's to help her."

I know is the number 1010."
"1010." Dixie repeated the number after

Only thing

it

Steve

was her

!

Strange how in that moment
impression of him that she

first

remembered.
Steve frowned as he put his receiver
back on the hook. He didn't like that click
he had heard as he answered the phone.
They would have to work fast.
"Remember," he looked up at Charlie
and Joe, "gats are out. This has to look
like an accident, the way Temple's did.

And Jackie's, too." He stopped as the door
opened and Jim came in.
"You're late !" he was smiling blandly
now. "Sit down. The commissioner's taking his time about getting here. What do
you say we have a drink while we're waiting ? I have a trick bar in there that might
amuse you."

but
Fine. I'd like to see it," Jim said,
didn't stir.
„ c
btevea
Bourbon,
"I have some special
phone rang
>egan, then he stopped as his

ie

.

His voice

gain.

lost all its

...YOU'RE

calm and suave-

YOUNG

iess then.

"Yes Fred. Yes, I get you, he said to
downstairs, then
he switchboard operator
receiver. "Bolt the
ie banged down the
Parker two
>uter door, Charlie. Joe, give
!"
wzzes. The cops
His hand fumbled in the drawer of his
something
lesk for a moment and he put
n his pocket.
"This is the second time you ve slipped
evenly. "You
ip today, Kalkas," Jim said

. .

.YOU'RE SMART

want

I

to

wear

GLAZO'S

smooth as you thought you were
n the apartment. You brought Big Edna's
tame into the conversation before either
you."
jf us mentioned it to
"So you thought that was a slip?" Steve
veren't as

"Don't you think I knew you'd
kind of half-baked hero to stick
neck out like this if I dangled the

<rinned.

De just the
,-our

right bait in front of

you?"

leaned against Jim so that he felt
:he bulge of the automatic he was holding
n his pocket. Then he moved with him
;o\vard the door of his private elevator

He

shaft.

.

.

But before he could open it, it was
opened from the inside and Parker stepped
re not going down the
planned, Adams," Steve
you're going to land in
the morgue just the same."
So that's how you did Temple in, you
murdering " Jim shouted, and brought
his arm up sharply, sending Steve's hand
shooting from his pocket and the gun flying

"All right.

You

shaft the way I
said slowly. But

—

the floor.

to

was a free-for-all, but Jim was
vounger than the other. He managed to
hold them off until he heard the police
breaking down the office door, and as
Steve rose frantically he grabbed him and
held on to him.
But Steve freed himself with a lurch and
took a quick step to the elevator and Jim
saw only that quick flash of him as he
hurtled forward and screamed as he fell
It

the empty shaft.
Only when the police swarmed into the
room with his editor behind them and
Kramer trying to hide his emotion thumped
him on the back a half dozen times as men
will when they are moved and called him,
"You suicidal dim-wit!" in that exuberant
way, did Jim stop to think beyond the

down

horror of that falling body.
"Who tipped you off?" he demanded.
Kramer smiled.
course,"
of
"Dixie,
"There's a girl!"
But Jim wasn't waiting to hear what
sort of a girl Dixie was. He was racing
through the door and towards one of the
public elevators when he saw her running
toward him.
"Jim!" she gasped. "Oh, I thought it
was you they dropped down the shaft."
"It was
Steve," Jim said. "Only he
dropped himself. He thought the elevator
was there and it wasn't."
"/ did it, then!" Her voice came in an
appalled whisper. "I brought the elevator
down just just before. Steve had showed
it

to

—
me once

when

I

was here and

I

thought I'd get to you somehow."
"That's all right, honey." Jim put his
arms around her again, and because his
heart was so full of her and her nearness
and sweetness and because he was a little
ashamed of being such a softie even in
front of Dixie his words came with their
old flippancy. "You'll probably get a reward big enough to support me in comfort
for the rest of my life, honey."
But Dixie was a girl who had been
around.^

words

She knew men.

And

w-as the
listening to
it

in Jim's heart she was
as she lifted her mouth for his kiss.
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and cage," said Margot, caressing his shining wing with a coral-tipped finger. "He
doesn't like to stay in his cage.
I
brush
hair, he walks up
arm and

freckles
scious

of

She purchased a

jar of
it nightfreckles soon
disappeared, leaving her skin clear, soft
and beautiful.
It's a real experience that will bring
hope to you too, reprinted word for Word
in our booklet "Good-bye Freckles."

Men

to

thrill

tresses.

And

fascinating.

trie

sigkt of

gleaming, glinty

make your Lair
Simply use Colorinse, the modern
it's

so easy to

rinse tkat puts a youtkful skeen

your

and sparkling

wouldn't

removed. Harmless, kecause it's a
pure coloring" and not a dye or kleack. To get

black

and

Easily allied at

easily

your own correct skade; see tke Nestle Color
Ckart, at toilet goods counters.

mm

L

SO SIMPLE

TO USE
and rub

partly dry with a towel.

#_

Dissolve Colorinse in
water and pourthe

-

warm

rinse over

Dry

my

call

Janie anything but Janie

—

it

to suit her so well." Janie is a small
Scottie, who follows Margot everyand insists on sitting on her foot

where
whenever that foot is still.
"I must tell you about a dish my English
friends always ask for," observed Margot,
presently, when we were back in the

UlflnT€Dili
For
Immediate Consideration
Send Poems to

Columbian Music Publishers
Toronto, Can.

library. "It's not served at a formal dinner, naturally, but I have it sometimes for

Shampoo your hair, then
rinse thoroughly

'of

/

P

\

your head.

hair thoroughly, brush

and see
the sparkle that comes to your hair.
it,

ioc for package containing % rinses at 5 and 10c stores.
Larger package containing 5 rinses for 25c at drug and
department stores.

an informal meal when a few intimates are
coming.
"It is real English curry. I buy two or
three pounds of the best mutton and dice
it up in small pieces, like large poker dice.
Put this in a pan with 2 diced carrots and
4 diced potatoes,
(large ones). Add 2
oranges, 2 apples, 3 bananas and a quarter
of a pound of sun dried raisins and a few
grapes. Cover with enough water to come
up half an inch above the mixture.
"The_ curry powder must be mixed with
2 heaping teaspoons of vinegar, (if you
want it medium more if you like it very
hot), to make a paste. Then let it all sim-

*

I

exile COLORINSE
the allure of

natural-looking eye beauty!

it back into a semi-hot oven to bake out
the kernels. It must be nice and dry.
"When it is served, the curry comes in
on a silver dish, the rice in a separate
bowl. Chutney sauce is served with sliced

bananas in another bowl. With it all, I always have hard-boiled eggs, and finally
chopped onions mixed with the yolks."
Another favorite dish in the " Grahame

"But

is

Bombay

this is

«r.

ELSIE

[KILL

for

of posta

BROOKLYN,

NEW YOR

THE HAIR ROOT
Remove the hair permanently, safely, privately at home, following simple directions.
The Mahler Method positively prevents the
hair from gTOwing again. The delightful relief will bring happiness, freedom of mind
and greater success. Backed bv 35 years ot
successful use all over the world. Send 6c
in

stamps

TODAY

for

illustrated

Booklet.

"How to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever."
D.J. Mahler Co., Dept. 29-F, Providence, H. I.
for immediate consideration. Short
shorts,
short
stories,
novelettes,
articles, book lengths, plays, scenarios, and poems edited, criticized,

STORIES
WANTED-

revised and submitted to markets.
2.000 magazine editors, 300 book publishers, 100 syndiand over 1,000 incidental markets are buying
30,000 to 50,000 stories, articles and features every
month. YOU, too, can sell your stories to this vast
market through us. No books or courses to sell. Send
your manuscripts today for free examination and report.
CENTRAL AGENCY, Belle Plaine, Kansas.
cates

WITHOUT
£ GLASSES

duck.

difficult to get,"

sighed the
a Chinese dish, some
sort of dried fish. It looks horrible, but it
is divine ! I don't know how they do it.
"I adore Mexican food, and go down to
Olvera Street as often as possible. Did
you ever taste Mexican crabs? There's a
!"
proper dish

blonde actress.

lo

I

_

household

ho-

Send Oc to cover cost

mer for three
"The rice is

hours.
boiled separately for about
twenty minutes. Pour cold water on it to
help separate the kernels, sift it, and put

&yM|£.Ek«
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;
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The Stillman Company
Aurora, 111., U.S.A. Bos 2(1
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when I've finsedately down again.
should have called Moon;

Lawyer' for one

Her ugly embarrassing

pictures, since
baby chow makes such
a hit with his 'Michael Strogoff' name! I

kome

kigliligkts in

my

shoulder

BOOKLET

ad.

Stillman's Freckle Cream. Used

ly.

When

my

TT*f^
XX

one day she

socially, until

saw a S tollman's

—

perches on my
ished, he walks
"I suppose I
glow 'Criminal

self-conat

"It's

Wthe

natural

EYESIGHT SYSTEM Gives

New

Your Eyes a

Deal

you wear glasses, or think you should, our
FOUR MONTHS' TRIAL OFFER— containing
the inspiring story of glasses discarded for
Nearsight, Farsight, Astigmatism, Old Age
Sight,
Eyestrain,
Weak Eyes, Eye Muscle
If

MEXICAN CRABS
Boil 2 crabs and

IN

FRANCE

Make your lashes a long sweep of silky, dark
beauty... perfectly natural-looking because
of the extra-creaminess of this mascara!

Smudgeproof, permanent. Apply it with or
without water. In black, brown, blue, green.

PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYE SHADOW
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL

THE
HOUSE OF

94

p|\T it in
1
|LVJ U

cold remove the

Rub

SIX-TWELVE CREAMY MASCARA
PREPARED

when

meat.

PINAUD'S IMPROVED

p«ms
NEW YORK

together 2 tablespoons flour and 1
tablespoon butter when smooth thicken
pint milk, and when it reaches the boiling
point remove it from the fire.
Add to it Yz teaspoon paprika, level teaspoon salt, 1 saltspoon white pepper, 1
tablespoon chopped tarragon leaves.
Mash the yolks of 4 hard-boiled eggs together and work in the sauce. Add the
crab meat, mixing all thoroughly. Add 2
cup soft bread crumbs, 1 tablespoon chutney syrup, mix all together and fill the
empty crab shells with the mixture, dotting the_ top of each with a little butter
and dusting with a little grated cheese.
These crabs may be put into a frying
;

%

y

Screen land

Trouble, Etc., as told by USERS
of this Revolutionary System will
FREE upon request.

—

NATURAL EYESIGHT

AT

HOME

be mailed

INSTITUTE,

Inc.

Dept. 76-T, Los Angeles, Calif.

MAKE

S25-S35

Yon

A WEEK

can learn practical nursing at home
in spare time. Course endorsed by physicians. Thousands of graduates. 3 8th yr.
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital. Another saved $400 while learning. Equipment included. Men and women IS to 60 High
School not required.
Easy tuition payments. Write now.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dept. 376, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
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into hot Crisco for two
'asket and plunged
the
nicer if baked
Lfinutes, but they are
or until they are a
ven for 15 minutes,
elicate brown on top.
an adventurous sort ot
is

m

cook

"My

least mind trying
erson and doesn't in the
She's my personal maid
ut new dishes.

discovered her in New York and
to Hollywood; then
rou°-ht her with me
with me and deater°I took her abroad
the sights."
ighted in showing her
Margot evidently believes with Grace
really
that you can't do enough for a
oo

I

vloore

...is my

ood cook!

severest critic

"My

,

butler,

„

MAKE-UP
REVOLUTIONIZED!

coll•

Margot, her hazel eyes dancing.
play with
He's an ex-actor who used to
he
Kl Jolson. After one of my pictures,
vilfcome to me, clear his throat, and pay:
last night,
"T had a very pleasant evening
finest
Miss Grahame. I saw Hollywood's

iriffliiii

ided

I

f
-

Actress.'

"That is my cue to say: And who is
Ishe?' very innocently.
" 'Miss
Margot Grahame,' he returns
j
criti|with a bow. Then he launches into a
,

in general— the direccamera work, the other actors,
isn't
and' finally he comes back to me. It
sometimes he tears me to bits.
'jail honey
j:ism of the picture

;

the

tion,

—

.But

I

like it!"

Scene Stealing with a

Camera
Continued from page 61

l

often
they are intent on something you can
get good pictures," she pointed out. "We
have a mean trick of throwing their ball
into the swimming pool. The dogs love to
get the ball and each one wants to be the

they all hate
water, so they first stop and look at it,
then chase it around the rim of the pool,
!'
but finally
'It's your turn
tell each other
one says: 'We'll never get it if we go on
like this!' and dives in. In the meantime
I have a lot of amusing shots."
Angle shots are among Madge's favorone

who

gets

it

first,

but

LADY ESTHER ANNOUNCES TWO, NEW
MAGICAL SHADES OF FACE POWDER!
Two Amazing New Shades That Are
ally

Transforming

in

Liter-

the Beauty They Give

You Under the Most Searching Sunlight
or the Unkindest Artificial Light!

:

ites.

"I suppose going to camera exhibits imbues you with the ambition to get the
unusual angles. I used my Leica to get

on

the

shot of men and cameras
camera boom, and this downward shot of
the sound man. I shot directly up at this
goddess on the back lot." She selected another print. "This portrait of Yolanda I
made with my Rolloflex."
"However, I've discovered that you can
fool people with prints. I took some pictures of a friend's dogs. They weren't
really good because the light wasn't right,
but I thought I'd like to send them to her
for Christmas anyway. Tom said: 'Don't
have those enlarged, they aren't good
enough.' But I took them down to the
camera shop and asked them to make the
this

prints

up on sepia paper,

sort

of

soft

with a nice little frame. They looked
so important that my friend thought them
wonderful and is still under the delusion
that I took a good picture of her dogs."
Most people are self-conscious when
they see a camera and think you intend

focus,

it their way, Madge finds.
"But I try to keep talking to them until
I get an expression I want and then shoot,"
she confessed. "My mother is the most
amusing subject in the world, because she
hates to be taken and makes the most

to point

S

i

shades of face powder, the like of
which you have never before seen!
Two new shades that give face powder a
magic that has never before been known
To look at these shades in the box you would

Two new

them two new strange shades of face
powder. You would never imagine them to have

just think

any marvelous

effect.

But they are literally transforming! They do
things for you that face powder has never been
known or dreamed to do. (I do not merely
claim this, I have proved it on the skins of more
than 10,000 women.)
These shades impart the full magic of color.
They do not confine themselves to your skin or
your face. They extend themselves toyourwhole
personality.

They

They defiThey create a new "YOU"!

definitely flatter.

nitely "glamor-ize."

are striking examples of the

They

creates a gay beauty that
the most glaring sunlight.

power of

A

Romantic Shade for Night

unsympathetic

artificial light.

My Expense

At

powder shades and

their effect
These new face
can no more be described than can a radiant
dawn or a glorious sunset. They have to be seen
to be appreciated. That's why I offer to send a
liberal trial supply to every woman in America.
Just send me your name and address and by
return mail you will receive generous packets
of both Daye and Nihte shades. Try on each
shade, Daye during the day and Nihte at night.
See what each does! Step up your appearance,
your whole appeal. You will be more than surprised and delighted with what your mirror
shows you and your friends tell you.
Mail coupon today for your free packets of
my new Daye and Nihte shades of face powder.

color!

A

Dramatic Shade for Day

Daye and Nihte

I call

these

(

new shades

of

You can paste

this

an a penny postcard)

is

primarily for daytime wear.

*

i

nd Nihte.

It is

a luscious golden tone, magical in its effect.
and excitIt is a dramatic shade. It is young
a Spring
ing. It gives you the freshness of
morn, the glow of the heart of a rose. It

faces while she's trying to compose herself
"I never shoot on sets because I think

Name-

A ddress^.

(

SCREENLANP

FREE

Lady Esther, 2062 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois
trial packets of your two new face
Please send

powder shades, Daye

mine.

Daye

preserved under

Nihte is primarily for night-time wear. It is a
romantic shade, suggestive of moonlit waters
and soft music. It casts a pearly radiance about
you. It gives your skin a transparent look, as if
the moon shone through it. It creates a soft
ethereal beauty that can challenge the most

terrible

L

is

If you live in

Canada,

urrilo

Lady

Estlurr. Toronto. Ont.
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it,
and strange as
observe rules. Besides,
suppose I got something they didn't want
me to get and it happened to get out of
my hands ? How could I ever explain or

there's

it

a

make

against

rule

may seem

up

it

I try to

to

them?"

With which

REMOVES

re-

mark, she drew out a shot of Vilma and

Buddy Ebsen rehearsing a number for
"Broadway Melody." "But I had permission to take this," she smiled.

"Often on

where I'm working I
notice the cameraman doing something that
looks interesting, and I wonder if I could
do anything on that order and then can
scarcely wait to get at my camera to see.
I'm crazy about shadows, and cameramen
use them to paint their pictures. I see a
shadow fall on a character in a way to
suggest a mood, and I try that, too. I don't
suppose I ever captured quite what I was

WHILE YOU SLEEP 1

sets

after, but it's the race that matters,

not the

goal.

my

"I rather like these shots of
brother
fishing, and this one of a commercial fishing boat, or this one of a property man

working on a tent set
they seem to have that

at

M-G-M,

because

quality of informal-

that belongs to candid camera art. I
to catch people in places where the
results look interesting, to have them doing
something that absorbs them
then if I
have enough light on their faces without
ity

like

;

making them

FRECKLES
Whether you have a few

freck-

or many, fade them out
quickly and gently while you
les_

sleep.

Get a

jar of

•

Nadinola

Cream today and apply

at bedtime. Day by
skin, becomes clearer, fresher. Usually freckles
disappear in 5 to 10 days. So do other blemishes.
Nadinola Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a famous
laboratory with 36 years' experience in this type of
skin treatment. Only 60c at drug and toilet counters;
10c size at Ten Cent Stores. • Or send a dimefortrial
package to NADINOLA, Dept. 164, Paris, Tenn.

Freckle

day

NADINOLA TmkkOtum
Beautiful!
.

.

.

She had her

NOSE CORRECTED
by DR. BADIN'S New Plastic Methods. Your features
be changed; OT/TSTAXDING
CORRECTEDface lifting; lips rebuilt; lines, wrinkles, blemishes and
scars removed. Reduced fees. Illustrated booklet free
DR. RADIN, 1482 Broadway, Dept. S-6, New York City
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can

squint, I shoot!"
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Hollywood Screen Exchange
Drawer 1150, Dept. B,
CALIF., U. S. A.
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Tn introduce Hollywood's NEWEST Mexican Orizaba Diamond

reproductions. Dazzling, Brilliant, full of
Blazing- Fire
(worn by Movie Stars) We

— Kt. Simulated Brazilian
send
Diamond, mounted
Solid Gold
Ring-as
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today.
will
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St., Los Angeles, Calif. (2 for 25c)

Helped Her Hair!
"GLOVER'S SYSTEM

HELPED ME STOP
LOSING

v

'

P

MY

HAIR!"

If your hair is worrying you, do as count-

less

thousands of
women and

other

men

—

are doing follow Glover's System!
famous for combatting Dandruff and
It is

excessive Falling Hair.
consists of conditioning the scalp -using Glover's
systematic massage. Shampoo
with Glover's Medicated Soap. At all Druggists. Your
Hairdresser or Barber can give you Glover's. For FREE
It

Mange Medicine and

BOOKLET

explaining Glover's System, address

GLOVERS
Dept. S-4S2
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FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

sometimes," says Willie, the Wither's cook.
But also a girl who loves to yell her head
off, who has a veritable passion for animals,
who appreciates air-rifles and marbles and
collects villainous-looking knives, who goes
tearing around on a motor-glide at thirtyfive miles an hour and, though on the whole
tractable, sometimes forgets orders in a
frenzy of wild spirits and leaves her own
protected
shrieking

motor-run

to

go

scooting

and

down a car-infested highway. In
short, a girl who never did lick that thing
next door, but would have made a creditable
had the need arisen.
People assume that a child star must be
disagreeable. It's hard enough to keep any
stab at

it,

M\ sing/e change
W( in your diet/
Just

Rub

On!

It

The Inches Go Like Magic
or Your
BACK

MONEY

Avoid Dangerous Diets,
Irksome Exercises Beware of Harmful Drugs
and Laxatives — yet lose from

—

1 to 5 inches of ugly excess lat
(due to no glandular or other systemic cause) off hips, abdomen, bust, neck, arms, thighs, calves and ankles! Modern
science at last has made an amazingly SAFE discovery,
a remarkably delightful LOTION called KREMEY.

just rub KREMEY
Fat goes fast, full inches of it, yet leaves no wrinkles
Tightens flabby skin with perfect safety. Send
$1 for full 10-day treatment. 40-DAY TREATMENT
only $3. KREMEY LABS., 14 W. Washington St.,
Dept. 1-SC, Chicago. III.

Nothing to take internally. You

on.

no

lines.

Learn TAP DANCING

child unspoiled, they reason. In the case of
these darlings, applauded, pursued, cooed
over by millions, it's fairly impossible. To
this one can only answer, the impossible

happens. Shirley Temple, Freddie Bartholo-

mew, Jane Withers remain unspoiled. Why,
nobody knows. The attention which turns
the heads of their older colleagues leaves
them as it found them.
Jane is unimpressed by the limelight.
She's always known it, so she takes it for
granted, as a young prince might take his
royalty for granted, or a young pauper his
poverty. Acting is fun. But so are lots of
other things. She has a dozen outside interests, equally absorbing
flowers, dolls,
animals, games, knitting, baking, reading,
drawing, furniture-building, fishing with
her father, hiking with "Uncle Jack" Trent,
her bodyguard, "who used to be a really
and truly cowboy ranger," she informs
you, eating him up with her eyes. "Some
day we're going to play a Western together, and do desperate deeds on a ranch."
When she finishes work, she never mentions
movies. Except for her weekly visit to a
theatre, it's as if they didn't exist. Given
the choice for her Saturday treat, she will
pick a slapstick comedy or a musical, and
will drag her parents through the length
and breadth of Los Angeles for the pleasure of hearing Martha Raye or Patsy

—

Kelly

yell.

SCREENLAND

BCOMPLETE ROUTINE ONLY

50c

j

ROY GOULD'S STUDIO
P. 0.

Box 62. Clinton

Hill.

Newark. N.

J,

Relieve

Rheumatism

Pain In Few

Minutes

To

relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NURITO, the Doctor's formula. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly must relieve
worst pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Get
trustworthy NURITO today on this guarantee.

—

|2l P
££?UMED DEPILATORY
Instantly eliminates every trace of hair.
Special offer with ZiP Cream Deodorant

both for the price of one. Ask your
dealer or send 50c plus 10c postage to
Madame Berths. 562 Fifth Ave.. New York

She refused to say whether she prefers
Mr dogs to her dolls, lest she hurt the f edits of the latter. "Of course you can talk
('the dogs and they'll answer. Now Danky,
fox-terrier, you've never seen anything
'Danky,
B e it, he can almost talk. If I say
|nich one of these dolls do you like best?'
Y 11 go this way " She cocked her head
|d all but pricked up her ears. "And
kally he goes and sniffs one of the dolls

W

:

—

then he licks it. And he just can't stand
hear anything squeak. The minute he
Jars it, he tries to tear it to pieces. But
pen I say: 'Danky!' he kind of sits up,
Ike he was very shameful.
"My dolls can't talk so well, but they

lid

1

Jn listen. If we were at home, I couldn't
ill you these things. Some way they'd hear
dogs better,
Bout it and think I liked
I'd really rather not say."
fp
She prefers character dolls to flaxenWired beauties and yearns over the homely
"|es. "Please, mommy," she'll beg, five permt guile but the rest pure feeling. "I

my

|

Bint to give her a home.
nr anyone else to buy."

A

She's too ugly

new

fits

Withers would
lomise: "As soon as we have our own
place, the sky's the limit." Now they have
leir own lovely place, set in an acre of
ound. Jane gave her O.K. on seeing that
overlooked the practice grounds of the
leaded

for

pets,

Mrs.

This Beautiful Lifelike
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like ring.
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25o extra)
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Waterproofl
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RING CO.. Dept. S3. 626 Vine
PHOTO
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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GRADUATES:

(43rd jr.) Stage, Talkie. Radio.
aire,

TKe&tre

ss"s&

Una Merkcl, ZKa Johann,

Lee Tracy. Fred

Drama. Danoe, Musical Comedy.

etc.

idling, Direoting, Personal Development,
.pearancea). For Catalog, write Sec'y

Stock Theatre Training

LAN D, 66 W. 85

St.,

N. Y.

PHOTOGRAPHY
offers

you

big opportunities

Get into this profitable field! Cash in
on the growing demand for expert
photographers! Enjoy a fascinating,
profitable career. We give you individual, practical training that will
qualify you as an expert in Commercial, News, Portrait, Advertising or
Motion Picture photogjaphy. Personal
Attendance or Home Study courses.
27th year. Write for Free booklet.
New York Institute of Photography
10 West 33 St. (.Dept. 60) New York

"
DRUGGISTS 35'

•

—

they've laid. "And they lay so many we
hardly have to buy a one. Isn't that nice of

them ?"
She owns four dogs and a fifth has been
promised a Dalmatian coach dog, known

—

Jane as a "polka dot dog." She's a profound admirer of the British way of speech
and, on learning that the coming puppy
was English-bred, was overheard to "hope
that he'd bark with an English accent."
Her champion Irish setter, Lord Redfield,
gave her some unhappy moments. "He
doesn't like me," she told Uncle Jack
to

_

animal, be it only a humble kitten,
her quivering with joy. When they
!red in more cramped quarters and she
|

U.C.L.A. football team, whose mascot she
When her mother is sometimes moved
to protest at the rapidly growing menagerie,
Jane wags a reminding finger. "Say not so,
mommy. The sky's the limit, and I haven't
got an elephant yet."
She designed her own henhouse knotty
pine, "with double-decker bunks for the
chickens. They never get a chance to ride
in trains, so they ought to have their fun
at home." Every morning she dashes out,
crowing like a rooster to get the hens off
their nests so she can see how many eggs
is.

AT ALI
60< • <1.00

CHARM BRACELETS
New

.

.

fascinating!

latest thrill in

The

jewelry!

sweeping the country from Hollywood to
New York! Be like the
It's

movie

stars

.

.

start

now

to build yours. Illustrated bracelet, gold finish,

complete with

five

charms,

$1.00 postpaid anywhere in
U. S. Send money orders

Additional charms
can be obtained for 25c to
35c each.
only.

STUART- Wl LLIAMS
Box S08, Chicago

P. O.

"He wags

mournfully.
the

his tail

and

bites at

same time."

"He's just shy, Jane. Here, take this
brush and brush him. He'll like that."
She approached, a little slowly but
steadily, and gave the chestnut coat a tentative stroke. Red rose on his hind legs, taller
than the child, and laid a paw on her
shoulder. She turned to Uncle Jack, dawning delight on her face, and he nodded encouragement. But when Red's second paw
flopped to her other shoulder, it was more
than her bursting heart could stand. She
dropped the brush, and any interested spectator might have been treated to the sight
of a child, waltzing a large red dog around
the lawn and shrieking at the top of her

"He

lungs:

likes

me!"

But the thrill of a lifetime came the other
day. "I went out to ride my motor glide,
and I'd been riding just about five minutes.
But first I must tell you, daddy gave me a
cowboy suit for Christmas, and Uncle Jack
gave me a real cowboy hat and boots. And
also got a rope with these. Well, I
I
usually carry the rope on the handlebars of

WAKE UP YOUR
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Harm' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decay3

in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You <?et
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing

movement

in

making

for Carter's Little
.

eet your favorite
original

12
plays eize 8 x 10 glossy prints, 4 for $1.00.
I'ositirclv the finest obtainable anyfur $J :>U.
have the largest collection of movie
where.
or
the
Btar
name
Just
country.
photos in the
play you want. Remit by money order or U. S.
2c and 3c stamps.

We

Bram Studio-Film Center Bldg.,

COLOR YOUR

™

meals a day?"
Uncle Jack Trent says she has only two
picking flowers and signing autofaults
graph books. To Jane, he says, a flower
begs to be picked, whether it's on her
neighbor's lawn or her own. And an autograph book thrust under her nose is sacred,
whether it means blocking Fifth Avenue
traffic or snatching her meals between one

..

I

!

understand why her elders
her way. On her recent crosscountry personal appearance tour, children
waited for hours outside theatres to catch a

She

can't

don't see

WAY

.

^STAMMER

Send today for beautifully illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STAMMER," which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammering and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bo"ue Institute for 36 years since 1901. Endorsed

—

by physicians Full information concerning correction of stammering sent free. No obligation. Benjamin
N. Bogue, Dept. 5 17,, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Ind.

Wanted At Once!

Mother, Home,
Love, Patriotic.
Sacred. Comic or any subject. Don't delayoSer.
our
send best poem today for
RICHARD BROS.. 28 Woods Bide-. Chicago.

BEFORE

CAN Fl ELD &

HAIR

AFTER

$1.95, postpaid or CO.D.
CO., Dept. 122, 267 5 Broadway,

CLEARS EYES
in

Seconds!

Eyes that are red and veined .. from
.

late hours, fatigue, exposure, etc
now made clear and white in sec-

onds.
tific

Your money back if new, scien-

EYE-GENE

fails!

Clears dull

ness, makes eyes sparkling . . . more
alluring. Just as superior for refreshing tired, overworked eyes. Acts
almost instantly. Stainless, too.

it

SCREENLAND

E

Colors roots;leaves hair sof t.natural;
perm.wave.FreeBook. Valllgny Prod., Inc.. Dpl.20-A.254 W.31 SI..N.T
You Can Regain Perfect Sp eech, if yo u

—

signature and the next.

City

™

HAIR FRENCH
£

Shampoo and coloryourhairattne sonrub on.
any shade. SHAMPO-KOLOR won t permitsl

REAL—LIVE— deer."

with awe, she paused to
the miracle take effect. "Well, I didn't
know what to do, so I jumped up and
down and screamed: 'Uncle Jack, Uncle
Jack, there's a deer.' And the little deer
gets scared and he doesn't know there's a
fence and he kind of knocks it and his little
tongue starts bleeding. Then he runs across
the street, with the cars all whizzing by,
and I thought he'd be killed, I'd have died,
but thank goodness, he wasn't, and next
thing he disappears in the woods on the
other side of the road. Whew!" She
slumped in her chair, and was up again.
"But just think! If I'd had that rope, I
could have had my deer."
"Don't you think he's happier, roaming
in the woods where he belongs?"
It was hard for Jane to give up the deer
that might have been. "Isn't an acre large
enough for him to roam?" she asked wistfully. "Besides being safe and three square

New York

Studio 431, 630-9th Ave.,

glide, but this time I forgot it. And I
riding just about five minutes, when
all of a sudden I looked up, and there in

let

^

ovie star

photo3 of your favorite stars and
Bcents from any of your favorite recent phoro
all

was

me stood a
Her own eyes big

Ask

else. 25c.

my

front of

bile flow freely.

Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
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East Side, "because I was an
Side kid in 'Ginger,' and I wanted

visited the

East
to see

how

it

really looked.

"School was the worst thing

I

hated on

the trip, and the best thing I liked was
eating spaghetti. You see, in Chicago I
bought this spaghetti fork with a thing on
the end. Instead of keeping winding the
spaghetti round and round and getting all
tired out, you just turn this- thing and the
spaghetti winds itself. All you have to do
is

eat

it."

They returned

to a home kept in shining
order by Willie, who was Jane's nurse in
Atlanta. Mrs. Withers had promised that if
she could ever send for her, she would.
Now Willie has joined them, to the deep
contentment of all.
"Miss Jane hasn't changed a mite," she
says. "I never could keep up with her
down home and I can't keep up with her
here. Sometimes I tell her 'Why don't you
just relax? Go rest yourself.' But she says:
'I have more fun on my feet,' and keeps
:

right on goin'."
On the night of their return, Jane heard
her mother praise the condition of the
house, the delicious meal Willie had served

them.

"Mommy," she whispered, "don't you
think Willie ought to have a raise?" Mrs.
Withers agreed. "Oh, mommy, mommy, let
me

tell

her."

Whereupon,

for purposes of drama, she
turned conspirator and, finger at lips, tiptoed to the kitchen door, flung it wide open
and announced "Willie, you've got a raise."
"Why, that's lovely, Miss Jane," came
:

Buddy
dancers

Ebsen,
in

Eleanor

Powell

"Broadway Melody

and
of

George Murphy make three a company of great
Above you see how well they get along together.

1937."

glimpse of her and to get her signature.
She rebelled against being sneaked out the
back way. "If they have the patience to
wait so many hours," she argued, "I should
have the patience to autograph. Suppose I
was a kid and wanted Martha Raye's autograph and she swished past and said 'I
Business of Martha Raye
haven't time' "
swishing past, proud lids lowered, proud
chin lifted, proud hand on hip "How

movie children ? Did she like having lessons on the set all by herself? What was
her favorite color ? What time did she go to
bed? The boy who sticks most vividly in
her memory is the one who brought his dog.
The tour was a whirlwind success. They
were offered a record figure to appear in
New York, but Mrs. Withers said no. She
thought Jane would have more fun just seeing New York. So instead of earning her

would / feel?"
"But you might get hurt, Jane you or
some other child."
"Uncle Jack wouldn't let us get hurt."
She found her own solution of the problem by scribbling her name on slips of
paper in her spare moments, then handing
them out, thus saving writing time. In Bos-

thousands, she skated in Central Park, paid
daily calls at the zoo, squealed over Radio
City and the Empire State Building, and

:

—

—

—

were admitted

to her

Who

98

"When

this is over. I want to hear it."
old fogey," grumbled Jane.
"What did you say?" demanded her
father.
But the pout was over. When Jane turned

"The

back she was grinning apology.
In her nautical bedroom with its whitepainted furniture, blue rug and candlewick
spreads, rose-tinted curtains, stand two
beds, "so I can have my friends to spend
the weekends with me," says hospitable

—

—

effect is terrific.

caught a characteristic glimpse of her
She sat with Miss Figland
in the sunlight outside her dressing-room, a
blue bathrobe covering the pink silk pajamas she wore for a scene in "Angel's
Holiday." A doll in mauve gingham
sprawled on the grass beside her. An exercise book lay spread in her lap. From
his owner, the studio doctor, she had kidnapped a white baby poodle, not more than
a foot in length, "because I can do my lessons better if I hold him." He lay cradled
between the lapels of her robe in peaceful
slumber, head resting on one lapel, hind
legs tucked under the other.
Jane interrupted her labors for a moI

at the studio.

dressing-room

for five-minute sessions between acts. They
were generally tongue-tied with embarrassment, so that Jane would start the ball of
conversation rolling. Then the questions
came pouring out.
was her favorite
picture star? Did she play with the other

have some dance music?"

Jane.
Though school is "the worst thing she
hates on trips," she doesn't otherwise mind
But she likes to tease "Teach" Miss
it.
Lola Figland by pretending she does. She
wears a plate on the set to cover the loss of
her own baby teeth, and her favorite trick
at the moment is to make what she calls a
Jekyll-Hyde face by wriggling the plate
loose and decorating her lower lip with four
small teeth, the while she glowers. The

ton hundreds of youngsters brought their
lunches and refused to leave without an
autograph. Jane was placed at a rear window of the theatre to pass out her slips.
But the crowd surged forward, and a little
girl in front fell. "Hey, there!" yelled
Jane, and scattering her slips to the breeze,
leaned far over the sill and hauled the
fallen fan to safety.
At the Palace in Chicago, the afternoon
price for children was raised from fifteen
cents to a quarter. Many had ridden or
trudged from outlying districts, with just
enough money to pay for admission. Uncle
Jack entered the dressing-room with the
news that kids were being turned away.
Like a bolt Jane was out in search of the
manager. "Please don't send them home.
You can take the money out of my salary."
The manager was a gentleman. Tickets for
children were reduced to fifteen cents.
At Jane's request, relays of the youngsters

Willie's soft voice. "I certainly thank you.''
Jane turned a face beaming like the sun
at noon to her parents, then back to the
kitchen. "And, Willie," they heard her say
in only slightly lower tones, "maybe a little
later you'll have another raise."
She's no angel. Coming home the other
night, she found her father listening to a
lecture on the radio. "Oh, daddy, can't we

ment to look down at him. Then she slithered her eyes toward Miss F'igland. "I
Michael Bartlett serenades Florence Rice at the "bring a bride"
party given by the Basil Rathbones.

little darling never has to go to
school," she murmured, and dropped her
teeth at Teach.

hope the

THE CUNEO PRESS

,
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CREAMY

and smooth as magnolia petals is
Merle Oberon's flawless skin. She tells you

her

way

of keeping

it

lovely

—a

way any

girl

can

and powder all I like," she says.
"But to guard against Cosmetic Skin — tiny blemI've made Lux Toilet Soap
ishes, enlarging pores
my regular complexion care."

follow. "I use rouge

—

'The active lather guards
against choked pores,"
she

you. "It removes stale cos-

tells

metics thoroughly — keeps skin
smooth." That's because

it

goes deep

into the pores, removes every hidden
trace of stale cosmetics, dust and dirt.

Romance comes to girls
who keep skin lovely
.

Take Merle Oberon's

tip.

.

.

Use Lux

Soap regularly. Use it before
you put on fresh make-up ALWAYS before you go to bed. 9 out
Toilet

—

of 10 screen stars use this soap

Riding
is

second-nature

to this

daughter

of the Belmonts
Miss Joan Belmont, New York. It's enough
Belmont is the daughter of the

to say that Miss

Morgan Belmonts. As

a

member of this famous

riding family, she has an inborn love for turf

and

field.

At four years of

age,

she was pre-

sented with a pony of her own; today, Miss

Belmont is one of the most accomplished horsewomen of the younger set. Like so many of her
debutante friends, she is a steady Camel smoker.

These distinguished
those

who

women

among

are

prefer Camel's delicate flavor:

MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE,

Philadelphia

MRS. POWELL CABOT,

Boston

THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE 2nd, Boston.
MRS. ANTHONY J. DREXEL 3rd, Philadelphia
MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
MRS.

MRS. JASPER MORGAN, New
MRS. NICHOLAS G. PENNIMAN

MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER,
MRS. RUFUS PAINE SPALDING
MRS. LOUIS SWIFT,

York

III,

Baltimore

JR.,

New

III,

Pasadena

York

JR., Chicago

MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, New

(above)

York

In theTack Room. Miss Belmont is a familiar
Maryland and Long Island hunting coun-

figure in the
try.

"When

I feel

me

"Camels give
I'm alive as

am

my

tired or a bit let- down," she says,

a grand

'lift'.

.

.

make me

feel glad

energy snaps back. And, though

a steady smoker, Camels never get

on

I

my nerves."

Camels are made
from finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS...
Turkish and
Domestic than
any other
. . .

popular brand

New

York.

Miss Joan Belmont enjoys a leisurely luncheon

at the

Enjoying Good Food
Ritz-Carlton

at the Rits in

—with Camels between courses and

after.

Smoking Camelsis a positive aid to good digestion. Sets up
a generous flow of digestive fluids. Increases alkalinity.

For Digestion's Sake

Smoke Camels
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A

Real

Day

with Tyrone Power

Carnival Nights in Hollywood
Greatest Sports Thrills of the Stars

B

EXCITING ?
EXCITING
VACATION, ADA

met

I'VE

THE MAN. HE

?

WAS
SIMPLY WONDERFUL
TO ME. AND JUST
AS RICH AS HE

IS

SWEET.

—
HE'S ASKED ME OUT
ON HIS YACHT FOR
DINNER TUESDAY.
HE REALLY SEEMS
SERIOUS OH
.

OF COURSE YOU DO.
YOU OUGHT TO GET
MARRIED ADA. YOU'RE

NOT GETTING

YOU'RE EVEN MORS
ATTRACTIVE, TONIGHT.
NEVER MET A WOMAN
LIKED SO SUDDENLY

WAS FATE; PERHAPS
YOU CAPTURED MY
IMAGINATION AS FEW
MEN HAVE.

IT

.

ANY

YOUNGER.

1

AND SO Witt.

I

WISH

CO,y to 0&WG1
FOREVER WITH
i

YOU

!

IM SORRY TO DRAG
YOU HOME THIS
EARLY, BUT MY HEAD
IS SIMPLY SPLITTING.
FORGIVE ME.

f

TO REALLY LOVE A MAN
AND LOSE HIM OVER
SOME TRIFLING FAULT
THAT ONE DOESN'T EVEN
KNOW ABOUT... WHY

I

DIDN'T

OF COURSE
DO, YOU
POOR DEAR.
I

W

SOMEONE TELL ME?
WHY DIDN'T YOU ?

K

HALITOSIS IS SUCH A
DELICATE SUBJECT

THAT EVEN YOUR BEST
FRIEND WON'T TELL
YOU. WELL, THERE'S

ONLY ONE REMEDY.

WHY NOT TRY

$

Beauty Experts

THE MOST POPULAR

say:

GIRLS

NEVER TAKE A
CHANCE"
You

never

I

KMOW

KEEP

BREATH SWEET
WITH LISTERINE

know when

you have halitosis, but
others do and pass you
up.

Why run the certain

offending

when

all

risk of

you need do

make your breath fresher,
sweeter, more agreeable is to
use Listerine Antiseptic.
major cause of bad breath is the
fermentation of tiny bits of food
the tooth brush has missed.
to

A

LISTERINE

Listerine quickly halts such
fermentation, then overcomes

the odors

it

causes. Use

Listerine Antiseptic night and

morning and between
times before social and
business engagements.

Lambert PharmacalCo.

CHECKS HALITOSIS
(BAD BREATH)

Pretty lips cost her a pretty penny
but never a second for her tender

How

often such neglect leads
to real dental tragedies . . •
give your gums the benefit
of Ipana

1ET

and Massage.

her study herself in the mirror—

while she outlines that classic mouth,

'

powders that pretty nose. Let her favorite creams and cosmetics add to her
charm.- Then let her smile— smile that
dull, dingy,

see

how

shadoived smile of hers— and

quickly her beauty vanishes.

A minor tragedy? Yet this girl might
possess a radiant, appealing

smile— but

not until she lavishes a fraction of the

care she gives her lips
teeth, her tender, ailing

on her dingy

gums— not

knows the meaning of that
"pink" upon her tooth brush.
she

is

tinge of

Don't Overlook "Pink Tooth Brush"

When

warning tinge appears on
your tooth brush— go at once to your dentist. Probably no serious trouble is in
that

store for you.

No

doubt, he'll lay the

door of modern menus.
Too-soft foods— foods that deprive your
gums of necessary work and stimulation

blame

at the

—have made the gum

of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.
For nearly always, Ipana and massage

is

a wise precaution against the

warning of "pink tooth brush." Begin
today to help the health of your teeth

and gums. Massage a

Usually he will suggest harder,"chewier"
foods— and often the stimulating help

little

Ipana into

your gums every time you brush your
teeth.

Watch

those lazy tissues

grow

gradually firmer, sounder, healthier.
Start today the faithful use of Ipana
Tooth Paste and massage. Let your smile
do justice to your charm.
•

walls lazy, flabby.

•

•

LISTEN TO'Town HallTonight"-every Wednesday night, over N. B. C. Red Network,
9 o'clock, E.D.S.T.

IPANA

a good tooth paste,
like a

until

gums

good dentist,

never a luxury.
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Vol.

Famous Author

BAUM!

VICKl

A

Delight Evans
The Editor's
Kay Proctor
Greatest Sports Thrills of the Stars
Liz Williams
Sidney
The Lone Last of the Die-Hards. Sylvia
Charles Darnton
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Montgomery
Tom Kennedy
She was "Discovered" Twice. Doris Nolan
Dick Pine
Goof
Hollywood Glorifies the
Elizabeth Wilson
Carnival Nights in Hollywood
Ben Maddox
A Real Day with Tyrone Power
the Red
"Under
of
Fictionization
Love Laughs at Royal Intrigue.
Elizabeth B. Petersen

greatest

August

the

in

serial

How the Best Laughs Are Born
A Man's Woman. Myrna Loy

and

begins

Reviews of the Best Pictures

of
author
noted
Baum,
Hotel" and many other
popular romances, has now written
what we consider her most unusual
story, which she has called "Great
and
Lover." It is the heart-warming
Vicki

"Grand

—

poignant

— novel

of

an

ingratiating

young actor adrift in today's Hollywood. Because this young actor is
such a very real person, as genuine,

and

unspoiled,

likeable

say,

as,

Tyrone Power, he wins your sympathy
from the start and holds it through
all

believable adventures,

his

four instalments of this

new

in

the

the August

next,

in

the

issue,

which goes on salo July 2nd. You will
wish to reserve your copy both because of the new novel by Miss Baum
and the feast of other features which
will

make

Camera-Wise Paul Kelly
Screenland Glamor School. Edited by
Gail Patrick's Style
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Not Too Candid, Please!
In Work. Call it
Hollywood has it!
chic, call it charm, call it high style, verve or vogue
A Day in the Life of a Boy Wonder. Freddie Bartholomew. Actress of

Surprise

Matron

the

Month. Kay
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Star

into Minx. Frances Dee.

Hour.

Luise

We're doing all
wood. The Most

Francis.

"My Man McCrea."

—

While waiting for "Gone with the Wind"
thank you! All Good Dancers Depend on HollyBeautiful Still of the Month.
Rainer.

right,

serial.

Screenland is proud to present this
absorbing serial by Vicki Baum, beginning

Hollywood Holiday. Fiction
Starving to Stardom. Gladys George
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heartbreakingly

almost

times

at

Whitney Williams

London
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TALKIES

NOT

PERFOLASTIC

REDUCES UGLY BULGES

Delight Evans' Reviews

on Pages 52 and 53

Artists

Sam Goldwyn produces a farce and th?
fun flames through a dizzy succession of
hilariously balmy episodes until well on
toward the finish, when things suddenly
slow down and go boom with a dull thud.
Miriam Hopkins as the lady architect in
pursuit of Joel McCrea with his moneybags as backing for a building project
she wants to design,
is

Joel.

It's

is

top-notch, and so

a scream while the fun

lasts.

Make

Way

for

Tomorrow
Paramount

If it's suspense you crave, here's your
show! Ann Harding has chances to "run
the gamut," and delivers some of the best
acting you can find. Basil Rathbone also
is impressive as the Bluebeard who wins
Ann by charm and plans to make away

Reduces
diaphragm,
hips

and

with her. Very deliberately it builds to a
climax which, though taking an unconscionable time to arrive, pulses with excitement, and makes your heart palpitate.

thishs

IF

you DO NOT

3

INCHES

1937 version of "Over the Hill," and you
had better take along a spare hanky, for
you'll
be needing it. Victor Moore is
splendid as the doddering old father, and
Beulah Bondi is superb as the old mother
—both of whom are shunted about from
the homes of one to another of their five
children. Fay Bainter, Thomas Mitchell,
Porter Hall, Barbara Read, Minna Gombell are effective. Strong family appeal.

REDUCE
DAYS

in 10

As

...

will cost you nothing!
Thousands of women today owe their

Good As
Married

slim youthful figures to the quick,

safe

way

to reduce .it Perfolastic!

"Hips 12 inches smaller," says Miss Richardson.
"Lost 60 pounds and reduced my waist 9 inches,"
writes Mrs. Derr. "I used to wear a size 42, now I
take size 18"says Mrs. Faust. "Never owned a girdle
reduced 26 pounds," writes Miss
I liked so much

RKORadio

Universal

—

Why don't you, too, test the Perfolastic
Girdle and Uplift Brassiere at our expense?
Marshall.

Immediately Appear Inches Slimmer!
simply try
.
You need not risk one penny
Perfolastic for 10 days without cost. You will be
thrilled with the results ... as are all Perfolastic
.

.

You

wearers!

appear inches smaller

at once,

and

yet are so comfortable you can scarcely realize
that every minute you wear the Perfolastic garments

the gentle pressure and massage-like action are
actually reducing hips, waist, diaphragm and thighs
. . . the spots where fat first accumulates.

No

Diets,

Drugs or Exercise!

Love triangle at and behind the front in
the late war, with Miriam Hopkins as
wife of a French air ace falling in love
with a young officer and friend of her
husband. Paul Muni has less to do than is
usual for him, and Louis Hayward, with
the most substantial part, registers as outstanding in this offering. It is a finely
directed and produced film, holds interest,
but story somehow lacks the vital spark.

A

playboy marries his secretary for
business reasons, then finds she's really in
love with him and has plans of her own.
John Boles and Doris Nolan as the principals are very good, but we prefer John
to sing a bit and Miss Nolan to have

more dramatic

parts.

Alan Mowbray and

Katherine Alexander score in the more
important supporting roles. The comedy
note predominates. Light but amusing.

not have to risk your health or change
your comfortable mode of living. No strenuous
exercise to wear you out . . . no dangerous drugs

You do

to reduce face and neck to
. . . and no diet
wrinkled flabbiness. The Perforations and soft,

to take

make

silky lining

Perfolastic delightful to wear.

And with

the loss of excess fat will
pep and energy.

come

increased

Send For Ten Day Free

Trial Offer!
See for yourself the wonderful quality of the
material!

prominent

Read the astonishing experiences of
women who have reduced many inches

in a few weeks

.

.

.

safely!

You

risk nothing. Mail

Good
Old
Soak

M-G-M

Paramount

coupon now!

SUMMER

IS

THE IDEAL TIME TO REDUCE

!

PERFOLASTIC, INC
NEW

Dept. 737. 41 EAST 42nd ST.,
YORK, N.Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing and
lllustratingthenew Perfolastic Girdleand Brassiere,
also sample of perforated material and particulars
of your 10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Name
Address
Use coupon or send name and address on penny postcard
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Wallace Beery doing a good job imthe Don Marquis character
who can't work and find liquor too when
prohibition comes in, so he quits work. He
redeems himself when he makes a skinflint, who took advantage of his boy, pay
up on stock pilfered from his mother,
who blames the Old Soak. Ted Healy,
personating

Una Merkel, Eric Linden, Lynn Carver,
Janet Beecher and others furnish support.

SCREENLAND

Splendidly directed, well-cast, excellently
presented story of a young doctor involved
with gangsters from whom he refuses to
accept money to help his girl find her
baby. Barbara Stanwyck as the girl is at
her best, and Joel McCrea turns in a
grand performance. Lloyd Nolan is outstanding. Stanley Ridges, Irving Bacon,
Fay Holden and the others in the cast are
notably fine. Very good entertainment.

"

MV DEAR
THOUGHT
EVERY SMART

vVWY
I

WOMAN KNEW
AND USED

King of

Gamblers g

NON3P1.

Paramount

Wherein that fine actor, Akim Tamiroff,
appears effectively as a ruthless gambler,
racket),
(in control of a slot machine
who murders a flock of people by herding
them into an elevator shaft, and is event-

his own device. Lloyd
killed by
as a reporter, and Claire Trevor as
love interest.
a night club singer offer the

ually

Nolan

Others in the cast are Larry Crabbe, Porter Hall and the late Helen Burgess.

Talk
of th

Devi

Because it's unpretentious about the
whole plotty business, this very unconvincing but very vigorous melodrama holds
your interest. It is a British-made film
with Sally Eilers and Ricardo Cortez in
the romantic roles, and Basil Sydney as a

Spare your clothes

— and your nerves. Use Nonspi,

the safe anti-perspirant and deodorant that

One

ruin fine fabrics.

to

is

non-

No

under-arm moisture
application protects you

irritating to sensitive skin.

from two to five days. Drug and department stores
everywhere carry Nonspi. 35<' and 60^. Slightly
more in Canada. Try it— today.

terribly villainous fellow who causes disgrace for Sally's foster-father, and would
leave Sally to face murder charges were
Cortez. Good but routine stuff.
it not for

NONSPI
Pronounced "Non-spy".. Means "The Safe Deodoronf'
.

Let

Them
Live

Like to bf
Happily (Harried

Look Years

Thackeray said "Men are helpless in the hands of women
whoreally know how to handle
them." Any woman or girl of

WAY TO

Would You
Universal

Powerful, well-sustained melodrama of
a young doctor waging war on_ political
ring to curb spread of disease in slums.
There is a sincere, telling performance by
John Howard as the doctor. Nan Grey
and Judith Barrett shine brightly, and
Edward Ellis, Robert Wilcox, Bennie
Bartlett and Henry Kolker make up a
supporting cast. Very well
substantial
written, nicely directed, this is lusty drama.

ordinary intelligence, beautiful or plain, has the charm within her to attract and fascinate
men. You can learn how to develop and use those natural

charms from "Fascinating
Womanhood", an unusual book which shows how
womenattractmen byusingthesimplelawsof men's

pyschology. Married or single, this knowledge will
help you. Don't let love and romance pass you by.
Send us only 10c and we will send you the booklet
entitled "Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood", an
interesting svnopsis of the revelations in Fascinating Womanhood". Sent in plain wrapper.
PSYCHOLOGY PRESS, Dept.86-G, St. Louis, Mo.

APPROVED

TINT

CRAY HAIR
Quickly ana safely you can tint those streaks of
gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.

•

BROWNATONE and a small brush does
approved

for

it.

Used and

over twenty-four years. Guaranteed
is purely vegetable.

harmless. Active coloring agent

waving of hair. Economical and lasting
out. Simply retouch as new gray aprich, beautiful color with amazing
pears.
own
speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your
drug and
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all
guarantee.
toilet counters— always on a money-back

Cannot
—
not wash
Imparts
affect

will

The

SAFELY

Tenth

Man

.

.

.

QUICKLY

by EXTERNAL

Gaumont-

Lose 12 pounds

British

or

...

A

curious mixture of good, bad and indifferent melodrama imported from Britain,
chiefly we daresay, because John Lodge is
in the main role
and does a very good
job, too. He's an English chap who has
great drive and ambition, wins a lovely
wife, success in business, and later politics.
He's not very honest about his business
dealings, and
eventually he loses out.
Antoinette Cellier is the nice love interest.

—

it

METHOD
in

costs

4 weeks
nothing!

"No drugs, limited diets or exercises. Excess fat ruins your
looks and endangers health. Take a doctor's advice and get rid of
superficial fat this safe way that does not disturb the body functions.
Originally prescribed by a doctor for his wife . . . then friends begged for it
now it is available to YOI*
.
.
.
!

PROFIT BY THESE AMAZING EXPERIENCES!

Carolina.
"I have lost 47 pounds and think your cream wonderful." L. P.. No.
lost. 30 pounds." Mrs. O. R. S., Penna.
"Have had wonderful results
pound*
"Searched for years for some safe, quick means of reduction. Have lost lb
and feel and look like a new person." S. C. F., New York
.

.

.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! ACT TODAY!

If

you do not lose

tions, your

Dr.

money

Hatch's

Send Cash,

Formula
or

Money Order

or

sent

C.O.D., plus postage.

YOUTHFUL FACE AND FIGURE INSTITUTE.
853 Seventh Avenue.

SCREENLAND

.

following direcat least 12 pounds with the first jar of Cream,
jar
will be refunded at once! Write today for full half-pound
SI. 00
Massage Cream

New York

City

Dept.

SU-10
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Honor Pag
Janet Gaynor
in

"A

Star

is

is

a star reborn

Born," achieving

once more the dizzy heights
of Hollywood greatness

IT IS
'

somehow

the most

heartwarming news

of the screen season, this artistic rebirth of

—

once a silent movie sen"Seventh Heaven," then a firstrank cinema celebrity for almost a decade
little

Janet Gaynor

sation

in

whose
seemed

in

dimmed

until

she

danger of becoming a pale

and

lustre

gradually

memory.
David Selznick to

pleasant

was

a daring thing for

do, to

select Janet to play

It

the heroine of his important all-color producthe story of a young girl crashing the

tion,

hard gates of Hollywood

but Mr. Selznick
noted for his astuteness, and his latest picture bids fair to be as big a success as his
;

is

"Little

Women"

and

"David

Not the least of the credits
ment belongs to Janet Gaynor

Copperfield."

for the achieve-

—

who, ironically
enough, after years of film fame and fortune,
plays with a poignancy possible to no other
movie actress the appealing role she herself
part,
when a wistful big-eyed
in
mite she gallantly stormed those same Hollywood gates, and succeeded beyond her own
wildest dreams. Janet is a great star again

played,

Best performance of the month is Janet Gaynor's in "A Star is
Born," as a movie-struck girl who becomes a famous film star.
On our Honor Page you see Janet, top, as the heroine after
she wins through; with Adolphe Menjou in the role of a big producer; and, right, with Fredric March, who also scores as a

waning

8

movie

idol

whom

Janet

loves.

ASK Me!
By Miss Vee Dee
The leading players in "One Night
Love" were Grace Moore, Tullio CarJessie
rninati, Lyle Talbot, Mona Barrie,
Ralph, Luis Alberni, Andres De Segurola,
Rosemary Glosz, Nydia Westman. In "It
One Night," Clark Gable
Happened
Claudette Colbert, Walter Connolly, Roscoe Karns, Jameson Thomas, Alan Hale.
Joe.

)f

Betty H. Irene Hervey was born in
Los Angeles, California. She appeared in
her first screen role in "Stranger's Return," with Lionel Barrymore. Her favorexite sport is swimming; she is also an
pert tennis player.

She

feet

5

is

4 inches-

weighs 114 pounds, has brown hair and

tall,

Don't

let

your face become a desert!

.

.

.prevent

destructive "skin-thirst" with OUTDOOR GIRL face

powder-— contains Olive Oil for your protection
Marlene Dietrich in a merry mood,
with her make-up artist, left, and
hairdresser, on the "Angel" set.

Sucked dry by relentless sun and wind! The parched
Sahara sands show what happens when the vital

hazel eyes. Her real name is Irene Herwick. Now. of course, she is Mrs. Allan
In 1934, Wera Engels played in
J ones.
"Fugitive Road," and in 1935, in "Sweep-

moisture of nature

Stake Annie," "The Great Impersonation,"

is

and "Hong

Kong

Nights'."

In this

Address your letter to Eddie CanTwentieth-Century-Fox Studio, Holly-

Carol.
tor,

stolen

starts to

Studio,
Paramount
California.
wood,
Hollywood, for Bing Crosby and Jack
Benny. Be sure to mark your letter "personal."

is lost.

"Margo" has a

if

all? Well, here

it

Marie Margarita Guadalupe Balado
it is
Castilla. No wonder she changed it to
"Margo." She was born in Mexico City,
nineteen years ago. She has been a dancer
since she was 12 years' old. She appeared
in "Winterset" on the stage; also played

.

same way, nature's beauty-giving moisture
from your skin. As early as 16, your face
the charm of youth begins to fade.
dry

—

Guard your precious complexion from dreaded
with Outdoor Girl Face Powder. By a

"Skin-thirst"'

special patented process each fine flake carries a tiny
particle of Olive Oil to

M. L. C. You wonder
real name? Do you want

.

keep

it

from"sponging-up" the

natural moisture so essential

to

a youthful

skin.

!

_

!

i

I

was

The music

in

direction

Herbert Stothart.

of

"Camille"

shades of clinging loveby beauty experts, at
_
your nearest drug and depart-

I have not been able to discover
which theme you refer to, as they

Sorry,

Six luscious

just

liness, approved

were not

specifically

Alfred G.

titled.

Marian Marsh was born
-

West

ment

in

October
17, 1913. She is 5 feet 2 inches tall, weighs
102 pounds, and has blonde hair and gray

Trinidad, in British
f

OLIVE OIL

—

Selwyn.
under the
I

OUTDOOR GIRL

an important part in the screen version of
the play. She has a long-term contract
with Samuel Goldwyn, so. you'll be seeing
her her first film for Air. Goldwyn will
be "Hurricane."

For perfect

Ramon Novarro
Ramon and his

Neither Lillian
is

in

sister

Gis'h

pictures just

.

OUC

make-up color harmony

Generous purse

A.

.

use Outdoor Girl Lipstick and Rouge.

eyes.

Elizabeth

store, in the large size

.Indies,

sizes

at

10c stores.

nor

now.

Carmen returned

from Europe, where they had been vaca(Plcase turn to page 11)

Give yourself the Outdoor Girl Beauty Treatment today!
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SCREENLAND'S

Crossword Puzzle
By Alma Talley

£

DM BV)R^
COOUHG

To Quickly Relieve

unburn
ACROSS
Love Is News"
Go West, Young

Co-star of
Star

of

Man"

MENTHOLATUM

Stage star who appeared in film
"Sin of Madeline Claudet"
Leading lady in "Sea Devils"

Ingenue

"Dangerous Num-

in

'

ber'

"Love

Co-star in

Gives

Is

News"

Monkeys

[COMFORT]

Sisters

"

Daily

79.
80.
81.
83.
85.
87.

Part of "Us"
Military officer's assistant
Co-star of "Love Is News"
On the ocean
She's Mrs. Cedric Gibbons
Boyer's pal
in
"History

Made

Joan and Constance
Boat", an Irene Dunne

Amazing new LOTION
makes
manes you
^\

J lose fat
without one
sing/e change
in your dieff

)

1.

Student

Before
Featured actor in "Outcast"

2.

Open

5.

Small bundle of straw
Printers' measure

shade

tree

Extent
His new one

4.
is

5.

"Parnell"

6.

Syllable of hesitation
Empty talk

"

Time,"

7.

with

Jeannette
and Nelson Eddy-

MacDonald
Ventilates

Rub

The Inches
or Your

Go

It
Like

On!
Magic

MONEY BACK

avoid Dangerous Diets,
Irksome Exercises Beware of Harmful Drugs
and Laxatives — yet lose from

—

1 to 5 inches of ugly excess fat
(due to no glandular or other systemic cause) off hips, abbust, neck, arms, thighs, calves and ankles! Modern
science at last has made an amazingly SAFE discovery,
a remarkably delightful LOTION called K RE (VI A V.
Nothing to take internally. You just rub
on. Fat goes fast, full inches of it, yet leaves no wrinkles,
no lines. Tightens flabby skin with perfect safety. Simple
and Convenient. Send SI tor full 10-day treatment.

domen,

Aviation stars
"Let's

of

Get Mar-

'

ried'

KREMAY

40-DAY TREATMENT only S3. KREMAY LABS.,
W. Washington St., Dept. 2-SC Chicago, III.

14

10

13.

Gleamed

14.

Bathe

17. Pitcher
20. What you see a

Monster
Matinee hero
Born
Stars diet to keep
this way-

from getting

metals

Her new one

is

"Parnell"

Answer

to

movie

with
A favorite English
drink
25. Hurried
27. Narrow opening
29. Star of "Internes Can't
31.

In favor of
Co-star of "Quality Street"

Like
a

81.

82. Plaything
84. Dry (said of wine)
86. Pronoun
89. Either

hqcjHH anann

hue™

Take Money"

Dry

Has looked

film

Last Month's Puzzle

21.

Poker stake

To make

Head covering

Yesterday (poetic)
12. Reverberate

Skill

Raw

Pep

Heaven"

60. Co-star of "Personal Property"
61. Precious jewels
"
63.
In a Million" (Sonia
Henie film
64.
fish
65. Bay window
67. Also
69. To take food
71. Grindstone
72. Oceans
74. Not working
76. Retain
78. Norse legend

11.

Fall flower

Just

The first Ascaire-Rogers
Male
Ingenue in "Too Many
Wives"

8.

'

Day"

10. Exist

Diplomacy

Heroine

•

<

(poetic)

9.

54. Evergreen trees
55. Girl's name
57. Co-star of
Seventh

A

six

Victim

A

Is

Night"

DOWN

film

Roman numeral

at

88. Astaire's team mate
90. "
Lynton", a Joan Crawford film
91. Mata Hari's occupation
92. Star in "Captains Courageous."

44. House pet
45. Part of to be
47. Period
48. Malt drink
51. God of love
52. His new one is "Call It a

speech
at

What

the heroine says
end of a picture
Babies' beds

Large tree
Causes reverent wonder

at

the

The

ex-Mrs.

Bruce

Cabot
33.
36.
38.

Rod
Dined
Her diary was

tional
40. Star of "You

sensa-

Only Live

Once"
41.
42.

SCREENLAND

Measure of w;ight

The

length

of

you've lived

time

H0HS HQElBn

BHHK5

"Always worth
stopping for"

International

groom in Ho ywood. Ann
Harding and Werner Janscen, above.

Bride and

(Continued from page 9)
tioning, the middle of last summer. On
their way back to Hollywood, they stopped
in Chicago where they spent a week mak-

ing personal appearances. I join you in
hoping Novarro may return to the screen
soon.
IV. Thanks! After "Maytime,"
and Jeanette, the incomparable
team, will be seen together in "Girl of
the Golden West." Their previous pictures
are: "Naughty Marietta," "Rose Mane,"
and "Maytime." Mr. Eddy was born in
5".

G.

Nelson

Providence.

Miss

R.

I.

He

married—but

isn't

MacDonald probably

will

Sylvia G. Simone

Simon

Anne
Warner

tury-Fox player

;

is

to

be,

Gene Raymond, by the time you read

this.

a 20th Cen-

Shirley,

RKO

;

and

Bros. Ruby is 5
feet 4 inches, Anne, 5 feet 2 inches; and
Simone, 5 feet 3 inches.

Ruby Keeler,

Virginia W. Perhaps you will be able to
fi?ure out the puzzle as to who's who, if

vou that .Ray Milland played Lord
in "Three Smart Girls."
John King was Bill Evans.
I "tell

Michael Stuart

D. H. Craig Reynolds appeared in the
following pictures in 1935 and 1936: "The
Case of the Lucky Legs," "Man of Iron,"
"Ceiling Zero," and "Treachery Rides the
Range." Robert Taylor will play opposite
Eleanor Powell

in

"Broadway Melody

Shirley Temple is
on "Wee Willie Winkie."
1938."

Tyrone Power,

Jr.

of

kept very busy
And here's about

You know,

of course,

the son of the famous Shakespearian actor of the Same name. Before
his appearance on the screen, one of his
outstanding roles on the stage was in "St.
Joan," starring Katharine Cornell. He is a
that he

is

couldn't
really
( I
native of Cincinnati
give you his address there), and at present to his credit are "Girl's" Dormitory,"
"Ladies in Love," "Lloyds of London,"

"Love

is

fa

cati lade,
SEE

News," "Cafe Metropole."

THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS

Biggest Little

Vivienne. In the April issue of Screenland there is a story, "The Heart of
Garbo" all of your queries are answered

Show on

Earth

A

mechanical marvel, 3 rings of performers, clowns, animals, music 'n' everything

!

Now

touring the country. Don't miss

it.

;

fully in that storv.

SCREENLAND
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You'll
ticle in

enjoy this arour exclusive

series
because it
brings you not only
the famous dancer's
favorite recipes, but
also the essence of
her gay, democratic

personality. Our
photograph

home

shows Eleanor about
sample her own,
special
"Strawberry
Mousse."

to

Homes

nside the Stars'
I drove up to Eleanor Powell's Beverly Hills home, a florist's truck preceded me and parked at the curb.
Before the driver could select two long
boxes from his cargo, a messenger on a
bicycle and a man on a motorcycle stopped
behind him and rushed to the door, laden
with floral offerings.

AS

Eleanor Powell

The English Monterey house was
ready
iris,

pansies

young

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Free

Examination.

J.

Send

Poems To

Your

CHAS. McNEIL
BACHELOR OF MUSIC

4153-V South Van

Ness

Los Angeles, Calif.

REDUCE
the

METHOD

...

wonderful

new

~

I

No Canadian Orders
CO., Dept. SU-4
853 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

SLIMMETS

12

like the

some gala

twenty-four hours everyone I ever heard
!"
of has sent me something lovely
She wore an Alice-blue house-coat that
touched the floor, a rosy scarf knotted at
her neck, a color scheme that became her
is

;

—

al-

her

own

sparkling

style

By Betty Boone
and then I'm doing stills or rehearsing or
working up numbers I invent my own,
you know so I'm too tired or lazy or
something to bother
"But how I love to eat desserts Fortunately I lose weight faster than I can
put it on, so I never have to look at other
girls and sigh
'What are you eating ?
My dear, don't you know that's fattening?'

—

—

!

:

doesn't matter
have the grandest cook. She has
the idea that I'm her special charge and
she must get down so many vitamins every
day, the more the merrier, and she fixes
the most fascinating dishes. I'm a fussy
eater, but I fall for her food.
"In the morning, I usually have tomato
juice or half a grapefruit, an egg cooked
in some appetizing way, and crisp toast.
"For lunch, if I'm working, I have a
big salad. I'm afraid to eat heavy food
when I'm dancing, but I eat a lot of salad
It

"We

the nicest house for showing off
she exulted, "this living-room
with its white walls and timbered ceiling
can take either dark or light blossoms, the
dining-room and library are paneled in
dark wood and white or yellow ones look
gorgeous there
and the sun-room outside here with the green lawn beyond is a
marvelous setting for any flower.
"It would be a grand place for a party,
but I simply never have time to give one.
Often I sit and plan what I'd do if I
could have some of the girls and boys
over I mean a lot of them but somehow
my pictures always take so long to make,

"This

SLLMMET
...

drug. We guarantee your money back if you
don't lose weight fast!
Bottle Slimmets (90 Tablets)
$2.00
3 Bottles
5.00
Order C.O.D.. plus postage, or send cash
or money order, we pay postage.

Queen of Blosevent.
?"
she glowed, burying
"Aren't people nice
her face in a boxful of carnations'. "I hurt
my foot late yesterday and in less than
at

flowers,"

at our expense! No tiring exerno harmful diets
no expensive massage. The absolutely safe way
to take off pounds and inches of excess fat
without effort. Get your figure in shape to
wear Summer frocks and bathing suits!
fnS
No thyroid no dinitrophenol or other harmful
cises

tulips,

and
on the love-seat by her white

star
fireplace looked

soms

in

al-

mightily.

12 pounds in 4 weeks
... or no cost!
iTest.

;

to eat

—

— roses, red, pink,
daffodils,
heliotrope — so that the

with flowers'
saffron, gold and white
filled

likes

most as much as she likes to
dance
especially desserts!
Read her pet recipes, told

1

—

SCREENLAND

bis'cuits —-Cheese Thins or Crax ButWafers or RyKrisp. I like fish salads
at noon. Did you ever try Shrimp Asparagus Salad ? It's good !"

with
ter

Y> teaspoon salt

SHRIMP ASPARAGUS SALAD

1

Rub a cold bowl with a crushed clove of
^arlic and mix in it 2 cups of cold asparagus tips, 2 cups cooked and peeled shrimps,

tablespoon capers, 1 tablespoon chopped
peppers, 1 tablespoon chopped pimento, 1 tablespoon chopped ripe olives and
2/3 cupful of French dressing.
Let stand 30 minutes on the ice, dram
and mound on lettuce-covered plates, cover
with Hellman's Mayonnaise dressing and
sprinkle with chopped hard-boiled eggs
1

ffreen

_

and parsley.
"After that I usually have a sundae or
something in the ice cream line.
"During the day, if I'm working late,
Mother brings me a glass of milk or a dish
at
of ice cream or something filling, and
night I have a real dinner. Abby, our cook,
makes me eat two vegetables— last night
soup, meat,
was' spinach and carrots
it
salad and dessert. For dinner salad, my
favorite is pineapple on lettuce covered
with mayonnaise and shredded cocoanut.
do! I'm crazy
If you've never tried it,
about mayonnaise; I even put it on my
meat, if I can get away with it! Last
night we had roast beef and I used maysauce,

and

it

was

recipes.

des-

me

not solid.

"If vou'd
recipe,

Abby

like a

more elaborate custard

will let

you have her Danish

cream

pulp
Burnett's vanilla

cup

1

fruit

the cream and mix with it the
the strawberries, drained free of
and sprinkled well with powdered

Whip
pulp of
juice
sugar.

Eleanor Powell's home! "Ruggles"
two.
trick
or
with
a
entertains

and

She always has custard on

as a pick-me-up. You know,
suppose that's
I don't drink or smoke and I
why I crave sweets when I get that allgone feeling. It supplies me with energy
and takes away that slightly dizzy feeling
that comes when you are exhausted. Abby's
custard is made of eggs, cream, sugar and
(Burnett's), and she makes it
vanilla,

hand for

soft,

1 pint rich

In

"Abby must give you some of her
sert

STRAWBERRY MOUSSE

de-

licious'.

serving dish.

glass

—

onnaise instead of

teaspoon Burnett's vanilla

Put 2/3 cup of sugar in pudding dish,
place on hot part of the stove and stir constantly until sugar is melted and a syrup
of light brown color is formed; then set
the pan at once in a larger pan of cold
water to stop cooking, and let stand about
one minute, turning the pan to allow the
caramel to coat the sides, as well as bottom. Beat eggs slightly, add plain sugar,
milk, salt and vanilla and strain into pan
lined with caramel. Set in a pan of hot
water and bake until firm, which may be
determined by running a silver knife
through custard; if the knife comes out
clean, the custard is done. During the baking, do not allow the water surrounding
the mold to reach the boiling point, or the
custard will whey. Chill and turn on a

Custard, which is delicious. But my favorChocolate ice
is
ice cream.
ite dessert
cream. Any kind of ice cream Abby has
a special mousse that's very good."
!

DANISH CUSTARD

vanilla, mold,

and pack

in

ice

three hours or freeze in the

trays of the mechanical refrigerator.
Eleanor's grandmother, who was fondly
watching from a sunny window, remarked
that Eleanor would have made a superb
cook if she hadn't gone in for dancing.

me back in New Engwas always at me to teach her
how to make something," she remembered.
"She got so she could make better doughnuts than mine, and her ice box cookies

"When

land,

2/3 cup sugar, caramelized
Y\ cup sugar
eggs
6
qt. milk
1

Add

salt for

she visited

she

were something to brag on."
(Please turn to page 78)

"my can't l

Popular

Avoid
Offending
SOME GIRLS

are always losing

out on friendships— especially with

men. Though

undies

attractive generally,

they offend others in that one unforgivable way— through perspiration odor in underthings.

girls

never risk offending.

Luxing underthings after each
wearing whisks away every trace
of perspiration odor.
Lux has none of the harmful
alkali found in many ordinary
soaps that may fade colors
wear things out. With Lux there's
no injurious cake-soap rubbing.
Anything safe in water alone is

—

safe in gentle Lux.

Sa

Rouge from Paris
MAKES YOU LOVELIER
You'll never see yourself at your best until

you use Po-Go — the imported, handmade French rouge. Once you try it, you'll
know why it's preferred in Paris!
Po-Go

is

quite unlike hard, dry rouges. It
feathery-light in texture, and blends at a
it's

made by hand, without binder

It stays

on

for hours because of

New

York,

SCREEN LAND,

45

West

45th

St.,

N. Y.

%J0 Rouge
Shades include famous Brique

(natttretle)

ROLES THEY SHOULDN'T PLAY
Here

its

superb, lasting ingredients. It makes you
lovelier because of its Paris-styled shades.
Yet it costs only 554, import duty and all, at
any good toiletry counter. Meet Po-Go today!

as

Dept.,

Letter

to:

is

touch— for
or heat.

Hear From You!

Let Hollywood

Here's where the screen-qoers talk back to the
talkies! It's your opportunity to say what you think
about Hollywood and the stars. And you needn't
mince words when you have something to tell Hollywood and your fellow movie-goers! Write what you
please, and send it in to this department. Address

to see

a

of stars in roles I'd hate

list

Boris Karloff as a society doctor. Greta
as a comedienne. Dick Powell singing opera. Robert Taylor as a gangster.
'

Garbo

Jack Benny as Armand. Clark Gable and
Katharine Hepburn as lovers. Loretta
Young as a woman of poverty. Tyrone
Power as a convict. James Stewart as a
lawyer. Fred Allen as Romeo. Fred MacMurray as a judge. Nelson Eddy as a
crooner.

Ruth Nelson,
10 Bolton Ave.,
White Plains,

N. Y.

Loretta Young, girlish and glamorous as usual, plays a "command performance" in gracious
requests
response to the
of

— as well

Ronce (raspberry), Saumon (for blondes)

is

them play

letter

writers

this

month.

etc.

CORNS COME
BACK BIGGERUGLIER

YOUTH REJOICES
.

VMSSMMMBRBOhMl

!

!

!

DRAW OUT ROOT
AND ALL

THEIR MAJESTIES OF MIRTH

Shirley Temple
Jane Withers
Sybil
Jason That's about all we hear. Sure they
are cute and sweet and smart for their
years, but they're not for us, but for our
little
sisters and brothers. But now we

this safe, gent/e

way

have what we've been waiting for

— Deanna

Durbin, of course.

Johanna Lee Bony,
Utica, N. Y.

O When you pare a corn you only trim the surface—
the root remains imbedded in your toe and the
corn soon comes back bigger and uglier — more

As

a lover of laughter, I

want to send

up the biggest possible Salute to my favorites,
Bob Burns and Martha Raye.
Martha can sing as well as be funny, and
Master Robbin is delightful with his
homespun humor. Long may they reign as
King and Queen of Comedy.
Estelle Mayer,
Houston, Tex.

painful than before.

But when you use the new double-action BlueJay method the corn is gone for good. The tiny
Blue-Jay medicated plaster, by removing pressure,
at once relieves pain and in 3 short days the corn
lifts out
Root and All (exceptionally stubborn
cases may require a second application).

—

Try
for 6

this safe, easy Blue-Jay

— at all druggists.

method today. 25£

BLUE-JAY
BAUER
6.

ENTIFIC

BLACK

CORN PLASTERS

*A plug of dead cells root-like in form and position. If
left may serve as focal point for renewed development.
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SING LORETTA'S PRAISES

A

Salute to Mildred R. Trammell for
her recent letter snubbing those who say
that Loretta Young is just a beauty and
not an accomplished actress
If there is a
more sincere and talented actress in Hollywood I have missed seeing her on the
screen. In "Love Is News" Loretta proves
all over again that she is one of the most
gifted and skilled screen stars, and here's
hoping Darryl Zanuck gives Loretta the opportunity to soar to well-deserved heights.
!

C. J. Tabar,

Woodhaven, N. Y.

SCREENLAND

CALAMITY IN DEMILLEVILLE
DeMille's
cheers

"Crusades" had

me

shouting

;

But oh,

his

"Plainsman" bored

me

to

tears

Carol Prince,
Alexandria, Va.

A CHEER FOR THE TEAM IDEA
I
certainly agree with Audrey Hogan
about casting Simone Simon and Robert
Taylor as a team. Simone is so lovely and

An Open
Letter to
Billy

and Bobby Mauch

TWINS:
DEARknew
you when.
I

Before you had your pic-

tures on magazine covers, and interviews in the
Pauper"
N. Y. Times; before "The Prince and the
today,
world
the
in
twins
famous
most
the
made you
have beincluding the Siamese. In fact, now that you
twelve
come Cinema Immortals at the ripe old age of
to Tell
years apiece, I think the time has come for me

So let's see if you can take it.
say,
(Aside to Dear Reader: in case you're about to
size?"
own
her
somebody
on
pick
she
"Why doesn't
Twins, pronounced
let me explain that the Mauch
three adult motion
any
than
brighter
Mock-Mock, are
urge
picture stars that I could name, and will, if you
Gary
than
cleverer
Cantor,
Eddie
me; keener than
Cooper and Clark Gable combined, probably better
than Hepshots than Buck Jones, and more unspoiled
burn oh, much more. Yes, they can take it, all right;
but the question is, can I take it? and the answer is
is
No. The Mauchs are too smart for me. This Letter

All.

$350 a week apiece, and will be making $900 apiece

plane. Anyit looks as if Bobby will get his
way, maybe you understand by this time why that
greets Billy
child character actress in Hollywood who
and Bobby haughtily with: "Hello, little boys," had
better watch out).
Well, Twins, the time has come to reveal the decepfriends, and
tion you have practiced on your family,
in Peoria,
born
were
you
since
large
at
world
the
I mean.
act,
doubling
Your
Illinois, back in 1924.
as she
charming
sympathetic,
wise,
mother,
own
Your
the
awakens
still
often
is, can't tell you apart, and
Bobby,
at the
work
to
off
goes
the result of hectic meetings with Billy and
obligingly
who
twin
wrong
twin
beginning with their visit to ScREENLAND's offices,
studio when the director really wanted the other
knife-throwing,
at
skill
is a mystery to me.
makes
where they exhibited their
it
difference
what
though
the
newly acquired, since someone had kindly presented
Bobby, you may be more the Robert Taylor of
a
later
knives;
wicked-looking
Olivia de
sent
and
Temple
them with nice, shiny,
Shirley
met
having
two,
lunch during which Bobby illustrated as completely
Havilland a present; and Billy, you're more the intelpepper,
salt,
of
equipment
you
as possible with the limited
lectual type, like Fredric March, which was why
mustard, etc., at his disposal, several of his "secret
rather than Bobby were chosen to play young Anthony
formulae," fortunately stopping short of his favorite,
Adverse; but your directors might just as well have
there was
you
the Mauch Special Rotten-egg Extract. Then
saved themselves the trouble of choosing, because
enterit, and still do.
like
felt
that afternoon when I rashly attempted their
you
whenever
places
changed
tainment with the tame aids of one dog, an archery
But it doesn't seem to matter to you who's Prince and
cream,
ice
chocolate
game, two googly balls, plenty of
who's Pauper, for you're in accord on almost everydiaand an amateur magic set in case of rain. The Twins,
thing except the girl question, both re-wnting
in Hollywood, aplike boys
more
sound
it
it seems, have a real dog at home
make
to
scripts
logue in
picture
propriately, I'm sure, named Ginger, a big, fierce police
talking; both wanting to play in a modern
ordinthan
you're
and
curled;
hair
dog; so they can't be expected to be more
your
having
next to avoid
to
arily polite to any ordinary dog; and they outgrew
going to college together, and probably won't want
in the proall
of
times
best
the
have
all games years ago; they are practically
still
you
and
keep on acting;
fessional class as parlor magicians; and it was a good
back home in Illinois on vacations, where the old gang
with
And if
thing that I remembered an old air rifle, which
doesn't care whether you're movie stars or not.
the ice cream saved the day. Better never, Dear
want my one-word description of you both, in
you
Reader, if you meet the Mauchs, turn the talk to lityour own word it 's "Wow!"
erary topics, either, unless you've looked at your
Five-Foot Shelf lately, for they have read everything,
including "Man the Unknown," and are now concentrating on highly technical tomes on chemistry and
also on the building of high-powered airplanes. Bobby
has already selected the type plane to buy with his first

—

$40,000. Considering that the

Mauchs already make

in 193 8,

Greatest Sports
Thrill

knicker-clad boys knelt around a circle etched
FIVE
roughly in the soft, damp ground. It was the
first

day of spring many years ago in Beatrice, Nebraska,
and the sharp tang in the air made one of the five, blackhaired Spangler Brugh, dead sure he could fight and
lick a lion.

"Remember, we're knucklin' for keeps," the biggest
of the boys crouched around the circle warned, but not
too forcefully.
"Sure, for keeps. I know," Spangler answered. Confidence rode high, for in his pockets jingled musically
a fine collection of marbles fit for any battle of the ring.
Aggies, glassies, dobies, steelies, megs, and one treasured bull's-eye. The pride and joy of his life, acquired
by sacrificing many a Saturday nickel that might have
bought jaw breakers or gum.
Half an hour later he rose from the ground, fighting
desperately now to keep back the 'tears that welled in
his eyes. Every last one of his marbles reposed in some
other pants' pocket, probably "for keeps." Even the prize
bull's-eye.

Disconsolately he pawed through his possessions
packed in an old cigar box at home that night, seeking
anything to take his mind from its sorrow. He came
upon one dobie, lowest of the low in marbles, a breed
utterly without caste. Its paint was chipped here and
there and all in all. it was pretty bad, even for a dobie.
But suddenly it seemed precious to the boy it gave him
;

18

hope.

With

it,

he had a chance. The chance he wanted.

Diligently, furiously he practised in the privacy of
his own back yard until he could shoot that dobie from
the ringside and make it do everything but jump through
_

hoops. Then, with
opportunity.

it

in

his pocket, he quietly

awaited

It came in a few days. Another game, and in it, the
same boys who had pocketed his beauties. Into battle
went the dobie, colors flying. By dinner-time, every one
of the fine marbles were back in the pockets of their
rightful owner, jingling the sweetest music in the world.
That black-haired Nebraska boy, Spangler Brugh,
now of course is Robert Taylor, but even stardom, and
such sports as riding and baseball he enjoys so much
now, haven't given him a thrill to match that marble

3ie-Hards
Liz

Williams

Ruby Keeler, left,
Astaire,
and
Fred
left above, held out
a long time against

the

lywood;
they're

living

of

lure

and working

Holtoday,
natives and
in

but

proud of

it.

Sylvia Sidney,

— read
little

all

about

rebel,

gay

Not so
above
in

this

our

story.

—

went neighbor Claudette one better she adopted a baby.
Fred Astaire gloomily forsook Park Avenue and
Southampton Society for one picture. For years every
picture was going to be Fred's last. He's still here. He's
built a home, has a baby, and seems to be getting on all
right without the Southampton crowd. Franchot Tone
belonged to New York's literati and just couldn't see
Hollywood for a cloud of dust. He came out to collect
a little cash before dashing back to his Beloved Theatre
to give Art a break. But instead of dashing back he married the glamorous Joan Crawford, sits at the head of the
biggest dinner table in Brentwood, and likes it.

Time was when Kay Francis who

is

chic right

down

to the tips of her jungle-red finger nails

married a Los Angeles doctor, took off her
hat and decided to stay. One crack out of you about
Hollywood or California now and she'll smack you over
the head with a vase of roses, hand-picked from her own
garden. Across the street from Claudette lives Irene
Dunne, who up until this past year spent far more time
in New York than she did in Hollywood. Irene was sort
of a Garbo-like character in those days for no one ever
saw her in Hollywood after she took her make-up off.
But the minute she finished her film she was off to New
York on the next train and judging from the pictures
in the metropolitan newspapers she was anything but a
hermit in New York. Then all of a sudden Irene bought
some property in Holmby Hills, built a home, (her first),
personally planted the petunias, read up on termites, and

built a house,

hastened off to
Paris and European capitals as soon as her pictures were
over. The third time the studio cabled her that production
had started on her next epic she looked up sailing dates.
But last winter when Kay went abroad she very abruptly
cut her tour short and returned to Hollywood weeks and
weeks before her picture started. Was Europe slipping
or was Kay Francis going Hollywood ? Margaret Sullavan, who adored telling reporters what she thought of
Hollywood, and what she thought wasn't for the ears of
kiddies, has returned to the town of her scorn to have,
of all things, a baby! Alice Faye, the darling of the New
York night clubs, who used to get so homesick for New
York that she made six trips back there during her first
year in Hollywood, has now taken a house with a swimming pool, reads books at (Please turn to page 93)

—
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The

good Bob,

Jekyll,"

in

the

left

"Dr.
half

of our circle, turns himself into the bad
Bob
on right, all for "Night

Must

Fall."

He's

made

the most senchange in years
in
Hollywood! Hear Bob
Montgomery's own reasons
sational

an d

Dr. Je

Mr.
THIS

Montgomery

cage, ladies

and gentlemen, we have the won-

INder of the ages, the marvel
who can change his spots

of

all

times, the leopard

Observing this adroit phenomenon closely, you are
amazed to identify him as none other than Robert Montgomery. Before your staring eyes he undergoes the most
sensational change of years in Hollywood. Without
turning a hair he turns from a gamboling kid into a
stalking killer. "Night Must Fall" finds him giving up
his playful ways and going in for industrious murder.
It fairly slays you to think of it. For you can't forget
that here is a debonair star who never before has puffed
anything more deadly than a merry shaft or a darting
wisecrack. Harmless as his quips, he has gone his smiling
way. For that matter, he still smiles— when anyone's
looking. But the grim look of him when he's alone with
his dark thoughts and black deeds would chill the blood

of his warmest admirer. Then the good Bob becomes
the bad Robert. You wonder what can have brought this
about.
the Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Montgomery ?

Why

"Why
22

for playing a

not?'' he

comes back

at

you. "I've

go't

awfully

"killer"

role

By
Charles Darnton

having them hand me a script and saying: 'Now
name is George. We know he doesn't mean
anything, but you can do something with him.' I've been
doing that so long that I wanted to do something diftired of

this fellow's

ferent."

Resting from his homicidal labors in his portable
dressing-room, Mr. Montgomery sits back and comfortably draws at his well-seasoned pipe, leaving you to
assume that he himself, and not the studio for once, had
deliberately chosen the blood-stained wretch he is playing.
"Right," he laconically confirms. "It all dates back to
my seeing the play in London three years ago. I determined then to get it for a picture if possible, and talked
of nothing else when I got back to Hollywood. But the
studio flatly refused to make it, afraid that audiences
would take it too literally and that it would be bad for
me. Now I think an audience knows the difference between personality and performance. But it took me more
than two years to persuade the studio to my way of
thinking. At last I have a part I like and I hope I'm saying
goodbye to the kind I don't like. (Please turn to page 70)

She was ''Discovered" Twice
Doris Nolan,

only

to turn up

girl

twice as a "new face"

in

Hollywood,

makes no secret of early

failure,

about current success

nor fuss

By Tom Kennedy

after speaking two lines in one picture,
two
A-\ being tried out but refused for parts
fired.
others, my contract terminated and I was
Hard luck, to be sure. But wait. That's not the end,
story that
merely the beginning of an incredible true
Hollywood
girl
only
the
Nolan,
can be told by Doris
"discovered" twice.
screen
Today, of course, this twice-found candidate for
success as
o-lamor is surrounded by a gleaming aura of
faces of the
one of the brightest, most important "new
current cinema season.
is wonso- "Playing leading parts in pictures

"

A ND

so,

m

'

/ \

.

Even

derful and

Within

her
from

year

a

of

graduation
school,

high

Doris

was

lished

as

a

estabstage

and now,
celebefore she
brates her twenty-

actress,

birthday, is in
Hollywood for the

first

second

headed

time

—

for the

starring brackets.

all

but just the same I'm glad I have
Rochelle that I can come to if things

that,

a home in New
turn the other way again."
f
crest ot a
So a girl, not vet twenty-one, ndmg the
speak
to
so
popularity that came upon her over-night
and
knows the other side of the Hollywood picture—
doesn't forget its stark realities.
those knocks when 1
"It's just as well that I did get
the girl with the very
first went out there," admitted
that cate
table
ready smile sitting across from us at a
spires— and over,
atop one of Radio City's sky-scraping
piano rendering songs
also, tunes sung and played on a
nobody's mother ever taught them.
"not yet eighteen
"I was immature," she continued,
experience. I was
years old, and with only a year's stage
of fact. 1 had
matter
As
a
work.
good
not ready to do
most people seeknever even had to look for a job like
what it is to look
ing an acting career. But I found out
for a job when I was in Hollywood.
that
"Anyway, I did not want to go to Hollywood at
theatre, my ambition
time Like all girls who get into the
But a talent
was to become a second Katharine Cornell.
in a theatre upscout came to me while I was playing
and I was ottered a
state He arranged a screen test,
to refuse, so out I
attractive
film contract. It was too
but still not
high,
hopes
studio,
Fox
went to the
people
picture
the
what
had
I

m

_

thoroughly convinced
wanted."
.
ir
made
What? Could it be that thinking so herself
followed the exthere
Anyway
likewise?
think
others
already related, and the loss of her job
.

.

,

,

periences
George
"I had a 'walk on" assignment in
the set.
'Scan da's/ but whatever it was I did on
turn to
(Please
guess.
I
room
cutting
the
out in

>

Whites
it came

M

e

W)

Hollywood
Glorifies the

Goof

W

HEN
Bill

you saw

Powell (in

'Libeled

falling splat

on

Lady")
his face

you
was a
It was

in the trout stream,

probably thought

it

double. It wasn't.
himself. Bill,

Bill,

adept at

light,

cated, subtle

scending

to

the

sophisti-

comedy, dewhat we

commonly call slapstick
stuff. I saw him working
on

this

sequence for sev-

eral days.

When

I finally

saw

the
picture,
and
heard the roars of diaphragmatic laughter that
this scene evoked,

I

be-

came convinced that His
Majesty the Goof has
come into his kingdom.

Now, there's nothing
very subtle in seeing Bill

you think the screen jesters are funny in pictures,
meet them in person in this story. Arthur
Treacher, for instance, in two poses at left, makes
you chuckle without even trying. Martha Raye,
above, is a study in versatility of expression.
If

just

Powell, attired in the latest from Abercrombie and Fitch, apparently doing
his darndest to drink a trout stream
dry; neither is there anything very
subtle in Jean Harlow's frantic cries
"I wanna get married,
in the same picture; nor in dainty
Myrna Loy's succinct remark concern-

— NOW!"

of,

of

ing a whiskey with a champagne chaser
"After the Thin Man;" nor in the
ladylike Irene Dunn's giddy didoes in
in

"Theodora Goes Wild;" nor in Jeanette McDonald's ludicrous fall in "San
Francisco." The virus, goof, has infected even these,
and
other people, who are not, legitimately, goofs as we
know
them. And hasn't it made the box office bell ring?
And
doesn't it prove that the world loves to laugh ? That
the
world loves its goofs? (Or is it plural, geef
?)
Certainly, the past season has brought us its
quota of
(l
artistic," and, in some cases, extremely
lugubrious pictures; but far more significant (and welcome),
at least
my humble (and probably lowbrow) opinion has
been the general enthusiastic appreciation of The
Goof.

m

I

that

have become acutely goof -conscious. I remember
when Twentieth Century-Fox bought the rights to

Wodehouse's Jeeves stories, you fans flooded that studio
with demands that Arthur Treacher be cast
in the role
24

that

pluperfect gentleman's gentle-

man. Which shows that you know your
Wodehouse, and know your Treacher,
in spite of the fact that you had seen
very little of him. However, the studio
bowed to your good judgment.
I thought that Treacher would be a
good start for a story about The Goof.
I

telephoned him.

"Would you mind," I enquired, mildly, "if I came
'round and talked to you about the trials and delights
of being a goof ?"

He said, "Haw!" (You've heard him.) "Haw! How
awfully decent of you, old chap Of course. Come 'round
about cocktail time, what, er that is, I mean to say,
you're not on the wagon, or anything, are you ?" I reassured him on this point. "What a comfort," he boomed.
"Haw! See you about five, then; ta-ta. Oh, say, you're
sure you're not mistaking me for Joe Penner? Isn't he
the goose man?"
"I didn't say 'goose' ", I explained patiently, "I said
'goof.' And Joe Penner's not a goose man; he's a duck
!

— —

Daffy doings ring the box-office bell these
so

days,

the funny fellows and

rate high position

—

and

salaries

giddy ga!s
in filmdom

—

By Dick Pine
goof,
delightful
Charlie Ruggles, has given
us many a comically conpicfused character in
though personally
tures,
he frowns on drink, and
goof-earned
his
spends
dollars building elaborate
dog kennels. Below, Roland Young, artful goof,
is shy, and says he doesn't
Hollywood. Pressed
like
for the reason why, he answers mournfully: "There' ;
no zoo."

That

1

He evokes roars of laughter on the radio and in
screen impersonations, but Charlie Butterworth,
above, seems a very grave, rather sad, and very
dignified man when you meet him face to face.
But just try to feel sad when he talks about himself.

and, I hope, politeness were rewarded.
"Haw Yes, I believe he is, now I come to think of it.
Well, trot around, old chap, and we'll talk turkey. Hawhaw-haw—get the joke?" I "got" it. (And we're both

man

!"

My patience
!

British.)

four and one-half. As I entered
stooping, to admire the view
he
was
his living room,
from his window. He turned to greet me.

Arthur

"Haw
to talk

!

is

six

feet

Awfully glad

to see you. Sit

about geese. Well,

down. You want

talk about geese. InterestI thinking about the pelican.

let's

ing bird is the goose. Or am
Yes, it's the pelican. Listen
An interesting bird is the pelican;
He takes more in his beak than ."
!"
I commanded, abruptly. "I don't want to talk
"Stop
about geese, ducks, pelicans or humming birds."
He looked hurt. "I suppose I daren't ask you to have
a cocktail. You seem to have an aversion to any illusion
.

to birds,

.

what?"

assured him that my aversion to birds didn't extend
to Vhistoire de la coq. and we eased ourselves into comfortable chairs to discuss screen humor. I asked him
I

why

thought
he
people thought he
was funny, or if he,
himself thought he
was funny.
"Well, y'know, I
really don't

know.

I

don't know that I'm
particularly funny.

Do you?"
As
fact,

a
I

matter of
thought

did. I

was funny

he

off

the screen, as well
as

on.

him

Looking at
moment,

at that

wanted, uncontrollably, to giggle. But, after all, one
doesn't giggle at one's host, even though he be a professional comedian.
Treacher is one of those fortunate creatures who seem
fact
to have been born funny. And this, in spite of the
1

that his father

was

a staid,

(Please turn to page 95)
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Tonight's the night!
looking

men

with

Glamorous
but

a

girls

single

good time. Step out with famous
first

'OME

S

years ago

I

cheerfully

made up my mind,
at the

time,

that

amount

to

Trocadero bar

I

was

at the

I
wasn't going to
anything anyhow and

might just as well face

it

—

so

I

decided to dedicate what remained
of my life to the enjoyment of
worked out a system whereby one might spend
casual and pleasing lifetime of delightful doings with

fun. I

a
as

little effort involved as possible. (I'm a perfect pushover for things that involve little effort. It's the Miss
Pitty Pat in me.) In following this system one doesn't
accumulate much wealth, one certainly doesn't but one
accumulates many experiences and in time one becomes
quite a connoisseur of high old times. (And Bay-bee, do
I know fun
As a fun-lover of some distinction on the Coast I am
often asked by people with long faces who have that
dentist-chair look about them what I consider the most
fun in Hollywood. An evening at Miriam Hopkins', I
always answer glibly, unless of course it is on one of
!

I
I

say

girls are,

a

stars in this

feature of a smart, sparkling

new

series

finger bowls, fish knives, and white tie to the bitter end for
them but these are not the people you meet at Miriam
;

Hopkins-who-loves-Joel McCrea at the neighborhood theatre. (Ah, there, Mr. Goldwyn.) Also, Miriam Hopkinswho-loves-Paul-Muni-but-isn't-in-love-with-him at the
other neighborhood theatre. (And ah, there, to you too,
Mr. RKO.) At Miriam Hopkins-who-loves-AnatoleLitvak-today-but-may-not-tomorrow you eat caviar, but

you

sit

And

on the

floor.

And

that

is

that,

and delightfully

that.

Spring morning when Miss Hopkins'
French maid announced in ze veree bad Engleesh that
Mees Hopkins would spik with me I couldn't have been
more excited. "Why, honey," I said in very good Southern, though I have no desire to play Scarlett O'Hara,
"I certainly am glad to hear your voice." "Dar-r-ling,"
said Miriam in equally good Southern, and Miriam would
like to play Scarlett O'Hara but will tell you modestly
that she hasn't been
asked to, "I have a pig
so

the

am

those occasions when I
not speaking to Miriam,

know how

and good-

thought:

you

and then

— Oh, never mind what

say.

For those who love
and you must

informality,

be an awful pain-in-the-neck
if you
don't, an evening at

Miriam's

is

something

to

write home about, for informality reaches a new and
breathless high. Now I don't
mean to say that Miriam's in-

formal evenings at home resemble
Sanger's
Circus
there're
no screwballs or

—

whimsey-poohs
wandering
about, heaven forbid
nor a
Barnum and Bailey circus

—

for that matter, with people
tights, or tight people if
you wish, hanging from
chandeliers.
No,
indeed
Miriam's kind of informality
is chic and adult and 'way up
town. Some people in Hollywood, probably your favorite
in

movie stars, simply can't
cope with the informal it's
;
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•

—

Miriam Hopkins believes in enjoying life that's
why we've selected her as the star of our first
"Carnival Nights in Hollywood" feature. Above,
Miriam's home, scene of so many gay parties.
Center, in a champagne mood! Far right, when
the last guest has gone, the hostess dreams of
the next party, more guests and more gaiety.

By
Elizabeth Wilson

very
de resistance— her friends who are
both,
intelligent or very gay or very
and friends of her friends who have no

pig of their own. On
Thanksgivings and Christmases Mirperiam gathers in along with her own
ot Hollywood, and
Hearts
Lonely
the
friends
sonal
an eyebrow when
raise
even
Leonard, her butler, doesn't
m some kind
mumbles
and
door
the
at
appears
a stranger
(or Grace
Christians
Mady
of an aLnt/Tm a friend of
Negulesco b).
or
Jean
Boyer's
Charles
Moore's or
here tonight. Twenty minutes
told I could have dinner
(Please turn to page 68)
with
glowing
later, simply

home and no

Iwm

soon
if Anna doesn't cook it
for
come
you
won't
so
and
away
walk
it
dinner." Then we both forgot to be Southern
mad.
Belles, which we are, and dished like

in the

icebox and

will

Miriam, who has been adequately described
turkey
as a glamor girl with a grin, can't bear
and tolerates chicken only in an emergency,
apple
but simply goes insane over pig, with an
people
in its mouth. There are two kinds of

whom Miriam

invites to partake of her pig

For the un-retouched truth about
e crown prince of romance, spend

day

a

DU

as

his

pal

and confidant!

want the un-retouched truth about Tyrone

Power ?
Then here

it

is

have just spent a whole day, a real day with the
new man in Hollywood. I chanced to get to the runner-up
to Gable and Taylor directly, at his own home. No studio
people were around and he was frankly himself.
Success a Grand Romance doing for his mother at
last
planning to move to Beverly Hills adjusting himself to a steady, better income
having fun in the fashion
he prefers
That's what I found him plunging into.
Great luck was with me, you see. Late last night my
I

—

—

—

?eal

Day

—
—

—

!

telephone rang.

Wlith

His "This is Tyrone" was entirely superfluous. That
quality in his voice gives him away immediately. He's
one young actor whose diction is that of a genuine gentleman.

rone Power

^ "Stop bothering with celebrities!" he exclaimed. "Let
Gloria Glad think up her own excuse for falling in love
again.
got in an hour ago from Mount Rainier and

We

I

want

battling

>V

DGD

/VIBCIcIOX

know what's been going on while we've been
through snowdrifts. Come to breakfast at 9

to

For a

real ex h ilaratin g +i™e in Hollywood follow Tyrone for
day. From left to right below: in his new car, he's very
proud of it; readying for a special date and you'll note two
pictures of Tyrone with Sonja Henie on dresser and wall of
his bedroom; he steps out with his favorite person,
Sonja; at
home with his mother; a final smoke before "calling it a day."
a full

—

a newspaper.
be a sensationChapters in the life of a boy who grew up to
to left, snapshots of Tyrone
ally popular star. Across page
(whose name and
when he was very young; with his father
sister; growing up, Tyrone
and
mother
his
inherited),
he
talent
left, front row, as a
and his sister; in his first job, fourth from
motion picture theatre .usher.

would be engulfed by his smile,
of browns. To me he s
warmest
eves the

A woman

would find his
handsome and
able poise, no

I let

his looks

go

at that.

He

has remark-

inhibitions and a refreshing enthusiasm.
emotionally to every situation.
strongly,
He reacts
morning." he
"I must read my paper through every
I'm not
coffee
my
have
I
until
course,
"Of
grinned.
intelligently
very
news
waked-up so I don't digest the
His mother, beautiful and gracious, came forward
infrom the sun room adjoining the living room. "I'm
'

!

what's been going on."
can't you? And be ready
He'd been away on location for a week, with Sonja
for
Henie and the "Thin Ice" troupe that went North
they're
now—
Tyrone
to
seasons
are
weeks
But
shots.
ski
so crammed with climaxes.
You may be sure I recognized Opportunity thundering
a formal luncheon
at me. I'd been to Tyrone's once for
with him
acquainted
become
I'd
then
since
interview;
rushed into one role
at 20th Century-Fox where he's
another. He'd seemed to deserve being the overto tell

me

after

too
night runner-up to Gable and Taylor. He'd seemed
yesterdisappointing
of
remindful
too
blase,
be
wfse to
I
days to be a fool. By joining him casually like this
him.
I could
judged
I'd
accurately
how
discover
could

him

off-guard.
rents a low, white cottage in the central Hollywood district where houses are comfortable rather than
spectacular. The architecture and furnishings are pleas-

catch

He

Because he's in the block below
apartments and is emphatically
Tower
Sunset
the'swanky
dwarfed by that fashionable building, he facetiously tags
his place Power's Towers.
A maid quietly let me in. Tyrone emerged from behind
ant, instead of period.

scisvolved with clippings," she declared, laying down
was back he
sors and a magazine. "The minute Tyrone
went -to the corner drugstore for the new magazines
and so I'm merrily clipping and pasting away.'
Tyrone doesn't pretend this success he's having is
it,
merely what he expected. He dreamt of it, longed for
to page 11)
turn
{Please
passionately
it
so
for
struggled

Ai!

the world enjoys rousing,

romance!
That's why we're giving you
daredevil,

historical

this stirring story

of high adventure at the French Court

—

Cardinal Richelieu's time
the fictionization of "Under
in

The

Red Robe," spectacular

screen

presentation

of

famous

stage

starring

play,

the

Annabella and Conrad Veidt

Fiction/zed by

lizabeth

B.

Petersen

THERE
Berault

were no hazards when Gil de
rode. Hedges or pools or rock
piles, his horse flew over them and never
did the hand holding the reins tighten and
never did that break-neck speed lessen. So
he had ridden through the night and so he
was riding through the morning.
For all the mud covering the long length

See Page 79 for
Cast and Complete Credits

Please

of him, for all the tears slashing his sleeves
and tunic and breeches, Gil was still the swaggerer. This was life as he lived it, this fighting

with man and nature, this frenzied waking up
of a quiet countryside, this worsting of that
last bramble thicket he had fought through
to save those few minutes of time. For it was
on Richelieu's business that he rode and the Cardinal
was ever impatient.
In that they were alike these two, Richelieu and the

man who

did his bidding. Alike in their ruthlessness too

and in their fearlessness. Only in this measure was Gil's
courage the greater, that it was his arm that thrust the
sword while it was the Cardinal's brain who ordered it.
But that was to Gil's liking too, for in all of France
there was none who handled the sword as well as he.
The horse swerved and reared as Gil pulled on the reins
before the churchman's palace and threw them over the
arm of one of the soldiers standing on guard.
Even that early in the day the Cardinal's reception
room was alive with the brilliant company come to do
30

him honor. Bishops and noblemen, ladies
and courtiers, they were all here to do
homage to the powerful Richelieu. Sunlight slanted
through the windows and awakened the deepest fires in
ladies' jewels and ladies' eyes; fans moved languorously
in small hands and there was a quick flash of color as
plumed hats swept the floor and laughter was more stilled
and voices came quieter even than at Versailles where
they awaited the king's coming with lesser awe than they
awaited the Cardinal.

He stood out in this company, did Gil de Berault. Not
alone because he only of all of them dared to show
himself torn and mud bespattered. There was that tallness of him and that carelessness to turn all the others

Memorable highlights of "Under The Red Robe." Left, across page,
beauty
Annabella, noted European star, as Lady Marguerite, whose
Veidt) to ardent devoturns the enmity of Gil de Berault (Conrad
for his gallantry is a
tion. Ladies of the court throng about him,
mission
tradition in France. But Gil, above, undertakes the dangerous
commanded by Cardinal Richelieu (Raymond Massey). At right, readescape
ing from top: the adventurer and the lady meet; Gil plots his
Romney Brent); Marguerite confides her suswith his servant Marius
picions that Gil is a spy to her sister, the Duchess; Edmond, the Duke,
confronts Gil and Marguerite; and finally, the adventurer, tamed at
last, pledges his sword to his lady.
(

simpering puppets, and hating him because even they
sensed the thing he did to them.
lady's whisper reached him. "The Black
"Berault!"

into

A

Death!"
"I hope the Cardinal will have him hanged!" retorted the
older woman who was with her.
"Oh, Madame!" Gil's smile could be beguiling too, when
he chose. "Are you sure you wouldn't miss me?"
"Quite!" She tried to speak firmly but even as she spoke
she "trembled just a little and color flooded her cheeks and
her companion laughed as she turned to Gil.
"I'm not !" Her eyes met his challengingly and her fan fluttered beneath a provocative chin.
"Then I'm hanged if I'll hang!" And he swept her a gay
courtesy so that it seemed almost as if he were doing homage
with the rest of them as the Cardinal swept into the room.
Between the long double row of those who had come to find
his favor Richelieu passed, his red robe sweeping behind him,
and he remained impassive until he reached Gil. Only then
did he quicken his pace or his eyes show interest.
Gil was the only one chosen to have audience with the great
man and even as he strode into the study his careless swagger

was there.
"The papers!" The Cardinal could not control
as he waited that small
his pocket.

And

moment before

his eagerness

Gil took

them from

then as he pushed them toward the old priest
who was his secretary to prepare for reading his words came easier. "Where did

you

find

your Englishman

"I overtook

him

We

?"

miles from Calais.
an excellent fight,

fifty

had

Your Eminence."

RO

{Please turn to page 79)
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'Que

How

Be

the

Laughs Are

has
said Warner Baxter, turning to
RUl'MOR
Ronald Colman, "that you are in love. Is that
it,"

sporting, keeping it a secret from your pals?"
"What, again!" quoth the startled Mister Colman.
"You don't believe all you read in the newspapers, do
you?"
"I remember once when everybody in Hollywood did,"
in William Powell, who completed the trio. "If
you had been here at the time, you would have, too. Did
you ever hear the story of Charley Fuhr?"
"Not Charley Fuhr, the big-game hunter?" Colman

broke

cut
_

in.

"The very same," affirmed Powell,

dish

of

traveller,

setting

down

his

"Charley Fuhr, big-game hunter, worldnost of hosts, bon vivant and first-nighter. He

tea.

was quite a lad. while he lasted."
"Wasn't he that fictitious character
the

colony thought actually existed

more ?" Warner Baxter wanted

that everyone in
for two years or

to know.
"Right again," replied Powell, "but during those two
years he became the most mysterious and talked-of per-

32

sonality in our midst. Also, he was the subject of the
greatest hoax ever perpetrated upon Hollywood.
"Of course, Charley Fuhr was non-existent, a character born in the minds of a certain group of actors,
press agents and reporters who used to dine nightlv at
the old Hoffman Cafe on Spring Street. He was
originated as a gag, but soon became so well-known that
his creators kept him before the public for several years.
"The morning after hts birth, so to speak, an item
appeared in one of the papers, announcing the arrival
of the world-famous big-game hunter. One of his creators was the dramatic editor of the paper, so it was
an easy matter to put the story through.
"Immediately, the paper was deluged with requests
from some of the most famous stars in Hollywood, asking where they might locate Mr. Fuhr. They wanted to
entertain in his honor.
"With this sudden interest in Charley, there remained
only one thing to do. Charley was publicized as no personality before or since has been press-agented
he was
made into a personage of world importance.

—

A

good gag is priceless
Read how the legendary
Hollywood are created,

in

picture circles.

practical jokes of

in this

novel feature

By Whitney Williams
Powell and Warner Baxter, in oval at left, are regaling Jimmy
Gleason with a droll account of a famous Hollywood "rib." You'll laugh
the
with Mr. Powell when you look at that close-up of him, across
page at far left. Next, Ronald Colman and an appreciative audience.
Ned Sparks, old frozen-face himself, who perpetrated a popular pracgolf.
tical joke. Below, Arlen and Oakie, whose hobbies are gags and
Bill

Alcibiades,'"

Ronald Col-

man remarked.

"Alcibiades

didn't gain quite the fame
and publicity that Charley

Fuhr enjoyed, but among
a certain set his

name

be-

came a by-word for a time
and even now certain
parties aren't convinced he

was purely a myth.

"One day at the club,
Xed proclaimed he no
longer was afflicted with

When

bronchitis.

asked

the reason, he explained
that a friend of his, a Captain Slaughter of the Bering Sea, had sent him a
fur-bearing eel that answered to the name of

Alcibiades, and his new
pet slept curled around his
neck at night. With this
protection from the chill

he was reair,
covered from the ailment
that had troubled him for
night

years.

"Xed spoke
feelingly

parties.

"This went on for two vears or more, with such peoGriffith,
ple as Bill Hart. Tom Geraghty, Raymond

Scoop Conlon and several others, singing the praises of
Charley Fuhr. He became the most noted name m Hollywood, yet not a soul had even seen him in the flesh.
"People would miss him by the skin of their teeth:
he had alwavs just left a moment before they entered:
at the last minute he would be unable to attend an important function that he had promised faithfully to attend. Finally, the gag became known, and a small item
appeared announcing that Charley Fuhr had sailed for
India.

He

never returned."

"That reminds me

of

Ned

Sparks' fur-bearing

eel.

such

a good
occasions friends

enthusiasm

"Within a comparatively short time, he was quoted on
every conceivable subject— not a day passed but that
Charley Fuhr gave impressive dinners and intimate teas.
A few of those in the know would explain to friends
how generous and how thoughtful Charley could be.
Hollywood went crazy, literally, trying to catch a glimpse
his
of this celebrated individual, to win a bid to one of

of his eel so

and with
that

believed him, and on numerous
to see the new pet. But like Charley Fuhr,
Alcibiades had just gone out. down the outside drainpipe into the small pool in the patio, or a friend had borrowed him for the night. And when Ned would whistle
for him, or her, I should' say, for Ned declared Alcibiades
was a lady eel, Alcibiades refused to answer. Xed explained that she was shy and didn't like strangers.
"A newspaper friend of Xed's played up the furbearing eel in his column, and I believe several professors
the
of zoology corresponded with the writer, denying
existence of such a freak. Xed kept the gag circulating

many

dropped by

for several years."
n
"As long as we're on the subject of hoaxes and gags,
spoke up Warner Baxter, "do you remember the hokuspokus that Mack Sennett used to play on some of the
look-see
theatre exhibitors and distributors who wanted a
at his

comedies?

—

"Whenever Sennett had a lemon and he was a wise
hot— and
old bird who knew when a picture wasn't so
to
page
turn
/3)
(Please
men.
these
had to show it to
33

been called a man's woman, and perhaps I am."
I'VEMyrna Loy, heavenly as a white angel smiling
above the snowy furbelows of Katie O'Shea dear

—

-

by grace and sideburns of Clark Gable
you light her cigarette, then raises a smoke screen

to "Parnell
lets

'

by suggesting another, more
"It isn't that

I

dislike

realistic, side of the picture.

women. But

I

find

men more

comfortable. Except for a few friends I've made among
girls and women I get along better with men. Maybe it's
because I've always worked. I haven't had time to do as
other women do. As a child I used to look at them with
great scorn because of their bridge and luncheons and
teas, and think, 'poor things, they haven't anything else
to do !' Of course that was ridiculously childish of me.
My only excuse is that nothing seemed to matter but
work. Money was necessary. To get it I went in seriously
for dancing. My mother, a very talented pianist, helped

me. With the result that

at fifteen I

had a dancing

class

of more than thirty children. Then I danced at a movie
theatre in Hollywood. It wasn't a high form of art, but
it made money. I might still be at it if my health hadn't
broken down. But it was all for the best, for it got me
out of dancing into acting."
"Acting," the mere mention of it brings consideration
of other, more pressing matters in the work-a-day world
of a star. The star of today is conscious of the actress
of those less glamorous yesterdays.
"It is utterly impossible for me now to be the perfect
lady of the house," she heartlessly insists.
Memories her own, more than yours of a sinister
cinematic past arise to haunt a much different present.
The truth is that the title "perfect wife" bestowed upon
her by a public breathless before the consummate artistry
of impersonations in "The Thin Man" and a series of
subsequent "perfect wives" in other pictures, was a terrifying reminder of an earlier day when as a darkskinned siren she symbolized the enemy of all wives, perfect and otherwise.
Look at her, with her serene charm never turning a

—

Talk with

Myrna Loy

—

as the

author of

this

and you'll discover a story you
never guessed could be told by the charmingly serene star you recognize at the right;
and above, as Ko/i'e O'Shea in "Parnell,"
article

did,

with Clark
3-i

Gable

A Mans

as her co-star.

Woman
Or, more specifically, Myrna Loy,

and woman, whom all the clever
catch phrases couldn't explain

star

in

the

vivid

way

this

story

does

By Charles Lancaster
burnished hair, and you'd think her starry career had
never been disburbed by even the slightest error. But
talk with her, admiringly aware of her well-ordered
mind, and well, that's another story.
"Hollywood is the easiest place in the world for anyone to make mistakes," grants Miss Loy. "One of the
most dangerous is that of becoming 'typed.' That's what
happened to me in my earlier years when I played the
adventuress perhaps not too well, but certainly with great
constancy."
She smiles indulgently, her calm gentility warmed by
a Gulf Stream of humor. (Please turn to page 87)

—

Too Candid
.case

We caught W.

I

C. Fields out for his

first

long illness, left. He'll
be back at work soon. Above, Patric
Knowles makes the most fearful face,
don't-cha-know, old things, but he
makes that jump, in fine form.
stroll since his

two working gals waiting to go to
work, right: Kay Francis, star, and Jane
Bryan, newcomer Kay's made up for a
sequence in "Confession." Around the
curve, starting at left: Carol Ann Beery
takes Wally to the circus, but Wally pays.
Humphrey Bogart teaches a new dog old
tricks; Randy Scott studies lines; Herbert Marshall and Marlene Dietrich
meet again, with Lubitsch presiding.
Just

—

No, we

don't like our pictures too

"candied," or posed; but frankly,
we're tired of seeing our stars

ways

at their worst.

Our "candids"

are "inty," but not ugly

If we ever saw two celebrities having a
genuine, imposed good time, they're
Tone and Joan, above, vacationing at
the B-Bar-H Ranch at Palm Springs.
Joan Bennett, right, just can't help it if

she looks more like a subdeb than a

cinema

Claudette and two cavaliers warming
up for the cameras, before filming a
skating scene for "She Met Him in
Paris." The Colbert escorts are Robert
Young and Melvyn Douglas. Now read
up, from right: Beverly Roberts and
Olivia de Havilland snatch a mid-day
snack at the studio Olivia's kerchief
Clark Gable
keeps her curls in place.
submits to -barber and manicurist.
Shirley gives herself a workout at badminton; Miss Temple will be counting
her calories next.

—

darling.

aU

AAatron
into

Minx!
Dee McCrea
emerges fi*<> m her
wife = and m mother
Frances

retirement

to

rival

her handsome young

husband

as a screen

luminary

For a while we found ourselves identifying the former
Frances Dee as "that sweet
little Mrs. McCrea."
But
that's all changed, for Fransparkling in her own
light, as the heroine of "Souls at Sea," with
ces

is

right,

and

Gary Cooper and George
Raft fighting for her favors.
At right and above, in cos-

tume
at

for this big

upper and far

fair

new

film;

right, the

lady herself, smooth and

soignee,

new coiffure
distinction.

with

and

the name of McCrea's current picMiriam Hopkins. "Woman Wins— and Holds—Man,
romance. At left, hilariis the permanent title of the Dee-McCrea
ous moment in Samuel Goldwyn's goofiest comedy. Below, Joe
and Frances at their ranch, hetween pictures. Next, you see Joel
never
th Miss Hopkins in a deliberately silly scene. Home was
like this, Joel is thinking— and thank heaven for that.

"Woman Chases Man"— that's

ture, with

My Man
Joel's
fey

pursued/ or persecuted,

M iriam Hopkins

in a

gay,

giddy new comedy; but Re's
still

a

fiero

to

Frances Dee

In

Vvork!

Out

in Burbank, California, there's a gigantic bee-hi
It's the Warner Bros. Studio, one of t
two largest film factories in the world, which can, ai
often does, turn out a dozen pictures at once. Here a
new, exclusive candid shots of the work-in-progress
Below, setting up t
the various stages or "sets."
cameras for a courtroom scene with Paul Muni in ceni

of make-believe!

<

foreground and Donald Crisp and Grant Mitch
behind him, for "The Life of Emile Zola." Above, Di
Powell in a Chinese sequence for "Singing Marine

?>ates

Action

photograph*

Homer Van
Si.r.

MM

Pelt,

Julian.

bit

Birl
Cruil

Cross=section of a great studio with a

doxen dramas
the

4

''hen

vear

in

wheels go

the making.

round

at

Warners!

you see the scene below on the screen, you'll
happens in a freight-car. But it's really a studio

it

right
with the director atop the "parallel" to get the
on the scene being played with Craig Reynolds and
nn Sheridan for "Footloose Heiress." Above, director
window
lervyn LeRoy coaches Gloria Dickson in a

•t

ant

ene for "Deep South"— see microphone below
Farrow
Ipper right, Oriental drama in the making: John
Karloff,
vlaureen O'Sullivan's husband) directs Boris
her?

v

Chinese garb, and Beverly Roberts for

"War

Lord.'

A
e °f.

feat
ist

is.

a

Watch

The beauties of Hollywood wear the smartest
togs,

and wear them

Here

is

first!

Betty Furness, introducing the new sailing
coat created in black
rubberized sateen with

white sail-boats and naudesign.

tical

Betty, be-

low, shows you her bathing suit, too, which is
black - and - white, onepiece and, as the close-up
at lower right shows, features a low-cut back and
interesting trimming and
strap design in black,
tying in tailored bow.
Betty Furness' outfit is by
B. V. D.

"The Vogues of 1938" is
an exciting new Technicolor production, and we
show
you
highlights
around the oval on these
two pages.

Beginning at
top of oval, see Warner

Baxter surrounded

by

beautiful models.
Next,
Baxter in his role of

manly male dressmaker
with Jerome Cowan; then
with Helen Vinson; with
Joan Bennett as a lovely
model; and finally, a fitting

-

room

scene.

—grand

picture

Gay

cast!

Call

it clue, call it cliarm,

call it Irigli style r

verve or vogi

Since "David Copperfield" Master

ber

Bartholomew has been NumOne Boy of Hollywood.

Now, with

his splendid performance in "Captains Courageous"

he is decidedly
News.
So we follow Freddie
from his early-morning canter
through a romp with his dogs
and finally to the barber's, where
his famous boyish curls are
clipped
though if Freddie had
his way, he'd have his head
shaved.
How he hates those
also to his credit,

—

curls

—but they're box-office.

Freddie Bartholomew

A Day
in tire Life

may
child

Boy

MM

vfyoncl cr

actor

on

the

when he
has a day off he
spends it like any
screen, hut

other hoy
for a

of a

be the greatest

— except

"must"

haircut!

f
32k

As

m

Winner of the Academy Award

for her

acting in "Great Ziegfeld," la Rainer
proved herself with a magnificent perNow that she's sure we
formance.
appreciate her art, she can afford to let

her very genuine beauty and charm
shine through, and in her forthcoming
look
film she allows herself to glitter,

lovely— and keep

right

on

acting!

For

Wilthe third time Luise co-stars with
liam Powell, with whom she is seen
You rein two scenes on this page.

member

this

team

in "Escapade"
Ziegfeld."

and

"The Great

our

When

you speak

of a screen

beauty, you're probably re=
ferring to Dietrich; of a

glamor

girl,

you're describing

Crawford, or Lombard. But
to talk about

when you want

a real actress,

Luise Rainer.
her

you mean

Here she

new

role

is

in

WUe waiting
WSg^ Were

ii

for

doing

Oone with

the

all riglit, tlianlc

^/ind
you!

>

Perhaps not Scarlett in the arms of RKett, bi
just as efficient at arousing our tender emotion

Madeleine Carroll cuddling up to Ronald Co
man, upper left these two handsome peop
are playing Princess Flavia and King Rudolf
"The Prisoner of Zenda." Above, Virgini
Field and Thomas Beck are in perfect accort

—

i

while Jane Withers,

on

lingering look that can be the pre'
lude to love is illustrated, above, by Bar'
bara Reid and Richard Cromwell, in "The
Road Back." Right, the romantic quartet
composed of Ray Milland, Wendy Barrie,
Polly Rowles, William Gargan are air-and-

That

love-minded in "Wings over Honolulu."

Sally Blane

left, is

trying to listen

i

and Robert Kent, new tean

\^ell,

who
way,

maybe we

are just a little tired of

will play Scarlett

we'll accept

search for

O'Hara and Rhett

wondering

Butler.

Any=

these substitutes in our tireless

new cinema Romance

uppy love" can be charming, if portrayed
two such nice youngsters as Marjorie
:aver and Kenneth Howell, above, in "Big
siness," one of the Jones Family series.
?ht, pastel, pastoral passion in the good,
l-fashioned movie manner, now reenacted
John Howard and Terry Walker in "MounAt upper right, see Gloria
n Music."
the film is
lart luring Michael Whalen
led "Escape from Love," but it looks as if

—

these

two have a

life

sentence.

Just in case your minds are wandering back
to casting "Gone with the Wind," we're
giving you a sophisticated triangle to worry

—

Doris Nolan laughs at
at left
Walter Pidgeon's struggles in the toils of
about,

Elsa Christian.

Young and

wistful love,

above: Robert Cummings. Luana Walters.

Eleanore Whitney and Johnny Downs, directly
below, go to town in a "Jammin' " number
in "Turn Off the Moon." These youngsters
seem to dance for the joy of it, but there's
technique and patience and experience back of
every step and gesture. At bottom of page,
the irrepressible Martha Raye puts her life in
her partner's hands, for a burlesque adagio

dance for "Mountain Music."

AH Good

Depena

Dancers

on Hollywood

BHBI

Snapshots of screen stars in
the gay Coronation whirl

ondon
By
Hettie Crimstead
Farrell and Clive Brook,
and right above, are seen
where celebrities gather in
London. Left, reading down:
Tullio Carminati and Lilli Palmer in a new film; Anna
Neagle as Queen Victoria;
Brian Aherne, whose attentions
to Merle Oberon are so faithRight, James Pirrie and
ful.
Anna Lee, new screen team.

Glenda
left

WHEN

sky and
the golden Coronation banners gleam against the night
and
George
King
see
to
Palace
Buckingham
round
press
the crowds
begin
stars
the
time
the
that's
Queen Elizabeth leaving for the Opera,
to twinkle at the London Casino.
and
Here in our smartest restaurant you can sit in a rose brocade armchair
dine
they
as
Hollywood
Europe's
of
folk
glamorous
and
watch all the famous
debonair
and dance and applaud the very daring floor-show. There's the
him
with
plays
who
Palmer
Lilli
little
pretty
Tullio Carminati entertaining
She wears filmy black
the New Herbert Wilcox film, "Sunset in Vienna."
latest white china butternet to enhance her delicate blondeness and one of the
curls.
flies is poised on the top of her piled-up
Ruth Chatterton has chosen a black gown too but set off by a soldier-style
highly fashionable
jacket of scarlet brocade—everything military is naturally
his wife Laura la
escorting
Asher
is
Irving
this gay Royal season of ours
regularly beats
and
champion
snooker
London's
becoming
fast
who's
Plante
took up the
only
she
though
years
for
billiards
.

m

!

people who've been playing
gay
game a few weeks ago. Now she pauses to exchange greetings with a
a
Laye,
Evelyn
and
Lawton
Frank
party that includes Nils Asther and
chiffon sash.
blue
and
white
red,
with
a
tied
patriotically
white dress
very soon, tor
Otto Kruger was here last week and he'll be appearing again
and the
Hollywood
film
one
days,
these
commuter
Atlantic
steady
Otto is a
us yet
visiting
before
spell
for
a
California
next in London and then back to
is based on one of Jack London s
summer
this
production
British
again His
the final
actually gets the girl
stories and—hold your breath, please !— Otto

m

m

m

close-up.
.
.
„
i
mi
recovered from his illness
Sitting near the stage you'll observe Chve Brook,
society
again. He is making a modern
at Ion? list and now back at the studios
Margaretta
drama at Denham called "Action for Slander," with beautiful
to Come.
"Things
siren
passionate
the
as
remember
you'll
Scott whom
lovely old Queen
With' his wife and two children, Clive has just moved into a
•

'

m

North London, with a white-panelled drawing-room and a
which Chve plays betore
green and gold dining-room and a tennis-court on
ping-pong too and
popular
the
for
in
goes
He
morning.
breakfast every fine
great iriend John Loder.
has many fierce duels across the table with his
is Director
That slim blue-eyed young man ordering his dinner so epicureanly
turn to page t>6)
Kurt Bernhardt, descendant of the great Madame {Please

Anne house

in
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Reviews
SHALL

MOST

of the best

WE DANCE— RKO- Radio

sophisticated

so

far

in

the

dazzling

series

of

Astaire-Rogers romances, "Shall We Dance" signalizes
a striking change of pace for the celebrated pair, slower,
but smoother; slyer, and more suave. Whether you like
the change will depend upon how you weather the leisurely
if your anticipatory excitement holds',
start of this super-show
you'll remain to rave about the rest, which is the utmost in elegant entertainment elegant in every sense of the word. There
are three sequences which have never been equalled, or even approached, in movie musicals the dog-walking on deck of a luxury liner; the priceless' practical joke perpetrated by Astaire on
Edward Everett Horton and the telephone tirade of Eric Blore.
Here are the funniest scenes of this or any other month inspired comedy, no less. The current Astaire-Rogers love affair
is a melodious merger of ballet and swing, with Fred as a ballet
dancer of the better sort, and Ginger as a musical comedy star.
Fred's "swing ballet" style is superbly conceived and executed
his mechanistic dance is a high spot, as is his roller-skating dance
with Ginger. You'll enjoy his Russian impersonation no end. Of
course it is superlatively staged, danced, sung and directed.
.

Pictures

—

—

by

:

;

KID

—

NIGHT MUST FALL— M-G-M

GALAHAD— Warners

THE

menace-drama

to the

men who

month, with particular appeal
dragged to see "Cafe Metropole"
but must have strong, gutsy entertainment. It's probably
the best prize-fight story ever filmed, with positively no
punches pulled. Edward G. Robinson that man's here again this
must be Edward G. Robinson Month at the movies has his best
role in several years as the realistic fight promoter who makes a
memorable find in the person of Wayne Morris, signs him up, and
trains him for the championship fight. The human interest enters,
at least to this observer, when boy meets girl and girl is the
promoter's cherished kid sister, sheltered from the world of the
squared circle. For revenge, Robinson turns on his own fighter
but Bette Davis, as the promoter's heart-interest steps in and
saves the day for the fighter and for his girl, but at the cost of
Robinson's life and her own happiness. The fight itself provides
excitement for fight-fans the performance of Mr. Robinson is
powerful and impressive Miss Davis is splendid, and Humphrey
of the

can't be

'

—

—

;

—

;

;

Bogart, too but my main interest was in Wayne Morris, who
just may be the new Gary Cooper
or even the one, only, and
original Wayne Morris. The boy is a real find in his rugged way.
;

—
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JUST

the entertainment for a warm evening, "Night
Fall" will chill you completely without benefit of
air-cooling. For this piece is a true horror film of the
most hair-raising kind, for all its deceptively genteel settings, its dear old lady, its charmingly efficient young English

Must

and

obliging young man, and its background of the
Adapted from the play which scared London
and New York audiences silly for a season or so, this murder
melodrama is an acting triumph for Robert Montgomery, even
though his own wife and child may never feel the same toward
him again. I know I don't relish the thought of bumping into
gel

nice,

quiet countryside.

him

in

broad daylight,

again; and therein

lies

let alone in a darkened movie theatre,
the danger, I suppose, in Mr. Montgom-

ery's brave act in demanding this role. At any rate, he definitely
proves himself a distinguished performer, rather than a deftly
nonchalant perennial juvenile; and he deserves all our applause
as well as our hisses here. You must see it yourself, for to delve
into the plot would be to spoil the suspense; suffice to say that
Dame May Whitty, as the dear old lady, is much too trusting;
but then Mr. Montgomery does have a way with him— and us!

—

SUPERLATIVE:

"A

Star

is

Born"

SHOCKERS:
"Night Must Fall"
"Love from a Stranger"

HE-MAN

STUFF:

"Kid Galahad"

YOUNG ROMANCE:
A STAR

"Cafe Metropole"

"Shall

We

Dance"

Janet Gaynor, Fredric March, Robert
Montgomery, Basil Rathbone, Ann

Wayne

Harding, Edward G. Robinson,
Loretta

jou,

Ginger
usua

|

Young,

Rogers,

— Edward

THUNDER

IN

Eric

Artists

two rockbound theories of picture-makingmust only occur in costume dramas, and
that stories about Hollywood are poison at the box-office,
"A Star is Born" is the most distinguished production of
the season and for good measure smashes still another tradition
that no Hollywood star can ever really "come back." Here's splendid, satisfying entertainment, in natural colors which are really
natural, and never cloying; here's a down-to-earth drama of Hollywood which comes closer to telling the truth about that fabulous
city and its citizens than any other film has ever done and here
that Technicolor

—

CHEERS FOR:

Morris, Tyrone Power,

BORN— Selzniclc-United

REFUTING

/£mZ\

\SM

RHYTHM, JUST RHYTHM:

IS

Adolphe MenFred
Blore,

Astaire,

and

—

as

;

—

an actual "come-back" to warm your heart, that of
Janet Gaynor, who becomes for the second time a truly important
star. "A Star is Born" is Janet's super-"Seventh Heaven," and
she soars to new eminence as its heroine. Briefly, it's the story
ahe
of the one girl in 100,000 who makes the grade in pictures
falls in love with a fading star, magnificently played by Fredric
March she rises to the Hollywood heights while he descends and
cheers

!

is

;

;

;

Everett Horton

the "final fadeout" gives you new faith in the integrity of the finer
film-makers it's a great ending to a grand picture. Direction, diaall
are practically perfect.
logue, cast, and the Technicolor

—

—

CAFE METROPOLE— 20th

THE CITY—Columbia

PROVING the English can take it as well as dish it out,
K2§)) this satirical comedy records the experiences of an American go-getter in London, with Edward G. Robinson, in
K one of his more genial moods, in the leading role of the
high-powered promoter. Somewhat in the same style as "The Ghost
Goes West," this new film, also written by Robert Sherwood, has
its amusing moments, thanks chiefly to the breezy performance of
the star and the scintillating supporting cast, in which Nigel Bruce
is particularly outstanding. In fact, I've never seen a more thoroughly enjoyable acting job than that contributed by the bluff and

hearty Mr. Bruce as an English Duke who falls in with Robinson's
wildest schemes because he is taken to the "fun-fair" and allowed
to ride on the merry-go-round until dizzy. Constance Collier as
his Duchess is also at her best; while a seductive newcomer, Luli
Desti, plays their daughter in the Dietrich manner, with accent
and all the trimmings. You may like Miss Deste you may not
;

but at any rate she's a new face—and figure. Eddie Robinson's
efforts to find his way around a historic castle provide the most
fun in this movie. Utile Caesar's ingratiating energy saves more

than one scene, as well as the castle, from falling to pieces.

IF YOU liked "Love is News"
want to know you don't fail

—

Century-Fox

—and
to see

you didn't, I don't
"Cafe Metropole."

if

it isn't quite as good as that first co-starTyrone Power and Loretta Young; but it is
as good fun as you'll find on any screen right now, if you're
interested in love and such. And there's Adolphe Menjou, who

We-e-11, n-o-o-o,

ring film of

still
still

any picture lucky
This time Adolphe plays Cupid in the
to our
guise, of course, of a fascinatingly rascally cafe proprietor
young lovers, with Tyrone masquerading as a Russian princeling
at Adolphe's command, and Loretta as the lovely American girl
who sets her new Paris chapeau for him, but has to do considerable
pursuing before Tyrone, and the plot, will permit her to catch up
with him. Of course it is all frothy a mere trifle, a light and
airy bauble; but it's juggled with such charm and cleverness that
nobody minds very much when the fun interferes with the plot.
Young Mr. Power keeps up the pace he set himself for adroit
comedy in "Love is News," even managing to hold his own in
scenes with Menjou. And if Loretta isn't the prettiest girl in
pictures, I wish you would kindly tell this department who is.

practically guarantees the entertainment value of

enough to have him

in

it.

—
—

—
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The romance of a

Hollywood

wood
of

girl

alone

in

Holly-

mirrors the incredible contrasts

life in

the world of screen glamor

Please See Page 74 for Synopsis of Preceding Chapters

o iday
By Thyra Samter Winslow
the Hallett car arrived Marsha
UNTIL
had the idea that maybe Old Man

Hallett had had delusions of granPlummer Hallett's
father at all. She powdered her nose a
couple of times, looked out of the window
a dozen times. Walked around her small
room, wondering if she really had imagined
the whole thing
or if the old man had
imagined a part of it.
And then the car was there
big, luxurious car, chauffeur driven. Marsha sank
back into the soft seat of it. She was on

deur

—maybe he wasn't
—

!

A

A

her way
Going places
little
of the
confidence she had had so long ago came
back to her. Maybe she was going places, after all.
The Hallett home was elegant, in one of Hollywood's
favorite forms of elegance
that is, a little too Spanish
for Marsha's taste
she liked the interiors, on the sets,
that were done in English style. But Hallett had spared
no money in making his Spanish home the last word in
Spanish homes. There were inset tiles galore and carved
furniture gay with antique red velvet.
The Halletts were definitely pleasant people. Marsha
never saw the side of them so many people dreaded, cold,
a bit critical, a bit aloof. Plummer Hallett was tall, thin,
grey-haired. Not at all the type of the average Hollywood producer. He rather fancied himself superior,
talked with a pseudo-English accent and had a few mannerisms that seemed pretentious. Mrs. Hallett thought
of herself as a "Society girl"
there are a lot of her in
Hollywood. That is, she came from a family which had
been nothing four generations before, rich a generation
before and was now penniless but talked of past grandeur.
At that, they were both pleasant and fairly literate.
Plummer, himself, was entirely responsible for his own
success, which had given him enormous self-possession
!

!

—

—

—

and

satisfaction.

Now,

they

both

seemed exceedingly grateful to
Marsha. The old man had given a rather garbled but
prettily colored report of the affair and Marsha was a
heroine. She had risked her life to save the life of an
unknown old man. Wasn't it fortunate, Marsha told
herself, that she had saved this particular old man's life ?
It still all seemed a little unbelievable.
It didn't get any more believable when they
went in
to dinner. The food was good. And real enough, certainly. The conversation didn't seem real at all.
For Marsha had told the old man a funny little story
she had made up. And the old man had told it to his
son. And it was exactly the story Hallett wanted for
Betty Lawrence, his star.
"It's just the germ of an idea," he said. "But it's
new.
Novel. A good background. Now if you can work it
up Know anything about writing ?"
!
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"I've always wanted to
writer," Marsha ventured.

"Ever

been

pictures ?"
"I was

a

script

Marsha, and told a
that. All

with

connected

but the

said

girl,"
little

about

last chapter.

"That ought to have given you
an idea of what it's all about,"
Hallett said. "What do you say
to starting in on Monday with
Greater

Pictures?

I

can't

give

you much to start. What about
a hundred and fifty a week for six weeks ? Then, if you
make good
Marsha's best salary per month hadn't been a great
deal more than that. And lately
She gulped. Tried to

—

—

say something.

Words

wouldn't come.

"I
on.

that isn't a lot for a writer, " Hallett went
until you prove yourself it is the best I can do.

know

"But

Turn out one good original or one good adaptation and
you. And you know I'll do
I can really talk terms with
you with someone who
I'll
put
you.
help
all I can to
like that—
really knows continuity— shots and things
do."
can
you
what
until I find out
Marsha had to smile at that the way she had often

—
—

smiled at the finished scripts of professional writers who
were supposed to know shots and put in shots that no
could possibly do anything with. That part of
director
it didn't frighten her. It

was

the ideas, the story,

itself,

made her nervous, h she had only written somecould feel a little sure of herself
thing before
The rest of the evening was pleasant. More praise for
Marsha's bravery in saving Old Man Hallett's life.
hadn't had in
lot of gay, pleasant talk— the sort Marsha
over,
a long time. As she was driven home, the evening
she tried to force herself into believing that this was all
that lovely things were happening.
true
Until Monday she ate hot dogs and hamburgers at
she had to make her money last until her
little stands
that

—

A

—

—

—

and there was so pitifully little
salary check came
now
mattered,
left. As if that
On Monday it began to look as if things really were
happening. Hallett had not forgotten his conversation.
Marsha was given a contract to sign six weeks three
months if they wanted her to stay on six months after
first

t

h at

—and

—

—
—

generous salary increases with each renewal.
there were to be renewals, that is!
If

She had a small office, rather sketchily
furnished, but sunny and comfortable enough.
perky little girl with big eyes and too

A

much rouge was assigned
tary. Marsha Drew with a

to be her secre-

secretary

She telephoned Eleanor Morton to tell
her her good news. She'd been careful not
to bother Eleanor for she knew how she
was friendly if things were smooth but
none too anxious to assume obligations if
anyone needed anything. Before Marsha had
a chance to tell anything to Eleanor, now,
Eleanor assumed one of her

—

—

haughtier poses. So sorry she'd
seen so little of Marsha but

—

Marsha
She was

must forgive

really

her.

too busy to see anything
excepting just the people she was

thrown with every clay. There
had been so many cocktail parties
and so many dinners and what
She and Marsha
could she do
must get together one day soon!
Then she hung up. That was that.
!

she ought to feel hurt
She couldn't feel hurt.
She knew how Eleanor was gay and
friendly if you happened to be around
and didn't want anything of her. Suspicious if she didn't see you all the
time. A climber. Eager to get ahead.

Marsha knew

at

Eleanor.

—

Oh, well
She did wish there was someone she
could go to with her good news. But
she had cut herself off so completely
from her old friends that there was
no one. She had never written letters
telling the real truth, so now her letters
must necessarily be as vague as they
had been before. Oh, well
She worked hard. Very hard. She
envied the nonchalance of the writers
who came in late, spent two hours for lunch, another
hour or two in friendly banter, who always had time for
walks, on the sets and who were able to leave early. But
she noticed that even these writers spent many hours of
very real labor at their typewriters or at dictation and
that the best of them carried their stories around with
them even through their lunch hours and after they left
the studio at night, milling over ideas, worrying about

—

"You're having dinner with me tonight," said Keith. "Why tonight?"
Marsha asked, "the picture is finished." He looked at her a long
time before answering: "I was
conceited enough to believe that
you thought something of me.
his
thought if you'd marry me"
voice broke as he said it.

—

I

LLUSTRATED
BY

GEORGIA

WARREN

gags and big scenes.
fun, trying to be a writer. Sitting in a comand putting ideas on paper. It was fun.
meeting other writers, going to lunch with them after
that first week of not knowing (Please turn to page 74)
It

was

fortable office

—
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Starving to
Stard om
Gladys

George

ically

stark,

tells

of

A

dramat-

but

engag-

her lean years.

ingly honest real-life story

By Martin Somers

Attractive, vividly youthful
for her 32 years,

George

Gladys
shows

Wn~

no
S

sign

Ab ° V

today
of

her

%

left,

bpencer TIracy, and

picturegoers

know

with

Franchot Tone, in
scenes from "They Gave

Him

SOMETIMES

made of hot air. She is blown
she hangs in the heavens like
a human balloon. Usually she comes down as fast
as she went up. Then there's the kind who is propped
up. She "has something," as the saying is, but she needs
a lot more. Accordingly, a masculine celebrity with hefty
box-office pull is rushed to her aid much like a coast
guard from a life-saving station. Rarest of all is the selfsustaining star. She is, and always has been, on her own.
No one has helped her climb to her place in the sky. But
it has been a long, hard climb for Gladys
George.
a star

up by publicity

is

till

How

long ?

"Ever

Here
she?

was a pup," she told me.
one of our outstanding new stars. But

since I
is

Where

who

is

did she come from? What has she done?
These are questions, no matter how unflattering, which

56

a

the

mus t be

surel y
J

.

,

she

was

country

over

asking.
o They
J may
J
a New York stage
-

'

"Personal Appearance,'
tmt they have probably forgotten,
star

Gun."

in

if they ever remembered, that she
once was in silent pictures. It is the purpose of these few
lines to break the silence surrounding her.
Meanwhile you may be curious to catch a glimpse of
the woman hidden in the actress. Having seen her in
"Valiant is the Word for Carrie," in which she made
a real personal hit, you'd never know her out of it. That

—or the

it. She is slender enough
screen image, just as she looks
young enough to be her own daughter. Fair-haired, blueeyed, and gay as a lark, she likewise is prettier than a
picture can, or does, make her.
Amazed when, light of step, she opened her Hollywood door to me, I could hardly believe my eyes.
"Thought you'd struck the wrong house, eh?" she
laughed. "I don't wonder. But let me set you straight.
As Carrie I did a Mae West. I'm a thirty-two, but I
padded to a thirty-eight. I weigh a hundred and twelve,
so I had to put on something. What I put on was a union
suit. And what they put in it was plenty. It was all done
in the interest of sex appeal. Anyway, that's how studio
experts figured it. At solemn {Phase turn to page 98)

is,

in the flesh

to hide behind her

own

lack of

Camera -Wise
Paul Kelly
He
tells

knows the

how he

tricks that

make

for

good

pictures,

gets results as well as fun out of

his

and

hobby

By Ruth Tildesley
portrait at upper left, makes
with an auto-timer
himself
03 well of his wife, friends, and, of course,
polo ponies. Left, with his favorite
lis
Paul, in a

pictures

new

of

—

and, lower, with Mamacita and Muchacho. Below the Kelly pets; Mrs. Kelly and
Ann Soihern; and making hay at his ranch.
rr.ount,

ENTHUSIASM

should
be Paul Kelly's middle name. When he
goes in for anything, it
must be with all his heart.
When he plays polo, the
sport is the only thing in
the world to
he is at his
the problems

him; when

new

ranch,
building
and farming engross him
when he is taking pictures with any
of his cameras, nothing else matters.
of

the camera fiend's
laughed Mrs. Kelly. "Paul takes
remarkable pictures, I think, but posing
in
for him is no nice job. You stand
waitfreckle,
tonsils
the sun until your

"Heaven save

wife

!"

ing for

him

to be sure the light

is

just

background contrasty, the
composition perfect, and the shadows
where they belong. When you are
ana
practically fainting, a cloud comes along
despair.
mock
in
head
auburn
She shook her
writer for a
"When my daughter Mimi was born, Tiny Maxwell, a sports
her picture. Like*
take
to
camera
graflex
a
me
gave
Philadelphia paper,
was glad to get it. The £us
proud parents, I wanted a record of my baby, so I
on but I kept at it ai d
so
and
bad,
light
wrong,
ones were awful-focus
fiend, like Paul 1 simp y
camera
real
finally got fairly decent stuff. I wasn't a
never- satisfy Paul
would
That
cute.
looked
she
shot a picture of her when
screen, when he
and
stage
on
Paul was a child actor, working alternately
his head under
had
always
he
studio
the
At
Brownie.
got his first camera, a
into the findei
squinted
eyes
his
the camera cloth belonging to the still man, or
the technique.
up
picked
he
it
realizing
without
of the movie camera, so
ha related
off-screen studio shots
"I snapped records of stage tours, or
I took a trip to
and
Kelly
Mrs
when
ago
years
"and I remembered that five
be a German one, they had
South America. On the ship, which happened to
camera, a Rolloflex
German
a
noticed
I
one
little shops on one deck and in
because you paid
ip53,
for
was on sale
the kind that's so expensive over here. It
right,

the

!

no duty, and

I

bought

it.

:

.

.

Q
Since

amazing.
took, in the harbor at Havana, was
"The very
picture film
motion
use
I
camera.
a
taken
then, wherever we have gone, I've
page 92)
to
tun,
(Please
roll instead
in mv Rolloflex and get 36 shots on a
first

picture

I

SCREENLAND
amor Sch oo
Edited by

One

of Hollywood's prettiest and
most popular girls gives a gay

salute to the smart

son

in

appropriate

as

Glamor School photographs

Above,

Sally wears a natural linen sports dress
which zips up the side, has a low square neckline, and flared skirt. Matching the brown red
belt is a brief handknit sweater with short
sleeves and bolero length. Brown beret, sports
bracelet add to the saucy effect. Right, Sally
goes nicely nautical in the dependable blue
denims girls dote on: shorts topped by mess
jacket fastened with large gold anchor buttons,
over a red and blue printed cotton blouse.
Sally's blue and white linen sandals match her

cap. Far right, spectator sports outfit with true
chic
the dress fashioned of rough homespun
linen in a smart shade of rust, with large patch
pockets outlined in saddle-stitching; waist-length
jacket of white linen, and toyo hat. Sally's
handbag and sandals are of rust patent leather.

—
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Summer

sea-

clothes and accessories as

they

are

of Sally Eilers by

chic

Ray

Jones.

For

gala
Eilers

Sally

afternoons,
wears,

at

black French
crepe frock scattered
with bunches of blue
and yellow tulips, and
black cartwheel sailor
of shiny straw. Below
a

right,

makes
shirring
beige frock notaand black acces-

clever

Sally's
ble,

—

hat, handbag,
sories
supply
gloves, shoes
the accent.

—

Over

a

sheath

crepe girdled by

of

black

a

Span-

red jersey sash, Sally,
at right, wears a pert bo-

ish

lero

jacket

stitched

an interesting design
beauvais embroidery
white.

in

of
in

Her pouch bag has

a long loop handle of
carved shell. Below, Sally's
pet Summer dinner gown,
effectiveness created
its
by gay Roman stripes.
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i
ones aren't worth having. I'll stick to this
Then I noticed the shelf in front of his mirror. It
puff and a
boasted one extremely moth eaten powder
I gathered,
These,
missing.
tooth
with
a
comb
very tired
himconstitute the sum of Bill's equipment for making
is the chap who
this
And
pictures.
the
for
handsome
self
of
spent $250,000 on a house, equipped with all sorts
amusement
and
convenience
his
for
gadgets
fantastic
of the
the man who, it is generally conceded, owns one
world.
the
in
wardrobes
expensive
and
impressive
most

cheap

Well, you just never know.
And now consider another equally curious case. That
she hates to
of Merle Oberon who frankly confesses that

spend monev on—of all things !— dresses. She frisks
about in simple, six-ninety-five numbers, looking, one
must admit, very chic indeed. The funny part is that with
priceless jewels,
these she is as likely as not to be wearing
in the
ensemble
entire
the
envelops
and she frequently
costliest of fur coats.
Of course, Lupe Yelez has been famous in Hollywood_.
for years, for displaying a fortune in jewels with a $1.95
like
sweater. But there is a story about Lupe which I
lecturing
better. It seems that a friend of Lupe had been
her about saving her money, about the value of economy.

The

friend, therefore,

was

gratified

one day when she

from Lupe, begging her to
received a telephone
come and help her shop for bath mats. "They are wanting to charge me too much!"' Lupe complained.
The friend deserted her busy office and dashed, hopefor
fully, to Lupe's rescue. "They weesh me to pay $5.95
that!" Lupe exploded. "I theenk eet is worth $4.95. No
more!" The kind friend intervened, a compromise of
some sort was effected, and the pair set off for lunch.
On the way out of the store, Lupe spied a blue and yelcall

X0>

low Chinese rug. "How much for thees?" she asked the
salesman. "Eleven hundred dollars," was the bland reply.
"You send heem to my house this afternoon," Lupe
directed, while the kind friend tore her hair.
"Why not?" asked Lupe, innocently, as they set^ forth
?"
for lunch. "I saved money on the bath mats, didn't I
Maybe it's right to save pennies on bath mats and tea
towels and to spend your dollars on rugs with lovely,
satisfying colors

!

The economies

Maybe Lupe has
men seem

of the

the right idea.
to be

more mundane,

although they are sometimes (Please turn to page 89)

Ginger Rogers' idea of relaxation is to do a bit of plain or
fancy sewing. See our story to discover what Ginger does
with her last year's clothes. Merle Oberon, left, lounges and
looks over scripts in sweater and slacks; she's so economical
about some things! Pat O'Brien, above, is just an old hathoarder. Pat hates to invest in new felts, and he never does,

—

until

Mrs. O'Brien

insists.
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The Joel Pressmans step out often, but seldom
are photographed together— Claudette Colbert's
doctor husband usually objects when cameramen
try to snap them. Here they are at the theatre.

International

By

Weston
RAINER may be having difficulty
with her English, but there's nothing at
all wrong with her sense of humor. As evidenced by her new nickname for Bill Powell.
She calls Bill "Flash'' on account of he's
never been known to hurry and simply drives
her crazy on the set by taking his time
about everything.
IUISE

L

W/HO

says movie stars are always so
? Claudette Colbert, believe
been driving the same
it
car for the past seven years and has only
just now traded the old one in on a new

VV

extravagant
or not, has

model.

it's

started the very first day on
Affair," in which
the set of "This Is
the two boys are working together. Shortly
after Bob and Brian had been introduced,
Bob was confronted with a rather difficult
scene. Strolling over to Brian, Bob asked:
"How would you handle that situation,
Brian? After all, you've had a lot more
I
experience
than
have.
I'm
simply
stumped !" And Brian figured that any guy
It

who was

regular enough to admit he had
in spite of the fact he's
the country's favorite star, must be pretty
regular
Whether Bob knows it or not,
he's surely made a loyal friend for himself.
!

MARLENE

DIETRICH

getting a
bit bored explaining about all those
medals which decorate her car since she
returned from her trip abroad. Truth is,
they represent her membership in the various European automobile clubs she acquired
while touring.

THE

rumor

is

going around that the

Harlow romance

is

Bill

defin-

itely cooling. Needless to say, neither Jean
nor Bill will say anything on the subject
but then they never have

—

TRANCIS

LEDERER

lost

so

much

weight on his recent personal appearance
tour around the country, the first thing he
did upon his arrival on the Coast was to
engage a room at the large ranch on the
Mojave desert, where he stayed when filming "My American Wife," so's he could
fatten up a bit. And it did the trick, too.
He has gained about ten pounds.
'

The gala Warner studio party brought many screen luminaries
together. Here we find Olivia de Havilland, Beverly Roberts,
er.d Director William Keighley enjoying the food and festivity.
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is

all

My

DURING

the preparation for
three pictures he's appeared

something to learn,

Powell-Jean

TAYLOR has acquired a new fan.
BOB
And
none other than Brian Donlevy.

East
the
in,

last

Clark

Gable has been sitting in on all story
conferences. Studio executives feel he is
a real help in working out details for
baffling situations' and more than
his presence. In fact, Anita Loos,

welcome

who has

been working on "Saratoga," insists Clark
has one of the best story minds in Holly-

wood.

ONE
dropped

of the

workers on the studio

lot

over on the "Zola" set the
other day to watch the progress of the picture. Paul Muni, as is his custom, was seated
in one of the stage chairs
silent
unseeing
living his role of Emile Zola. As the onlooker stood there,' he told me, Zola not
Paul Muni slowly rose and moved his
chair to another position, moving exactly
as the character would do. Just then, Muni
observed him, and smiled a far-away
smile. "How did you ever achieve such a

—

—

—

—

—

—

make-up?" the man asked. Muni
"I had nothing to do with
it,
my boy," he replied. "It was all done
by the make-up department. I am simply
perfect

smiled

again.

the guinea pig

!"

Joan Blondell and Dick Powell proved a merry as well as graceful couple as they danced to the snappy rhythms of a swing
band that enlivened the brilliant gathering of screen celebrities.

Beauty

wood

news

from

Holly-

hints at a revival of the

vogue of beauty patches
for make-up contrast

Faces

Fair
for

Summer

patches are coming back in style again, so
BEAUTY
rumored Personally, we're willing to wager our
it's

!

bottom dollar that

this

Summer

will see plenty of

those little black dabs of court plaster worn to bring out
the beauty of coloring in complexions.
Our strongest reason for believing in the immediate
future of beauty patches is the little black spot intriguingly placed on Jean Harlow's chin, forming such a
charming contrast to her fair skin, grey-blue eyes, and
famous blonde hair. Jean's power to start a beauty fashion
rolling into popularity certainly has been proved in the
past
Besides, the time is right for a revival in beauty
patches. The new vogue for light-toned, English-type
complexions is rapidly replacing the sun-tan rage. If
you've carefully protected your face from sunburn to keep

proclaiming your vic"it
tory to the world. And there's nothing like a contrasting
black spot to focus admiring attention on a peaches-andfashionably fair, you'll feel like

cream skin
Fashions
feminine.

nothing

in clothes, hairdress,

And

and make-up are

ultra-

so are beauty patches. Actually, there's
their glamor. That goes back to their

new about

Jean Harlow's
tre,

following

lips

wear a fashionable

their

natural

outline.

lus-

Her

powder goes on only where she needs

it.

appearance during the gayest days of the French
aristocracy when chivalry was at its height.
Court plaster got its name because it was used originally by titled ladies at court functions. Outwardly, that
fair
little black patch brought out the beauty of Milady's
first

skin and powdered hair. But it had another purpose. It
served as a signal to her lover when the formality of the
occasion and the fine points of court intrigue kept her
from speaking to him privately.
For instance, a beauty spot on the right temple might
send the message "You may meet me after the ball tonight." Or if it appeared on the lady's left cheek, her

knight could be cheered by the news that a pre-arranged
beauty patch
rendezvous in the garden would be kept.
on the chin might signal the warning "Do not appear
we are being watched."
too attentive
As a means of communication, beauty patches have
been superseded by the telephone and telegraph. But a
tinge of romance still clings about them, and their power
as
to accentuate the beauty of one's coloring is as great

A

—

ever was. We're all for their revival in the interests of
beauty and even as a signal system if the occasion or
mood calls for something more subtle than a phone call.
it
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The

for

fashion

femininity

and

soft

make-up that's swept down upon us demands an extra amount of skin care. A
light-toned complexion simply must begin
with a clear, smooth skin.
Just because it's easier to have a nice
complexion in Summer, when you're getting outdoor exercise and being relieved
of the drying effects of artificial heat, is
no excuse for taking a vacation from beauty
care. In fact, you should take advantage of
the season and get your complexion in tiptop shape when it's easiest to do.
Your appetite is less on hot days and
you don't need the heavy food that's so
likely to be reflected in an excessively oily
or blotchy skin. Fresh fruit and salads,
especially those made of raw vegetables,
are grand for complexion beauty. The extra

water you

like

feel

drinking to keep you

cool will help make your skin clear and
fresh. Substitute a glass of cold milk for
the extra cup of coffee you took to warm
you up on cold days. Too much coffee
makes skin sallow, while milk is a very
definite beauty aid.
Incidentally, something very

new on the
horizon is an all-purpose cream
made of oils extracted from fresh milk. It
was first made by a dairy company and

beauty

delivered with the morning milk.
mand for it became so great that
sold in stores all over the country.

The
it's

de-

now

Faces need soap-and-water washing in
hot weather more than any other time.
Perspiration brings to the surface impurities from within and attracts dirt from
without. So see to it that your face gets a
thorough washing at least once a day.
If your skin is dry (and exposure to
the sun does have a drying effect), follow
the soap-and-water washing with a film
of lubricating cream. You don't have to
leave it on all night, which we'll admit
isn't so comfortable when the thermometer
is hovering around the 90's-. Ten or fifteen
minutes is as long as you need to leave
any lubricating cream on your face, as the
skin will absorb all the oil it's capable of
using in that length of time.
Protect your complexion with an antisunburn cream before you go out in an offthe-face hat or frivol bare-headed on the
beach. You can get a type of anti-sunburn
that makes a flattering make-up
base at the same time it protects your skin
from the sun's burning rays. It's non-greasy
and just a thin film does the protective job.
If you want to "go tan" in a becoming
and painless manner, take it gradually. Use

cream

Carnival Nights

in

a sun-tan oil to give you an even tan without the preliminaries of soreness, redness,

and peeling.
Summer make-up should be much lighter
and more sparingly applied than when your
face spent most of its time under cloudy

The one exception
when you're matching a coat of tan.
Then your make-up should be deepened acskies or artificial lights.
is

cordingly.

Bright sunshine and outdoor exercise
lend color to your face, so apply your rouge
with a very light touch. Use as little powder as possible to avoid the "streaky" look
moisture gives to an over-powdered face.
It's "an excellent Summer habit to carry a
little bottle of liquid cleanser with you so
you can give your face a quick clean-up
before you apply new make-up.
And here's a very important beauty
"don't." Don't be guilty of using a dirty

powder

puff, whether you have a clear,
fresh complexion you want to keep or a
poor one you're trying to improve. It's so
easy and inexpensive to keep a clean supply
of puffs on hand. You can get them at the
five-and-ten cent store, and don't forget
those little puffs in your vanity case. You'll

find

them

need to

fit

whatever size and shape you
your vanity.

in

Hollywood

Continued from page 27
Miriam's cordiality, so radiant that even
icebergs can't take it, he finds himself
on the floor with a glass of champagne in
his hand discussing delightfully abstract
things with Gloria Swanson and Miriam's
hairdresser. Of course these dropper-inners
from out of the night may be down to
their last sou, and usually are, but they
are never dull. Dullness is the one thing
Miriam cannot tolerate. "They are so interesting," Miriam says of her lame ducks,
"one evening there were six different
pianist from Vienna, a
nationalities.
young painter from France, and a Red
from Russia I don't know how he got
in but there he was, and when we were
burning the brandy on the plum pudding
he suddenly shouted, 'What is dis ting you
call Tanksgiving ?' Oh, I explained it to
him beautifully, the Puritan Fathers
would have been so proud of me, and when
-

A

—

finished

I

he

took a

second

helping

of

plum pudding and said he thought it was
a good idea. He became the life of the
party and sang Russian folk songs until
neighbors objected."
Whatever you may say about Miriam,
and I have said plenty when she has gone
vague on me, and me right smack on a
deadline (Miriam has absolutely no appreciation of publicity), she certainly does
more than her share towards bringing
gaiety into the lives of the poor bewildered
writers, musicians and artists stranded in
the

Hollywood.

Bruce were mistresses of the manor, and
before then when Greta Garbo basked in
the sunshine when she and John were
carrying on one of Hollywood's most
turbulent romances. Miriam bought the
house a few months ago, much to the surprise of her friends who never thought she

—

would

"settle

down"

who

adores

New

Hollywood, Miriam
and foreign
capitals
and with Harold Grieve as the
decorator she has been transforming it
in

York

;

into a vision of delightful simplicity.

The

night I was invited to eat the pig
that was just about to walk out of the
icebox was the first time I had been to

Miriam's new home, which

It was formerly the John Gilbert
home where once Ina Claire and Virginia

away.

is

high up on

a hill-top that looks down on Beverly
Hills and has a magnificent view of the
city and the vallev and the ocean, miles

Gone

fancy tiles, the beamed ceiling,
and all the Moorish grill work which were
the pride and joy of Calif ornians before
the Eastern Invasion of five years ago.
The idea is not to be Spanish now, just
simple. In Miriam's dressing-room at the
studio are two vases, 18th Century Chinese,
which she prizes very highly. They have
a white base and rich, dark blue flower
designs. The color scheme of her livingroom and dining-room was inspired by
these vases. The walls and ceiling are
now painted this same soft blue. The
draperies are of especially woven handblocked linen with a tobacco-brown line
drawing on a white base. And I have
found in my batting about that there is
nothing so lovely as that Chinese blue and
nothing so soul-satisfying as linen drapes
I must have linen drapes at once.
are

the

—

The rugs in the living-room and diningroom, as are all the rugs in the house
for that matter, are of specially woven
thick white material. The entrance hall
is
of tobacco-brown with the same kind
of linen drapes, and here and there are
touches of blue in the decorations. The
kitchen and breakfast-room are especially
attractive, being French Provincial. All
the decorations, dishes, furniture, pots and
pans are as nearly like the genuine French
as possible. Miriam had her bedroom and
dining-room furniture shipped out from
her Sutton Place home in New York the
former mahogany and the latter walnut.
The draperies in her bedroom are handwoven linen with natural linen color base
with a plaid design of chartreuse and
deep blue. There are books everywhere

—

James Cagney, now
his

68

friend

Stuart

all

Erwin,

set to

and

make
Glenn

his next picture, calls at the studio to visit
Tryon, who directed Stu in his latest •film.

with the possible exception of
is,
Sidney and Madge Evans, the
avid collector of books, both old

Miriam
Sylvia

most
and new

Hollywood. Name it, and
in
is
Miriam has read it. On a rear terrace
around which are placed
a swimming pool
nearby
lounging chairs and tea tables, and
also a wine cellar,
a tennis court. There is
ever trip
and if you think you can
you
Miriam up on the vintage of a wine
Don t
have another think coming to you.
Miriam s
ever bet with her, it's fatal. At
the
you are served the proper wine at

ten a piece of cotton with

Ambrosia, rub it gently
over your face and neck

—and

And
proper time and in the proper glass.
person
next to a bore Miriam loathes a
who takes gin to the table. Miriam loves
Her
food and wine and beautiful service.
\nna a Czecho-Slovakian, she will tell
different
four
in
cooks divinely
'vou
Wiener

marrons,

schnitzel,

during

for every time she gets two dollars
ahead she sweetly says, "Now I must let
my soul catch up with my bank account,
and runs off to Europe to have herself a
at all,

lot

of fun.

tables are never dragged out
at
after dinner at La Hop's (the boys
which
the studio nicknamed her that) for
Miriam get
I am truly thankful. Nor does
and suddenly announce, "Everybody get

Bridge

up

and paper, we're going to play
No, Miriam doesn't believe m
forcing things down her guest's throat. She

pencil

games."

everyone should be allowed to do
what she or he wants to do, and the
hostess should be a help, not a hindrance.

thinks

That

night

she

had

a

roaming

guitar
guitar

player and a fortune teller. The
player was given stiff competition by Ernst
Lubitsch who settled himself at the piano
and played Viennese waltzes for hours.
Madv Christians danced a few of them
and then decided it would be more fun
to discuss

Rouben

modern art with Charles Boyer.
Mamoulian prowled around m

search of victims upon whom to display
his hypnotic prowess that usually doesn't
come off. Sulka Viertel, Ethel Borden, and
the Basil Rathbones discussed plays. One
of the Gershwins un-seated Lubitsch at
the piano and played the new Gershwin
Dance." Billy
music from "Shall
(Austin) Parker and Charles Brackett ex-

We

changed compliments on their new scripts.
Billy is Miriam's ex-husband, though I
don't know why she took the trouble to
divorce him as 'he is constantly with her.
Jean Negulesco and Pat Paterson decided
"that

a set or so of night tennis

was exactly

what they needed. Miriam was ecstatically
happy— she was gay, witty, and abstract.

When more
Miriam

will

informal parties are given,

give them.

and eager

to

receive your favorite lubricating cream, provided
your skin's the dry type
that needs oil replenishment. (Ambrosia also has
a Dry-Skin Cream for

m-andeltorte, les pommes aux
what dreams,
suzette,

one of these delicious hors-d'oeuvre. Anna
girl
will be so hurt if you don't." That
absolutely refuses to take her career "big,
as is the custom on these sun-kissed
often
shores. As a matter of fact I have
suspected that Miriam, though a superb
actress, doesn't wish to take her career

Or

night.

the

ihey're ready

crepes

Miriam talked a mile a minute, she may
Georgia but she does all right
Lie from
and
with tempo, and radiated such gaiety
charm that if anyone happened to bring
'I
a mood with him it vanished— poof.
want to see your new picture," someone
frowned on
said, though all "shop talk" is
certainly won t
at Miriam's. "Well, you
have any trouble," our hostess replied, "I
seats
hear that there are always plenty of
Hopkins picture
in the theatre when a
slipping?
plays itL Do vou think I'm
Should I begin to worry? Oh, please have

skin
fresh as

as

is

a daisy. Your pores arcclean and free to breathe

leberbraten,

what dreams
Miriam's dinner party that evening was
more or less typical of Miriam's usual
parties.
small and informal buffet dinner
Everyone had been invited at the last
men
minute, and there were many more
way.
than women as Miriam likes it that

Your

voila!

and

feels

'

languages.
n-habzigcr,

You simply mois-

a jiffy.

your beauty a gift
Corday's Voyage a
Paris perfume.

Make
of

A

A

purpose.)

this

purse

flask of Hinze-Ambrosia
is ideal when you need a
quick facial clean-up be-

tween work and a dinner

DASH

devilishness along with ro-

date or

of

mantic sweetness
makes Corday's "Voyage

For

a

fresh

clear,

skin,

use

Cut icura Soap every day

a Paris" an ideal perfume
Summer's big mofor
ments. It's as alluring
and feminine as any girl
could wish. Yet it's spiced

affair

of

ness.

antly, and it's so refreshing you'll find it a sheer
delight to use in your bath
as well as on your face. If
you already "have irrita-

—

tions,

and underarms satiny smooth and
free from disfiguring hair.
A perfect answer is Neet.
It's a tried and true cream
hair remover that's kind
legs,

cura Ointment, a fragrant,

creamy emollient, for the
quick

GLAZO'S
New

Glazo cream polishes

your fingers

off

encourage bristly regrowth because that remaining particle of hair under the skm is
smoothly rounded off, not sharp-edged. So
finally does

come

to the surface,

it

instead of standing up like a man s
beard. You can get a small tube of Neet at
a five-and-ten cent store or the full size at
your favorite drug or department store.
lies flat

A SHORT-CUT
there

is

name makes

relief

it

helps

to

bring.

thoroughly effective. Neet
does much more than re-

it

roughness or redness

to mar the beauty of your
skin, you'll welcome Cuti-

to the skin besides being

when

into those
pores and cleans out the
waste before it has a
chance to cause blackheads, pimples or disfiguring blotches It's made ef
ingredients,
purest
the
pleasantly perfumed with
natural flower odors and
delicately medicated. Cuti-

cura Soap lathers abund-

spot-

the hair at the skin
destroys hair
It
level.
well below the surface
so it stays out of sight
And it doesn't
longer.

Cuticura Soap

down

!

kept imBe proud of your
maculately hair-free with Neet.
legs,

light brings arms and
legs out in the open now
that Summer's here. And
that presents a problem to
most of us how to keep

move

And

gets right

levels that remind one of
the decks of a ship. You'll

arms,

acquired

!

crystal
into

A REVEALING

who've

Soap are seldom embarrassed by blemishes The
very first rule for complexion beauty is cleanli-

worked

find Corday's "Voyage a
Paris" at all the better department and drug stores.

girls

the
daily habit of washing
their faces with Cuticura

—

glass,

your rouge go on evenly
and your powder stay
where you put it.

D

that suggests the thrill of
a real trip to Paris and
the anticipation of grand
and glorious experiences
one expects to find in that
gay city. The flask is a
perfect beauty an ultraclear

trav-

make

It will

pEAUT Y-WISE

with an adventurous tang

modern

when you're

elling light.

to beauty that gets you
called "Ambrosia." And if its
you think of nectar of the gods

—that's just the way Ambrosia Cleanser
makes vour skin feel! It's a fragrant,
smooth, 'wonderfully refreshing liquid that
does a grand job of deep pore cleansing in

with

tip

beauty!

gift to

Sum-

mer beauty is four
perfectly grand new shades
of liquid nail polish that
will put your fingertips in

tune with the season's
smartest costumes. They are all cream polishes that give your fingernails the smooth,
rich glow that's so fashionable right now.
"Thistle" is a misty pink with brown undertones and harmonizes with pink, green,
brown, beige and gray. "Rust" is on the
brownish side, too, a subtle rusty-red that
plays no favorites in flattering fair or suntanned skin. "Dahlia" is a dusky blue-red
that's ever so smart with navy blue, black,
wine or pastel shades. The real aristocrat
is Glazo's "Imperial," a rich new red with
its depth of color misted over in the modern
manner. The popular Glazo polishes. Natural. Shell and Flame, are now available in
cream form, too.
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American appearance in that
it was the last thing he did
in England just a night or two before he

made

and Mr. Montgomery

Dr. Jekyll

Continued from page 22
"It would be silly to say I will not play
another light comedy role. But I'll not play
a sap again if I can help it! As for this
part, I believe they'll take it if it's properly
done. That's entirely up to me. I'm not
worried about anything else. I feel that
the change, radical as it may be, is a
healthy one. I certainly needed a change,

and I'm sure
myself,
ences."
to

feeling is not confined
heartily shared by audi-

this

but

What you can't share is the feeling that
Mr. Montgomery is giving himself, undeservedly, a parting kick from the roles
he has played so capitally. You wonder
long, oh, Bob, how long?
"I've been doing them for five years,
ever since 'The Big House,' " he hates to
say. "It has been the same old thing, over
and over again, just 'the usual Robert

how

and jewels, but gave no sign
I wondered how they
felt as the lights of the approaching ship
drew nearer. Then one of them glanced up
again and just straightened his tie. It was
a terrific gesture that broke your bloody
shirt-fronts

they saw anything.

heart."

Sympathetic,

this

man

Montgomery.

Could his sympathy possibly extend to the
youth whose diabolic crimes he now was
committing?
"I think he is to be sympathized with,
if only for the reason that he asks for no
sympathy. Considered professionally, he is
a type to appeal to any actor because he
acts for the benefit of himself. First and
last, he is an exhibitionist. His world is a

people are
That's
it.
why I fought so hard and long to get this
part. Anything for a change."

Montgomery
sick

and

Watching
noticed

part,'

till

of

seeing

tired

still

—

him

in

a

I

feel

me

in

another change in

on

her,

and the thoroughbred Rosalind Rus-

w'ho barely misses being Public Victim
No. 3, filling in her spare time with a
clever bit of impromptu tap dancing.
"Lovely persons," admiringly remarks
Mr. Montgomery, back to his pipe and
dressing-room, for all the world as though
his charming associates made murder a
pleasure. "They'll soon be hysterical, poor
dears, but that's to be expected. It's only
natural that people should be unsuspecting
till the unexpected happens. Then it hits
them like a thunderclap. The shock's the
thing that makes drama. But the leading
sell,

it is what makes it interesting in
this case. That's the skill of it all. There's
simply
nothing sinister about the boy.

He

matches his wits against others

gomery an Irish accent.
"I came by that honestly," you are surprised to hear. "My people came from
Ireland, near Belfast, so I'm an Irish-

who

are

no match for him. It's all in the bean.
Here you have the difference between the
new and the old form of melodrama. Mere
physical violence has had its day. That day
ended when audiences no longer cared
whether the train ran over the girl or the

American."

When you remark

died at Bradford. Now if a great actor like
Irving could make so much of murder why
shouldn't a humble 'ham' like myself try it?"
No reason at all, of course. And when
you are taken out to watch another scene
of "Night Must Fall" it seems quite jolly,
so it does. For there in her wheel-chair is
that rare old English actress of 72, Dame
May Whitty, chatting gaily to you of the
day she first came to this country with
Henry Irving and Ellen Terry, while Mr.
Montgomery waits to get a strangle-hold

up to

you have
Mr. Mont-

scene,

his first

play and that

that this explains his

"No doubt
lively sense of humor, he grins
about that. But there's another explanation
speaking like an Irishman now.
for
:

my

the stage this part I'm doing was played
with a Welsh accent, probably the most
Anyway, I was sure I
difficult of all.
couldn't manage it, so I switched to Irish.
After all, it makes no difference with this
hotel bellhop who becomes a murderer.
What's inside him is the only thing that
matters. I'm always curious to know what
makes people tick. Once you find that out
you've learned something important. It
helps you to understand them, to see
through the outside, the 'front' they put
up. And it's the little things that tell the
inside story. No matter how much a person may try to hide his emotions, a slight
expression, a single unguarded motion, will
give him away. I always have my eye out
for seemingly trivial things. Let me catch
something that a person doesn't think I
see and I'm dead on to him. I once watched
a national golf champion during a game.
He was supposed to be wholly without
nerves, a man of iron, just a great irredriving machine. But, watching
sistible
him, I saw his hands working nervously.
To the crowd generally, with its eyes on
his face, he was afraid of nothing. But
from those tell-tale hands of his I could
see he was scared stiff. And have you ever
noticed a pianist who hasn't played for
some time walk into a room where there's
a piano? Do this sometime, and after awhile
you'll see his fingers begin to twitch.

He

wants to get 'em on that piano. It's the
same with this lad I'm playing. He wants
to get his hands on people's throats."
Curiously, your collar tightens and you
find yourself easing it. Then, both ears
open: "Some little touch, a mere glance
or nervous gesture, may be far more revealing than words. A thing of that kind
happened on a- trip to Honolulu. Two
stowaways were discovered and hauled out
of the hold. To have them taken off we
hove to for a ship coming this way. As
those poor devils waited on a lower deck
in the night they seemed utterly indifferent
to everything and everybody. A number
of us who'd been dancing now stood staring
down at them. They looked up at white
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ran over the train."
Letting his pipe suit the action to the
words, Mr. Montgomery puffs like a locomotive. Presently, through the smoke, he
"Both the stage and the screen
observes
have changed, so perhaps it's high time
/ did! I should have liked to play this
seemingly innocent killer on the stage. Yes,
I've a longing to go back to it. It's the
love of the theatre that makes a person
go on the stage, but it's the love of money
girl

On

:

Montgomery

Clark Gable and "Mr."

chatting

in

Bob's

dressing-room.

stage and he the only player on it. He is
instinctive rather than mental. He can be
explained only by the fact that he is blessed,
or cursed, with a too active imagination
that has no intellectual limits at all.
doesn't know where to stop, so he stops

He

at nothing, even murder."

When

you

go

Mr.

Montgomery one

better by mentioning double murder, he is
"I don't think
active with the argument
two killings make you any dirtier a murderer than one. It's the penalty this boy
must pay that counts. This is made perfectly clear. What happens has none of the
elements of mystery. It's just a matter of
suspense how soon they'll get him. Meanwhile you study him, not his crimes. If you
can show and that'^s what I'm trying to
do what makes him tick you can also
show when the mainspring will snap. It's
just a question of time. The rest is melo:

—
—

—

drama.

And why

not?

The world

is

full

always has been. I suppose meloreally began when the serpent entered the Garden of Eden and that it
assumed a violent form when Cain killed
Abel. No wonder, then, that actors should
want to take a crack at it. Look at Charles
Laughton he's doing very well for himself in it. Of course, Laughton probably

of

it,

drama

—

could play a sweet, gentle butterfly-catcher
equally well, but he wouldn't get half the
kick out of it. And don't forget Henry
Irving who could? He loved melodrama,
particularly 'The Bells,' in which he murdered a man. It is significant that Irving

—

that makes him go into pictures. This is
particularly true of young people. When
they love the theatre they don't ask how
much they're going to be paid. They want
to know what sort of part they're to be
given. But the moment anyone has an offer
to come to Hollywood the first question is,
'What salary do I get?' I'm no different
from others. At the same time I'm not
content to go on playing the same kind of
part simply for the sake of money. And I
can thank the stage for the part I'm now
playing. If I hadn't happened to see the

play in London I'd still be playing 'the
usual Robert Montgomery part.' Not that
I'd kept at it everlastingly. I still want to
go back to the theater, if only to do a
play between pictures now and then.
"I very definitely want_ to play Cyrano,
and I want to play it on the stage. It's only
there that it's possible to give a complete
performance. In pictures it simply can't be
done. But I'm hoping as I've never hoped

Hollywood

to do something
part, something to
justify the decided change I've made.
hopes are based on the fact that it gives
me something to think about, instead of

since

coming

to

worth-while with

this

My

amiably doing the sort of thing that demands no thought whatever. What audiences will think of it, of course, I've no
means of knowing. But it is reasonable to
suppose their minds will be filled with the
terrible menace of murder. Same here. For
a long time I've thought of nothing else."
"Has anyone tried to murder you?" is
your anxious inquiry.
"No," he laughs, "but after this picture
they probably will."
Hang him, more likely hang him with

—

new

laurels.

A

Day with
Tyrone Power
Real

Continued from page 29
every evithat he is honestly thrilled with
dence that he is "registering."
He and I went on out to the porch that
overlooks a small, enclosed back lawn.
Breakfast, and Tvrone eats heartily in the
hope that he'll gain weight, was served by
his excellent cook.
"Well, it's this way," he said when 1
"I didn't always
cat regularly when I was trying to get a
break in pictures. And I enjoy eating reg-

complimented the food.

ularly—and well!"
His pride made him persist in tackling
Hollywood without financial aid from lr.s
mother. She was teaching dramatics in
Cleveland and he came West when his
father, particularly noted for a Shake-

her own back yard, Bette Davis makes herself comfortable besidei
in
outfit.
the decorative pool, and is herself right decorative in a gay and cool summer

Lounging

spearian repertoire, was signed for a film
produclead. Before the picture got into
tion his father died— in Tyrone's arms.

"I'm going to move once more," Tyrone
"We've been here almost a year,
which is a record. But I'm looking

admitted.

m

Here the
and I
is under mother's bedroom
waken her when I come in late and go
out early. Anyway, living in Beverly will
be more like living, won't it?"
Being with Tyrone, I was beginning to
sense, is living as you've always meant to
fantastically
live. Dreams are materializing
for him and shortly you, too, are gulping
Beverly
garage

:

•

for

larger

a

house.

*

with excitement. Other stars have to rehe's having all of
capture big moments
his right now.
"In one vear I was in and out of ten
;

apartments," he was confessing

different
father's death I stayed
next. "After
on in Hollywood. After a while I hung
on. I got a stock contract at Universal

my

;

I

which paid just enough for board and
room. Richard Cromwell used to stop by
and give me a ride to the studio. But I

embryo drama school because it
wasn't leading to screen roles for anyone
in it. Father had left me a little money and
gradually I was down to one room and not
too much food as I tried for parts in pictures. I couldn't even get extra work!"
Fortunately the stage, after a two-year
assault, was kinder.
"Now that mother's with me after our
having been apart for five years I want
her to have the best."
But having the best revived the memory

quit that

i,

of

opinions. I went to him and asked him if
he'd handle my salary. After all, I know
what poor business men most actors are;
want to save something. Consequently
I
I'm on a budget that's not so large as I'll
bet you imagine. All bills go to Uncle
Frank and I just have a little each week
for a few personal expenses. The only time
I've been on the carpet was when I sent
all those orchids to Sonja." When Sonja
left town for a skating tour Tyrone impetuously wired, her a bouquet of orchids
for each exhibition. "The florist," Tyrone
recollected happily, "didn't present the bill
to Uncle Frank until I'd been able to send
I'm not extravagant,
quite a few bouquets
though," he added. "I've been accustomed
to stretching actual cash and I still stretch
!

the move to Beverly. "Since my option's
been taken up, I really should get out there.
It'll be keen for mother not to have to
sleep over my car coming and going.
can find a place, reasonable enough, that'll
have a swimming pool. Carl, down at the
athletic club, has recommended more swimming for me, you know. And then we can

We

the office

left

building,

to be nonchalant under
stares cast his way by every-

the admiring

who saw him.
We'd lingered over breakfast and it was
nearing 11:30 as we crossed Western Aveone

Hollywood from Los

"Do you mind

if

we

what's

West-

stop in at

more's for a few minutes?" Tyrone questioned. "I feel like a bender."
I coughed impolitely. "At a hair and
wig establishment?"
"Sure! That's where I get my hair cut
When you're on a picture a haircut has
to be a delicate proposition; it must be
just a snip and a snap so you're in a state
of status quo for the camera. But now I
don't have to work for two weeks. So I'm
going to be sheared!" At my look of horror
he amplified. "You don't think actors like
those long haircuts that are foisted on
them in the name of Art, do you? They're
like wanting to scratch yourself and not
being able to. So whenever I'm certain I
won't be looking into a camera for a spell
!" His face was
I have me a hair bender
ecstatic.

He didn't say that he had to get to a
telephone, too. But before he embarked on
a haircut he made a call. And then luckwas with me once more. There was no
booth.

He

dialed.

I have Miss Henie, please?" An
impatient bit of foot-tapping. "Oil, Sonja!"

"May

If

Sonja didn't practically swoon at his
"Can you have
isn't normal.
me? No ?" He stamped out
cigarette. Despair gripped him. "But
planned on it; I haven't seen you for

ardor she
lunch with

_

his
I'd

—

A

pause.
so long." (Not since last night.)
sigh. Intent listening to a lengthy interpretation of the emergency that had evidently arisen the hour before. Slowly but

A

and read while I'm

waiting. Then the horns commence behind
me to bring me back to earth."

could no longer suppress
my curiosity as to the purpose of this jaunt.
"Oh, pardon me," cried Tyrone. "Uncle
Frank's the banker I mean he isn't a real
uncle. Nor a banker, for that matter. He
was my father's attorney and so as soon
as I got my contract I remembered what
respect I'd always had for him and his

Whereupon we
Tyrone attempting

;

Wi'lshire Boulevard he
admitted, "I usually am guilty of a silly
stunt. I stick the morning paper into the
car and whenever I get to a stop signal

But by now

"But better let your mother do the looking,
and better have her say it's for herself.
If you go around they'll raise their prices
on you."

Angeles. I learned then precisely
a treat to a movie star.

we hurried down

journal

look for a larger house,"
sage of the Power funds.

nue, half-way back to

simplicity of the bedroom.
Out to the garage we sped, and climbed
into his Cord. It's an all-black convertible
model and Tyrone, being anxious to tan,
keeps the top down most of the time. As

my

"You may

Frank proved to be a genial
guardian. Tyrone conferred with him about
Uncle

Uncle Frank.

grab

right.

continued the

it."

with me? I've
"Can you drive downtown
!"
got to see Uncle Frank
A person so important to Tyrone was
a person I knew I should meet. While
Tyrone put on a suit I glanced around his
own room. Two huge photographs of Sonja
Henie were autographed in the tenderest
of terms. They dressed up the masculine

I

have a small playroom', with room for a
badminton net. I have to return some of
these social obligations I'm acquiring!"
"My boy, I don't need all that sales
chatter!" Uncle Frank beamed and Tyrone,
hitherto diplomatically grave, chuckled out-

Tyrone's face went into high. He
exultant, his voice tender. "I've two
places to take you this evening. Sonja!"

distinctly

was

I

!

Like Caesar entering Rome, he turned
around to me. "Shall we," he laughed,
"have a haircut?" I'd hate to look in a
Tyrone didn't dare be too rash
mirror
himself, but he encouraged my barber and
I fear I've a convict contour. "Awfully
;

Good

bowling! Tyrone Power plays

the alley

game

often,

and

expertly.
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3 :30. "I'm due for my work-out with
Carl at the Hollywood Athletic Club. Are

Tyrone kept mut-

was

I accepted his bid to lunch.
don't know whether the Vendome will
appreciate this, but Gable and Taylor prefer
drive-in stands for mid-day refreshment,
and Tyrone doesn't give a hoot for the
movie colony's most expensive noon rendezvous, either.
"Let's drop in at Schwabs'," he proposed. Schwabs' is the drugstore at the

you

cool for the summer,"
tering.

So no wonder

corner

watch

He did time with a heavy medicine ball,
did complete exercises, chinned on bars and
punched at bags. Some fast sparring and
Tyrone wound up with a swim in the pool
and so did I.
On our way out of the locker rooms he
reached for his pocketbook. "To see if I
ring
can buy us a cocktail apiece !"
rolled from it and glistened on the cement.
Tyrone retrieved it so hastily I was sus-

Boulevard and Laurel
parked in the pseudomarket next door and

—

We

A

;

picious.

I'd played tennis with RobTaylor and ridden horseback with Clark
Gable, on days with them. Sharply I re-

"Secret pledge from Sonja?" I asked.
He grimaced. "Forget you chase celebrifan sent me this and I
ties, Ben
No.
always carry it for luck. Can't wear it, because it's too small. The girl who sent it
said it had been given to her great grandmother in Roumania, by a gypsy. Said it
assures the wearer of health, happiness, and
success. It arrived a month ago with a
letter concluding, T think you need this
more than I do !' "
And that demanded a Martini, no less.
"I favor The Tropics," Tyrone declared.
He would, for it was a jaunt to Beverly
again. (Uncle Frank: Don't you ever check
his gasoline consumption?)
Who should we run into there but
Loretta Young, playing guide to visiting

"I'm not methodical now, but I was then.
for my own satisfacI kept tab on things
tion. For instance, I bought ordinary composition books and then charted which cig-

—

membered

relatives.

selling best, what request was
often, and funny things like
that. But I really was serious when I was
ushering. Oh yes
I ushered in a movie
high school nights. For two
theatre on

were

arettes

made most

;

my

And I kept confidential
recorded the box-office receipts for
each picture I wrote down the names of
the director, producer, cameraman, scenarist,
and designers. I even wrote a review of
each film, analyzing its appeal."
anyway.

years,
notes.

I

Robert Youngs enjoy an evening of dancing at a Hollywood club.

The

membered how
ert

I

couldn't ice-skate

"But I never ice-skated in the East,"
Tyrone reassured me. "After I met Sonja
decided I should at least be able to stagger around a rink. I came down here every
I got in a
afternoon for several weeks
great deal of 'ground-work!' Now I can
skate backwards. Haven't tried it for
months, but after Mount Rainier and skiing I'm in the mood. I'll demonstrate the
I

;

;

When Tyrone makes
goal he studies
tors, obviously.

all

No

up his mind on a

possible, pertinent facmatter how far he is

from

his objective.
"A real estate agent mentioned a particular house out in Beverly that he believed I'd like. Will you come along and
look at it with me?"
Would I Tyrone's unabashed vitality
!

makes

him

extraordinarily

stimulating.

Being with him when he considered a new
home was next to picking out a star residence for one's

self.

So we skimmed out Sunset, passing the
"moderne" shops that have cropped up on
both sides of the Trocadero. "I like the informal downstairs room there at the Troc
more than the main dining room. It's
cozier, I guess."

Only after that remark of his was I at
last aware that the radio had been going all
the while we'd been in the car. Tyrone
turns a radio on whenever he's near one,
most always to classical music. But he
rarely listens. The music subtly soothes
"I've a hunch the rent will be too
here," he remarked sotto voce as he
the doorbell of a near-mansion. "It

pseudo-Spanish, thank God, but

him.
high

rang
isn't

..."

A

butler bowed. Yes, the lower rooms might
be examined by Mr. Power. Madame was
still asleep, so we'd have to return later to
inspect the second floor. The swimming
pool in the garden, a miniature Eden, fasci-

nated Tyrone.
"It reminds me of exercise. Can you
come to the Polar Palace with me?"
I
could. And clear across Hollywood
we skimmed distances are nothing to the
dynamic souls like Tyrone. En route I re;
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A

!

!

cinnati.

it.

is.

We

marble-fronted
climbed upon stools at the soda fountain
got the last two vacant spots.
counter.
The clerks smiled as at an old friend only
half the customers were in danger of falling off their stools. He was, it appeared,
a pretty habitual visitor. He walked in
quietly, without an air of Here-I-Come.
There's nothing that betrays a snob more
than a soft-pedaling or denial of everyday
work in the past. Which made Tyrone's
conversation over our double-decker sandwiches and milkshakes of special interest.
"A drugstore's rather homey to me," he
said. "When I was in high school I worked
in one after classes. At first I rode a
motorcycle, delivering. Then I progressed
to the soda fountain. I could leap over and
give these fellows a lesson in sundaes You
know, I come here to buy the new magazines because I used to pore through the
magazine stand in that store back in Cin-

with me?"

Carl, the veteran trainer so many male
stars go to, gave Tyrone an exhaustive
routine. It seemed exhaustive to me, that

Sunset

of

Canyon Road.

still

was, but if there was going to be any
more strenuous conduct I was going to
I

I

trick."
It was the slack hour. He was glad, because he'd no sooner pushed off impetuously
than his backward-skating fizzled. He landed
even as you and I
But he could take it. Indeed, if you'd been
there you'd have had to take it also if you,
too, were a novice. He likes chums whose
perception is quick, mentally, and who are
game, physically. I strapped on skates.
Floor to the right of us, floor to the left of
us, floor behind, before, and most of all icy
floor beneath us. Oh, what ground-work
we got in Tyrone was tempted to do a
figure eight. "Sonja will be amused when I
flash this. She taught me to ski up there
on location. I'd never tried before and
didn't know a ski from a butterknife. I'm
not telling her about my skating until I
master the elementary figures."
When you court the girl who's held the
world's ice-skating honors since she was
eleven you're biting off something to even
glance at a skate. But the abandon with
!

which Tyrone

sailed

forth

to

ultimately

pose as a sit-down striker was splendid.
And it would be when he was accidentally
sitting most eloquently that he'd be finally
Smilingly he
besieged for autographs.
obliged and everyone was delighted at finding him such a sport. Would you let your
public see you sprawling?
"I became used to being tossed about in
high school. The lads were not beyond tossing a fellow down a flight of stairs they
had a zest for wrestling on the slightest
provocation. I recall when some conspirators nonchalantly shoved me into a locker,
with a tremendous bearskin coat fighting
for the space. I nearly smothered in the
;

hour I was inside howling for help.
Nice crowd. Wonderful training for ice-

The

Hawaiian

cocktail

room

took on a sparkle as screen boy met screen
girl.

Having done two

films together,

Ty-

rone and Loretta are starting a third after
he does his big scenes with Sonja.
"I hear they previewed our new picture,"
Loretta beamed. "They say there was applause for the flower shop sequence."
Tyrone groaned, feigning misery. "But
I had nothing to do in that part."
Loretta retorted, "Why, yes, they had
the cameras on you for that one line. Don't

you remember

it?"

wonder," he mused, "which angle the
"
close-up there
"I

"Why, my angle, Tyrone No doubt they
selected a gorgeous focusing on me."
She laughed, and so "did he. Loretta
explained, "Tyrone can 'rib' better than
anyone in town. The director, Tyrone and
I were having lunch' at the studio as we
were finishing on that picture we've been
talking shop about. The director and I had
been congratulating Tyrone on the variety
!

he's had in his assignments. 'Yes,' he informed us solemnly, 'everything has been
ideal. Although I haven't had much luck
with my leading ladies.' Well," gasped

Loretta, "I'd been kidded like that fifty
times before, but never so convincingly. I
couldn't help a double-take. He was fresh
Of all the nerve
Then I looked him in
the face and the darned fool was roaring."
Tyrone interrupted. "The 'rib' that lingers on with me was the one pulled on me
about getting my contract. 20th Century
tested me in New York and advised me
they'd inform me in two weeks if I'd do. I
was shrouded in suspense. Three weeks
!

!

dragged by, and no message. Then one
matinee I received a wire from the New
York head of the company, instructing me
to contact my manager because the test
excellent. I almost let the show go on
without me, tussling with the telephone.
The manager phoned back that no one at

was

20th

Century knew anything about

it.

It

was a 'practical' joke!" We all moaned.
"However," topped Tyrone to cheer us up,
"two days later the company did sign me
!"

half

after all

skating

Loretta and her party leaving with Tyrone you do meet such interesting folk
he glanced at his lapel watch. "Six o'clock!

But

!"

his

eyes had leapt to the clock. It

—

Dinner's on at
you'll join

my

from

home

Don't you ever go sleuthing? What could it
be? Not 'Blue Hawaii.' Of course it's 'One
In A Million.' And once in a million tries
I nearly get it right on my piano."
The dinner was the kind you'd have
every night if you were a star.
The date for which he ditched me afterwards was with the heroine of his pet tune.
He was escorting Sonja to the bowling
alley on Wilshire Boulevard where he
plays two nights a week. He's the secondbest bowler among all the actors in Holly-

hour. If
play hookey

in another

me

mother and

I'll

piano lesson."

"Your what?"
"Why, didn't you know I'm giving myself
the fancy
a jazz course? I have the book,
chart all Technicolored so I match my
Scientific and
fingers with certain shades
painless— no scales. I'm trying to develop
I mura swing base. When I was a child
!

dered The Jolly Postman' and
der my favorite piece."
?"
"Which is
"Have you no detective

now

I

mur-

that way she has of sitting all
while he embarrasses his competitors is a tip to the femininity lie finds

wood and
evening

strain

at

all?

How

the Best Laughs

behind her championship fame. The other
place he took her, for a nightcap, was for
a brisk drive to the beach for a whirl on
the roller coaster.

The denouement, Tyrone, is this story.
You're a celebrity yourself, pal. (Or are

You told me to
pal anymore?)
sleuth it up when I was in the very act
of Charlie Channing on you
The day has been the most exhilarating

you a

day you can have in Hollywood, because
everything you've thought can't happen in
these times is busily happening to Tyrone
Power all at once. Everything swell, I
mean.

Are Born

Continued from page 33
"Thinking to top Chaplin's gag, Doug
gave the fowl to the conductor, with
instructions to have the chef prepare it

Haver sit
he would always have Phyllis
them. Phyllis
in the projection room with
would laugh at the beginning of the film
and pretty soon everybody there would be
room
roaring with mirth. They'd leave the
convinced they had just seen the funniest

for his (Fairbanks') dinner. Then he sent
the comedian a long wire, dwelling on its
delicious flavor.

'For
"Immediately a wire came back
love of heaven, why do you have to
like duck? Your eating it set me back

comedy ever put on the screen.
"As a matter of fact, Phyllis has a laugh
horn and a
that's a cross between a fog
hysterical
their

maniac; and,

knowing

in reality,

they

it,

:

the

without

were laughing

'The duck was a famous trained beastie,
and Chaplin had rented it from its owner.
Naturally, he had to reimburse the man

at

itself.
her laugh, rather than the picture
Fortunately for Sennett, they didn't get
onto themselves."
William Powell nearly choked on a
he
^ulp of tea. "I remember that laugh,"
the
chortled. "There's nothing like it in
whole world. Speaking of tricks, Soma
Karlov played a nifty on Cecil B. DeMille

for the full amount."
Powell chortled again. "Dick Arlen,
Bing Crosby and W. C. Fields pulled a
gag on Jack Oakie about three years ago
that had rather far-reaching consequences,"
he contributed.
"Jack was thinking of building a house
in the Toluca Lake district, where the trio
had homes. Over a cocktail one afternoon,
they thought it would be amusing to start

that has never quite been equalled.
"Sonia's real name was Jean Williams,
York. She tried
hailed from

New

and she

for a while but didn't get
anywhere. Finally, a press agent friend
a
sold her on the idea of impersonating
Russian actress, with a thick accent, and

extra

work

a 'Keep Oakie Out of Toluca Lake' movement as a joke, of course and immediately set about having a few signs
painted carrying that slogan. They put
these up both on their own lots and about

on the name of Sonia Karlov.
"He brought her to the attention

settled

of
DeMille, who bit on the idea of her being
cona Russian star and signed her to a
for
tract. Sonia kept up the impersonation
almost a month after signing, and had
everybody in Hollywood believing she
actually was a great star from Russia. Her
accent

was

perfect.

—

—

the neighborhood.
"Some of the local papers heard about
it

and ran

stories,

kidding the idea. They

even used a few photographs of the signs,
some with Jack in the picture, others with
Arlen and Crosby. Eastern papers got hold
of the story, however, and took it seriOne big metropolitan journal, I
ously.
remember, carried the headline, 'Oakie
Banned From Exclusive Film Colony'
another, 'Oakie Blackballed By Celebrities.'
"The whole thing created such a furore
about the country that Jack received several thousand letters from fans crying out
against the injustice accorded him. Jack,
of course, thought it a grand joke, and
even now has one of the signs hung in
his home."
"I always like to think of Gloria

Swan-

who

couldn't get a
job." Warner Baxter stopped to light a
cigarette and call for the check.
"At the height of Gloria's fame, when
her name stood at the top of the heap, she
made a bet with Thomas Meighan that
she could go the rounds of all the casting

son

as

the

little

gal

in Hollywood and be turned down
for a job at each window. Tommy agreed,
and Gloria started out, dressed as any
extra girl might dress.
"That night, she returned, triumphant.
She had applied to every casting director

offices

and not one had given her any encouragement. Several had even informed her she

Some newspaperman

her in the east met her one
day, though, and the great impersonation
went up in smoke. DeMille was a good
sport about it, and kept her on, even
though Hollywood got a great laugh out of
the affair at his expense."
"I think the funniest gag I've ever heard
the
in Hollywood," Colman grinned, "is
one of the late Wilson Mizner giving
away his car to the curb man at one of
the big Chinese Theatre premieres.
"Mizner and a friend, both in tail coats
and top hats, pulled up before the Chinese
Theatre in what was probably the most
disreputable wreck of a Ford left in
California and got out with great dignity.

who knew

_

As they started to leave the car,
theatre curb man stopped them.
" 'You can't leave your car here,

the
.

f

sir,

he told Mizner.

"'Why

not?'

the

writer asked.

"'Because it's in the way here.^ Other
cars have to draw up with guests.'
" 'Very well,' said Mizner, solemnly and
grandly, 'then I make you a present of it.'
And before the astonished chap could say
a word, Mizner and his friend walked into
the theatre."

"Doug Fairbanks once had a duck prehim as he stepped onto a train

sented to

going
bites

Baxter reminisced, between
chocolate pie. "Charlie Chaplin
and with the duck was a note

east,"

of

sent it,
setting forth

its

many

virtues.

rouge
Pause that refreshes the make-up! Madeleine Carroll replenishes her lip
of Zenda."
while Ronald Colman waits to continue a love scene in "The Prisoner
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wasn't the
waste her

type

time

and advised her not to
trying to get on the

screen."
"I have time for just one more story,"
Colman declared, "and that is the hoax
that was played on Sid Grauman and all
the other first-nighters hy a press lad at
one of Sid's most elaborate world premieres.

"Professor Albert Einstein, the scientist,
had just arrived from Germany that day
and although Sid had tried to get him to
attend his opening he had declined. Im-

that it was
anyhow
She bought some new clothes. Plain
sports things for the studio. She was glad
she was slender so she could wear readymade clothes easily. She liked the little

to

a popular cafe for dinner zvith Keith
Knoit'lcs, one of the leading stars of
the screen. But the evening is spoiled
for Marsha, because Keith imbibes
too freely, and returning in his car
a collision. Rumors about the
accident reach the studio, and Marsha
there

apartment

For

and

to

feel

a while,

tailored short-waist dresses which were so
easy to find during her lunch hours, little,

THE STORY SO FAR
goes

all

really hers.

Continued from page 55

script girl,

surprise,

Sid's

evening, as

this

Hollywood Holiday

Marsha Drew,

that
then, when,
the notables were arriving,
he chanced to glance into a Rolls-Royce
town car and saw whom he thought to
be Einstein.
"He hopped over to the car and opening
the door himself grasped its occupant's
hand in warm embrace. Then, he escorted
him personally to the microphone, had
him introduced over the air and saw to
it that he was seated promptly. With the
honored guest was the young reporter
whom Sid knew intimately.

agine

is

discharged. Though she has been
out on one date only with Keith, she
knozvs she lores him. But during the
long, trying days zvhen she searches
unavailing!}' for a job, she never sees
him. Her money gone, her confidence
shaken, Marsha is aimlessly walking
along a street zvhen she sees a car
bearing dozvn on an elderly, somewhat
is

feeble man. She leaps forward and
throzvs the man and herself clear of
the car. He reveals, himself as the

father of one of Hollyzvood's most important producers, and insists she must
come to dinner that night and meet
his son.

any one and not having any lunch money,
anyhow.

plain pull-down hats and loose coats. She
bought a new polo coat of soft tan camel's
hair.

She got a new radio. The old one was
so tinny. This one was small and not at
all
bad looking. She wished she could
afford to have a built-in one. Maybe, some
day she could have one like that.
Before long she was able to make a down
payment on a car. A new car. A Ford.
Shining and black and very sleek. She had
never owned a new car before. Owning a
new car gives you a fine feeling of having
real things belonging to you. Wearing her
smart new clothes, driving the new car
far into the country or out to the beach on
Sundays and coming home to the gay little
apartment. That was living

So was working

in the studio living. Going over sentences until they said almost
what she wanted them to say. Biting hard
at the end of a pencil as she tried to get

her thoughts marching.

—

It was hard work
and it was fun at the
same time. More fun, certainly, than she
had ever had working. If she could only
make good at it She didn't mind long
!

At lunch, the days they ate off the lot,
she met writers from other studios. They
interesting, too. Writers suddenly bepeople. Before, they had been just
part of the set-up of the studio. Now, they
bit
were warm, friendly human beings.
erratic, some of them. Most of them jolly
and generous and amusing. Marsha tried
so that they wouldn't
to talk about herself

were

quently, "the

—

—

better pictures to come.

Her first picture was all right Everyone
said so. Not an important picture, certainly,
but a nice little comedy. For her next as!

signment she was put with Horace Murk,
an experienced scenario writer.
Horace was nearly fifty. He had started
in with silent pictures and was one of the
few survivors who had been able to make
the grade successfully in pictures that re-

now,

wasn't awfully gay.
girl alone in Hollywood

—any

—

bound

place

she do?

She had thought that money would make
of the difference in the world. It didn't
all the difference. But it did do a
great deal. You can't be quite as miserable
if you're living in a fresh, gay, colorful

all

make

all she moved into another apartment. A lovely, sunny apartment without
a disappearing bed in the place. There were
two rooms three really, if you counted

—

—
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They put Murk
let Marsha

— and

to get pretty blue -unless she is
the sort of girl who prefers being alone
and Marsha wasn't that sort. What could

—

kitchen.

solved things.

A

that.

little

The studio
work on

—

—

The bedroom was

furnished in Monterey style, with light,
rather rough wood furniture and gay chintz.
The living room was a bit plain but the
walls were a rough cream, the furniture
covered in plain rust-colored linen or in
a gay pattern. It was fun to come back to

—

his

the studio knew. But his camera knowledge
was unlimited. He was a conceited little
fellow, fat, with a mussed-up look, almost humorless. But he knew so much
more about writing for pictures than
Marsha did that she welcomed him eagerly.
They worked long hours. They quarreled
over little things. On the whole, though,
Murk was willing to take Marsha's point
of view. He knew that if he didn't have a
successful picture soon he'd be out on his
ear. Marsha looked like a winner. He decided to play along with her.

is

the perfect

dialogue as well as action. Even
dialogue was none too good as

quired

She felt a little surer of herself now.
She was given a well-known short story
to put into scenario form. This was fun
Evenings weren't as much fun as day
times. She had made friends at the studio
but she was a little afraid of friends,
now, out of business hours. She went to
the movies. She went to restaurants. But

whom

First of

—

—

she wanted to ask such a
favor. So she started right in spending her
money. And, when you haven't had any
money for a long time, that is a beautiful
thing to do. Marsha was sorry because
money had to be that important but important it was there was no getting away

from

—

!

it

—

—

—

mostly because she hadn't

from

!"

—

owe any money
known anyone

didn't

—NO

a Western
write by herself again.

holiday.

Marsha

is

hours she was used to that. She didn't
mind hard work concentration But there
was the fear that maybe she wasn't really
a writer, after all. Maybe her few ideas
would disappear and there she'd be, with
all of her lovely dreams of writing unfilled
At the end of six weeks before she had
finished her first picture
her contract was
renewed for three months. And with a raise
in salary
She worked harder than ever.
At the end of three months more she was
given another raise and a six months'
contract with promises of more raises and

to

seemed unbelievable
It
every week
another unreal thing a part of that picture in which she was living again
Luckily,

answer

!

see what an amateur she was. Few enough
of them asked questions. They were too
interested in themselves to worry about
what had happened to Marsha Drew, the
newest writer at Greater Pictures, before
she even came to Greater Pictures.
Salary. One hundred and fifty dollars

Hollywood

—

—

A

—

sembled
the
celebrated
scientist
most
amazingly, and the hoax had been planned
by the innocent-looking reporter."
As the three friends arose, Baxter again
addressed Colman. "You haven't answered
my question yet, Ronnie. What's
"Mister Baxter," Colman spoke elo-

The next picture, still unimportant, was
well-liked. Murk wanted to form a partnership for work only. So many successful couples worked together
Marsha didn't
know what to do. She didn't want to work
with him always. That was certain.

came

!

"The next morning there appeared a
which must have made Sid's blood
run cold. The man whom he had greeted
and welcomed as Einstein was, in reality,
a little tailor from Main Street, who restory

apartment and wearing good-looking, wellfitted clothes and driving a brand new car,
and having a job that you like, as if you're
alone and penniless and without friends.
But you need not be so awfully happy,
either. And Marsha wasn't happy.
And then she saw Keith Knowles She
saw him quite by accident. He was driving his smart car in perfect condition, now.
and he passed her. He didn't even see her
!

Loretta

Young

setting

for

modish for

in

just

the proper

costume,
Moorish origin.

her colorful
all

its

—

"The Snapshotiowjcdnf*

'T DIDN'T KNOW there was such a peri- son as Betty in the world when I went
on my vacation last year. I met her at
the Inn, and she was one of the crowd

went around a good deal together
during the two weeks.
that

t;

Of

— one

Accept nothing but the
film in the familiar

— Kodak
— which only-

yellow box

Film

Eastman makes.

course some snapshots were taken
of the fellows shot this of Betty

and me on a picnic. When I got back
on the job, things seemed pretty flat,
somehow. Every little while I'd dig this
then write
snapshot out of my pocket

—

By far the greater
number of snapshots
are made on Kodak
Verichrome Film because people have
found that "it gets the
picture"— clear, true,
lifelike. Any camera
is a better camera,
_oaded with Verichrome. Don't take
chances, use

Betty another letter.
.

"The

snapshot wouldn't

her. Boy,

am

I

glad right

let

me

forget

.

.

it

always

Eastman Kodak

Co., Rochester, N. Y.

now!"

The snapshots you'll want Tomorrow —you must
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—but

him gave her a curious
Where had he been all
the time? She had pictured him gay in the
glow

the sight of
of happiness

!

various night clubs, with women showering attentions on him and now it occurred to her that she hadn't even seen
his name any place in a long time
and it
is unusual for a Hollywood star to stay
long out of the local society and gossip
columns.
It is silly, of course, to be in love with
a man you've known only briefly and who
is far out of your own circle. Marsha knew
that. She knew that it was just as silly
for her to be in love with Keith Knowles
now as it had been when she was a script
girl. And yet she was in love with him
She knew that. There was no use even trying to deny it. She loved him just as much
as she had that evening they spent together.
She knew, now, that underneath her whole
life, the days she had been so miserable as
well as those, now, when she should be
content, the color and the personality of
Keith Knowles was a part of her, deep,
perhaps hardly ever even in her conscious
mind but there just the same. What could
she do about it? She shook her head. Nothing at all
That was the worst of it
One of her pictures went into production. She could walk out on the lot and
over to the set and watch it being made
To be sure it was only an unimportant
"B" picture and she would share screen
credit with two other writers, at that but,
in a way, it was her picture. She had had
the original idea. She had written some of

—

—

—

—

!

—

;

men

of course

thrill to
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World's
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world revolves around them Marsha was
nothing, even now, in the industry or even
in the company for which she worked. But
here her lines were being said by real flesh
and blood actors.
director told the actors
how to say her lines. Electricians, cameramen, a hundred others' were busy working
on a picture which had originated in her
brain. She was to have many pictures to
her credit in the future, but never would
she get quite the thrill out of them as she
did those first days when she actually
sneaked in on the set and stood there
really of less importance than when she
had been a script girl and watched pictures as part of her job.
Three more pictures, all adaptations and
a full year rolled by. Marsha's salary had
doubled. She had a new, well-furnished office now. She was definitely an established
writer.
She took a small house and, with the
help of a clever young decorator, bought
new furnishings for it. Gay things. Lots of
book shelves for the books she was accumulating rapidly for so much of the
time it was more fun to stay home and
read than to go to the places that were
!

—

A

—

TANGEE

PAINTED

the dialogue.
For the first time in her life she felt a
sense of power. No wonder stars get conceited and self-centered when their whole
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open to her.
She had made friends during the year.
Plummer Hallett had invited her to parties
at his house and there she had met people
who_, in turn, had invited her to other

Some were gay. Some were dull.
All lacked something and Marsha knew
what they lacked.
The writers at the studio invited her on
parties, too. And here she met more writers
and actors. Men made engagements with
her. It was no novelty, now, to be invited
to have dinner in the few good restaurants
parties.
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make her less interested in other men and,
because of that, undoubtedly less interesting
to them.
Plummer Hallett called her into his office one morning. She went in, no longer
the frightened little novice, but the experienced scenario writer, capable, a bit sure
of herself, just as eager to do good work,
but with a certain belief that she could
make good, if given an even break.
"It's about a picture for our new English
star, Beatrice Andrews," he said. "It's her
first picture. And we're spending a lot of

money on

her, as

you know. We've bought

the stage success, 'You and I Alone' for
her." He paused. "We picked you out to
make the adaptation. I hope you'll do a
good job. I said I knew you could get the
woman's angle. We're counting on you !"
Marsha was touched and delighted. Hallett had given her her first chance. Now he
was giving her a really big opportunity.
"I'll do the very best I can," she said,
eagerly.
She did. She worked as hard on the playas she had ever worked on anything.
Working hard makes you forget you are
lonely. And, besides, sbe had a very real
desire to do a good piece of work.
And, as she worked, a curious thing
happened. Almost without knowing it, the
man in the picture became Keith Knowles.
It was not only a good Keith Knowles part
it was the perfect Keith Knowles part
as good as the parts he had had when he
first became a star. The woman's part was
good, of course. But it required a man's
part equally as strong.
After the usual number of conferences
and rewritings, the scenario was accepted.
It would be all ready for Beatrice Andrews when she arrived.
Marsha heard them discussing the masculine lead. They talked of the various
stars and leading men that were under
contract to Greater Pictures or who could

—

be borrowed. And Keith Knowles' name
was never mentioned
few were discarded as impossible for the part.
few
!

others

A

A

were not

available. Finally, three
were chosen tentatively, to await the pleasure of the English star.
Beatrice
Andrews arrived. She was
spoiled, petulant, the typical visiting star,
who had to show her importance by frequent fits of bad temper.
In her first tests she fought with half of
the people in the studio. Later she in-

creased this percentage. But here she was

Money was invested in her. Publicity had
been sent out about her. And there was the
picture, ready to be made.
Within a week, for obvious reasons of
her own, Miss Andrews eliminated all of
the men chosen to play opposite to her.
And Greater Pictures didn't know what
to do!
Hallett was worried. He said something
to Marsha about it. And Marsha took all
of her courage into her hands and dared
make

a suggestion.
not put Keith Knowles into the
part ?" she asked as casually as she could.
Hallett looked at her curiously.
"Funny you should have said that," he
answered. "When I read your play I

"Why

of
Keith Knowles. Of Keith
Knowles of a few years ago, that is. The
Keith Knowles today, as you must know,

thought

in

is a drunkard. I don't believe he could be
trusted with a part like this even if he
were able to photograph acceptably. You
can't be drunk night after night without

at

it's

Hollywood. She wore good clothes, felt
home. And yet these engagements lacked
something too.
She knew what the lack was. She had
known, ever since the day she had passed
Keith Knowles in his car, even though he
hadn't seen her. She was in love with
Keith, still, and the fact that this was
obviously a hopeless love didn't keep her
from loving him. All it did, really, was- to

SCREENLAND

—

showing in your
"Maybe, if he had

come back." Marsha

face, you know."
this chance, he could
said.

Hallett looked at her again.
"I'm afraid that is the optimism of inexperience," he said. "You don't drink much,

do you?"

Marsha had
"That's

to

admit that she

why you

don't

didn't.

know what

drink

said.

can do to a man. It breaks down his backbone the very fibre of his success."
"I bet he could make good— if you beShe
lieved that he could" Marsha said.
heard herself pleading for Keith Knowles
—and was a little amazed at her own

How

—

Hallett said.

Marsha saw them suggest and dismiss
practically every juvenile and every young

Hollywood. And then
"We're calling your
friend, Keith Knowles, in for a test. You
know him?"
"Yes," said Marsha.
"Know him well enough so that you
could sort of, well, promise that he'd stay
sober on the picture?"
Marsha hesitated. She knew she didnt
know Keith well enough to promise anything about him. She had been out with
him exactly one night— and he'd been
drunk then. But she did love him. And she
had learned, since her talk with Hallett,
that unless something changed for him
pretty soon he'd definitely be on his way
she
out. She smiled up at Hallett. And
knew fully what she was saying— and
what it meant to her—to her word of
honor, to her reputation.
in
her,

male lead or star

promise. He'll stay sober.
I'll' see to that," she said.
Keith came over to make his test.

"Yes,

—

to

said

Hallett

I'll

A

work,
if

He
The bride who takes a walk is Ann
Sothern, on her way to the set.

the group. She went up to him
said "Hello," as if she knew

too,

cordially,

WHAT'S THE LOW-DOWN ON
HIM? IS HE A WOMAN-HATER,

-f

SIS

IS

him well

A SWELL GIRL.

FUSSY ABOUT THINGS LIKE
BAD BREATH, OF COURSE
SHE SAYS HER DENTIST^

OR

TOLD HER

—

do the best

I

can—

Keith wanted to drink— and he didnt
her
hesitate to say so. Marsha used all of
knowledge of feminine psychology and

—

wished she knew more. She felt a combinaaunt
tion of jailer, mother, sister, maiden
and girl friend. She was nearer tears than
happiness—though it was happiness even

WHAT MEN THOUGHT

BUT GIRLS KNEW BETTER !.

.

GUY TAKES THE HINT

H ER BROTH ER TAKES A HAND

SIS,

I'll

you really mean you want to help me!
"Of course I do," said Marsha. She knew

fair attack.

Keith looked at her, and looked perplexed
for just an instant. She felt terrible! What
could she say to Hallett if he didn't even
remember her? And then, "Hello!" Keith

BY THE WAY,

but

_

she really did.
They weren't easy, those weeks. Beatrice
Andrews pulled all of her temperament,
which ranged from temper to trying to
unattract Keith by using every fair and

WOMAN HATER? —
1

said.

_

THAT'S

WHAT A MAN

like

"But why?" Keith asked. You hardly
know me. I am a bum, really. I've bei n
drunk every night for two weeks. It took
everything my valet and a turkish bath
could do to get me here. I wouldn't have
promised a thing," he went on.
promising,
the
done
already
"I've
Marsha answered. But she didn't say why
she had done it. Nor how frightened she
was about the whole thing.
"All right, I'll put myself in your hands,
hard
said Keith. "And it's going to be

was sleek, beautifully groomed. Marsha
wondered how he managed to look so well.
She was sure the test would be satis-

He was surrounded by a dozen people.
Hallett. The director. Miss Andrews, who
couple of Greater
evidently liked him.
Pictures officials. She wanted to talk to
him. Didn't know what to do.
As Keith was leaving, Marsha joined

fine,"

"I'd

Marsha

1 11

factory.

over here.

she said, and went on, hurto talk with you. Just a
minute. Before you go."
She never knew quite how she managed
in ten minutes he was alone with
it but
her in her office. Quickly, she mapped
things out for him. Told him something of
her rise. Then about the picture. And
finally of her promise.
"You did that for me?' he said. Well,
I'll be damned!"
"And you're going to make good! It
will just about ruin me here if you dont,

"I'm

ried:

boldness.
"I'm afraid we'll look over the other possibilities first,"

"I didn't know you were
arc you?"

W|
YES, GUY, TESTS PROVE THAT 76% OF ALL
PEOPLE OVER THE AGE OF 17 HAVE BAD BREATH.
TESTS ALSO PROVE THAT MOST BAD BREATH
COMES FROM IMPROPERLY CLEANED TEETH.
I
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decaying food deposits
came most bad breath, dull, dingy
1

that

teeth,

and much tooth decay. At the

same time, Colgate's

soft, safe

polish-
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COLGATE'S!

to be his companion.
be near Keith
Keith didn't drink! He fussed and he
fumed. He had something pretty near jitters. But he didn't drink. He took Marsha
with him every place he went and she was
surprised to see how the crowds melted
to

;

—

away when

Keith, sober, didn't treat every-

one in sight to anything they wanted to

and drink.
Keith was cross.

eat

Marsha

But he

time.

He was unreasonable.
he hated her most of the

felt that

didn't drink.

The picture progressed. The rushes were
excellent. Hallett congratulated Marsha.
"Everyone is so pleased with you for
the suggestion and for keeping Knowles
sober," he said.
"The picture isn't finished yet," said

—

Don't be a Wash-out!

Never again should
you come out of the
surf looking less than
lovely! (Lashtint Liquid Mascara is the
secret of summer sirens!) There'll be no more
streaky cheeks or pale, sun-bleached lashes
this mascara is really water-proof! It never
cracks or flakes, and looks completely soft
and natural. Comes in black, xtf^p^s
brown, blue or green. $1.

&^uy

Marsha. She was still worried.
Keith never gave her a kind word. But
he took her every place. Once she would
have thought it near Heaven to eat dinner
with Keith every night. Now she hoped
only that she wouldn't say or do the wrong
thing. If only the picture were finished
Then she would have kept her promise
and Keith would have made good again
The picture was finished. And she had
And Keith did make
kept her promise
good Everyone said that he did a wonderful piece of work. Better than Andrews,
really. He had not only come back
but he
!

!

—

was better than ever. He looked better.
Acted better, too. Offers would pour in on
him again. If he could keep this up there
would be no more talk of Keith Knowles
being on the down trail. Keith was a success again.

Marsha was working

new
The

with an eye to
conquest understands the
allure of a subtle touch of
eye shadow to give her
eyes depth and color under a strong, white
sun ... or to put glimmering highlights on
her eyelids at night. Shadette comes in
ten subtle daytime shades to match your
gay vacation clothes, and in gold .-s^nps-v

and

girl

over

!

her

She had helped him

knew he could

office.

On

a

stay

—and

now he

He knew

sober.

he

didn't need her any more. And she'd go
back to the calm, lonely days she had had

before.

There was a knock on her door. She said

"Come

in."

stood there.

The door opened. And Keith

He

smiled.

"Nearly through?" he asked.

(L^gi^J)

silver for evening. 75c.

in

A

story for a young girl star.
She was biting her pencil, and, in between
sentences, she thought of Keith. It was all
story.

"Yes," she said.

"Time

to quit.

me

tonight? Surely you are, aren't you?"

"Why tonight? The picture
He looked at her a long

is

finished."

time before

answering.

"You went with me only
sober for the picture

to

keep

me

!"

"I thought that was the idea."
"Then you don't care anything
"
me. I had an idea

about

"What?" asked Marsha.
"Well, that you thought something of
me. I was conceited enough to think that
was the reason. Now I see it was only on
account of that old picture of yours."
"Weren't you with me because I kept
you sober?" asked Marsha. "I thought that
was the reason. You've been as cross as a

No

bear.

—

fun. If
"

if

you had wanted

to be

with me
"I'm sorry I was such a bear. I won't be
any more. I I want to be with you all
the time," Keith said.
"You mean that I'm to be a sort of

—

guard?" Marsha asked.
Keith came closer, took her in his arms.
"I had hoped it wouldn't be just that," he
said. "I thought if you'd
if you'd marry
me," his voice broke just a little, "that
might make everything all right."
"Do you want to marry me because
you're grateful?" Marsha asked. "Because
you don't have to do that, you know."
"I do know," said Keith. "No, it just
happens I'm in love with you. I've compared you to a couple of hundred girls I
could or couldn't ask and you seem to be
the only one I care anything about. It's
purely selfish, you know. But if you could
think of a little thing like getting married

—

—

maybe right away
Marsha did think

"

of

it.

She knew what

meant. Keith undoubtedly would drink
again and have to be treated with the
greatest kindness and understanding. He
undoubtedly would look at other women
and that would require understanding, too.
But he was Keith Knowles- and Keith
was her boy, the only person she had ever
loved. And that part seemed too wonderful
to be true. She closed her eyes as he kissed
it

—

—

her.

"Why?"

You're having dinner with

"Yes, I could think of getting married. I
like thinking of getting married," she said.

The End

0^
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inside the Stars
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6 eggs'
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—
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—
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(beaten lightly)

cup sugar
1 cup milk
y2 teaspoon nutmeg (Burnett's)
2 tablespoons melted Crisco
3 teaspoons' Royal baking powder

TWEEZETTE — the

3J-4

cups flour

Mix the dry ingredients. Beat the eggs
with the milk. Add sugar and shortening.
Add the dry ingredients. Mix thoroughly.
Turn onto a floured board. Roll to onefourth inch thickness. Cut with a dough380°
nut cutter. Fry in deep fat (375°

—

F.).

"But
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Hair.

Complexion

Address-

finished," mourned the famous dancer.
"I've gone out at night three times since
I arrived in Hollywood, and I'm alwayshaving to turn down invitations to go
somewhere. Sometimes boys I know— not
come in for dinner, if I
in pictures

but that's rare. Then
gives us her Spanish
Chocolate Pudding, which is one of my

haven't an early
-

State

Copyright 1937, The Kurlash Company, Inc.

call,

Abby sometimes

favorites."
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now— and

new 'Broadway Melody'

—

Name
City-.

don't get time to cook

is

3

Please send me, free, your booklet on eye beauty,
and a personal coloring plan for my complexion.

Eves.

I

won't until the
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chocolate

Beat the yolks of the eggs, put them in
bowl with the grated chocolate and sugar
and cream. Stir these ingredients well and
pour into a double boiler. Stir one icay
until it thickens but do not let it boil or it
a

will curdle.
Strain into a bowl, beat
2 pint cream
dissolved
in the
stir
thick and
until
Mix this with the chocolate
gelatine.
cream very lightly and pour into a mold
which has been oiled with olive oil and

y

put on ice to harden.
"I don't know why it is, but we seldom
eat raw fruit at our house," said Eleanor,
presently. "When I was little, I remember
we used to eat an apple or an orange or a
pear in the evenings, but now we seem to

go in for fruit juice or applesauce or
stewed apricots. Nobody told me to, it just
!"
happened, so don't say it's my diet
She laughed and her dog Ruggles came
dashing across' the room to leap into her
lap.

He
his

paw to me, widened
and gave a swift short

put out his black

jaws

politely

bark.

As much

as to say:

"That's

day You can go home now
So I went!
!

!"

all

for to-

Love Laughs

at

Royal Intrigue
Continued -from page 31

—

"Did you leave him dead?"
"Not very!" Again Gil's laugh came
"He was cursing
and short.
quickly
heartily."

"Cursing?" The Cardinal sighed as he
opened a drawer in his great desk and took
out a silken purse. "A futile exercise,
friend, widely practiced but entirely

my

in-

effectual."

"Even

one happens to be a churchman

if

and does

professionally."

it

Gil parried.

"Aha!" the Cardinal smiled. "A pretty
thrust! With that tongue you might have
made a churchman yourself."
"My life has been full of narrow escapes, Your Eminence." Gil bowed as he
accepted the purse and Richelieu's eyes narrowed at the arrogance of the man and his
words.
"I suppose you'll rush to the tables and
lose

it

all."
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"Oh, no, Your Eminence." Gill stuffed
the purse confidently into his pocket. "I'll
rush to the tables and double it!"
Even a cardinal couldn't help that sra le
of amusement as he watched him stride
toward the door; then suddenly he re-

membered.

m

There was only the iron
voice now. "You heard 1 had issued
an edict against duelling?"
"No, Your Eminence." Gil's lips twisted.
"I was away, fighting a duel by Your
Eminence's orders."
n
"That was in the service of France.
The Cardinal's voice reproved him. "Four
thousand noblemen were killed in duels
"Berault!"

his

my own brother among them. I'm
determined to put an end to it. I mean

last year,
this,

Berault."

"But

I

if

fight

from

sheer

force

of

habit?" Gil smiled.

The Cardinal
"I'll have you hanged,"
assured him as he turned back to his desk.
He sighed as he studied the papers Gil
had brought him. It was as Richelieu
thought, the Huguenots were trying to get
English money for a general uprising, and
his mouth was set in a forbidding line as
he asked the captain of his guard to be
sent for. Then as always when
was troubled he picked up his
began to play. And he played on

his
flute

mind
and

after the

captain stood before him, studying the
music as if it were the only thing in the
world that interested him.
He didn't look at the officer when he

spoke at

last.

TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY-BATHE WITH PERFUMED

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP
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''I
saw the Marquis of Marelle in my
anteroom. Arrest him. The Count of Montdenis is here too. Arrest him."
Almost as if he hadn't spoken he picked
up the flute again and the melody came

louder
that

and piercing sweet, but not loud

murmurs of excitement
came from the anteroom beyond the

enough

to cloak the

study door as the Captain of the Cardinal's
Guard arrested the two noblemen whose
names had been written on the papers.
Richelieu turned then and answered the
unspoken question in the eyes of his secretary.

"Yes, Joseph. They will hang." And then
as the gentle old priest gasped a little and
closed his eyes that had looked too long
on the pain of the world, he said fiercely.
"Now tell me I am ruthless."
"You are ruthless." For all the calmness
in the old priest's voice there was courage
there too.
"Tell

me

I

am

cruel."

The Cardinal

per-

sisted.

"You
"And

1
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It

was

but against his own inclinations. "Those men
are traitors, followers of that arch traitor
Duke Edmond, plotting the ruin of all that
I have toiled for ten years to build up. At
this very moment Edmond is across the
Spanish border raising money in England
to back the enterprise. If I am not cruel,
Joseph, we shall have the South in flames
again and civil war in France."
The old priest's hands lifted.
"God forbid!" he said fervently.
"God, and my cruelty !" And again the
Cardinal sighed as he picked up the flute
that was always there to solace a mind

grown weary of intrigue.
It was as Richelieu had known it would
be with Gil, and it was to the gaming rooms
he went that night, his heavy purse lying
before him as he looked at the cards Lieutenant

Brissac of the Cardinal's Guard
just dealt him. Luck was, running with
his cards as it always ran with his sword
and the scowl on his adversary's face
deepened as he swept in pile after pile of
gold pieces.

had

"Marked cards

Brissac flung down his
gold piece followed the
others across the table. The others laughed
because Brissac's poor sportsmanship was
a byword in his regiment, but there was
no answering laughter in Gil's eyes as he
sprang to his feet.
His left hand reached over the small
table and grabbed Brissac by the chin and
the room that a moment before had been
alive with laughter and raucous voices was
so still that the slap of Gil's glove could
be heard in every corner of it.
Everyone sprang to their feet then in
protest of Gil's challenge to a duel. And
Brissac paled and whimpered. "But the
Cardinal's edict !" he protested.
"Fight, or I'll flog you through the
streets !" Gil shouted. Candlelight flickered
on clattering steel as Brissac drew his
sword to defend himself and down the
length of the room the men fought and
always it was Brissac who retreated and
Gil who pursued until at last his sword
pierced the other's shoulder and he wiped
it contemptuously on a table cover.
Gil was taken to the prison and he had
expected that but the Cardinal's edict that
he should hang was more than he had bargained for.
So there came the morning when he
stood with his throat bare and his hands
tied behind him, watching the two Huguenot noblemen who preceded him as they
mounted the gallows. Then rude hands
pushed him upwards and he stood with
the blue sky over him and he tried to think
that his luck was still holding with such a

hand

as

his

!"

last

.

—

80

more and be

his old, laughing,

swaggering

he stood before Richelieu again.
"For the present, your sentence is suspended," the Cardinal said slowly.
"Better my sentence, than myself, Your
Eminence." And again there was that
self as

mockery

in his eyes.

"I'm not at all sure of that, but I'm giving you a chance to prove it." The Car-

words came reprovingly. "By serving France as you have never served her
dinal's

are."
rightly."

almost as if
Richelieu was arguing not only against
Father Joseph's inclinations for clemency

SECRET OF A LOVELY BODY

clear day of Autumn to die in though he
thirsted as he had never thirsted before,
for life and the eld lusty way of living it.
Then a horseman came riding as Gil
would have ridden himself, furiously as if
there were not a moment to spare, and
there was no moment for even then Gil
was feeling that small weight of the rope
knotted under his chin. And then even his
quick wit failed him and he was unable to
believe when he heard the Cardinal had
decreed he was to live.
He was glad of that half hour he had on
the ride back to the Cardinal's palace so
that he could take hold of himself once

SCREENLAND

before."

There would be another duel, the Carwent on, and then as Gil's eyes brighthe smiled a little. But of wits this
he assured him, and Gil's face fell

dinal
ened,
time,

only to smile again when he was told he
would have good need of his sword too.
For it was to Duke Edmond's castle he
was going, to gain the confidence of the
Duke's wife and sister so that when Edmond visited them as was his habit, he
could arrest him and bring him back to
Paris.

"Should they find you out you'll be
lucky if they give you a quick death," the
Cardinal threatened. "And if you fail me,
I'll promise you a slow one."
"I always get my man," Gil said slowly.
But his face darkened as the Cardinal sent
for Marius, the young man Richelieu told
him was to be his servant, for it was not
to Gil's liking to be spied upon.
Gil was too_ furious to speak as Marius
followed on his heels to the postern gate
where two horses were already saddled

and waiting.
"Can you ride?" he shot the question at
Marius as if he begrudged even those few
words.
"Yes, Master." The boy stood there grinning.

"Can you use your hands?"
"Oh yes, Master !" The grin widened.
"You'd be surprised."
"Well, the sooner

we

start,

the better.

What's the time?" Gil glared

at the boy
for his watch,

as he searched his pocket
only to see the lad grinning as he held it.
"Here, that's my watch!" he shouted.
"Where did you find it?"
"In your pocket, Master. It's just four
^

o'clock."

"When?" Gil bellowed the words so loud
one of the horses wheeled.
"When you were asking whether I could
use

my

"The

hands."
devil

hand. "Give

you did!"
it

to

Gil reached out his

me !"

But the boy's hands were already empty.
"I have. It's in your pocket." And again
there was that impudence in his words and
grin to bedevil Gil on the long ride to the
Duke's province.
Then at last they stood on the bank of
a turbulent river and on the other side
rising against the night sky was the castle,
as strong and impenetrable as a fortress.
"This is the place to cross." Gil looked
down on the madly swirling water rushing over jagged rocks.
"Master !" There was piteous appeal in
the boy's voice. "You'll never get across it
alive. I couldn't."
"No." Gil smiled wryly. "That's why I
chose it. Goodbye, my lad, and tell the
Cardinal the next time he gives me a faith-

spaniel
dog he'd better choose a water
body
There was that sudden cold as his
force of the current
hit the water and the
hurling him
carrying him down stream and
strength
against the rocks so that even his
was
seemed powerless against it, and there

ful

pulled himself on

that moment before he
thought he would
the other shore when he
shamming
have to give in. So he was not

hat south sea island smile

found him
altogether when the Duke's men
him
apparently unconscious and earned
into the castle.
.
He opened his eyes to look intoas blue
the
clear
eves as deep and as darkling
moment when
night sky had been in that
would never see
he had been almost sure he
again; and he
moon
nor
stars
nor
sky
holding
thought this woman standing there
its light made a halo
that
so
high
candle
a
had ever
on her hair the fairest woman he

...

SCf

"Brandy" she ordered, and he saw then

more timorous woman who was
and the middle-aged serving
her
woman holding a butcher's knife as threatout his
eningly as if she meant to cut
then, he
heart; and remembering his part
groaned and closed his eyes again as a
servant came in with a glass.
"Thank you, Madame," he whispered as
the other,

with

Marguerite lifted the glass to his hps, and
her sisterher eves danced as she smiled at

man had
in-law for it was evident that the
the
confused her with Elise who was
fear
Duke's wife. Then that ever-present
whose lives
that must alwavs be with those
know they
are lived with danger and who
sharply:
are hunted made her voice come
"Who are you?"
"Raymond de Barthe, Madame. And
pillow as if even
his head went back on the
him. I
that effort had been too much for
was attacked and thrown into the ? river
And
"Do you know where you are
will
then as Gil nodded she went on. "You
recover.
be Duke Edmond's guest until you
She watched as the man helped Gil from
"Not a
the room, then her low laugh came
very clever spy; he took !"me for Edmond's wife and you for me
"Do you think he is a spy?' Ehse whishe
pered. "He looks like a gentleman and
must be brave to swim the river in flood
_

'

:

"We'll soon find out," Marguerite said
to
tensely. "Have Pierre send a pigeon
anything
Paris. Ask them if they know
about a man who calls himself Raymond
de Barthe."
It

was hardly an hour

later

that

she

was sure her first instincts about the man
were right, for just as she was about to
Louis came
sit down to supper with Elise,
their
in to them with the warning that
guest was prowling around the castle.
With her small head flung high Marguerite went in search of him.

"What
manded.

"You

are you looking for?"

she

de-

Gil bowed
will never forgive me.
"You will think me very un-

before her.
grateful."

Marguerite's eyes smoldered.
"But since you see fit to explore the house
at night, you had better tell me."
"Possibly.

seemed to hesitate a moment as if
were afraid of hurting her. "Food.
Madame," he said then, and Marguerite
couldn't help that small laugh that came
Gil
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he

with her

relief.

certainly need not die of hunger
She was easier with him now.
here."
"Louis," she turned to the servant,^ "the

"You

gentleman will have dinner with us."
She questioned him closely as they sat
over their food and wine and sometimes
Elise,

who was more

timorous, flushed at

the forthrightness of her queries.
"Are you journeying just for pleasure?"
Her question came lightly but Gil saw how

her hand tensed as she took up her glass.

"No,
Spain."

Madame,

He seemed

I

am on my way
•

to hesitate. "I

want

to
to

HELPS KEEP TEETH WHITE

MOUTH HEALTHY

DENTYNE
DELICIOUS
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SI

Duke Edmond.
good sword."
see

He may

be glad of a

Before she could answer there was a
ringing at the gate and Marius
came rushing in followed by one of the
Duke's men.
"Master!" He came forward eagerly as
he saw Gil and the man's face froze as he
saw him. But he recovered in time and
spoke quickly, his words giving Marius
his cue, so that it seemed the servant had
been watering their horses when the masfrenzied

ter

was

attacked.

After they had gone to their room in
the turret Marguerite laughed at herself
for almost believing this man but on the
morrow when she saw him again easy and
smiling she wondered if her thoughts had
not been too harsh in condemning him.
But there came the night two of her
brother's followers came riding from Paris
and she received them in the tapestried
library and read the dispatch they had
brought with them. None of -their friends
knew of any man by the name Gil had
chosen to call himself.
At first she thought of letting the men
take him with them when they -left to join
Edmond in Spain and .allow- her brother
to decide whether the man was an impostor. But that was impractical, for they
were taking with them a fortune in diamonds that the Huguenot ladies had given
for their cause. And those diamonds were
more important than any living one of
them, for they were to be used to pay the
-

.

wages of the army Edmond was raising.
She looked up horrified to see Gil smiling from the doorway and threw her scarf
quickly over the stones and though she
could not be sure he had not seen, she
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His meaning was unmistakable, and Marguerite couldn't suppress her

amused smile

at this man who thought he was making
love to her brother's wife.
"Are you in the habit of running away
when you fall in love?" she asked lightly.

"You are not afraid any more?" She
tried to laugh but it broke and became almost a sob instead as she stepped back
from him.
"No." He took a quick
but

twisted

she

away

step towards her
again. "You are
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afraid of me."
"So you are prepared to dishonor the
master of the house!"
"I would face damnation if the mistress
of the house cared for me!" he said, and
then his heart went suddenly dead as he
heard her laugh.
"The mistress of the house?" Marguerite
laughed as she thought of Elise. "No, I'm
afraid you haven't made much of an impression on the mistress of the house. I'm
sorry to shatter your dreams, but I'm afraid
she doesn't care two straws for you !"
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listened as impassively as the others to
Gil's plea that he be allowed to go to Spain.
"But 1 thought you were happy here,"
she said after he begged again that he be
allowed to leave with her friends. "Why
this decision to go?"
"I'd better not tell you," he said slowly,
"f am a guest in this house, you are the
wife of the master of this house. Please
don't ask me any more."
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She was gone then and only when she
she was out of his hearing did the
laughter leave her lips and something like
a sob come instead. Oh, it was true what
she had said. Elise didn't care a straw for
the man and Elise was indeed the mistress
of the house. But she cared, she, Marguerite She cared so much that her heart
!

almost broke from

was

it.

Gil had ever alhim and his heart
was filled with rage for her and all women.
Now. for the first time since he had come
there he was heart and soul for the thing
he was doing.
While Marius watched him he fastened
It

lowed a

the first time

woman

to flout

"Listen," he
a rope to the turret window.
rope you
tensely. "When I pull the
said

me down."
"Down there? I

follow

dered. "I've

,,.„,,

.

,

couldn t. Manus shudno head for heights."
,

"You've sworn to follow me like a dog,
"Well then, pull
haven't you?" Gil laughed.
like a cat
yourself" together and follow me
You <*et eight more lives that way. Will
search^ the
vou risk it? We've got to
Baron's room and get those diamonds.
"What diamonds?" Manus grinned.
And he held up the bag of stones

"These?"
table. "It was
Gil had seen on the library
squeezed past the
easy, Master. I just
Baron on that narrow staircase 1"^
The stones were safe under Gil's pillow
he heard the
that night and he laughed as
bebeat of horses' hoofs on the courtyard
off
low them and knew the men were
without missing the jewels.
Marguerite and Elise were sitting with
morning when
their needlework the next
news of the
the Baron came back with the
loss of the diamonds.
"We must search every inch of the
underhouse, the room you slept in, the
ground passage, everywhere!" she cried.
Marius grinned from behind the screen
hurhe had chosen as a vantage point and
imried to tell the news to Gil. It was
portant knowing where that secret passage
was if they hoped to trap the Duke when
he came; and they rushed outside, finding
stealthily among the shrubs trythe
the place where
discover
Baron's horse was tethered which would be
the logical entrance of the underground
passage. But they could not know the
Baron had already left.
cold voice asked,
"Can I help you?"
and Gil turned to see Marguerite looking
scornfully at him and then as he pretended
amazement she went on coldly "With your
work as a spy, I mean. It's an ugly word,
very pretty
I know, but then it's not a

their

way

ing

to

A

Janet Gaynor as she appears in

fC

It

:

profession, is it Monsieur de Barthe?"
"I know nothing about it, Madame,"
he said coldly.
"Oh, please!" Her hands went up in
quick protest. "Abuse my hospitality if
you like, but don't insult my intelligence.

You

got into the house by a trick, you

came creeping down the

stairs

that

first

'Unpardonable, Madame,

night with a lie.
"
but I'm hungry !'
"I was starving!" Gil said quietly.
"Starving for what?" she demanded.
"Food? Or the information to sell to your
dirty
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master?"

drew himself up proudly.
"When I followed you just now," he
as he
said, his nimble mind improvising
talked, "it was to repay in some small way
the hospitality which you accuse me of
abusing, with something which I think you
lost, even before you lost your temper."
And he bowed a little as he gave her the
bag of diamonds. "I found them on a path
Gil

_

up on the valley."
"Oh," Marguerite said softly and
looked at him questioningly.

—you
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these?"

"Take them back," Gil said slowly, and
he was surprised at the elation he felt in
serving her.
came
It was that evening that soldiers
to the castle searching for the Duke. It
was not. the first time they had been there,
but even now, knowing Edmond was not
there, the old fear of them was in Marguerite's heart as they milled through the
castle. But there was no outward concern
to show how she felt until one of them
brought Gil into the great hall.
Her heart failed then as they arrested
him and after they had gone she ran to
the great door and her hands pounded on
that
it as though it were a human thing
could be made to feel her own hurt. Then

Every
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she heard the shot. She could not cry then,
she could only stand there wringing her
hands with that new emptiness in her heart
and the minutes passing so slowly that each
one of them was an eternity of torment.
When she turned and saw him she
thought at first he was unreal, as though
she had conjured him out of her longing
and heartache. Then when he spoke, she
walked slowly over to him and touched his
sleeve.

"It really is you!" Her words came between laughter and tears. "But the shoot-

ing

—you're—you're

not

hurt."

"Their marksmanship was very poor."

It

hurt to look at her, knowing it was the
last time he would ever look at her, real
and glowing and alive. "Goodnight, Madame, goodbye. I have been here too long.
I might bring danger on your house."

"No

!"

Marguerite said tensely. "The soldiers will be off again tomorrow and if
they should return we can hide you."
"Don't tempt me, Madame," the man
said slowly and then as she thrust her hands
out imploringly, "would you have me
stay?"
Her whispered, "Yes" came so low he
scarcely heard it and then her words came
eagerly
"I have a confession to make.
:

When

I've deceived you.
remember—you called

you

first

came

me Madame. You

I was Edmond's wife."
"Well?" The word was torn from him

thought

half jubilantly, half fearfully.
"I'm not," she said simply. "That's Elise.

I'm Edmond's sister. Are you glad?"
"Glad !" He was shouting now, his eyes
eager as he stepped quickly towards her.
And then for all the gladness surging
through her she was frightened too, as
frightened of her own beating heart as at
the look in his eyes, and she turned and
ran breathlessly up the stairs.
He caught her as she reached the door
of her room and as his arms held her she
no longer struggled against his kiss.
"I had to hate you !" she whispered. "Because from the first moment I had to love
you. It makes me laugh when I look back.
I thought you were all kinds of horrible
"
things
"You were right." His face was tense as
he looked at her. "I came here under a false
name. My name is Gil de Berault and Paris
could tell you what's wrong with it. It's
the name of a gambler, a duellist. The
Black Death that's what they call me, a
man not fit to lick your shoes !"
"You've left out something," she said
softly. "It's the name of the man I love.
What do I care what you have been ? Your
past is past. It is your hand, your eyes,
your courage, your soul that belongs to
!"
the present and belongs to me
For a moment Gil bent his head against
the softness of her cheek and there was
forgetting for that space of the thing he
had pledged himself to do. Tomorrow he
would leave, his mission unfulfilled, and
even though he never saw her again there
would be peace in his heart that he had
done the onl}' thing he could ever do for

—

her.

Afterwards he walked down the stairs
and it was then he saw the man straight-
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ening as he approached.
"What are you doing in this house?" the
stranger demanded.
"I happen to be the Duke's guest," Gil
said loftily. "What are you doing here?"
"I happen to be the Duke !" Edmond
said, and then his face flushed and his eyes
filled with tears as Marguerite and Elise
came rushing down the stairs and threw
their arms around him.
Suddenly Gil found his voice again.
"Go back to Spain !" he had meant to
whisper the warning but his voice came in
a shout. "Don't ask me why just go. Go,
while you're safe."

—

SCREENLAND

"Safe?"

Edmond

looked at him puzzled.

"From whom?"
Gil who answered. It
the castle itself were answering
with that sudden hammering on all the
doors, that thunder of hoofbeats in the
courtyard outside.
"Soldiers !" Marguerite whispered horrified and Elise gave that small, horrified
wail. "The passage. They're in the passage
!"
too
Marius came rushing into the room as
Gil stood there horrified. And it was as if
the sight of the boy galvanized him into
action. In a second he had whipped out
his pistol and advanced to Edmond.
"Duke Edmond!" His voice sounded
strange as if it no longer belonged to him.
"I arrest you in the name of the Cardinal.

But
was as

was not

it

if

Give

me your word

come

to Paris at

man.

If

of honor and you can
your ease and as a gentle-

you don't the

soldiers will put

you

irons."

in

At first it seemed almost as if Marguerite had not heard him aright; then it
was as if her face slowly turned to stone
with only the torment in her eyes to showshe still lived. She stood so, straight and
still,
as Gil showed the Captain of the
soldiers the order he had for Edmond's
arrest and the men left.
There was nothing she had to say to him
that night and there was nothing she had
to say on the long ride to the North. Gil
had sent Marius on ahead to tell the news
to the Cardinal, and his heart was heavy
with the thing he had to do.
It was when they reached the crossroads
that led on the one side to Paris and on
the other to Bordeaux that he asked to
speak to her alone.
"You told me, not so long ago, that you
would never judge me hastily again." For
all his effort his words were torn with
pain but the bewilderment in her heart
sensed nothing but her own sorrow.
"Facts judge you, not I." Her words
came bitterly. "I am not interested in anything you might say. But you might be
interested in what I
are the diamonds."

him.

at

am

going to say. Here

She thrust the bag

"They represent a

The

fortune.

diamonds for my brother's freedom."
"You misjudge me." Gil's smile came
broken in his own bitterness. "I never
turned traitor to the hand that employed
me, nor sold my own side."
"Then your life." The cry was torn
from her and he saw her draw the pistol
from the pocket of her riding dress and
point it at him. He stood unshaken as she
held it for that space that might have been
a second or a year
that either of them
little cry she flung it
sobbed. "God forgive

or a lifetime for

all

knew. Then with a
away. "I can't!" she
me. I can't kill you!"
He put out his hand then and this time
she did not tear herself away and his words
came gently. "Listen to me. I came from
under the gallows to arrest somebody who
was an outlaw. If I had not arrested him,
others would have done so."

"Would to Heaven they had'!" she
"Thank you for that." He tried to

cried.

smile.

"There is one course still open to me by
which I can redeem my honor, to go back
to the man who sent me and pay the penalty. I give your brother back to you. The
road there leads to Bordeaux. He is free
to go
Goodbye."
So it was that Gil went ridirig back to
Richelieu. Only there was no Richelieu as
he had known him when he returned. No
powerful man, arrogant with his own
might, only a broken old man who had at
!

King's favor.
longer did he have the power to
reward Gil or any other that had pleased
him. Marius told him that news when he
intercepted him at the inn where he knew
last lost the

No

his

master would stop to change horses.

;

hang him.
But he still had the power to
him
Marius told him that, too, and begged
not to go.
Richelieu sat in his study with the old
faithful to him.
priest who alone remained
morning reception but
It was time for his
great anteroom was still of the voices
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looked up to see Marguerite standing
and his
there and he listened as she spoke
for
.mile twisted. So this was the reason
with her jumGil's- treachery, this woman
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phrases of entreaty and excuse, of
courage too, he admitted grudgingly, and
could
such love he had not known there
bled

be between a woman and a man.
"So," he said at last, his tired eyes meethim
ing her tearful ones, "I am to forgive
fell in love with you?"
"No!" Her head went up proudly. "But

because he

because he did your work and did it better
than you. Because of him there will be
no rebellion."
"Enough!" The Cardinal looked at her
patient.
sternly. "I have already been too
Not content with stirring up trouble among
your own people you admit having seduced
'

came
"my trusted agent from his duty. You
here today at your own risk. Joseph, call
the Captain of my Guard."
Even

as she

was being taken away there

were sounds of voices drifting in from the
anteroom and Richelieu saw them all arriving again, the bishops and the gentlemen,
the ladies and the courtiers, and so even
before the King's message came re-instating
him because of the great work he had
done in suppressing the revolution without
bloodshed, he knew that he had been re-
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fine
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was

Gil
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in

all

that

company dared show himself mudand torn where brambles had

stained

caught at his legs and arms and stand
before the Cardinal with his old arrogance.
!"
"You're here because my power is gone
thundered.
Richelieu
n
Gil
"Yes, your power to reward me.
me."
hang
to
not
bowed. "But
"I promised you nothing so quick as a
hanging," Richelieu said testily. "Your punishment shall be such that, before death
frees you, you will have time to realize
what it means to play false with Richelieu!" He turned to his secretary. "Joseph,

woman !"

fetch the

While he waited the Cardinal scrawled
some words on a piece of paper and it
was almost as if he smiled when Marguerite was led into the room and he gave
it

to her.

Gil

and

Mar-

They read it
and as they read it they felt life
slowly coming back in their hearts again.
"The King's pleasure is that Lady Martogether,

guerite,

guerite

and

M.

Gil

de

Bereault

at
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retire

forthwith to the demesne of Auch and confine themselves within its limits until the
King's pleasure be further known."
Thev laughed together as they looked
at the Cardinal's name scrawled in arrogant
black letters on the bottom of the scroll
and then they looked at the Cardinal, but
already he had forgotten them.
For the great door leading to- the anteroom was open, and men and women were
bowing as the Cardinal stood in the doorway, his hand upraised in greeting. And
as he moved slowly and majestically among
them, it was the great Richelieu who condescendingly bowed to the favored ones
among them. The powerful Richelieu, who
had alreadv forgotten how it felt to be old.

(The End.)
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Sarah herself and leading light at British
Unity who will soon be starting work on
their

new

historical film co-starring

Anna

Sten and the sinister-looking Conrad Veidt.
At the next table you will notice the
ubiquitous bespectacled Alexander Korda,
delicately sipping vintage hock
taining a large party in his

and entercustomary

grand manner.
He's got handsome Laurence Olivier and
Brian Aherne. Brian may announce he's
"only good friends" with Merle Oberon
but when she had her car accident he besieged the hospital so consistently they
nearly had to provide him with a ward as
well
He sends her books and fruit and
boxes of roses every day and wrote her
little notes each morning until she had recovered sufficiently to be allowed to sit up
in bed and telephone. I hear Merle made
the most enchanting invalid in her pale
green pajamas and quaint quilted_ satin
coat to match embroidered with her initials
on the lapels in gold.
Even Elsa Lanchester and Charles
Laughton have been commanded to dine
chea Korda. (Nobody else could induce
them to mingle in smart society haunts
But the far-away look with which Charles
disregarding his pcche Mclba doesn't
is
mean he is bored with the party. He is
merely studying his fellow diners and adding new personalities to his repertoire. He
spends hours in watching other people,
noting the ways they behave and the little
expressions that betray their real feelings.
All the gestures and habits he uses in creating new characters on the screen are based
on actual people Charles has seen. That
astigmatic stare of Rembrandt was copied
from the pre-occupied look frequently on
the face of a world-famous English portrait
painter today while the rolling nautical gait
of Captain Bligh of "Mutiny on the Bounty" distinguishes a celebrated modern Admiral.
Now blink your eyes at the beauteous
vision in midnight blue satin and mink
!
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Simply spread it on unwanted hair;
rinse off with water. Then feel how
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possible with a razor. Re-
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cape just arriving, wise-cracking Glenda
Farrell with her no, it's not her twin
sister, but her friend Frances Waverly.
Glenda is acting for Warner Brothers at
Teddington in a film called "Have You
Come For Me?" in which she plays with
our diffident comedian Claude Hulbert. Between scenes she and Frances have managed to dash up to town and choose some
Coronation souvenirs, including china tankards with wee musical-boxes hidden in the
base so that they play God Save the King
as you raise them to drink your beer (or
fruit juice). Glenda is going to surprise her
friends by having them passed round at
her next Hollywood party.
Noel Madison's wife wanted to see our
Coronation pageantry, too, so Hollywood's
most hard-worked gangster took a vacation
and brought her over but he hasn't even
been able to make the inevitable rubbernecking drive through the decorated streets
himself. Immediately he arrived he was
snapped up to do some menacing in the

—

;

British
scientist

knows the power
sparkling eyes. Keep them that way — eloquent, fascinating! Use Ibath to soothe away

Every clever
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girl

redness. ..to bring back youthful, magnetic,
starry luster!
safe.
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&

stores, 50^.

to

murder an old

Man Who Made

Dia-

monds" for Warners. Then he rushed off
to Pinewood to level a gun at Jessie Matthews, assisted by Nat Pendleton. This happens in the new Gaumont-British "Gang

Way"

but characteristically Jessie escapes
being bumped-off by charming her captors
with a light-hearted song and some of that
celebrated thistledown dancing.

Ann Harding came

Robbins

ibath
86

studios, first
in "The

to watch Jessie at
the other morning. Since her recent
marriage to Werner Janssen Ann has
emerged from her country seclusion to be-

work
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in the more
exclusive Mayfair circle. You see her with
titled companions at fashionable theatrical
first-nights and the other day she opened
the Scottish Textile Exhibition, held in
honor of Queen Elizabeth who was born
in the Highlands. Ann was greeted by
kilted children and given a tartan scarf by
Sir Archibald Sinclair and a bouquet of
pink carnations exactly the same as that
which the Queen herself had accepted
earlier in the day.
With flags and gilded crowns and illuminated Royal inscriptions everywhere
you look in London, it's appropriate that
the biggest new film of the season, the
suspended "I, Claudius" notwithstanding,
should be "Victoria the Great" for which
Producer Herbert Wilcox and Radio Pictures are jointly responsible. It tells the
intimate love story of the youthful Queen
Victoria who had just ascended the Throne
and her German consort Prince Albert and
includes a pageant of the great historical
events of the Queen's reign filmed in
Technicolor.
As the Queen, Anna Neagle has achieved
an amazing alteration in her merry per-

come a prominent personage

Lond on

modelling herself on Wintersonality,
halter's priceless portrait that now hangs
in the State Dining-Room at Buckingham
Palace. Brilliant young Anton Walbrook
her Prince and veteran H. B. Warner
plays Lord Melbourne, the famous Prime
Minister. Five thousand extras will dance
in the Court ball scenes, against gilded pillars and satin-draped walls faithfully reproducing the stately ballroom at the Palace,
where this Coronation season Royalties
and distinguished personages from all over
the world are dancing at the balls given by
Queen Victoria's great-grandson and his
is

Queen.

Anna finds her part necessitates real
feats of physical endurance for the weight
of Royal robes, heavily ermine-trimmed
and with long purple velvet trains, is itself
exceedingly tiring, not to mention the
quantity of elaborate gems she must wear
and the massive jewelled diadems she has
to support on her hair, duly darkened from
its pale gold curls to Queen Victoria's true
chestnut brown. Fortunately Anna is one
of the fittest actresses in London, probably
because she leads such a healthy open-air
life at her country home in a quiet winding lane in Hertfordshire twenty miles
north of the city purlieus.
Unmarried, Anna lives with her parents
her father is a retired liner captain and
her real name is Marjorie Robertson. She
rises at half-past six every morning and
goes off hatless with her dogs for a brisk
walk through the fields and woods before
breakfast. She plays tennis and golf and
squash-rackets and spends Sundays working in her garden, weeding, planting, trimming the bushes and spraying the roses
with efficient enthusiasm. She says all the
bending and kneeling and stretching which

—

gardening entails is more beneficial to the
figure than any set exercises ever devised.
There is nothing of the conventional
screen star about Anna. She generally arrives at the studio in a knitted Jersey and
tweeds or a plainly tailored white linen
suit if it's hot. She never wears formal
afternoon clothes, and her evening dresses
are simply draped white or pale blue crepes
and satins with just a single piece of
jewelry. Over them goes a long dark
velvet coat for she will never don furs
of any description.
Yet these ultra-plain ensembles can look
marvellously attractive on the woman with
poise.
When novelist Dennis
natural
Wheatly gave an evening party for Dolores
Costello the other night, the guest of honor

was graciously

beautiful in a full-skirted
dress of blush-pink lace, devoid of ornament but outstanding because of its perfect
draping.

A

Woman

Man's

Continued from page 34

of fun, but utterly false. I
slant-eyed Orientals that
couldn't see straight, much less think
I
of
straight. The joke of it was that I,
"It

was a

played so

lot

many

was

stock,

Scotch-Welsh

so

thoroughly

Occidental that I'd never been out of my
native West. I often wonder what would

have happened to

me

if

on

I'd started off

the other foot.
the
"It may sound incredible, but I had
had it for three
part of the Virgin
hours. Then they gave it to Betty Bronson.
Probablv a thousand actresses had been

Mary—

for the part. You see," and there
a barely perceptible twinkle in her eye,
"they were very skeptical about casting
Virgin Mary.
a well-known actress as the
office day after
I had sat in the casting
day hoping to hear someone say. 'come in,
No such
little girl, we have found you!'
have
luck. Up to that time they wouldn't
me even as an extra. I'd probably not be
on the screen today if it hadn't been for
putting on make-up when last they did call
me. Told not to bother about it, I knew
they wanted to photograph the costume,
tested
is

j

not me. But the canny Scotch in me came
out in a splurge of make-up which spared
the studio no expense. And that was the
beginning of my exotic career. For my
sins,

I

went from the Virgin Mary

to

"Satan in Sables.'

Never mind. She now
be a
gratulate
to

is

funny enough

new Myrna Loy, and you
yourself

on the joyous

con-

change

in her.

"My recent marriage has probably done
more than anything else to change me in
one respect," she is glad to say, "and that's
socially. In the old days I was accused of
not wanting to have anything to do with
people and keeping to myself in Holly-

Well, that was true. During all
those years in which I was paraded on the
screen" in exotic parts I couldn't bear to
face people. I knew they wouldn't believe
in me because I didn't believe in myself.
In the eyes of others you are what the
screen makes you. This is inevitable. In
a character which is utterly unlike your
own it is impossible to be true to yourself.
Try as you may you can't shake it off.
So I didn't try. It has been pretty much

—

wood.

same in 'perfect wife' parts. Every
met a real one I felt like apologizing to her and saying I hoped I wasn't
setting a bad example for her husband,
who might be making odious comparisons
and finding only human imperfections in
herself. I certainly didn't want to make
things harder for" the poor dear. Yet I

the

time I

couldn't

help

feeling

she'd

ground glass in- my food."
Nonsense. Doubtless any

like

to

put

hardly believe

Mascara make

it,

OTH the same person you'd
few simple brush-strokes of Maybelline
the difference in the beauty-world. Pale, scanty, unat-

would you

all

seeing
for a

A

invites
tractive lashes-or the long, dark, luxuriant fringe that
let your mirror help you choose.

romance-

maslonger need you risk the bold, artificial look of lumpy, gummy
so easily have the natural appearance of beautiful dark
or famous
lashes with Maybelline Mascara. Either the popular Cream-form
evening. TearSolid-form lasts all day— and through the romantic hours of
counter.
proof, non-smarting, harmless. Obtainable at your favorite cosmetic
and see why 11.000,000 beauty-wise women prefer it.
Maybelline

No

caras,

when you can

—

Try
Try Maybelline's

exquisite, creamy Eye Shadow. Blend a delicate
to accent the color and sparkle of
harmonizing shade on your lids
your eyes.
Form your brows into swift curving lines of beauty—with Maybelline s
smooth-marking Eyebrow Pencil.
Generous introductory sizes of the world's largest selling eye beauty

aids are obtainable at

wife

?

loveliness

—

insist

—

all

10c stores. Introduce yourself to thrilling

new

on Maybelline!

Myrna Loy smooth things out
blundering, helpless male saw herself doing
likewise for her own 'husband, only to go
home and fondly shake him down for a
new hat, dress or some other small reward
for her great kindness.
"Now I'm making another mistake, by
playing six pictures in one year. This can't
be done, at least by me, without becoming
tired. But when the chance came I simply
couldn't resist playing Katie, who. irresistible for many reasons, was doubly so,
I think, because she is not a 'perfect wife.'
For I can't forget that time my poisonous
past when I felt I'd never get out of the

—

—

'type'

rut.

"It is only now," she confesses, "that
I've managed to be a bit less timid. Success has much to do with confidence in

yourself.

Still,

it's

Montana and having

easy. Born in
lived on ranches as

not
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people with defective hearing and

Head Noises enjoy Conversation, Movies,
Church and Radio, because they use
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—
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father.

this I

We

the things he did. I'm grateful for that
because at his death, when I was thirteen,
I had the responsibility of a family."
No burden is implied, only a trust
willingly accepted and resolutely carried
out.

"Now that I'm no longer acting absurd,
unnatural parts I'm quite satisfied with
what I'm doing. In fact, I love it. And
I'm no longer afraid of meeting people.
When we get our house settled it will
be a real joy to have them there."
Myrna Loy, actress, glows into Myrna
Loy, matron.
"Love is selfish," she reflects, "but it is
a forgivable selfishness. Because of this
it
has led to more happiness and more
misery than anything else in the world. To
be happy in it we must be sure of it.
To be miserable in it means it is the
greatest mistake we can make. It is said
this mistake is often made in Hollywood.
But it is a fine thing if you can make a
go of it. To do this it is necessary to
learn the use of compromise. This is espetrue of professional women, who
are apt to be spoiled. So much attention is
paid them that they are likely to become
intensely ingrown. Actresses have to devote so much time to themselves or think
they do that it may be far more than is
remembering
themselves
necessary.
In
they forget others."
Here Miss Loy's sympathy seems to veer
from women to those fortunate men with
whom she finds herself more "comfort-

SI.

—

—

"JACKEY"

it

was encouraged
were great pals, and
somehow he made me feel I was to do

my

cially
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Many

only natural I should be
school life I couldn't get
away from shyness, though I always had
a pretty definite idea of what I would try
to make of myself. I knew I had to study
things which would be of value to me in

my

made hy Nestle,

is

nent wave.

(green) and the

lar

it

in jjlace in a lovely,

it

at all

io-cent stores.
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Wide World
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Barrymore's celebration
59th birthday, 54th anniversary of his
stage debut, 27th year as film actor. Cheering him on as he cuts himself a piece of birthday cake are Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, and Jean Harlow.
Lionel

sets

monev-maker.
Nothing like

HO for sample and sales material

able."
"I've never been deeply enough interested
in actors to consider the pros and cons,"
she declares. "But I do believe the tendency
of actresses to be spoiled has gone so
far that an adjustment should be made.
Other women with o'her interests adjust
themselves
married
life,
why
to
so
shouldn't we? After all, a wife's a wife,

no matter what her work. But from what
little I have seen the actress has so little
time to play and so much work to do in

SCREENLAND

Hollywood that she is apt
work into her private life.

to
I

carry
don't

her

mean

talking it over with her husband,
is a perfectly natural thing to do,
but making it such an endless topic and
argument that the desperate victim may
seek any means of escape from it. This
isn't saying that the actor, if she happers
to be married to one, may not be inclined
to talk a bit about himself. But he is also
interested in other things. For one, he
has outdoor sports to take his mind off
himself. But in either case it's a mistake
for professional people to take the studio
home with them. I've known of actresses
who have their hair dressed at night. I
think that's a terrible mistake. Coming
home with my hair done up in pins and
looking like the fretful porcupine is not
a spectacle I'd want to inflict on my
husband. It's not a very pretty sight. But
it's one that many a
Hollywood husband
has to face. Across the dinner table from
him is a strange and wonderful apparition
just

which

by no means conducive to good appetite.
This is a mistake which may easily be
avoided. Surely, an actress needn't look
a fright at dinner, of all times. Her
family might have put up with it before
she was married, but it's a little too much
to expect of a husband."
Might as well expect him to live in
a beauty parlor and like it. You quite
agree with Miss Loy. "A man's woman,"
she emboldens you sternly to nod your
head, assert your dignity, throw out your
chest.
"I am not conscious," she modestly adds,
"that

marriage

has

changed me. But

it

made me

realize more than ever before
there should be the greatest sympathy and
understanding among professional people.

has

Nothing

can bring about marital hapPerhaps this has
been easier for me to find than for
actresses generally because in Mr. Hornblow I have married a producer with
separate interests rather than an actor
with the same identical kind as my own.
Though aware that marriage in Hollywood
is said to be surrounded with difficulties,
I must say I haven't found it difficult yet.
However, I haven't been at it long."
True. Yet you feel sure Myrna Loy is
the sort of beginner who has started
something she can finish don't make any
mistake about that.
piness

less

in

Hollywood.

—

Their Pet Economies
Continued from page 63

Girls into

goddesses

.

.

every

enhanced and controlled, in the Swim Suits of B. V.D.
graceful curve

touched with sentiment. Clark Gable doesn't
like to wear hats, refuses to buy a hat except under duress of some sort. James
Stewart shares this idiosyncrasy with
Clark, but Pat O'Brien really tops them.
Pat will buy a hat if his wife insists. But
he will never, never throw it away or give
would a
it to a deserving ash man. Pat
lot rather give the ash man money enough
to buy eight hats than to part with one of
his own— which he objected to buying in
the first place The consequence of this is
that there is a sizeable room in the O'Brien
menage which is practically filled with dis-

your figure in a B. V. D.
designed to flatter
Swim Suit
and control your loveliest curves!
.

.

.

!

reputable hats.
Joan Blondell's friends have tattled on
her. Joan has a positive fetish for counting laundry and keeping track of prices.
About every three weeks she decides that
the laundry is cheating her, and she
changes laundrymen. Well, of course there
are just so many laundries in her vicinity
so it isn't very long until she finds that
she is doing business with someone whose

name seems familiar. Can it be? It is! She
ago.
is back where she started four months
She goes
But you can't daunt Blondell
righton changing laundries in the pathetic
hope that one day she will find one whose
!

count tallies with hers.
'Entertaining presents

its problems for
the younger set. Hollywood's party notions
are so elaborate and expensive. The Warren Hulls lo-o-ove parties and gaiety, yet
thev feel that the family budget, at the
moment, should not be stretched too far

in the interests of fun. They have solved
this problem by inaugurating a series of
parties at which the guests are invited to
the house for cocktails. Then the Hulls

whisk them to the beach for a wiener roast
or a steak fry- There is a tiny beer parlor
in one of the beach towns which Warren

Rejr.U.S.Pai.Off.

Flattery repeats itself— in square
neck and low-cut back. And for
gay contrast, two-color adjustable
straps tie in twin bows. Alluring
new "Crosstide" stitch. $6.95.

beautiful... be glamorous...
be lovely! Sculpture your figure

BE

Swim Suits by B.V.D.— designed to mould you, hold you, reveal
the most glamorous "you"! There's
sorcery in their "evening gown"
backs, contour witchery in their seamless-side maillots, magic in their jeweled colors. Be beautiful— in a Swim

in these

Suit by B.V.D.! The B.V.D. Corporation^ Empire State Bldg., N. Y. C.

simplv takes over for the evening. A threepiece orchestra, beer and pretzels complete
the entertainment and it is all very gay at
about one eighth the cost of a party at one
of the big night spots.
Bob Taylor, too, has had his entertainment problems since his sudden zoorn to
fame and its consequent popularity. After
Bob acquired his really elegant house in
Beverlv, he found that it was going to cost
him lots of dollars to equip the dining-room
and bar for entertaining purposes. He was
so appalled at the necessary outlay for
china, silverware, linens, to say nothing of
the service involved, that he simply threw
up his hands and cried, "I'll take people
out to dinner, at least until I am a lot
richer than I am, now!"
My snooping also disclosed a number of
rather surprising economies which had to
do with clothes. Jeanette McDonald will
not buv bedroom slippers. The dainty singing star possesses a pair of really disreputable, soft leather moccasins which she
has had for years and years and which,
she avers, she intends to wear about her

,

boudoir until thev disintegrate under her.
Fred MacMurray is a tie-hoarder. He has
cleaned
his ties cleaned and cleaned and
that
until the despairing cleaner argues
thev simply won't take it any more. Even
then, Fred" has to be convinced.
Anita Louise boasts that she hasnt
bought a handkerchief for years and years.
"Some
"I wait until Christmas," she said.
times I find myself along about November
having to conceal really tattered squares of
It's
linen which I am carrying in my bag.
will
a sort of complex, I guess. I simply
!"

FOR THE BODY BEAUTIFUL
Copyright 1937, The B.V.D. Corporation

not buv them
Luise Rainer

won't buy stockings. If
Christmas and her birthday do not bring
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Accent on beauty lines! White pique
braid outlines the square neck and
ties in an adjustable shoulder bow.
And the knit? Superlative "Sea
Tweed"! Maillot, S3.95. Skirted,
S4.95.
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line to reveal, lady—
dangerous curve to control?
Then capture and hold a glamorous
sea-going silhouette in a Swim Suit
by B. V. D. Their nattering "evening
gown" backs— their seamless perfection—their jeweled colors to complement sun-tanned skins— are the way
to the figure glamorous, the body

lovely

A

.

The B.V.D. Corporation,
Empire State Building, N. Y. C.

beautiful.
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THE
CLOSE-UP

Cow
you

TEST

pass

-for

body
Odor?

her enough to see her through a season,
then she just jolly well goes bare-legged
until another gift day comes along.
Ginger Rogers hoards her dresses. She
cannot be persuaded to part with even a
tiny shred of anything she has bought and
worn. "I'm saving them to make quilts,"
she explains. And, believe it or not, my
darlings, she actually cuts them into little
pieces and makes quilts. I've seen her making them, and right tasty quilts, too. But

use that many quilts ?
Claudette Colbert has the reputation of
being the most luxurious actress in Hollywood one of the very few, for instance,
who has a personal maid at home as well
as at the studio. Columns and columns have
been written about Claudette's exquisite
mode of living, about her perfumes, her
lingerie, her house and her boudoir. Yet
Claudette has a pet, personal economy. It
is fingernails. Claudette buys one of those
inexpensive kits of manicure equipment at
the drug store and does her own nails. "I
don't know exactly why," she will tell you.
"It must date back to something which I
cannot recall but I can't bear to spend
money on manicures."
And Constance Bennett treasures old
powder puffs. She has them washed and
washed until they disappear. Then, when
she simply must buy new ones, or do without any, she has the new ones washed before she uses them, "so they will seem
old !" And this is the gal of whom it was
once reported that she spent $125,000 a
year on clothes

how can anyone

—

nd be Sure
Complete confidence is yours with daily use
of HUSH in any of its four convenient forms.
Men and women alike rely upon HUSH for

instant protection against Body Odors, particularly during sultry summer days and
nights.
is refreshing, too, soothes the
skin and will not harm fabrics. Use It Daily.

HUSH
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CREAM

POWDER
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Josephine Hutchinson and Marjorie
Gateson exchange gloating notes over the
money they save on beauty shop bills. Both

Was

She

toilet goods counter
10^ 25^SLIGHTLY
SO''
HIGH ER
PRICES

Temple's
the part-

—

me

for a part in Shirley
'Dimples,' I didn't get
nor another one they tested me
tried

picture

went to all the other studios in Hollywood, asking if they wanted a dramatic
"I

Of course they didn't. By this time
thoroughly hated the place, but I didn't
want to leave it beaten that way. Then I

actress.
I

applied

for

and got the leading part

in

a stage production at a small Hollywood
playhouse. Then and there I felt that I'd
be very happy if I never heard of picture
contracts again."

And

like to know, wouldn't
same way about it. But, only a
few months later Doris Nolan was hearing
about picture contracts. She was to be
selected as a "new face" for a second time,
and right in New York the Ambassador
feel

broken out

—

and Ointment before giving up hope
of relief.
For more than 40 years the bland
medication of Resinol has been found
effective in the external treatment of
common skin outbreaks. It soothes
the irritated oil ducts where most
surface pimples start and helps nature
heal these red, disfiguring spots.
a ready aid to Resinol Oint-

Resinol Soap is
ment because it cleanses so well, yet is gentle
enough for the tenderest skin. Resinol products at all druggists. Try this treatment a

week and watch your

skin

improve. For free sample of
each, write Resinol, Dept.
6-D, Baltimore, Md.

Resinol
Ointment and Soap
90

denly drops on her knees and comes up
triumphantly with a pin in her hand. Just
a common, garden variety of pin. "I like to
sew," she explains. "And anyone who sews
will tell you that she never, never has
!"
quite enough pins for the fitting process
It would take a psycho-analyst to tell
you why these people have these peculiar
fetishes for saving pennies. Karen Morley
isn't poor and she isn't stingy. But she will
drive blocks and blocks, waste gasoline and
time and temper, to keep from leaving her
car in a pay parking station. She can't tell
you why. It is some peculiar quirk of
nerves or forgotten, past experience.
I have seen Evelyn Venable, in her own
living-room, rise and almost furtively turn
out electric lights in some far corner where
they were not really necessary to anyone.
"I don't know why I do it, exactly," she
will admit, blushing a little. "I simply cannot bear for that lovely light to be wasted.
It isn't money. I can't save more than a
few cents by being so careful. I do it in
hotel rooms where it isn't costing me anything. It must be that light seems to me
so precious a thing that it must not be
!"

wasted
I doubt whether Pat O'Brien's feelings
about his hats are so poetic, or Connie
Bennett's feelings about her powder puffs.
But, whatever their feelings are, they are
strong.

"Discovered" Twice

for.

skin makes you unpopular, and you're tormented also by
the itchy, stinging soreness you owe
it to yourself to try Resinol Soap

own

Continued from page 23
Then they

If an ugly,

these girls cut, wash, and wave their
hair, and attend to their own nails and
whatever attention they think their faces
require. Oh, they assure you, they save dollars and dollars every month.
And if Glenda Farrell comes to your
house, please don't be surprised if she sud-

of

who, we'd

the

—

Theatre to be exact, in a stage success
"The Night of January 16th."
You see, "The Night of January 16th"
was an Al Woods production, and Al
Woods had seen Doris Nolan playing at
the little theatre in Hollywood. One of
the keenest of the theatre's producers for
seeking and developing new talent, Al
Woods went backstage to see this young
called

leading

lady.

He

told

New York

her

—

to

come

to

and see him nothing about
railroad fare, mind you and you shouldn't
mind, for Mr. Al Woods is never rash

—

about matters like that. Doris didn't mind.
Her home was in New York, and she had
the carfare. So she and her sister Gladys,
her secretary and her companion when

Hollywood now, as then, headed
East and shed no tears as they saw the
hills of fabled Hollywood fade into the
she's

in

—

distance behind them.

Back on Broadway, Al Woods was as
good as his word, and soon Doris Nolan
was rehearsing the highly dramatic leading-

SCREENLAND

feminine role in his

opening

came

all

the

new melodrama. Came

came

success,

picture

scouts

night,

and
for

later

Doris

Nolan. The first company on the line
was Universal, whose Dan Kelley, casting
director, was in New York on a play and
talent searching junket. And he it was who

persuaded Doris to sign on the dotted
for a return trip to movieland.

How's

line

that for the perfect materializa-

tion of those countless wishes that surely
must have been flung to the skies by the
uncounted number of girls who were taken
to Hollywood, cast loose again, and left
only to pray for a sweet revenge which
would find another company bringing the
discouraged outcast back to the land of

promise.

But you'll detect no suggestion of exulting revenge in Doris Nolan when she
talks of her experiences. What's over, is
over with so far as this girl is concerned
the present, the future they are her world.
You can tell it by the sheer vitality, the
eager interest, the very happy habit of seeing the fun in everything, so apparent in
her.
Hollywood is making a star of her, but
not a clothes horse. Not off-screen at any
rate.
This day she was very simply,
unglamorously garbed in black black suit,
black hat set far back on her head, and
forming a very simple but effectively contrasting frame for light brown hair, hazel
eyes, and features drawn to a pattern
indicative of character rather than pretti;

She seems

ness.

and

inches
bearing, she
five

as
fected, buoyant,

Up

to
pictures.

now
The

taller

;

and
is

than her five feet
manner, as well

in

utterly

natural, unafattractive.

and strikingly
she

first,

has

played

"The Man

I

in

three

Marry,"

was no great shakes either as a picture
or a vehicle for Doris Nolan. Nevertheless

Universal studio heads saw enough

in the

few scenes she did to build up the
part and definitely schedule her for the
first

the
ambitiously-planned "Top of
Town," a musical, but in it Doris so imHollywood with her dramatic
pressed
abilities that in the future she will have
the kind of parts she's most interested in
The
characterizations.
doing dramatic
latest picture is "As Good as Married,"

to us, Dear?

"What has happened

very

—

with John Boles, Walter Pidgeon and Alan
Mowbray in the other important roles.
The contract under which she is now
working it was signed by her mother as
guardian, for Doris won't be twenty-one
until come next July 14th— allows her six

—

months' picture work and six months on the
stage. She has another play to do for Al
Woods, who by the way, with a little
luck, might have had the neat little sum
of $20,000 handed him by Universal last
Fall.

Mr. Al Woods
grand

lost

out on the twenty

when he produced "Arrest That

Woman" last September. Doris Nolan had
completed her first picture and came on
to do that play for Mr. Woods. Universal
was ready to start "Top of the Town,"
and thev wanted their Doris Nolan back
on the lot. They got nervous about it, and
decided to offer Woods $20,000 for her
release from the play. Meantime 'Arrest
That Wqman" opened and not to cheers
but slams in spades from the critics. Mr.
Al Woods, of course, knew nothing about
the $20,000 in the offing. All he knew was
that the customers were not showing up
at his box office. So after living through
seven performances, "Arrest That Woman" just naturally folded. The collapse of
the show in no way reflected on the cast,
nor particularly on Doris Nolan. Woods
wants her back for a play next season.
But for his sake we don't have to pray
he will be precipitate and do what Universal nearly did, and rush out with an
offer of $20,000 for Doris Nolan's release

—

—because Mr. Al Woods isn't precipitate
when it comes to that kind of money.
meeting
to
accustomed
get
You
comedians

who

are very glum, grave

The

fel-

lows, sad and dripping melancholy when
thev are not working at being funny. It
shouldn't be, and isn't, surprising therefore

How

meet a girl who likes dramatic roles,
vital, even a bit purplish if that darkish

neglect — a

to

them
give
to
necessary
is
dramatic substance, but who, behind the
make-up, is all gaiety, good-humor and
fun-loving. Such is Doris Nolan.
Plied with many questions about her
impressions of Hollywood, she answered
most of them tentatively. But then she
summed it all up in one hearty statement.
"Personally," she said, "it's a great place
even mayhap, one big scream.
for laughs
The thing that bowls me over with the
heartiest laugh is the super efficiency of
the top men. Such efficiency when they're
ingredient

—

business environment of their own
office suites! They press buzzers and locomotives steam over the rails, planes soar
in the

into the sky. It's colossal."
So far as the excitement of limelight
honors is concerned, this glamor girl who
doesn't work at being glamorous,_ finds

greatest amusement in seeing pictures
of herself printed with the labels "beauty"
its

girl," and she admits perhaps
looking that way in the pictures. The
laugh comes, she says, when she thinks
how much fussing has been made by the
make-up people and cameramen and lightshining
to achieve the
specialists,
ing
beauty these pictures show.
All of which, for all the modesty it
may show, is not a rehearsed "line." If
you'd hear her say it, you'd believe that
report that
too. Yet truth compels the
there's glamor in her eyes and smile and
the spirited toss of Doris Nolan's head,
even without the make-up.

and "glamor
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could he

to

tell
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Camera-Wise

Paul Kelly

Continued from page 57

of 12, and then
size I want."

blow the prints up

any

to

Mrs. Kelly smiled down at him ruefully,
on the floor of their living-room
turning over boxes of prints.
"He hadn't had the camera long before
he wanted to develop his own pictures,"
she confided. "I set my foot down. I had
an uncle Bert who was a photographer,
and all I can remember when I think of
him is that he always had stains on his

as he sat

I

fingers.

couldn't

stand that.

My

uncle

fringe of dark, long, silky beauty with this extra-creamy mascara. Smudgeproof. Permanent. Non-smarting. Apply with or without

Bert got to be like Gracie Allen's brother.
I was always dragging him into the argument.
"Paul wanted to use the bathtub to develop his shots. I informed him some more
about my uncle Bert. 'Do you care if I
make a dark room in the garage r' he
asked, patiently. So he bought a sink for

water. Black,brown, blue, green.

$1.50

PREPARED

IN

FRANCE

-.:

•

Make your

eyelashes a natural -looking

and made his own outfit, me still
going on about Uncle Bert. He showed me
that they have things like clothespins to
hold the prints when you dip 'em in the

For that extra touch
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYE SHADOW
PINAUD'S SIX-TWELVE EYEBROW PENCIL

p|\|3
riLl^

THE
HOUSE OF

L

n

ii

solution, so he wouldn't get his fingers
made his own enlarger, using
stained.
the lens of a box camera and the back of
a tin box with a pulley arrangement so

He

PM,S
NEW YORK

RELIEF
FOUYOUR
FEET!

Dr.Scholl'sKUROTEX.soft,
cushioning, medicated

trifle.

foot

plaster,instantlyrelieves pain,
stops shoe pressure on Corns, Callouses, Bunions and Tender Spots
on feet and toes; flesh color. Cuts
to any size or shape. Costs but a
At Drug, Shoe, Department and 10e stores.

DZScholl's

Ml ROT EX

WAKE

UP!

wrong with your

is

How

make
more

.

.

HOLLYWOOD INSTITUTE OF
PSYCHOLOGY, P.O. Box 107, Hollywood, Calif.

personal analysis.

You Can Regain Perfect Sp eech,

if

"You need more than one camera, if
you are really interested," he commented.
"I have an exposure meter to determine the
correct light, and a portrait lens attachment for the Rolloflex. I can take stills
made by the studio, or lighting shots made
by motion picture cameramen and remake
them with the portrait lens.
"Look, I've just discovered this gadget
for taking your own picture! It's a small
affair that works like a clock spring. You
set it on the shutter of your camera, (which
you put on a tripod so it can't move),
focus the lens on the spot you want, then
release the Auto Knips (that's what they
call the gadget), step into place, and when

prints.

.more thrilling. .more vital! Don t
envy Success and Happiness of others. Make the
dream "You" come true. Send 25tf for test and

interesting.

larger too.

_

How

personality?
can you
you overcome your defects?
Make lite
points?
the most of your strong

What

the action wouldn't be jerky. Really wonderful !"
Paul broke in to mention that he had
just bought an Argus camera, because the
price was so reasonable, and an Argus en-

the spring reaches the proper spot^ the
shutter clicks and your picture's made."
He offered me a selection of Auto Knips

GIVE YOURSELF A CHANCE!
can

yo u

It is Paul's conviction that the candid
feature of cameras has been overdone.
"I don't like this fad for running around
grabbing shots of your friends off-guard,"
he declared. "Maybe it's fun in your own
set to show Susie yawning and Jim picking his teeth, but it's not funny outside the
to
set. It might prove very embarrassing

them
Send today

for beautifully illustrated

book entitled

"DON'T STAMMER," which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammering and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 36 years since 1901. Endorsed

—

by physicians.

N

Full information concerning correc-

obligation. Benjamin
Bogue, Dept. 518, Circle Tower, Indianapolis. Ind.

tion

of'

stammering sent

free.

No
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SlTEMSl
I for

the

SpRlCE
I of
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ONE

something to catch the eye. They'd made
pictures of everything they had to exploit,
in as artistic a fashion as they knew how,
and they had to have something new. So
they developed the angle shot to arrest
attention. When it gets over being a novelty, they'll drop it, because after all it's
crazy. You can keep going back to look

you don't bother

"Old masters never painted from

Cream Deodorant
both for the price of one. Ask your

it,

silly

They painted a thing as they saw
and to my mind that's the way to take

Ii

Why

shoot up from the floor
done today ? You'd
never actually be down under a table un-

a picture.

dealer or send 50c plus 10c postage to

92

"You see a lot of so-called angle shots
days.
in roto sections and magazines these
x\ngle shooting is a fad, and I don't
think it will last. It came about because
publicists and advertisers had to invent

angles.

Special offer with ZiP

Madame Berthe, 562 FifthAve.,NewYork

later on.

at beautiful pictures, but
with last year's gags.

Instantly eliminates every trace of hair.

Shirley

Smith

.,

from under a

table, as is

Screen land

Temple
with

C. Aubrey
bedtime story.

thrills

a

you were drunk, and if you were drunk,
you probably couldn't see anything, any-

less

Distortion isn't art 1"
grinned at a sudden recollection, and
stopped his pacing about the room to sit
on the arm of a chair opposite me.

way

!

He

"I've just remembered what seems like
an argument on the other side," he said.
"Do you remember the models oi the fast
racing cars of early days ? The wheels were
elliptical to show how fast the car was
going. This came about because at the
time the cars were built and pictures taken
of them, no lens was fast enough to catch

the wheels instantaneously. The film wasn't
action film then, either.
"Tiny models of this racing car were
exhibited everywhere, and the public_ came
to accept the elliptical wheels as a sign of
speed, so that today when the modern
camera will catch cars exactly as they are,
editors refuse to accept the shots 'because
the car seems to be standing still' So now
they slow down the speed of the camera,
!

you can believe it."
Paul's Rolloflex is so swift that he can
catch his dogs in action without blurring.
"The worst person I ever tried to shoot
"She
is our daughter Mimi," he observed.
gets jittery waiting for me to snap the
thing, and twists her mouth or puts on a

if

fixed smile. But do you know I wouldn't
be surprised if that kid turned out to be
a pretty good photographer? She's interested. I told her the other day that when
we get to the ranch, I might have to let
her do my developing and printing because
I'd be busy plowing, and she was thrilled!"
"Two in one family!" cried Mrs. Kelly.
"Let's hope it's just a dream. I like him
to have hobbies, but do you know it took
him one whole afternoon to take a few
shots of his polo ponies? He wanted two
of them in one shot, and you can't, it appears, take a picture of a polo pony unless
his ears are standing up. They wouldn't
perk up their ears for anybody. I would
have shot them as is, or let it go, but not
Paul. One whole glorious afternoon, just

for one picture

!"

"But they look like cart horses or mules
with their ears back," he explained, seriously.
"I never

saw anyone so whole-hearted
about what he's doing. The other day he
decided to build a back on a truck so that
he could carrv all four horses to the polo
grounds in it. He wouldn't stop for meals.
He wouldn't stop for telephone calls, for
anything. When it began to get dark, I
went out to him.
" 'I suppose you'd like me to stand out
on
here with a flashlight so you can work
this thing until morning,' I began.
" 'That's an idea !' he cried. Which sort
of gives you a clue!"

The Lone Last of the
Die-Hards
even considering a sun tan.
and Jack Benny, who for
Broadway
vears have been more a part of
both recently
than the Astor Hotel, have

nights

and

is

settfed

homes

large

down

to

entlemen.
Ruby Keeler,

in

lead the
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GET YOURS TODAY

Hollywood and
life

of country
,

,

who

used to be
"give the little

one of
girl

a

Texas' Guinan's
hand" dancers in Broadway's loudest and
the
o-audiest night clubs, has even forsaken
Toluca Lake
nine o'clock radio revelry of
and with husband Al and an adopted baby
the
ooes to bed with the chickens out on
Valley.
Jolson ranch in San Fernando
George Burns and Gracie Allen, those two
setgay cut-ups of vaudeville fame, have
and adopted
tled down in Beverly Hills
talking
not one, but two babies! After
something awful about the small-townishMarness of Hollywood the cosmopolitan
citizenship
lene Dietrich is now taking out
papers in California and will probably
buy a ranch any minute and start raising
oranges. That little city gal from Brookdidn't know
lyn, Barbara Stanwyck, who
one end of a horse from the other until,
sprinkled with beads, she had to sit on one
them
for a Follies finale, is now breeding
near
bv the dozens out on her ranch
Chatsworth. And those close to Garbowho-loves-Robert-Taylor who loves Barbara Stanwyck will tell you that Greta
'

carry on nearly so much these
about "tanking she'll go home
the
She's "tanking" about buying land in
sunshine instead. Greta will probably wind
up by raising chickens in Van Nuys. How
much for the Garbo eggs?
One of the bitterest of the Die-Hards
was Miriam Hopkins who just reeked of
New York and was a charter member
"21" and the Colony.
of the celebrated
Sunshine made her sick, which was nothpeople
ing compared with what movie
made her. She just couldn't hand Hollywood a thing, not even in a pinch. When
everybody else was buying homes m
California Miriam up and bought the famous Elizabeth Marbury house on Sutton
Place in New York, and here she had
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Hair

conditions the scalp and grooms the
checks dandruff
hair. It penetrates deeply
retards falling hair.
Get your big double- value package at your
favorite toiletries counter today.

Sacred, Comic or any subject. Don't delaysend best poem today for our offer.
RICHARD BROS., 28 Woods Bldg., Chicago, III.

town a few days before production starts,
(as she seldom has any wardrobe in her
pictures she doesn't have to bother much
with fittings), and with a sigh of relief
leaves the day after the preview. She has
an apartment in New York which is as
near seventh heaven as Sylvia expects to
in

Admiracion
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WOMEN WANTED/^ SONG POEMS

RE-DUCE-OIDS

find

youthful, soft, beautifully manageable.

EDST
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are surprised.
And so all those non-conformists were
eventually assimilated by Hollywood, all
Sylvia Sidney, the last of the
except one
Die-Hards. Sylvia, after six years of the
cinema, continues to spend as little time
in Hollywood as possible. She arrives in

—

one!

jss than

H

Admiracion
Hair Dressing & Scalp Tonic. Both bottles
a $1.10 value
in one convenient package
for 59f*— less than the cost of one!

her "salon" between pictures. But last
winter something happened, I don't know
what, but something. After a picture in
London and a visit to the Continent,
Miriam returned to Hollywood, long before
her picture was ready to go into producwas
tion, and casually announced that she
buying a home here. While her friends
gasped in amazement she bought the John
Gilbert home high up on a Hollywood
hilltop and shows every sign of settling
down there for life. There's a tennis court,

..-y

together with
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// your dealer does not
have them send 10c to
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WEIGHT CONTROL

CHART

Screen- land

INVISIBLE

END CURLER

to get the money to
maintain these de-luxe menages
when
they "slip" on the screen but that's their
problem, not mine), Sylvia lives very
quietly in a small apartment in a rather
un-chic section and has but a
single

where they expect

—

servant. There isn't a swimming pool.
There are mice. And Sylvia may have to
move. Furthermore, she refuses to dash
through traffic in a gaudy car as if she
owned the boulevard, she refuses to wear
slacks and a beret and look like the devil
when she goes to formal places, and she
definitely refuses to go to the Trocadero
every night with some giddy young man

who

dances the tango divinely, simply because it's good publicity. There's no one
more fun on a party than Sylvia, hers
is
a wit rarely matched, but you won't
often find her on a party.
All this individualism, and flouting of

Those tiny sunshine tints and delicate overtones so admired in youthRecapture them
ful hair.

...

I

quickly, easily, accurately with a
Golden Glint Rinse. Magically transforms every hair shade with new
life and sparkle. No shampoo alone
can do your hair full justice.

||

S
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make-believe, Loyalty and Truth are things
that can't be easily swallowed, even in
a champagne cocktail.
Of course you can't blame Sylvia's revolt
entirely 011 Hollywood, because the little
Sidney girl has been a rebel from 'way
back. (Perhaps she should play S carle!
O'Hara.) Follow the leader was never
her favorite game. As a matter of fact
when she was a little kid in
York's

New

teeming Bronx she wouldn't play games
with the neighborhood kids at all, because
she didn't like the neighborhood kids. Mrs.
Sidney, hoping to make her little daughter
more sociable, sent her to one private
school after another, but Sylvia, resenting

anything that took her freedom from her,

managed to leave as quickly as
possible. If she had to take orders she preferred to take them from the less exacting
teachers in the public schools. Once when
usually

she

was on tour with

a

Theatre

Guild
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Location conference! Director Al Hall, Frances Farmer, Bobby Vernon (gag man),
Charlie Ruggles and Fred MacMurray talk over scenes they are about to film.
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The Mahler Method positively prevents the
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in stamps TODAY for illustrated Booklet,
"How to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever."
D. J. Mahler Co., Dept. 29-G, Providence, R. I.

cinema

is
bad enough, heaven
but Sylvia, the adorable dope,
out loud right in the very face
of Hollywood's most sacred ritual
the
worship of Big Names. Sylvia just doesn't
see why she should purr and gush over a
lot of people she doesn't like just because
they have Big Names. There has been a
rumor going around for sometime now
that if you want to be a successful movie
star and get good roles you have to bow
and scrape when you see a producer, go
to his parties if you are lucky enough to
be invited, laugh at his jokes though you've
heard them hundreds of times before, and
flatter his wife who is a dreary creature.
You've got to make pretty talk to the
press, and be palsy with the photographers
and the cameramen. But what the movie
star has to say about the producer when
his back is turned, and his wife, and the
fan writer, and the photographer, is really
something el se again. And that, my child,
is
thje
good old Hollywood brand of
Insincerity, a thing that Sylvia Sidney
loathes with a fine and beautiful loathing.

knows

ethics,

;

laughs

Sensational
SEND COUPON
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to you. To introduce our newest achievement,
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TREE
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Mascara Cream, with brush. It's Guaranteed
Waterproof and Smear-proof; perfectly Harmless! Just send 10c in stamps to cover mailing
costs. For beauty's sake, send coupon TODAY!
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She

.

\

just won't flatter where flattery isn't
She just won't be seen with the Right
People because it's the thing to do. Her
favorite qualities in anyone are loyalty and
honesty and zeal, and her friends are going
to possess these qualities or else they
aren't going to be her friends. Maybe it's

due.

TRIPLE "INDELIBLE
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'

"V
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'at leading
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because she is awfully young, though she
really never was a child, but Sylvia has
made an ideal of Loyalty and Truth and

—

in

a

town famous for

its

false fronts

SCREENLAND

and

production

broke one of the coach's
stayed out late with some
and was subsequently fired by the

strict rules

—

she

—she

friends
coach. Sylvia loved her part in the play,
(she was fifteen at the time), and she
wanted to remain with the Guild, and
could very easily have done so if she had
apologized to the coach and promised
never to let it happen again. But not
Sylvia. She thought she had been unjustly
treated, her love of independence refused
to submit to the iron rule of a silly
discipline, and so she packed her bags and
went home. Hollywood needn't think it can
do what the Theatre Guild failed to do.
Because she doesn't waste her time and
energy in Hollywood turning her smile on
and off constantly like a hot water faucet,
and because she doesn't spend her vitality
and emotions talking to and being seen
with the right people at the right parties,
Sylvia Sidney has become one of the great
dramatic stars of the screen. What Katharine Cornell is to the stage Sylvia Sidney
is to the screen. Both her heart and her
mind belong to the exacting art of acting.
And she knows what every great actress
knows, and that is that you can't dissipate
your energies and your emotions all over
the place and give a sincere dramatic
performance on the stage or screen. Therefore she will not subscribe to the tenets
of Hollywood. Let the glamor girls parade

around

in their silver foxes with toothy
smiles plastered on their pretty faces, but
just let Sylvia Sidney act. She'll be a
Die-Hard to the bitter end.
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and eminent British barrister I mentioned my enjoyment of his part in a small
picture called "Hitch Hike Lady."
"Oh, yes. I went into that at ten minutes
notice. They first tried to get Eugene Palsolid,

woman

Hollywood

92

loses

lbs.

t

amazing

report

Others

then they tried to get Ted Healey.
Failing everything, they just sighed, and
could
fell back upon me. They knew they
always get me!" He moaned this sad story
at me, lugubriously.

And now, I want to give you the little
lady who, in a few short months, has raised
herself to the eminence of Hollywood's
Number One Female Goof! She is alone
skyin her own particular line. This
this one, and only
rocket of goofdom
the
really genuine feminine example of
genre goof. Yes, clever reader; you've

LJ

;

guessed
Raye.

easily,

.

with

results
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Seventeen years in the show business,
she is, today, a veteran aged twenty When
telling you this, she amends it with, 'Yeah
man, so help me!" My prophecy is that
until
she'll be delighting you on the screen
she's sixty, or mavbe older.
the
I saw Martha (Yeah Man) Raye at
Trocadero in Hollywood before she was
"discovered." Had it been my business to
!
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Butterwortn.
Charles
there's
Then
Charlie was working when I caught up
with him, so I saw him on the set. He's
a grave, rather sad, dignified man._ He
might be a conservative banker considering a loan. I caught myself wondering
where in the world I could find any collateral. One can't imagine him, ever, in
a gale of laughter. He is not, it would
appear, very content with what he does

he

sound, should be part of the story." True,
of course, but not funny.
I reminded him of a favorite scene of
mine in some picture or other, in which
he fell into a bass viol, and was too tired
another
to disentangle himself. And of
scene in which he was always pleading to

FREE Offer.'
and Blackheads. Freckles,
Ugly Large Pores and Wrinkles Disappear!

Visible Pimples

impossible, but now you can have a
clear, blemish-free, new outer skin IX 3 DATS. Look
new
clean, healthy, years younger and beautiful, this
harmless, economical way.
It is all explained in a new free treatise called
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3

DAYS"

being mailed absolutely free to readers of this
magazine So worry no more over your humiliating skin and
complexion or signs of aging if your outer skin looks soiled
and worn. Simply send your name and address to ilAK\l>
REAI'TT LABORATORIES. Dept. W-S3. Xo. 1700 Broadwav. New York. N. T..and you will receive this new treatise
by return mail absolutely free. If pleased, tell friends.
is

refreshed.

so

ective
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"BEAUTIFUL NEW

And

Eye-Gene.' Now used by thousands before every
"date" to make eyes clear and lovely. Maryelously
refreshing to tired, overworked eyes. Not like oldfashioned lotions and washes. Stainless, too. At all

have "dis"discover" people, I
covered" her then and there, and hauled
her off for a screen test. She had the
most flexi-pliable face I had ever seen.
The things she did with what she calls
"this pan of mine" delighted me. I also
noticed her legs, which can really bear
comparison with those of Hollywood's
most glamorous beauties. And Martha will
never lay claim to that much-abused ad-

New SKIN

which

ling, too.

would

"I hardly ever belong in the story,

IN

In Just a few seconds, yes, almost instantly,
vour eyes look clear and white. So much more
'beautiful when free from prominent veins! Spark-

on the screen.

York, N. Y.

SKIN

.

,

,

,

mourned. "They just put me in here and
there for a laugh; whereas comedy, to be

Tou thought

.

is— Martha (Yeah Man)

comicality, a robust comicwhich, at any moment, you feel may
impel her to tear down the scenery, and

own

j

DR. JEANNE S.C.

•

She will tell you, candidly, that she has
no illusions about "this pan of mine," but
she will not Prate to you about her ART

Lee Tricy. Fred

Sa-dio.

who

eat it!
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cream that removes
freckles quickly but gently while
y you sleep. Simply apply Nadinola
Freckle Cream over face and arms at
night. Day bv day skin becomes fresher, clearer,
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H0LLVUJ00D
CURLERS
Summertime! Outdoor time! Play

wind and

water. ATonderful days .

to curls. Lucky. isn*t

that

in sun
. .

and

but cruel

Hollywood Curl-

be allowed to play his flute. He looked
vague, not to say pained. Finally, he confessed that he couldn't remember either of

'ers

them

and there you have

"You see," he explained in extenuation,
"I have fallen into so many things, and
thev're always asking me to play some
musical instrument or other." He was getting mournfuller and mournfuller. Then he
almost brightened for a moment. "I really
play the piano." Then he slumped again.

ibu Beach and Palm Springs, where picture

"But thev won't

let

me."

SCREENLAND

it,

can repair the damage so quickly. Roll your

hair for a

little -while

people play, a
Curlers

is

. . .

'"first
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logic,

him frequently, since.
Roland Young is shyer, if possible, than
Gary Cooper. He is, like Charlie Butterworth, oppressed with the sadness of

life

general. Sometimes, when the burden
things becomes too much for him, he
suddenly slides down a bannister, and feels
better. He doesn't like Southern California, or going to movies. I asked him why

in
of

Arthur Treacher and Joe E. Brown
like
laughs and also their dogs.

he didn't like Hollywood.
"There is no zoo," he replied. His voice
made it sound a devastating lack. In desperation, I asked him his favorite food.
"Penguin eggs," he said, in a matter of
fact voice
"they taste like shrimp."

without

made

W.

C.

Fields?

Bill

comedy reputation by becoming

—

_

he was born in London, and ran away
from home to escape the persecutions of a
cruel stepfather. Next day, he informs a
newspaper man that he was born in Philadelphia, of an aristocratic family. A week
later, you will catch him telling a startled
group that he is a half-breed from Borneo
"They don't want to hear the same story

actor.

But the producers' discovery caused
Charles no sleepless nights. He has been
spending his spare time, and his goofearned dollars on the most elaborate dog
kennels in existence. When_ dog accomstylish,
Charles
more
are
modations
Ruggles will build 'em!
What goof story would be complete

i

mention of

;

not just eat plain shrimp?" I
enquired, nonplussed. "They're so much
easier to buy, aren't they?"
"I don't know," he returned, looking
blank, and utterly miserable.
Charlie Ruggles, a delightful goof, who
has given us so much pleasure over a long
(oftentimes, in inebriated parts,
period
although he, himself, frowns upon drink),
startled us all by leaping forth, last season,
in "Ruggles of Red Gap," with a sound
and distinguished characterization of a
America's early
denizen of
roistering
West, and, suddenly, producers saw the
necessity of glorifying not only his goof
proclivities, but his ability as a character

twice," he squeaks in explanation.
to make it different!"

"I try

Thrills of the Stars

Greatest Sports

YogiAlpha, Boxl4ll,Dept.C-3,San Diego, Cal.

his

a symbol to each of us who has ever tried
to fold (or unfold) a beach chair, or a
the symbol of
portable ironing board
man's pathetic attempts to control inanimate objects. .Whereas, this same sunset-nosed, pin-point-eyed gentleman possesses an almost hypnotic influence over
inanimate objects which is the terror of
hostesses and restaurant proprietors. If the
conversation becomes stuffy, and he is
bored, he is quite likely to rise solemnly
to his feet, and begin juggling table silver,
nut dishes, and coffee cups! After which,
he subsides morosely.
"I detest," he explains (and means it),
!"
"to juggle
Fields is a genuinely funny man off the
screen. He tells a sympathetic lady that

"Why

derful."

cord.

with some

;

Simply

it.

us,

consideration of Roland Young.
There, gentle reader, is one of our most
expert goofs, Uriah Heep, notwithstanding. My first meeting with him, some years
ago, was scarcely auspicious. As we approached his apartment, I heard a lady
vocalizing with enthusiasm.
"Do you have to put up with much of
that?" I bleated, brightly.
"Quite a lot," he intoned, seriously. "It's
my wife !"
As a matter of fact, I have since learned
that Mrs. Young is the possessor of a very
fine voice, and has sung in concert and
opera. He bore me no grudge. I've seen
the

to

Continued from page 19
years ago Dolores was named
an important bull fight in Mexico
City. As was customary at such elaborate
fetes, Dolores had to lead a parade of
and gaily bedecked matadors
notables
around the ring just before the bull was

Some

Queen

of

She was mounted on a spirited
white horse and was, of course, exquisitely
loosed.

gowned.
Suddenly the regal procession froze
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111.
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and charged directly at Dolores An alert
vaquero dashed to Dolores' aid, snatched
her into his arms and carried her to safety,
but not before the mount she had been
riding had been brutally gored.
Quite a sports thrill, that one. Yet Dick
Powell claims his big moment topped it.
It happened before Dick owned his own
pool to swim in and how he swims now
He was ten years old at the time and the
setting was a sandlot baseball diamond on
a hot Saturday afternoon in Little Rock,
Arkansas. The Red Dogs, who thought
they were pretty hot stuff, were leading
the Blue Tigers, Dick's team, three to
nothing in the ninth. The Tigers were at
!

feet, between the
and in your shoes. Don't accept a substitute. Cost but a trifle. Sold everywhere.
FREE BOOKLET oa Foot Care mailed on request.

your

in

tracks as a wild bellow rent the air and
the maddened bull crashed a flimsy gate

its

—

SCREENLAND

with two out and the bases full.
stepped Tiger Powell to the plate,
a spindly-shanked kid with a mop of curly
hair. Strike one! A groan from his teammates as Dick's wild swing missed a mile.
Strike two! Another groan. They might
have known that undersized punk with one
knicker leg dragging around his ankle
would be a wash-out in a crisis like this.
A long moment when the Red Dog pitcher
wound up and let fly. Then— Crack! The
pill went sailing over the fence for a home
run and victory for the Tigers Glory for
a lifetime in one sweet swat.
Glory for a lifetime too in one swat for
Tyrone Power. Jr.— a swat on the nose.
Only this one happened on a gridiron five
years ago in Columbus, Ohio, where Tyrone was playing half-back on a Cincinnati
prep school eleven. The score was six to
seven with the opposing team lined up for
the converting kick which would change
victory for Tyrone's team into a tie game.
As the ball was snapped, Tyrone charged
in only to be clipped to a kneeling position
by a defense linesman. The kicker conbat

Up

!

nected with the pigskin alright, but a second later the pigskin connected with the

and rolled

—

March who loves
swim as well as

harmlessly away. Accident though it was,
Tyrone nevertheless was the hero of the

turbulent sea to
land a giant
dolphin in Tahitian waters the year before

day.

that.

Power

bounced

proboscis,

Knowing

much

as

as

off,

you do about Errol

Flynn's hazardous experiences among headhunters, monstrous reptiles, poisoned arrows and all, you'd guess, wouldn't you,
that his greatest sports thrill was to t)e
found among them ? Guess again, for you're
all wrong. He says it occurred in the peaceful land of tulips, wooden shoes, and windmills and was, in fact, his day in the
squared ring when he fought in the 1928
Olympics in Amsterdam for the heavy-

weight crown.

By

same token, Pat O'Brien,

the

lad with his fists, experienced his
a speech

handy
making

a

I

Each year one man, and one only, is
chosen to make the speech that closes the
banquet celebrating the end of the football
season of "The Fighting Irish" at Notre
Dame. In the past this signal honor always
went to beloved Will Rogers. This year
Pat was chosen.
Again, Big Game Hunter Clark Gable's
peak ecstasy in thrills was reached not the
time he drew a bead on a crouching mountain lion in a craggy Utah canyon but that
day he lived through his first power dive
in an airplane during the making of "Hell
Divers."

Shades of tall-hatted Puritans and

flint-

Fred Astaire, whom you well might
imagine would thrill to a grand slam, bid

locks

1

and made, at a bridge table, hit the high
moment of his sports life last year when
he bagged the family's Thanksgiving bird,
a wild turkey, on a shooting trip on the
Arizona desert. His hunter companions
solemnly vow Fred never before or since
has reached such terpsichorean heights as
the triple kick he executed in mid-air when
the wily bird fell from his shot.
Tall tales are to be expected when fishermen gather to relate their prowess with
the hook and line. Gene Raymond had
pictures to prove the prize eighty-pound
marlin he hooked off the Florida coast
last year. And as it happens, I saw Freddie

S OLITAIRE

in

—

But David Niven had an entire staff
of operators in a beauty shop to bear witness to his Isaak Walton triumph.

For many months David and Merle
Oberon had been quietly feuding abou:
fishing. Merle is a cagy gal with a hook
and consistently had been beating him in
catches in their bouts off Santa Monica.
And, I daresay, rubbing it in just a bit.
Came the day when David landed a barracuda that put all her catches to shame.
And of course, it would happen Merle was
away that day in a Hollywood beauty salon
facial, shampoo and wave. Whereupon David loaded the dead fish in the
back of his car and raced for Sunset

having a

boulevard, grinding his car to a stop in
front of the beauty shop.
"Tell Miss Oberon Mr. Niven wishes to
see her immediately," he announced to the
cashier.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

A

mere bowel
Laxatives are only makeshifts.
doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything

movement

"I'm sorry but Miss Oberon cannot be
disturbed," she answered.
"Tell her I want her, now!" David thundered. "This is important. It's gigantic.
Why, girl alive, it's colossal Scat, and
get her."
Wiping such excess cream as she could
from her half finished facial, Merle hurried to the curb, badly frightened. Niven
pointed to the dead fish.
"There !" he gloated. "Tie that one I"
Yes, they vary, these greatest sports
thrills of the stars. To experience them
in full flavor Andy Devine slew a mammoth Kodiak bear in Alaska ; Joan Crawford negotiated a city block on roller skates

else. 25c.
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Ray Milland won

without falling down;
a steeplechase in
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of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot, scales, rashes and other externally caused skin eruptions, use cooling, antiseptic, liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Original formula
of Doctor Dennis. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes:
the irritation and quickly stops the most intense itching.
35c trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it or
your money back. Ask for D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION.

For quick

relief

from the itching

—

A

of

the Cheshire Yeomanry Ann Sothern won
a jacks tournament; Irene Dunne shot a
hole in one in golf; Ginger Rogers maneuvered an aquaplane at forty miles an
hour; Fred MacMurray won $10 and the
Beaver Dam high school singles in tennis
Lee Tracy piloted his schooner in the 5000
miles mainland to Honolulu race last sum;

mer

Katharine Hepburn was runner-up in

;

women's

the Connecticut

BRILLIANT

the

fish

state golf tourna-

Jean Harlow skiied down a hill at
Arrowhead without falling Chester Morris
saw his young son, Brooks, win his first
swimming race Carole Lombard heard the
stroke by stroke account of her friend,
Alice Marble, winning a tennis championDeanna Durbin overturned in a lake
ship
and had to swim three miles to shore
Wendy Barrie had a horse fall on her;
and Ruby Keeler broke 90 at golf.
Rather than by accomplishing some fine
or courageous deed, Bing Crosby actually
experienced his all-time high in sports
thrills by failing to do something.
"I suppose 3 ou could call it a thrill,"
Bing admitted glumly, "making the world's

ment

;

;

;
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you have lost enough fat
Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same
element prescribed by most doctors in treating
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
them with success. Don't let others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.
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COA/CfALS

BLEMISHES
INSTANTLY!

Now

.

2675 Broadway,

prize jackass out of yourself."
You know, of course, that Bing owns
a stable of racing horses and took an active
part in the Santa Anita season just closed.
In the course of the season he acquired a
there isn't much
nag called Fight On.
point in owning a race horse unless you
race him, so Bing entered Fight On one
day in an unimportant event.
"Just a breather, of course," Bing meticulously and honestly warned his friends.

Personal to Fat Girls! — Now you can slim
down your face and figure without strict dieting

Belle Plains. Kansas.

"Save your money. He isn't read}' yet."
Thus, Fight On went to the post, definitely
unloved and unsung. A few loyal University
of Southern California students put two
dollars on his nose because "Fight On" is
the famous U.S.C. rally song, and for no
other reason. Even Bing laid off.
So Fight On miraculously romped home
winner and paid a tidy little $191 for every
two bucks bet on her nose That, I am
afraid, will haunt Bing to his dying day.

—

!
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of fare of a place
slinging hash."

bill

"Know any

where

I'd

once been

other good stories?"

"Plenty of stories, but they're not so
good. It was something every actor dreams
about to have sixty-two weeks on Broadway in 'Personal Appearance.' And for the
first time in my life I was getting what I
could call a salary without choking over
the word. Four years ago I was working
in a Minneapolis. stock company for fifteen
dollars a week and living on fifty cents a
day. I sent home the rest of my wages,
and if I wanted to buy a toothbrush I had
to ask the man to charge it. But it wasn't
always so tough as that, for in Denver

and Salt Lake City

had

I

my own

stock

companies. At one time I was feeling so
prosperous that I blew myself for a fur
coat on the instalment plan. I still owed

—

fifty dollars

on

it

when

the sheriff walked

one day, pulled it off my
back, and walked out with it. It wouldn't
have been so humiliating if a bunch of
actors hadn't seen him do it. Anybody who
wants me to buy a fur coat today has to
begin his talk by handing me a receipt."
It
was just Miss George's sense of
humor, I felt, that kept her from talking
in at rehearsal

The director demonstrates! W. S. Van Dyke shows Gladys George how he wants her
to play a scene with Franchot Tone in her new picture, "They Gave Him a Gun."

Starving to Stardom
Continued from page 56
conferences they decided that a woman like
Carrie well, you know would have to be
built up to carry weight with men who

—

—

—

for women well, women like
This, they argued, was true to
small-town tradition based, so to speak, on

went

in

Carrie.

Mine were considered
lines.
generous
stingy. This view of the case made it necessary for me to pad my part, not to mention parts. All were treated in proportion.
In other words, I was padded from top to
bottom I mean from tip to toe for I in-

—

—

my

ankles should be
part of the build-up."
"Interesting," I granted.
sisted that

even

made

Miss
feelingly
added
"But warm,"
George. "As the picture was made during
a protracted hot spell my inlaid union suit
made me yearn to do my acting in an

Alaskan sleeping-bag. And," all seriousness
now, "one thing finally got me. Remember
that scene where I give his toys back to
the boy? Well, we played it over and over
all one day out in the country where it
was a hundred and thirty-eight. I was like
a wet rag. Worse, my nerves were all shot.

When I got home I cried all night. Next
morning I was at the studio at eight, but
it was two in the afternoon before we shot
anything. I'd got the weeps."

Now

Gladys George is no sob sister.
There's something about her that tells you
she's valiant as the Carrie she played. For
she is utterly different from her sisters of
the screen. Distinctly and definitely indi-

vidual, she has a forthrightness which
makes everything she says go straight to
the mark. At the same time she is so human
she can be hard-shelled and soft-hearted.

"I'm afraid," she demurred,

"it's pretty
that my luck
has turned I can hardly believe it. I'd got
so used to the other kind that it was like
second-nature to me. I've knocked about
all my life. I was practically brought up
in one end of a Taylor trunk. You see, my
parents were on the stage, and I went on
when I was three."
She's now thirty-two. But, pads aside,
she doesn't look it. Nor have her twentynine years of work left any mark on her.
Incidentally, keep in mind that plain, every-

much a hard-luck

story.

day word "work." For:

98

Now

"When we came out to Los Angeles in
vaudeville we went broke. Dad and mother
couldn't get an engagement, so something
had to be done. I was eleven, and never
had done anything outside the theater. But
I

went

to

work

in

a

Main

street

bakery

really was only a stall that sold bread.
I got six dollars a week and a loaf of
bread a day. The money went for rent and
the bread didn't go quite far enough. Across
the street was a little restaurant, and the
it

man who

ran it was a steady customer of
mine. One day I went over and asked him
to give me scraps of meat for my dog.
After that he saved them for me, and I
went there every day. But I didn't have a
dog. I took the scraps home, and the three
of us ate them for ten weeks. It isn't a
pretty story to tell, but it's the truth."
Perhaps it's this innate honesty of hers
that makes her so honest an actress.
"We went broke again in New York

when I was fourteen. Then for two nights
a week at five dollars a night I plugged
songs on Liberty Loan floats, singing

Hollywood queen.
you believe it," she
"Not that you don't need a sense
here. I know, for I'm not new

like a

"Don't

protested.
of humor

to Hollywood, even if people think I am. After 'The
Milky Way' in New York I was brought
out here to go into 'Straight is the Way,'
with Franchot Tone, with whom, by the
way, I'm playing again in 'They Gave Him
a Gun,' and it was a terrible flop. The only
thing to do was pick myself up and go
back to the stage. I was unimportant then.
If there's any change it has come about by
playing in 'Personal Appearance' on the
stage, then playing Carrie on the screen.
I wanted to make her lighter, but they
wouldn't let me. What I tried to do was
bring out her spiritual side and make her

woman. So far as that goes, I'd tried
make other screen characters real. For
a year I was in silent pictures with Hobart
Bosworth, Lloyd Hughes, Thomas Meighan
a real
to

and others, and I would have been a silent
star but for an accident. It happened in
Hollywood when I was sixteen. I had a
little apartment in Wilcox street and was
frying doughnuts in an aluminum pan when
it caught fire and exploded. Did that burn
me up Those doughnuts put me out of
commission for six months. But by this
time," she broke off, "you must think I'm
full of food stories. Funny, isn't it?"
No. Gladys George has known what it
means to go hungry through lean years
!

when

she

was starving

to stardom.

twenty or thirty a night till my pipes went
bad. We lived in a dingy flat on Eighth
Avenue and bought our food at Paddy's
Market you know, things are cheap there.
Just when it seemed we'd have to give up
the habit of eating I got a job in a Thirty-

—

seventh street restaurant. Now I'll give you
a laugh."
She had one herself, then related:
"I was playing in a San Francisco stock
company when I had a chance to go to

New

York. But I didn't have the price
an electrician at the Alcazar

to get there, so

who'd known me since I was a kid lent
me railroad fare. Thanks to him, I was
recognized in 'Queer People,' then brought
to attention in 'The Milky Way,' and finally
made a star overnight in 'Personal Appearance.' But I didn't know what to make of
when people, among them Ethel
it
all
Barrymore, came back-stage to congratuman
late me.
here's the pay-off
from a restaurant asked me to let him print
my picture on the menu with a line saying
I ate there. Ate there!' I said. 'I worked
there.' It knocked him cold. But I got a
picture on the
great kick out of having

Now

:

my
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Robert Taylor Himself
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Hitherto Taylor has refused to give
Life Story to any magazine. It
took Screenland to get him to tell
straight-from-the-shoulder story
his
himself, in his own way. Forget all the
his

exaggerations, all the publicity yarns,
all the ballyhoo. Wait for the next,
the September issue of The Smart
Screen Magazine, with the first chap-

Robert Taylor's Own Story.
"Youth" including Bob's memories
of his boyhood, with the background
of his home, his intimate family life
starts in the September issue, on sale
August 3rd. You will be interested
and entertained by it, we promise
you, even though you may be one
of the very few who is not a Taylor

ter of

J.

Carroll, Art Director

Vol.
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—

—

addict for here, in this Life Story, is
the modern saga of an American boy
who made good in a big way, without acquiring an enlarged ego in the
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Here's

WAS RIDING

I

there

How I

on the top of a Fifth Avenue bus.

clumped up, worrying about how

all

budget-shop hat out of

A

pened.
coat.

Imagine

a million dollars floating into

how

and get

knew

I

poor

it

little

Yes, sitting

sky right

in

new

could squeeze a

I

Then

old salary.

my

lap.

hap-

it

And what

a

lapin or Kolinsky, not even mink, but real movie-star sable.

just about
bell

my

fur coat landed out of the

Not

Felt

Naturally,

I felt.

your

when

off the bus, I hurried right

had

to go back. After

all,

I

office

window and you'll know

recovered enough to ring the

back to see where

came from.

it

twenty-dollar-a-week stenos don't

keep sable coats.

MR. BALL BUYS A HAT...
I

went back

to

there holding

where the bus was when the coat

it,

would come and claim

who looked

as

I
it

it

it.

off

just took

a

my little

was squashed

my

in

new

tiful

met Mr.

Ball.

Mr. Ball was a

"Young

stood

man

big

lady, do you like that

fine.

somebody wear

felt

new

who can

appreciate

to yours, hasn't it?"

and, sure enough, the coat had hit

worse than ever. Well,

arm and shoved me

it's

and

it,

unbelievable. Mr. Ball

into the swankiest hat shop on the

a glorious

new

hat. "There," he said,

"You

Goodbye."

GET A TOWN CAR

was only the beginning. Here

this

it

happened

hat. Something's

ancient

I

But

I

hat and said,

his

Avenue and bought me
look

Then

then. I'd rather see

But you need

took

I

thought the world had gone completely mad. "Well," he went

I

on, "keep
it.

And

he owned the world. His face was red kind of like he

if

was angry. He tipped
coat?"

on me.

fell

hoping whoever was tossing sable coats out of windows

sable coat and a beautiful

I

was,

new

Mary

Smith, with a beau-

Paris bonnet, and before you

could say Jack Robinson another amazing thing happened.

SCREENLAND

A

little

man

MEET MY DREAM PRINCE...

I

And

Twenty -Dollar- a week stenos don't

yet the most wonderful thing of

My dream

tioned.

keep sable coats.

all I

haven't even men-

prince. Suddenly there he was, grinning at

just
me, and wearing not any fancy prince charming clothes,

an ordinary gray

suit.

But he had

a smile like all the best story

book lads and he told me he loved me, me, Mary Smith
But

Marys

told you enough.

Bid she have

to

go back

ing the old typewriter, punching the old time clock?
series of

amazing lucky breaks end happily

for

to

.

.

.

pound-

Or did her

Mary? You

11

the grandest picfind the answer in Paramount 's "Easy Living,"

summer, starring Jean Arthur in her swellestrole as little
Mary Smith, Edward Arnold as Old Mr. Ball, and dashing Ray

ture of the

Jean Arthur

Milland as her dream prince.

who

New York

said he ran the most exclusive hotel in

me

peared and handed

me

a brand

had sent me

in.

monds

to try on. All of a sudden,

had suddenly picked on me
.

.

.

Mary Smith

me,

MAKE

I

But, as

if all

me and

asks

all its

if it's all

hundred thousand dollars
of a sensible answer like

as

if

New York

Ray Milland

most precious lux-

A MILLION...
make me keep pinching

minded gentleman

me

car to ride

.

.

wasn't enough to

this

myself, a very serious
front of

.

seemed

it

hand

to

new town

oodles and oodles of dia-

around

uries to

in.

the imperial royal suite to live

Another man had given

A jeweler

had ap-

for

me.

right for

And

in a

derby bows

him

to invest a few

before

I

in

He had

a smile like the story

book

lads.

can even think

"No,"
Adolph Zukor presents

he's invested or

done something

with his dream money. For he

comes back to

made

a

me

tell

I've just

dollars.

million

Me,

Mary Smith, living in the ritziest
in

town, wearing sable

silk

and having chauffeurs

hotel

and

and butlers and valets and
ists

and masseuses

if I

were a queen

.

.

.

EDWARD ARNOLD

•

EASY LIVING

flor-

bow to me

as

and now I'm

told I'm worth a million

IEAN ARTHUR

RAY MILLAND
A Paramount

Picture

dollars.

Screen land

LUIS ALBERNI

•

•

MARY NASH

Directed by Mitchell Leisen

SCREENLAND
onor rage

The small boy above, Freddie
Bartholomew, seems destined
to become one of the great
actors

of

time.

his

Critics

have already
performance

honored his
in
"Captains
Courageous" by appraising
and praising it by adult
standards, and awarding Master Freddie a large share of
laurels
saving
some,
how-

—

Spencer Tracy,

ever, for

pic-

tured twice below with Fred-

A special obeisance to
the lovely ship at right, the
"We're Here" of the film.
die.

To

the

that

co-stars

classic

timeless

saga

of

o
the

"Captains Courageous"
—Freddie Bartholomew and

sea,

Spencer Tracy

A MOTION

picture of the
magnificent sweep and
authentic grandeur of "Captains Courageous" is not for
just a season, but forever,
or until celluloid crumbles.

Freddie

Bartholomew;

will

be long remembered as the
small boy who learns life's
lessons from the fine fisherof Gloucester. Spencer
Tracy as Manuel, Freddie's

men

splendid and stirgreatest performance. "They that go down to
the sea in ships" are immortalized in this perfect picturization of Kipling's" story.

mentor,
ring,

is

his

"Captains
Courageous"
is
perhaps the most soul-satisfying cinema yet produced,
and
Tracy and
Spencer
Freddie
Bartholomew are

worthy

truly

8

protagonists.

Ask Me!
By Miss Vee Dee
Marge L. No, Francis Lederer is not
him, admarried. If you wish to write to
care of Codress your letter to him in
Hollywood, California.
lumbia" Studios.

Flatter your figure

H.

Tohn

Wayne was

born

a B.V. D.

fashioned to control
loveliest curves!
your
and enhance

Swim

Power.
You. too, have fallen for Tyrone
Haven't we all

Bobbc

in

Suit

. . .

in

Winterset, Iowa, May 26, 1907. He is
brown hair and
feet 2 inches tall, has
oray eyes He attended the Glendale High
Southern
School' and the University of
two
California. He is married and has
6

children.

Lawrence W. The two leading players
following pictures were Ramon No-

in the

:

it'

When you gO

LADY, be beautiful!
the sea and
m down to

Edna May Oliver is seen aboard
ship, bound for a vacation abroad.

the sands,

sculpture your silhouette

May McAvoy

varro and

in

Wallace Beery and Chester Morris in
"The Big House," Wallace Beery and
Katherine DeMille in "Viva Villa," Joan
Crawford and Clark Gable in "Dancing-

glamorous, the

Swim

and seamless backs, their beautiful patterns and jeweled colors—
you have the way to the body beaugoddesslike! The
alluring
tiful
. .

. . .

Grand
Philadelphia
Opera Company, and now the Metropolitan, in New York. He has recently been
the

awarded the Columbia medal for

in their

backs, their mould-

lots

three sisters comprise his family; he is not
married. His career began as an operatic
singer in Italv. Since then, he has been
of

the brilliant

ing fabrics, their seamless side mail-

Erna W. Nino Martini was born in Verona. Italv. His father died when Nino
was in his early 'teens. His mother and

member

artful,

Suits of B.V. D.I For

evening gown

Lady."

a

— glorify^

&hat feminine form divine with the

"Ben Hur,"

.

Corporation, Empire State

B. V. D.

Building,

New

York

City.

distin-

guished contribution to radio art. He has
appeared in several pictures, his first starring film being "Here's to Romance."
Rated his best, "The Gay Desperado."

June

W. William Henry appeared

______

in his

And

at the ripe old age of 8!
plaved bits all the time he attended school.

first

film

In 1927 he entered Punaho College at
Honolulu and remained through one term.
Then he presented shows at University
of Hawaii Little Theatre. He has been
appearing regularly on the screen since
1933. Following are listed a few of the
pictures in which he has had parts: "The

Worst

Woman

in

"Coming Out
"The Thin Man,"

Paris,"

Party," "Operator 13."
"China Seas," "Exclusive Story," and
"Tarzan Escapes." Address Richard Cromwell at Columbia Studio, Hollywood, Cali-

I

1

v

.

_

look of a lovely "handknit" with contrasting straps
tying in "double bow" belt,
$8.95. Maillot model, $7.95
Copyright 1937. The B.

The

B.V.D.
Reg. U.

S.Pat.OfT^j

-t --n
D.'s
B.V.
i-.

»

_•_!_«
"Crosstide"

_.*_:<
stitch

with adjustable rope straps
controlling pennant patterned
uplift, $4.95. Skirted, $5.95.

V. D. Corporation

• Seamless Sides and Backs
• Silhouetting Fabrics

• Extra Seat Fullness

FOR THE BODY BEAUTIFUL

fornia.

{Please turn to page 11)
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SCREENLAND'S

Crossword Puzzle
By Alma Tailey

ACROSS
1.

5.

10.

Hero in "Espionage"
His new one is "Captains
Courageous"
Singing star of "That Girl

From Paris"
14. Shanty
15. Juliet's
16. Author

Put sweet, ripe color on your lips— by
means.

It thrills!...

—lips must be

But remember,

soft,

not

all

too, that

dry— smooth, not

rough. Only smooth lips tempt romance.

Avoid Lipstick Parching.
using Coty "Sub-Deb."

It

warm

color by

contains a special

softening ingredient, "Theobroma." Because

of

its

soft

soothing presence, your lips are kept

and smooth. In

five indelible

New! "Air Spun" Rouge— 50$.
air blend

its

shades.

Torrents of

colors to life-like subtlety.

COTY
SUB-DEB LIPSTICK 50*
Precious protection!... Coty melts eight drops
of "Theobroma" into every "Sub-Deb" Lip.
stick. This guards against lipstick parching

18.
19.

Mineral spring

Came up

Star of

A

character

56.

59.
60.

89

cast

ac-

To make
To soak in

Star of

"Cafe Metropole"

"The Holy

(in

Prefix meaning three
Astaire's dancing partner

opposite of me
Postscript (abbrev.)
Fur bearing animal
Famous Ibsen heroine
Doll's House" )

The former
de

la

Piece of

bedroom furniture
in

Boy"

give pleasure to
Small children

Odor

Exclamation
On the ocean

A

One hundred and one

"Girl Loves

former wife of John Gilbert

Biblical

(abbrev.)

To behold
Compass point
Note

("The

of the scale

Upward
Paid notice (abbrev.)

Answer

To

Heroine

(a

de la

Exclamation
Printers' measure

Chan

Is

Marquise

Falaise

Coudray

Tune

Steele

—

'You
movie)

Business firm
Cereal

penny

The

Grabs
Thoroughfare (abbrev.)

"Nancy

"Maytime"
Only Live

Co-star of

Midday

Live

Agrees
Deity

in

Missing"

dressed in
'

Dined

Charlie

in a French movie
Exclamation

Villain

Above

A

liquij

And,

Terror"

Pauper'
Take food
Sea
That thing
Large scissors
Fuss
Therefore

Salem"

Ginger's co-star

Swede comic
and The

of

"Winterset"

Epoch

DOWN
Is

setting (as jewels)

"Maid

Soon
Star of

Lairs

Tom's

"Uncle

of

to

Last Month's Puzzle

Featured actor in "Call

pronoun

man

Religious title for
Seed container

It

A Day"

His new one

Mrs. Joel McCrea
62. Yours and mine
63. He's married to Ruby Keeler
64.
66.
69.
70.
72.
73.
75.
76.

is

Great Lover

20. Hard shelled fruit
22. Trolley car
23. Star of "The Prince

27.
29.
30.
32.
33.
35.
37.
39.
40.
42.
43.
44.
46.
49.
51.
53.
55.

actor

cording to this
Indian wigwam

Scope
He's not afraid of the big bad
wolf

is

"Shall

We

Dance?"
Wandered
Uneven
Receded (as tide)

Dry
Severe

To bite
The screen's

trial

Sun god
Star of

"Marked

Woman"

An

newest

"Camille"
This

Leather strap
To grant
His new one
to

always shines in

California

Slang for
is

"Fifty Roads

Town"

78. Beast of burden
80. Small deer (plural)

10

Changes

Sharp

Cabin"

-'5.

Get protection along with

Command

SCREENLAND

all right

Meadow
Abbreviation

for

right

She's featured in

"Good Old Soak"

dsn nna wraas Hmoa
sob hhk awsm
@E EEQHa gSSCl HUB
stanse ehh amaH raa

HIKES HffiBSHiira

HHHllHlS L13E flEEHHB

Continued from page 9
Mrs. T. C. M. It was Irene Dunne who
"Cimplaved the leading woman's role in
niaron," with Richard Dix. Barbara Stanwyck 'received her first screen test and
motion picture contract when she was playon the Broadway stage in "Burlesque."
ing

Babcc E. Frankie Darrow's first picture
Paramount
was "The Rainbow Man," a
pictures
picture released in 1929. His later
''Three
were "The Payoff," Warner Bros.
"UnwelKids and a Queen." Universal;
Ameche
come Stranger," Columbia. Don
Century-Fox. Write their stuis with 20th
of Don.
in Hollywood for a picture
;

dio

Mildred
fectly

in

agree with you perabout Brian
s"ay
he deserts the screen

M.

Yes,

I

all

that

you

\herne. But you see,
which
every now and again for the stage,
pictures.
accounts for the lapses between
1902. He has
He was born in England
applaved on the English stage and also
into
peared in English films". He first came
prominence in America in 1933 playing
of
opposite Marlene Dietrich in "Song
Songs." Since then he played Mercutto
Katharine Cornell's stage production of
"Romeo and Juliet." His last picture was
"Beloved Enemy" opposite Merle Oberon.
He is 6 feet 2 inches tall and has brown
more.'
hair and blue eyes. Anything

m

m

1

Tom Brown was born in New
January 6, 1913. He is 5 feet 9
blue
inches tall, weighs 155 pounds, has
New
eyes and brown hair. He attended the
York Professional Children's School. Both
he also
of his parents are on the stage;
Louise A.

York

City,

his
plaved in several stage plays, before
app'earance on the screen, to say nothing
recreation is
of his radio programs! His
swimming, hiking, if and when!

June J. Donald Duck? He is a grand
to
character, isn't he? Suppose you write
Walt Disney to get the lowdown on that
knowfellow, Donald. Mr. Disney will
he was born and where, the color of

SEA, this mild menthol smoke is a tonic
-* to hot, tired throats. The
tiny bit of menthol cools and
refreshes, yet never interferes with the full-bodied flavor of KODLS
pack,
fine Turkish-Domestic blend. A coupon comes with each

IIKE

A WEEK BY THE

good in the U. S. A. for beautiful, useful premiums. (Extra
coupons in every carton.) Your throat needs a vacation, too! Get
away from the heat, and head into a pack of KODLS today!
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Box 599, Louisville, Ky.

when

and "eyes; if he is married,
and whether or not he answers his fan
Selzmckmail. Address Alan Marshall,
International, Hollywood, California.

his

.

feathers

.

/

~-

TUNE IN Tommy Dorsey's Orch. & Morton Bowe,
NBC Blue Network, Fridays 10 P. M., E. D. S. T.

Constant Reader. You are right about
Sid Silvers in "Trans- Atlantic Merry-Go-

Remember how funny he looked
uniform? The picture was released
through United Artists'.
(Please turn to page 13)

Round."
in that

SAVE COUPONS

— De Luxe

Bridge Table

.

inlaid. Sturdy.

750 coupons. Plain model, 500 coupons

Maureen
sail

in

a

O'Sullivan,

natty

ali

set for a

sea-going

outfit.

.

MANY HANDSOME NEW PREMIUMS

.

FREE. Write for illustrated 28-page
B & W premium booklet. No. 14

front.

—

Hammond. Walnut
Clock
110V. 60 cycle AC. 375 coupons

Electric

RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES... ALSO CARRY B &

SCREENLAND

W

COUPONS
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There

Wings
Over

Goes

My

Girl

TAGGING

RKORadio

Sothern and Gene Raymond teamed
this time as a girl and boy reporter, in love
of course, but prevented from marrying by
Ann's boss. Some amusing situations and
fairly bright dialogue compensate somewhat for the weaknesses of a pallid and
unconvincing story. Frank Jenks, Joan
Woodbury, Gordon Jones, Richard Lane,
Maria Shelton, Maxine Jennings, Bradley
Page and Alec Craig give good support.

Ann

Turn
Off the

Moon

the

TALKIES

Delight Evans' Reviews

on Pages 52-53

Honolulu
Universal

Enlivened by

realistic

and often very ex-

citing aviation episodes, this study of the
domestic difficulties of a bride to become
adjusted to the social life at a naval base,
has much to recommend it as the sort of

entertainment most film-goers demand. Ray
Milland, Wendy Barrie, William Gargan
and Polly Rowles in the featured roles give
the central characters decided appeal. It's
pleasing entertainment, from first to last.

The
Lady

Slim

Escapes
Warners

Paramount

20th

Cen-

tury-Fox

Something light for evenings heavy with
summer's sultriness. It's the boy and girl
again, getting their chance to be stars
again. But the routine arrangement carries
on with success as amusement because of

The theme of this is definitely on the
French farce side, but the film somehow
fails to hit the right pace, and the result
is a picture only moderately entertaining,

pleasant handling in production, nice tunes,
and good acting jobs by Charles Ruggles,

and there during the course of the play.
Gloria Stuart, Michael Whalen, George
Sanders and June Brewster are the leading players, with Gloria and Michael as
newlyweds who divorce and then make-up.

Eleanore Whitney, Johnny Downs, Ben
Blue, Marjorie Gateson plus some pretty
good songs for Kenny Baker to put over.

—

for all the bright spots interpolated here

Romantic melodrama spun around the
and loves, of the brave linesmen who
do and dare, and sometimes die, to string
wires that carry electricity into our homes
and factories. It's ruggedly interesting, with
Pat O'Brien, Henry Fonda, and Margaret
Lindsay working out a three-cornered love
story, and J. Farrell McDonald, Stuart
Erwin, Dick Pureed, Craig Reynolds and
others lending effective support. Very good.
lives,

You

They

Can't

Pick a

Beat

Star

Gave
Him a
Gun

Love

M-G-M
RKO-

M-G-M

Radio

We

must say we like Preston Foster in
top hat and tails, even when he's digging
ditches which is precisely what happens in
number about
highly entertaining
this
Preston involved in a political situation. He
wins the respect of labor followers by
digging, well and lustily for all his starched
shirt. Joan Fontaine gives evidence she's
well launched on a successful career as
leading lady of a very good cast. Nice film.

—

Yes, pick any star in this aggregation
and you have one who knows how to make
you laugh. Look at 'em Patsy Kelly, Jack
Haley, Mischa Auer, Laurel and Hardy,
Lyda Roberti plus Rosina Lawrence and
many other personable players. It's about
:

fame out to make good
Hollywood, and no punches pulled when
the mood to clown comes over these comics.
Gusty stuff, shooting straight for laughs.
aspirants to screen
in

Life behind the front in the

World War,

and its consequences for those who later
must adjust themselves to peace-time conditions. Spencer Tracy scores with a vital
characterization of a hard-boiled doughboy
Gladys George, lovely to look at, registers
as the Red Cross nurse, and Franchot Tone
;

plays with his usual finish in the role of
Tracy's friend and regimental buddy. Good
melodramatic fare if you can take it.

—

Holly-

Borde

Hotel

wood

Cowboy

Cafe

Haywire

RKOParamount

RKO-

Radio

Radio

A

rather

amusing

little

—

number,

that

should have been funnier because Lynne
Overman, Akim Tamiroff, and Spring Byington are in it. It shows us a mixup with
a country dentist and his wife consulting
an astrologist about the crash of their
matrimonial bliss after twenty years of

wedded happiness. Mary Carlisle and John
Patterson as young lovers are indirectly involved

in farcical events

12

taking place here

You people who don't get to see westerns
very often, had better have a look at what's
going on. And for an eye-opener as to how
much real fun and genuine entertainment
the ace action boys are putting on, we adyou to see this perfectly swell George
O'Brien show. The best of shoot-'em-up
western stuff is blended with real laughs
smart humor, too. Cecilia Parker, Maude
Edburne and others are fine. It's good.
vise

Fringing on the Western formula, but
modernized by the injection of a gangster
element, this picture moves right along,
with plenty of action, romance, and some
sprightly comedy sequences to contrast with
the melodrama of the piece. John Beal,
Armida, and Harry Carey are featured, and
play their parts nicely indeed. George Irving,
J.
in

Carrol Naish and Leona Roberts are good
the prominent supporting roles. Action

Romance

partners.

Conrad Nagel
a new team.

and Eleanor Hunt are

Continued from page

I

I

Aileen C. K. "It Happened One Night"
was a grand picture. It was based on Samuel Hopkins Adam's Cosmopolitan Magazine story and directed by Frank Capra.
The screen treatment was done by Robert
Riskin.

V. E. C. Helen Morgan, it may interest
you to know, played the role of Julie in
Zeigfeld's "Showboat" on the New York
stage. The play ran for two years, at the
conclusion of which she shared honors with
Maurice Chevalier at the reopening of the
Zeigfeld Roof. Later she appeared on the
screen, and of course, in the screen version of "Showboat," played her original
role of Julie.

Asther is in Europe
So that is the reason you
have not seen him recently.
Tarrytown.

making

Helen E. Dick Purcell was born in
Greenwich, Conn., August 16, 1900. He was
educated at Fordham College. His stage

it's

from there to
drama; it was while appearing in "Paths
to Glory" that Warner Bros, signed him
on a contract. His pictures include, "Case
of the Velvet Claw," "Bullets or Ballots,"
"King of Hockey," "Slim," and "Public
Wedding." He has blue eyes, brown hair,
5 feet, 11 inches tall. Oh, yes, he plays the
violin, and really plays it

f

tall, handsome, dark man. He
thought a great deal of you at
but he has been estranged.
first

'I see a

—

career began in vaudeville,

own opinion Simone Simon was
born in Marseilles, France, on April 23,
1914. She was studying art when a Russian

merry gatherings, parties but
you do not seem to be present.

"I see

a trip for you
going alone.

f<

"J

— but

see an enemy. She is a
Ifs you, yourself,

you are

lovely blonde.

my

dear!"

!

happened to see her. Shortly,
she found herself playing the role of
Pierrette in "Chanteur Inconnu." The star
was Muratore, the famous opera singer.
Her delightful portrayal of Puck in "Lac
aux Dames" won for her the contract with
20th Century-Fox in August of 1935. Her
most recent picture is the lead in "Seventh
Heaven," with James Stewart.
film director

M. Cesar Romero

6 feet 3 inches
tall, weighs 175 pounds, 30 years of age.
Graduated from Collegiate School, New

York

—

"I see

John Kippy. Good for you for sticking
to your

Gcri

yourself!"

Nils

pictures.

Had

is

and professional
dancing experience. A few of the pictures
in
which he has appeared are, "Good
Fairy," "Thin Man," "Dinner at Eight,"
City.

stage

"She's Dangerous."
Marie Wilson is 20. She has only one pet,
"Frankie," a turtle. Pink is her favorite
color and tuberoses her favorite flower.
She enjoys pingpong and bridge.

"Cardinal

Richelieu,"

a woman
ever has is herself. For it is her own failof which she too
ings which defeat her
often is completely unaware.

The most dangerous enemy

—

experience to meet a
girl who seems to have everything
beauty, brains, personality. And yet one
a fault
personal fault holds her back
with which the social and business worlds
have no patience. The annoying odor of
underarm perspiration on person and
It's

a

common

—

—

the harder to excuse because it is
so easy to avoid. With Mum!
So quick and easy to use! It takes only
half a minute to use Mum. Just smooth a
quick fingertipful under each arm
is

—

MUM

No

waiting for

it

Mum

any
Harmless to clothing. Use
time, before dressing or afterwards. For
has been
it's harmless to clothing.
awarded the Textile Approval Seal of
the American Institute of Laundering as

Mum

being harmless to fabrics.
Soothing to skin. You'll like this about
Mum, too you can use it on the most
delicate skin right after shaving your
underarms. It soothes and cools.

—

Lasts all day. Use Mum in the morning
and you're safe for ail day long!
Does not prevent natural perspiration.

this is important! You can always
to prevent every trace of
count on
unpleasant body odor and yet it doesn't
interfere with natural perspiration.
Protect that niceness of person which
is such an important part of success, by
habit. Bristol-Myers Co.,
the daily
630 Fifth Ave., New York.

And

Mum

Mum

FOR SANITARY

clothing.
It

that's all there is to it!
to dry; no rinsing off.

NAPKINS

there's

nothing quite so
effective asMuni
and so com-

—

forting to

your

peace of mind!

TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
SCREENLAND
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Glamor girls and great lovers step aside, as
the cheers of letter writers call Hugh Herbert
to take a bow. Hugh brings his big banjo and
more fun than three fiddlers brought Old
King Cole.

TESTS 2 TALCUMS

TV

7

VS.

See /oveiy JEAN PARKER in Columbia
Picture "Life Begins With Love"!

Likes Both -Prefers

"Y"

Jean Parker tries both powders in plain white

—

"Y" the new mavis,
mildly scented. Other lovely stars choose
"X" the original MAVIS, fully scented.
MAVIS flatters your skin like a glamorous

boxes. She chooses

Salutes

—

powder.

face

hours

—

lasts!

—

Spreads evenly clings for
leaves a bewitching fragrance that

MAVIS cools, soothes and refreshes.

and Snubs

NEW! MILDLY SCENTED MAVIS
Created for the woman who prefers a lightly
perfumed talcum. 33- hole needle-spray top
showers body with light film of powder more
effectively than old-fashioned powder puffs.

HUGH AND LAUGH!

ED EE

Generous size trial package. Ask
TILL for either regular or mildly

scented MAVIS. Write to Vivaudou, Dept.
101, Long Island City, N. Y. Offer not good
after Aug. 25th. Get your FREE MAVIS now!

—

ing asked, I think Hugh is Hollywood's
greatest gift to laugh-lovers. He even deals
out laughs with those eloquently expressive

hands of

—

actor a "real" bad man
To
Peter Lorre, therefore, a Salute However
mean the role portrayed, his personality
has made a character that makes us feel
excellent

Here's a grand salute to a grand and
jolly fellow
Hugh Herbert, of course.
Venturing to give my opinion without be-

whatever

else

is,

it's

real

Danforth.

Wolfeboro, N. H.

his.

17

University

ENDURING TEMPLE
Court,

South Orange, N.

Glamor
J.

JANET MARCHES ON
Winsome

Janet Gaynor is again the
great girl star she was for so long.
Graciously she has stepped aside for a
worthy successor to her girlish roles, and
particularly the role that made her and
Charles Farrell so famous' and who but
Errol Flynn and Olivia de Havilland can
honestly take their place?
M. D. Morris,

fades,

West Union, W. Va.

THAT VERY GOOD BADDIE
After seeing him in his recent pictures,
particularly "Nancy Steele is Missing," I
would like to register applause for an

NOW

new

trends of acting are

even stars rise and fall, but
Shirley Temple's popularity continues" to
register ace-high on
the barometer of
initiated,

'

success. Natural, unaffected
that she is, beloved by young
she's a game little trouper.

little

and

darling

old, alike,

Mrs. Bertha G. McDowell,
Ronceverte, W. Va.

—

WHO
It

MAKES THE STARS?

said that the public
If that is so, I'd use

is

makes the

my

share of
such power to make Fernand Gravet the
most popular star in Hollywood. I liked
stars.

him

so

much

Girl" that

I

in "King and the Chorus
saw the picture twice.

Mary

Nell McKelley.
Dyersburg, Tenn.

YOU'RE TALKING TO HOLLYWOOD!

Say what you will, your ideas about Hollywood's pictures and picture stars are matters of importance
to producers as weil as actors, and interesting to your fellow screen patrons. So whatever you have to
say, send it along in a letter to this department. Please try to restrict letters to fifty words, but send
as many as you please, in one or many envelopes. Address them to: Letter Dept., Screenlana
45

14

it

Elsie

Miss Mae Hoja,

Two lovely MAVIS Talcums.
Both will flatter you.
Which one suits your type?

!

!

West

45th

St.,

New

York,

N.

SCREENLAND

Y.

JEANETTE, HERE'S PRAISE

WHEN FINGERS AND TOES

INDEED
hard to imagine a more fascinatingperformance than Jeanette MacDonald's in
"Maytime." Charm, joy, radiance, youthshe just bundled them all up in one fascinating character and turned loose the full
battery of magnetism on us, the audience
and were we caught? I've seen that
happen more often on the stage than in
the movies. Screen stars' are pretty, or
beautiful, or charming, or good actresses,
or what have you, but very seldom do they
possess enough magnetism to reach beyond
the screen, as does many a famous stage
It's

MUST LOOK THEIR

—

BEST.,.

GLAZ O'S J^£^13&

star.

Kathryn Murphy,
36th and Orchard,
Ind.

Indianapolis,

FERNAND FOREVER?
my

vote for Fernand Gravat as
cast
tribute to the most charming new star to
reach Hollywood from foreign shores since
Charles Boyer. I was glad to see Gravet
I

Screenland's Honor Page. And if he
one of our most popular stars within
a year, Screenland and I will both be
wrong. And that just couldn't happen
Ann Thomas,

get

isn't

617 Wenzill Way,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

ALL-TIME FAVORITE
My

favorite screen actor of all time

March. He
and his best

Fredric
of role,

"A

Star
Holiday."

modern

"A

is

Born,"

Even

so,

is

is

is

any type

in

pictures, I think, are

and "Death Takes a
I

such as
Born."

roles

Star

good

him

best

in

Norman Maine

in

like

Ann

Wagstaff,
727 Lowell

St.,

Dallas, Tex.

SALUTE TO SINCERITY
I

want

tions

to

Bogart,

offer my sincere congratulaDavis and Humphrey
Bette
for their fine performances in
to

"Marked Woman."
A. F. Werner,
Elizabeth,

BUT

N.

J.

—THERE'S

ONLY ONE
FLYNN

It was rather swell of Errol Flynn to
be willing to play second fiddle in "The
Prince and the Pauper." However, those
terrific Mauch Twins to the contrary notwithstanding, if others feel as I do, there'
be much disappointment that there isn't
more of Errol in the picture.
Ellen W. Barkdull,
5247 Florence Ave.,
Philadelphia, Pa

But

¥/Ae fiewefifclove&edt'

never suspect

rates
forget his

Elsie

—

Mae

Hall,
Coats, Kan.

ANSWER YES OR NO!
Can anyone question that, with the right
pictures, Tony Martin could become a great
popular success. This young man has the
good looks, acting ability and personality
that
to

goes to

make

a screen star.

Here's

you Tony Martin!

Jayne Brooks,
505 E. Seventh St.,
Wilston, O.

Billie

how

fascinating your fin-

shades persuade you. That's

Dick Foran,
rounds of applause who can
rugged individuality in that
gripping "Black Legion" picture? Although
I've seen and enjoyed Dick's acting in
quite a few westerns, I Salute particularly
his work in "Black Legion."
I'd like to lead a cheer for

from Glazo means honest

gertips can be until Glazo's misty, smoky-

ALL FOR FORAN
who

flattery

admiration from beaus and escorts. So
why resist its blandishments? You'll

why

smart

everywhere are losing their hearts
and pledging their hands to Glazo.
girls

Beware, young women! Unscrupulous flatterers of any
Glazo's beguiling
shades.
set,
.

.

.

hand are

modern "Misty"

Old Rose, Thistle, Rust and Rus-

Suntan, Dahlia, Imperial

these

Red

Complimentary Colors

have a way with them ... a way of
adding new beauty to your manicure— and your pedicure.

GLAZO
Screenland

A smooth article, all right, is Glazo—
satin-smooth on the

nail, for several extra

days of wear. But for

all that,

a "sun-fast"

whose charm doesn't fade,
whose flattery doesn't grow a bit
friend,

"thick" with lingering in the bottle.

And one that,

at

25 cents, has

a care for your pocketbook.

necwre
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T//e highest

. , .

the lowest men

The Seven Seas have
MUTINY!
.

,

.

.

ever

known

Gold-mad, blood-mad cutthroats

defying the gallows

a love that dared a

.

.

doomed

unless they smash

honeymoon of horror!

NEVER BEFORE SUCH A MIGHTY SEA- SPECTACLE!

MEYER AGAIN SUCH A STRANGE LOVE STORY!

Earner

BiAXTER
Elizabeth

2 Oth Century-Fox Sets the
Sets the Pace.

Style.

.

.

.

GEORGE SANDERS • JANE DARWELL

GREAT

Entertainment! You loved you

for

—

— "On the Avenue",
"Wake Up and Live", "Cafe

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT

cheered

Metropole", "This

is

My

GARNETT

Directed by TAY
Associate Producer Nunnally Johnson

Now expect even
greater thrills from even
Affair".

greater hits I

Based on a Novel by George S. King
F. ZANUCK In Charge of Production

DARRYL
16

ALLAN

SCREENLAND

An Open
to

Greetings!
How does it feel to be the new champion of
Hollywood? Or are you punch-drunk? Nobody could
blame you if you were groggy from this sudden suc-

— or

you're where Robert Taylor was
and Tyrone Power after
Obsession"
after "Magnificent
"Lloyds of London." If anything, you're already more
securely established than either of these boys after

cess

right

now

their first hits; for your performance in "Kid Galahad"
not only won you feminine applause, but masculine

approval; which latter
boost Bob to a greater
extent,
lesser,

why,

and Tyrone
still

That's
Morris, I
you as the

lack.

Wayne

hereby hail

to a

luckiest find in film hisYes, I mean it.

tory.

Wayne

Morris

word "lucky." But it's true.
Suppose you'd happened along a few years ago before

You may

DEAR KID GALAHAD:

Letter

resent that

screen audiences apparently agreed that "Latins are
lousy lovers." Sleek-haired, sloe-eyed young men were
the vogue, before the reaction set in. If you had attempted to break in then, you might have been given
a few small parts, but ten to one with your rugged,
American ways you'd have ended playing third assistant palookas in serials.

Suppose, too, you'd tried

same time Gary Cooper was
looming on the horizon. I suspect you might have been
dismissed with a shrug and a curt, "Sorry, kid, we
you're too much the Cooper type." As
can't use you
a matter of fact, a tall, wholesome young man named
Lane Chandler had the misfortune to be a newcomer
simultaneously with Gary. I remember Cooper and
Chandler were a lot alike, and played in several
which turned out to be fatal for
pictures together
Chandler; for Gary got all the good parts, the fame,
the fortune. His look-alike, Lane Chandler, last I
to crash

Hollywood

at the

—

—

heard, was still playing bits.
The point is, you hit it right; right time, place,
part, picture. We welcome you because you're the
first rugged individualist since Clark Gable. The two
new current heart-throbs, Taylor and Power, are
more romantic than rugged. Perhaps it was about time
for another "typical American boy" to come along.

And you

did.

Please don't misunderstand me. I'm not trying to
detract from your genuinely good work in "Kid
Galahad." I know of no other actor who could have

played that part with your whole-souled sincerity,
your wholesome appeal, your awkward strength. You
had never boxed before they put the gloves on you
for "Galahad," but before you were through your
powerful right had the men in the cast plenty worried,
played
as Eddie Robinson reported to me. Perhaps you
that part with its naivete, its homespun reality, so
still a small-town boy.
change you much.
won't
success
Something tells me
novels rather than
Kelland's
Bud
like
you
admit
You
weightier tomes; you hate orchids; but best of all, you
keep a good-luck charm stuck in the lid of your
make-up box. It's a Jewish prayer, and you don't

well because at heart you're

New champ! Since
"Kid Galahad"
Wayne Morris is
looming large on the

Hollywood horizon
boy packs a
the
and seems
punch,
set to be one of our
or
Gables
future
Gary Coopers.

exactly what it means; but you wouldn't throw
away for anything. I like that.

know
it

By Elizabeth

The Hostess: Joan
Crawford Tone. This
the smile of welshe gives her
the
guests.
Right,
the beautisetting
swimming pool
ful
where Joan's parties
begin,
and
usually

is

come

—

sometimes end.

Joan Crawford gives a party, and we go!
You'll be greeted by the famous glamor
off-guard, you'll meet the Gary
girl
Coopers, Barbara and Bob, the Boyers
—but come along and see who else!
a whimsical old fallacy going about HollyTHERE'S
invited to
wood, and Boston too, that when one
is

dine at Joan Crawford's one simply dresses to the
teeth. White tie and tails, swirling chiffons, diamond

up to here, all that sort of thing. "And chi-chi
no end," people who have never dined at Joan's are wont
to say offhand, "place cards, my clear, and electric lights
!"
in the dessert. But really
by all this, but only mildly.
amused
mildly
is
Joan
Sometimes her amusement is so mild that she would
bracelets

who gossip about things they
red hot molten lead. "I do nothing more elegant than collect old silver and new freckles,"
says Joan, "and I live as quietly as a mouse with an inferiority complex. How can they say such things?"
Many a movie star has asked that question and received

gladly stuff these people

know nothing about with

no answer. In Hollywood where gossip flourishes like
fungus in a swamp a scandalous remark anent a glamor
girl is considered of no more importance than a comment
about the weather. "I know it isn't true," I once heard
one of those nasty people say when called down by a
resenter after he had spread a bit of first class libel about
18

a famous blonde, "but it's an awfully good way to start a
conversation." No one seems to mind but the movie star.
But as I was saying, or was I, I'm supposed to delight
mankind with my gay goings-on in Hollywood and so if
you'll just wait until I jump into something smart for
$19.95 I'll take you to a dinner party at Joan Tone's. As
a night-outer from way back who has lost none of her
zing with the coming of swing (a lyric), ! have often
snagged an invitation dies Crawford which I heartily
recommend as a dream of a place to spend an evening.
And I must say I have never found anything that slightly
resembled an electric light bulb in my dessert once I
found some whipped cream which I nobly pushed aside
Emily
I have never seen a place card or a white tie, and
Post has never jumped out at me from behind the piano.
sittingI have often missed by the fraction of a second
down on cookie crumbs left behind by cute little threeyear-old Joan Le Sueur who is allergic to eggs and not

—

slips them when Baby isn't
(Baby is what little Joan calls Auntie Joan and
no one knows why.) I have often seen Joan put her elbows on the table and slip a bit of something from her
swore
plate to the dogs. Once she upset her coffee and
have to go
like a lady. Honey, if this is Elegance we'll

supposed to have cookies but
looking.

back for re-takes.

The party we

are about to

move

in

on

is

delightfully

informal and more or less typical of all of Joan's parties. Although a grave girl bordering on the intense at times, Joan
surrounds herself with gay, amusing people and at the first
sound of laughter from her guests she snaps right out of whatever depressing mood she may be in and quickly becomes the
gayest of the gay. It's a warm summer evening so cocktails are
most
served in the garden at the end of the swimming pool (the
beautiful swimming pool in Hollywood unless you are a stickler
equipped
for Harold Lloyd's), from a portable refreshment cart
with all kinds of little gadgets and shelves from whence come
the most delectable canapes, caviar with onions, a little sherry
tomato
for Joan, fruit juices for those who do not drink, and
havone
only
the
I
am
Mercy,
did.
juice for those who do, and

Franchot, always the perfect gentleman even
when he's mad as hell over the tripe he often has to say in pictomato juice
tures, will not let a lady drink alone so joins me in a
stomach.
the
for
surprise
special
with 'a wee dash of tobasco as a
The men are all in sack coats except Cesar Romero who dotes
on white mess jackets. The girls are all in backless dinner
gowns they've worked hard on acquiring that tan and they
don t expect to pass up an opportunity of showing it. Joan has
too
the best. Barbara Stanwyck has the worst. She has been
ing tomato juice

!

—

;

busy rushing from picture to picture this spring and summer
with the
to find time to relax in the sun. She is rather pleased
Affair'
My
"This
Is
called
Taylor
Robert
picture she made with
because she is allowed to dress up (Please turn to page 88)
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Illustrated

by Georgia Warren

o ve
By

HOW

much money have you?" asked

the immigra-

tion officer.

Ferdinand von Schoenbauer bowed from the
two thousand dollars."

waist. "If you please
"Let's see it."

—

The young man was already fumbling in his wallet.
The fingers that presented the bills shook a little.
"Please," he said again, with a second bow. His eyes,
velvet in a thin brown face, glued themselves to
the official's hands as he counted the money.
"O.K. There you are. Your money. Your card."
"I am now permitted to enter?"
"You are now permitted to enter. Next, please."

brown

The passenger extended

his hand, his face lit by a
had something mournful about it.
"I thank you, sir, for your kindness," he said.
The officer cocked a suspicious brow and eyed him for
a moment before taking the proffered hand. "You're
welcome," he said. "Next, please."
brilliant smile that yet

Von Schoenbauer

joined two persons at the ship's rail.
small and swarthy and nondescript looking,
except that his most casual glance seemed to bore straight
through you and come out on the other side. The girl
was a blonde, so distractingly pretty that you thought you

The man was

V CK
I

I

BAUM

must be mistaken in detecting a faint flavor of the alley
about her. They had both been dressed by experts, which
emphasized the effect that their companion had not.
He took out his wallet again, extracted the bills and
handed them to the man, who riffled through them before
placing them in his wallet. "All right, Schony," he said.
"After you land, go to the address I gave you and they'll
arrange for your transportation to the coast. I'll see you
there. You've got the hundred I gave you for expenses?
Hang on to it. Never know where the next one's coming
from."

To Fuller, the agent, this was a stock witticism that
came out automatically. To von Schoenbauer, the actor,
it was bleak fact. Yet he smiled dutifully, as a man must
smile at even the

flat jokes of his benefactor.
should thank you for all I do not know," he
began in his formal English, fluent enough, and rendered
the more piquant by a Viennese accent and occasional
verbal inaccuracies which the third Mrs. Fuller described
as "too cute for words."
Fuller made a large gesture. "Thank the wife. She
spotted you. Matter of fact, Schony, I got you this test
as a honeymoon present to the little woman. Pretty broadminded, what ? And we'll have to do something about that
name of yours. The casting directors'll take one look and

"How

I

The author of "Grand Hotel" achieves a new triumph in this
graphic novel about a sincere and sensitive young actor, cast
adrift in Hollywood through the whim of a capricious woman
20

r

\

Ferdinand joined two persons at the ship's rail, extracted from his wallet the money he had borrowed, and
should thank you," he said. Fuller made a large gesture. "Thank my wife," he
returned it to Fuller. "How
said. "My sending you to Hollywood is a present to the little woman, she spotted you in that play in Vienna."
I

pick someone they can pronounce. Check with
"

me on

Hollywood
?"
"Check with you
"Oh, stop pestering the poor boy," Elaine Fuller broke
in. "Don't worry, Herr Baron. Joe'll take care of you. I
knew the minute I set eyes on you in Vienna that you
were the Hollywood type. I nudged Joe right away,

that in

I, Joe? And during the almtract, I said: 'Joe, you
simply have to go after that guy, because why shouldn't
you do a little business, even if we are on our honeymoon?' I've got an instinct about actors, haven't I, Joe?
I was born under Sagittarius, you know, and all Sagittarians have an instinct. Only mine happens to be particularly strong when it comes (Please turn to page 72)

didn't
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Rare photographs of Fred MacMurray's childhood are clustered around the best new likeness of him, above. At right,
the family home in Beaver Dam, Wisconsin. Left above, Fred's
looked
first violin, at four. Next, as the current movie idol
when he was only three.

Problem

day Fred MacMurray
since the
EVER
Hollywood, people have been saying the same thing
arrived in

first

about him
talk

—"He's such a problem

!

He

simply won't

!"

Of course, the film colony said the same about Gary
Cooper for a number of years, too and still do, for that
matter. Fred and Gary are a lot alike in that respect.
Neither of them have ever been given much to small talk,
or what is commonly referred to in Hollywood as "chatter." Neither of these two is physically capable of talking
unless he has something to say. Which, by and large, is
a pretty good failing.
On the other hand, this inarticulateness of which they
have both been accused is prompted by quite different
motives. Often, when Gary is asked a simple question, he
has felt it should be carefully mulled over in his mind
before he answers. But with Fred it's another matter.
Nine times out of ten the reason Fred leaves you hanging

—

because he's scared to death!
in mid-air
This shyness, or self-consciousness, or whatever you
want to call it, isn't anything new with Fred. Back in the
old high school days in Beaver Dam, many and many a
time Fred was seized with the horrible realization that he
had suddenly become the center of activity and found
himself standing before a large auditorium full of kids,
completely tongue-tied and speechless. Even the most
simple oral recitation would bring large beads of perspiration out on the attractive MacMurray brow, and he'd
blow up completely. He could write it out on paper without any hesitation, but just let someone ask him to recite
a line of poetry, and he was finished
is
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I even used to blush !" Fred admitted, looking
intently across the luncheon table in the Paramount
commissary. Then he burst into that sudden chuckle of

"Gosh,

at

me

his.
I graduated from the 8th Grade in
School," he reminisced. "We had some kind
of an oratorical contest. I had to get up and recite a great
big long thing, something about
'Fifty years ago in a lonely garret in the city

"I

remember when

Grammar

London lay a dying man.
clothed in long military boots
of

Flis

legs

were

'

"Isn't it wonderful how I can remember that?" he
chuckled again. "Couldn't remember it then!"

did you do?" I wanted to know.
looked over in the corner where the prompter
was standing, but I couldn't hear what he was saying.

"What
"Well,

So

I

I quit."

"How

do you mean, 'you quit'?" I pursued.
Fred shrugged: "Just sat down, I guess. Then my
mother came up to get me and we went home."
Just like that! Personally, I think Fred had a great
deal of common sense at that early age to have the courage to sit down. Most kids would have run pell-mell off
the stage amid shouts of laughter. But you can't laugh
quite so heartily at someone who just quits when he

Hollywood says about Fred MacN/iurray,
simply won't talk!" But
such a problem

—

story you'll read, for the
for Fred's reticence

—

first

in fact,

He
in

s

this

time, the reasons

MacMurray

talks!

By
Virginia

Wood

Triumphant trumpeteer, MacMurray, above, today. Left, when
he was an unknown in "Roberta," on the New York stage.
You can identify George Murphy at left in this group, Fred
at right. Upper left, at the age of four Fred goes for a
drive

with

Grandpa Martin.

making fewer and fewer mistakes. Before

knows he's had enough, is through, has no more
"Funny thing," Fred went on, swiping one

to say.
of
cigarettes and muttering something about leaving his on
the set, "I never used to get a bit self-conscious at foot-

my

had anything to say,

games or things like that. If I
I'd get up and speak right out."
At that moment, the waitress came up

ball

to take

our

you going

that.

And

mind playing with the school orchestra, either,
solos got me down I remember the
saxophone
those
but
the
first one I had to do. Had to borrow a dress suit for
occasion. People said I looked kinda scared, but I got
!

it

somehow. Guess

it

was because

I'd

been

practicing the number for weeks before the show and I
couldn't go wrong!"
"I didn't get any better, either," he went on. "I remember when I was eighteen I got a job at Carson Pirie
Scott's department store in Chicago. I was petrified that
departfirst day. Fortunately, they put me in the sports
I besoon
Pretty
sweaters.
and
clubs
golf
selling
ment,

gan

to

you have

is

that

if

you do

it

often enough, you'll

!"

a bad way to look at it, when you stop to
Just how you're supposed to work up to
the act of tackling your job is something that Fred
wouldn't be able to tell you. All he knows is that he's

Which

isn't

it.

in and done the best he's known how. Which is
you can ask of anyone.
"Never forget when I first started to work in 'The
Gilded Lily,' " he went on. "You know how I was ready
to pack up and leave after the third day. I thought I was
so bad I never could be any better. And then I heard
someone say everything I did looked so 'natural.' I was
I've always
the most surprised person in Hollywood
tried to remember that and keep hoping that if I make a
mistake, maybe no one will notice it as much as I think

barbed
all

again.
"I didn't

through with

there,

—

tion

think about

to have ?" he inquired. Fred alorders something different!
then
ways does
The lunch problem settled, Fred gave me his attention

are

left

get better

luncheon order.

"What

I

they even put me in the suit department to help out on
rush days and Saturdays.
"I think it's just that anything new scares me off before I even get started. The only thing you have to realize
is that if you've got something to do, the only way is just
and the only consolato do it. If you're bad, you're bad

realize

it

wasn't

so hard, after

all,

and

I

was

!

they

will.

—

much, he
find that pictures don't bother me
first day on a new picture is the
lines and there are a lot of
worst. If I blow up in
extras on the set, it takes me (Please turn to page 94)

"Now

I

chuckled again. "The

my
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Stars'

c omp exes
Quoting Noel Coward:

"It

must be

fas-

cinating work, unearthing everybody's
rattling little skeletons."

We

can, and

see

in

this

piquant story which pries

we

—

dell,

right,

must be

try-

ing to iron out the kinks

her complex, judging
by her rapt expression.
Clark Sable, however,
in

laughs

N

MY

his

off.

simple neurotic way I have been toying about a
with complexes, and am delighted to report

bit lately

I find that Hollywood is tied in knots.
Psychiatrists say that every person, including

that

the

morons, has an avoidance complex. Every person dreads
to pass some place, maybe a building or a house or an
area, where he has experienced unhappiness, and when
he is forced to pass said place he sinks into a mood so
black that not even a champagne cocktail and Myrna
Loy can bring him out of it. I think that the psychiatrists
have got something there, something that I might use in
my own business it might be interesting to know that
the screen's great lover avoids balconies, and why. But
before I go delving into the minds of my poor wretched
victims, the movie stars, a few words about psychiatry.
My knowledge of the subject might be rather quaintly
summed up in a line from Noel Coward's play "The
Astounded Heart." Says Leonora, "Psychiatrist is only
a word to me
it's nothing to do with bone setting, is it ?"
;

—
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did, as you'll

movie favorites

By Liza

Looting above at Doro-

you can

it!

into the minds of

thy Lamour, you wouldn't
believe she has a care
or complex in the world.
But she has
read our
story and learn what her
complex is. Joan Blon-

It is, if

get

"Panther

Woman"

discerning people who foresee tomorrow's
THOSE
Gail Patrick
front row favorites are convinced
that

is

now

set to follow right in the footsteps of

Craw-

Gail

in

ford Colbert, and Lombard. And
and frebeing chic and cool in picture after picture,
duty, Gail
quently given to suave villainies in her line of
ranks. In
has emphatically emerged from the average
she is
human
warmly
be
to
her
allowing
are
that
roles
disto
bound
is
that
punch
demonstrating a patrician
Gail, I discovered other extraordinary
The siren who has gone sympathetic
her.
about
things
friends in the background
is the college girl who thanks
first steps to stardomtrying
the
her
up
helping
for
character as well as color, courage rather than

But meeting

possesses
boldness.
\lso one learns
grandest sense of
.tell on herself is

Hollvwood moon.

,

from meeting

Gail that she has the

humor— about herself. To hear her
more fun than I've had in many a
.

,

friends
easy to be sarcastic, to be witty about
that as well as I.
know
You
present.
aren't
they
when
yourself you
But when vou can grin frequently about
It's

strange career story of
Patrick, graphically told here

That's the

no wonder! After

tinguish her.

into Patrician

all

its

colorful phases

By Ben

Maddox

possess a trait that is practically irresistible. In the comGail
plicated process of becoming theatrically famous,
seems autohasn't acquired that elegance complex which
matically to accompany most rises in Hollywood.
Back in Birmingham, Alabama, Gail was Margaret
a
Fitzpatrick, typical Southern belle. Her parents had
rambling, comfortable house where all the gang pre-

up,'^
ferred to gather. "My older brother brought me
brother."
younger
my
up
brought
1
"and
explains,
Gail
Not literally speaking, but so far as learning to mix
her to
well was concerned. The elder brother preceded

College, there in Birmingham, and "smootheJ
for me!"
approach
the
attracGail didn't need any special nursing. She was
Zeta
Delta
of
sisters
astute
The
bright.
and
peppy,
tive,
knew a nugget when they saw one and pledged her to
shows and pertheir sorority. She tried out for college

Howard

formed effectively. When she decided to play basketball
varsity. College
she ended up as captain of the women's

Humor

The gorgeous girl at right, and above
with Jack Benny in a scene from her
new picture, "Artists and Models," was
once the shy newcomer pictured with
Gary Cooper, below. Yes, Sail Patrick.

selected her as one of (Please turn to page 8j)

Tested

in

the

fires

of

the

Hollywood crucible, these acwill never forget experiences they faced on the way
up. Tom Brown, Henry Fonda,
and Robert Taylor, at right,
each went through the flames.

tors

you want

to

know what

hell is like,

become a movie

IFstar.
I've gained this odd fact from the players themselves,
so yon might say it is quite bona fide. Various ones have
told me the same thing. Hollywood, they say, is hell.

Just like that.
They agree that the town is all right. But entering
pictures, becoming popular, attaining fame, are only the
harbingers of danger. No matter how steady an actor
is, he must invariably pass through a phase of Hollywood
life that is truly infernal. The test usually starts at the
beginning. The aspirant goes hungry. It is said that a
man's strength rests with his stomach. For food a chap
is liable to do anything.
Many players give in when the fight gets too fierce.
If the player succumbs, he's done for.
haywire existence and a swift fade-out are his punishments.
might
recall poor John Gilbert. Others, too, whom it is kinder
not to mention since they are not yet physically dead.
Of course each one goes through his own individual
hell in Hollywood. He doesn't emerge exactly unscathed,
either. During the fiery struggle he loses something
fine old piece of dross
but becomes more definite and

A

We

—

—

splendid.

Before mentioning those that have won out, let us
regard particularly two newcomers, Robert Taylor and
Tyrone Power, who are just on the hot brink of yes,
hell. Their film standings seem solid and prospering. Yet
already these young men are facing grave dangers. They
have to look at each step before they take it.

—

They are level-headed. They know Hollywood all too
well
yes, too well. They are very honest. Yet they know,
as I do, that they are on the edge of precipitous ground.
In short, they are about to pass through the hottest part
of Hollywood's infernal ordeal. The two handsome fellas
have the stamina, but

—

Bob is no fly-by-night. His success has come through
honest work. Yet honesty by no means stops Hollywood
from testing each of her children. While making
"Camille," he felt himself about to get caught. You know
those thousand and one little things which torment a
rising star
rumors; gossip; not knowing what to do
for the best; distrust of people; the tinge of fear Hollywood exudes when she starts after you.
With a week-end free from schedule, Bob cleared
out of town. From the set, he went direct to the local air
_

—

port.

His secretary-friend, a former college chum, went

with him, so he did not have to fight it out in solitude.
Monday morning, Bob returned, flying in from Utah,

and dandy.
"There was just that dan-

feeling fine

ger sign in the air," he re-

coming

lated.

"I

The

unmistakable

felt

it

that all the nets of Hollywood
were closing in on me. Things
like that do get you. So I decided
to clear out, and get away from

Going into the desert, outLake City, I got rid of
the jitter symptoms."
A worthy son of Doctor Brugh,
it all.

side Salt

—

Bob took a hasty cure for the
time being. How about later on,
girls

? I

doubt that running away

from dear old Hollywood's siren
does any good. Better to look the
old evil right square in the face.
Like Clark Gable. Clark has done
this ever since his success, and
see what a merry lad he is today
in Carole Lombard's company,
or away from it. He said to
Hollywood's infernal test: "Come
on,
you old so-and-so
I've
starved as an extra in your dusty
old rooms! Do your worst!''

—

!

Clark merely laughed at rumors
and worries. And you know that
a laugh in time kills the enemies,
now or any other time.
Bob Taylor is getting his unfair fill of rumor. With the recent
gossip_ about
his
grandfather
being in poverty, followed by his
death,

the

actor

was made

to

appear the cause of both. The
fact that Bob had nothing to do
with any of this, and was not in
the least responsible for his relatives,

went unregarded.

His

first

form of

infernal test took the
Rumors and gos-

attack.

can be laughed at. UnfortuBob and Tyrone, though
very humorous, are not laughing
sip

nately,

HOWL Y W O O
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on.
feeling

Power fought poverty
discouragements to win
out, and now faces other pitTyrone

and

falls.

Warner Baxter, center,
emerged unscathed,

has

not

but

sees

gain

in

the

strife.

Lew Ayres fought on bravely.

By William

H.

McKegg

Hollywood
pet theatre. I had told him of a small
features and
place where, for fifteen cents, you see two
Dante s
various other things. I added that it smelt like
asked, right
Inferno. "After whose picture?" Tyrone
sally.
away. So a mutual liking was established on this
inunattacked on all sides by seductive maidens,

my
boys in private. Alone,
they suffer from sensitiveness. You know, tears
merry
behind smiles.

Now

A

"ha-ha" to hide a couple
of groaning "oh-oh's."
Tyrone Power "ha-ha'd" quite
in
lot, during his early days

.

If he worked, he ate
a substantial meal. If "resting at
liberty," he lived on Hollywood
very
air. And biting air is not

Hollywood.

substantial.

Through that perilous phase,
Tyrone is now facing another
danger. He is at the spot where
by
is susceptible to "lionizing"
the ladyes fayre of movie merit.
Right after "Lloyds of Lon-

he

overheard a 20th Centurytry to persuade him
to throw over a fixed interview
and lunch with her. If I had such

don,"

I

Fox charmer

proposal,

a

know

the interhave to wait. Well,

I

viewer would
at least, I think

so.

worthy boy friend of my
Lord Nelson, Tyrone stood by his

A

He denied the lovely
guns.
maiden, proving that every upand-coming Hollywood actor will
on a similar day do his duty to
his fans.

Prior to his break in "Lloyds,"
said to me "I never want

Tyrone

:

to feel that all this doesn't really
matter. I have always taken act-

ing in deadly earnest. It
life's

work.

thing right.

is

my

want to do everyThat the fans want
I

know something about me

to

is

more than gratifying."
Before "Lloyds" showed us
how gratifying Tyrone could be,
one night he asked
out to dinner. He likewise
wanted to pay a visit with me to

I

recall that

me

Tyrone
dated by invitations to places of importance,
his own
might well have been forgiven for not keeping
noticed
proposed date with me. Indeed, I would not have
of Hollywood's darling
it. Quite used to the invitations
and soul, but
children, I accept them with all my heart
allow them to go in one ear and out the other.
He
Tyrone, of course, is an exception in many ways.

cent theakept his appointment. At that time, my fifteen
made
not
was
"Lloyds"
for
him,
tre did not recognize
smelly show. 1
their
patronized
who
known
they
Had
know they'd raise the price of admission at least a nickle
One person to whom Hollywood has been hell in all
first
ways is Lew Ayres. Lew was a kid of eighteen when
the movie maze.
of
labyrinth
the
brave
to
appeared
he

He was a strange lad, indrawn, secretive, moody. No
for his
one seemed to be his friend. He had no family,
other
married
and
child
was
a
parents separated when he
lived
partners. His grandmother, who brought him up,
far away.

Though he never says so, Lew often went hungry.
He missed so many meals that he became quite slender.
of flesh, so
A diet of eating air rid him of the burdenspirit
so much
the
stimulated
It
he couldn't quote Hamlet.

with his seemingly enlarged luminous, broody eyes,
he resembled John Keats in Italy.
times. Yet never
I have known Lew since those early
the ham
"sufferings"—
his
of
once have I heard him speak
his sorrow mto
talk of the hams. Lew can never put
that
words, even to those he knows intimately. To those
understand him, he offers his friendship.
much
Since he is artistically creative, he has suffered
Lew
during his acting career. Ideals, aspirations, love—
earthly
the
at
clutching
while
hell
has gone through
symbol of each one.
But it has all been worth it. He is a fine man today.
Not perfect, as he is the first to admit, but the most
him.
o-enuine chap I know, and it is a pleasure to know
^
Baxter, though
It's also a pleasure to know Warner
pleasing to
he has no particular reason to make himself
"arrived." In New
the world these days, since he has
York, seeking a stage job, he went hungry frequently.
His early days in Hollywood were no times for pleasure.
disappointments, a lean (Please turn to page 98)

that,

Bitter

Close-ups

of their

struggles

to

win

and hold fame prove that these film
favorites must fight fire to succeed
29

The

world-famous

rich,

men pictured
Clark

Gable,

Taylor,

at left:

Robert

Fred Astaire

to qualify as guide
escorts according to

fall

Ted

Peckham's exactstandards. Well,
they've done all right
ing

anyway

— Gable

is

Carole Lombard's best
beau; Bob escorts Barbara
Stanwyck; and
Fred married a socialregisterite.

Are Movie Men

Socio

<~>nc?
OOS [

J-

AS ORIGINATOR

of the Guide Escort services in New York,
London, Paris and Chicago, I seem to have started a
/
\ tempest in a teapot when I chose young men from the
East to start my Hollywood office.
"Why," male stars of importance and unimportance asked me,
"won't Hollywood men do when they're already presumably
trained as escorts by their picture work and by taking Hollywood
women, most glamorous and demanding in the world, to famous
Hollywood night clubs and restaurants?" Why not give the local
talent a chance
especially when there are hundreds of smaller
featured players and extras who would thoroughly appreciate the
minimum of $50 a week which my men earn? I'll tell you and
hope the wounded vanities, if any, of the male stars will heal

AA

—

—

—

quickly.

Most Hollywood men won't do because they don't dress well
enough! They aren't sufficiently sophisticated. They don't know
the smart places to dine and dance, but
prefer to go night after night to one
or two well-publicized spots where
producers will see them. They
But personalities always are more
interesting than generalities, and I'll
tell you why a few male stars wouldn't
be acceptable if they presented themselves to me, as
dozens of men do every day,
as prospects for

Tyrone

my

Power

lists.

—doesn't

dress right. I saw him the
other night out with Sonja
Henie and he wore a pair
of baggy flannels, sneakers,
and a scarf around his neck.
Guide escorts must dress according to generally accepted
standards of neatness and

pood

taste.

But more about

Marlene Dietrich and Carole Lombard
Ted Peckham's first selections
as belles of Hollywood
particularly
Carole, at left, complete with hat.
are

—

reasons,
various
For
these successful Holly-

gentlemen, at
considered

wood

are

right,

non-eligible as escorts

Cesar
Romero doesn't mind;
he dates Virginia

to lovely ladies.

Furness,

Bruce,
other

Betty

James

Cagney

belles.
noted
Tyrone Power is popuHenie
lar with Sonja
beauties.
other
and

'em a good,

gives

Irish grin.

What,

Hollywood

our

Romeos

failures

as

So says an authority in this conreading
troversial feature, which makes racy
even though you don't agree

escorts?

By Ted Peckham
how Hollywood males
Fred Astaire

—not

dress later

tall

enough.

Tames Cagney and George Raft— ditto.

limits. Guide escorts
Clark Gable—doesn't fall within my age
boys—or else,
college
graduated
must be quite young— recently

women, men of the "retired military officer type.
must be a backRobert Taylor—too good looking. Guide escorts
not attract attenand
loveliness,
and
charm
woman's
ground to a

for older

tion to themselves.

Tohnny Weissmuller—hair too long.
Romero—not an American type. I could use him in
women I try to supply
Europe to great advantage but for American
type.
boys"
bovs of the "typical American
must be slim and elegant
Larry Crabbe—too muscular. Escorts
could
.

"Cesar

very
the other hand, there are a few—
lot of fun,
have
a
and
fortunes,
make their
guide
leave the screen and become

On

escorts.

There's Leslie Howard, whom 1 met
and who told me
in Palm Springs
jokingly that he wanted to do it for
one night for the experience. I may
fine
take him up on it. He has a

background, a beautiful voice,

and great charm. Especially
good for older women.

Doug

Fairbanks,

Jr.,

is

also ideal.
is another
has everything a guide
college
escort should have
background, social register,

Franchot Tone

who

—

well travelled, beautiful manners, nice looking without
being beautiful, good conversationalist,

(Please

turn

an
to

engaging
page 90)

Fairbanks, Jr., can have a
job with Peckham's guide escort serv
ice any time he tires of picture-making.
Kay Francis, we learn, is "perfection."

Douglas

few— stars who
it

they ever chose to

Love

complicates
enemies

the

intrigues

of

patriots,

as

the

paths

of

Maria (Maureen O'Sullivan), lures
(Robert Young) into a trap, as Mironova Luise
Rainer) and Baron Wolensky (William Powell) are torn between
the dictates of their hearts and devotion to their causes.
political

Grand Duke

cross.

Peter

(

Ficfionized by

So there was the

Elizabefh

B.

Duke

Petersen

My

193" by Metro-Goldwyn-Mmjer Corporation)

ists

now, looking down on that
that might
EVEN
mean his death, there was that lightness
Stefan,
letter

Some men

serve their country with a sword but Stefan
served his with his charm and his wit, and none the less
bravely than men who had given their lives for Poland's
freedom from the Russian yoke.
Now he himself might give his life too. And all because a boy had masqueraded as Romeo the night before
at the costume ball held at the opera house and a girl

had come as Juliet. For the young Romeo was the son
of the Czar of Russia, and the girl the daughter of
Orlich, Stefan's fellow patriot who had been sentenced
to death in Russia.

She had been so enticing, that young Juliet who had
played at love with the boy and he had followed her to
her carriage and driven with her to her home. They had
planned it all beforehand, the girl and the men who
were her father's friends and even as they had planned
it

had seemed too fantastic

been as simple as
32

that.

to

succeed. But

it

had

all

am

in the

hands of

who have made

by your order,

in

the Baron Wolensky, that casual gayness that could
find jesting words even when he was facing death. In
all these years in Vienna, far from his native Poland,
that lightness had served him well.

by the young Grand

a group of Polish nationaltheir duty to secure the immediate release of their friend and leader, Thaddeus
Orlich, who is to be executed in St. Petersburg,
I

{.Copyright

letter written

himself
dear father:
it

in fifteen days. I

ask you to pardon
to guar-

him immediately and on your Imperial word
antee his safe conduct abroad. Should this
my fate will be inextricably bound with his.

man

die

Peter.
Stefan's smile came wryly as he reread the letter and
Korum, his fellow patriot who had brought it, shifted
uneasily. None knew better than he the danger that lay
in the possession of that letter. Even here in Vienna
he had anticipated death a hundred times in the short
two hours he had held it.
"You will leave tomorrow on the ten o'clock express,"

Korum

said. "And it will be your business to contrive
to get that letter into the hands of the Czar himself
in time to save the life of Orlich
You've always been a

a

way

!

gallant patriot. You have sacrificed your patrimony for
your people. Not once or twice, but times unnumbered

you have flung yourself upon some desperate mission
!"
our behest
Stefan smiled deprecatingly. "But my dear fellow, I've
always rather enjoyed it," he protested.
"No matter!" Korum leaned forward tensely. "You
at

have done it And now tonight, Wolensky, you are called
to accomplish the greatest achievement of all. This
!

upon

Luise Rainer

and William Powell meet again,

peror's Candlesticks," a

requires

.

perial

pliments.

come in."
"Oh, yes,

unbecoming color."
"But not for Russians." Stefan bowed.

Korum was

I hat s
not to be diverted,
and unremitting energy will

initiative

of course

!"

1

i

Stefan drained his brandy glass.

"I'd forgotten them."

_

the way, Wolensky, you can do me a great favor."
way to a small table on which stood a beau"The
tifully made candlestick beside two Morocco cases.
Kaiser gave them to me last year." He opened one of the
cases and took out the twin candlestick and placed it
beside the other. "Everybody tells me they're very magcouple
nificent, but I can tell you if he had given me a
led the

would have been much more edified.
make a present of them to someone
appreciate them. A very beautiful lady, Wolen-

of sporting dogs I
So I've decided to

him, but Stefan laughed.
companions, 1
"If it weren't for mixing with useless
as you are.
vigilance
same
the
would be watched with
four."
at
here
be
I'll
Being punctual was a ritual with Stefan so it was a
into
few minutes before three when he was ushered

it

Prince Johann'' s drawing room.
"How good of you to come, Wolensky!" The Prince
always
rose from his desk with a smile, for Stefan could
are
you
understand
"I
boredom.
relieve
to
on
counted
be
thinking of a few days in Italy. I might manage to come
with you."
.
„
Stefan sighed.
"Alas, sir, that's out of the question,
'.

.

'

•

,

,

Believe me,

"By

"Everything will be planned for your journey, Korum
three."
went on. "We propose to call upon you tomorrow at
"At
"I am sorry." Stefan shook his head regretfully.
that time I visit Prince Johann."
"A somewhat useless companion," Korum reproved
>}

'

Prince, I've many delightful recollections."
"And may we hope, anticipations." The Prince smiled.
I-Ie

where your intense

in

Em-

a stirring novellzation

"I have to go to Petersburg. It is really most annoying.
"Well, I'm very disappointed." The Prince frowned.
"Nor do I admire your taste. I think snow is a most

intense

aid the suffering and
so gladly lay down his life to
oppressed.
down
"In this case it doesn't seem much good laying
into the hands of His Imgets
letter
the
unless
life,
my
Majesty." Stefan shrugged away the other's com-

"Exactly."

love again as stars of "The

new screen romance here presented

and unremitting
initiative
courage. There
ener°y," combined with an almost reckless
in Europe who would
station
and
rank
your
of
no^man
is
mission

in

fall

who
sky

will

!"

"That I'm sure of," Stefan grinned. "Am I to take
she lives in Petersburg?"
"Yes. It's the Princess Tanya." The Prince breathed
the name softly and then at Stefan's delighted smile he
broke in hastily, "Are you sure this wouldn't be troubling
you too much?" As Stefan protested he looked hesitatingly at the candlesticks. "There's more to these candlesticks than meets the eye," he went on. "You see this
center branch looks like all the others, but when I turn
it,
like this, a secret container is revealed. Marie Antoinette, according to the story, sent her last letter to
in this very candlestick."
Stefan watched fascinated as the Prince screwed the
branch into position again. This was heaven-sent, this
hiding place for the Czar's letter, and as the Prince
apologized and turned to sit down at the writing table
Stefan unscrewed the branch again and put the letter in
the secret container of the candlesticks. He could tell

Vienna

The fate of each in the hands of the other, the gallant
Baron and the charming Mironova must choose between
love and duty. Below, Rainer and Henry Stephenson.

Page 80
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from the other because one of the claw-foot legs on
which it rested was broken.
Prince Johann began to write a letter and Stefan
seized the opportunity to put the candlestick back in
its Morocco case. There was time to spare before the
letter was finished but Stefan had barely recovered his
composure when the Prince turned around.
"I've scribbled a note to the charming princess," he
smiled significantly, "so that you will not necessarily feel
under any obligation to deliver them personally."
Stefan bowed, and now he was more at ease than he
had been at any time since the letter had come into his
possession. It was easy
to chat now of the gay
it

betray her. It was an anxious moment, a supreme test.
She recovered her composure quickly even as her
mind seized upon the candlestick as a hiding place for
the letters that would mean her death should they fall
into the hands of a loyal Pole. And she would have to
pass the customs in Poland before she arrived in Russia.
The candlesticks would make a perfect hiding place and
she must get them. She needed all her charm now. all
her wit that had made her so valuable in her service to
her country, and so she coaxed the Prince to allow her
to take them to the Princess and when she left she was
carrying them with her and now each one of them held
the life of a man in
secret hiding place.

things that interested the
Prince and it was only
when he was leaving and
his host insisted upon
sending the candlesticks
to the train that night,
anxiety
the
old
that
came back.
He could not afford
arouse suspicion by
to'
insisting on taking them
along with him so he
went reluctantly to the
door.
It was from the head
of the staircase that he
first
saw the Countess

its

Stefan paced the plat-

form nervously that
night as the train prepared for departure for
it wasn't until the warning whistle sounded that
Prince Johann 's butler

came

hurrying

toward

him.

"His

me

Highness

to tell you,

sent

Sir, that

he has made other arrangements for the transit

of

the

candlesticks.

The Countess Mironova
left for Petersburg this
afternoon and His Highness thought it would
save
you unnecessary

Mironova and even then
at that first sight of her,

an

emotion no

woman had

trouble

ever kindled

charge of them."
Stefan had need of his
iron nerve as he listened
for he knew the Coun-

he
in

felt

him before. Small and
she came up the

slim

toward him, and
he saw her eyes were as

stairs

softly

brown

tess

she

if

took

by reputation. But

the
bands of sable twisting around her turban.

he had to get that canof

his

There

on

it.

quick

was
look

as

only

that

flashing

be-

dlestick

Mironova

was

still

drawing-room.

For

all

life

with so much depending
on chance and uncertainty. It was early

Romance

that has intrigued Hollywood culminates in marVictor Orsatti, actors' agent, and June Lang, one
of the screen's outstanding beauties, are wed. Here you see
the new bride and groom registering their happiness.
riage,

as

morning when the

the loveliness of her, she

had had little time to know men as other women knew
them. For to her all men were friends or enemies, to
be counted on or to be feared. She had learned that
when she had first offered her services to the Russian
secret police and learned it so well that she was one of
their most trusted workers.
Even now in that soft sable muff she carried so apparently carelessly were papers that her co-worker in
Vienna had given her. She had been surprised when she
read them and saw the proof that betrayed the identity
of the head of the Polish group working against Russia's interests in Vienna. Baron Stefan Wolensky! Even
as she saw his name she had gasped in surprise, for
though she had never met him she had heard of him
and his reputation as a gay man about town had deceived her as it had the others.
There was nothing of that other woman, the woman
whose heart and soul was taken up in serving Russia
as she coquetted with the Prince who had been her
father's friend. She was like a child as she talked to
him and only when he showed her the candlestick and
its secret compartment did her sudden interest almost

34

The

depended

All that night he paced
his compartment nervously making plans that
could not really be plans

tween
them as they
passed and then she was
gone.
thinking of him as she
went into the Prince's

back.
friend

crossed the

train

border into

Poland and he got off at the station at Czakova where
the custom's inspection was taking place.
It was then he saw the poster on the station wall
offering a large reward for information leading to the
recovery of property stolen from the Countess Mironova,
who was staying at the Golden Crown Hotel. Fate
had been good
Poland he was

to

him

after

at a better

all.

Here

in

his

native

advantage than the Russian

woman.

A
the

girl was crying softly in a room of the hotel and
young man watching her threw away his cigarette

irritably.

"Stop

Mitzi!" he ordered. "She'll near you.
looked nervously at the door leading into
the Countess' suite. It had all seemed so easy before
with Antone urging her, telling her how easy it would
be to "lose" her mistress' jewels and painting that bright
picture of their marriage that would be possible if they
could change those jewels into money. But she hadn't
thought it would be like this, with fear rising in a big
lump in her throat and her hands icy and trembling.
Her breath came in little (Please turn to page 80)

The

it,

girl

The romantic Don

is

above

all

an

entitled to his rewards that lovely home at left,
with the actor in the foreground,
for instance. And glamor girls as

able

actor,

—

screen sweethearts. Right, Loretta
Young; center left, with Louise
Hovick (who was very famous as
Gypsy Rose Lee on the stage), in

"You Can't Have Everything"
no?); lower left, paired with
the blondly buoyant Alice Faye.
Below, the lucky Don.

Oh!

,ctor s
Don AmecRe
grand

work

Newar

takes the Honors.
in

films

and

pretty leading ladies, a lovely

and your plaudits are

For

radio,

home,

His prizes

That wayward son of the screen, Leslie

Howard, comes hack to that so-commer=
cial Hollywood after his long stage tour
in "Hamlet/' surprisingly ready, willing,
1

and able to resume

his picture

career

Lucky Leslie! "It's Love I'm After" is the debonair title of his "cor
back" film, with a gay story, a fine director, Archie Mayo, a superlative c
including Eric Blore, and a lovely leading lady, Olivia de Havilland, seen
Messrs. Blore and Howard in a scene at left. Our other candid shots, readi
from top left, show Mayo describing the next scene to his nonchalant st
Eric Blore leading him on; and two solo views of Mr. Howard all mixed
in the mechanics of this so-sordid, but oh-so remunerative picture-makii
Ah, Art, where is thy swing?
<

I
f,

What changes hath time and
Directly above, Lois
as

talkies

wrought!

that first, silent screenplay of "Stella
Dallas," produced by Samuel Goldwyn over a
decade ago, with Ronald Colman and Belle
Bennett, shown at left in still from old film, in
leading roles? Now Goldwyn brings it all back tc
us, with Stanwyck as the colorful Stella, Anne
Shirley as her daughter, Laurel, John Boles as

Remember

Moran and Belle Bennett

daughter and mother in the

first

version of

"Stella Dallas." Above, Stanwyck and Anne
Shirley in the modern edition, also produced

by Sam Goldwyn.

—

Stephen see them in large picture, below. Top
center, Stanwyck in one of the phases in Stella'.'
life. Directly above, the young lovers as portrayed
by Anne Shirley and Tim Holt, son of Jack Holt;
and topping them, the original creators of the
same roles, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Lois Moran.

Return of
Stella

That

Dallas

girl's

famous

here again

screen

Stella

heroine

of

herself

twelve

years ago, revived
Barbara

by

Stanwyck

4

"X

W

J0*

Coburn

So

n, is

People are still talking about the characterization achieved by Janet Gaynor, above,
as the screen-struck girl who wins stardom
in

"A

Star

is

Born."

Now

gaze, right, at

new group of girls, cream of the Manhattan
model crop, submitting to Hollywood's
rigorous training school.

Here, the prize

mannequins hear Coach Harold Clurman.

It

looks enchantingly easy, but

Take the

latest

a group of

is

batch of young hopeful

New

York models brougl
to Hollywood for "Vogues of 1938.
The girls thought they were pretty goc
to begin with, but soon found themselv

being

transformed

by

magicians of the studios.

one of them
or

—

make-up in Hollythey believe in painting the lips
with a brush with the two established
stars at left and above: Carole Lombard
and Ann Sothern. But note also, please,
that even Hollywood stardom doesn't
insure exclusivity
both Carole and Ann
are wearing the same "exclusive" gown,
the only difference being a reverse in
color. And will these girls be surprised
when they see these pictures!
right, receiving expert

—

—

makc=t

Who

know

be the next Gayn<

Joan Bennett or Carole Lomban

Contrast the newcomer, Maria Shelton,

wood

may

the

on

Looking

at

the

struggles of the hopewith a tolerant
fuls
is Joan Bennett,
above, bright particular
of "Vogues of
star
1938." Below, itdoesn't
take long for a new
girl to learn the gags

smile,

Katharine Aldridge
poses in a dunce cap as
her
to

contribution

first

Hollywood

gaiety.

lovely girls shown
in close-up, center below, are Ida Vollmar
and Miss Aldridge.

The

L

U

\
Every girl's dream, to be
transformed by the Holly-

wood make-up wizards!
The Walter Wanger modyoung, pretty, and
needed careful
grooming to measure up to
movie standards and got
Consider Ida Vollmar,
it.
els,

all

distinctive,

—

left,

getting

a

new com-

plexion finish and coiffure. Far left, Olive Cawhopes the powder
ley
brush and hair-comb will
do their work. Top left,
new eyebrows for Dorothy

Day,

who hopes

to stay!

V

Pals of that prince of adventure,
Errol Flynn, are his prize dogs, the
meek looking fellow with his master
above, as well as the lion hunter
Errol brought back from his recent
journey abroad. Left, Frances Farmer's bull dog makes it very evident
that he appreciates her friendship.

Below, Terry Walker's companion
isn't making snoots at you, but he's
mighty proud to be posing with her.

Love Their Doss
Well,

Wko

Wouldn't?

Hollywood's dog
quality, and live

They're canines of
luxury too. But it's

stars!

in

owners, not royal surroundings, that makes the stars so proud of 'em

loyalty to their

Romping all over Basil Rathbone's Hollywood haven arcdogs— all types of dogs, but every one a winner, and don't let
what goes on
Basil hear you say otherwise. Have a look at
when Basil and his gang get together. Below, for example:
at left, the

pranks around the swimming pool; center left—

their own
especially look at this— the Rathbone dogs have
lower left, the terrier
trailer, for trips with their master; and
to
doesn't mind the sun, but Basil does, so it's up to him

wheel the lawn lounge into the shade. Lower right, Marsha
Hunt's favorites are a pair of prize collies.

ttJj-J 1 1 1 m

rir

Caniera-r« porting

tfcc

the Hollywood fron^

—

Don't worry Marion Davies may
go ugly for some scenes in her current cinema, "Ever Since Eve," but
as always, she's beautiful again in
time for the final clinch. Marion,
Above, in deep, dark disleft, as is.
guise,

with Robert Montgomery, her

leading

man, and

script clerk. Right,

Gilbert and Sull ivan

on the
At

last

S crccn

Making

M

amai

l

the beloved music ot

Up

And when Mother

is

none

Arthur Sullivan and the
immortal lyrics of W. S. Gil-

other than Joan Blondell, the
four pictures below may be

bert come to the screen. Enterprising producer Andrew
L. Stone interpolates not only

labeled

Sir

the gems from

"The Mikado,"

left, but six other classic
numbers, in his new film,

as at

A

gift
"The Girl Said No."
of gaiety for which thanks!

—

adorable

Hot News. Joan's
little son Normie de-

cides to gild the

lily,

and Joan

submits while he tidies her
hair, applies a touch of lipstick, now a little mascara,
and finally, a dab of powder
on the nose.

Turn

Em

over
The more

perfect the recording, the more
natural the song or dialogue. Here's a look
into the sound booth, right, where skilled engineers concentrate on making the delicate
machinery record the actors' voices.

Last minute preparations.

Right, make-up man
touches up Sophie Tucker's lips, a stage hand polishes the floor, and Igor
Gorin and male chorus
wait

'em

for the call "turn
over," to make a

scene for "Broadway Melody." Left, three pretty
chorines while away the
time as they rest between

dance numbers on the

This sound engineer hears only dialogue
or music as it comes from the microphones on the stage or set. He advises
actors and technicians by telephone.
Below, an electrician focuses a spotlight
on the action as cameras turn over.

set.

The

film goes

round and round as

cameras turn at the director's com=

mand, and

it

comes out

right

your local theatre screen.
peep at

stars

and technicians

Have a
at work

And—the

other side of the microphone.
Allan Jones records a song you'll hear in
"The Firefly." For perfect vocal results
singers

make

separate

recordings,

matched up with scenes filmed on the

Over the shoulder of the
cameraman, we see a
closeup being made of
Jeanette MacDonald as
she goes into her dance
for "The Firefly," in view
at light. Here, left, is how
the travelling microphone
The man at
is operated.
the "tiller" guides the

"mike," suspended from
the end of the boom, as
action progresses.

Binnie Barnes, who must slap
George Murphy's face in the impending
Left,

scene, assures him:

"This'll hurt

me

more than you." Meantime Sophie
Tucker and "Broadway Melody of
1938" show girls relax on the sidelines.

on

later
set.

TKe Most

Beautiful

Still

Dick Powell and Rosemary Lane

in

of tKe

Montk

"Varsity Show/

7

Beauty on
Anita

says

Louise

guarded,

in

her

her

farewell

career

and

to

being

private

guided
life

as

and

we

[

By Dickson Morley
N SIX
be

months Anita Louise goes wholly on her own! The prelude will
emphatically done with.. She begins, then, truly. All those

over,

conquering every
sacrifices, the constant studying, all her preparations for
possible crisis of career and love will be put to the supreme test.
tareBut when the time literally comes for her to step out, when she does bid
right now
For
switch.
abrupt
an
be
won't
it
guarded,
and
guided
being
well to
=he

is

which mean so much to
They must be complete. And so, although she

privately, finishing the plans

must be

vital.

her.

The tomorrows

is still

under super-

to live her life as she herself
vision, she is charting her personal course. She
into the strong light ot
dragged
being
are
theories
familiar
the
sees fit therefore
is

;

this

summer's obvious

facts.

.

„

unless you make it last
"I don't believe in luck, or that anything good lasts
It is the truth, as she
she declares. That is no idle statement, just for an effect.

has learned it from her experiences.
has— and
She has watched what has happened to other ambitious women. She
secretly
already
perhaps—
Hollywood,
in
even
sophisticates
this will astonish the
proved that she can rise triumphantly above slaps.
turn to page 91)
Slaps? I won't be surprised if you'd decided that (Please
51

Reviews
of the best

PARNELL— M-G-M

CLARK GABLE

makes a

valiant effort to triumph over
miscasting and almost Succeeds, in this interesting, if controversial romantization of the career of Ireland's patriot.
Gable gives a sincere and praiseworthy performance, always fully conscious of the demands of his role, and ever striving
to realize its potentialities; but somehow his attempt never quite

Pictures

conquers the character. Vigorous and ingratiating though he is,
Gable is not cast in the heroic mould, to my mind; and Parnell
was a giant or nothing. It is Myrna Loy, to me, who comes
closer to achieving a true portrait as Katie O'Shca
or rather, as

—

by

—

any woman helplessly, hopelessly in love. Sometimes Miss Loy
seems to forget she is playing Pamcll's beloved and permits traces
of Mrs. Nick Charles to creep in; but not often. Beguiling in the
curiously becoming costumes of the period, Myrna manages to
maintain the true romantic mood in most of her scenes, and she
invariably presents a perfectly delicious picture. "Parnell" is
staged in sumptuous fashion, and John Stahl's direction seems to
squeeze every drop of suspense and emotion from the story. In
the fine cast, Edna May Oliver and Alan Marshall score. Now
may we have Mr. Gable in another "San Francisco," and soon ?

CAPTAINS

THE

cinema

COURAGEOUS— M-G-M

THIS

of the year, this masterly motion
picturization of Kipling's story should live as long as
.celluloid lasts. I'm pretty maudlin, I warn you, about
this picture. I saw its premiere in Manhattan weeks ago
I

caught

it

birthplace

classic

again around Gloucester, Mass., practically

—where

I've just seen

it

seemed

to

me

its

spiritual

insufficiently appreciated;

and

it for the third time— and I find new beauty in it.
"Captains Courageous" we have the finest example of
a Hollywood picture with no taint of cheap commercialism. If it
isn't art then I can get along without art. From the moment
we
first meet Freddie Bartholomew as a masculine
Jane Withers,
through his spoiled-boy spill into the sea and his rescue by the
fisherman Manuel, we are completely enthralled, and fail to miss
the "romance" hitherto considered inevitable in moviedom. Freddie's
performance as the rich man's son who is transformed by sun
and sea into a real person is a wonderful thing to watch; once
again I say this small boy is a great actor. Spencer Tracy as
Manuel is marvellously moving. In fact, it's a perfect cast. Of
course the beauty of the scenes at sea is something only a poet
should write about. See "Captains Courageous" more than once.

Perhaps
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in

IS

MY AFFAIR— 20th

Century-Fox

HOPE

I
you haven't the idea that this is just another
made-to-order romance for the express purpose of costarring Robert Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck in a
series of clinches. "This Is My Affair" would have been
almost as good entertainment without Taylor and Stanwyck
say almost. But Taylor and Stanwyck would not be as good
entertainment without "This Is My Affair." These two poor, miscast stars have suffered through mediocre vehicles together and
singly, and have surely earned the right to appear together in a
hearty, robust film like this. Their best roles in months are given
them in this meaty movie of gangster goings-on in President
McKinley's day. It's really a modern melodrama set in an
amusing era, with splendid 1937 suspense against lively turn-ofthe-century backgrounds. Taylor is forceful and forthright as the
young naval officer who sacrifices a promising career to track
down a gang of bank robbers embarrassing to the administration.
He succeeds, but is caught in his own net, when McKinley is
But
assassinated and the noose is near. Is that a situation
"T.R.," goaded by Stanwyck, gallops to the rescue. You'll enj oy Victor McLaglen's fist-clenchings and Sidney Blackmer's Roosevelt.

—

—

!

ALL-TIME CLASSIC:
"Captains Courageous"
BEST

COSTUME

FILM:

"Under the Red Robe"

MOST HILARIOUS COMEDY:
"A Day

at the Races"

TOP CO-STARRING TEAM:

A DAY AT THE RACES— M-S-M

Robert Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck
"This

Is

My

in

no judge of the relative merits of the Marx Bros.'
movies, because I invariably think the latest is positively
.the best. And maybe this time I am right. "A Day at
I

Affair"

AM

the Races"

FINEST PERFORMERS:

surely the

craziest of

their pictures,

all

AND

Spencer

and

Freddie

Bartholomew

Tracy

"Captains Courageous"

in

is

with less rhyme and reason, more giddy goofiness and aimless
a paper-hanging scene. Now, this latter segoings-on,
quence, involved as it is with Groucho's midnight rendezvous with
mema statuesque blonde, alone is sufficient to make this picture
cannot
orable to me— it may be old stuff, it probably is but it
the
ever have been so hilariously presented before, because only
maddening Marxes mixed up with paste and paper and love and

Annabella and Conrad Veidt

in

"Under

the Red Robe"
Victor McLaglen and Sidney Blacloner

;

ladders and a blonde could be so silly. Anyway, I recommend "A
Day at the Races" on the strength of a few scenes, and the terclimax. Of the
rific steeple-chase which provides the comedy's
amazing Marxes Groucho is still, to me, the grandest but Chico
and Harpo are here almost as important, for a change, in the
comic development of the story as the maestro himself; and
both boys prove conclusively their madcap talents are not con;

in

"This

Marxes,

Is

My

just

Affair"

Marxes

take;
fined to finger exercises on harp and piano. Allan Jones
care of the warbling, with Maureen O' Sullivan the love interest

I

MET HIM

IN

here again, with no sombre
to bother us. La Colbert is
»as we like her best in this current comedy which is, to
coin an overworked word, sparkling. Yes, it's gay, too,
and sprightly but the best part of it is not the familiar plot—
which it seems to me I've seen Colbert act in at least twice before
which
but the very engaging spirit of good, not-too-clean fun

CHEER up— Claudette
"Maid

of

WATCH

is

Salem" overtones

;

and
pervades the dialogue and the direction. Melvyn Douglas
Robert Young are the "him" of the title. Claudette, on a Paris
trio to
vacation, meets them both, but it proves necessary for the
delightful
journey to Switzerland to see if they can preserve their
Sun
"platonic" relationship, or something. I'm glad they went to
skating
Valley, Idaho—beg pardon, I mean Switzerland— for the
and skiing scenes are the most amusing in the picture. You must
her, too, if
see Claudette on skates, and Sonja Henie must see
learn new
can
girls
Hollywood
our
quickly
how
only to realize
tricks— and besides, no star, not even Sonja, can look more graceanother one of his
ful on skates than Colbert. Bob Young has
nobly.
"at-last-his-big-chance" roles, and as usual, acquits himself
Douglas, dignified and stately,

UNDER THE RED ROBE—20th

PARIS— Paramount

is

nevertheless a darling—/ think.

ber her,

I

this

Century-Fox

Annabella— it's no hardship. You remem"Wings of the Morning," with color

hope, in

and Henry Fonda. Now you're seeing her in one of the
better costume pictures, with Conrad Veidt; and it's an
excellent chance to become even better acquainted with the young
woman who will, in all probability, be a most important Personage in Hollywood before long. This film, I believe, marks
Annabella's farewell to British pictures; and it is a suitable
.

swan-song in that it gives the gifted girl opportunity to display
the wide range of mood and emotion for which she is famous.
Briefly, it's the story of a daring agent of Cardinal Richelieu
whose adventures lead him into a dangerous romance with the
heroine, whose family political interests are opposed to the Cardifascinanal's. The love scenes in "Under The Red Robe" have a
hero.
tion you won't find in Hollywood costume dramas for the
Gil dc Berault, is definitely a mature and menacing swashbuckler,
and Annabella as his beloved is both thrilled and chilled by his
"Three Musketeers" manners. The result is a believable romance
both refreshing and realistic. Conrad Veidt as the bold Gi! is
supremely convincing. Raymond Massey. Romney Brent, splendid.
;
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You Can't
Keep A

Good
Vlenjou

Down!
Prince of character

performers

fells

his

professional secrets
in

this

socko story

By Ida

Adolphe

Menjou's

new

role

as

Deanna

Durbin's father in "100 Men and One
Girl" offers him the acting opportunities
he covets first close-up above. Right, a
"still" record of Menjou's great triumphs:
"Front Page," with Pat O'Brien; "Little
Miss Marker" with Shirley Temple; "Sing,
Baby, Sing," supported by Gregory Ratoff.

—

A

SCENE

was being rehearsed for
Men and One Girl."
Deanna Durbin leaned against
i
the piano singing. At the keyboard I
recognized Mischa Auer's back in an
"100

old red sweater, his shirtsleeve poking
through a hole at the elbow.
group of guests people not
overburdened with wealth, to judge from appearances sat
and stood about the boarding house parlor, listening. Henry
Koster was directing. Joe Pasternak sat behind him. This is
the young duo that made Universal's "Three Smart Girls"
the big surprise package of the year.
"Wait," called Koster. "The gentleman beside Mr. Auer
is very sad. I don't know why."
"Tell him he'll get his check tonight," Pasternak mur-

A

—

—

mured.

"Now

please be a

little

happy,

sir.

It's

such a nice studio

and such a nice little girl you're looking at. Only Mr. Menjou
must be sad."
I pricked up my ears. It was Menjou I had come to see.
But somehow it had never occurred to me to look for him

among

these threadbare folk. Unconsciously I'd been keepeyes peeled for a natty coat and a pair of knife-edged
trousers. As the rehearsal went on, I looked again
and

ing

my
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—

Zeitlin

coat was shiny,
found him. His trousers were baggy, his
four corners of the
the
toward
straggled
bowtie
his
and one lock fell unearth. His hair needed cutting,
heeded over his temple.
expression and
Yet it wasn't his getup, so much as his
shoulders
manner that wrought the greatest change. His
the piano
girl
at
The
space.
into
sa^ed, his eyes gazed
voice urgent, pleadher
father,
her
him,
to
singing
was"
looked up and smiled—
ing with him to be happy. He
his face and tugged
transformed
that
smile,
gentlest
the
.

.

your heartstrings.
sure,
a Menjou. Neither, I
I had never seen such
his
where
Marker"
Miss
"Little
in
have you—not even
foundation of toughtenderest moments were built on a
from that one brief
ness This man, you could tell
was fundamentally sweet, an- impractical
-limpse
you'd love.
dreamer, probably, but a darling, a man
the parts he'd played m the last
I thought back to
the
year—the inspired rascal of "Cafe Metropole
"A Star is Born,
quietly understanding producer of
manager of "One in a Million with Ins flashes
at

m

the bluff
"Sing, Baby Sing. All
of brilliance, the screwball of
portrayed. And now he
tellingly
all
different in tempo,
who with one smile
musician,
down-at-the-heel
a
was
yours.
took
and
showed up his heart
I

knew something about Menjou

at first

hand—more

I tried to piece
from people better acquainted with him.
explanation of how he had
together what I knew into an
which stood a typed
bridged the chasm, on one side of
and I were both sick
worldling, repeated "till the public
succession of varying charof him"— on the other, a
had
played. There was a time, after he

acters, variously
made his big hit in

"A Woman of Pans," when Menjou
for extra work. Today, producers
begging
around
went
pictures on his own terms, in
their
in
beg him to appear

one of those Hollywood stones which
others, exmight have ended in heartbreak like so many

between,

lies

cept for the character of the man involved.
He had three things to help him— acting ability, inof actors was
telligence, and courage. When the typing
against it.
struggled
he
course,
still taken as a matter of
made his name as a suave sophisticate.

No use. He'd
nothHe'd have to go on plaving suave sophisticates or
his head on
drop
didn't
He
nothing.
was
it
Presently
ing
and sane to have any
his hands and moan. He's too vital

other lanpatience with that kind of thing. He learned
and
played in
knew,
he
French
guages in addition to the
to turn down jobs
courage
the
had
He
versions.
foreign
plight, because they
that would have relieved his financial
role He had the
monotonous
same
the
playing
meant
who had known
men
from
work
courage to ask for extra

him

as a star.

.

fine day he
That was how he kept going till one
wits end for somehis
at
Milestone,
Lewis
into
bumped
Front 1 age^ Mileone to play the newspaper owner in
to Osgood Perkins,
resemblance
Menjou's
noticed
stone
went into
who had played the part in New York. He
that he could be
proved
He
afternoon.
that
rehearsal
tapering oft
hardboiled. So they let him be hardboiled,
Thus began the return
soft, in "Little Miss Marker."
'

to

journey.
„
theories— more
Later at lunch, he presented his own
them in the school of
than theories to me. Pve proved
Advice to the btageas
up
myself
set
don't
I
fact
hard
how
/ tried to get it.
and
wanted
lorn. I know what /

That's

all I

Menjou

.

,

.

know."

is

easy to talk to at

all

times,

and a particular

Give him a hint of what you re
nimble tongue keeping
after and he does the rest, his
with his nimble brain.
sentences
staccato
crisp,
pace 'in

delight to interviewers.

still others
players won't talk others are afraid
able.
and
willing,
ready,
is
can't
turn to page /6)
"First and foremost, I won't (Please

Some

;

;

Menjou

Two more memorable performances

by Menjou were

A

in

"One

Star is Born,
and ,n
Million" with Sonja Henie, left;
below w,th Menjou, Owen
from which we show a still at left,
Men|Ous— she s
Moore and Lionel Stander. Below, the happy
actress, too!
Verree Teasdale, and a very good

in

a
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That little French girl brought not only
her piquant acting talents to Hollywood,
but true Parisian style sense. Simone
Simon models for us three exquisite evening gowns. At left above, white crepe

gown

with a brilliant splash of color in
the blue-green girdle, which on cool eveSimone enhances with ermine
nings
bolero and muff. Center, mousseline de
black and
printed in
strikingly
soie,
white, combined with black faille taffeta
the bodice with long, close sleeves,
deep square neckline. Right above, realistic bouquets of red and blue poppies
printed on a white crepe background,
enlivened by Simone with three white

—

carnations

in

French

her hair.

Flair

from

Simone
Simon
After their fashion exile, turbans have
returned to high favor. Doris Nolan's,
of woolen knit, with open
Chartreuse crepe and chiffon
combine to concoct Virginia Bruce's chic
left.
at far
turban, cleverly draped,

left,

is

made

crown.

Turb ansi
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rant

Secret

s

Albu

By Ruth Tildesley

Cary lakes pictures as he sees
them. At right are three of his
examples of candid shooting.
Above, Baby Patsy May of
Our Gang; and Patsy again,
center, with

Billie

Burke. Below,

Constance

Bennett ready
a scene in "Topper."

for

HERE'S

nothing wonderful about my pictures
!" Cary Grant, tall 'n' dark 'n'
handsome, glowered at me from his canvas-backed
chair on the "Topper" set, and dared me to call him
take them for fun

an

artist.

"This candid camera stuff is just my way of amusing
myself," he assured me, seriously, "I don't think it's fair
for actors, who make fairly good money themselves, to
take special shots of a production that chaps who earn
their living by taking pictures can't get, and then go to

work and market
his

own

Each fellow should stick to
no harm in playing around with a

those shots.

job. There's

camera. That's all I do.
"I have a little Leica camera. I like it very much, but
I've seen quite as good results from other cheaper cameras. Sometimes I think the price is the main difference
in

cameras

—

American-made cameras are
depends on the fellow who clicks the
lots of

splendid.
Maybe it all
shutter."
The set consisted of a strip of woodland, rather dark
woodland, with rolling hills and a little brook. Near at
hand a modernistic car had crashed into a tree and lay
on its side, the broken tree scattered its branches over the
rocks and torn grasses.
"That car," observed Cary, "represents illusion. The

60

scene painters have painted the gashes and dents into it
so realistically that you don't doubt from where you are
sitting that the thing is a complete wreck. Come up closer
and you'll see the neat job of paint. ... I understand
the idea came a few months ago when one of the writers
on this Hal Roach lot drove up in a new Oldsmobile. He
was so proud of the car that he talked of nothing else.
All of which was noted by the Roach gag men. They
waited till he left the car parked and then fixed it up

something like this one.
"You can imagine the man's face when he came back
to his beloved Olds They thought he'd have heart failure. Somebody came rushing out with a cake of soap and
a cloth and washed the damage off. Then he went around
patting the hood, afraid to believe nothing was hurt.
"As I say, that's illusion. That's the sort of thing an
artist gets into his pictures. But I'm an amateur. I go in
for candid shots that show my friends when they aren't
!

"I'm no artist," says the

make good

dark and handsome

tall,

pictures. His camera's for fun, he says,

of
posing. Most of those are intended only for the eyes
there are
the victim and my own most secret album, but
giving you.
a few that I think amusing and don't mind
"These two of Roland Young under the shower are
examples. You can see it's a cold shower. This of Young
and Billie Burke, blowing up in their lines and laughing,
is

another.

"Then

there's this one of

Baby Patsy May

of

Our Gang

feeding in the commissary. I don't think she knew I was
She's a bit young yet and not inclined as so
taking
3 it.
many people are to freeze into a pose. There's another

one of her, reading to Billie Burke. I just waited around
while she wiggled this way and that, and then trusted
to luck.

"Here's another very young person being directed by
of Our Gang. The younger they are the
makes them
less self-conscious, but, alas, their youth
difficult. They hate to hold still.
"Talking about kids, there's the Abbe children. The
ones who write books. They're doing a book Everybody's
Famous in Hollywood and they spent the day here on the
while they
set yesterday. Cute kids, too. I took this shot
were talking to Constance Bennett's dog. They seemed
to take to Connie.
"Richard he's the oldest boy made a bet with me. I
up,
can't remember how the subject of marriage came
but he was against it. I said 'You'll change your mind
inside fifteen years, old man.'

Gordon Douglas

—

—

:

"

T

will not

!'

said

he.

'What '11

you

when we

star,

and shows

ask him for tips on

his

how to

candid shots to prove

We

it

got very serious, and pretty soon
or
cents that Richard would
wouldn't be married by the time he's twenty-six. He's
eleven now. Richard is putting his money up in a bank
and writing me a letter, and I'll have to do the same.
But I don't think I'll lose.
"That kid's bright. I was going into a scene, and I
said: 'Don't be too critical now, kids!' and he said:
'What do you mean by critical?' 'Don't pick flaws,' I
explained, and then I found he wasn't asking for a definition. He observed that some people might think so, but
he believed the meaning should be 'evaluate.' What do
you think of that?"
Kolma Flake, pretty young publicity woman, observed

bet?' I returned.
we had a bet of

—

—

fifty

that Patience, the Abbe girl, had announced, on leaving,
that Cary Grant was very handsome but didn't know it,
as so many actors do.
Cary blushed. Yes, believe it or not
When Cary was twelve, he invented a theatrical lighting effect which he carried to the manager of the Princess

Theatre in Bristol, where he installed it and operated it
for the show.
"It was nothing wonderful," he scoffed, when I mentioned this. "It was just a device for dimming lights to
get a certain effect the scene needed. Yes, maybe they
still use it. But it wasn't remarkable.
"I'm still interested in lighting in my candid shots.
These clouds on a stormy evening and this shot at
Yosemite it was the light that made them appeal to me."
"I often look for shadows, because they make a pic-

—

—

—

ture interesting."

As

if

were a cue, a stuntman who had been pracfrom the seat of the overturned car into the
below, to the accompaniment of a wind-machineblown cloud of dust and
leaves, gave up and Roland
Young took his place amid
(Please turn to page 84)

this

ticing falling
little dell

Across at upper left, scene
at Yosemite. Next, Richard,
John, and Patience Abbe inBennett
terview Constance
and Connie's pet dog listens
in.
Lower left, Billie Burke
and Roland Young blow up
in

and laugh.
lines,
Roland Young takes a
shower; and, above, a

their

Left,

cold

colder shower.
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Merle Oberon, below, at
the Hampshire home of Lady
Morvyth Benson; upper left,
Mr. and Mrs. George Arliss
at home; upper right, Anna
Neagle
and
Jessie
Matthews at the studio; above,
Henry Wilcoxon and his wife
outside Buckingham Palace.

onaon
The

star

dates

in

parade

in

Piccadilly

Europe's Hollywood, from party
to

studio

calls

at

Pinewood

By Hettie Crimstead
p\LANE

trees are flowering down Piccadilly and the sun-awnings are
Park Lane and the grey old Tower of London is the coolest place
in town. Mrs. Henry Wilcoxon says so and she should know, because
the tall good-looking "Biff" has conscientiously taken his Hollywood bride
out to see the sights every day since they arrived on their belated honeymoon. She's bought a grey chiffon dance frock to set off her auburn curls,
old china and books for her California home, and an amusing red lacquer

_Jout

in

coffee-jug as a present for her great friend Claudette Colbert.
In addition to acting as tourist guide, Biff has also found time to act in
a film, Capitol's new production called "Jericho." It's a dramatic story
about the negro soldiers who came from America to fight in the European

War, with Paul Robeson

as a trooper who earns disgrace but manages to
escape to the North African deserts. Interior scenes are being made at
Pinewood and the lovely woods surrounding the studio buildings present a
curious spectacle when hundreds of swarthy Arab extras are strolling
around at lunch-time. Sitting under an ancient English oak I saw a strangelooking desert sheik wrapped in long white robes but with an outsize cigar
in the corner of his mouth. "Hello, Toots!" he called. "How are you?"
Salute the inimitable Wallace Ford who is adding complications and comedy
to the film as an American salt-smuggler in the heart of the Sahara.
Two more big productions are under way at Pinewood, Anna Neagle's
spectacular film of the life of Queen Victoria and Jessie Matthews' new
musical, "Gangway." Beautiful blonde Anna and vivacious dark-haired
Jessie have been friends ever since the days when they danced together in
a revue chorus at the London Pavilion, so they often foregather for tea at
four o'clock. Jessie usually knits as she chats. She makes all the gay^ sweaters
worn on the set by her director-husband Sonnie {Please turn to page 74)
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Candid close-ups of famous
French picture personalnow captured by
ities,
Hollywood

of European
motion pictures, who by the time you
read this will be in Hollywood. Upper
right, Annabella in India, charming the
snake-charmers. At left, from top to bottom of page, Fernand Gravet, who has
already won American audiences; Bernard Lancret, Danielle Darrieux, and

Above, Annabella, princess

Jean-Pierre Aumont, Hollywood prospects.

By

Stiles

a

Dickenson

r

i

s

that greater garden
of France's fairest flowers have been plucked for
the departure ot
is
about
outburst
poetic
of roses in Hollywood. All of this
English.
Annabella and Danielle Darrieux for America to make films in
prominence
into
came
first
by,
known
is
she
Annabella, that's the only name
masterpieces before he made
French
Clair
Rene
those
in
lead
the
played
when she
Hollywoodto do one
"The Ghost Goes West." About two years ago she went to
opposite Charles Boyer She didnt speak a

TWO

was "Caravan"
from her beloved Pans^ i\ow,
it seemed a long, long way
language with an enchanting
our
speaks
and
London
in
films
two
she has made
her to come to Fans tor
for
dreaded
accent After she had made one film they
by taking a trip to
problem
the
solved
She
English.
her
forget
fear she would
who has ever been
anyone
for
idea,
excellent
India on an English boat. It was an
so smugly English
thought—
French
a
have
even
not
could
boats
on one of those
services of an
the
and
atmosphere
that
with
is the atmosphere of them. Well,
English m better form
her
with
returned
Annabella
our
India,
in
English ffuide
Before sailing for America
than eve? and lots of pleasant memories of the trip.
long time, for her contract
for
a
French
in
film
last
her
make
to
she came to Paris
and the other halt
Hollywood
year
in
with 20th Century-Fox is to spend half the
...
in London.
_ Ti
possible to see her. lhis
So with this in mind I got out to the studio as often as
at the
Poland
laid in
French film is called "The Citadel of Silence." The scene is
who
youngster
a
Lancret,
Bernard
is
man
time of the revolt in 1913. Her leading
has great charm
He
scouts.
Hollywood
the
by
up
snapped
be
I feel will soon
accent. His first film
and talent and speaks zees Eenglish language with a delightful
I believe, "Carnival m Flanders.
English,
in
called
Heroique,"
was "Kermesse
America— running in one
This film has been such a success in England and
Annabella make an ideal
and
Lancret
months.
eight
over
for
London
theatre in

film in French. It

word

of English and

.

'

.

•

.

Pa

with Annabella when she suddenly asked me, "How
repeat the question a couple
long does it take to go to thees Atlanta?" She had to
{Please turn to page 93)
the
gathered
I
before
bit
a
explain
times and then
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I
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Veritable
stars

their

of their

By He!e

TIRELESSLY

i
;

characters

and

likes

Louise

the

dislikes

Walker

new

the search for

in

talent proceeds in

Hollywood. Feverishly the talent scouts throughout
the country haunt amateur theatricals, church entertainments, department stores, football games, advertising
agencies where living models are used for photographs.
Thousands of eager youngsters are tested every year
every month ... in search for the new personalities upon
which the success of pictures must depend.
"How do you know it when you see it?" I asked a
famous casting director. "How can you tell?"
"We can't be infallible," he smiled. "We do know that
beauty and talent and brains are not enough. There is
the Unknown Quantity
or call it character, if you like.
.

think of

it

rather as a sort of

dynamo

He

grinned. "It isn't too easy
to study a person when he
his tastes in small things, how he

know

!

is

I

.

.

He

wanted

The

best way that I
off-guard, find out
lives, what he reads

is

Oberon. "I knew that she could

knew

was

But

beautiful.

I

that she
didn't

Hollywood's shrewdest producers
they can judge the stars'
capacity to play certain roles by
study of their likes and dislikes.

say

Here are three screen greats
whose personal preferences and
aversions give you a new understanding

of

their

individuality.

Joan
Crawford,
left,
Ronald
Colman, above,
and
Ginger
Rogers. Study them off-guard.
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s

I learned that she liked to be near the
paused and then added, gently, "I learned

ested in people.

ocean."

and eats and thinks."
Suddenly I recalled what
that shrewd showman, Sam
Goldwyn, had told me of Merle
act," he said. "I

r

business. She was interested in books and plays but,
what was much more important, she was deeply inter-

inside a person

which strikes a response from other people."
"And how in the world do you spot that?"
to know.

i

the woman. I arranged to meet her at a small, informal dinner, where she would be at ease, where she
would not realize that she was being observed. I wanted
to learn something of her tastes in small things. That's
how you really judge a person." He wagged his head.
"The day after that dinner, I invited her to the studio to
discuss a contract."
"What were her tastes in small things? What gave
you your cue?"
Mr. Goldwyn twinkled. "You must talk to her yourself and then you will see. I'll tell you a little of what I
learned that evening. There was an eager and spontaneous interest in everything that had to do with show

—

I

s

know

dynamos of emotional power,

reveal

strength

De

a e

e

Claude+te Colbert's versatility is
more understandable when you
its.

Merle

came
when

own

habbelow, bea different screen type
Samuel Goldwyn discov-

investigate her

real-life

Oberon,

ered warm human qualities revealed by her personal traits.
Gary Cooper's innate naturalness and dislike of the artificial
are valuable scree,n assetr.

are, will tell

the woman,
of why she
she is today.

you a lot about
and something
is

the success

Years ago a despairing
press agent told me, "We
can never get pictures of Joan's house because some part
of it is always in the process of being done over." It is
true Joan is always having a wall knocked out, a wing
added, or the drapes changed in the guest room. It's
quite exciting to go to Joan's house. You can never be
sure that you won't find that the swimming pool has
been moved to where, if memory serves you, the rose
garden was six weeks ago. It's all a part of Joan's shifting moods, her changing ideas of what should constitute
a proper background for the sort of person she thinks
!

she

is

at the

moment.

Joan shops

that she liked to
any parts which

cook— sometimes. She had

never played

were not exotic and artificial. I saw in
her a wholesome young woman with!" an elemental sim-

about her. You talk with her
investigated Merle's likes and dislikes a little further,
trying to see what Sam had seen.
She does like to cook, but she likes to do it out-ofand
doors, on the sands where she can hear the surf
where people are helping and laughing when she broils a
to
steak. I can't imagine her toiling in a hot kitchen

plicity
I

achieve the perfect angel's food cake! Her tastes in
clothes are simple and she cheerfully encases her slim
form in a $14.95 frock from one of the Boulevard's inexpensive shops. But she likes to don a luxurious and extremely expensive fur coat over this simple number, and
she will embellish the whole with priceless star sapphires

and top it off with a hat, the cost of which would have
bought at least one of the stars in one of the sapphires
As often as not, however, she wears no hat at all. I
began to see what Sam had meant.
Consider Joan Crawford: the restless, searching, unJoan. At first glance, Joan's tastes would
seem a welter of inconsistencies. But if you think about
as they
it a bit and sort them out, those tastes, evanescent

predictable

in

the

"junior sections" of department

stores for the simplest of cotton lingerie, which she wears.
Periodically she sorts and gives away the piles of imported, hand-made satin nightgowns and cobwebby wisps
down-town
of underwear which have been gifts to her.

A

from
which her house-and-play frocks are made. She employs
a by-the-day dressmaker for this sort of thing.
Mostly Joan does not notice what she has to eat. But
she can, on occasion, plan and help to prepare a meal
which might delight an epicure. Always she must have
music in her dressing-room, in her bedroom, by the
swimming pool. The money which she has invested in the
gadgets which supply her "with constantly changing melody, wherever she may be, would make a satisfactory
down payment on a home.
store keeps

on hand

bolts of the blue cotton pique

—

Then there is Gary Cooper, who loves the smell of
saddle leather and sage brush. Gary spends contented
hours polishing spurs, oiling guns. He treasures etchings of cowboys, hunting trophies, and the friendship of
quaint western characters. I'm afraid that the smell_ of
grease-paint and the sound of the director's voice crying
"Cut!" leave him cold.
Gary likes gay parties if no one urges him to cavort.
He prefers to sit on the sidelines and grin amiably while
other people indulge in noisy romps. He hates to be
hurried, cannot bear to make decisions, must be bullied
into taking any sort of "stand." (Please turn to page 89)
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more rumors about

no

hear

LET'S

the

we've been
doing ever since they were married. Both
Sandra and Gary are thrilled to death
over the new baby who's to arrive in the
family within a few months and they only
hope it will convince people they're really
-

Gary Coopers

rifting,

as

_

married

for

keeps.

IT'S a deep, dark secret and don't
but

there's a
menage that's

soul,

«

room

in

tell

a

Bing

the

unoccupied at the
Crosby
moment, but it's all done up in baby blue
and pink for a little girl

MARLENE

DIETRICH'S

chauffeur

approached Dick Arlen the other day
and reminded him they had met^ in England while Dick was making a picture for
Gaumont British. When Dick looked a
vague, the chauffeur admitted his
little
name wasn't really "Bridges," by which
he'd introduced himself, but Miss Dietrich
moniker of
to
his
real
it
preferred

"Murphy"

GOSH,

we do have

the darndest time
track of that Ann
Sothern-Roger Pryor marriage. And now
than ever,
it's going to be even harder
because Roger is travelling around the
country with his band and heaven only
knows where he'll light next. He did
manage to stop off in Hollywood for a
few days, however, which is the first time
he's been able to get back to town since
they've been married.

trying

to

Here's

keep

—lollywood!

CHIRLEY TEMPLE

went for a ride the
other day on her bicycle. As" she passed
a nearby garden, she saw some beautiful
flowers which she didn't recognize. So she
rang the lady's doorbell and asked about
them. Needless to say, the lady was terribly pleased to receive such an important

By Weston

O

call

and promptly gave her permission for

pick a bouquet. However—
to
Shirley's bike had been standing all this
time in the hot sun and when she started
to get on it, it was so hot she scorched
her tiny panties something terrific

Shirley

With mutual

tastes for turkey

right

off

the drumsticks, Ray Milland and Jean
let
Arthur, new screen duo, indulge
Emily Post say what she will.

—

!

BELIEVE

Constance Bennett
it or not,
has two cocker spaniels who are so
smart she has to spell out certain words
so they won't understand what she's saying. If either of them so much as hear the
words "car" or "ride," they make a mad
dash for the door and an anticipated motor
trip. So, when it isn't convenient to take
them, Connie simply spells the words out
to avoid a scene

Wide World

Gable, and Carole
two you see so
make three grand
frequently together
company at a recent boxing match.

Sally

Eiiers,

Lombard
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Clark

—those

latter

—

East

CLARA BOW
the

and her husband, Rex
baby, Toni, are touring
and
the country by motor, because Clara decided it was about time she saw America.
They've lived such a quiet life since
Clara quit pictures, they've done no travelling at all, and Clara finally came to the
conclusion something should be done about
Bell,

it.

WE'VE

finally

found out what makes

Andy Devine's voice "that way."
When Andy was a little boy, he fell down
with a slat from a window-shade in his
hand. The wood penetrated some cord in

a

prize

gossip,

news,

Bringing you
catch

of

and romance notes about

the cinema notables

wonatfr.u.
a small world!
of lookis sick and tired
people. For almost
ine like three other
has had to wear
the past two years, Paul
or some other
a beard, a Chinese mask,
Even I, who
disguise for his picture roles
during the
have seen him quite frequently
startled the
past months, was somewhat
appeared smoothother evening when he
And I cant
shaven, at a friend's house.
for wanting to be
say that I blame him
himself in his next role.

HAUL MUNI
r
wary
Wading woodland streams to trap the
pretty Anne Nagle proved Irresistible

trout,

bait for
with the

cameramen,

so

along they went

blessing of studio press agents
—and caught the shots that capture your
head of the page.
the
at
here
eye

ef\ndy's throat, producing that "gravel"
famous.
fect which was later to make him
first
also learned today that Andys
job in pictures was as a stunt man

We

m

Griffith
"Divine Lady" in which Cormne

was featured!
put
as though Dick Foran can
away those Western chaps any day
now. Ever since the Warner executives

I

OOKS

L

been hearing Dick on the radio,
notice.
they've been sitting up and taking

have

But they definitely made up their minds
do something about bigger and better
the
parts for Dick when he turned up at
tails and
recent Warner party wearing

to

looking

like

ten

million

dollars!

And

it

landed
wouldn't surprise me a bit if Dick
Red Shadow in
that coveted role as The
"Desert Song.
the studio's forthcoming

DIRECTOR MITCHELL LEISEN
many years
is

Romance that led
George Brent and
Worth.

Australian

marriage

V

U p to his old tricks. In the
DeMille.
he worked as assistant to Cecil
reone of his favorite stunts was to
arrange the coiffure of various and sundry

young leading women.

On

the set of

altar.

to

the

his

bride,

actress,
in

Below,

Constance
after

their

Mexico.

"Easy

hairLiving" the other day, Jean Arthur s
they
dress didn't quite please him. So
went off to her dressing room, where he
which
originated an entirely new hair-do,
he s
pleased Jean immensely. And now
he has
sorry he started it at all, because
to dress

it

every morning

Wide World

the theatre! Marlene
Fairbanks
Dietrich, escorted by Doug

Hollywood
Jr.,

as

at

usual;

Cedric

Gibbons and

Dolores Del Rio, attend a stage play.
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living large

runways

them and
wood.

I

I

HE

start a

who

She
1

ard to accommodate
-h-hunting
dogs he's
his trip abroad. He's

has

charms to
which

Ritz Brothers

rarin

—

you'll
is

—

silence
is

those

some charm,

admit is Louise Hoviclc. (Louise
the former Gypsy Rose Lee).

new

M-G-M commissary was agog
noon when the luscious Carole
dropped over for lunch with

whole

the other

Lombard

Clark Gable. And we understand that it
was none other than little Missy Lombard
who's responsible for those twenty pounds
Clark dropped after completing work in
"Parnell." Seems the studio had been
after him to lose weight for months, but
it
took the iron-hand of Carole to get
him to be serious about the situation. And
as Gracie Allen would say, he certainly
looks beautiful

HERE'S

a touching little tale of two
brothers who really feel that way
about one another. Years ago, when Gilbelt Roland was well up at the top of
the star list in Hollywood, he also found
jobs for his brother, Chico Alonzo. But
now the tables are somewhat changed.
Gilbert's career has been pretty hazy but
Chico has been quite successful, having
worked his' way up to assistant director-

Wide World

—

when Paramount was looking
ship. So
around for someone to play in "Last Train
Madrid," Chico talked his brother
for
up in a big way. And Gilbert got the part

Meet Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton Westmore!
Martha Raye is the bride, and her groom
is
the youngest member of that famous
clan

WARREN

of

beauty

experts.

_

DIETRICH

burned up

and

And Gary
put up to

68

the 1st swore he hadn't been

it

SAW
for

Harriet Hilliard looking too lovely
lot,
words over on the
dressed in a white chiffon gown with a
hem of sequins. And Harriet was having
to be helped down a short ramp from the
stage to the studio street, because her
dress was literally carrying her along, the
sequins were so heavy.

and David Niven have

DOCHELLE HUDSON'S

moved

upon the
London.

I

reply.

Marlene and Maria have leased the lovely
Beverly Hills home formerly occupied by
Stephen and Adrienne Ames.

in

his

on the set of "Souls at Sea."
"What's your name?" asked big Gary.
"Gary," replied little Gary.
"Who're you named for?" Cooper asked.
"You," answered the little fellow.
"What does papa Bing call you?"
Cooper pursued.
"Bucket-breeches !" came the astounding

The chauffeur was dispatched to bring her
home immediately, but Marlene was
frantic the whole afternoon. By the way,

Damita comes back to town
completion of her picture work

a most amusing bit of
between Gary Cooper
namesake, Gary Evan Crosby,
mother brought him round to

visit

all

into Rosalind Russell's old home
That is, temporarily.
in Beverly Hills.
David will probably move out when Lili

his

when

the telephone wires the other day
on the set of "Angel" when she discovsmall-pox epidemic had b:en
ered
a
reported at Palm Springs. Reason was
Marlene had sent her daughter, Maria, to
the desert to recuperate from a bad cold.

T RROL FLYNN

We

conversation

is

MARLENE

L-

smiles are radiated by WilBrisbane, stand-out in "Shall
Dance," and his bride, the former Jane
Griswold, of Milwaukee.

liam

OVERHEARD

WILLIAM'S

newest conthe envy of every actor on
the lot. Not only has Warren a speciallybuilt truck that
serves as his dressing
room, but he's blossomed out now with a
wardrobe on wheels with closet space for
his clothes and a folding make-up table
and mirror which can be rolled right on
to the set. He designed it himself, too.
traption

Honeymoon

Stuart Erwin meets an old friend of his
and yours. Surely you'll recognize the
lady with Stu above, as the Sue Carroll

you saw

in

many

films!

RKO

newest heart-

throb is Lee Bowman, the attractive
young leading man at Paramount. They've
been practically inseparable these last
weeks.
l\

;

Does

this

glimpse

of

Lovely ladies of Hollywood don't

Judith

Barrett at a garden party make
you think of a long, iced drink
on a blistering day? Judith
knows how to look cool no

matter
on the
beauty

if

wilt

in

the thermometer is
up-and-up. That's a
worth
well
secret

They keep
their beauty crisp and fresh
in the face of mid-day sun
hot

weather.

learning!

ummer

By

Beauty Keeps
COOL

as a Summer breeze is the impression Judith
Barrett creates even when the sun is shooting
burning rays down on us below or we're swelter-

ing under a dark blanket of pre-thunderstorm clouds.
The art of looking cool on blistering days is one of the
greatest beauty assets any girl could have. So tuck this
picture of Judith Barrett away in your mind and try to
look as fresh and dainty as she does through these Summer months. You'll find it pays
I'm going to tell you some secrets of looking cool that
I'm sure Judith practises to her own advantage.
Keep busy enough so you won't think too much about
all
the heat. But don't rush. Summer is the time above
and
others when you should make haste slowly. Hustle
bustle will make you look hot. And you won't get your
take
day's work done a bit sooner because you'll have to
time out to cool off and recuperate after you've used up

energy too quickly.
You don't have to be too fussy about your

Summer

brisk tennis, badminton or other games that
rosy glow are good for you. Only be sure to
follow strenuous sport with a shower or plunge and
enough rest to give your vitality a chance to come back
before you go on to the next round of entertainment.
Take the time to put on your make-up so it will stay

Good
work up a

fun.

with you, and vou won't have to patch it up every few
good foundation cream or lotion
minutes with repairs.
fortune that
is the basis of lasting make-up. It's our good
protects
that
foundation
of
kind
the
get
now
we can
complexions against sunburn and is waterproof as well.
That's a big help to those of us who want to keep our

A

skin fashionably fair

without hiding under broad-brimmed

Elin

Neil

Coo
hats or parasols

When

you

when we

select

your

stroll,

lipstick

or

loll,

out of doors.

and mascara for hot

weather wear, be sure its the kind that can stand moisture without smearing.
My foremost rule for applying Summer make-up is
"go light." You need less artificial color in your face because sunlight and outdoor activity give you some of your
own. Lips should not be brilliant. If you've used a vivid
shade of lipstick in Winter to brighten up your dark
clothes, change to a lighter color or one with brownish
tones that take the glare out of red.
Be careful not to use too much eyeshadow in the daytime. Eyeshadow should do things for your eyes without
proclaiming its presence, and sunlight will show it up if
you don't watch out. The best Summer day-time shade is
green, as it has a cooling effect on your whole face. It's
especially good with white clothes.
Don't trust a mirror under electric light to tell you
whether vou've put your make-up on right for sunny

days. Get a good look at your face by daylight before

you venture

out.

the most of your hot weather baths. They can
pleasantly perfumed,
contribute much to your beauty.
tepid bath will do wonders to cool you off and give you
a grand relaxed feeling that brings your wilted spirit

Make

A

showers
life. I don't advise cold plunges or icy
the opexactly
have
they
because
purposes
cooling
for
posite effect. They stimulate the circulation so you actubefore.
ally feel warmer a'fter your ablutions than you did
Bathe as often as you can in hot weather and don't be

back to

afraid of drying effects on

good water' softener

will

your skin. A mild soap and a
be your insurance that every
69

vou take is really a treatment for
body beauty. Among the most refreshingperfumed water softeners are those with
bath

a fragrance of pine.
After you step out of the tub and dry
yourself thoroughly, treat your skin to a
rub-down with eau de Cologne or a dusting

with talcum powder. Either one will help
keep you cool for hours afterwards.
You mustn't think of eau de Cologne as
merely diluted perfume. It is much more
than that. It contains ingredients distilled

to

Dog Days
and Beauty!

into the hearts of women
who like to make each
bath a beauty treat-

citrus fruits which are definitely
beneficial to your skin as well as your
general feeling of well-being. Eau de

from

Cologne keeps you cool because

it

more

quickly. It
actually
it
relaxes nerves, relieves fatigue and helps
to take the soreness out of muscles. The
fragrance of true eau de Cologne makes it
pleasant to use but is not lasting. However,
you can now get perfumed eau de Cologne
with an added fragrance that lingers just
as long as toilet water and the other lighter

perspiration

lifts

evaporate

up your

spirits

because

perfume.
a new type that goes even
further, combining eau de Cologne, perfume and dusting powder. It dries immedi-

forms

Even more imment.
portant than the "lift"
gives to your spirits
it
effect
is the beautifying
Bathasweet has on your
skin. It makes your beauty soap lather luxuriously
and helps it cleanse the
pores more thoroughly.

makes

of

And
in

a

There's

ately

after you use it and leaves a fine
film that doesn't rub off. This

powdery

powder-cologne performs three important
beauty rites. It keeps you cool, deodorizes
mildly and imparts a delicate fragrance.
Your choice of perfume can have a lot
to do with producing that cool-as-a-cucumber effect. Wear a fragrance that makes

—

you think of cool things fresh flowers,
ferns or damp moss. Avoid the overpowering, heavy Oriental odors or use them so
sparingly that they give just the slightest
hint of mystery.
One of the loveliest hot weather perfumes is lavender, and its popularity is
coming back in a great big way. It's the
younger women who have re-discovered
lavender as an appealing, fresh fragrance
to add to their own feminine charms instead of the ideal gift for Grandmother.
In the interests of Summer daintiness,
you must be especially careful about your
under-arm area. A deodorant or talcum
powder may be all you need to prevent
unpleasant odor and protect your clothes.
But for many of us a definite perspiration
check

is

essential.

the many efficient cream or
liquid anti-perspirants on the market, you
can be sure to find one that is just right
for you. Stopping the perspiration in that
limited area is not harmful. It simply diverts it to other parts of your body where
it evaporates quickly and doesn't leave an
odor.
Be sure to keep your under-arms free
from hair, even if you're not preparing to
get into a bathing suit or evening dress.
And that brings us to the subject of legs.
Whether they're out in the open or clad
in sheer stockings, legs that show a growth
of dark hair handicap any girl's beauty.
Don't put up with them. You can make
the growth less conspicuous by bleaching

Or keep your

legs smooth
depilatory.

out.

and hair-

by using a
Hot pavements put an extra burden on
those two feet of yours. Treat them acfree

cordingly. You can't afford to let tired
or painful feet put a frown in your forehead or take the buoyancy out of your

walk. Foot powder dusted over your feet
before you put on stockings and sprinkled
into your shoes will help a lot to keep you
light

on your

made

you've decked
yourself out in your
smartest togs and
up your face to

please

And

if they've had a hard day, give your
few minutes of massage before you
ask them to see you through an evening
of dancing. Foot cream or creamed rubbing

—

Pine.

Mavis
and

after-the-bath
that
freshness will stay with
Mavis,
you for hours
whose original fully
scented
talcum powder
has been a favorite for
years, have just brought
out a new type that's a
veritable honey. It's mildly scented to fill the needs
of women who like a delicate talcum that can be
!

capers and more wags to
his tail if he looks just

well-groomed as you
Give him a chance to
add to your charm by

as
do.

him

scientifically

prepared dog foods to
keep up his "pep" and
put a healthy lustre in his

Beauty tip from Hollywood
wear Max Factor's Sum'r Tan
Make-up.

to

holes

into

overworked

70

feet.

made Mavis

fa-

it

the top so the
sprinkles
down

needle spray,
a
spreading evenly in a thin
film over your body. It
helps keep your skin cool
and dry by absorbing perspiration, preserving the
freshness of both your
clothes and you.

C MART

dress or "nightie." It can't

faces in Hollywood and the rest
of the world are wearing
Max Factor's Sum'r Tan
*J'

Mildly

scented

fumed talcum

or

ful Y

— Mavis

choice.

per-

offers

Make-up

this

time of the

year
Rouge, lipstick,
powder and eye cosmetics
!

harm

clothes,

can be used even after shaving with-

out fear of irritation.

feet a

alcohol are excellent for massage. Or the
very same eau de Cologne I consider a
Summer beauty essential will put new life

the

like

greaseless, stainless,
cream deodorant that actually stops perspiration for from one to three days. It's
mild and pleasant to use, and you'll find it
soothing even if you have a delicate skin.
Arrid saves time because you don't have to
wait for it to dry before you get into your

revel in the refreshing joy of a
bath that wafts the fresh fragrance of pine up to your nostrils. Bathasweet Forest Pine is the brand new twin to
Bathasweet Garden Bouquet, the perfumed
water softener that's won its way straight

Summer

in

powder

!

YOU'LL

is

and tex-

dis-

tressing beauty problem.
It's called "Arrid," and
it lives up to its name because it keeps that underarm area as dry as the
It's
Sahara desert
a

it

Powder

fine quality

much lighter. Its smart
new oval can has 33 little

a solution to

Summer's most

same

has the same
delightful fragrance, only

beauty with a good dog
soap and give it plenty of
brushing. Dog "dressers,"
constructed
specially
combs, help a lot to keep
his hair as neat and becoming as your own.

HERE'S

Talcum
mous and

too
his coat's
for hot weather
comfort, thin it out with
it

perfume. Mildly Scented

ture that

If

Shampoo

liberally
without
stealing the show from
carefully
chosen
their

used

heavy

clippers.

off

ah1iifinn<;
ablutions

needle

can be one of your best
and he
assets,
beauty
hopes you realize it, too.
Just put yourself in Doggie's place. He's proud of
his smart mistress. But
there'll be more spirited

Feed

your St
sumwitV
with a
spray shower of
talcum powder,

mpr
mer

I

he

taking the best of care of
him these "dog days."

the

grand aid to shampoos
and manicures, too.

CINISH

critical

He knows

you.

side

and

feet.

most

the

The ideal bath for Summer
beauty new Bathasweet Forest

eye, give a thought to the
dog that trots along be-

hair.

Among

it

WHEN

neutralizes

it

withering effects of hard
water so you can take as
many baths as you want
without fear of too much
drying.
Bathasweet's a

well-kept dog
your f ashion ensemble!

ude

In

are
in

all keyed to bring out the best tones
complexions shown up by the mid-day

And they're equally flattering for
evening. If you want to protect your face
from sunburn and freckles, use Max
Factor's
Powder Foundation in the
Natural shade. It's both sun-repellant and
waterproof, and it holds that make-up in
place with a bulldog grip. It's just the
right shade to be a perfect background
for Sum'r Tan Make-up. To protect your
arms, neck, back and shoulders and bring
them into color harmony with your face,
smooth on Max Factor's Make-up Blender,
Natural shade. It's sunproof and waterproof, too.
sun.

Ruby

Keeler,

screen

star,

dancing

sincerely

mesti
home,

c

gleaming dishes are California pot-

softly
tery.

"The pool is where wc really do our living," said Ruby. The pool is tiled in turquoise blue, with patio furniture of a
darker blue. Al Jolson, burned Indian-dark,
lay full length in one of the long chairs;

is

do-

at

as Mrs.

Al Jolson.

the baby, with his nurse and bodyguard,
romped nearby.

"Shake hands with Betty Boone, Sonny,"
urged Ruby, pausing beside him.
Sonny wasn't in the mood. He did, however, vouchsafe me a "Lo-lo-lo!" as greeting, and showed me his smile, before going
on with his romp. Inoculation hadn't
slowed him down.

The turquoise blue

the pool

of

is

re-

flected in the painted paneling of the recreation hall beyond the shining waters. The
decorator did this building, too, excelling
herself in copper Venetian blinds, copper

window frames, lamps and table-tops. The
light wood furniture has cushions of glazed
in yellows and blues. There are
card tables, sofas, easy chairs, an open fireplace just now guarded by two of Sonny's
rag dogs.
"I let the decorator have her own way,
observed Ruby, lighting a cigarette as we
lounged on yellow cushions. "I don't pretend to know how to decorate a house, but
I know whether I like it or not when I

chintz

see

the

sketches.

"That's

way

the

began work

in

I

the

am

about

chorus

food.

when

I

I

was

my

hand at cookthirteen, so I never tried
ing, but I insist on having a good cook.
Helma is really quite marvelous. But you'd
never find a Keeler who wouldn't think my
mother the best cook who ever stepped
into a kitchen
is the only dressing
ever eat. I don't know what it is about
her brand, but it's not too dry nor too
soggy.
"Oh, let me tell you! Mother has a special dish that she used to give us when
we were little, perhaps because it was inexpensive and nourishing, but we're all still
Tomatoes,
call it
crazy about it.

"Mother's dressing

I

We

crackers, and milk

nside the Stars'
Let

Ruby

divulge

Homes

Keeler, your lovely hostess this month,

her

favorite

dishes— and

Al

Jolson'sl

—and

:

that's all

it is.

(Please turn to page 96)

By Betty Boone
go
WHEN ayoudozen

Ruby Keeler, you
miles out through San
Fernando Valley. Where a great live oak
tree spreads its branches in the middle of
the road, you turn off the main boulevard,
and presently come upon a colorful brick
wall in which are set -white painted gates.
Beside the gates, a copper screen that
looks like the enlarged mouth of a microphone awaits your call. You tell the copper
screen who you are and what you want and
like magic 'the white gates swing gently
to see

drive

You drive up a circular roadway,
through a young forest of neatly trimmed
trees and shrubs, gay with flowers. They
are not woodland flowers, but clumps of
ranunculus, African daisies, violas, huge
columbine and deep blue and red anemones.
At the crest of the gradual slope, is the
Keeler- Jolson home, a rambling white
house in English farmhouse style of stucco,
brick and frame, with a dark roof. The
style of the house is matched by that of
the lodge at the left of the white gates,
after the manner of English country places.
open.

The house is a gracious one, beautifully
decorated by a woman artist, but the Jolson
family spends most of its time outdoors by
the pool.
"If we are ever inside, we seem to gravipretty
tate to the sunroom," observed
can't seem to get too much
hostess.
sun. Al has a marvelous tan and I'm working on mine. The baby, God love him, is

my

"We

I am. My poor Sonny,
do you know what happened? Sunday, a
friend came out with her little girl and

almost as brown as

the children played together all afternoon.
Next day, the little girl came down with

chickenpox!

Was

Sonny

doctor and had

lated

to
.

.

a

I

worried?

I

rushed

him inocu-

.

I showing you? Oh yes, the
sunroom."
We paused in a long narrow room that
looked out on green law'ns, shadowed by
young trees. Small glass tables, set at
either end of the room; stood ready for
informal meals. Growing ferns set under
the table tops added a woodsy touch. The

You

take Heinz's canned tomatoes, heat them,
add a quart of milk, and when ready to set
on the table, break crisp crackers into it.
Sometimes I have it for luncheon. Just
that, nothing else.
"Lots of people serve peas and string
beans together now, but my mother used to
serve them together with the milk. It makes
a sort of soup, only quite thick, just as
the tomatoes do.

"What was

Ruby Keeler

picks an

orange from

the crop grown on her

own

estate.
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advanced the two thousand dollars for

Great Lover
Continued from page

21

'That guy's got sex appeal,' I
said. 'He's no Clark Gable, but he's got
sex appeal just the same in a refined way,'
I said. 'He's the great lover indoor type,
where Gable's more outdoors, and you
might as well nab him before Myron Selznick or one of those big shots ties him up.'
"
I said. Joe may not be
Joe cut her short. "We'd better go tend
to the luggage, Toots. See you in the
movies, Schony."
Mrs. Fuller held out her hand, and as
the actor touched his lips to it, tried unsuccessfully to look like a lady whose hand
has been kissed from the cradle.
"Adios, Herr Baron. Spanish for goodbye," she explained kindly. "Now don't
forget. I expect you to give me a ring.
actors.

to

You'll find

me

my

entry into America? To be sure, he lost
nothing. I returned the money before the
ship docked." But what in God's name was
he fretting about? If Herr Fuller had not
believed in him, would he have risked his
reputation as an agent, which meant more
to him than money? Herr Fuller was his
discoverer, his sponsor, the herald of his
triumph. And he, Ferdinand, was a fool.
He looked out at the desert. He should
be making the acquaintance of this new
land instead of tearing himself apart with
senseless hopes and dreads. But the summer sun glared down on a dust-brown
waste, and his eyes turned inward again.
His mother's last embrace. His father's
Annamarie
Sixteen-year-old
handclasp.
dancing round in excited pride over the big
brother who was going to a faroff wonderland. Annamarie was a buoyant spirit,

he had stepped into the shoes of the leading
man, home in bed with the mumps. Surely
it was a good omen that Herr Fuller and
his bride had chosen to visit the theatre
that week. He had thought at first it was a
joke when they came to the dressing room
with their fantastic proposal a joke not
in the best of taste. But the joke had landed
him here in this train, an ocean between
himself and those he loved.
It was all right, though. He had left
them money which, in his mother's hands,
would last six months. He would send them
more. And when the Fuller's prediction
came true, as come true it must, he would
send for them. His father would find peace
in this country where the sun, they said,

—

a benediction. Annamarie would live
the normal youth denied to him. And his
mother, bless her, should sit in a garden,
bask in her family's happiness, and em-

was

:
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"

Beverly book
pardon," he stammered.

in the

"I beg your
"
"Gladly I would give you, but a ring
"Oh, you sweet thing." Fluttering past
him, she tapped his thin cheek, as she'd
seen Constance Collier do it in the movies.
"That means on the phone. Goodbye."
*

*

*

Ferdinand

sat in the train,
after mile of desert slip by.

watching mile

"Tomorrow

I

be in Hollywood," he thought. Magic,
terrifying word. He remembered some of
will

fellow-actors, who had made fortunes
and returned to Vienna, their pockets full
and their heads aureoled in success. And
the others, coming back from Hollywood
with empty pockets and bitterness on their
tongues. "There is no art in Hollywood
only the prostitution of art." But these had

his

been the defeated.
He had sat through enough American
that there was a place for
"I am the romantic
type," he thought. "The Fuller has said it.
The Fuller is a little crude, perhaps, but
films

him

to
in

know

Hollywood.

goodhearted. Also she is an American.
a woman. And an expert in movie

And

American women
She knows it so
well that she convinced her husband to
send a cable to Hollywood about me."
He recalled the agony of suspense through
which he and his mother and Annamarie
had lived before the answer came. They
had kept the secret from his father, saving
his tired heart that strain as they had
saved it many another. Then had come the
good news. On the strength of Herr Fuller's enthusiasm, the Artfilm Studios would
give him a test and a six weeks' contract.
Usually such a test would have been made
in Vienna. For reasons not quite clear to
him, he was going to Hollywood, his travactors. She knows what
like in romantic types.

eling expenses paid. "I fixed it," the Fuller
had whispered to him, starry-eyed.
Herr Fuller had taken calmly what to
Ferdinand was a blinding miracle of fortune. He had seized the agent's hand solnearsighted eyes
emnly,
his
beautiful,
cloudy with emotion. "I cannot say to you
"
what is in my heart
"Save it, Schony. This is a test. They're
not sticking you into Bob Taylor's shoes
yet awhile."
Though he had studied English at the
Theresianum the school which his father
and his father's father had attended before
him he found some of Herr Fuller's
meanings hard to grasp. And if he felt a
curbing coolness in the other's attitude, that
was only natural. To the agent, he was one
of many. Besides, he knew that business
men and particularly, American business
men considered it good form to hide their

—

—

—
—

feelings.

He

himself

was over-emotional.

"Herr Fuller must have faith in me," he
assured himself. "Else why should he have

72
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Curves are kind to the eye artists say, and we echo the idea, especially upon
contemplating Mary Carlisle above, revealing a novel swim suit and such curves!

like his mother. He had inherited his father's melancholy. Or perhaps
a heritage to both from the
it had been

thank heaven,

war. Annamarie had been a postwar child.
She had never watched in terror while the
safe, lovely background of her childhood
crumbled away. She had never seen their
mother, bred to the delicacies of life, turn
pinched and haggard, go begging for food
that her son might eat. Annamarie had not
been born when their father returned from
war, a one-armed, shellshocked ghost of
his

former

self.

How his mother had managed on her
husband's meager pension and the little she
could earn by fine sewing, Ferdinand didn't
know. He caught her weeping for the first
time when he got a job as callboy at the
theatre. But he had been happy for the first
time, sharing her burden. There had been
enough food in the house, and sheets for
the beds, instead of the paper on which
Annamarie had been born. On the day he
became an actor, his father had smiled one
of his difficult smiles.

"Strange occupation for a Schoenbauer,"
he had said. But Ferdinand's tales of the
theatre had drawn laughter from him for
the first time in years.

The Viennese

audiences had liked Ferdinand. From footman roles he had been
graduated to juveniles. And for one week

—

broider initials on a never-ending
of towels and -tablecloths.
* * *

supply

"That man called again, Mr. Fuller."
"What man?" Fuller mumbled, thumbing hurriedly

through the papers

on his

desk.

"The one whose name I can't pronounce,"
his secretary told him crisply. "With an
accent.
kept calling all day yesterday
while you were out. Some longwinded tale

He

about Mrs. Fuller and Vienna. I told you
about it when you phoned in. You said to
have him call back today."
Fuller flapped an irritable hand. "Yes,
yes, yes, yes, I know all about it. What
have I got today?"

She rattled it off from a memorandum.
"Paramount at 10 :30 on the Eastman contract.
Lunch with Margot March. She
wants to know why you can't get her top
billing over

Freddie Bartholomew, because

Freddie's only a little boy. Conference on
Dawson's life story for the Post at 2 :30.
Cocktail party at 4 for that new English
star. Chamberlain's coming at 5 :30 for the
radio dope. Preview of Firefly at Grau-

man's tonight."
"Tell the accent to be here at 6. Phone
wife I'll meet her at the cocktail party.
Get me the latest figures on March and
Eastman. Find out from Kessler what he'd

my

nand von Schoenbauer," he

want for ghosting the Dawson story. That s
Oh— and Hilda. Call Willis at Aratj

Ask him when

lover

his-name."
_.„,,.
„
"I won't be phoning What s-his-name,
door-knob.
the
on
hand
her
she replied,

and motioned the visitor to a chair.
"Would you mind pronouncing

hasn't gone Hollywood yet. Has no
phone. But don't worry," she soothed him.
"The lad'll be phoning me," and drew the
door carefully shut behind her.
half hour later she recognized the ac-

"He

A

cent on the phone. "Here Ferdinand
Schoenbauer," it said

know how

and bowed

von

for

your

me

"Oh, yes, Mr. Shaybar. Mr. Fuller will
you at six. Well—where will you be
coming from ? Why don't you hop a taxi ?
Take
Taxi. Oh. I see. Wait a minute now.
V-I-N-E
the crosstown bus at Vine. Vine—
—change at Wilshire, going west
She spelled Wilshire out for him. "Get off
everyone
at Beverly Drive. Yes, I guess
knows Beverly— even in Europe. No, not
Beverly Hills. Beverly Drive. It's the
name of a street. We're in the tall building at the corner on the tenth floor. Ask
for Miss Drake. You're very welcomenot at all— that's what I'm here for. Yes—
o'clock. You're wely es _that's right. Six
come. Good-bye."
She ran her fingers through a crop of
see

—

.

mused.

"Farmer," he replied

(

This is an all-year job. Two weeks
vacation with pay. And my vacation hasn't

show

it.

started yet," she would add pointedly, turning back to her desk.
* *
*

At

five

minutes

to

six,

the

phone in

Hilda's office rang.

—

"Mr. Von Von—" Dot at the switchboard gave the struggle up. "To see Mr.
Fuller."
"Be right out."
thin figure too thin for his
tall,
height rose to greet her. Something helpless about the slightly stooped shoulders,
something forlorn in the eyes, smote her
compassionate heart.
"So you made it all right," she said

A

—

—

brightly.

Not knowing what he had made, Ferdinand stuck to what he did know. "Ferdi-

—

to say

gotta

It's

!

be

Boyer—

like Charles

valier," Hilda pointed out, "and look where
he got."
Ferdinand broke in with dignity on this
.

.

born Gruenwa ld which means green wood. Does it
help you?"
"Greenwood Ferdinand Greenwood not
bad. Ferdinand's kind of sissy, but we'll let

exchange.

—

"My mother was

—

—

that

go

moment. Greenwood

for the

it

is.

O.K., Mr. Greenwood" He rose, suddenly
jovial, and held out his hand. "Be seein' ya.
Anything you want, ask Hilda. She knows
more about the whole damn business than

„

I do."

,.

"And Madame Fuller?" said Ferdinand,
too proud to voice any of the doubts, ask
any of the questions that surged within
him. "She is well?"
"Elaine? Oh, fine— swell. Busy packing.
Career

see."

Kenny

skyrockets.

who stars both

"I

ing in the trim figure, the dark-fringed
gray eyes set wide in the perfect oval of
her face, the mouth that laughed like a
child's, and in repose became a woman's.
"Why dontcha give the movies a break?"
"Can't act," she'd reply.
"What's that gotta do with it? Ill fix
you up a nice little contract just to show
vour face,"
"Fuller's fixed me up a better one not to

and easy

Lederer— Maurice Chevalier
"Nobody could ever pronounce Che-

strangely enough, never tempted. Her
father had died in her infancy. Her mother
had earned a precarious living for them
both. Hilda had gone to work at eighteen.
Now, on the sixty dollars a week she was
earning at twenty-three, she and her mother
reveled in what was to them luxury. She'd
be earning more before long. Fuller was no
piker, and he realized her value to him.
Some day she would fall in love, marry,
have a home and children of her own.
Realistic, level-headed, her instinct for normal, healthy living had been fortified by
what she had seen of the fever and heartbreak of the studios, and was much too
strong to be shaken by any illusions of
glamor. But the cynical habitues of the
inquire,_ tak-

—

Francis

be. Flattered but,

remained unconvinced.
"What's the gag?" they'd

stiffly.

"Paybar—Waybar— hell
tasty

decorative a figure to be sitting over a desk.
"Y'oughta be in the movies, kid." She
had heard it so often that she no longer felt
even flattered. She had been at first of

office

What's

it.

—

and taxis. But
hadn't enough
they'd lie and stall. This one comes right
out with it." She shrugged a slim shoulder
and returned to her work, almost too

girl

d'you translate

Maybar
Shaybar? Graybar
Hilda?
Ferdinand Maybar— how's that sound.'"
"Like a Tootsie roll," said Hilda.

brown curls. "Funny fish," she
met 'em before when they

Any

How

pretty, don't

Fuller groaned. "Ferdinand Pretty farmer
—skip it. What was that you called him,

for phones

course.

English.

Schon means

barter ?"

"I've

would

rose-colored

—

"Sure— in
it?

—

chestnut

—honeymoon,

is

your passage if they'd give you a test.
Talked 'cm into fifty a week for six weeks,
because the wife thought, once you were
here, you'd find something, even if the test
fails. Took a chance that maybe I shouldn't
have, but now we'll have to make the best
of it. 'S' all right, Schony. Nothing to
look green about yet. You may still go over.
Test's set for next Tuesday. Miss Drake
give you the dope— time, place,
here'll
etcetera. I'll try to be there. If not, just
go in and give 'em all you've got. How
about the name? What name did you give
'em, Hilda?"
"Said I'd phone in tomorrow."
His fingers drummed on the desk. "Schoitbaucr Schonbaucr what's it mean.'"
"Mean?" From the sea of foreboding in
which he felt himself drowning, Ferdinand
grasped at this concrete problem.

again ?" she said, for the sake
of saying something. "I'm pretty dumb
about foreign names."
"Ferdinand von Schoenbauer. I am the
romantic type. Madame Fuller said it. She
said I will do well in Hollywood."

name

it

glasses, little woman all over me, that kind
of thing. Anyway, I cabled Artfilms a
guarantee— told 'em I'd be responsible for

"Oh." She was taken aback for a moment. "Well, I'm Hilda Drake, Mr. Fuller's
secretary. Will you come with me? Mr.
Fuller will see you in a moment."
She led the way to her office, sat down

I can bring this great
round for a test— guy I signed m
Vienna. Do that before you phone What sfilms.

said

formally.

in

Though

Baker,

radio and films.

sounded

it

like

ar-

that
rogance, she had wit enough to realize
it

wasn't. "I wish

you

luck."

got up and bowed. "Thank you, miss.
You are very kind. Also, if I may say so,
very pretty." He sat down again.
Accustomed to turning off compliments
a
with a flipcrack, she found herself_ at
sincere
in the face of this grave and

He

loss
tribute.

"Are you
St3

—have

to

you found a place

quite small and ugly, but for
serves. Three dollars a week
bathroom outside," he concluded

^A room,
the time
And the
simply.

it

,

,,

.

Upon which revelation Mr. Fuller
emerged from his office, a hand on his
We'll have

visitor's arm. "O.K., old chap.
Monday. Glad
the details ironed out by
you came in." His eye fell on Ferdinand
"Oh there you are, Schony. So long, Al.

—

See 'you on

Monday— Come

in,

come

in,

How

was the trip and so
nice to see you.
on ?» His hand guided Ferdinand toward
Hilda a
the inner office, his head jerked
to follow them.
Seated at his big desk, he seemed somehow, despite his surface affability, touched

summons

by frost from within.
"Now, Schony, let's get down to brass
You
tacks. Maybe I oversold you a little.

Off to Honolulu next week. Recover from
the honevmoon." His laugh was tinged
with wryness. "Give her a ring when she
gets back. She'll be glad to see you.— Get
Maxie on the phone before you go,^ Hilda.
See if he can give me a rubdown."
*
* *
Ferdinand placed the directions Hilda

had written out for him

in his wallet.

He

hesitated, then said: "If
"
not be present

Herr Fuller

will

"Don't worry. He'll make

.

.

You're a good
"Oh, yes. Or
he added with
"Well, then.

actor,

P

it if

,

he can.

you at the
aren't you?"

not, they'll take care of

T

-

If

studio.

so they told me in Vienna,
his first shy smile.

;>

Just go in and act.— Look

here." She picked up from her desk a
small paperweight in the shape of a fourleafed clover. "This means good luck in
America. Stick it in your pocket. Maybe
but maybe it'll help to know
silly,
it's
someone's rooting for you."
"You are rooting for me:
"Yes," she laughed. "That means I hope
Like this,"_ She apyou'll go over big.
plauded. "Lots of money, lots of jobs."
"I will remember it. I will root also tor

—

—
—

you, Miss Hilda Drake." He bowed over
her fingers, and was gone.
"Oo-la-la," said Miss Hilda Drake to
kissed.
herself, flirting the hand he had
"Moving right into high life with Shaybar.
Wonder what's going to happen to him

next Tuesdav."

To Be Continued
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too.

he thought about that when I went to his
Denham studios but he was visiting his
latest production, and when Alex appears
on the set, with white gloves, silver-headed
walking stick, and yellow spectacles, it
becomes a Royal Occasion not to be regarded with levity. So I just sat reverently
behind the lamps and watched bearded and

Nat Pendleton has come over to play one
of his typical tough guy parts in "Gangway" though however such a mild-mannered man took up crime characterization
me. He never drinks anything
is beyond
stronger than orange juice and cocoa. He is
passionately fond of music and knows a
great deal about the classic composers. His
playing squashrecreation
is
favorite
rackets and he isn't even interested in girls,
let alone married. "Guess I'm comfortable

grimy Edmund Lowe heroically rescuing
pretty Ann Todd, tense scene from "The
Squeaker" which is a detective film based
on the late Edgar Wallace's novel.
Edmund's charming wife sat with me
they're a happy devoted couple who share
a tremendous sense of humor. I also met
Oliver Garrett, the Hollywood writer.
Korda has brought him over specially to
adapt "The Four Feathers," the historical
adventure film which has Robert Donat as

London
Continued from page 62
Hale and most of her own sports jerseys

—

as I am," is his laconic comment.
bition is to work in Hollywood

His amuntil

he

has saved sufficient money to buy himself a
fruit-farm in Southern California and then
he'll retire from the studios and devote his
life to raising oranges and lemons.

Pinewood

Palatial

is

naturally a show-

—

soldier star. Robert assists with the
script himself too. He's a temperamental,
highly determined young man behind that

the

rather wistful exterior!
In the fall Robert is due for a new romance partner, co-starring with Merle
Oberon in Korda's scintillating film of

Merle has now recovered from her car
accident and the subsequent shock of her
mother's death and has been staying in the
country with her friend Lady Morvyth
Benson. Smart London restaurants have
missed her very much, the only startling
fashion item of late being provided by
Gloria Swanson, dining at the Ritz in
purple satin with a green and orange
striped net jacket. During her stay here
Gloria attended many gatherings squired by
Paul Soskin, the young producer who has
just built an enormous new studio at Elstree. He's tall and dark, very wealthy, and
a bachelor, and accompanied the Gorgeous
Gloria most assiduously. "Yes, we're good
friends," she announces sweetly.
This summer sunshine has brought
George Arliss back to the studios again.
His doctors forbade him to work during
the cold damp winter months as he is subject to asthma which is apt to lead to
serious complications in a man who's nearing seventy. He is playing the title part in
"Doctor Syn," story of smuggling exploits
in a little Kentish fishing-village over a
hundred years ago. As a. kindly old clergyman by day and a wily brandy "bootlegger"
after dark, his role is in complete contrast
to anything he has previously essayed.
Love interest is supplied by John Loder
and blonde Anna Lee as the clergyman's
daughter Imogen. Between scenes George
has been giving them both lessons in chess,
a hobby he takes almost as seriously as his
celebrated collection of old books. He owns
a valuable set of hand-carved ivory chessmen that came from France two hundred
years ago and he and sweet-faced Mrs.
Arliss play with them in their old-fashioned flat. It's furnished just in the manner
you would suppose, a pleasant homey place
with Victorian mahogany and flower-patterned chintzes and scores of silver-framed

photographs

George

of

in

his

numerous

roles.

Talking of furnishings, the latest London fashion is to have an evening frock in
vividly-patterned

cotton

though you had made
drapery.

Demure

it

little

that

looks

as

from your window
Elizabeth

Allan

went

to a theatrical premiere in a fullskirted affair of white pique printed with
pink roses and yellow daisies, while Mary
Ellis shows off an exotic scarlet poppy

design

Joan Crawford basks in her garden like this to acquire the sun tan for which
she's famous, and which out-tones (no pun
fact) that of her sister stars.

—

place, for the vacationing folks from Hollywood and its recent visitors have included

Skeets Gallagher and scenarist Robert
Riskin and the one and only Frank Capra
no, he isn't planning to make a film

—

here. It
see how

was

just professional curiosity to

we work

this

side.

Stocky and olive-skinned, his black hair
blowing about, Frank was busily shooting
everything and everybody within sight with
his little movie camera when I met him
outside St. James's Palace. Between answering his staccato questions about the colorful military ceremony of Changing the
Guard, I managed to get some information
for myself.

"Why

do

whimsical

you

always

philosophical

introduce

slant

into

this

your

demanded.
Most famous producers would have taken
the opportunity to deliver a high-brow oration about Art but Frank is a realist.
"Because it's good box-office," he replied
unhesitatingly. "You see, this gentle poking
fun at the accepted customs, giving a few
good-tempered digs at the more solemn
conventions, championing the 'Little Man'
pictures?"

I

is really Everyman—those things appeal to everybody all over the world. So a
him which is made according to that
formula is naturally successful."

who

I

meant
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to

ask Alexander Korda what

London Society
of Lady X" at

called "The Divorce
moment. "How will I
enjoy playing with Merle?" Robert echoed,
life,

the

"I shall be delighted to because my own
part is so rich and quite different from
anything I've attempted before. I don't care
twopence whether I'm starred or sharing
the lights with somebody else or just supporting a star. All I want is the opportunity of playing a character I enjoy."
He means it, too. Money and fame quite
honestly don't matter much to him. He
will only act when the part appeals to him,
which is why he has refused so many
lucrative
offers
from Hollywood. (He
wouldn't even play in "Romeo and Juliet"
because he considered Romeo "such a spineless fellow" and cabled M-G-M to that

frank effect!)
It will be the third time that Robert and
the glamorous Merle have played in British films together but the first time they
have ever appeared on the screen together.
They were both completely unknown when
they made "Men of Tomorrow" and it
didn't get either of them any further, but
"Henry the Eighth" followed to establish
both their reputations and send them off

Hollywood to work. How come? Oh,
they were in different shots in both films
and the scenarios never called for them

to

to

meet

all

over her green dance cambric.

A

cream muslin spotted and checked
is even being made up into a party dress
for Grace Moore who's giving her annual
concert here very soon and regretting she

fanciful

spare time to appear in that longpromised Korda musical.
Elsa Lanchester was wearing a coat and
skirt of purple gingham when I saw her
at the preview of Flora Robson's new film
"Farewell Again." Flora herself was absent
she hates to see herself on the screen and
can't even be persuaded to watch the studio
rushes. Ruth Chatterton was there, wearing an unusual hat just like a black soupplate; and Director Raoul Walsh had
brought Valerie Hobson with him, while
stalwart Leslie Banks, who plays the
Colonel in the picture, escorted two of his
daughters. (Yes, I know he only looks
about thirty but actually he has been married over twenty years and possesses four
can't

—

pretty girls in their teens.)
After the performance there was an informal gathering for cocktails at the

Charles Laughton and Erich
long and earnestly with
H. B. Warner can it be this brilliant
character actor is now going to play for
their newly-formed producing company ?
Vivien Leigh was gaily displaying the
African lions-hair bangle which is her idea
eidt
of a lucky mascot, and tall Conrad
gave us the latest news of Elisabeth Bergner, still far away in the Swiss Alps and
declaring she won't return to fulfill her
screen contracts till the Fall.

Trocadero.

Pommer

talked

—

V

Hollywood's Beauty Ba
protects daintiness

. . •

EVERY GIRL knows how important
'

skin sweet. It's only then

are attractive!

Lux

Toilet Soap's

sinks deep into the pores, frees
spiration, every

leaves skin

it is

to keep

you can be sure you

ACTIVE

them

hidden trace of dust and

thoroughly

lather

of stale perdirt

clean.

You'll find this quick beauty bath refreshing,
too— a wonderful pick-me-up before your evening
date.

9

Why not

OUT OF

10

try it?

SCREEN STARS USE LUX TOILET SOAP
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You Can't Keep a Good
Menjou Down!
Continued from page 55
be typed again. Therefore I sign no term
contracts with anyone." (I knew that he'd
been offered a contract by Selznick which
would have allowed him freedom to work
for other studios. I knew that after mature
consideration he'd refused even that. J "I
have an agreement to do one a year with
Goldwyn. I start in August on "The Gold-

wyn

But

Follies.'

Goldwyn

that's

doesn't dominate

all

right.

my

career.

Mr.

"There's no value to me in signing a
contract just to be paid a salary. I did
that once. Look where it landed me. Now
I pick my own parts. If they're not right,
then I'm the fool. I have no squawks. I
have no grievances. That's important. You
can't do good work when you feel like a
martyr.
"I'm offered from fifteen to eighteen
parts a year. Some of them have to be
right. By right, I mean well conceived,
well written, suited to you, with sympathy
and broad appeal. I read script. I talk it
over with my wife. Then I decide. I never

about it than I did. I'd never done anything like it before. I won't again. Once
is fine. Twice, and you're typed. Though
if Zanuck asked me to play Elizabeth the
Queen, I'd probably say yes. The man's a
wizard.
"I didn't think the part in 'A Star is
Born' was so hot.
good part, but nothing
to write home about. The fan reaction's

A

I was wrong again. I said
that a role, to appeal to me,
had to have sympathy. I don't mean it's
got to go round dripping virtue like a selfsacrificial
goat. The manager of 'Cafe
Metropole' was a scoundrel, but a scoundrel
with wit and style. That sold him to me,
and I hope to audiences.
"When Universal offered me this part,
I grabbed it. For two reasons. The second
Deanna Durbin picture must be important.
know that. The first was a sensation
in Europe as well as here. Durbin has
everything freshness, charm, a voice. If

been amazing.
a

moment ago

We

—

make a test till the contract's signed. It's
unfair to actors. They throw four or five
of us on the screen and start arguing: 'I
like

him

being
penalty people pay
WHAT
mean and nasty-tempered They
for

a

!

and romance! They're

feit friends

for-

their

own worst enemies
Still, they're not always to blame. You
know, yourself, that you can't escape being nervous, irritable, crabby, if your system is clogged with poisonous wastes. So
if you really want to be light-hearted
.

.

.

be sure that
popular, fresh-looking .
your bowels move regularly. And whentake Ex-Lax.
ever Nature needs help
.

.

—

Ex-Lax works by the
The "gentle nudge" system is a simple,
effective method of giving you a

thorough cleaning-out. Ex-Lax just gives
your intestines a gentle nudge at the point
where constipation exists. Evacuation is
and complete. You'll
easy, comfortable

—

feel

You'll feel

clean.

more

alive.

And

you'll be grateful for the absence of the

strain

and nausea that make the action

of

a harsh purgative so unpleasant.

Another thing

—Ex-Lax

tastes just like

delicious chocolate. Children actually en-

joy taking
for

it,

them as

drug stores

and Ex-Lax

it is

is

just as

good

for you. Available at all

in 10c

and 25c

sizes.

FREE! If you prefer to fry Ex-Lax at our
expense, write for free sample to Ex-Lax, Dept.
S87, Box 170, Times-Plaza Sta., Brooklyn, N. Y.

When Nature forgets - remember

EX- LAX

THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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Might

before

He

!"

my

eyed

plate

in

consternation.

"What's wrong with you? You can't live
on a sandwich all day. Well, believe it
or not, I'm going to eat this whole chicken.
That's the difference between us. You
work with your head. I'm a physical

—

laborer." He attacked his food with the
same zest he was giving to his theme.
"I just laid off for nine solid weeks. I
was offered five parts and refused them,
for this reason and that. One died in the
middle of the story. By the end you'd for-

about him. After all, I've got
some business sense. One played opposite
a character who had all the good scenes.
I'm not that noble. Another role I didn't
play because he was the father of a man
I've nothing against fathers.
of thirty.
gotten

all

my

best friends are fathers. Come
I'm one myself. But I think
I'm miscast as the father of a man of
thirty. Maybe I flatter myself. That's my
of

to think of

easy,

better.'

A

Some

"GENTLE NUDGE" system

him

like

A

!

WILDCAT!

T

better.'

as well toss 'em in a hat and pick one
blindfold
test should be a scene out of
the picture, played with the same characters, in the same costumes. They can't
afford it. All right.
hundred tests, if
you want 'em, when the part's mine. Not

it,

privilege.

"Another thing: I wouldn't play in an
unimportant picture. It's death to a player.
I
don't care what they offer, I wouldn't
touch it, I wouldn't fool with it. And what
I
mean by an. important picture isn't a
question of money. Money doesn't make
an important picture. What does ? An unusual story, unusual characterization, and
a feeling on the part of the producer that
he's got something unusual. That, most of
all. Producers are always enthusiastic about
their stories
they have to be, poor devils.
But I've been in the business long enough

—

to tell the fake

from the

real.

"Understand, I'm not setting myself up
as the Lord-High-Everything. I'm telling
you my trade secrets because you asked
me. And if the army and navy and marines
came along and told me to do a part I
didn't like, I'd tell 'em, get the guns out

and shoot

me

the

against

wall,

do

but his tone wasn't.
pointed his fork at me.

He

I

can't."

I

His language was

can't
light,

it,

boys,

"I can be
happened. I was
frightened to death of 'Sing, Baby, Sing.'

wrong, you know!

It's

Mr. Zanuck and Mr. Lanfield knew more

SCREENLAND

So you didn't know Dietrich plays
a musical saw? She does. Look!
she's lucky in her stories, she'll be one
of the biggest stars in the world. Then
the part's unlike anything I've done. I
play a trombonist, unemployed for two
daughter. I wear this
years. Deanna's

my

one poor, miserable, shabby suit till
end of the picture. Then I get my
dress suit out of hock it's a honey.
getting square on that fashionplate,

—

the
old

I'm
that

fellow who wore dress clothes for five
years and went sliding down to oblivion
on the seat of his stylish pants. I'll tell you
a funny thing about this part. I always
let my hair grow between pictures. You
never know when you're going to fall into
a part that needs long hair. When the
'Thank God
director saw me, he said
How did you know?' 'Know what?' 'The
little
girl has to cut your hair in the
picture.' I didn't know
All I know is,
this business is 90% bullheaded luck. You
have to be ready for your luck when it
:

!

comes."
He broke off to exchange a Russian
pleasantry with Mischa Auer. An expert
was engaged for Tyrone Power's accent
in "Cafe Metropole." Menjou spent more
time with the expert than Power did. Bill
Robinson appeared on the set one day.
When they needed Menjou, they found
him off in a corner, trying to get his feet

A

publicity man went
to follow Robinson's.
down to ask him a few questions. He spent
an hour instead answering Menjou's questions about how the publicity business was
run. This is no conscious effort on Menjou's part to prepare himself for remote
emergencies. It is rather that his inquiring
mind instinctively seeks knowledge wher-

this

faU^ty
DOES MORE THAN
CLEAN YOUR SKIN
-IT INVIGORATES

!

• The freshening up before a party that
does more than clean your skin. That gives
it the lovely, vital look the world admires.
That's the Pond's method, whose fame
has spread around the world! Girls have
found that it invigorates their skin In over 50
countries, they use this rousing treatment.
Every night, smooth on Pond's Cold Cream. As it
softens and releases dirt, stale make-up and skin
wipe them all off. Now pat in more
secretions
!

—

stirs.

Your

It is softer

Cream— briskly,

till

the circulation

skin feels invigorated

and freshened.

Pond's Cold

— and so much smoother!

Every morning (and before make-up) repeat
Your skin is smooth for powder— fresh, vital
.

.

.

looking!

famous freshening-up method yourown skin daily growing clearer,
smoother altogether lovelier!

Try

this

self.

See your

—

Mary Augusta Biddle
Getting ready for a dance, for a canter, or
for a morning out of doors with her
spaniel. Miss Biddle always begins with
Pond's. "A Pond's freshening up
does more than clean my skin. It
gives it a vital look. I always
use Pond's before I go out."

Send for SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
Pond's, Dept. 7S-CH, Clinton,
Conn. Rush special tube of

Miss Biddle has used Pond's ever since she started using
creams! "And I found girls using it in England, France,
Belgium, Holland wherever I visited last summer."

—

Pond's Cold Cream, enough for
9 treatments, \\ ith generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams
and 5 different shades of Pond's

Face Powder. I enclose lot to
cover postage and packing.
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Ruefully,
hair.

ever
bore

it

may

Our

of letting Deanna Durbin snip his
amusing back-stage incident connected with this scene.

Adolphe Menjou ponders the wisdom
story tells an

be found.
too
is

The world

will never

curious and
interesting phenomena. Conversely, he will
never bore the world. What he learns he
assimilates, and gives it back with the
color of his personal viewpoint added.
He was talking again. "Maybe another
I don't
reason I've gone ahead is this
know when I'm licked. If you're licked in
this business, it's because you let yourself
be. If they don't like you now, they'll like
you later. If they don't like you here,
they'll like you some place else. Grace
Moore was kicked out, and look at her
now. Fred Astaire had a funny face, they
said, and people didn't give a hoot about
watching him dance. Not much they don't!
His first three pictures only made millions.
But write this on the wall in letters of fire.
You can't go on endlessly playing the same
part. They get sick of you. You get sick
of yourself. How many times I've heard
people say: 'He's slipping, he's slipping,'
like the fellow in 'Star is Born.' Along

him.

It

full

of

:

SKINNY?

Thousands Gain
Normal Attractive Curves
With New IRONIZED YEAST

WHY
and

should thousands of people today remain skinny
friendless when this new discovery is giving
other thousands solid, normally attractive flesh gains of
10 to 25 pounds in just a few weeks!
People who never could gain an ounce before have
not only put on all the weight they wanted, but also
report naturally clear skin and good-looking color, wonderful new pep and energy that bring loads of new
friends, new popularity and good times.

—

—

Why

it

builds so quick

now know that thousands of people are thin
and rundown for the single reason that they do not get
enough Vitamin B and iron in their daily food.
Now one of the richest known sources of Vitamin B
is English ale yeast. By a new process the finest im-

Doctors

English ale yeast is now concentrated 7 times,
it
7 times more powerful. Then it is combined
with 3 kinds of iron, pasteurized whole yeast and other
valuable ingredients in pleasant little tablets known as
Ironized least tablets.
If you. too. need these vital elements to aid in building you up. get these new "7-power" Ironized Yeast
tablets from your druggist today. Then, day after day
watch flat chest develop and skinny limbs round out to
natural attractiveness. See better color come. Soon vou
ported

making

like

feel

an

entirely

different person, with

new charm.

Money-back guarantee
No

matter how skinny and rundown you may be from
lack of sufficient Vitamin B and iron, trv these new
Ironized Yeast tablets just a short time. See if they
don't aid in building you up in just a few weeks, as
they have helped thousands of others. If you are not
delighted with the benefits of the very first package,
your money will be instantly refunded.
Only be sure you get genuine Ironized Yeast. Don't
let anyone sell you some substitute. Look for the letters
"IY" stamped on each genuine Ironized Yeast tablet.

Special

FREE offer!

To start thousands building up
we make this absolutely FREE

their health right away,

offer. Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal
on the box and mail it to us- with a clipping of this
will
send
paragraph. We
you a fascinating new book on

"New

health,
sults

At

Facts About Your Body." Remember, re-

—

the very first package or
druggists. Ironized Yeast Co.,

with

all

Ga.

Atlanta,
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money refunded.
Inc.,

Dept.

268,

Happened One
Montgomery and
'Night Must Fall.' One of the

comes Gable and hits
Night.' Along comes

'It

plays in
best performances ever done on stage or
Amazing performance. There's
screen.
nothing he can't do now.
"You've got to know what you want
and tight for it. Not temperament. That's
rot. I don't believe in it. I've never had
trouble with a player or director. You
hear all kinds of stories. This one's a devil
and that one's a bug. You work with them
and you find they're all lies. Katharine
Hepburn's a charming girl and a terrific

—

on the verge of fame in New York
comedienne pure and simple. She comes
out here and they give her mother roles,
sweetness and light. The pictures were
poor. What happens? Oh, it was awful
must be her fault. Then she w as ill for
T

a year. Couldn't work at all. She's fine
now," and he knocked the table. "She was
offered two or three roles. I wouldn't let
her take them. They'll forget all about
me, she said. 'I'll never get a part.' 'Yes,

you

will.

Wait

We

went

to

a part comes along.'
Lady' with Jane
Cowl. 'There's a part for you the other
woman.' 'I'll never get it.' 'How do you
know you won't?' Now she's got it! Opposite Kay Francis.
whale of a part
a honey.
"If you've got something to sell, your
chance will come. One of the greatest advantages of being in this glorious business
is to make money. You can sell anything
it
doesn't have to be acting
trained
horses, seals, fleas, showmanship, personaltill

see

'First

—

A

—

—

If I can't make money acting, I'll make
directing, writing, but I'll make it. I won't
be overawed by anyone in this business, I
don't give a damn who he is.
producer
once said to me
should I give you
all that money''' 'You give it to the other
fellow,' I told him. 'Why not to me? Yor.
pour it out in shovelfuls. All I want is i
little corner of the shovel. That's modest
isn't it?" He broke into a sudden chuckle
"I've got a baby to look after. He need;
milk and things."
airy gesture fillec

ities.
it

:

—

A

Why

An

the gaps.

There was a time when Menjou wouldn''

worker.

She used to wear overalls, you
know, famous for things like that. One
day they stole her overalls, framed them
in a big silver frame, and hung them on

talk about the baby. "All the proud papa;
I'd kidded were itching for a chance to ki(
back." He's over that now. He's frankb
another proud papa and doesn't care wh<

the wall of a beautiful living room set. In
she came and there hung her pants. Get
sore? She laughed herself sick.
"All this talk about Garbo, mystery
woman and so forth. All nonsense She's
a woman of reserve, dignity and to my
mind, the greatest actress on the screen.
I never saw her do a bad piece of work.
Even in the silent days I remember scenes
that were amazing in their simplicity. And
she's better now than she ever was. An

knows

—

!

honest artist, an honest woman. If that's
mysterious, then Garbo's a mystery!
"I don't mean, fight just to assert yourself. But don't let people talk you into
things when you're sure they're wrong. I'm
muleheaded. Maybe it's my Irish mother.
Somebody says 'This is the greatest part
you've ever played.' I can't swallow that.
:

How do you know it is? Maybe it isn't.
Wait and see.
"Take my own wife. Miss Teasdale was

SCREENLAND

Peter Adolphe is seven month;
walk or talk yet, his fathei
admits with a faint trace of astonishment
"But he knows me and Mrs. Menjou
Cutest baby I ever saw in my life. Lib
it.

old.

He

the

babies

Saturday

can't

Leyendecker draws for
Evening
Post exactly

—

tin

lib

them."
He's more anxious to impress you witl
that fact than anything that's gone before
"He has a little swing. Sits there am
tab
keeps us company at breakfast.
him to see other babies. He looks at them
grins, and looks at his mother, sort of ask
didn't go awa
ing her if it's all right.
during my nine weeks off, couldn't bea
to leave him. Marvelous baby!"
He caught my glance. One quizzicaj
eyebrow tilted. "Yes, I know. But I neve
had a baby before." And his smile wa
twin to the one he'd given Deanna a

We

We

hour

earlier.

7%is

MM The Snapshot
HEX

1 left the old home
town, Helen was just a
Her brother Dick
little girl.
was one of my pals, and she
was always tagging us around.

"\A/'
T

But

never occurred to me
was anything except

it

that she

a nice little nuisance.

"After I landed a job a thousand miles away from home,
getting back wasn't easy. I let
several years go by, and had
forgotten all about Helen until
one day my mother sent this
snapshot. She wrote on the
back
Do you remember your

—

little

J

playmate Helen?'

could hardly believe my
me, it wasn't long
before I found a way to get
tf

I

eyes. Believe

home
again,
I

— and when

I

came away

Helen came with me
take a thousand
.

.

wouldn't

dollars for this snapshot."

The snapshots you'll
want Tomorrow
—you must take
Today

far the greater number of snapshots
made on Kodak Verichrome Film be-

« By
are

cause people have found that "it gets the
picture"
is a

— clear, true,

lifelike.

Any camera

better camera, loaded with Verichrome.

Don't take chances

.

.

.

use

it

always

.

.

.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
Accept nothing but the film in the familiar yellow
box Kodak Film which only Eastman makes.

—
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Fatal

Masquerade

Continued from page 34
gasping sobs as Antone made a small bundle of the jewelry and thrust it in his small
bag._
"I'll take this and go ahead," he said
putting on his hat. "And in a lew minutes
you take that basket with the candlesticks
and follow me. And remember, we don't
know each other. Get on the train and I'll
meet you in the last car, and stop snivelling!"
But Mitzi was still trembling when she
walked through the lobby of the hotel and
saw the police stopping Antone at the

doorway.
Stefan hurried toward the girl as she
and almost fell.
"Are you ill?" he asked. But she only
looked at him wide-eyed and shook her
head and ran out of the hotel.
Stefan shrugged as he walked to the
desk and asked an audience with the Countess and then his heart almost failed him
for this woman walking into the hotel
office was the woman he had seen walking up the Prince's stairs the afternoon
before. But even- now, knowing her as his
enemy, he was glad of that quick look of
recognition that flickered in her eyes for
that small moment.
"Permit me to introduce myself." He
faltered
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bowed. "My name is Wolensky."
In spite of herself she almost betrayed
her agitation.
"Not Stefan Wolensky?" Her hand
steadied itself on the back of a chair and
there was something in the gesture to give
her courage again, and laughter closed over
her nervousness. "So you are Stefan
Wolensky." Her words came almost gaily.
"And you the Countess Mironova !" His
smile answered hers. "It is strange that
we've never met. I happened to read of
your loss on the poster at the station and
I thought perhaps I could be of service to

He disregarded her quick protest.
had, I think, a pair of candlesticks?"
Her eyes widened remembering the papers she had hidden in one of them, the
papers that might mean this man's life if

you."

"You

they were found in Russia and her own
if the}
were found here in Poland.
"All my beautiful jewelry is gone." she
said in a low voice ignoring his question,
and she fluttered her hands as she had seen
other women do. Helpless women, who did
not have her resources of wit and courage.
"It was entirely the fault of my maid. I
discharged her on the spot and now I wish
I hadn't. I have no one to do my hair."
"I would be honored if you would permit me to," Stefan began, and then as she
raised her eyebrows in consternation, he
laughed and went on easily, "I mean, do
allow me to look after your belongings for
you. For instance, those candlesticks are
more precious than you think
He stopped as a police official was ushered into the office and he saw the color
come back again in Mironova's cheeks as
he told her the thief was being held at
headquarters and even-thing seemed to
have been recovered.
"Do permit me to undertake this errand
for you." Stefan offered. "You must be
tired. I'll take care of everything."
"Oh, thank you very much, but I can't
dream of it !" she protested.
But Stefan was not to be so easilythwarted.
"Then at least you'll permit me to escort
you," he insisted. "I really can't permit
you to go to a police station by- yourself."
There was nothing for Mironova to do
but allow him to accompany- her, and so
it was thev faced Antone together.

—

Screen land

"Everything's there but your old candleHe said defiantly. "You're not goabout them, are you?"
He was silent at first as they questioned
him, then he crossed his arms belligerently.
"I couldn't go carting them all over the
place," he shouted. "I gave them to a lady.
And I won't tell you who she is. You see,
I am a gentleman, and gentlemen do not
give away ladies. At least the sort of gentleman / am "
Stefan remembered then, the girl and the
basket and her white frightened face as
the boy was arrested. But it wasn't until
Mironova had gone to her own rooms
that he could seek the hotel porter and
question him. The man was vague at first
but at the sight of the bank note Stefan
held out to him he remembered not only
her name but her address that had been
written on her ticket for Warsaw.
There were a few hours before the next
train was leaving and when Stefan saw
Mironova descending the stairs in evening
clothes he knew suddenly how he was going
to spend those hours. It was easier than
he had thought it would be, persuading
her to have dinner with him, and for a
little time it was almost as if they forgot
they were enemies. He had never been'so
sticks."
ing to cry

!

aware of a woman before. It was as if
the whole room had quickened into life
just because she had walked into it.
But when the waiter offered to draw the
curtain across the little alcove where they
were

sitting he was almost gauche in his
quick refusal. She laughed then and he
laughed with her, and it was almost as
if they- had always been warm and close
like this, laughing together.
"What it is to be a beautiful lady." He

shook

his head teasinghy.
forget."
dimple

A

"You
corner

"W

aiters

from

her mouth

of

form

their

darted at the
she smiled.

when

judgment exclusively

the male."

"You

me." Stefan bowed.

flatter

"Scarcely. She clasped her hands under
her chin as she looked at him. "Philandering as a fine art does not necessarily improve the personal appearance."
"I plead, not guilty," he said softly.
"I read my newspaper." Her eyes met
his

fully.

"I never do,"

he said flatly.
"Perhaps you are wise," she parried.
"I wish I were." He was looking at her
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book by Baroness

now as if he could never stop looking at
her again. "The wise are never lonely."
For a moment she was silent, then her
voice came almost shyly.
"Are you lonely?"
"Yes." He leaned toward her across the
table. "And so are you, aren't you?" Then
he laughed. "Perhaps I'm wrong. That was
a stupid thing to say."
"No, it wasn't." Her voice came so low
that he could hardly hear it. "I am lonely."
There was that little space that comes
sometimes between two people, that forgetting of everything that made only the

moment

real

and

this

miracle

being

of

together.

Then,
I

"I'm glad," Stefan said slowly.
have something in common.

nice to

"It's

wish we had met before."
"Thank you, Baron Wolensky," she

and

he

felt

withdrawing

her

said,

from him

again.

"My friends call me Stefan. His voice
came almost imploringly, but her eyes did
not soften as she listened. It was over, that
forgetting and she was
little moment of
remembering again.
"But I am not your friend." She was
with
still smiling but it was different now,
all the tenderness and sweetness gone.
It was hard to think he might never see
her again, even though seeing her might
mean his death. But even here on the tram
on the way to Warsaw he kept thinking
of her and the way her eyes had softened
and the way she had smiled.
She seemed nearer somehow in this rushing night, nearer than she had been earlier
in the evening when she had sat across
the table from him; for then her eyes
that had been so glowing had suddenly
become remote, and here in his memory
she was all tenderness and warmth.
The train stopped at a station and he
walked out on the platform and bought a
_

_

Taking time out from romance, Luise Rainer and William Powell temporarily desert
star.
the camera to play hosts to Mme. Lotte Lehmann, famed Metropolitan Opera

basket of food from a vendor, and he was
lighting a cigarette as the conductor came
up to him.
"They seem to have got busy on that
robbery," the man began conversationally.
"They've just picked up one of our passengers, orders came through to arrest any
woman who might have gotten on at
Czakova. I thought there seemed something
funny about this one. She might have been
the criminal at that, she's got such a pleasant face. But she said she was the Coun_

STRANDED

Mironova and the way she was dressed
have believed it myself."
Stefan had listened idly in the beginning
but now he was all attention.
"Where did they take her?" he demanded, and then as the conductor pointed
to the jail across the square, he pretended
a casualness he was far from feeling.
"This train stops here for twenty minutes,

tess
I'd

doesn't it? I think I'll take a stroll."
He tried to tell himself it was for his
best interests that Mironova had been ar-
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HAS BEEN PROVEN
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rested, that fate couldn't have sent him a
better break. But he couldn't go on leaving
her in this predicament.

ENDURA

Only

1

For a moment, seeing him, she was too
amazed to speak, and then she found it

MORE THAN

Women

150,000

rather pleasant having a man looking out
for her and arguing for her freedom. It
was so ridiculous.
"What's this lady got to do with you,

|

anyway?"

The

jailer

became

almost

offensive.

"She has everything to do with me,"
Stefan said quickly. "She happens to be

my

wife."

Mironova made a quick gesture of probut Stefan pretended not to see her.
do I know you're not working together, then?" the jailer demanded truculently.
"Husbands and wives often do.
Well, it's lucky you are husband and wife,
because this is a one-room jail!" he
shouted, and the door banged behind him
test

"How
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went

out.

Stefan pounded on the door as the key
grated in the lock and Mironova laughed
at his dismay.
"If I may say so, you seem to have

made rather a mess of it."
"On the contrary." He swept her a little
bow that was not as mocking as he had
intended

it.

"My

key and stopped only long
on the heavy working shoes

turned

the

enough
he had

to put

outside the door.
lay in crisp drifts outside and

left

The snow
Stefan

Mironova up in his arms
and the walk across the

picked

and carried

her,

square was
clinging to
cheek.

all

too

short with her arms
soft on his

him and her breath

There was only time to board the train
waiting at the station, and lift her onto
the seat in a compartment when the train
started moving. Then Stefan grinned and
slammed the door of the compartment shut
as he jumped off the moving train that was
going back to Czakova. And seeing her
white face staring reproachfully at him
through the glass the old regret that they
might not be friends came to him again.
"Well, sir, we're on our way." The conductor grinned as he swung himself on
the Warsaw train. "I'm afraid these waits
are rather monotonous."
"Monotonous isn't the word!" said
Stefan.
All that night he thought of the woman
Mironova, the woman whose wit was as
quick as his own. They had played at
cross purposes that night, each trying to

plans are assisted enor-

mously by the present development. You
may not be aware of it, but I am a man
of resource. Are you hungry perhaps?"
"I'm starved," she said bitterly, and he
laughed as he produced his basket.
"I foresaw that." His voice held a certain pride and in spite of herself she gave
him a sudden grudging respect as he spread
a loaf of bread and some sausage and
cheese on the table in front of them.
"If you mingle the sausage and cheese

featured at drug, department and 5 and 10c
your dealer cannot supply you, ask him

stores. If

it from THE ENDURA CORPORATION,
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA.

to order

together it will not be quite so unbearable."
He grinned as he poured wine into a glass
and offered it to her.
"If I may ask, how long is this position
to continue?" She tried to be withering
as she gulped down the wine but didn't
quite succeed.
I knew." Stefan sighed. "I find
most embarrassing. Here I am an unmarried man—"
"There are times when I find you rather
insufferable." Her voice broke in exasperation and the whistle of the train at the
station across the square sounded almost
like a mocking echo.
"Listen!" Stefan held up a cautioning

"I wish

it
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Shade...

finger. "I think that's

my

train."

"You're not going to leave

me

here!"

she protested. "You can't leave an unprotected woman in a prison cell."
He looked at her and again felt that
strange tenderness for her. She looked so
young and so helpless somehow with her
dark hair curling out from under the silk
scarf
had knotted peasant-fashion
she
under her chin.
"If I take you with me, you'll have to
do what you're told." Funny the glow that
came giving her orders like that and seeing her meek before them. Seeing her take
off her necklace as docile as a child and
putting it beside his wallet on the table
and even taking off her shoes without a
murmur, when he told her to.
He took off his own shoes then and
taking hers placed them under the end
of the blanket and arranged the pillows
so that it looked as if two people were
sleeping there on the cot. Then throwing
his coat around her he led her behind the
door. As they stood there he made a noise
as if he were snoring.
It was as he expected it would be, the
jailer creeping to the door and looking in
through the grilled opening and seeing the
necklace and the wallet and wanting them.
They waited breathlessly as he cautiously
took off his shoes and unlocked the door
and tiptoed in. There was that quick flurry
as they ran out of the door and Stefan

SCREENLAND

Dixie

Dunbar may

the-farm

rush

start a back-to-

with

this

picture.

conceal from the other that they knew the
identity of the girl who had stolen the
candlesticks, and it brought him little solace
to think that he had outwitted her in the
end.
But they were still to play at cross purposes, for in the morning when he drove
to Mitzi's address it was only to discover
that she had already pawned the candlesticks.
mad chase began then for he
discovered they had been bought by a for-,
eign dealer, and so he went on their trail.
First to Paris, and there was that fleeting
moment when he saw Mironova dashing
into the hotel he had just left when he
discovered the purchaser of the candleand then London
sticks had already gone
and the fashionable auction room where
they had been put up for sale.
In the beginning there were many bids
against his but in the end it was only her
voice he heard.
The auctioneer looked skeptical as the

A

;

higher. "Now that
bids mounted higher and
this height, I feel
the bidding has reached
that an immethat I ought to remind you
required at
diate cash payment in full is
announced.
the actual time of sale," he
Stefan looked stricken for he had al-

ready gone beyond his limit.
pounds
"I've just about fifteen hundred
let
here" he said. "But I shall be glad to
necesyou have my check for whatever is
sary."

„,',,•
of triumph

was

i

Mironova's

little

flash

her
for
money she did not have enough for her
they looked at
last bid. For a moment
idea.
each other, then Stefan had an
he said.
"I only want one candlestick,"
"Why can't we pool our resources and each

when

short-lived,

she

counted

buy one ?"
thought,
It was almost too easy, Stefan
with the missas he picked the candlestick
triumphantly
ing leg, and Mironova smiled
'

,

as she 'took the other one.
May I drive you to your hotel? he
asked. "I'm at the Castle ford."
"No thank you, Baron Wolensky. Her
ourselves
smile came then. "We might find
you
a police station by mistake, don't
in

think?"

_

.

"Perhaps

"May

gravely

when we

get

the Princess
delivered."

I

.

,

Stefan said
right,
this candlestick

you are

1 -*-

return

Petersburg? Remember,
must have her present duly
to

it?**

Suddenly Mironova remembered the papers she had put in the candlestick.
"Must you go to Petersburg?" she
asked tensely. "If— if I could fulfill your

—

mission "
"That's impossible," he said gravely.
Then as her eyes deepened he went on:
"You forget I have my duty. I expect we
both have."
"That dreadful word," she shuddered. It
is with us always."
"Not quite always," he smiled. Have
you forgotten a somewhat humble little
meal? Two people and no other thing in
it seemed
all the wild, wide world, or so
.

,

,

For

(

emov^

deep-c;^Jn
besides,

For a moment she felt tears pressing
she
against her eyes and then somehow
managed to smile.
"And so it seemed to me, dear Baron

p\eteW*

Wolensky."
She held out her hand to him and he
took it and pressed a kiss on its upturned

*'

atel

^

pS Y ou»

Vowel .
c0 m-

^

u

1-J

.

B

,bodVoaot

to me."

Palm.

Cashmere

Tears pressed against her eyelids as she
turned away and as she walked through
she
the corridor she was conscious that
was carrying the candlestick. She stopped
for
to put it in its case and then she saw
on
the first time that a leg was broken
her candlestick too.
She remembered then that Stefan had
and
told her the hotel he was stopping at
she hurried out in the street and hailed

—

"

res T R*

.

GR ** CE

a

of his drawn face
discovered her hidden
documents and it was then she saw that
both candlesticks had been mutilated in the

At

she

that

first

sight

knew he had

same way.

m

He
order.
"You'll see that yours is"
spoke dully as he opened the other candlestick and showed her the documents intact
in it. Then he opened the other candlestick and took the letter from it. "Will
you be good enough to read the contents
mine? You'll realize the life of the
Grand Duke is in deadly peril. Our purposes are quite apart, Countess Mironova.
Our duties call in different directions. But

of

it

appears

safety of

He

left

we

both

desire

the

personal

His Imperial Highness."
her then with that stilted smile

no longer had meaning or life, and
would have called him back but she
knew her words no longer had power to
move him, even to save his life.

that
she

And

so she follovCed

him

to St. Peters-

qoa\»Y-

bo
'

_____
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burg, and there came the day when the
Czar found the letter on his dinner plate,
and the order went out that Orlich be released and given safe passage to Vienna.
And there came the evening, too, when
Colonel Radoff, the Chief of the Secret
Police, called on her demanding the documents he knew had been given her in
Vienna, and she told him they were lost
and somehow it did not seem a lie, lying
for Stefan.

But

was

even as she was
talking Stefan was announced and came in
bringing the candlestick which he placed

on the

it

useless, for

the modern, feminine
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on
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women depend
Get
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it

"You are mistaken, Baron," she said
proudly. "Colonel Radoff came here at his
own invitation and I am his prisoner. You
see, I've had the misfortunte to lose a certain document
intended for him." She
turned to Radoff as an officer came to the
door and stood at attention. "I am sorry to
disappoint you, but the Baron and I have
been summoned to the palace for a private
audience with His Majesty, the Czar."
They were silent as they drove to the
Palace but once Stefan's hand sought hers
asking forgiveness and for a moment her
fingers clung to his.
Then they were walking slowly across
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the rockstrewn grass as lights blazed on.
"Time to materialize, Cary !" said Director Norman McLeod.
"I'm a ghost, you know," explained Cary.
"Se is Connie. Watch us materialize."
Connie in a red fox cape of beautifully
matched skins, smiled enigmatically as she
took her place this side of the lights. But
when Cary took his place beyond her, his
shadow fell, appallingly clear, in the open
space.
That wouldn't do. The experts put their
heads together and Cary returned to his
canvas-backed chair.
appear and disappear at the will of
the technicians," he smiled. "I took this
shot of Connie when she had appeared on
top of a bookshelf. Not too bad, is it?"
Cary doesn't go in for developing or
printing his pictures.
"No dark room for me !" He waved the
idea away. "Too many funny smells around
the house. I'd rather take my film to a
shop and talk the shots over with the expert there, explaining what I tried to get

"We

and how

I'd

like

it

treated.

You know,

—you get a marvelous
a desert sand shot and you

sometimes— not often

cloud effect or
think you can do a composite picture that
ought to be good well, then you tell him
and he does the work.

—

"I have an exposure meter and it tells
you what to do about lighting, if you have
any sense at all. Chance or good luck often
helps you get a good shot, whether you
know what you're doing or not. A lot of
it is luck, anyway, and that suits me. I'm
not working at it I'm just having fun.
"I don't bother much with filters and
never use flash bulbs outdoors.
"What I am specially keen about is
home movie stuff. That can be really ex-

—

citing.

SCREENLAND

heart.

"Your Majesty," her voice came

so low
the Czar could scarcely hear her,
"Baron Wolensky saved your son's life.
And here are the documents demanding
his life. I have brought them to you, Your

that

Majesty,
because

—

She

instead

of

the

police

because,

and there were only the

faltered,

welling in her eyes to ask for his

tears

mercy.

table before her.

"Here is your candlestick, Countess."
His smile twisted as he looked at her. "My
work is done now. You are free to present
your letter to the police." He looked at
her coldly. "You haven't wasted any time
have you, Madame?"
Mironova's head lifted then.

Remove Unsighthj Hair

a huge room in the Imperial Palace and
they saw the man sitting at the far end
of it, the man whose face was heavy with
the weight of sorrow he carried in his

"Baron Wolensky," the Czar's voice
came sternly. "It was not to save the life
of my son that you acted as you did, but
save the

traitor.

The

man Orlich is a revolutionary."
"He is also my friend," Stefan

said

to

life

of a Polish

"Your Majesty, you are the great
am a humble citizen of
Poland. But we we are both patriots !"
When the Czar smiled like that some
of the sadness went from his face. "Baron
Wolensky, you are not a Russian. But you
are a man, and that is the next best thing."
The Czar held out his hand. "I will see
quietly.

man

Russia. I

in

—

that you are fully protected in Russia. You
may go. You are safe."
They moved slowly out of the room,
then, walking backward and curtsying as
they went, and the Czar was smiling
broadly now as he saw their glances steal
toward each other as if once again there
were only the two of them in all the wide,

wide world.

"Once I did a short film about my dog.
thought up a little plot and then I put him
through it. He's smart and he knows how
to take orders. Of course he couldn't actually do all the things it looks as if he
I

did in my picture.
"I'd have him looking around the corner,
menacingly, or hopefully, or whatever it
was, and then I'd cut to a scene he was
supposed to see. His actual expressions
came from balls thrown to him, meat
dangled at various heights, nice smells,
the sight of friends or foes, and then they
were all worked into the plot. It came out
nicely, and I'm quite proud of it."
If you use human actors for your home
movie pictures, Cary thinks it's best to
have them so thoroughly occupied that
they can't be self-conscious.
"My best stuff in this line is usually done
down at the beach, where everybody is
dashing around in the water," he said,
"Then they have to keep their minds on
what they're doing and can't worry about

how

they look.

"I'm

interested

color stuff on the
just now. I have some

in

home movie camera

grand desert and spring flower pictures,
and this beach action stuff I've been telling
you of is great in color the water, the
sand, and the colorful beach costumes.
"I understand there's some home movie
sound equipment on the market now. The
amateur can- get talkies if he has the
money, time and patience. I've never tried
it, but I doubt if it's for me. I couldn't be
bothered fiddling around with a mike and
a soundbox and a camera. That would be
WORK, and I do all this for fun."
Director McLeod loomed up beside us.
"Nobody," he informed me, "is permitted
to watch a ghost materialize."
"Trick stuff, eh?" said Cary, "Magicians
are always touchy about their magic. You
know, / never bother with trick stuff on
my cameras, still or magic. I suppose it's

—

because these studio experts are too good.
I'd do wouldn't look like much."

Anything

The

director's glar.ee

grew grimmer. He

addressed me once more.
"Kindly DE-materialize

!"

he suggested.

Panther

Woman

How could he

It

Into Patrician
Continued from page 27
country's

the

>

lived at

patricks.
"I had

her

tell

girls.

college

outstanding

home, but that didn t spoil
and more
anything. It merely drew more
undergraduates over to see the jolly Mtz-

She

'7

•

a passion for red, Gail muses m
red roadster
a reminiscent mood. "I had a
was conand those were the days when it
to go in
sidered the height of cleverness

remember
for one-shade ensembles. I
red hat,
pet outfit was a red dress, a

my

and

,.
red shoes!"
During her junior year the depression bit
account. Gail,
into the Fitzpatrick bank
majoring in law so she could go into
her goal)
politics (the governorship was
went to work to pay for her tuition she
became assistant to the dean of women. Her
Alabama s
plan to enter the University of
;

the
law school started to crystallize. But in
meanwhile she enjoyed every one ol the
to
proms that were thrown. "I was allowed
as I
°o out as much as I wanted so long
brought home an A-average in my grades
can gather that here is no mental

You

...
"At home we were told that we could do
anything we wanted if we wanted to badly
us
enough. That bit of psychology kept
from feeling overly restrained, and, simulget
taneously, made us think. We might
away with something, but would the reward
be worth it?
"Then, there was that other method of
had.
wisely rearing us my mother and dad
They encouraged, but never flattered us
if
'No matter what you do,' they'd say,
you hadn't done it someone else would
I haven t forhave. And probably better

slouch.

!'

gotten either statement."
The turning point in her life was comtheatre was
pletely unanticipated. The local
cooperating with Paramount in a search
spectacular
for a "Panther Woman" for a
Fitzpatrick to
film. It fell to Margaret
oversee the affair so far as the Howard
College girls were concerned. On the Sunday afternoon when half-a-dozen who d
promised to vie got down to the theatre

everyone backed down. "I'll have to step up
because you all said* you'd compete, and
somebody has to do right by our a ma
mater's honor." Gail laughed as she took it

upon herself to be the sacrificial goat. But
as the
the jolt came when she was chosen
all
best bet for the "Panther Woman" in
that vicinity!

"You've read how unimpressed Hollywood is by contest winners," Gail confessed
French
at noon at Lucey's, the quaint
restaurant on Melrose Avenue which the
are patronizing. "When I arrived I
wasn't besieged with offers. I didn't mind,
because I'd just graduated and I was ready
to go on with my law in the Fall and I'd
never visualized myself as an actress. Much
stars

less a

Panther

"The

Woman!

publicity

head
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It

be so much easier, she thought,
he'd burst into a rage, instead of
hurt her so.
this indifferent kindness that
Family doctors and too many husthat one of the causes of

IT

germicide, active

bands—know

of the

is

feminine hygiene that

cleanliness.
so necessary for intimate
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goodbye, and chanced to mention with no
that I was
malice aforethought, honestly
going out to Universal before I left for
home. At that Paramount expressed alarm.
I wouldn't sign anything before they gave
me a test! I promised to hold off. I
stayed over at their expense, and the^next
week they tested me and signed me."

—

.

Effectiveness... "Lysol" is an effective
under practical conditions...
dirt,
the presence of organic matter (such as

2.

between husband and wife

.
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would

discord
neglect

needs. Here are good
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Non-caustic

if

—

is

many antiseptic

reasons why:

dilution, does not hurt or

"Lysol".

If

too busy to waste time on me, so he sent
his secretary, Bertha Jancke, to take me
to lunch it had been because of his studio's
campaign that I'd stumbled into my trip
picture had been in the paper the
West.
day after I got here and Universal evidently believed I was somebody. On Saturday morning I phoned Paramount to say

for

vs.

hygiene an<* otner uses

Na m e^

.

ol

" Lvso1

-

Street.

City.
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Her

last name was shortened and her
name became Gail. She was given six
months to tone down her Southern accent
before she was assigned to a role. But in
less than two months she was so homesick

JOAN
NEVER ALONE
LITTLE

first

that she didn't think she could stay any
longer. On a week-end at Lake Arrowhead

she was in tears. Cary Grant and Randy
Scott were there on location and Bertha
Jancke, the first representative of Paramount she met, had to go up to take publicity stills. Bertha asked Gail to come

along and watch Cary and Randy work.

Because Gail is so definite, the studio's
strange, apparent indifference bewildered
her.
stay away from home, from all
that was familiar, for this uncertainty?
"I recall how Bertha said to me, 'Either
.make up your mind that you will amount
to something, or quit and go home where

Why

you have no
and go and
takes

!'

"

I've seen them come
believe you have what it

fight.

I

Bertha and Johnny Engstead, the

who

poses

Paramount

the

man
por-

stars'

were

about the only ones who'd
given Gail a second thought. They discovered that she was intelligent and when
they observed that she was regular they
went out of their way to help her. She
went to the coaching school on the lot, and
directors couldn't overlook her eagerness to
attempt whatever parts they'd give her.
But she declares that it was Bertha and
Johnny who aided her most in improving,
in shaping a personality that is distinctly
her own. Gail may be spending her Sunday
mornings riding with Carole Lombard and
Clark Gable, now that she has "arrived,"
but she still is eternally grateful to those
two comparative unknowns, and sees them
often. Even though Bertha is working at
Columbia, every time Paramount takes up
another option on the Patrick contract
there is a celebrating dinner with Bertha
traits,

\r\t OCd C<f\£
\\J? C.O 0\J-

all

at your Favorite
goods counter

toilet

answer, 'The others are so short, you mean.'
I remember that Garbo, Dietrich, and Kay
Francis are the same height as I am.
"I never counted on remaining in Hollywood permanently until I married, last
winter. When it was option time they'd say,
'We guess we won't take up your option.
Perhaps if you'd take a cut—.' I always
retorted, truthfully, 'That's all right with
me. I'll be leaving you then.' 'But where
will you go?' they'd query. 'Home! Back
to Alabam !' They never could catalog me
properly. But I wasn't fooling, you see.
"Hollywood is a vibrant world in itself, but I've found you can live as you

—

really wish here. I bumped into all the
traditional lines. There was the time some-

one

stated, 'But you'll never be able to enact a character convincingly, be emotionally
deep, until you have lived!' Well, the very
first bit they gave me to play was the part
of a corpse and I was told I had a very
realistic manner. And I knew I'd never

been dead
drink. I've had two drinks in
whole life, once when I went to the
dentist's and fainted and once when I was
plain inquisitive. So, you can imagine, I
"I don't

my

was

one stopped drinking because I didn't drink
I wasn't cramping anyone in the least. So
why drink? One shouldn't be called a
prude for not doing something she doesn't
enjoy, so long as she has no objections to
others doing as they choose.
"I don't, as a matter of fact, smoke. I've
nothing against it; but why should I if it
doesn't appeal to me?
"Why," she gasped, her ebony eyes dancing, "I didn't even know about double-talk
before I got here. No, I'm not referring to
pig-Latin, but to the Hollywood habit of
saying one thing and meaning another.
You do have to catch on

as the special guest.

"But Hollywood has been wonderful

"Johnny Engstead worked with me on
that first test, the one that got me my
contract. He then spent hours and hours
counselling me. I had to try to acquire
poise, first. Johnny slaved over his pictures
of me. He taught me how to hold my head,
my hands.
to walk gracefully. I
learned that I needed different clothes, for
in Hollywood styles are ahead of the rest
of the world. I had long hair, that I wore
in a knob. These two friends of mine told
me about coiffures, kept after me continually. They begged the make-up men to
show me exactly the most flattering use
of cosmetics. They repeated and repeated
that I shouldn't step out of my apartment
unless I was precisely groomed.
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"Today I am complimented on my appearance. Well, any woman can be beautiful, or give the effect, when experts tell
her how to add to her better points and detract from others. When I reply that I am
not beautiful some folk believe I am being
coy. I hate coyness
I know how I look
when I get up in the morning."
"But," I interrupted, "what about being
nominated the college beauty queen by those
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"How I had to struggle to lose my selfconsciousness about my height," she sighs,

—

yet lose from
5 inches of ugly excess fat
(due to no glandular or other systemic cause) off hips, abdomen, bust, neck, arms, thighs, calves and ankles! Modern
science at last has made an amazingly SAFE discovery,
a remarkably delightful LOTION called
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no lines. Tightens flabby skin with perfect safety. Simple
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this

praised attributes.

—

1 to

had

tremendous advantage they'd
naturally profit by it as I do."
Her regal bearing is one of her most

girls

Avoid Dangerous Diets,
Irksome Exercises Beware of Harmful Drugs
and Laxatives

Birmingham?"

"Oh," smiled Gail, "it took them two
years to live that joke down!
"I try to get Travis Banton and Edith
Head to design my personal wardrobe as
well as the clothes I wear in films. If other

On 1

"I'm
j

feet seven. I always had
flat-heeled shoes. Hopefully,
you
five

worn

know.
That was a mistake. After I'd learned more
about how to stand and walk gracefully I
stopped fussing about what wasn't a problem after all. Whenever they cry, in casting

me

for

a picture,

my

in for some joshing for
'No' to all
cocktails. I observed, however, that no

'But you're so

SCREENLAND

tall

!'

I

me.

to

pictures immensely. I'm not practo say when they
hand me the Academy Award; I doubt if
I'll ever rate one. Because I'd had no stage
background I didn't try to deliberately act,
I like

ticing

what I'm going

when

I began to get good roles. I knew if
did I'd seem hammy. I just attempted
to be sincere.
"Every day brings something new here,
and such perpetual variety is fascinating.
You know, it's very amusing I was so
accustomed to saying hello to everyone on
the campus at Howard that unconsciously
I
said hello to everyone on the lot at
Paramount. It's become a habit there!
"On each picture I make new friends
and make dates to see them again and then
I

—

seldom do. In this way Hollywood is like
college and being on a team. You're rushed
back to your routine quicker than you expect. But here the routine is excitingly unpredictable.

"Entertainment
different

in

from what

I

Hollywood is quite
was used to. In the

South everyone is so hospitable, so inforso. Every Sunday night we'd have a
big chocolate cake or jello and boys and
girls would drop in and be glad to eat
whatever was served. In Hollywood people
are too busy to be dropped in on you make
appointments a week or so ahead. And
since most stars must be aware of their
mally

;

'position,' they can't be informal or offparade often. I don't care to entertain lavishly, myself. To me it's fun to have about
six people over for the evening and then
do whatever occurs to us impromptu.
"I'm just beginning to realize that I'm
actually in the movies
I still gape at the
stars. Our pay-checks are ready on Wednesdays I used to dash over on the lot;
now I frequently wait until Thursdays to
collect because the check does seem to still
be there."
This past winter Gail returned home for
the second time. She had only eight hours
;

—

because she was on an
But
appearance tour.
personal
twenty-five-hundred home-towners trouped
through the Fitzpatrick house to shake
hands with her! She liked her airplane ride
to Hollywood so well that she learned to be
in

Birmingham,

official

a pilot. But "I had to ride into Birmingham
on the milk-can limited; all planes were

grounded by a storm!"
On this same trip she covered ten thou-

—

—

eight days she saw New
York City for the first time. "Jean Edwards, who is an executive secretary at
Paramount and who doubles as my companion when I'm supposed to be elegant and
arrived at
have one, went with me.
5 :30 in the morning and by 6 :30 we were
doing the sights. I lay on the floor of a
taxicab to peer up at the Empire State
building; we gazed at Wall Street and

sand miles

in

We

Harlem and everything in one day!" She
even looked up the girl who was her closest
chum in college. "When I was dressing in
all red she was forever doing herself up
in all purple.

Don Amec
Fiddling while the cameras wait is Rubinoff, and Alice Faye,
cameras wait, an
Director Norman Taurog seem perfectly willing to let the

We

had such crazy times toWhen I looked her up I just

gether then.
had to chuckle at finding her married to
a minister."
Gail also managed to meet a good many
film exhibitors on this race around the
country. "If some Hollywood people would
go out and talk to those men they'd be
deflated!" In Charleston she finished her
public appearance and then relaxed by mastering the switchboard in the Paramount
long-distance call came through
office.
for her from the studio and it was a shock
to find that she was right on deck like that
But Gail has gone ahead because she's
been so willing to learn. When she went
to Honolulu she blandly admitted she'd
never been to sea before. 'When I remarked that I'd never even been on a boat
I was shushed. I wouldn't be impressive!

A

handsome president of the Brown Derby
cafes. He was long rated an outstanding
catch, which makes him a fitting husband

I'd been blase I couldn't have gone
all over the ship, which was wha^I
wanted to do. I blurted out the truth so I'd

But

if

poking

for a former Southern belle.

miss none of that adventure.

my wedding

She wouldn't give me any rules for
wedded happiness. "Whatever I'd say would
be trite. I don't want to sound trite, or coy,

had when we decided to

or like a know-it-all. I

dress," she
commented over our dessert. "I'd just returned from the Eastern trip and it was the

"You

see

me

only clean dress
get married

in

I

am merely delightand definitely in love!"
She did admit that she is reveling in
the plans she and Bob are having drawn
for the house they hope to build next year
in Brentwood. "Our idea," she amplifies
breezily, "is to scheme out a floor-plan
that'll allow us to get from room to room
without having to run outside and climb in
through a window."

!"

fully,

She has found more than success and a
glamorous halo. Gail has matured mentally by solving those problems which face
a girl interested in a career, as well as developing on the surface. But in addition
she has found the love which she knew
would someday come to her. Six months
ago she married Bob Cobb, the young and
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"Hey, Bob, look at the swell dressing-room they gave us. Isn't it something?
Say, kid, haven't you got a dressing-room?
And you the star of this picture That's an
outrage. Why don't you go to Mayer? Kid,
you're the biggest box-office on this lot
and they don't even bother to give you a
fully,

For Your Wifen

Carnival Nights
in

Hollywood

Continued from page 19
in

it

for a change

she

;

is

sick to death of

gingham and percale. "They actually let me
wear a batch of aigrettes," Barbara says
to Joan, "I felt like the best Marlene Dietrich in seven counties."

Betty Furness brings her knitting, she aland soon she is
does, day or night
joined by Sandra Cooper (Mrs. Gary),
Pat Paterson (Mrs. Charles Boyer), Julie
Murphy (Mrs. George), and later by
hostess Joan herself who has become a
most assiduous knitter and is at present
knitting away like mad on an adorable
pink baby blanket for the Cooper heir who
is expected in the early fall. Well, knitting
isn't exactly what I would expect to find
at a Hollywood party but I long ago gave
up being surprised. Luise Rainer arrives
with husband Clifford Odets who immediately goes into a huddle with Franchot over
the Group Theatre. Luise has never been
to Joan's before, so right away Joan takes
her on a tour of the house beginning with
the huge kitchen and ending with the sleeping porch built around the gigantic fourposter where Joan sleeps. Luise cracks her
shins on little Joan's new automobile in
the guest room but doesn't mind because
she is practically as insane over children
as Joan is. If you are domestically inclined
Joan will tell you how many sheets she
sends to the laundry, how many hand
towels she uses a week, and how many jars
of strawberry preserves she has. Joan is as
house-proud as a newly married suburban
matron and a little praise from you will
bring out as pretty a flush as you've ever
seen. Luise is amazed. "Joan," she exclaims, "how can you run a house like this
and a career too? Acting takes all my
time. Do you think I could ever learn to
knit?"
Out in the garden Jerry Asher has Sandra Cooper and Betty Furness in hysterics
over his account of the queer carryings on
in his Crescent Heights apartment where it
seems strange things happen. Long, lean,
lanky Gary has discovered the marble machine in the playhouse and has challenged
Una Merkel and Charles Boyer to a game
of marbles. The name of the machine is
"Alias Jimmy Valentine" and you have to
shoot the marbles through safe doors, and
even an old slot machine die-hard like me
has to admit that it's a lot of fun. "Pardon me for a moment," Una says to Gary
and Charles, "I have to watch my husband." It seems that the last time Una
and Ronnie were at Joan's Joan was greeted
the next morning by a special delivery
package in which she found one of her own
silver monogrammed match boxes, accompanied by a letter from Una "Dear Joan,
I found this in Ronnie's pocket. If you miss
anything else please let me know and I
will search his pants."
Ronnie and Phil Huston are indulging in
a hot ping pong game against Jimmy Stew-

ways

CANTON PAJAMA SUIT
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Mercol ized Wax
$ Any complexion can be made clearer, smoother,
younger with Mercolized Wax. This single cream
is a complete beauty treatment.
Mercolized Wax absorbs the discolored blem-

ished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Brings
out the young, beautiful skin hidden beneath.
Just pat Mercolized Wax on your skin every
night like cold cream. It beautifies while you sleep.
Mercolized Wax brings out your hidden beauty.
Saxollte Astringent— a refreshing, stimulating skin tonic. Smooths out wrinkles and age
lines. Refines coarse pores, eliminates oiliness. Dissolve Saxollte In one-half pint witch hazel.
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Rogers Ginger is the
art and Ginger
athletic type. George Murphy is always the
the party because no matter what
invariably "reminds me of a
it
story," and as it is usually a funny story
nobody minds. He is now reminded of the
gag that he and Buddy Ebsen played on
Bob Taylor the first day of production on
"Broadway Melody of 1938." He and Buddy arrived early on the set and found a
beautifully appointed portable dressing-room
with Taylor's name on the door. Quickly
they take Taylor's name off the door and

life of

happens

move

bag
in
comes on the

baggage. When Bob
they call to him cheer-

and
set

SCREENLAND
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dressing-room. I'd walk out of the picture
if I were you." Poor Bob didn't want to
complain because he was afraid the studio
might think he was getting high hat, but
finally, egged on by George and Buddy,
he reluctantly went to the "front office" to
register a complaint. When he returned,
sadder but wiser, the Messieurs Murphy
and Ebsen had moved out of his' dressingroom and put his name back on the door.
Joan realizes suddenly that she has two
of the shyest people in Hollywood at her
party. Both Luise Rainer and Barbara
Stanwyck are afflicted with decided inphobias. The minute she sees
people she doesn't know very well
Barbara closes up like a clam and suffers
the tortures of the timid. But Barbara is
perked up tonight over' finishing "Stella
Dallas" and removing the graying wig and
middle-aged padding of poor teary Stella.
feriority

three

She and Bob forget to go into their silences
and actually take on the winners in the
ping pong game. Luise watches the knitting
in fascinated silence. Margo and Francis
Lederer can always be counted on to be
late. Margo usually has to go down to the
Border to get a Mexican aunt across and
Francis invariably loses all sight of time
in a picture gallery. Her guests assembled
at last, Joan yells "Food" and there is a

scramble for the dining-room. To
formality and restrained conversation Joan has little tables with service for
four
grouped across the dining-room,

mad

avoid

which
in the

The

quite the largest and most splendid
colony.
piece de resistance is a chafing dish

is

of kidney beans into which melted cheese
and green peppers have been poured. It is a
recipe of Franchot's grandmother and Joan
always mixes the concoction herself and
it is truly a poem. There are two roasted
chickens which Franchot carves, aspic
salad, and other goodies, and fairly drooling
over plates piled high Joan's greedy guests
swoop down on the little candle-lit tables.
It is rather amusing to note that Joan
never fails to serve big fat frankfurters
with plenty of mustard she adores them
herself. The wine is poured by the butler
who later serves the dessert and then the
coffee and liqueurs.
It is over the coffee and liqueurs that
many of Joan's friends claim that the peak
of gaiety is reached at Joan's parties. They
start playing games, mad, silly, games, that
have everyone howling. One of the favorite
games is called "Brainy, Brainy." The idea
is to pass a candle in front of your eyes
for a few minutes and you will distinctly
see your brain. It really works. And you
look so silly while you are doing it. Ginger
Rogers was kidded unmercifully when after
five minutes of swishing the candle in
front of her peepers she casually announced
that she still didn't see her brain so supposed the rumors were true that she didn't
have a brain. Then Joan starts one of
those psycho-analysis word games, which
can be so funny, so naughty, so revealing.
Joan will yell "Horror" and point at you
and you must give out with the first word
that comes to your mind. When Franchot
yelled, "Lousy" and pointed at Joan she
came right out with "Rain." You can see
that the game has vast possibilities.
Joan announces then that she has a picture in the projection room but inasmuch
as it is a warm night, and Brentwood,
being near the Pacific, isn't blessed with
many warm nights even in the middle of
summer, perhaps some would rather go for
a swim. It seems that some of them would
until it is discovered that the picture for

—

—

—

evening

the

nothing

is

less

than twelve

Mickey Mouses. Let it be said to the glory
piles into
of Mickey Mouse that everyone
projection room, including the dogs.
But the swimmers are not going to be done

the

out of their swim in
so while the knitters
ting, and those who
home, a merry bunch

Joan's glorious pool
return to their knit-

have early

calls

go

of people plunge into
houses fully
the pool. Joan keeps her bath

equipped, and you can easily find your size
things without the
in trunks and caps and
on and
least bit of trouble. Such jumping
floats as
off of sea dragons and rubber
you have never seen. Gary, I notice, is not
so venturesome in the water as he is in
the saddle. George will jump on or off anything. The best swimmer of them all is
Phil Huston, who used to be a swimming
instructor and is really something to look
tell me,
and gets up
every morning before dawn and goes for

at in
lives

bathing trunks.

Phil,

down near

beach

swim

a

of

it.)

in the

the

they

Don't let Summer-Drought get You!

Pacific. (I shiver to think
his swim was inter-

One morning

a bevy of rude policemen. It
seems that a neighbor had reported him as

rupted by

Fields that were fresh and green in the
springtime become parched and dry as sum-

a prospective suicide.
It must be well after one o'clock when
someone suddenly remembers that Franchot

—

work tomorrow and a fine time to
remember it so back into their clothes and
into their cars. The lights go out in the
Tone garden. The party is over. What a
merry romp it was. When better parties are

has to

made,

—

will

I

make them— I

hope.

mer sun burns up
In this

your

wind, loses

a

Tell-Tale Desires

and has
been known to set forth for someone s
house for an important appointment and
wanderto drive dreamily past the house,
is

incurably

way

to

exposed to hot sun and drying
its fresh radiance and youthful
Don't risk this tragedy! There's
this vital skin moisture.

guard

Protect your allure this magic

Continued from page 65

He

same way, the tender skin of

face,

attraction.

their life-giving moisture.

absent-minded

way— with

Outdoor Girl Face Powder, which brings
you the tried and true beauty aid Olive Oil!

—

—

the
ing aimlesslv, pausing here to admire
view and there to make friends with a
may
«tray dog. An hour or two later he

telephone his home.

"Now, where was

I

going?" he inquires.
He enjoys studying the scripts of his
pictures and gives them his earnest attenmoans a
tion. He detests learning lines and
good deal over this task. But once he has
mastered them and has managed to get into
and to
his costume and to don his make-up
the
arrive on the set, he enjoys assuming
portray.
identity of the character he is to
He becomes, on the set, the small boy who
_

loves to play "let's pretend." That is probis
ablv what makes him valuable. Certain it
acting
that all the extraneous details of an

career bore him almost beyond bearing.
Then there is Claudette Colbert and I
am sure vou will see, when I tell you
something 'of her habits, what makes her so
upon the screen
versatile
so
lovely,
Claudette has long been known as one of

—

the

most luxurious women

in pictures.

Olive Oil

Just as thirsty plants

welcome drops of

.

rain,

.

.

your

complexion craves the protecting touch of olive oil.
Guard against destructive "Skin-thirst" with Outdoor
Girl Face

Powder

— each

fine flake carries a tiny

keep

particle of Olive Oil to

it

from "sponging-up"

skin.
the natural moisture so essential to a youthful

DOOR GIRL
^Cke ^ace powdek.

a foamy affair, all
is
and frothy lace.
She likes formality and her tastes in food
are delicate. She invites a few friends to
dinner (rarelv more than four), and they

her.
satin

"Fountain of

Youth" for your Skin

She

one of the few actresses, for instance,
who employs a personal maid at home as
well as at the studio. Her lingerie is handtailored, hand-wrought for her in France.
Her perfumes are especially blended for
is

a

is

Umdzd ivilk

OLIVE OIL

Her bedroom

chef provides,
•usually, a clear soup, a green salad (tossed
in its "dressing in the Continental manner),
broiled fish, and roast fowl or lamb with
accompanying vegetables. You never see
red meat on Claudette's table.
When Claudette is working, her secretary-companion arrives at the studio at
noon with a hamper containing the daintiest
of cream soups, squab-under-glass, puffed

alwavs

dress.'

Six luscious shades of clinging loveliness, approved by beauty experts, at

your nearest drug and depart-

ment

Her imported

store, in the large size

For perfect

use

Outdoor

.

.

_

OUC

make-up color harmony
Girl Lipstick ond Rouge.

Generous purse

sizes

at

10c stores.

today!
Give yours elf the Outdoor Girl Beauty Treatment
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Yet I have seen Claudette, clad in
corduroy slacks, suede jacket, perched on a
high stool at the beach, having ever so
good a time munching a hot dog.
custard.

Every director
that he can count
pered Colbert, to

V

L

D

111

CURLERS
Summertime! Outdoor lime! Play

wind and

water.

to curls. Lucky, isn't
'ers

and

in sun

Wonderful days... but cruel
it,

that

Hollywood Curl-

can repair the damage so cruickly. Roll yottr

hair for a

while on Hollywood Curlers

little

and there you have. ..6eatt/y restored! At Mal-

Palm

ibu Beach and

people play, a
Curlers

is

"first

Springs,

where picture

10c- AT 5c AND

or artificial rain, regardless of how cold
the weather man says it is. She may complain a bit. But she won't collapse and hold
up production. She won't send word to the
studio next day that she is down with the
flu or a bad case of sniffles. The industry
knows now that Claudette can take it
Ronald Colman likes a mild game of
tennis. He likes a beach shack which is
really, primitively a shack. He likes old
corduroy pants, old sweaters, small, courageous terriers. He likes canned beans. He
put
on evening
intensely,
to
dislikes,
clothes. He refuses to make personal appearances. He dislikes large parties, fluffy
women, and noisy men. He likes avocado
trees, old books, a smooth lawn, and he
enjoys watching other people swim. He
doesn't like to gamble but he is interested
in hearing about your adventures with the
goddess of chance. He says,

"Hmmmm

And

then what happened?"

NOW.

clothes trimmed
ostrich feathers and
rhinestones. She likes shoes with shiny
buckles. She likes small parties and driving in the rain. When she has to attend a
premiere she is torn between stage fright
and the naive pleasure she gets from the
recognition of the fans. When she says she
is

likes

hungry, she means

—

it
and she orders
French fried potatoes and
tomatoes. She loves to plan and
perpetrate practical jokes. She is

and

steak
grilled
help to

certain that she can handle dramatic roles
if only the public will forget her dancing.
She studies seriously for these roles
when she isn't too busy being young and
gayWhat would you make of them? Would
you, if you were a casting director, sign
them for years and years, invest your com-

pany's

money

judge

them?

in

them?

"Their

How

would you

tastes

in

small

."

things.

Are Movie Men

on Hollyivood Curlers!

STORES- NOTION COUNTERS

10c

—

Ginger Rogers
with sequins and

.

.

room. Get y our

emergency supply for summer needs

3 FOR

knows

business

aid" supply of Hollywood

in every dressing

Insist

the

in

upon Claudette, the pamwork all night under real

He detests emotional "scenes'' and is
upset for days if he has to go through one
on the screen. He is almost tongue-tied in
an interview and he had much rather write
you a letter than talk to you about himself. He can only squirm and say, "I'm a
very dull fellow really !"

Social

Flops?
Continued from page 31
He's also exactly the right height.

smile.

Buddy Rogers has the kind of charm
which would make him valuable in my
service.

LOOK 10 YEARS YOUNGER— BRUSH AWAY

GRAY HAIR

Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
and a small brush does it. Used and
approved for over twenty-four years. Guaranteed
harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting
will not wash out. Simply retouch as new gray appears. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amazing
speed. Easv to prove by tinting a lock of your own
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all drug and
toilet counters
always on a money-back guarantee.

But these men, naturally, are unavailable,
and the others in Hollywood who prejust wouldn't do.
don't understand feminine psychology as applied
to the guide escort service.

BROWNATONE

—

—
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I

(
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Address
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thing,
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There's

1
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reason
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taon't

let

'

a sudden skin
your Sum-

— use

"Hide-it!" Instantly conceals
pimples, freckles, birthmarks,
scars, bruises and any discoloration.

Waterproof.

Won't

crack or peel Four flesh shades
to match your skin. Use the
.

Cream

for large areas;
Stick for touch-ups.

'

'
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an

overwhelming propor-

for

large

several

men have become

the

parties),

spoiled.

They

(one
been
that

think

get along without them. And
I train my men to consider themselves no
more than escorts—necessary for getting
places
just like taxicabs.

—

women want romance, they must go
elsewhere. And Hollywood men are apt
to think all women are romance-minded.
a few spiritual vibrations
between the escort and the escortee, but
physical vibrations are out.
men, you see, must be absolutely
I

Ted Peckham, escort expert, and
author of the accompanying story.

can't

ladies

don't

mind

My

They must have good character

references,

mer Fun. Be clever

—

women to men in this town,
why my service has already

tion of

reliable.

""L, lJ blemish spoil

Hollywood men

If

To introduce Hollywood's NEWEST Orizaba Mexican Diamond

—

me

sented themselves to

For one

bank references, and

I

insist

employment during
regular
they have
the daytime. Lots of Hollywood men don't.
They mustn't drink too much. I insist
on their sticking to one type of liquor
during an evening, and I suggest that they
drink either champagne or Scotch. Hollywood men mix their drinks too much.
Escorts must dress conservatively and
in good taste. They can't wear, as Hollywood men do, berets, yellow suede shoes,
yellow sweaters or Tony Sarg scarfs
around their necks.
Escorts must have their hair cut reg-

Hollywood men wear their hair so
that half the time when you walk
down the Boulevard you can't tell whether
the person ahead of you is a man or a
especially since so many Hollywood
girl

and

the fact that their conversation is
limited to studio matters is notorious.
Naturally, my business attracts many

worthless young men, and therefore I insist that they have regular daytime jobs
and that their guide service form only a
part of their regular income. They must
have excellent character references. I want
the women who go out with these men to
be assured of every protection.
Escorts must know all the good restaurants and amusing places to go in the

The word "Guide" in my service
means something. And the men of
Hollywood, in their ideas for amusing
places to spend an evening, are bounded
by one small area including the Troc and
a few other night clubs.
Escorts must have slim figures and a
vicinity.

really

certain elegance in their dinner jackets or
tails. No woman is going to pay $25 for
an escort and then be satisfied with a
fellow whose muscles make it look as if

had been juggling wheelbarrows full
cement all day. And Hollywood men,
in general, are either over-developed from
too much exercise or under-developed from

ularly.

he

long

of

—

girls

wear

lack of

And

slacks.

Escorts must be able to discuss topics
world affairs, new
interest
of general
books, new songs, pictures, stage shows.
Hollywood men are intensely provincial

—

SCREENLAND
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they don't dance well

!

At

the

Troc

or at the Cocoanut Grove I've seen charming ladies with Hollywood male stars
looking wistfully at the dance floor while
their escorts maintained a sit-down strike.

Hollywood men are

tired,

either

lazy,

naturally can't dance well, with
few exceptions.
It's no wonder that the fellows you read
about taking feminine stars out of an evening are not the actors but are the writers,
producers, and directors, who show a little
more spirit on the dance floor. Louis B.
Mayer, for instance, is known as one of
rhumba
enthusiastic
most
Hollywood's
dancers. Incidentally, I insist on my men
being proficient at new steps like the
rhumba as they come along.
Turning the tables, I asked several of
mv men what type of Hollywood star they
would prefer if they should be fortunate
enough to have their choice.

or just
a very

Lombard, Joan Crawford, Kay
Marlene Dietrich and Marion
Davies are the stars they would prefer
Carole

Francis,

only attractive but
also have something to talk about.
Mere beauty, you see, can't make an evening interesting for an escort. And among

because they are not
they

—

May Robson, with her
ready wit, perfect sense of the theatre and
women,

the older

her marvelous stories, was elected.
Escorts are naturally chosen for their
compatibility with all types of women but
they do have preferences. They dislike to
date the whining, complaining female, the
lady who asks too many questions about
their work, the one who drinks too much,
or the "rah rah"

woman who

whoopla type of young
on racing around the

insists

every time the orchestra strikes up.
never gone out on
I've

floor

Personally,

service and
But my own
favorite among the Hollywood stars is
Carole Lombard and any time she would
since

"dates,"

managing the

writing has kept

me

busy.

to accept an invitation, I'll cancel
price of $5,000 for an evening and
take her out for the fun of it.

care

my

Beauty on Her
Continued from page

Own
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felt a deep hurt.
pastel exquisiteness may have lulled
you, too. Because she has so far always
had genteel roles to play, because she

Her

seems more like a romantic princess than
any real princess we have in the world
today, you could have assumed that she
is probably pastel in personality.
But let me put you right about her. She

She

in character, either.
She simply hasn't dramatized her fight for
what she wants. She. can't yet. Eventually
she will that's in her plans.
isn't pastel

—

;

It isn't

friendly.

easy to gain her confidence. She's

She enjoys entertaining and she

has a hostess flair. As a guest, at parties,
she's fun besides being a superb pictorial
asset.

never met anyone with such
vanity. Anita has taken
beauty as a task belonging naturally to
women and so she isn't conceited about the
impression she makes. Her pride, rather,

But I have
pride. I don't

Leaves no grease on skin or clothes
—checks perspiration to 3 days
I

Anita Louise has never

isn't!

NEW-TYPE CREAM DEODORANT

mean

_

a fierce armor against failure. It is the
she
one kind of protection she knows
hasn't the hard crust of the cynic. Her
hopes are away up in the clouds and she
cannot tear open her heart casually when
there has been a disappointment.
There was that unpublicized period, I
remember, when she couldn't get a picture
job. She had spent nearly everything she'd
earned, or her mother had, on Anita Louise
improvement. For two solid years she'd
slaved on the rudiments of acting under
Samuel Kayser, the most expensive coach
;n the movie colony, the man Ann Harding
and other veteran players credit for their
training. Anita went to him after she had
a contract. Which alone distinguishes her
from the ordinary aspirant who is content

to put up
UNTIL now you just haddeodorants

with them. Cream
were greasy, sticky, ruinous to clothes
no wonder women complained!

—

But here at last is deodorant perfection— Odorono Ice— a cream as
easy and pleasant to use as your
vanishing cream. And unlike ordinary cream deodorants, it really does
check perspiration!
You've never known anything like
the new Odorono Ice! It's like magic!
You smooth this fluffy, dainty cream
and presto! It's gone! And
on
both dampness and odor are gone, too
.

.

.

In two seconds your clothes are safe,

your mind at rest about perspiration embarrassment for 1 to 3 days. No ruined
Get
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some! Work this miracle for yourself.
Odorono Ice has no strange odor to
turn musty after a while. There's only
the clean, fresh smell of alcohol that
evaporates completely the minute it's on.
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women who have
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it

80%
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it

of
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any other deodorant.
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for specific technique in her profession, for
musical skill, for culture and for gracefulness, went on as a complement to her
work and to regular schooling from a

telephoning a list of names. When she ran
down, a bit breathless, she explained that
she was giving a wedding shower for Mrs.
Jimmy Ellison. She has been acting since
childhood, but the everyday pleasures have
definitely been included on her mother's
schedule for her.
wedding shower is a
treat she wouldn't dream of passing up.
Anita believes in weddings, and when she
marries she will have a traditional one

tutor.

herself.

Yet, suddenly, there were no more calls
from the studios. She had reached the
verge of more serious roles and the producers didn't think she was capable of

In the cheerful breakfast-luncheon room
overlooking the enclosed garden she detailed what she is up to whenever she

with

herself.

And

in

addition

to

those

from Kayser, she managed to practice on her piano and her harp. She studied
her French and German. She studied her
dancing and fencing. Conscientiously she
rode and swam. This complex campaign
lessons

drama.

EXPERIENCED Mothers know
that summer teeshing must not
be trifled with — that summer upsets
due to teething may seriously interfere with Baby's progress.
Relieve your Baby's teething pains
this summer by rubbingon Dr. Hand's

Teething Lotion. It is the actual prescription of a famous Baby specialist,
contains no narcotics, and has been
used and recommended by millions
of Mothers. Your druggist has it.
"I found Dr. Hand's such relief
to my Baby that I never needed to
worry on the hottest summer day".
_Afr«. Win. H.

Kempf, Williamsport, Pa.

DR.HANDS
Teething Lotion

The income stopped. All she'd struggled
for threatened to melt away. I recall so
clearly what followed. Her mother moved
the two of them to a tiny apartment away
the fashionable district. Her
off from
mother doled out their remaining money
and somehow it was stretched over half
a year. Of course the varied lessons had
to be suspended.
Yet during that appalling chapter I
never saw Anita give way to despair once.
She never railed at being ignored. And it
was her determination and her habit of
holding her chin up gallantly that pulled
her through.
Finally she found that a play was being
cast in a Boulevard theatre. She went
straight down to ask for a reading for the
ingenue part. Inside she was trembling,
but she hacl already started to steel herachieve external composure. At
self, to
that theatre they never guessed that she
was scrimping in an obscure section of
the city. They certainly never imagined
that Anita had walked eight miles to apply
for the chance. She'd not only walked, but
she'd arrived looking as fresh and daintily
feminine as though she'd been swept up
in a limousine.
"I had to," she said when I reminded her
of that episode.

Send
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homely freckles made
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her miserable at fourteen
how she gave
up hope of ever being' popular socially,
until one day she saw a Stillman's ad.
She purchased a jar of Stillman's
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THE

she

defied

tell

defeat

_

in every other sentence. She'll be a full
flame. "I'll be able to discuss myself as
though I were Exhibit A," she smiles.
But
"I'll speak with tremendous authority
I can't do that until I've accomplished,
until I've backed up my notions with more
proof that they're correct."
She hasn't been allowed to run wild.
There are no acting ancestors in her conservative family, so when Alsatian Ann
Beresford was left with a baby daughter
who was not only extremely pretty but
unquestionably talented for the stage and
screen the career had to fit in with careful rearing. At seven Anita was acting on
Broadway. At ten her mother brought her
to Hollywood and at thirteen she made
her debut as a leading lady. The record
for being the screen's youngest romantic
heroine belongs to her.
It was her mother who made that possible. Anita inherits Ann's pluck and resourcefulness. And all along her mother,
who is but eighteen years older, cautiously,
amazingly, steered the route. The pitfalls
of Hollywood were pointed out as silly,
the rewards made glamorous privileges.
as Anita is coming of age she and
Ann reside in one of the stunning places
of Hollywood, the house Rod La Rocque
and Vilma Banky own. It is a veritable
Colonial jewel box, all mellow elegance.
quiet house-boy led me into the spacious,
!

— The Stillman Co.
Aurora,
Write

111.,

you that tale of
and wouldn't be
licked. Tomorrow, someday, when she is
thoroughly self-assured, she'll rattle on
gaily about herself and drop a witticism
Anita could never

how

^
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cream-colored living-room when I went to
luncheon recently. Anita's harp stood close
to the white grand piano in the adjoining
music room. Across the wide entrance hall
the dining-room is elaborate with gorgeous
crystal candelabra and a mirrored wall.
Upstairs I overheard Anita in the 1

SCREENLAND

A

can

be.

"Mother has
was twenty-one

said,

always, that

when

I

I'd be responsible only to
myself. She'll be free to resume her own
life then.
So I'm forever in conference

—

with myself !.
"As I look back, I'm so glad she has
behaved as she has with me. She not only
has sacrificed, put me before herself for
which I can never repay her, but she has
devoted herself to me intelligently. She
has done all a woman can do to make a
daughter successful and happy.
"Mother has never let the acting interfere with her ideas of what is wisest
for a girl in the long run. She not only
hasn't flattered me, but she hasn't let
our home. She's
artificiality creep into
tried to teach me to be self-reliant without

—

—

becoming impossible
"She chaperoned me herself until I was
seventeen, and she is still particular as
to whom I go out with. I've never resented
this and now I realize more than ever how
the
the

antics

of

immaturity can steal away

glow of genuine romance. I know girls
who went everywhere, with almost anyone, and now they are bored. I think going
out just to be going is an error. It's who
you go with that makes a date grand. I
hope I'll always remember to be discriminating."
Girls envious of Anita's freshness will
be interested to hear that Ann Beresford
directed her away from cosmetics. Anita
wasn't allowed to plunge into make-up
jars. On the contrary, she was taught to
pass up mascara and eyeshadow.
"I am thankful for the way mother has
emphasized what background does for a
woman. And mother has bothered to set an
example. She is slim and purposefully attractive. She reacts to a fine environment,
to quality. I like this beautiful house. I like
to be surrounded by the nicest things and
I'm going to continue working to have
haven't always lived this well,
them.
but as you know mother has a knack for
fixing things. I hope I'll be able to do
!"
likewise
What Anita says of her mother is true.
Ann has enormous originality and excellent
taste. She has made wherever they have
lived extraordinarily attractive, no matter
how little could be spent. She has an eye
for line, and in clothes as well as furnishings. Ann has taught Anita that this is a
woman's duty.
"I don't plan on building a house when
I'm twenty-one, and I'll tell you why,"

We

Anita went on. "Maybe
on rent. But I believe a

I

would economize

smart if she
marries in her early twenties. If I should
invest in a house it wouldn't be clever, for
it
wouldn't be exactly what my husband

and

I

would want and

it

girl is

would be too large

for mother alone.

"There

isn't

any husband in view!"

I'd

raised an eyebrow in frank curiosity. "But
I am all for marriage, and children, and for
combining both with a career. I plan to go
on acting after I marry. I feel as though
I'm only on the threshold, so far as my
work is concerned. And that every man
or woman ought to have the stimulus that
comes from doing the sort of work that
intrigues them. It will be advantageous if
I
don't marry for two or three years,;

I'm

though.

still

a transitional period

in

would be difficult to pay enough
•ention to a husband now."

md

Tt

at-

Analytical Anita! And it isn't a lastminute, theoretical summing up of career
and love before she takes the helm. For
Anita, you see, has been in love. When
Brown
she was seventeen she and Tom
an ecstatic happiness in one another's

WHICH

IS

YOUR LUCKY SHADE

found
company. It was glorious first love. For
two years they went together. Many outwho
siders thought it was Ann Beresford
opposed a marriage. But it wasn't. Whenever Tom came to her about Anita she'd
Ireplv, "It's up to Anita."
Ultimately it was Anita herself who understood that she and Tom were too young
Hollywood. Each
jto cope with marriage in
'had concentrated so on a career. Eloping
would have been rushing into a union
neither was equipped to handle. It was
impetuous and impractical.
Since then there have been other admirers. Anita has sensed that a girl mathan a boy.
faster
considerably
tures
Accustomed to working, she will blend
more aptlv with someone some years her
older,"
elder. "But not more than ten years
i

,

die laughs.
For the past vear she has assumed charge
Warners
of all chats with her studio. At

they are delighted with her business head.
"Next winter I hope to return to the

New York. If I can so arrange
do three or four pictures a year
and then a play there. In the theatre the
repetition will be an education that will
help me improve in films. Anyway, I enin

stage,
it

I'll

jov the stage, too!"

Travel is specifically on her horizon. I
plan to travel between assignments. I have
studied here in Hollywood; yes. Yet what
how other
is study without a knowledge of
people live? I don't want to be narrow, or
Europe
fall into a groove." She has been to
three times, but only once since she's grown

^"Mother has gradually been leaving

:

up to me.

cisions

de-

We

my

have always talked
work. About money

honestly. About
and security. About dates. About being
readv for whatever dilemma comes along.
But 'she has attended to the 'items' and
now I'm not only attempting to decide

J

i

:
'

I

major points for myself, but I'm becoming
acquainted with details. I've never been
deliberately selfish, but I'm waking up to
the fact that we must consider others and
that

am
!,

we get from life
realizing that the

what we deserve.
little

I

things can be

significant. My worst fault
I'm by no means cured, but I
recognize at last that an apology isn't an

the

is

most

tardiness.

ideal solution

"I'm not going to be too dogmatic,
too

minutely.

s

that

I'll

i

might

•

,!

'

:L
is

i!
I I

i|i

:

For instance, I shan't say
never go out when I'm working. I

:

|

map

— for

All I shall
dinner, you know
try to do is to supervise myself as well
as mother has done."
She not only has outgrown youth's habit
of taking things for granted, sometimes.
She not only has earned everything she has
todav. She has the memory of a marnagethat-'almost-was to counsel her when she
comes to the marriage-that-is-to-be.
say that she has changed.
I wouldn't
Anita hasn't had to learn a fondness for

Ten new

— absolutely new

shades of face powder! You
have never seen the like of

harmony with the better side of Hollywood because she is in harmony with the
best in herself. I have no fear of what the
future will bring in her case. On her own
she'll be terrific, for the prizes go to her
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the niceties because her mother has made
self-respect and graciousness instinctive in
her. But without a doubt, she has demonstrated that her mother's pains have not
been in vain.
Here is beauty, unspoiled from any angle.
She doesn't wear her soul on her sleeve,
but make no mistake: Anita Louise is in

more glamorous "you."
You don't have to take my
word for this. You can prove
a

MID-NIHTE SUN
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Problem Star
Continued from page 23
ten minutes to pull myself together and go
on. It's the same old thing of having to
get accustomed to every new thing that
comes along gradually."
got to talking about Fred's early adventures in Hollywood where he tried to
get work as a laborer or just anything at
all and finally landed a few extra jobs
here and there. During that period, he
worked in mob scenes' in quite a few big
pictures, including "Sally" and a couple
of other Warner Bros, pictures. His first
one was at Fox. It was a picture called
"Girls Gone Wild."
"Never will forget the first time I saw
myself on the screen," he went on. "The
casting office told me to be at Fox in the

—
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left

plug of dead cells root-lilie in form and position. If
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CENTRAL AGENCY,

morning.

I

borrowed some make-up

During this hectic period, there were a
number of times when the assistant director
would single Fred out, asking if he could
read lines. Fred would never say "no." But
he'd look so darned scared, nothing would
ever come of it. It was the same old apprehension about tackling anything new. So
his picture career just died a natural death

and he got a job playing with the California Collegians at Warners Hollywood
Theater and later went on to New York.
"How did you feel when they asked you
to take a screen test?" I asked him.

"Funny thing about that," he said, rewas scared pink at the idea of
it, but when I finally was called into the

flectively. "I
office

Oscar

Belle Plaine, Kansas.

So

my

aunt, Fay Holden. She used to do
a lot of picture work then. It was very
light make-up. You know, like a woman
would wear. The scene was on location and
I was one of a bunch of boys who came
rushing out of a fraternity house when a
girl's car broke down out in front. I had to
look awfully hard to see myself when I
went to see the picture, but what I saw
was enough for me! Looked like I had
flour all over my face. I was pretty discouraged. Decided I'd never make a movie
!"
actor

from

of the talent scout at Paramount,
Serlin, I wasn't scared at all. You

been under-studying Ray Middle

see,

I'd

ton,

who had

\

the leading role in 'Roberta
j

They picked me out on account of my sizr
Anyway, I'd studied his part for so long
I knew it by heart. So when I got up t
make the test, I really had something t
say. When I saw the test later, though,
all over again. You knov
the old thing all over again new.
"How did you make out on your radi

got discouraged
it

—

was

program?"

I pursued.

"Gosh, that was awful," he admitte<
gulping at the thought. "I'd keep tellin
myself that all I had to do was tell a stor
and sing a song. That was simple enougl
I'd finally get all straightened out by ill
time I got to the radio station. And the
the minute I'd find myself on the air, I'
forget what I started to say completel
and call Louella Parsons or one of th
actors to help me out. Don't think I'd t
so scared now. But that's all over.

M

radio

program

is

finished.

Took me

private affairs,

him about

among other

things. I aske

it.

"I haven't any 'private life,' in that sen;
of the word," he said very seriously,
just feel there hasn't been anything in
portant enough to talk about. You knc\
Lillian has been sick almost ever sine
we've been married— she's just out of be
today. So we've had to be very quiet ar
not do anything worth speaking about.

"Moved
he

into

our new house

last

1

;

—

!
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Fred MacMurray's shyness vanishes when he steps before a camera, as in this
scene with Lloyd Nolan, Charles Ruggles and Edward Robins, from "Exclusive."

SCREENLAND

week

brightening. "Outside isn't qui
finished, but we moved in anyway. That
one thing Lillian used to worry aboutknowing the house was being built and nc
being able to get out to see it. Used
have a conference every day. She'd do a
the planning and then I'd go out and loc
it over and report how things were go'.r,
along.
"So you see how it's been with us. We'i
so quiet and do so little, there isn't an}
thing to discuss. If we ever do get arour
to taking a trip or doing just anything
about it plenty
Now th;
all,
I'll talk
Lillian is better and we're in the hous
we'll probably begin to have some fun
"You never did care much about partis
or night clubs, though, did you, Fred?"
asked.
said,

Needlessly, Try This

Pile Tablets

tl

whole season to get used to it."
Fred has been criticised from time 1
time for being so non-committal about h

:

Don't like
go to night
to dance much, so we don't
if
clubs. But parties can be a lot of fun
you're with a nice crowd. Any place can
like."
be fun if vou're with people you
By this "time, Fred had gotten away with
three large slices of liver and Canadian
bacon and a double portion of vanilla ice
the
cream with chocolate sauce. He slapped
"There !"
table suddenly and said
what.'"
I jumped. "'There'
"Nothing. Just 'there.' I've finished!"
was just
I never did find out whether he
finished with lunch or with me because at
'•Oh,

I

like parties

all

right.

OH.IEN

HEYWAKD

— NOTED BEAUTY MODEL NOW A
B P SCHULBERG STAR IN HOLLYWOOD
-

.

—
:

that

moment

the

assistant

came

director

over and tapped Fred on the shoulder.
"
"We want you on the set of 'Exclusive,'
he said, solemnly.
"Coming right over." Fred grinned, getting suddenly out of his chair and then
grimacing as he started to limp out of the
restaurant.

"Got a kink in my knee," he explained.
"Been kneeling down in a scene all morning. Gosh, I can hardly walk!"
I guess he made it all right, though, because the last I saw of him he was headed
for the door of Stage 14— big, gangling—
his selfhis hat on the back of his head
consciousness tucked safely away (for the
moment, at least), with the large order
of liver and bacon.

—
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herself
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dressing
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find

these dainty Screen Star Powder Puffs.
They're soft as down, with extra-long silken
velour fibres to hold your powder where it
on top. That's why make-up
belongs
goes on so easily, and so evenly. Look
for the autograph of your favorite star
.»
on the ribbon. At leading chain stores

6AIL PATRICK
In

Paramount

Picture.

"Her Hinband

Lies"

—

r

meaning of the question. The darling had
read "Gone With the Wind" and was so
impressed with the book that she is determined to go to Atlanta, Georgia, and see

mm f& jm

sur-

roundings of Scarlett O'Hara. When she
found out that I had lived in thees Atlanta
she spent the rest of the afternoon asking
me about Peachtree street, the plantations,
and the colored servants. How I'd like to
be with her when she goes there, and hope
she won't be too disappointed if she finds
it all not quite as she imagines. That's the
only part of America that really interests

beauty
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tables
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SCREEN STARS

her.

Her recent film, "Wings of the Morning."
made in color in England with Henry

SCREENLAND

FRANCES LANGFORD
M-G-M Star

Fonda, registered as a grand success
everywhere. As it is all in natural color
La Annabella's red-brown eyes and soft
blonde hair are caught to great advantage.
She says she will team with Tyrone Power
in her first American film, which seems to
delight her greatly. Neither Annabella nor
Danielle Darrieux is of the ooh, la, la, type
of Parisian loveliness. Instead, each is of
the pensive, quiet type. Annabella, especially, plays with such a charming earnestness and sincerity, beautifully poised.

The Darrieux first came into prominence
several years ago when she was chosen to
Boyer in "The
play opposite Charles
Tragedy of Meyerling." Since then she has
gained a great following over here. So
much so that Hollywood called and she
answered the call with a "Oui, Monsieur."
I'm afraid that is about all they will
get out of her, for according to her present plans she has decided to pull a Garbo
in America and not be interviewed by the
press. I've tried to explain that it won't go
down with people but she seems firm in her
decision to be a young sphinx. Imagine she
will change when she gets over there and
babble with the best of them. I first knew
her when she was making the "Meyerling"
long before she decided
film with Boyer
nice quiet
on this Swedish-silence plan.
gal with soft brown hair and an expresvery young, my dears.
sive smile-less face
'

—

A

—

Resinol

Ointment and Soap

This last season she produced a play and
acted the principal part, written especially
for her by her husband, Henri Decoin. He
is going to Hollywood with her to write
scenarios for Universal. At the moment
he has been directing his wife in a film
called "Mademoiselle, My Mother," a title
that suggests great possibilities, if you
follow me.
I feel almost as though this article should
be written in French as it's so entirely
about our Parisian favorites. Out at the

same studio where Annabella was emoting
against a Polish background that great
Morlay was making Henri
star Gaby
Bernstein's "The Messenger." Mile. Morlay attracts all the English and American
visitors to the theatre where she is playing
"Victoria Regina" to great success. She

made

the trip to America, before opening,
solely to see Helen Hayes as Victoria, and
caught the same boat back to Paris. Her
leading man in the film is Jean-Pierre
Aumont; he, too, is on the Hollywood

and

precipice, so to say,

for

good

reasons.
J

He was

the partner of Simone Simon in
most of the films she made before Holly-

wood swallowed her

up.

They made

a

charming youthful pair and it would be
amusing if he joined her in Hollywood
and played opposite her in English. In the
meantime he is filming over here and playing on the stage.

He was

a great success

in

Noel Coward's "Design For Living" when
it was done in French here. He has just
returned from a tour of the principal theatres in Northern Africa.
The young players over here seem to
me to be better equipped than in America
for they are always studying and play as
often as possible on the stage for the experience and the personal contact with the
audience that the theatre presents. They
have so much more poise and sureness of!
technique than the English or American
players.

Having been so French, I feel that T
should wind up with a good solid American
name. The only one on the horizon of late'
has been Ruth Chatterton. On the horizon!
completely describes her for she has been
flying back and forth constantly from!
London. Between rehearsals she would hop
a plane for Paris to have dress fittings for
the clothes to be worn in her production of
Somerset Maugham's play, "The Constant"
Wife." She seems very happy to be back
on the stage and anxious to appear ii:
London. Her Fran Dodszz'orth was such i
grand characterization that I've been hoping she would follow it up with another
performance of the same quality, but I sup^pose such parts are a rarity and aren't
picked up just every day out of a scenario
1

Fernand Gravet, after making his firsl
Hollywood film, "The King and the Choru;
Girl" for Warner Bros., is back in Pari;
to carry out his French contracts. The
English have been very amusing in insisting that the theme of "The King anc

the Chorus Girl" was taken from the dramr
of their Edward VIII's step down fron
the throne. As a matter of fact, the filrr
was planned long before the English reallife drama. With a change of title and J
little cutting they are permitting it to b<
shown. Fernand was most enthusiastu
about Hollywood and the great efficienc\
of the film city of film cities. He will re
turn there the end of the summer to make
his second film.

CLEAR..MILKYWHITE.IUSTR0U5
THOUSANDS CLEAR EYES..In Seconds..New Easy Way

WHEN

eyes are dull, reddened or prominently
thouveined by late hours, fatigue, exposure
sands of girls now make them clear and sparkling in

—

Inside the Stars'

With new scientific EYE-GENE. And what
difference when whites are clear —sparkling white!
So soothing, refreshing. Stainless. Get EYE-GENE at
any drug or department store
also 5 and 10c stores.
seconds.

Continued

. . .
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They have flavor and are satisfying*
"I'm not a heavy eater. I have a theorJ
that it isn't what kind of food you eaf

are.

that

71

makes you fat, but how much you
eat what you like, if you will

You can

—

—

"My

very favorite dish don't laugh is
cakes and beans. Mother showed Helma
how to fix them so that I can have them

ujnnTCDr^i
For Immediate Consideration
Send Poems to

Columbian Music Publishers
Dept. 13A

Toronto, Can.

whenever

I choose.
usually buy the fish ready to use,
in flakes, and then Helma dips it in beaten
egg and crumbs and makes fish cakes. I
don't care for the white beans, I like those
big brown beans Campbell's, I think they

"We

—

FOOT AND LEG PAINS?
Rheumatic -like foot and leg pains,

—

tired,

on

—

D-'Scholls
There

is

96

Remedy

of the extra pounds.
"I get up at six, have tea, toast am
orange juice; at the studio at nine, I havcoffee and a doughnut; then at eleven.
have more tea or perhaps if it's hot, frui

—

Then lunch, which is usually salad
and in the afternoon more tea and cakes
and then dinner.
"When I'm not working, I seldom ge
up before nine, when I have light break}
fast, lie around or play golf or swim, oil
play with the baby, have a light lunch,
and do the same thing till dinner. So
don't eat heartily unless I'm nervous, whicl
I always am when I work!"
not a girl

is

"I don't
ice

for

Every

Common

-

juice.

Ruby

ARCH
SUPPORTS

a Dr. Sertoli Foot Comfort Appliance or

I

I

aching

soles all are signs of
weak or fallen arches. Dr. Scholl's Arch Supports give immediate relief by removing muscular and ligamentous strain the
cause of your pain. They are molded to your feet and soon restore the arches to normal. Can be changed one pair shoes to an
other. Expertly fitted at leading Shoe and Dept. stores everywhere.
For FREE foot booklet, write Dr. Scholl's, Inc., Dept. 285. Chicago,
feet, sore heels, callouses

when

ea^i

know

that I always gain weigh
I work, but the dancing takes cart

lightly.

fish

eat;

Foot Trouble

SCREENLAND

cream,

who

cares for dessert.'
I see a dish o

go crazy when

as so
do," she

many Hollywood

girl

smiled. "I suppose it'
seem to
because they diet all the time, but
wouldn't care if I never had anything
sweet. Al enjoys it, though. Helma wi]
you one of his favorite dessertstell
Danish pudding."

,

DANISH PUDDIXG
Mix

2 cups of breadcrumbs with 2 cups
of sugar, the grated rind and juice of 2
l
cup of melted butter, 4 well
lemons, /i
beaten eggs, and 1 cup seedless raisins.
Mix well and pour into a buttered baking
pan and bake in a medium oven until nicely
browned. Serve with orange sauce.

ORANGE SAUCE

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE...

Place in a double boiler Vz cup milk, 2
level tablespoons of sugar, and the yolks
of 2 eggs, beat well, add one tablespoon
of grated lemon rind, /i cup orange juice
and whip over the fire until frothy. Serve
as soon as removed from the fire.
"I

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

else.

like

lettuce,

for

salads. If
instance, I

like chiffonade dressing."

liver should

25c.

my

nice dressings on

have hearts of

1

pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digrest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, suni and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything

The

l

CHIFFONADE DRESSING
Mix

a bowl rubbed with a clove of
2 tablespoons of chopped cooked
beets. 2 tablespoons chopped green peppers,
2 tablespoons chopped pimentos, 1 chopped
hard-boiled egg. 1 teaspoon chopped chives,
and Vi cup of French dressing (Best
in

garlic,

Foods).
rather unusual salad for summertime
served with sour cream dressing. Helma
call it melon
will tell you about it.

"A

.

is

We

salad."

MELON SALAD

History

is

The EDSOX
DILATING

IRRIGATOR
(Tiro Tzay flow)
scientific research has prothe EDSON, based on the
principle employed in medical inInternal Irrigation. 34
stitutions
separate spraying jets produce a steady
IN and OUT flow, assuring thorough

At

last,

duced

—

INTERNAL

cleanliness. Anatomically

correct, and hygienically perfect and
this modern method assures
safe,

freedom from ordinary inflammation
bacteria. Simple and easy to use
attach it to any fountain syringe or
bulb. Quality and performance guaranteed or money refunded. Send $2
with this ad and your name and address to EDSOX PBODCCTS, 2133
B. C. A. Bldg., Rockefeller Center.
2\ew York City. (We pay parcel post.

and

—

-

(P.S.

OK WORTH

ACTDilHZ!

Opportunity for refined
representatives. )*

AT home:

Learn to color photos and miniatures
Noprevious experience needed. Good
Make
rlemand. Send for free booklet.
in oil.

I -.cv at Home" ar-d reasir^ments.
NATIONAL ART SCHOOL _
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 443C Chicago
.

WHY BE THE FORGOTTEN GIRL?
put on your' PARTY FACE''

SOUR CREAM DRESSING
cup sour cream, not too old,
2 tablespoons of lemon juice, 2 teaspoons
Heinz' vinegar. 1 teaspoon sugar, 1 teateaspoon paprika; beat
spoon salt and
well and keep cold until used.
Sonnv Jolson, at two. eats a wide variety
of foods, although he is not given rich

Beat into

your particular coloring. Try it and you U be
amazed at the new glint and sparkle Colorinse
brings to your hair. In 12 shades. See the
Nestle Color Chart at Toilet Goods counters.

SO SIMPLE TO USE

"He's only been to one birthday party
in his life," explained Ruby, "that was
when he was eighteen months old, and do
you know he came home and broke out all
over! The doctor had a long name for it,
which I don't remember, but it cured me
of birthday parties. The doctor said no
young children should ever attend them,
and when they are old enough say, at
four or five four children is enough at
one time.
"Sonny he'll probably kill me when he
grows up if I'm still calling him that, but
he's such a tiny one I can't help it!—
Sonny always wants me to be with him
when he has his supper and to stay with
him till he goes to sleep. That's about 6 :30
or at latest 7, so I seldom miss.
"I brought his nurse with him when I
took him from the Cradle, so I'm sure of
someone who understands what to do no
matter what happens. He was so very
little when I got him. Do you know, we
didn't have any idea we'd have him when
we built the house, so after he came we
had to build on a wing for him, God love

—

Dissolve

Colorinse in

Miss Ritz no longer has a monopoly on peaches and cream.
Party Face is now sold at a
price ei ery girl can afford. This
magic lotion, used in place of

powder or

as a

powder

base,

closes large pores, hides blemishes, tightens sagging lines,
wipes out wrinkles. Absolutely
harmless. Money-back guar-

antee.

MAIL COUPON
Party Face Co.. Dept. A-l, 381 4th Ave., New York City
Please send postpaid one full-size bottle Party Face for
for which I enclose
(blond, brunette)
S1.00 payment in fulL

Name
Street

City

:-r^.-.

& No

<fc

State.

.

warm

water and

pour the rinse over your head with a cup.

him
"Al found this place, by good luck. He
was driving around in the valley one day
when he met Guy Price, who used to be
in real
is
in show business and now
estate, and he brought Al here. The people who owned it had a small house where
ours is now. and they had landscaped

everything- just about as it is now, when
they lost their money. You can see how
lovely it is, so no wonder Al wanted it.
"So we bought it, put up !"the wall, built
the house and here we are

^gflP^S
fc.TL'j!

Dry hair thoroughly, brush it, and see </\J^/y
the sparkle that comes to your hair. .22 ^

—

ioc

for

package of 2

e rinses at

rinses, at

drug and dept.

—

ioc stores ... 25c for

stores.

m

'£&th COLORINSE
Wanted At Once

SONG POEMS

Mother. Home.
Love. Patriotic.

Sacred. Comic or any subject. Don't delaysend best poem today for our oner.
RICHARD r ROS.. 28 Woods Bldg.. Chicago. III.

Learn

—

—

....

Shampoo your hair, then rinse thoroughly and rub partly dry with a towel.

1

dishes.

How

to

GET RID OF HAIR
ISk'SSft FOREVER!
can be rid of
YOU
embarrassing hair
forever by

new hom:

treatment. Absolutely safe

and permanent No regrowth, no chemicals, no
tweezing or friction.
Screen stars have spent

on this formerexpensive method.

fortunes
ly

Now available to YOU at
home

at

low

cost!

Have

the smooth, lovely skin
that men admire! Claim
your right to Romance!

Only method approved
by medical opinion.
Test it at our expense.
Mail coupon today for
FREE illustrated booklet
and details of trial offer.

BEAUTIDERM

CO., Dept. 148,

145lBroadway,N.Y.

Gentlemen: Send FREE booklet "The Secret of Permanent
Hair Removal" and details of 30-day FREE trial offer.

Aidr

.

SCREENLAND

It

brings out the natural sheen and highlights of

-

and get going!

for their fascinating hair.

easy to have hair that invites romance - by
using Colorinse, a pure, harmless rinse that

is

Cover cold salad plates with crisp lettuce, on the lettuce place a slice of Dole
pineapple, cover the pineapple with alternate slices of orange and grapefruit;
sprinkle over match shaped pieces of celery
(peeled) and chopped walnuts. Place on
each salad 2 tablespoons sour cream salad
dressing and dust with paprika.

crowded with conquests by women

who were famous
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Hollywood's Hell
Continued from page 29

—

no pocket-book at
that life had no
place for his talents. But he kept on. He
fought against hard times and the town's
seeming indifference. In brief, he went

pocket-book
all

—made

in

fact,

Warner

through hell.
Today, Warner

feel

the better for that
yourself.
James Dunn will also be glad to give
information about his passage through the
Hollywood inferno. I remember Jimmy's
advent in the movie mecca very well. Of
winners of the inferiority complex
all
prize, he won out over all competitors.
Scared of everyone and everything, he
put on a bantering tone to hide the fear
he felt. He didn't believe in much. Broadway had knocked ideals sky west, leaving
Jimmy with a confused state of mind.
Hollywood was to burn the confusion out

early hell in his

is

all

life.

Ask him

_

of him.

The great test was when he met
Maureen O'Sullivan. No one knows the
feelings of either one. Some say
scoffed at love, and at first didn't
take Maureen seriously. Others declare
Maureen was very fond of him, but not
so fond as she was of John Farrow, to

exact

Jimmy

Bing Crosby prefers blondes! in his next picture that is, for the Crosby croonwill be directed toward the very comely Mary Carlisle in "Double or Nothing."

ing

whom

she is now happily married.
By the time Maureen no longer cared,
Jimmy found he cared a great deal. Per-

haps they ought never to have gone together. It was one of those ironical events.
But Hollywood love is dangerous to play
with, as amorous cinema boys and girls
find

out.

Jimmy's heartbreak was the best thing
for him. He went through hell at the
time, but it helped him, for there's nothing like a nice bit of torment now and
then. It certainly changes you, one way
or another. Jimmy became more understanding.

The then three-year-old Shirley Temple
appeared with him in her first Fox film.
This young siren pulled Jimmy out of his

He became

decline.

now

godfather, and
of things.
has not had a very sunlit

her
a

believes in quite

Henry Fonda

lot

existence since he came to Hollywood. He
got his break on the stage in "The Farmer
Wife," a short while after his
Takes
mother's death. She had always wanted
to see him on Broadway. Then just before the film version was. releas'ed, his
father passed away.
The only friends he had in Hollywood
were the late Ross Alexander and his

A

second wife, Aleta
Aleta had played

Freel.
the

Henry

a more tormenting test in Hollywood than
Eric Linden. Eric came to town with
flying colors of his own hectic design.
At first, he was most ingratiating. He
had been suddenly taken out of nowhere
and placed in the blinding limelight of
Flollywood adulation usually a sly jade.
Eric was uncertain of himself and everything else. To cover up his uncertainty, he
assumed an arrogant pose. When his skyrocket came down, he learnt his lesson.
After a couple of plays on Broadway,

—

a new Linden appeared in Hollywood. The
the arrogance, nowhere
pose was gone
in sight. Instead of the former self-styled
;

"genius,"

and

I

met a likeable chap, sincere

interesting.

"I

Flollywood at

first,"

"I didn't fit
differently."

into

did not understand
he recently told me.

its

life.

Now

I

Need I add that he also acts differently
—for the better as "Ah Wilderness" most

—

certainly proved.

and

had had an exciting time telling
his
heartbreaks.
interviewers
all
From thirteen on, it seemed his' life had
been shattered by one charmer or another.

When Tom's

feelings and emotions were
by Anita's cruel desertion,
he remained dead silent. What would have

truly shattered

made

a fine story, he refused to give.
told me later that he was pretty
well broken up. If a director corrected a
scene, or stopped one while he was in it,
he took it as a direct reprimand. At singing lessons, he'd start to sing, but couldn't
utter a note, then find himself on the verge
of crying. Or he'd feel like laughing.
regular Jekyll and Hyde.
Disillusion came when fair Anita went.
His adolescent sadness has made Tom

He

A

flightiness and remain on solid earth
fight things out. And I suggest that
Tyrone keep as natural as' he was when

from

the "Tom
locked him

Culver" company
gentleman's room on
the train. To behold Tyrone as a poseur
would be really ghastly^—with a broad

were three
were Henry, Aleta

Brown
in

of

the

_

and Ross. They were more like three kids.
Their wildness went to the extent of

Perhaps no other juvenile went through

Tommy

early

to

there

life.

prominence.

should soar above sorrows. Like Jimmy
Dunn, I advise Tom to become godfather
to some captivating child, or adopt a baby.
I also advise Robert Taylor to refrain

she and Ross were at Henry's
success. Hollywood would surely sign him
up, she added, and everything would be
wonderful for all of them.
I recall his first five weeks in Hollywood were spent at the Alexanders' tragic

playing with a complicated train system,
set out on the floor. For outdoor exercise,
they shot rabbits by the score.
When Aleta and Ross shot themselves,
Henry was bereft of his dearest friends.
All these tragedies, which include losing
by divorce his first wife Margaret Sullavan, could have caused him to go off at
the deep end, if he cared to. But his infor the better.
left him
fernal ordeal
Henry maintains a steady path through

.

A

same

how happy

hill-top home. If ever
jolly young people, they

fellow artist Eric Linden,
suffered all the tortures of
the damned. The bright spot in his life
was Anita Louise. But Anita grew out
of passionate idealism when, as ethereal
Titania, she grew from inconsequence into
his

to

more stable, more definite. But the fires
of Hollywood's inferno have still more to
burn away. After his love tragedy, he appeared rather bitter and cynical.
lofty soul, of artistic aspirations',

Little
Theatre movement before they got to
Broadway. I remember Aleta telling me
in

feel

Akin

Tom Brown

"a".

Lew, Warner, Jimmy, Henry, Eric and
have passed through Hollywood's
hell. Each has become finer, more definite.
Let Bob and Tyrone regard their trials,
as here related, and save themselves a lot

Tom

of suffering.

But does not wise old
tell

hells

us

we

Robert Taylor's singing lesson. ComEdens and Freed directing.

,

?

So vou

posers

Omar Khayyam

are ourselves our heavens and
see,

Bob and Tyrone,

my

lads, whatever you do makes your
or hell in Hollywood. But, there,
probably found this out already.

fine

heaven
you've
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The Happy

Moment
the show
is over

when

^

beech-nut com
Most popular gum
in

America

is

Beech-

Nut Peppermint.

SEE THE

Try our Spearmint,
too, if

you enjoy

a

BEECH-NUT CIRCUS

^

distinctive flavor!

Biggest

little

Show on

Earth!

A mechanical marvel, 3 rings
of performers, clowns, animals, music

Now

'n'

touting

everyrhing!

the

Don't miss

"""ORALGENE
The new

gum

firmer texture
that aids mouth

health and helps fight

mouth
with

acidity.
a

"Chew

purpose."

country.
it.

Swimming

the favorite sport

is

of this vivid Park Avenue matron

aboard
YOUNG

S.S.

Hammond,

Mrs.

Conte

di

Savoia

daughter-in-law of the former

Ambas-

an international figure in the world of society.
She was educated in Rome. Made her debut in New York. Traveled

sador to Spain,

extensively. Mrs.

is

Hammond

is

an enthusiastic traveler and swimmer.
(right) at the Conte

As she herself remarked, when photographed
di

Savoia pool: "I'm on board

favorite sport

;

I'm smoking

my favorite liner; I'm enjoying my
my favorite cigarette — a Camel So
!

Camel's delicate flavor always tastes good, but espeso after a swim. Camels give my energy a cheering lift!"

I'm happy.
cially

women

These distinguished
also prefer

Camel's mild, delicate taste:
MISS JOAN BELMONT, New
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE,

York

Philadelphia

MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE 2nd, Boston
MRS. ANTHONY J. DREXEL 3rd, Philadelphia
MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
MRS.

MRS. JASPER MORGAN. New
MRS. NICHOLAS

G.

PENNIMAN

MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER,
MRS. RUFUS PAINE SPALDING

MRS. LOUIS SWIFT,

Good digestion at sea too!

Clear-skinned, radiant, Mrs.

Ogden Hammond

charm and well-being. "Camels certainly help digestion," she
says, adding, "I've smoked Camels for six years, and they never get on
my nerves." Throughout the dining rooms of the Conte di Savoia, Camels
are much in evidence. Smoking Camels speeds the natural flow of digestive
is

a vision of

fluids

— alkaline

digestive fluids

— so

indispensable to mealtime comfort!

COSTLIER TOBACCOS - Camels are made
from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS...
Turkish and Domestic

2^5

.

.

.

than any other popular brand

York

III,

JR.,
III,

Baltimore

New

York

Pasadena

JR., Chicago

Robert
he Truth
about
nllvwnnrl Diets!

Taylor
tells his

own

Real-Life Storv

"Well,

made

she finally

the grade!"
'B.B.B.' finally put
over!"
SODave,
the City Editor mused.
it

"Nice scoop

for you, Clara."
" 'B.B.B.'? That's a new one on me,

Dave."

"Bad Breath Bertha.

Society's been

calling her that behind her

since she

know

came out

as well as

it

back ever

10 years ago.

You

do."

I

"Better! But they can't say

it

any

more."

"How come?"
"About a year ago I told her what
her trouble was; felt sorry for her
suggested she use Listerine."
.

.

.

"And now she knocks off the prize
catch of the town; you had nerve,
Clara."
"She thanked me for it. She'd never
have landed him but for that hint."
"Say! There's an idea there for the
Advice to Women column. 'Control
your Breath and you Control your
Future.'

"Not

you met as
do you'd
that most of them have haliso

dumb, Dave.

many men and women
realize
tosis

and never

If

as I

realize it."

"That's the insidious part about

it,

as the ads say."

"Show me a woman who's careless
about her breath and I'll show you a
gal that's already on the shelf."
"Right you are, Clara. My girls
wouldn't think of going to a party
without first using the old Listerine."

"Smart kiddies!"

"By the way, Clara, how's

Listerine

morning after taste and the
old next day breath?"
"My husband says it does the
for that

trick."

"O. K., Clara,

I'll

give you a report

Monday."

DON'T OFFEND OTHERS
There's no doubt of

it;

Listerine Antiseptic,

with its remarkable deodorant power, is the
accepted treatment for halitosis {bad breath)
whether caused by excessive eating and drinking,
fermenting food particles in the mouth, or decaying teeth. Use night and morning, and between
times before social and business engagements.

Lambert Pharmacal Company,

'ifor

HALITOSIS

use

St.

Louis,

LISTERINE

Mo.

Pampers her skin with

costly lotions

gums

but she ignores her tender, ailing

often such neglect leads
to real dental tragedies . .
give your gums the benefit

How

of Ipana

and Massage.

captivating— but not until she learns the
importance of healthy gums to sound

—and, very often, "the helpful stimulation of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage."

teeth— not until she knows the meaning
of — and does something about — that
warning tinge of "pink" on her tooth

to help the

brush!

PAT, go her deft fingers— attending to the important business of
beauty. Creams and lotions to aid her

PAT,

skin— a hundred brush strokes nightly
for her hair—those are details she never
overlooks.

And rightly so! Yet how little

they count,

when

her lips part in a dull

and dingy smile— a
loveliness, destroys

smile that ruins her

her charm.

Yet hers might be a smile, radiant and

Never Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"
"Pink tooth brush" is only a warning.
But if ever you notice it, see your dentist.
You may not be in for serious trouble.
Probably, he'll
foods are to

tell

you that modern

blame— foods

your gums of necessary stimulation.

"More work and exercise
der, ailing gums" is the

for those tenlikely verdict

is

is

designed

keep teeth
bright and sparkling. Massage a little
extra Ipana into your gums every time
you brush your teeth. Circulation quickens in the
firmer,

gums

gum

more

as well as

tissues— gums become

resistant to trouble.

Don't wait for the warning tinge of
"pink" on your tooth brush. Start today
with Ipana and massage— one sensible

way

to a lovely smile.
•

•

•

LISTEN TO'Town Hall Tonight"— every Wednesday,N.B.C. Red Network.9 P.M..E.D.S.T.

IPANA

a good tooth paste,
like a

soft

that deprive

For Ipana, with massage,

good dentist,

never a luxury.
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Editor
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Day
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with
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A

EVERY STORY

a Real

Carroll, Art Director

1937

September,

Spend
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FEATURE!

The Editor's Page
The Truth About Hollywood Diets!
Olivia Looks at Love. Olivia de Havilland
First A Father. Edward Arnold

Delight Evans
Dorothy Manners

17

Maude Cheatham

21

until

you've spent that day
of fun.

we

Frankly,

were

skeptical

about

Ameche, who's married and

a family

about-Hollywood

—

read the story which resulted and
we feel safe in promising you the very
yet

in

exclusive

series.

As a
Ameche

radio and screen
is

star,

Don

rapidly climbing to the

top these days. As a fellow-worker

in

screen and radio studios, he is rated
what
very high. But not until we read

one "Real Day" means in his life
did we fully realize just what we, and
Hollywood, have in this Don Ameche.
just

first to
You'll want to be among the
find
him,
know
to
get
meet the man,
be
won't
You
out what he's all about.

disappointed.

other features

Watch
in

for

this

and

the October issue of

The Smart Screen Magazine, on

September

Petersen

28
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D aae
Heralding John King, whose

"The Road Back,"

is

first

big film,

for him the highway to

the Hollywood heights of

fame and fortune

A

IT'S an old story, perhaps,
but there's always a thrill

great director, James
portray
to
the leading charac-

it.
"Young man makes
good" has particular poignancy, whether the event occurs on some Main Street or
in .Hollywood where rewards

comparative newcomer, John King,
was selected by that

Whale,
ter

"The

in

Road

picturization
Back,"
of Erich Remarque's

post-war

powerful

novel. King brings to
his

important

first

deep

role a

sincerity

that will endear him
audiences.
to all
Right, two close-ups.

Above,

in

with Jean

a scene
Rouverol.

•

in

are highest.

Now

the

spot-

John King, tall,
personable, gifted young actor, and encourages him to
hope for permanence in the
motion picture scene. His
role in "The Road Back"
was not an easy part for an
light selects

inexperienced actor to play
it required depth, conviction,
imagination. That John King
met the requirements may be

mainly due to Whale's direction, but credit must also
be given to King himself,
who justified his director's
faith in him and proved himself worthy of Universal's
promised future exploitation
winning personality.

of his

6

Your new heartthrob...

now

star

of radio's biggest show!

new

Bringing a

and

personality

his Violin...

that

talking, laughing,

to the screen!

tuneful fiddle

BROOKS

ARTHURTREACHER
One

Phyllis
Sweetest of
tomorrow's stars!

l-o-n-g laugh!

Romantic rave of
the

airwaves

TIPJAP&TOE

LOUIS PRIMA
AND HIS BAND

Rhythmic as rain
on the roof

The trumpet king
at his hottest

Darryl

F.

Zanuck

in

Directed by

Tyler

trouping

charge of production

Norman Taurog

Associate Producer Laurence

Schwab

•

TODAY'S

HIT

—

TUNES BY

MACK GORDON AND HARRY

REVEL

'Afraid To Dream'
'Danger, Love At Work'
'The Loveliness Of You'
'Please Pardon Us, We're In Love'
'You Can't Have Everything'

THE

TRADEMARK THAT
OF THE BEST

IN

IS

YOUR GUARANTEE

ENTERTAINMENT

SCREENLAND

BROOKE

Rootin', tootin'
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Ask Me!
By Miss Vee Dee
Ellen F. Randolph Scott is a Virginian.
is 6 feet, 2 inches tall, has light brown
hair and hazel eyes. When he attended
college, he was a football player, a member of the glee club, and greatly interested
in musical productions and stringed instrument orchestras. He is fond of all outdoor
sport and gives much time and attention
to horse racing
and he sure does know
his horses

He

at the age of five at a school recital.

When

was fourteen she appeared in
Ned Wayburn's Revue; at the same time
studying voice and dancing. Her schools
have been hard work and study and then
more study. Don't miss "Maytime." You'll
be sorry if you do! Her next will b:
"Firefly," with Allan Jones.
Jeannette

;

3

INCHES IN

1© DAYS
it

will cost

Tie

.

.

.

you nothing!

cause so many

Perfolastic wearers
reduce more than 3 inches
in 10 days we believe
we are justified in making
the amazing offer above.
Thousands of women

owe

their slim, youthful
figures to Perfolastic. . .
the quick, safe way to
reduce. You will not only
be gracefully slender but
will feel more like doing
things. "Reduced my hips

12

Helene M. Fernand Gravet was born
Christmas morning, 1908, in Belgium;
educated in England, toured as an actor
in Germany, Roumania, and other central
European nations, and finally selected
France as his permanent residence. He
came to the United States to star in his
first American picture, "The King and the
Chorus Girl," produced by Warner Bros.,
with whom he has a contract. So you'll be
seeing him in another picture soon.

inches"

writes

and eat everything"

writes Mrs. Faust.

Appear
at

SMALLER
Once

was very fat , . then
sent for a Perfolastic
appeared inches
smaller at once!
"I

,

'ill

Metro-Goldwyn-

Her

first

picture

for

Warners

George Arliss in "The Man
Played God." She scored such a suc-

Who

cess in this picture that she

was given a

long term contract.

Joan M. Nino Martini was born in
Verona, Italy. He is a noted Metropolitan
Opera tenor. His last picture was "The
Gay Desperado." Write to RKO Studio,

Los Angeles, California, for his picture.
His new film for RKO has not vet been
titled.

life

— except

for singing

—

is

her cocker

Karolina S. "The Toast of New York"
Edward Arnold's next picture as
you admire him so greatly, be sure to see
will be

him

;

in this.

Jane R. Sylvia Sidney was formerlymarried to Bennett Cerf, her only marriage.

spaniel
only 10 days
had
actually reduced 3
inches without dieting,
drugs or exercises.

In

I

I

M.
M. A.

G. Yes, Ginger Rogers is even
prettier off the screen than on, believe it
or not. Rumor has it that Fred Astaire
and his sister, Adele, are to make a picture together. As far as I know, nothingdefinite has been decided. Read our "London" department in this issue for news of
Adele's British film work.

.

You

to

K. E. Deanna Durbin was born in
Winnipeg, Canada, December 4, 1922. Her
real name is Edna Mae Durbin; she has
blue eyes, brown hair, and weighs 100
pounds. She lives with her parents in
Hollywood, and her outstanding interest
in

Look in the mirror
before you put on your
Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere .
and after.
wards. You appear inches
smaller at once.

Write

Studio, Culver City, California, for
a picture of the late Jean Harlow.

stock.

in

was with

I

and

Miss

Richardson. "Lost 60
pounds" says Mrs. Derr.
"Reduced from size 42 to
size 18

Frances F.

Mayer

Joe L. Bette Davis was born April S,
in Lowell,
Mass. She won two
scholarships in John Murray Anderson's
dramatic school, after which she appeared
1908,

are

so comfortable you can

A MacDonald

scarcely realize that every

minute you wear your

her

Perfolastic garments, the
massage - like action and
gentle pressure are actually
reducing hips, waist, thighs
and diaphragm. .the spots

He

B. John Wayne in "Midnight Court."
in Winterset, Iowa, May 26, 1907.
is 6 feet 2 inches, weighs 198 pounds,

has

brown

Born

E. Shaver. Yes, Jean Parker

musical career?"

"How

—by

did she begin
singing a solo

is under
Columbia Pictures. Her first
them will be released soon.
Mrs. George MacDonald in private

contract to
picture for

Jean
Fan.

hair and gray eyes. He's mar-

ried.

is

life.

(Please turn

to

page 83)

.

where fat

first

accumulates.

No

Diets, Drugs,
or Exercises!
No strenuous exercises
to wear you out. .. no
dangerous drugs . . . no
diet to reduce face and
neck to wrinkled flabbinessIAnd with loss of fit
come increased pep and

H

energy. The many perforations and soft silky lining
make Perfolastic wonderfully Comfortable when
worn next to the body.

YOU RISK NOTHING
Why nottest Perfolastic
NOW and prove whit
. .

it

will

.

do for you ? You do

not risk one penny. Jf it
does n ot r educe your wai st
and hips 3 inches in 10
days it will cost you nothing! Learn the details of
our 10-Day Trial Offer in
the /reeillustrated booklet!

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

PERFOLASTIC,

Inc.

Dept. 739,
41 EAST 42 nd ST., New York N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET in plain
envelope, also sample of perforated material and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER !

Name
Address

8

Don Ameche cuts himself in on Alice Faye's smile, leaving Tony Martin merely among those
present. But the script for "You Can't Have Everything" had something to do with that.

SCREENLAND

A Revelation
in

Entertainment
human,

Set in a big,

heart-story

by the authors of "Boy Meets

MISCHA AUER—
twice as funny as in

Girl" that will give you the greatest thrill in years! Girls
. . .

romance

.

.

.

stars

.

.

.

.

.

.

comedy.

in

Advanced
so dazz-

ling

it

... all

done

Godfrey"!

.

TECHNICOLOR

fashions

"My Man

music

takes your breath away!

ALAN MOWBRAY—
what
this

a riot of laughs
guy gives you!

HELEN VINSONalluring, but

oh

!

... so

aggravating

WARIER BAXTER
JOAN BENNETT

OF 193
Jfelen VINSON -MidcLi

AUER

AUm MO WBRAY-/e*w«e COWAN
GATESON Dorothy McNULTY- Alma KRUGER
Polly ROWLES Victor Young and his orchestra
Directed by IRVING CUMMINGS

Marjorie

•

•

Original Screenplay by Samuel
Released thru

and

Bella Spewack

UNITED ARTISTS

with "The Most Photographed Girls in the World".

.

.

those

WALTER WANOER MODELS
WEARING A MILLION DOLLARS WORTH OF ADVANCED FASHIONS

SCREENLAND
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SCREENLAND'S

Crossword Puzzle
By Alma Talley

Longer With
Dress Shields
ruin your new frock
—without
dress shields! Make

You can
hour

in an

a vow, now, never again to wear a
dress or blouse without a Kleinert's

Bra-form.
First of all, you'll look better. Bra-

forms are carefully fitted to give
smooth high rounded lines to both
slender and mature figures.

The dress shields are held in exactly the right position and no matter how much you exercise, your
clothes will be safe not only from
under-arm moisture but friction
and harsh under-arm cosmetics, too.

Your

favorite Notion Counter will
gladly show you a variety of Braforms, from a dollar up, in all the
popular brassiere materials. Washed
in a moment, always ready without
sewing to wear with any dress.
Also, Kleinert's sew-in Dress Shields
from 25<j' a pair up.

—

—

ACROSS

82.

1.

Co-srar of "Internes Can't

5.

Star

Take

Money'
10.

of "Top of the Town"
Comedy actress in "Women of
Glamor"
Our Beloved Swedish film star

14.
-," a movie
15. "Beloved
16. Open, aboveboard
18. Within
19. Incidentally
21. Compass point (abbrev.)
22. To be indebted
23. Exclamation
24. Wager
26. Also
28. Section of a movie
"Uncle Tom's
of
30. Heroine

31.

Cabin"
Torch singer

"Anything

in

Goes"
33. You and me
35. Exclamation
black bird
36.
38. He's married to Ruby Keeler
39. Her new one is "I Met Him

A

in Paris"
42. Japanese measure
"The
of
43. Star

Man"

Ask

for Kleinert's

Launderite
Shields— 25? a pair

atN otionCounters.

European measure of area
Star

who

recently

Forever
Feather or fur neckpiece

featured

Earth"
59. Pronoun
60. A church

FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
LONDON, ENG.
TORONTO, CANADA

485

.

10

.

.

"The Good

71. To proceed
72. Pa's wife
73. The diary girl
76. Sick
77. Strong liquors
80. Brown

94.
96.
97.
98.

One

58.

follow

and brother
good actors

"

Ralph

are

DOWN
Star of "A Star Is Born"
2. Either
3. To decline (as tide)
4. Faithful
5. Compass
point (abbrev.)
6.
7.
8.

A

9.

A

number

Part of eyeglasses
His new one is "Fifty

Roads

An

to

Eastern

10. Co-star of

91. Therefore
92. Note of the scale

Town".
state

We

Dance"

Tell the Wife"
try out, as metal
the sheltered side

To
To

Pagan god

61. To carry (colloquial)
64. Past
65. Her new one is "Shall

66. Obese
68. Unit of length
69. Charlie Chan
70. Heron
73. Ingenue in "Call It a Day"
74. To make a speech
75. Percentage
78. Railway (abbrev.)
79. Health springs
81. Paid notice (abbrev.)
84. To press for payment
86.
former wife of John Gilbert
88. Comrade

of the senses

1.

11.

(abbrev.

"Cafe Metro-

You're

Adam's wife
Note

of the scale
13- Treasure
14. To mock
17. Rather
20. Printers' measure
12.

25.
27.
29.
30.
32.

"Night Key"

"When

To
He

'

93. Southern
95. Compass

state

point

(abbrev.)
(abbrev.)

"

The

Answer

to

Last Month's Puzzle

Avenue"

(a movie)

festival

Love"
S. Pat. Off.

in

90.
92.

22.

Anger
Ma's husband

62. To act
63. Star of
67. Toward
of
68. Star

*T. M. Reg. U.

died

One

She's

48. Southetn canstellation
49. To open (poetic)
50. Battle
54. Unit of matter

pole"

Thin

series

46.
47.
51.
52.
53.
55.
56.
57.

Epoch

83. Note of the scale
84. Arid
85. Finial on a spire
87. To immerse
89. Near

in

34.
37.
39.

To

melt
A duet
What you hear a talkie
with

Bad

A

;

A

thick slice

Takes into custody
"white
collar"
A
worker
flame
open
40. To cook by
41. Robber
43- Equal
44. Girl's name
45. Caustic solution

SCREENLAND
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Dancing star in "Broadway Melody of 1938"

I

RANC

'

lEgO'RlDIE

>onBa s sMrae
ia'cuteHa ro
It1e:1p1e1eBdIe1n

dark lashes, are
eyes, heavily fringed with
can
oddly set; her somewhat petulant hps
has
curve in a most enchanting smile. She
legs;
an incredibly slim waist and long
have been made specially built

nside

she might

for this season's styles.
"This place," Wendy informed me. after
disposed of.
the affair of the hat had been

"was decorated and furnished by Arline

the Stars

in the
Judge's mother. There's not a thing
behouse, except my clothes and personal
to the
longings, that is actually mine, even
been
radio and clocks, but it all might have
designed for me. I love it!"
The duplex is done in white Monterey,
with upholstery in soft pastels and carpets
piano in
of a deeper tone. There's a white
James
the living room (with a picture of
Stewart in the place of honor), and today

Homes
Wendy

Barrie,

beauty

in

British

there

Hollywood,

"discovers" American

especially

dishes,

desserts. Share her en-

thusiasm

was a bowl of

you

at

Below,

dessert,

so informal
.
funnv for me to be posing at the
piano, because I really play very little. But
and
I've sold two songs. I composed them
hummed them to a musician I know, and
he wrote the orchestration. This is one:

pecan

roll.

/

I

when

are

two

mv

Wendy was
up

I pointed out that there
streets with the same

first.

"Nobody," she assured me. severelv. "is ever on time in Hollywood. Except me. And that's where

—

spare time goes waiting
Where's the cameraman i
for people
The Universal Pictures cameraman was
probablv at the other street, but any white-

mv

!

washing

I

might have done for him wasn

t

then.
necessary because the hat arrived just
three flat
It was a leghorn hat, with
falling
flowers on the "brim and streamers
girl
behind. Wendv looked like a dream
in it

She

felt better. It

in

Hold

the

born in China and brought

England.

"When

one about six miles away
from the other, and I went to the

all

to

came

I

to

this

country,

I

was

simply appalled at the food," she conone eats
fided. "In England, vou know, no
there as
salad. \t least it's never served
girls actually
a luncheon dish. When I saw
toeating pineapple and cottage cheese
gether. I thought Americans were all crazy.
But now I'm beginning to discover how

name,

wrong one

Might As Well Have Tried

Breeze. Like it?"

appearance at her
smart Beverly Hills duplex. "You're
fifteen minutes late!"
She wasn't too pleased with me,
even

I don t
mother is

"It's

"I'M THE onlv prompt person in
America!" cried Wendy Barrie.
as I put in

"My

all

she

samples her own favorite

Buck,

'

her
of
doorway
"adopted" home in BevHills.

me

completelv horrified. When she hears peomust
ple call me 'Wendy,' she stiffens. '\ou
not let people call you by your first name,
Barshe tells me. 'Make them say "Miss
Imagine me upstaging an electrician!
rie."
s
So' Mother stays shocked. But I like it. It

the

erly

call

she commented.

know why,"

By Betty Boone

—

Barrie."

(Buck)

"All the boys

greets

beside the picture,

lilies

Am

— and recipes

Wendy

lilies

with an odd plaid design.
"Do vou see this?" Wendy luted a silver
of
placque from the music rack. "The crew
'Wings Over Honolulu' gave it to me when
we finished the picture last week. See the
horseshoe—that's for luck. They've all
scratched their names on it the whole cast
!"
I flattered
and the entire crew.
Wendy
to
inscribed
is
placque
The

pink

would have made

amazinglv good American dishes can be.
"Hot cakes I never heard of them until
stack six
I crot here. But now I can eat a
thin
inches high. George makes such nice
ones, served with what I call treacle and
you call svrup. I think serving bacon or
sausage with them is all nonsense!"

—

looked at
girl feel better— until she
dollars.
the price, which was twenty-five
The bov who had brought the hat, Wencolored girl in
dy's maid, a pretty young
cook, and 1
blue silk slacks, George, the
in the hat. It was
around

any

Wendy
revolved
were an
decided that the girl plus the hat
to lose.
ideal combination, too good
Wendy has light brown hair; her blue

THIX HOT CAKES
in a bowl and stir. Add a
pinch of salt, VA cups flour and 6 tableis
spoons milk. Beat well until batter
smooth and light. Add 1 cup and 10 tablegriddle
spoons milk gradually. Bake on
greased with butter, making cake very thin.
Cook to light brown on both sides. Serve
Brer
with Log Cabin Maple Syrup or

Break two eggs

'

Rabbit Molasses.
went on
"I'm underweight as a rule,
Wendv, "so I'm always being urged to
are
build up. I suppose American desserts
never eaten
a revelation to me because I ve
or a
sweets I've never eaten a chocolate
Maybe that s
piece of candv in mv life!
why I have nice teeth where so many
English girls haven't.
other
"I haven't the urge for sweets that
search for
girls seem to have, but in the
desextra pounds I've discovered several
serts that appeal to me.
"George's special virtue is in serving
.

looking dishes. I can't eat messy
can take a ripe peach, scrape the
from the skin, leaving a firm shell,
and
then mix the pulp with strawberries,
(Continued on page 88)

daintv
food."
fruit

He
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Sincerity!

CALLING HOLLYWOOD!
THE READERS TALKING

and the motif of all
your letters about
him which make him

Now it's your turn to tell Hollywood what
you think about pictures and sfars!
Write your thoughts in letters to this
department
all
ideas welcome.
A
Address: Letter Dept., SCREEN-

—

LAND,

York.

Leading

jM

West
N. Y
45

45th Street,

That's the

keynote of Don
Ameche's appeal,

of

New

this

Gentleman
page this

month.

FOR YOUR HAIR
Colorinse

truly

woman's crowning

glorifies

glory - her Lair. This natural-color rinse magically reveals the hidden beauty of your hair

and give3

it

sparkling brilliancy.

It

neither a

is

dye nor a bleach -- but a harmless coloring.
Colorinse does not interfere with your natural curl or permanent wave. 12 different shades;
see the Nestle

Color Chart

at all counters.

SO SIMPLE TO USE
Shampoo your

hair, then rinse thoroughly and rub partly dry with a towel.

Dissolve the contents of a package of
Colorinse in

water and pour the
rinse over your head with a cup.
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nair thoroughly, brush
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warm

aston
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ioc for package of a

and

rinses, at
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^

loc

it,

and you

brilliance in

^

your

delight you.

8tores;

25c

for 5

drug and dept. stores.

rinses at
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COLORINSE
Learn Profitable Profession
in

90 days

Salaries of Men and
tension of Swedish

.

-OUCtt.

•
,

Women

at

Home

in the fascinating pro-

Massage run as high as $40

to

V?0 per week hut many prefer to open their own offices. Lan'e inconi'*? from Doctors, hopoitals, sanitariums and private patients come to those who
^^^qualify through our training. Reducing
ouors rich rewards for specialists.
Write for Anatomy Charts, sample les* § son sheets and book let-Thev'reFREE.
f
THE College of Swedish Massage
% a : <*
1S01 Warren Blvd., Dpt. 082, Chicago
(Successor toNationil Colleg nf Mnssagej
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'
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CAST FOR THE PERFECT

WEDDING
me

Here's what seems to
for the perfect

the perfect cast

wedding

PARTY FACE
Whisks away blemishes. Tightens sagging lines.
Smooths out wrinkles. And it's perfectly grand as a

Grace Moore.

in real life occasionally.

.

<s3|S| xo " r money returned,

"jalwy

if

you're not satisfied!

MAIL CO U POM

"^^Party Face Co.,

m

P. O. Box 3, Station Y, N.Y. C.
Please send postpaidonegiant-sizebottleParty
Face for (blond, brunette)
, for
which I enclose $ 1.00 payment in full.

Name

& No

Street

City

&

State
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Now

would that be a dream or just a
Hollywood mix-up?
Marie Bouse,
Utica, N. Y.

before and after protection for sunburn. Mail the

coupon TODAY for your giant size bottle— there's
morethanenoughtolastoveramonth. Double

We

bush and tree, nor are our prisoners the
"easy going, trail-give-awayers" shown in
too many movies. I'm fed up with such
pictures as "Fugitive in the Sky." Let the
victim sometimes get away— as he does,
despite our very best to have it olherwise,

:

too, can afford this magic lotion. It's a
new, creamy liquid that takes the place of powder or
powder base. Leaves your skin fascinatingly smooth
—".ear as crystal. Closes large over-active porr -.

I'm just a hard-working State Trooper
(better known, I fear, as a State "Cop.")
don't
find clues hanging on every

The Bride: Lovely Loretta Young. The
Groom Tyrone Power. The Maid of
Honor Ginger Rogers. The Best Man
(I'll say!):
Robert Taylor. The Bride's
Maids: Ann Sothern, Janet Gaynor. The
Flower Girl Deanna Durbin. The Soloist
:

Now, you

THE TROOPER SOUNDS OFF

A

THAT ROMANTIC DON
round of Salutes to Ann Sothern and
for their engagingly pleasant

Don Ameche
work as
Town."
the

the
It

two
was

lovers in "Fifty Roads to
lively entertainment, and
in the world for giving

reason
Don Ameche more, and more prominent
romantic roles, in better and even bigger
best

pictures.

Gloria Pother,

Burlingame,

SCREENLAND

Calif.

Tpr. J. B. Jack,
Clarksburg, W. Va.

"SOMETHING"
They

all

IS
have Something

RIGHT!
!

Take Garbo,

for instance. She's good for love, but not
for dancing.
about Jeanette MacDonald? Her singing's swell, but Ruby Keeler
beats them all at dancing.

How

Patricia Pritchard.
Buffalo Center, la.

AMERICAN BOY SPEAKS UP
Jackie Cooper, Freddie Bartholomew,
Jackie Searl, and others are what we, the
youth of the nation (male) have to repre-

—

on the screen. They're good, sure.
play their
But now we have two boys who
are very much
oarts wonderfully, and
weaker sex has
"just bovs" as well. The
we of the
found its Deanna Durbin and

CINDERELLA FROCKS inspired by

sent us

;

division
opposite sex in the twelve-year-old
discovered two real boys for us—

have

Mauch chaps, Bobby and Billy—
ready, willing,
honest-to-goodness boys
what
and most important, able to do
stuff on
seems like the real thing is boy
those

the

screen.

Rucks Martin,
Fort Jay, N. Y.

New

Pictures'

Universal

IDEA DEPARTMENT
approve, heartily, of the suggestion
I
made here bv other letter writers, that
be
Simone Simon and Robert Tay or
make the
teamed. And I'd also like to
su^estion that Hollywood turn out a
storv about a beauty shop
of "color there, you know,

operator— lots
(/ know, be-

small talk,
cause I'm in the business). The
interest incidents,
human
the
^ossip
the
demonstrations of how
to say nothing of
look
we in the business do make >dies parmuch nicer— all would be interesting
has
to women. If such a picture
ticularly

it
be-n made, I've missed it. Furthermore,
and
would be a good vehicle for Simone
Bob How about this, Hollywood:
Josephine Mackie,

Newark, N.

J.

GOOD MUSIC ALWAYS
WELCOME
should the subject of opera in picunder discussion r
continually be
There would always be a sufficient number
pictures with
of music lovers to make
they
if
operatic sequences popular, even
general
were not enjoyed by the public in
—which they are—and there's proof in the
success of "Naughty Marietta,

Why

tures

tremendous
Rose
voted one of the best of its year
the
Marie," listed among the ten best
which
following year, and "Maytime,
stand
from present indications is likely to
equally high this year
;

Mabel E. Conway,

Philadelphia, Pa.

MORE POWER FOR TAYLOR
Being a Taylor

fan, naturally I

enjoy

all

would be a grand
Bob was
and welcome change if for once
though the
not a wealthy playboy even

of Bob's pictures. But

it

made for him. In
Affair" he again gave conhandvincing proof that he is not only
some but an able actor.
Teresa Tripp,
New Bedford, Mass.

part

"This

"Taylor"

seems
is

My

.

POINTING WITH PRIDE
TO PARKER
wish

St.

Catharines,

Ont.

GAYNOR GOES AHEAD
Not

Was

He

never lets
has something

in

these

in

Deanna

pic-

And

trimming

gay

has

been

Ivory-Flakes

washtested for washability. Follow the
ing instructions
ella

as

tagged to every Cinder-

Frock to be sure colors stay bright

new through a whole school

Psychologists say:
their best.

It

"Teen-age

girls

year.

should look

creates a sense of well-being

.

.

.

Give your daughter lots
Frocks. Keep them
Cinderella
delightful
of these

makes

studies easier."

Flakes tubbings.
sparkling with frequent Ivory

to
'

Gavnor

ture

Fashions!

Durbin

Janet
A Star

one, but many
for her splendid work in
that a surprise! Frednc
Born."
is
March, of course, was up to expectations.
us down. Hollywood really

Salutes

Back to school, looking pretty as a

every
they're sensible, too! Every print,

something could be done to
let
make producers see the talent they
Jean
languish unhonored" by not giving
Parker some really substantial acting opand
portunities. Jean has beauty, talent,
how
experience in the screen art. But
much chance does she get? Jean must take
pictures 01
insignificant parts in mediocre
remain out of the picture altogether—
which seems a great pity.
E. Shaver,
I

THEY'RE IVORY-WASHABLE

two

Mara Tudor,

Ivory Flakes keep fabrics
colors bright

.

.

.

new

.

.

.

because they're pure

Redmond, Wash.

SCREENLAND

Star

TAGGING
Brawny melodrama, very
its

eye-filling

shots

pictorial with

TALKIES

the

aboard a
barque manned by a rough crew and engaged in slave trading. If you like your
melo straight, here's something
Warner
of

action

Bob Burns and Martha Raye are worth
but don't expect too much of this

seeing,

jumble of slapstick and exaggerated farce
it goes too slow at times to make
entirely satisfactory entertainment. The
background pleases in one respect it fits in
with those Arkansas gags Burns has exploited so amusingly in radio. Otherwise
this is hit and miss entertainment. You'll
enjoy it if you don't anticipate hilarity.

—

Delight Evans' Reviews

!

Baxter, slave trader who reforms, but
whos^e crew mutinies as he tries to make for
Jamaica with his bride, shoots and is shot
at. Elizabeth Allan Wallace Beery, Mickey
Rooney are outstanding. Unreal but punchy.

on Pages 52-53

—

The Girl
Said

No

Grand
National

About a pretty

who

girl

can't

keep jobs-

bosses

forget she's a stenographer, and
lightly turn to thoughts of romance. So
she hides her beauty under an ugly duckling make-up, becomes secretary to a rich
novelist
and love is just around the corner.

—

Marion Davies and Robert Montgomery
put forth their best, but the story ard
dialogue fail them. Patsy Kelly and Allen
Jenkins fare better.
fair to middling show.

A

Tony Martin and Leah Ray have been
teamed to good advantage in this musical,
spun around a plot about two rival advertising firms. Berton Churchill heads one
he's Tony's father
and Andrew Toombes
he is Leah's papa heads the other.
Helen Westley is president of the firm
whose business is the goal of the advertisers. Tony and Leah between them land
the business, and end the business feud.

—
—

—

—

If the mood of this sobby study of the
psychology of a boy (victim of village jibes
because of loyal devotion to his father
World War hero now a shell-shocked
wreck and drunkard), if the main idea gets
under your skin, here is heart-wringing

melodrama that will
Mickey Rooney
Anne Nagel, Frank
Pawley score along

you.

14

completely overwhelm
does a swell job, and

Sh

and Edward
with him. Touching.
;

elds,

The cream of Gilbert and Sullivan numbers come to the screen for the first time,
as the added attractions of this breezy,
romantic comedy concerning a dime-a-dance
and a genial book-maker. Such fine veterans as William Danforth, Frank Moulan,
and Vera Ross are a delight to watch and
to hear. Otherwise it is familiar fare, although Irene Hervey and Robert Armstrong
struggle valiantly with tawdry material.
girl

Hollywood's first concerning the war in
Spain. It marks the return to an important
part of Gilbert Roland, and offers splendid
performances by Olympe Bradna, Lew
Ayres, Anthony Quinn and Karen Morley.
More or less a "Grand Hotel" technique,
always effective, the story is hampered by
weak dialogue and sketchy handling of certain situations. It might have been grand
entertainment.

Even

so

it's

rather

good.

An elaborate vaudeville show, concerned
with presenting you with specialties by Joe
Penner, Milton Berle, Parkyarkarkus, a
fancy-stepping
dancer
named Lorraine
Kreuger, in addition to Harriet Hilliard,.
Jerome Cowan, William Brady, Thelma
Leeds and others. Presumably this is musical cornedy, but the individual offerings of

the various comedians, dancers and singers,
are its chief attractions. Results are fair.

It's

"happy landings" for Joe E. Brown

and

his particular fans in this latest edition of Joe's comic strip of film that's made

for laughs. Joe is a budding newspaper reporter in a small town, and his side line is
aviation, and inventions. There's no story
to speak of— and so what of it ? Guy Kibbee
makes the most of his part as a promoter,
and Florence Rice is pleasantly present as
the love interest. O.K. for Joe Brown's fans.

A

gay

little

comedy about a penny-pinch-

ing auditor who suddenly is projected into
the middle of a murder mystery, and then
goes big-town as a star reporter. Edward
Everett Horton has plenty to work with
here, and does it in his usual style. Louise
Campbell, fresh from the New York stage,
is attractive, and seems a fine screen possibility to us. Lynn Overman and Lucien
Littlefield add to the film's attractions.

A

programmer with

plenty of punch and
Brian Donlevy is hero of a
play concerning racketeering in the taxicab
industry. He's good, and helped along by
Harry Carey in particular, and Rochelle
Hudson, Barton MacLane, Pauline Moore,
Chick Chandler, William Pawley, Francis
McDonald, George Wolcott and Joseph
Crehan. It is action stuff, and exciting.
(Please turn to page 85)

melodrama.

SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL
presents

The Greatest Romantic
Adventure Story of All Time
Made by David

O. Selznick,

DAVID COPPERFIELD

and

who gave you

A STAR IS BORN

Ronald Colman

Prisoner
ZENDA
Based on Edward Rose's dramatization of
Anthony Hope's novel

WITH

MADELEINE

FAIRRAIMKS,

Carroll
AURREY SMITH
Produced by

DAVID

O.

Jr,

RAYMOND MASSEY

MARY ASTOR
C.

DOUGLAS

SELZNICK

DAVID NIVEN

.
m

Directed by

JOHN CROMWELL

RELEASED THROUGH UNITED ARTISTS

SCREENLAND

WeeWhue
Wink!
starring

SHIRLEY TEMPLE
VICTOR McLAGLEN
AUBREY SMITH JUNE LANG
MICHAEL WHALEN- CESAR ROMERO
th

C.

•

CONSTANCE COLLIER

DOUGLAS SCOTT

•

Directed by John Ford
Associate Producer
Darryl

F.

Zanuck

in

Gene Markey

Charge

of Production

f

1h© 9

t,fle

th

the

s

>e
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Hollywood paid $2.20 to see it—
and hailed it as one of the biggest
hits

r

ever to come from the

20th Century-Fox "Studio of

16

Hits"!

Screen and
i.

life

i

An Open
Letter

Madge
(No

DEARComeMADGEfromEVANS:
out

Or do you want to make me out
Madge Evans, unless you stop

a liar?

I'm on

being Hollycousins
we're
think
will
wood's Forgotten Girl. People
the
award,
highest
ScREENLAND's
won
you
that
and
Honor Page, several years ago, and other nice mentions
it
time to time, for purely family reasons. Well,

the spot,

from

But you've got to hurry up and do something
come
right away, to make all our predictions

isn't so.

great,
true.

.

what have you been doing,
mean "The 13th Chair,
You haven't done much, have you? So you're

Since « Piccadilly Jim,"
anyway? (And I don't
either.)

your fault? Well, I admit that
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has shown somewhat less than
talents in tepid roles.
its usual acumen in burying your
nicer, betterHollywood's
And because you are one of
your fate,
accepted
meekly
you've
actresses,
behaved
you've
and
parts,
uninteresting
you've done good jobs in
going to say

it

isn't

kept on smiling.

darn noble.

Maybe that's the trouble. You've been
Do you want to go down and I mean down
so

—

—

in screen
little sport," or
history as " that sweet girl and good
" that fine little trouper," or " the show-must-go-onMadge? " I should hope not. No young, good-looking
be branded like
girl with a sense of humor wants to
of insufficient ego.
that. Perhaps with you it's a case
some from Hepburn, who can spare

Can't you borrow

at least half of hers?

Then go

call

on Dietrich and pick

-Evans

Relation)

A

little of Shearer's matchI know I'm the one
Oh,
help.
might
savoir
faire
less
who usually laughs loudest and sneers most heartlessly
at exhibitions of temperament; but in your case I'm
hysterics
all in favor of a good, lusty case of screaming
Deliver,
office.
Mayer's
Mr.
of
door
the
right outside
then duck. No? Then, though I hate to suggest 'em,
here are other suggestions. Dash off to Europe, a la

up some of her haughtiness.

under that bushel!

to

Bette Davis; adopt a baby; bite Bob Montgomery; congratulate a race horse, like Stanwyck and Bennett; be
seen here and there with Bob Taylor, Tyrone Power,
or Wayne Morris; wear bright green overalls and drive
it's too bad but you'll have to. It's
a station wagon
the
too bad, it really is, when you'd think that after all
any
you
given
they've
when
done
you've
acting
grand
chance at all, and the pretty pictures you've always
made, and your recent success on the radio, and the
were
swell sportsmanship you've shown ever since you
and
up
wake
would
Hollywood
that
actress
a child
blind
realize what it has. But apparently Hollywood is
no matter
unless you smack it between the eyes. So
what, Madge do something. I'll be standing by wait-

—

—

—

ing to cheer.

—

r

t

last

—the

actual facts about

>remost glamor

girls

keep

u
how the

their figures

t

Ab O U

h
I

ET'S play
moment

L

that

t

old-fashioned game "Truth" for a
about you and the "glamor girls"

—truth

Hollywood.
have you ever wished you had a figure as streamlined and as svelte as Marlene Dietrich's, Joan Crawford's, Carole Lombard's or Claudette Colbert's? If you
are under sixty
and human the answer to that is
obviously, "Yes."
Now, do you follow with avid interest, every word that
is printed on the care these girls and other Hollywood
stars take of themselves, of their supposed "diets," their
°f

First,

—

—

publicized weights, the freak treatments they are bally-"
hooed as indulging? And do you, without a word of
advice from any authoritative source, immediately start
in on what you believe to be your favorite star's diet

system

?

—

you do not this story is not for you
But remember we are playing "Truth"
If

!

—

and if you
have ever openly or secretly indulged such widely publicized "fad" diets fresh from Hollywood such as "The
Eighteen Day," "The Four Day," "The Lamb Chop And
Pineapple" and "The Banana And Skimmed Milk," then
we have a message directly from Marlene, Joan, Carole,
and Claudette directly to you !
During the past week I have talked with each one of
them delving for the truth about their weights, what they
really eat and do not eat, how they actually keep their
world-famous figures, and I think I have uncovered facts
that will amaze you. But first, not a single one admitted
to ever indulging in a "fad diet," no matter what the
publicity to the contrary may have been.
Joan Crawford, looking like a streamlined angel
straight from the pages of Vogue or Harper's Bazaar
said to me on the set of "The Bride Wore Red": "No
one has suffered from more erroneous and crazy diet
publicity than I. Because I was quite plump when I came
to Hollywood
(she weighed 145 pounds!)
it has been
said that I have starved myself to death and ruined my
health taking off that weight and maintaining my present
figure. Once it was printed that I lived for weeks on
nothing but crackers and mustard. Another diet I am

—

MARLENE
DIETRICH

TODAY

(left)

Weight: S22 pounds
Height: 5 feet, 6 inches

Dietrich
to

came

18

when
she
first
Hollywood (right)

—

Hollywood Diets
supposed to have fostered

is

meals.
"I've done everything in
I

would

cause
screen
silly

I

'nothing

By Dorothy Manners

but melon'

my power

to correct these
resent the implication that
but beso foolishly endanger my own health
know that so many girls who like me on the

Not only because

stories.

the

may have gone

I

—

out and attempted to follow such

routines."

Joan continued seriously: "The most dangerous pubcomes out of Hollywood is the unauthorized,
stories purporting to be the truth about
harmful
and
false,
the diets of movie stars."
Later, when I talked to Carole Lombard, Marlene
they said the same thing in
Dietrich, and Claudette
have been almost helpless to
they
like
Joan,
But
effect.
counteract the silly and harmful ball of publicity, once
that Joan explains
it starts rolling, for the reason
"Everyone is so sure Hollywood stars have some
magic formula for getting and staying slender The more
licity that

—

!

story—the more likely
can shout from the housetops

is

to be believed!

foolish the

it

We

that we've taken

no

magic formula route to streamlined figures. I nearly fell
over once when I read where I had paid $1000 for my
supposed secret mustard-and-crackers-system to thinness
For awhile my fan mail was flooded with requests for
secretary
this magic recipe. When I insisted that my
answer each one of these letters explaining how silly this
!

story was, a great many people believed I was withholding the magic secret
"I'm glad you've asked me to tell the truth about what
girls everyI eat, and my system of exercise. Maybe
where will be disappointed to hear that I have never
and that it is just
dieted except under a doctor's care

—

as difficult for

movie

stars as for

anyone

themselves to slenderness with sanity

else to discipline

—but

that

is

the

truth.

"But

first,"

Joan went on, "I would

like to correct a

impression about my weight. I do not weigh
very
110 pounds! I did not reduce from 145
pounds to 110 within two months. In the
first place, my true weight varies between
false

CAROLE
LOMBARD
TODAY

(right)

Weight: 107 pounds
Height: 5 feet, 4 inches
Lombard

in

lent film days

her

si

(left

19

127 pounds and 132
"Surprised?" she laughed as
stared fascinated at the present 128 pounds that represents Joan's completely hipless, stomachless, glamorously
graceful figure. There is not one
I

ounce

of surplus flesh

on

JOAN CRAWFORD
TODAY

am

YESTERDAY

(left)

(when she

first

came

—

"Another thing," she continued, "remember that every
system is a different chemical laboratory. For instance, I
can eat a great deal of butter and I do because I love it
'and it doesn't make me fat. Bread does. It has amused

—

—

my

friends to see

me

eating a dried toast, or a
diet wafer loaded down with butter On the other hand,
someone else might be able to eat a loaf of bread without
gaining a pound and just to be in the same room with
a pat of butter would send the scales shooting.
"That is why it is so necessary so imperative to
consult your doctor before you go off on a diet tangent
just because it has reduced someone else. If it is the
wrong food for you, it is possible even to gain weight on
a diet that has reduced another person
"Now that the lecture is over," she laughed, "would
you like me to give you a typical day's menu, along with
the daily exercise I take?" I said that was exactly what
!

—

—
!

20

for.

"

—and

bet

I

more than anybody

juice, or

On

the

'diets' in Hollywood," she
added.
So here it is, the real Crawford daily routine as Joan
wrote it out herself on the set

Upon awakening

tomato

way

:

One

juice.

to the studio:

My

chauffeur drives to
a very quiet, unmolested spot between the house and
M-G-M and I run for a mile.
Breakfast: I cook it in my dressing-room here at
the studio
and after that mile run I am hungry
typical breakfast consists of cooked fresh fruit (I
like it mixed), two pieces of Melba toast, two strips
of very crisp bacon, and a cup of coffee with cream.
Luncheon: Always chicken because I love it prepared any way, cold sliced, broiled, roasted, creamed
anyway except fried. Sliced tomatoes, diet wafers

—
—

!

A

—

with butter, and iced coffee.
Afternoon: A large glass of cold milk, or tea or
coffee on the set about four o'clock. Then home, and
a quick plunge into the pool. I usually swim the
length of it twice very briskly and then lie in the sun.
If Franchot is home we will play a game of Badminton before dinner.

We

I

else

who

Hollywood)

five feet five inches

!

of

to

had come

large glass of fruit juice
orange, grapefruit, grape

have a strong frame, and strong shoulders and
bones When I drop below 125 pounds, I am too thin
and I do not feel well. Girls of my bone construction
should remember they can't expect to weigh as little as
others with small bone structure
even though the
heights and ages might be the same.

many

h+ )

Weight Today: 128 pounds
Weight Yesterday: 145 pound

her.

I

tall,

r '9

Height: 5 feet, 5 inches

She looks like a fashion plate.
"But remember," she went
on, "I

I

eat

—

Dinner:
love simple "home" dishes
roasts,
or stews with vegetables. I love all fresh vegetables,
especially if they are cooked with a lot of butter. I
like desserts, particularly (Please turn to page 86)

Looks

ove
—for future reference, the
delightful
lass

Havilland

assures us

and

By

de

in

sprightly

this

gay

interviev/

Maude Cheatham

recalls how she was a Leslie
and now plays one in "It's Love I'm
After," scene from which below shows her with
Leslie and Patric Knowles during a merry mixup.

Olivia

smilingly

Howard

who

fan,

Olivia de Havilland,
sprightly
THIS
a streamrapid pace,
and going
going
star,

at a

places,

line beauty, slim

is

is

and straight as a young

tree,

and

even lovelier off the screen than on. She's contagiously
mischievous and effervescently gay, but she can be
an unserious, too. Back of her youthful merriment is
a
reflects
that
intelligence
an
usual depth of character,
fine cultural background.
Once, when Olivia was very young, a fortune teller
read her palm and told her she was to become a famous
writer. She was profoundly influenced by this prophecy
and being practical she prides herself on being practical
she immediately began casting about to see
at all times

—

just

how

.

—

she could achieve this goal.

While "playing theatre" with little sister Joan had
always been a favorite game, oddly enough, not once did
Olivia consider becoming an actress. Perhaps there
seemed to be too many obstacles in the way, and Olivia
frankly admits she doesn't like to fight obstacles. So she
deliberately chose to become a teacher of English, fondly
hoping this would lead to authorship.
"Anyway, I liked the idea of teaching," explained
ever
Olivia. "Books have been my constant companions
leading
myself
vision
could
I
and
remember
since I can
eager pupils along the path to great wisdom. Also, I
hoped to help them appreciate the beauty and meaning
wanted to
of words—this being one of my obsessions. I
spur them on to discover that prose gains its strength
through expressive verbs, that nouns glorify poetry,
and through this knowledge to derive the same thrill
that a connoisseur finds in rare gems.
"After I had my life all beautifully mapped out to the
we
last detail, along came that mysterious something
screen.
the
on
myself
found
call Destiny, and I suddenly
So I've decided the palmist got the lines mixed and act-

ing, not writing, is

my

ordained

mode

of self-expression.

seek the reason for living and to me, it is
sit around and be idle if I had a million
couldn't
work. I
my
dollars. I'm not wildly ambitious but now that I see
I've
me,
help
to
and
good
make
must
I
goal ahead
adopted a plan of selectivity. In this crowded age there
choose the most imis so much to do that one has to
portant and discard the remainder. Most of us discover
because
that we can't depend upon friends for happiness
pretty
too often they fail us. Things, possessions, are
the
not
itself,
process
the
mean
I
and
empty. But work,

"We

all

results, brings the
truly worth living.

"As a

child,"

warming
Olivia

satisfaction that

(Please

turn

to

makes
page
21

life
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ST IS

the greatest father and son story Hollywood has
No picture I have ever seen can top it for
real drama, for sheer contrasts. The very soul of an
I
extraordinary man is at the core. I am sure of this, too.
Anyone who has ever had a loving father can appreciate it.
In his private life Edward Arnold has equalled his
scenario rises from nobody to rich man. Six years ago,
when film scouts discovered him, he was making $185 a
week on the stage. He'd been in the theatre twenty-five

ever had

I

!

years and he never worked every week.

Now

he is paid,
authoritatively, a salary exceeding that
of the President of the United States for each film in
1

happen

to

know

which he appears. The studios depend upon him for
dominating portrayals. But what is important about the
Bowery urchin who has become our highest paid character star isn't his income. No
it's the human side of
him that matters.
I don't believe you'll even begin to realize what he is like
actually
until you learn how and why he has let his son
quit high school to go into the movies as an actor, too. For
;

—
Edward Arnold,
trait,

his

in

a

new pormake

top, fought hard to

way from obscurity

to suc-

cess; believes his son will enjoy

the fight to
just

as

he

win
did.

as

an actor,
the

Right,

Arnolds at home: the star and
his wife with daughters Dorothy
Jane and Elizabeth, and Edward Arnold, Jr., as young Bill
will
be known on the screen.
Across page: lower, the Arnolds, father and son, pals and
fellow actors. Upper, Ed Arnold
co-stars with Jean Arthur and
Ray Milland, in "Easy Living."

—

what's happening to Bill

You

is

the story of his heart today.

become acquainted with Bill as Edward Arnold, Jr. Big and exceptionally poised
will

for his seventeen years, Bill is a
refreshing new face in the juvenile

ranks. He should stand
out not just because he
is

an almost

Arnold as the famous
startling reproduction of Edward
ago, but because that
years
thirty
been
have
must
father
also from him.
springs
personality
magic which we label
,?
wouldn't he make the grade with his father

But why

the tricks of acting? His father has
That is the instant cry of some peoway."
the
smoothed
are always envious
ple in Hollywood, of those people who
They
quickly chant,
conclusions.
at
jumping
forever
and
"His father's introduced him around. His father is rich.

teaching

him

all

fellow has every advantage."
But
don't think it an unnatural assumption at that.
all wrong one. I have
an
it's
you
tell
I
when
me
believe

The
I

combeen behind the scenes. That obvious summing-up
absolutely
pletely skips the far more surprising truth. It
intriguing situation.
fails to do justice to an honestly

solutely different circumstances Bill faces.

Edward Ar-

who
nold's parents were German immigrants
a family
together
hold
to
struggled
father
lucky. His own
furrier. There was
of four on the insignificant wages of a
that
children
no catering to tendencies of any of the
tenement
Side.
fight for existence on New York's East
weren

m

A

tough whichever way you look at it
Arnold was eleven his mother died,
to take over the responsibilities
efforts
worn out by her
n<<
handed her by an invalided husband. There v. a-.
to
split
Up.
but
waifs
bewildered
alternative for the four
The father had to be put in a public home. The two sisters

atmosphere

is

When Edward

away
were adopted by aunts, the older brother strode
turn to page 89)
to work out his individual (Please

"Bill has every advantage I could give him," declares
himself.

Edward Arnold

"Sure," exclaims

Bill

when you

get

him alone

—he

(

s still

re-titling for
called that personally in spite of his official
!"

marquees

theatre

—"Dad

has helped

me

tremendously

But it's their interpretation that is so astonishing. Edward Arnold isn't behaving as you, quite possibly, have
being newlyalso suspected. You would have thought that,
his son into the
rich, the father would have subtly shifted
would
society strata, wouldn't you? The average move
erase the
to
campaign
a
splurge,
grand
a
been
have
everyday past and a flurry to acquire a fashionable front.
Edward Arnold could have picked out a swanky prep
easily
school and directed the boy to Harvard. He could
every
him
given
luxuries,
with
lad
the
showered
have
might
accessory that is impressive to the smart set. He
have revamped his

own

life

to

present Bill with the

"best contacts."
But he's done none of these things. Deliberately, conthere
scientiously, he's held strict reins on himself so that
would be no chance of changing his familiar standards.
He's scrupulously done this for Bill, this and so much

more

t

that isn't what you may have supposed!
will have to recall first what this father's own

You

childhood and adolescence
were to appreciate the ab-
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Ferdinand said: "Miss Drake, you alone in this Hollywood are alive for me. The rest
must poof! break in a thousand pieces!"
must talk to you, or

are as shadows.

I

I

—

—

Great Lover
PART

II

FERDINAND

eyed with respect the modernistic
facade of the Artfilm Studios. Then, unconsciously
squaring his shoulders, he stepped through the wide
door into the ostentatiously simple reception room. Behind the partitioned grille sat four young men, each in
his cage, each surrounded by telephones and faced by a
line of people. The phones, subdued to harmony with the
atmosphere, buzzed instead of shrilling. The young men
divided their attention between the mechanical and the

human

callers.

Ferdinand placed himself at the end of the shortest
queue, and watched the proceedings with interest. There
were eight ahead of him. One man was promptly admitted, one turned away, one told to come back in an hour.
girl grew hysterical in her effort to gain entrance, and
wave of sympathy engulfed
retired in a storm of tears.
Ferdinand. He felt an impulse to comfort her as she sat
in a corner, furiously repairing her ravaged makeup. She
caught his eye, rose, snapped "Hope you know me next
time you see me," and stalked out. Ferdinand shrank behind the broad back of the man ahead.
In ten minutes he was at the grille.
"Ferdinand von Ferdinand Greenwood," he announced.

A

A

:

—

24

"To

see

whom ?"

"Mr. MacAllister." At the spotted mirror in his room,
he had repeated the name a hundred times and finally
brought it to heel.
"Is he expecting you?"
"Oh yes he waits for me. I will make a test." If he
thought the young man would brighten to that information, he was disappointed. Impassive as the wall behind
him, he picked up a phone and dialed. "Mr. Greenwood
to see Mr. MacAllister
by appointment." He waited,
quieted two buzzes, said: "O.K.," dropped the phone.
"Your appointment is for 11. It is now 10:15."
Ferdinand faltered before those hard young eyes. To
himself he said: "This is a basilisk." Aloud he said: "I
thought it well if I come a little early."
"You'll have to wait."
He sat and waited, while the hands of the clock crept
toward 11 and 11:15. He tried by fidgeting a little to
attract the young man's eyes. He wanted to remind the
young man that he had now caught up with and even
passed the hour of his appointment. But he couldn't quite
venture a direct attack. He didn't wish to incur the
basilisk's enmity. He remembered how the basilisk had
routed a far more formidable adversary than himself.
Reaching for a cigarette, his hand touched a metal object

—

—

fighting chance

Has real romance a
Hollywood? This
in
the noted author of

new serial by
"Grand Hotel"

presents the stirring

answer to that

picturing

the ter-

between the

cynicism

question,
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rific
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and

the

of
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his pocket.

in

The good

luck object

—who rooted for him.

— Miss

Hilda

Drake

Once more he placed himself at the end of the
Having reached the grille again, he pointed to

line.

a booth in the corner. "I will telephone."'

"That's O.K."
tell you this, in case you wish to find me."
The young man grunted.
Miss Hilda Drake was businesslike, but helpful.
"Where are you now? Front office?"
He spoke cautiously. "There where the young men

"I

sit

and will not let you in."
"All right. Stay there. I'll phone MacAllister's

secretary."

re'sumed his seat. He felt he had got the better
find it
of the basilisk, but hoped the latter wouldn't
was
out. Presently he heard his name called. He
him
guided
youth
lanky
a
and
paper,
of
slip
given a
through the sacred portal, along corridors and out
This
into the sunshine of the lot. This was a studio.
was Hollywood. Under other circumstances, his
curiosity would have been intense. Now his energies
were absorbed in bracing themselves for the fateful
experience ahead. He seized no more than an impres-

He

sion of square, sunlit buildings and moving figures.
Turning a corner, he came plump up against a soldier of the French Revolution, his face stained a

yellowish-brown. Ferdinand's heart beat faster. Here
was one of those fortunate beings an actor in
Hollywood. An instinctive impulse to ally himself
with' glory brought to his lips a murmured: "Greetpovertyings, brother," and he hurried on. The
stricken extra would have been gratified or embitwhich
tered to learn of the momentary splendor in

—

he had been clothed.

The

test director's secretary, in

whom

Ferdinand

a second
air.
harried
a
with
Hilda, was a thin, dry
"Mr. MacAllister has been detained. He won't get
your lines, if
to vou till this afternoon. Here are
chair,
you'd like to study them." She indicated a
business.
and went about her
Ferdinand examined the single sheet she had
language
thrust into his hand. It was a love scene— in
all but incomprehensible to him.

had unconsciously been hoping

to

find

woman

He

read

Listen, kid.
nuts about ya.

How

Steve
J
about signin' up with me. I'm
{Please turn to page 71)

Hilda's telephone rang.
while Ferdinand waited
its

She talked for five minutes,
a child, ready to tug at

like

mother's

skirt.

[EANETTE

and I," said Gene Raymond, poring
over an assortment of prints and negatives before
him, "use our candid cameras chiefly so that we
can preserve a record of our beautiful times together.
"Any time in the future, we can pick up our albums
and live over the days we've spent with each other. Yes,
you can remember them anyway but if you have a
picture you can see exactly how it was, then. Here's a
shot at B-Bar-H Ranch last winter when Jeanette and
I were down there with Helen Ferguson and her husband Jeanette, Helen and I walking over the sand. You
!"
can see what a whale of a time we were having
Gene began taking pictures when he was about thirteen.
"I used to take a box camera into the park and hunt
squirrels with it," he remembered. "I'd coax the squirrel
with nuts until he'd come and sit on my knee, and then
I'd snap him. I'd try to catch birds and gophers and
various tiny creatures when they were still, and I got
some pretty swell stuff, but I've moved so often that I
can't find any of it for you.
"I think hunting wild things with a camera is a good
hobby for any kid, though. It's more absorbing than
shooting them and talk about Frank Buck No wild
game was any wilder than some of the birds you try

J

;

—

c amera

—

!

to get.

"Talking about wild game, here's some deer pictures
in Yosemite. I was some distance away when I
first saw him grazing. He heard the click and looked up.
I froze where I was, and he decided that I was either
a tree or dead and went back to his grazing. I crept
I got

R omance
Love story told by the candid camera!

Gene Raymond, cameraman

— and

groom.

Hollywood's happiest brideJeanette MacDonald,

favorite subject

By
Ruth Tildesley
26

his

—and radiant bride

an unusual
continues his camera record of his pet "victim"— left, above,
Then, Fay Wray,
study of Jeanette, snapped by the light of a single candle.
cowboy regalia with
Jeanette's chum; and, at right, Gene and Jeanette in
on the studio set.
their friend, Helen Ferguson. Below right, Harriet Hilliard
very inTwo nice doggies— Gene's and Jeanette's. At bottom of page, Gene's
by candlelight.
teresting close-ups of Anita Louise, Marian Nixon, and Mary Brian,

Gene

nearer and shot again. He heard the click and ran away
and I caught him as he went. Afraid they're not good
for magazine reproduction, though.
"Now I have a Leica camera, and a small folding
camera that can be set up on a tripod. Oh, I've just
bought one of those miniature cameras that you can hold
hand,
in your hand and click with one finger of the same
I
that
new
It's
so
shoot.
you
so that no one can see
haven't learned all its tricks yet, so I can't give you anything taken with it you see, it's like shooting from the
hip after you've learned to shoot by sighting along a rifle
_

;

barrel.

"Think of the shots you could get with it, after
mastering the thing, when no one knew you had it!
Unselfconscious-shots of people, forbidden stuff, unusual
pictures of action."
Gene admits that

m
.

when he

first

became interested

cameras he was really hoping to break into pictures. ^
"I was a fan, and I wanted to be a screen actor," he
confessed, "so I learned everything I could think of that
might help, fencing, riding, how to use a camera, what
to do with lights, and so on. On the sets now I always
this
talk to the camera crew about shots, why they do
or that they all have different ideas and different rea;

sons to back 'em, and sometimes they work out for me
and sometimes they don't.
"Actually, it's my opinion that every camera artist or
amateur snapshooter has to work some things for himpictures and
self. Every individual has his own taste in
he has to please himself first. (Please turn to page 98)

a girl
life

in

caught
city

in

the crossfire of

slums,

graphically

told in a novelized version of a

great stage success brought to
the screen by Samuel

stood for
DRINA
window looking

Goldwyn

moment

at her
one of the
terraces on the East River Apartments. The one
where she lived. The one that was always the gayest of
them all, where someone was always laughing and a
butler moved about with huge trays of tall glasses and
men and women danced at night under the stars.
It had been bad enough before, this street. Bad enough
on hot Summer mornings with garbage littering the sidewalks and the tenements huddled together over dingy
stores and Tommy getting in with the tough kids and
Drina wishing with all the heart in her that she could
get him away before it was too late to a house in the

a

up

at

country, and clean, windswept fields.
Oh it wasn't so much to ask, she thought desperately,
wanting a chance for Tommy who was hardly more than
a baby when their mother died. And a chance for her

and for Dave.
Before the big apartments had been built on the corner
overlooking the river it had been different somehow. For
then the river that marked the dead end of the street
seemed to mark the end of their world too. It was that

too,

28

Street scene telling a drama of struggles and
hopes. Dove and the rich girl (Wendy Barrie), who fascinates him. Center,
Baby Face

(Humphrey Bogart) and his henchman (Allen
Jenkins) resent Dave (Joel McCrea), because
he recognizes the gangster. Right, Mrs. hAarfin
(Marjorie Main) disowns her son.

.

house going up, that huge beautiful house with its awnings and its servants looking down their noses at the
street and the terraces with their trees and flowers that
had accented the difference between the very poor and
the very rich with this new bitterness.
Drina didn't know when Dave had first met the girl
Kay, only that it was weeks now that she had sensed
the difference in him. Always before that there had been
Dave and her growing up with "that closeness between
them growing too, and managing somehow to keep their

drama

Manhattan

of

Fictionized by

Elizabeth

B.

Petersen

that
would mean three fifty more a week and maybe
somewhere
chance
a
them
give
to
enough
be
would
it

else

her hps
She stiffened and then she forced a smile to
of
front
m
ladder
the
on
as she saw Dave perched
schooling the
Pascagli's place. After all his study and
painting the
only job he had been able to get was
olrl days
restaurant that had been a speakeasy in the
the rich
of
patronage
the
for
and was making a bid
newcomers through the lavish use of red paint and
the new sign, Chez Pascacjli.
Tommy's voice came mocking and shrill and tor
who had moved
the first time she saw the new kid
before.
day
the
in
gang
"Listen, you. If you want to belong to our
quarter."
a
have
to
got
you

"A

Milty's

quarter?*'

voice

was awed. "Where

Please See Page 92
for Cost and Credits

am

I

alwavs battling with

his boyhood
is reunited with
Drina
(Claire Trevor). Center,
the
Sidney) anxiously enquires tor
abouts of her young brother, but the

Baby Face
heart

Dave and
are unable to help. Right,
certain

of

their

love,

find

escape from their "Dead

sweet(Sylvia

whereurch.ns

Dr.no

the means ot
End" world.

and their hopes and their dreams in spite of povShe had always been so proud of Dave working
an architect.
his way through school and getting to be
went
She closed the window and put on her hat and
raised
voice
Tommy's
heard
She
slowly down the stairs.
the old dread
in shrill argument with the other boys and
her younger
to
doing
were
they
of them and the things
m
brother rose up in her. It didn't seem much sense
strike
the
with
streets
dreary
those
going on, in pounding
won
placard held in stiff, tired arms. Only if they

spirit

erty.

get a quarter from?"
old lady." Spit, who was
for leadership of the gang,

going to

"From your

Tommy

keeps
pushed his way toward him. "You know where she
you?"
don't
her money,
"Gimme back my three cents." Milty s voice rose in
you. Gimme back
terror. "I don't want to hang out with

my three cents!"
Tommy laughed
and then as

if

.

as he stuck the money in his pocket
they had drilled for the attack the boys

movement
got into position and with a sudden forward
buried Milty under their falling weight.
Drina pushed her way into the thick of it elbowing
Tommy by the
the kids out of the way until she had
sharply up
glanced
and
laugh
someone
heard
She
collar.

two men who were looking on.
"What are vou doing, seeing life in
voice came hard and resentful at the

at the

the slums? Her
sight of them

m

funny? Why
their expensive, flashily cut clothes. "Is it
?"
didn't you stop them
"Lady, you're scaring me." The man who was obto page 92)
viously the leader of the two (Please turn
>
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What happened when
formal dinner party?
exquisite service

her guests!

That famous

American

A

Claudette Colbert decided to give a
stately setting, perfect appointments,

—everything formal

except the hostess and

Read about the gayest evening of the season

FrenchClaudette,

little

girl,

lives in one of the most
impressive homes in the
picture colony. When she
entertains, her guests include
ambassadors,
socialites, screen stars. But
the fun is always informal.

NCE

to every woman comes a formal
dinner party. Like blood-red nails,
sky-rocketing Dietrich eyebrows, a
Reno divorce, and champagne mixed with beer,
once is enough but once it has to be. There's
something frightfully chic about a formal dinner party given in the grand manner with the
right people in bouffant skirts and white ties
and no woman in her right mind with a priceless set of china and an in-between-picture inertia
(which is far more upsetting to the
morale than being soundly jilted), can resist
one once.
For five long Hollywood years Claudette resisted, and then like the income tax it caught
up with her one day when she was feeling
suave with undertones of grandeur. She had
just seen the newsreel pictures in color of the
Coronation and there's something about the
late crowning of England's King and Queen
that brings out the de rigcur in women, or at
least the la-de-da, "I think," said Claudette,
thereby disturbing an old Hollywood fallacy
anent movie stars, "I think I shall give a formal party." If Claudette hadn't been in her
k

—

—

goblet mood she undoubtedly would
have declared: "By heck, I'll throw a party."
But "give" or "throw," tomato or tomato,
Claudette couldn't have made a more startling
statement. In fact the Pressman-Colbert household hadn't been so jolted since that night last
summer when Claudette gazed serenely over her new
home that had just been completed at the tidy sum of
$200,000 and remarked, "I don't like it. I think I'll sell
it for what I can get." That certainly caused a pretty
crystal

Why, she loathes anything formal. Proper little
people who put on a lot of chi-chi and sit around making

few aristocratic heads.) And if you ever get the
gaga with her and pull an elegant subterfuge
out of your sleeve she'll wither you with those black
eyes and say, "Don't give me that. You can tell me the
truth. I'm Claudette
remember?" And as many a manon-the-right can report, our Miss Colbert spills more
wine than she drinks. Much more. I wonder if the stain
ever came out of poor Mr. Robert Benchley's trousers.
So you can well imagine how surprised everyone was

with a look of boredom bring out the guillotine
her nature. (I'm sure her grandpappies nipped off

when Claudette said she was going to give a formal
dinner party. As a matter of fact, she was pretty sur-

confusion.

Now
family,

everyone

knows

who knows

Claudette, including her

that Claudette definitely isn't the formal

type.

fine talk
in

30

quite a

least bit

—

By Elizabeth Wilson

ette

played with the idea

of going whole-hog and
sending out engraved invitations with R.S.V.P.— but instead
she reached for the telephone. There's
a limit to this formal business.

"Carole," she said to Miss Lombard,
"this is Claudette. Can you come to
dinner next Wednesday night ? It s

formal and

—

"Oh, Claudette, I'm

terribly

sorry,

night, but I 11 come ThursI can't make it Wednesday
a tent Marion Dayies
have
day night. Are you going to
J

.

the other night
had a tent stretched over her tennis court
wear and tear
the
all
Saves
and it was simply marvelous.
on your living
.........

,

r< n

mi.

yi hi

kni

i\v,

people dropping
ci-arrtK' adu- anl
prised herself

she

is

spilling

but

;

drink-

{Please turn
page 76)

stubborn,

one; and besides, Travis Ban-

—

to

that

ton bad just
whipped up some-

Left,

room,
of her
party.

it

she

would undoubtedly
be the best-dressed
woman who ever
raised a fork to an
entree.

But
been

if

you've

informally

...

and spillopening your door; falling over your furniture,
dear, if Mis*
("My
critics
drama
over
ing your wine
Gawd ), all your
Colbert ever returns to the stage— My
party withformal
give
a
and
up
suddenly
life you can't
won t let
conscience
out some kind of an excuse—your
even it it
enough
excuse
exactly
isn't
you— and a dress
Ambassador is— ah me, you ve
is an eye-catcher. But an
you've got an Ambassador.
when
really eot something_

wasnt tne
it
wasn't the French Ambassador, and
to tell
going
I'm
think
you
if
and
Italian Ambassador,
as a loon beyou what Ambassador it was you're crazy
It

start a

war-but

it

cause it's little things like that that
meet Claudette,
was an Ambassador, and he was eager to
to see what a
wanted
had
life
his
as who isn't ?-=and all
like, and who doesn t i
really
was
party
Hollywood
possibly an entire moment. Claud-

For a

split

second,

gra-

dignified
delicious

scene
dinner

coma
Below,
fortable corner inviting
over
relax
to
guests
and cigarettes.
coffee

head

at the

of a table. In

lovely,

cious

look positively
wicked

the

home in which
Claudette entertains.
Upper left, the dining

thing for her with
flounces and puffed
sleeves that would

(As told to Ben

deserves all credit for that. And
the indulgence of theatregoers has
allowed me to play leading roles
on the screen. But I would never
have been eligible for such luck if
it hadn't been for my mother and
father being the kind they were.
Mother set the pace of our home
in Nebraska and she did it so magnificently that I know that I want
a wife who can be equally as tri-

YOUTH
I

have no family

Whatever

continue to bear

When
build

a

crest.

stationery

I

buy

will

my simple initials.

am

finally

ready to

house,

ready

to

I

home

start that

of

my own

really

that I

have always wanted, I shall not
dig into an old chest and pull out
an historic emblem to be carefully
reproduced above my living-room
mantel.
To be honest, and entirely so
about my life as I see it myself, I
do not believe very keenly in ancestor gestures. In the legend of
blue blood. In boasts about descending directly from William
the Conqueror. Modern genealogists say we cannot specifically inherit from any one person further than seven
generations back. So there may have been extraordinary folk among my forefathers. I hope
so. I hope a big percentage did have an irresistible craving to be worthwhile in their particular
sphere. But I don't bother to trace great-greatgreats. I think that our parents
or those who
raise us
are the important influences in shaping
our character. I hold, however, that ultimately
every one of us emphatically makes or breaks
himself, that we can escape the commonplace only

—

—

when we know this truth.
I am plain American and proud
back

my

of

it.

Away

father's people emigrated to

Pennsylmother's people

Holland, and my
Wisconsin from Scotland. Both sets of
grandparents were pioneers in the Middle West,
in the prairie days of Nebraska.
Two figures loom dominant when I reconsider
my life before Hollywood. My mother and
father. It is no idle nor fancy compliment to say
that whatever success I have been fortunate
enough to enjoy is due to their example. I mean
vania from

came

Maddox)

to

—

it. It's so definite a fact. They did not give
actual acting opportunity in Hollywood

umphant over everyday troubles.
Over the more than average problems that are liable to assault two
sweethearts. I am never discouraged about love, in spite of all the
divorces and grief I've heard about,
because I know a perfect romance
does happen. I don't have to rely
on story-book tales, nor trust to
muchly-publicized heart dramas. I
think of what I remember in our own home. No one can
ever disillusion me for I have this memory to guide me.
Mother and father had to fight for their happiness, besides struggling for security. But they fought gallantly
and they won. Along their road they never had a single
disagreement I am sure I, too, can find a lasting, completely satisfying love because I have reason to be positive
!

it

is

possible.

from a small-town atmosphere. But it wasn't a
boring, ugly small town. I never could quite understand
those novelists who are scathing towards the genuine
America, towards men and women with old-fashioned
ideas about sincerity and decency. Perhaps we see what
we look for. Anyway, so far as I was concerned, a small
town in Nebraska was a fine place to live, a friendly place
where neighbors were exactly that. Neighbors, and not
strangers in some mysterious mad whirl.
Every Sunday when I was a child, after church and
before we would drive out to visit one set of grandparents
mother was invariably diplomatic in alternating our
calls
we went downtown for dinner at the best restaurant. That was a little shocking to certain relatives, I
I

hail

—

—

!

—

me my

— M-G-M
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his

is,

positively,

the exclusive

—and

first

and

only

from Taylor! Here,
L-line autobiography ever obtained
his thrilling modern saga himself
it last, Bob finally covers
then allowing a
Lust admit. Going out to eat, and
menu as though he were
kiere child to order from a
grownup But mother insisted upon it. She
I smart
"Even after I was married
ised to patiently explain,
Arlington's not going
menu.
a
by
I was embarrassed
such shyness. He's going to
ro be handicapped by any
to
accustomed to being at ease, so he'll be able
!

ibe

go to any city

Of course

!"

I

remember

my

grandparents.

grandfather Stanhope built a large gram elewas born. He had
vator in Filley, Nebraska, where I
developing a
studied to be a doctor, but the lure of
to that
South,
and
West
on
him
'new land had drawn

My

there were just trails across that
grain buyer, a prospart of the nation. He became a
merchant of the principal product of the soil.

(settlement

when

perous

Mother was the middle one of his five girls. Her amor a wonderful
bition was to be either a reader
but she was
pianist. She had talent for each goal,
She had
ahead.
go
to
physically
enough
strong
never
prepare her lessons outside, for her health's sake.
she generally felt poorly, she
I And yet, even though
Mother
officiated regularly at the organ in church.
jto

>;

woman's
not only has demonstrated to me what the
devotion
touch in a home should be, what supreme
impressed
has
She
with.
blessed
a husband may be
me tremendously with her deep reverence for the
for
divine it has brought her a warming sympathy
| everyone in need.
Father was a farm boy. The farm, near Fremont,
Nebraska, was all hot sun and blank horizons and
'

;

•;

drudgery to him. My grandfather Brugh
thought everyday living was enough. But my father
longed for something more than that. He wanted,
somehow, to contribute to the world. He wanted an
education so he could. When grandfather Brugh
moved his family to a ranch in Colorado, where they
stayed for years, father was taken in by an aunt who
sympathized with his ambition. She had a daughter
of her own, but he was welcomed like another brother.

routine

'

She put him through school.
He met mother there in school. From the moment
they were old enough to realize the other's presence
there never was anyone else for either of them. I
wish all of us could drift so naturally, so rightly into
love. When father was twenty-two he finally persuaded mother, who was then eighteen, to say yes
to him. They had so many years together and they

—

couldn't bear to be apart
But mother's constitutional frailty was forever
threatening to mar their happiness. Father went

In

his

own

refreshing

Taylor
Robert
words,
gives you his own story,
from boyhood to the

present
with

—

this

"Youth."

beginning

first

chapter,

Yes,

Bob's

very young man,
sufficient
has
he
but
perspective to look

still

a

back on his own childhood and boyhood and
give you a true picture.

is the
most sought-after hero in
Hollywood. In the circle we show you
Taylor entwined by the graceful arms

today,

of

Eleanor
Powell,
who co-stars
with him in "Broadway Melody
of 1938." Below at left, young
Bob with his mother; and at
right

below,

with

his

be-

ved father, of whom
he writes so affectionately

in

our

exclu-

sive Life Story, so far.

into business with
Stangrandfather
hope. Gradually he
resolved upon a
course of action I
can never forget for
a minute. Doctors
couldn't seem to
help mother to
sound health. So
determined
father
to train himself in
medicine, to become
a physician so he
might discover how
he could give her
the vitality a weak heart lacks. It must have required
some stamina to step out of his established business and
enroll in a university to begin again. He closed a chapter
and retraced, went back to school with classmates a
decade younger. But he did that for love of her. They
went to Kirksville, -Missouri, and she entered college
with him. She loved him so that if he were going to
Hollywood luck has
study medicine she would, too.
been dramatic in its suddenness and in its complications,

—

My

how can my

situation touch theirs for drama?
It wasn't to be easy. After a year grandfather Stanhope could no longer run the grain business alone and
father had to return to Filley. Mother was better. In another year or so I was born. After that she was weaker than
ever. For a year she could barely be about. Then father
struck out at Fate once more. He knew that a he-man will
go to any lengths, smash through all odds, for the wife
he cherishes. He went back to the university because he

but

had
four

how to make mother well. He was
when he began to study medicine all over

to learn

34

thirty-

again.

Mother and I
went along, but she
couldn't go to any
more classes. She
hadn't the energy.
And she had me on
her hands.

My earliest recollection

of sitting

is

with

solemnly
ther

a

in

fa-

terribly

sombre room where
a

man

tall

endlessly.
I

I

talked

suppose

fidgeted at

But

I

only

first.

recall

having to remain very still. It was a rare treat I got for
being good, to go there. Father, you see, took me to his
lectures when I was four. To give mother a chance for

more

He

rest

graduated, eventually, as a full-fledged doctor.

I

most exciting day when the three of
I'm an only child were awfully happy about some
us
splendid event. That was the cause of our occasion. But

faintly visualize a

—

—

father not only graduated. Through his own research he
had mastered remedies for mother. Through him she

gained a fresh foothold.

When I was five we moved away from the college and
back to Fremont in our own state. In another year father
found an opening in Beatrice, so we settled there.
I had everything I wanted as I grew up. A wagon,
then a bicycle. I had a barn to play show in. They tell me
what I remember, though, is
I was a pretty fair mimic
;

earnestly selling the tickets for the presentations
no complexes or such things,
I was perfectly happy

—

ever.

At home

I

always

{Please

him

to

page 80)

Good
In

costume or modern dress

orm

F«

in films, in the style of his

the boxexpert play at tennis, or rtissed individualism in
with dash and form
ing ring, Errol Flynn does things

—

For pointers on good form in tennis, note Errol's
he's one of Hollywood's best
style of play, at top
amateur players. Then see how adept Flynn is at
Mushy
flinging punches in a match, left, with
Callahan, former ring champ. Errol's right at
home behind the wheel of hi»speedy motor, above.
He's on his way to the beach for a swim good at
our
that, too. Upper right, maybe it was no fair for
camera to snap Good Form Flynn as he emerged
from his house for a sun bath, but his expression
of surprise is also such good form we just had to
let you have a look. So here it is!

—

—

Here,

it's

Hot an J

Bothered! All

because o( Dorothy

Jon Hall,

in

Lamour and

What

Says th

South Sea romance

Fair

and warmer

—and

finally downright torrid
is the thermometer's report on "Hurricane,"

Samuel Goldwyn's
forthcoming picturization of the novel by trie
noted authors of "Mutiny on the Bounty." A

stalwart new boy,
named Jon Hall, meets
the girl, Dorothy Lamour, in a Samoan
you see at
and below. At bot-

Paradise, as
left

tom of page, the handsome native encounters
"civilization" as personified by Mary Astor
and Thomas Mitchell.

TTtermometer?
Snow* Fooling! Cold and ice outdoors,
but there's a Springlike thaw in the
hearts of Sonja Henie and Tyrone Power
as they portray the lovers in

Of

Sonja

course

must skate, so
"Lovely To Look
At" is complete with
skiis,

snow,

furs,

and firs. But with
Tyrone as co-star, la
belle Henie is assured
of a warm reception
nevertheless. Not

forgetting that
Hollywood

still

the

Power

real-life

mance
western

is,

re-

Henie-

ports

like

serial,

roa

going

on and on.

new

film

vowing

the

AAagic^X4nd

6\

The

old-time magician pulled rabbits out of
Paul Muni, leader of movieland's
magic workers, does better than that: see,
in the three pictures at right, how he performs the artistic miracle in "The Life of
Zola," following Zola from youth to old age.
hats.

VI

J
Lower right and across the
page, two close-ups of that
fine young actor, George
Sanders whom ypu first
met in "Lloyds of London"
as Madeleine Carroll's rascally husband, remember?

Well here Magician George
appears first, as himself in
"Life of a Lancer Spy,"
and then in deep disguise.
,

^

_

—

There are lovely lady magicians, too aided by Hollywood's super-magicians, the make-up artists. Consider
Beverly Roberts. At left above, as she looks to herself
and friends; then, left, in slightly Garbo mood;
while, above, she turns into a smart siren, if not
before our very eyes. Which Beverly do you like best?

i

The master magicians

wood

arc always

up

Holly,

of

new

to

tricks

21
.Id

That the gay

trio

above

in-

cludes Charles "Buddy Pickford" Rogers, and Betty Grable
but we'll
is no news to you;
wager you won't recognize

Mary
It's
the girl at left.
Livingstone with the brand
new nose she ordered for her"This Way, Please."
Both Mary and Mary's husband, jack Benny, are pleased.

self for

Ah, Napoleon!
terization craved
actor, achieved

Characby every
by few.

Charles Boyer impersonates the colorful Corsican
in the new Garbo picture.
Top, Greta as Madame
Walewska, Bonaparte's Polish

and

heart.

Above

left

two Napoleonic
by M. Boyer.

right,

studies

Robinson was made
Presto chango—or how Edward G.
costume party.
up to 'resemble Napoleon for a Hollywood
Little
Above a new, more bulbous nose for ambitious
Right above, just before the make-up
Caesar.
Right,
front-piece.
characteristic
added

Eddie,

Napoleon's

all

ready to play Nappie -and

how

he'd like

to!

Here's a surprise! First and only pictures of Bette Davis and Henry Fonda
dancing for sheer delight. "They Kiss
While Dancing" is the alluring title of
these action shots, but they look just
like the good old reliable waltz to us.

an cms
One

of Hollywood's little pranks was to conceal George Murphy's dancing talents until rather recently. George made his
stage success as a dancer, you see.
But, below, he comes into
his own in "Broadway Melody of 1938." Left, a gay new dancer
in the night-club manner is Priscilla Lane in "Varsity Show."

dancing style is
Eleanor Powell's particular lithe and clean-cut modern
gives us even
superbly illustrated in the striking poses above. The gal
more speed and spirit and style than usual, if possible, in her new show.
how different! The "corny" capers cut by those clever
Right,
Models.
comics, Judy Canova and Ben Blue, in "Artists and

You

can't

stop

'cm! Reason:

dance pictures delignt not only
tne

performers tut tne putl

and you can't teat tox*office

——J
jdiun v— aj^i ivj jv"t
'way back, goes to town again in his
i

humor

own

next picture,
"Something To Sing About," a Victor
Schertzinger production, in which Cagney
will sock 'em with song and fast steps.

inimitable

in

his

A

Day

in the Life of the

Mauch Twins
—

For some real fun, follow Billy and Bobby Mauch around if the pace gets
too swift, just pause for a breather here or there. Here goes, from top right
reading down: to the amusement park for a merry-go-round of thrills, with
Bobby picking off the brass ring; followed by a chute down the chutes, in high.
Next, to a luncheon to welcome Tommy Kelly to Hollywood Tommy's to
make his screen d£but in "Tom Sawyer" with Jane Withers, newcomer Kelly,
Bobby, Freddie Bartholomew, and Billy celebrating. Then to a book shop to
autograph copies of "The Prince and the Pauper" for young admirers. After
that calling for Errol Flynn, with a pause to make friends with two of his dogs,
to go on the Hollywood Hotel radio program conducted by Louella Parsons.
Above, all washed up for dinner at home.

—

—

Ann
and

Oakie
There's a team to bring

you an

intriguing blend of gags

and glamor, romance punctuated with a roar of laughter
here

and

there,

and

—who
comic—

can

—maybe

tell?

a hitherto

unrevealed and unsuspected torrent of the tender emotion
as Jack woos svelte Sothern
from a constitutional

Ann, upper left, seems to be thinking it over,
but decides it's all for the best to make up to
Jack Oakie in "Super Sleuth." That is all
right with Oakie, as you see in the next two
But, as whenever boy
sequences at top.
meets girl, there's an occasional misunderstanding, but soon made up, as indicated in
the two stages of this romance at right center
and right. Below, everything's happy with
Jack and Ann in the close-ups.

Edward Everett Horton

sits

by the

fire

in the

—and plans more home!
been building
He
you, quite
the house
years—which
—and that he

living

room of his home

tells

for

seriously, he's
is true

on building more of it for years.
Meantime he and his mother live in the finished

intends to go

portions which are very comfortable, you'll note.

Hollywood

s

'Unfinisliecl

Home

Eddie says he is "dippy" about roses, ant
proves it by raising many fine ones in th
garden in which you see him at left. Above:
new wing is completed -the home sprouts
new wing with every successful new film, i
seems and Eddie climbs the ladder to have
look-see at the job.

—

—

:

I

V

W

that Horton built, and continues to build
located on a beautifully landscaped estate. Center,
the masteT-builder stands on the steps at the entrance
of the estate. Above, the comedian in his library
complete, even to some treasured art objects. Below,
a richly carved colonial bedstead serves as a stretching exercise device for the master of the manor.

The house
is

Homebuilding

is

a

steady jo\> with Eddie

Horton.
Rouse

Here's

his

up to now,

with more to come

iy

(or a

Stardom
Horse!

takes a horse to keep up the Joneses
of 'em at once. At left, Allan Jones,
his wife, Irene Hervey, daughter Gail,
and the family dog, are proudly upheld
by Smoky, Allan's fleet and sturdy Arabian.

It

all

H
fftf

-

'i,

Frances

Dee

McCrea

raise

and

Joel

horses as
well as hay on their ranch.
Above, Frances with one
of the mares and a newcomer to the ranch. Below, Frances and Joel and

another

McCrea

steed at

the corral. The McCreas
know horses from the
standpoint of blood lines
as well as the riding saddle.

—

'

'

ty^f

9l
fPjf

Thus the cry

/

and

for

of

Hollywood

good reason.

sport (also swell

It's

great

"camera")

to l>estride a cantering steed

of Hollywood "s best horsemen is Ray
Milland, left, taking a high jump with his
favorite mount. At lower center, across page,
you'll see Ray and the horse having a bit of
lunch after the exercise. Next, Allan Jones, on
Smoky again. Anne Nagel is learning trick
stuff, left below; while in the center Franciska
Gaal, Hungarian actress, joins the Hollywood

One

Bottom right, Ramon
enthusiasts.
Novarro makes a screen come-back as a sheik
(remember him in "The Arab"?) and has a
horse

horse, of course.

Turning the spotlight on
the film favorites

around

British

in

and

studios

By Hettie Grimstead

Adele Astaire,

right,

husband,
Lord Cavendish, and
brother Fred, makes

with

ondon

her

her long-awaited
screen debut in
Britain

soon.

Below,

Nova Pilbeam, Paul
Lukas,
and Anna

OPEN
many

in

Neagle, other pets in
the London limelight.

an exclusive Picca-

comprehensive
work, and
instructions for the next twenty-four
for
hours. He's passed the scenario
in which
film
coming
Oberon's
Merle
ballet-dancer
she will play a Russian
busy ordernow
is
and
Tamara
called
issues his

June

Vallee sits opposite blonde
neighbors
Clyde, all in purple, their
Lawrthe
and
Chatterton
being Ruth
Edmund
away
far
Not
Tibbetts.
ence
little

Fall proing the preliminaries of his
Robert
and
Merle
which
in
duction
Donat are to be the stellar lovers.
Next lap shows a stage where
Films are shooting "Brief

heartily dissecting a Spanish
while
omelette with fried cauliflower,
wine-red
the
in
vision
that glamorous
none
frock with a yellow jacket is
and
other than Merle Oberon, well

Lowe

is

Phoenix

Ecstasy," with Paul Lukas made
professor
as a middle-aged university
pupils.
youthful
his
of
one
with
in love
Paul's charming smile and warm
Hungarian voice thank me as I carry

happy again now and entertaining a
gay partv. Her guests include Charles
Laughton and Elsa Lanchester and
lovely Vivien Leigh, who's enjoying
care
the peche melba with never a
for her lithe young figure.
Vivien and handsome Laurence
Olivier proved such a successful romance team in "Fire Over England"
that they are now making passionate
love to each other again in a new film
called "The First and the Last," based
on the late John Galsworthy's novel.
It's

auspices

at

—

Denham

escape
ni

sit

down

companionably beside him just off-set.
He tells me about the new plane he
has just bought, a necessity because
when he is in California he lives out
-

Palm Springs and flies to Hollywood for his work. He says that
when the orange-groves are in full
at

bloom you can smell their gorgeous
perfume as high up as eight thousand
He's been buying old glass and
feet
china in London, wandering round

oh,

!

Alex may be paying a flying visit to
Hollywood but he doesn't let the details

up

over two cups of coffee and

being produced under Alexander

Korda's

days

ports of his executives on the

scene the
dilly restaurant, the
where
salon
gold
and
green
famous folk are lunching. Rudy

antique shops in

little

streets off the

quietness.
beaten track with his characteristic
darts boards
twenty
having
Ford
Wallace
Flash of
friends includto Hollywood as gifts to his

despatched
Pat O Bnen Only
ing Spencer Tracy, Lew Ayres, and
that of Ginger
one feminine name was on Wally's list,
explains,
Wally
y*
see,"
guy,
grand
a
Rogers. "She's
"just like a reg'lar feller."
director

Flash of Alfred Hitchcock, literally the biggest
shady rose-garden
in British pictures, busy writing in the
chair that would
enormous
an
into
wedged
at Pinewood
He's
hold two ordinary-sized men quite comfortably.

him
approving the dress schedule for his new mystery
Loder.
starring seventeen-year-old Nova Pilbeam and John
where
Flash of George Arliss in his country cottage
week-ends,
he seeks relaxation from London noise these
maps, brass
his low-ceilinged study furnished with old
candlesticks,

tables. They
new film "Doctor Syn
room such as would have

and antique oak chairs and
for his

have made
because it is the perfect period
with
been used by the old-time parson George portrays
a replica of

it

his usual dignity.

George

is

returning

to

(Please

turn

to

page /X)
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Reviews

:

OUT ARMOUR — Korda-United

KNIGH1

ROMANCE

in the

of the best

Artists

grand manner! Marlene Dietrich and

Robert Donat are to be see.i together, at long last, in
the widely heralded production of James Hilton's novel
and they will not disappoint you. "Knight Without Ar-

mour" calls
who made

for superlatives.

The

direction

is

D

by Jacques Feyder,

prize-winning "Carnival in Flanders;" the costars are the costliest romantics on two picture-making continents
the Korda standard of extravagance is maintained in
scenery and settings
and the result is rare entertainment of a
high order. You should be in a romantic mood to appreciate
this picture, however
it is not for those literal-minded critics'
who scoff at hair-breadth escapes, love under fire, or last-minute
rescues. From the time that Donat, as a British secret agent in
Russia, is swept by the Revolution to the rescue of the lovely
aristocrat, Dietrich, to become her lover and defender through
incredible wanderings, captures, and escapes, to the final reunion,
"Knight without Armour" held my fascinated attention, thanks
to the superb direction, the exquisite performances of Donat and
Dietrich, and unusually compelling portrayals by the supporting
cast, particularly by John Clements, very fine as the commissar
the

ictu res

;

by

;

;

THE ROAD BACK

— Universal

THE EMPEROR'S CANDLESTICKS— M-G-M

A GREAT

f0S$£,

^jSHpt Maria

INTRODUCING,

picture gone Hollywood. This sequel to Erich
Remarque's "All Quiet on the Western Front"

Girl,

^SSlpk

starts off splendidly, with all of Remarque's peculiar
poignancy and director James Whale's particular genius
for combining acute characterization and cinema spectacle. But

Mile.

ladies and gentlemen, a new Glamor
Luise Rainer. Forget all about O-Lan, for

"The Good Earth" in the sprightly
Mironova, heroine of this Baroness Ofzcy

there are no traces of
spy, Countess

Here, Rainer has not only a new role but a new pertotally unrecognizable. Adrian has done her gowns
but
I don't know who has "done" her hair, her eyes, her pout
Rainer the actress certainly took a holiday when they assigned
revival.

great theme, a tortured plea for peace, is somehow sidetracked the human drama degenerates to routine screen stuff
and the tasteless insistence upon slapstick "comedy" throws the

sonality,

whole film off-key. However, the first scenes are fine, with two
old friends from "All Quiet," Andy Devine and Slim Summerville, with the remnan* of their company, in the trenches just
before the armistice. With marvelous skill Whale has pictured
for us the last few hours, and then the return home of the
twenty-five survivors of the company pure pantomimic art,
with the dialogue only an intrusion. Amazingly adroit, too, is
the scene of John King's homecoming, in capturing the emotions
of a young soldier caught between the two worlds of war and
peace. But too soon after "The Road Back" begins to run downhill and my interest with it. King is "discovered," however
and
John Emery makes a fine first impression. Better see it.

her to "The Emperor's Candlesticks." She looks, and is, alluring.
She is the most captivating spy since "Mata Hari," and much
more coy, though she doesn't dance. She doesn't have to dance
she gets the papers, Mr. William Powell's ardent co-operation,
and the Czar's blessing, to say nothing of the candlesticks, simply
by swishing and fluttering and opening those eyes very, very
wide. The strange part of it is, she manages somehow to be
quite irresistible, even though you earnestly hope she will never
do it again. It's a pretty thin story, this when-spy-meets-spy
thing, with an understandably bored Mr. Powell chasing the
but
baffling Countess all over Europe in pursuit of those papers

the

;

—

;
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;

;

there are bright

moments here and

there,

and

it

is fine at

times.

MOST DARING DRAMA:
"They Won't Forget"

GREAT ROMANCE:
"Knight Without Armour"

BEST

MELODRAMA:
"King Solomon's Mines"

LOW BOWS

4

TO:

Mervyn LeRoy

for his

courage

in

THEY WON'T FORGET— Warners

pro-

The most daring cinema of

ducing "They Won't Forget"
Dietrich and

work

in

"Knight Without Armour"
in

"The Singing Marine"

Weston

for

charm

as Dick's

new

Lana Turner and Marcia Ralston for
call

"sex appeal"

be left limp with horror. The cast includes four newcomers
Lana Turner, seductive stand-out; Edward Norris and Gloria
Dickson; and Allan Joslyn, enormously clever as a reporter.

may

KING SOLOMON'S MINES

THE SINGING MARINE—Warners

YOU

may be surprised at this one. Except for one inexpressibly awful Oriental "number" toward the finish,
.Dick Powell's latest defies formula and provides very
good entertainment. For one thing, Air. Powell is shy;
he has to be coaxed to sing, and the girls do not fight
yes, shy
in fact, when rather accidentally he wins national
over him
fame over a radio amateur hour we are offered the supreme
;

—

him
pleasure of being allowed to turn on Mr. Powell and dislike
head,
heartily, for his fame and new fortune go to his handsome
he neglects his old buddies in the Marines, he lets himself be
it
lured by Marcia Ralston— no mean lurer, by the way— and

Wartakes the combined efforts of Miss Doris Weston, Messrs.
ren and Dubin with their sweet songs such as The Lady Who
Baby Says It's So, and
Wouldn't Be Kissed and Cause
Allen Jenkin's salutory sermons, to bring Mr. Powell back to
himself. Now he's the same sweet fellow he always was, but I
performer,
liked him better the other way. Mr. Powell is a

My

folks, if

you

didn't

know

it

before. You'll like, I think, the

Mervyn

murder's aftermath. The trial and conviction of a young Northerner provide such terrific drama as you seldom see on the
screen. Claude Rains paints the portrait of an ambitious district
attorney in brilliant, vicious strokes. LeRoy never flinches as
he follows his story to its grim finish, even though his audiences

heroine

what we used to

is

Ward

Greene's
is strong fare,
decidedly not designed for the squeamish, but definitely
worth your while as an example of Hollywood in its most advanced manifestation, shackles shaken off, box-office edicts defied, bigotry challenged. Here is no ordinary murder melodrama,
even though the murder of a young girl propels the plot; but a
powerful presentation of politics at war with fair play. LeRoy,
having selected his story at the risk of prodding prejudice and
offending tradition, sticks to it with integrity and determination.
Briefly, it is the record of a Southern town in the throes of a

Donat for perfect team-

Dick Powell for "different" delivery

Doris

the current season

LcRoy's uncompromising picturization of
.novel, "Death in the Deep South." Here

new

Miss Weston, fresh from an actual amateur hour herself, who
natural and refreshing. Larry Adler and his harmonica help.

is

— Gaumont-British

BEST

adventure film in a long time If you're tired of
cinema sermons, or moon-croon-spoon
movies, here's your dish and it's good, red meat. Really
a super-serial in one sitting, "King Solomon's Mines" has
been produced on such a lavish scale that it assumes the proportions of a proper "epic," with its star-studded cast including
such distinguished players as Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Roland
Young, and Paul Robeson. This British picture is a free but
far from easy adaptation of Rider Haggard's story, which concerns the arduous journey, by three Englishmen, an Irish girl,
and an African, across the desert wastes in search of diamonds.
Nature in her rawest mood is the menace of the piece, and I
suspect that the thrills, achieved by the cleverest technical tricks
attempted since "King Kong," will be hard for Hollywood to
take or top. Even harder to take, and to follow, will be the
Spartan example set by Anna Lee, who as the comely heroine
bravely sacrifices artifice to art and actually appears worn and
bedraggled, instead of freshly waved, made up, and manicured
!

polite pictures, or

—

in the heart of the desert, as usual.
is

The

raised in song for the good reason that

voice of Mr. Robeson
a pleasure to hear.

it's

Mod em

M adonna
Loretta

Young,

Hollywood's

youngest "adopted
invites

mother,"

Screenland to be

first

to meet Judy and Jane, new
bosses of Loretta's lovely

home

THE

minute that Loretta's slightly puzzled butler
opened the door and I catapulted over a huge Donald Duck who squawked nastily, scraped my silken
shins on a kiddie kar, causing another run no doubt, and
sat down on a decidedly damp bit of zwei-back I knew
that all was not as it had been at the Youngs. In Loretta's
Colonial Bel Air home I had always found the most
charming and orderly arrangement of furniture and
knick-knacks, with never so much as a rose petal out of
place. Loretta and her mother are perfect push-overs for

and Duncan Phyfe and Chippendale and
Queen Anne, Spode and Wedgewood greet you from
every angle. I will never forget the first time I was
the antique,

Young living-room some five years ago.
a thing you can sit down on comfortably,"
said Loretta, "but isn't it pretty?'' No, kiddie kars and
damp zwei-back simply didn't seem to fit into the general
scheme of things.
Of course it might just so happen to be the day that
Polly Ann had brought her eight-months-old son, and
Sally, her year-old daughter, to call on Aunt Loretta
but no, both babies were still too young for belligerent
Donald Ducks and kiddie kars. And it couldn't be Georgianna, long the baby of the Young family, for Georgie
had recently taken on the dignity of teens and the tragedies of youth. Georgie's greatest tragedy of the moment
being that someone had told her that she had a nose
exactly like Sister Loretta's. This had brought forth a
flood of tears. Imagine how flattered Loretta must have
felt! "But my nose can't be too awful," said Loretta with
some dignity, "after all I have become a movie star, and
I don't act for peanuts exactly." But Georgianna only
cried all the harder. No, a young lady worried over her
nose wouldn't leave zwei-back around on chairs. It must
be Something Frightfully Important. And so it was.
"Miss Young is bathing Miss Judy in the nursery. I
will tell her you are here," the butler still puzzled by it
all announced, and simultaneously a little blonde girl
with big blue eyes peered curiously through the upstairs
ushered into the

"There
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isn't

bannisters and inquired, "Who dat?" And having gotten
an eyeful of me she fled like mad.
"That would be Miss Jane," the butler informed me,
"she is three years old and very shy. But she has a way
with her."
"Loretta," I said to myself, "has done it. I knew she
would. But two of them how really magnificent."
I think it was the day I saw Loretta playing with her
first and only little niece, Gretchen Foster (Loretta's real
name is Gretchen and Sally and Norman named their
offspring after her), that I had a feeling it would only
be a matter of weeks before Loretta adopted a child of
her own. I was waiting for Sally when Loretta dropped
by on her way home from the studio no matter how
hard she worked, or how late, Loretta always managed
to drop by for a wet kiss from Gretchen. When the baby
in her coop saw Loretta there was such a to do
my, my,

—

—

—

such gurgles, and arm waving, and big toothless smiles
Loretta beaming like a madonna took it big. Then Sally
came into the room and the baby looked at her and
dropped Loretta like a hotcake. She would have no more
of her. "I suppose," said Loretta keenly disappointed,
"that for a moment there she thought I was Sally.
look alike and use the same perfume. It's her mother she
loves, not me. Which is as it should be, I guess." Now
Loretta is the kind of person, and so am I and so are
vou, who likes to be first when it comes to love and
affection. Yes, I had a hunch that day that it wouldn't

We

be long.
But even at that,

it

did

you well know,
the movie stars. In her

etta,

as

is

come as a surprise. For Lorone of the most glamorous of

early twenties, vivacious, beautiwealthy, sought-after by men, envied by women,
adored by millions of fans all over the world, you'd think,
wouldn't you, that Loretta's one idea would be to have
a marvelously gay time. And Loretta does like to have
a gay time no stick in the mud is she she does like to
laugh and flirt and wear breathlessly beautiful clothes;
after all she is human ; but inside that lithe little
figure beats a heart so warm and so big that it
without spilling
is very difficult to speak of it
enumerate Lorto
me
from
it
be
far
over. But
etta's good deeds; I'm definitely not the type,
and besides Loretta wouldn't like it; but I would
like to say in passing that while other petted

ful,

—

—

When she puts her arm around my neck it's the
most wonderful feeling in the world it's like heaven.
I just can't bear to go to the studio and leave them. Come
here, Jane dear, it's time to take your cod liver oil."
Much to my surprise, Jane came. It seems that both
babies like cod liver oil. And milk of magnesia, too. Such
tionate.

—

taste.

"Loretta," I said, "if only I could have a photograph
of you, drying a squirming little baby with one hand and
poking cod liver oil down another one with the other
hand. The Glamorous Miss Young At Home."
"Oh, no," said Loretta quite seriously. "I don't want
them photographed. They're just cute little babies, and
they shouldn't have publicity. And you're here as a
friend, not as a writer, don't forget. Jane, show Aunt Liza
your playthings."
"Aunt Liza," I said rubbing my mutilated shins, "has
met several of Jane's playthings. In the hall downstairs."
Suddenly there was a great fuss from Judy who was
getting her ears dried.
Jane, with great pride and
exultation,

was

showing

(Please turn to page 82)

darlings of the screen talk their heads off about
the nice things they are going to do, Loretta
ups and does them without a single word of fine
well
talk. Maybe it's because she has been

all

brought up in a deeply religious family; maybe
well those
it's because she remembers too
first cruel years of extreme poverty in
Hollywood; maybe it's because she went
into pictures while she was still a child
and quickly acquired an adult mind;
maybe it's just because
giddy
Loretta is Loretta.
young thing, that one, but
with the soul of a saint. By
the time she's forty she will
have adopted an entire orphan asylum. And there'll
be jam all over the Chippen-

A

dale.

Remind me

-

X

wear

to

something old.
"Aren't they darlings?"
said Loretta, removing soap
suds from her eyes Judy's
record is unsplashing
even by the
challenged,

—

I

Five Dionnes
the

"They're
things

cutest

j?ou've

ever

Judy is twentythree months old, and
so sweet and affec-

seen.

You've read the newspaper
accounts, by now, of Loretta
Young's divine gesture in
adopting two baby girls.
But this is the first, only,
authentic story which
permits you to watch Loretta at home in her new
role, to meet the babies,

and

and listen to this young
adopted mother's ideas of
child-raising.

ccrsents

to

If

Loretta ever

having

Judy

photographed,
Jane
we'll be the first to show
you their pictures.
and

By Liza

"II

Anne

Shirley,

shows

left,

with youthful pride in
her new street suit of
navy and powder blue.
Lapels
are
faced
with
off

navy polka dot
there's a

silk,

scarf to

and

match.

Anne's rolled-brim hat

is

powder blue felt trimmed
with navy. At right, little
Miss Shirley displays her
house coat of ice-blue
satin, made with
absolutely no revers. The
wide three-quarters sleeves
are caught in with large

slipper

square

rhinestone

studs.

Similar buttons fasten the
coat at the waist in front.

New

Fall

Clothes of

At far left, Ann Sothern is
shown in a striking black evening ensemble. The black taffeta gown has a fitted waist
and a flared skirt which trails
on the floor in back, and is
banded

in

a

wide

floral

ap-

plique of [et beads and black
sequins. Over the gown Ann

wears a brief taffeta jacket appliqued almost solidly with the
sequins. A silver fox collar tops
the ensemble. Marsha Hunt, at
left,
adopts a favorite Hollywood color, stone blue, for her
charmingly simple dinner dress
of

light-weight wool, with
interesting sleeves.

its

Harriet

met

you
of

1937,"

in

a

Gene
her

whom

Hilliard,
in

"New

and

new film
Raymond,

debut

Faces
greet
opposite

will

as

a

makes
specia

model for Hollywood
fashions at left and right.
at left, in a pink
First,
pajama suit. Then,
satin
at right, in a costume that
technicries
for
fairly
color: a typically cinemabut nevertheless
landish
becoming suit of azure
blue wool, with pale blue
Harriet's
fox sleeves.
suede skull cap, gloves,

handbag, and
oxfords

are

shade

a

of

open-toed
matching
blue.

Character and Charm

At
news!
fashion
Marsha Hunt rushes the

Advance
right,

season with a -dashing new
coat of black Persian lamb,
which she sets off with a fez
cap of powder blue wi th bold

trimming of black braid. Note
the cut of the coat, and pay
particular

attention

prominent

pockets

such

to

—winter
you'll

highlights in
At far right,

fashions.

the
see
fur

Martha

Raye, the comedienne, quietdown long enough to
ens
model for us a dinner costume
of red crepe with brilliant buttons and tailored trimming of
sequins,

which

she

wears

in

"Double or Nothing."
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PARIS
By

OH

Stiles

w
LA, LA, LA, what

Dickenson
we do?" With

will

shrugs of shoulders and wavings of arms the
time Hollywood grabs
eac
French exclaim each
off another of their favorites.
What with Simone Simon, Fernand Gravet, Annabella, and Danielle Darrieux deserting Paris in one
year, you can imagine that the anxiety of the excitable
French is not without cause. Rare flowers like these
can't be plucked from every way-side bush. Hollywood
dream and goal of every person in the Paris
is the
Studios from the
hopeful.

Now

young and beautiful

Georges Rigaud

is

setting off

to

the old

and

Hollywoodward.

lunched with him the day he had signed his contract
with Paramount. Though, naturally, excited about the
contract he was very sensible about his ideas of gaining
a foothold on the American ladder of success. Charles
Boyer and Fernand Gravet both feared to lose their
I

French

public

while

tempting

fate in

Hollywood

so

both

have

their
in
clauses
permitcontracts
ting them to work
in France half the

year. Rigaud feels
about
differently
He thinks that
it.

American

the
studio

more

will

take

interest

building him up
he signs up for

in
if

all

American screen
audiences will soon
be meeting Georges
Rigaud,
fascinating

young Frenchman
who is one of Paris'
favorite actors. Left,
in
close-up. Above,
in a film scene with

Marcelle Chantal.
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Popular with Parisians is Gladys Swarthout, above, who received a royal welcome on her recent visit to the Exposition,
with her husband, Frank Chapman.

the year round, which seems a reasonable conclusion.
short time later we met to go to the international
tennis matches. Georges was leaping about the place
with excitement not from watching the tennis champions, but because he had just received word that his
first assignment at the Paramount studios will be to
play opposite Marlene Dietrich. I can't imagine anyone
resting calm and peaceful at the prospect of being
Marlene's partner for a film
Our Georges was fairly beside himself with glee

A

—

As Hollywood

lures leading

French

stars,

the

City on the Seine with characteristic charm

welcomes our vacationing luminaries
Frank Capra, noted
director of "Lost Horizon,"

Deeds

"Mr.

Goes To Town," and
the unforgettable "It

Happened One
Night," was photographed with Mrs.
Capra during his vacation in Europe
where he spent a

busman's holidayphotographing everything he saw, for future film reference.

Acme

Simon, when
France welcomes her prodigal daughter, Simone
hoped was a
she returned to her native land for what she
her holiday
long vacation. Instead, Simone had to cut short
appear with Walter
to hurry back at boss Zanuck's orders, to
Winchell and Ben Bernie in a new musical movie.

-

Inter
even the excitement of the semi-finals tor the
oft
mind
his
take
not
national Championships could
playing ot
Marlene. So between watching the thrilling

Austin, and Madame Sperling I had to
avalanche of questions about Marlene.
Georges'
answer
making scenes for
I had often watched her in London
enlighten him on
could
so
Armour"
Without
"Knight
Marlene's studio ways.
smile
I'm sure all the gals will find Georges flashing
s
Marlene
to
foil
grand
and exuberant personality a
in the
born
was
Rigaud
acting.
of
languorous tvpe
London.
\ro-entine but earlv found his way to Pans and
a great
made
he
Paris
in
established
well
\fter he was
many films in Berlin, so one finds him equally happy
and
English
chattering away in Spanish, German,
nuent
French Then, for good measure, he can shake a
given color
tongue in Italian. All these languages have
ot his first imto an already colorful personality. One
that great
portant parts here was in "The 14th of July,
played opposite
classic of Rene Clair's in which he
played
\nnabella. His last four French films he has
character
with Harry Bauer, that grand old French
actor. They make a wonderful pair.
all our stars were
Tust when I was wondering where
them up as
given
and
summer
this
hiding themselves
Swarthout, acGladys
skipped
"Normandie"
oft
the
lost
From the
companied bv her husband. Frank Chapman.
about the golden-voiced
first Paris has been enthusiastic
and
Swarthout, so an unusual number of photographers

Yon Cramm.

'

fans

were

at

the

Gare

St.

Lazare to

welcome

her.

expects to find friends in the
glance down
first coach of a boat train. You sort of
station and
the
into
pulls
train
the line of coaches as the
Y\ ell,
really start looking with the second or third coach.
the
"While
arrived.
Gladys
that's what happened when

Somehow one never

crowds were swarming down the platform toward the
other coaches, out of the first coach stepped Gladys and
with friend hubby quietly walked out of the station.
for it, on the following Sunday at great
of
race day at Chantilly the Swarthout was the center
starring over the horses at that favorite
attraction

To make up

—

spot of horse lovers.
After the races she did what all popular and smart
people do of a Sunday afternoon; she went to Louis
Bromfield's lovely country place near Senlis for cockhim every
tails. This delightful author gathers round
Sunday all the most interesting and brilliant people in
to be in Paris
an absence of seven years and was busy revisiting favorite haunts. Then after a bit of sun-bathing
in the" South of France she will hie herself back to
America to start her warbling again in front of the
cameras, mike, and footlights.
Frank Capra, the great director of "Mr. Deeds'' and
"Lost Horizon," was at the Crillon and we were sorry
he and his attractive wife didn't linger longer. There is
interesta vouthful enthusiasm about him that is most
page
turn
to
99)
(Please
on
a
busman
the
Like
ing.

Paris.

The prima donna was most happy

a°-ain after
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o Amat eur
>

nineteen,

She's

outspoken

— and

talented,

and

here's her first

Above,

Doris gives
Below, she shares
smiles with Dick Powell in "The
Singing Marine."
interview.

you

a

grin.

How Doris Weston sang and
smiled her way from an amateur
hour to Dick Powell's new picture

By Brian Herbert

ALL

young actresses have a disconcerting way of
answering unimportant questions and neglect/ \ ing to answer the important ones.
Doris Weston is like that. She is nineteen, pretty,
talented and outspoken. She was willing enough to be
interviewed, even helpful when she could be, but she

A\

was much more interested in getting a certain "Bob"
on the telephone. She rang him as soon as she had
settled herself in a chair.

"Hello," she said, evidently in answer to an answer,
Bob there?"
Her face fell. "No," she added. "Tell him I called."
Then she turned from the telephone.
"I don't know what I can tell you about myself," she
said, smiling sweetly. "I really haven't lived much of
"is

life yet, you know. What '11 we talk about?"
"About yourself," we suggested for want of a better
answer, "and about Major Bowes and Dick Powell and

my

the mysterious 'Bob.' And your opinion of Hollywood."
"Oh," said Miss Weston. "I think Hollywood is
shouldn't I? Will you excuse me,
wonderful.

Why

please, while I telephone?"

But "Bob" was not to be found at the new number,
we resumed our pleasant, if unexciting, con-

either, so

versation. It has always been difficult for me to get a
young girl to say anything important either yes or no.

—
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excited about coming to Hollywood?"
was. I was excited over the idea that
I would meet Dick Powell and then later I was excited
all over again when I found I was to play opposite him
in 'The Singing Marine.' I wasn't disappointed. He is

"Were you
"I suppose

1

?"
May I use your tel
long have you been here?"
had
"I reported for work on September 11. 1936.
bought a new Lincoln car (Please turn to page 84)

very

nice.

"How

We

You won't catch Hollywood "losing face"

aces

a

now that

it's

time to

show the smooth, clear
complexions new

By

Elin

Neil

Fall

demands!

fashion

\

Xv

The smile on Olive Cawley's face is
positive proof her complexion can
after it's won its
way through Summer beauty hazards

stand a "close-up"

complexion that
for Fall. 1937, go to the
apologies. And
without
can stand a -close-up"
Olive Cawley,
that's the kind possessed by lovely
wor d who
the
in
girls
one of the most photographed
the lure ot Hollywood
tor
Manhattan
in
modeling
forsook

AWARDS
/A

loveliness.
to a goal of natural-looking

/\

movies.

.

<

•„„

,
complexion
The first requirement for a tashionable
must look
effect
finished
the
is velvety smoothness, and
can do a lot tor
make-up
that
true
perfectlv
natural. It's
or one that has its
beautv. But put it on a rough skin,
.

.

,

large pores, and you 11
texture marred by bumps, lines, or
look vour best at a distance only.
your skm smooth and sott
It's not a hard job to keep
needs—when it needs it x\ow
if you give it the care it
you'll probably hnd vour
over,
almost
that Summer is
repairing, especially
complexion can stand a good deal of
acquired a crop ot
tan,
of
coat
a
for
if vou've gone in
variety ot water
a
to
freckles, or subjected your skin
vacationing.
while vou were
all have a drying
Sun, wind, and hard or salt water
your tan with
took
you
If
skin.
the
coarsening effect on
cream to
anti-sunburn
plenty of sun-tan oil or used an
rays
burning
Sols
Old
against
keep 'vou protected
But
repairs.
you've lessened the need for complexion
the
when
are
us
ot
most
(as
if you've been careless,
the open), you should
chief object is having fun out in
your tace.
start right now to recondition

Summer

beautv hazards are hardest on dry or average

stand
and these afe the types that are most likely to
of lubricaPlenty
repairs.
end-of-the-Summer
need of

.kin,

in

dried out,
replacing the natural oils that have been
if your skm talis into
problem
your
to
solution
is the
one of these classes.
are
The danger signals that show your skm is too dry
the
catch
that
cheeks
easv windburn. patches on your

tion

,

powder

in visible flakes,

noticed

them

before. If

and
any

fine lines

.

where you haven t
show up on

of these signs

an honest mirror with a strong light,
vitally
your lubrication regime immediately! Its
you
robbing
besides
because,
beauty
vour
important to
to a fresh and
of the smoothness that is so necessary

vour

face, before

'.tart

a tuture ot
lovely skin, excessive dryness forecasts
wrinkles.
You can't correct a drv skin overnight or with a single
There's a limit to the
long, drawn-out beauty treatment.
any one time. And
at
take
can
skin
vour
amount of oil
leaving a lubricating
that's the reason I don't recommend
"night
cream on your face all night, even if it is labelled
.

cream."

Your
cream

it

,

.

.

the benefits from this type of
can use in ten or (Please tun: to page /0)

skin will get

all
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eres
Camera

slants

on

notes

around

Ho ywood

and gossip

lively

doings

Talkie

Town

By

Weston

East

to the finish of "The Angel," but she refused to have it attended to until the picture was completed. Finally, the last day
of shooting arrived. Marlene drove off at
noon to have the troublesome molar extracted. But she was back and feeling most
in time for the cocktail party Ernst
fit
Lubitsch gave for all members of the cast
and crew.

Here comes the bride of Dick Foran,
escorted by the groom himself. They
Mexico.
were
married
recently
in

Wide World

Hollywood reunion! Marlene Dietrich
was at the train to welcome her hubby,
Rudolph Seiber, visitor from Europe.

ADDITION

IN

to

coaching

Jeanette

MacDonald for her dancing debut
"The Firefly," we hear Albertina Rasch
'

good deal
Greta Garbo, who, believe

also devoting a

trip the light fantastic in

of her

in
is

time to

or not, will

it

"Madame Walew-

ska."

PATRICK
GAIL international

rapidly acquiring
is
household. To date,
Gail, (who is Irish), has a Hungarian
cook, a German housemaid, a Canadian
secretary and a Japanese gardener. Well,
all we have to say is she doesn't show any
favoritism

an

THE

real

up

at the

lowdown on

Shirley Ross' flarestudio and her subsequent rePlease"
moval from the cast of "This
was because Shirley felt she'd had a pretty
tough road to hoe in finally being cast in
leading roles and when she discovered she
was to do the second lead in the film, she
flatly
refused to comply. So now she's
spending all her time rehearsing for her
weekly radio broadcasts until such time as
she and the studio make up and she's permitted to go to work again.
>

Way

YOU'LL

never

Bartholomew's

guess
latest

what
ambition

is.

all

f'AROLE LOMBARD

tells this one on
seems that during the Los
Angeles run of "Idiot's Delight." Clark
Gable took Carole to see Lynn Fontanne
and Alfred Lunt in this latest of their

^—

herself.

It

Upon being introduced to Carole
back-stage after the play, Miss Fontanne
"Are you
asked Carole, quite naively
plays.

:

64

new

success,

"Wee

Willie Winkie."

English?" Whereupon Carole replied she
not. "Oh," said Miss Fontanne, "are
in pictures then?" Carole smiled in
her best Gracie Allen fashion and replied
"Yes I'm just around " And we'd give a
pretty penny to learn what Miss Fontanne's reaction was when she found out
to whom she'd been speaking

was
you

—

—

MARLENE

DIETRICH

still holds the
record, for our money, for spartan
fortitude. Seems Marlene had been troubled
for days with a bad wisdom tooth, prior

It's

happened when Freddie
spent a day with Buddy Ebsen recently
on his boat. Ever since then, Freddie has
been saving up his allowance so's he can
acquire one for himself and Buddy has
promised to teach him to run it.
it

her

Freddie

to possess a star boat. In case you don't
know, a star boat is the small type of
racing boat popular around the local

harbors and

Another Temple triumph! Shirley and
her mother arrive for the preview of

Out fo see
polo game,

the

we

couldn't watch the
play for the beauties that lined the
field. Here's what

we mean, at right:
Anne Shirley and
Ginger Rogers,
who came to observe,

not

to

be

observed. Nevertheless

they

took

and our
camera took them.
our

eye

THE time
BYMacDonald
will

this, Jeanette
be riding each day on
White
horse named
a gorgeous white
Gene
Lady" a surprise birthday gift from many
Ravmond. Gene was chuckling for
because
weeks before the birthday arrived
white
Teanette had expressed a wish for a
the reason he
norse with black eyes. And
already
was so pleased was because he d
staked out
thought of it and had the horse
Knight.
with his own mount, "Black

you read

film colony, it seems,
gradually moving out of the
No
former residence districts of the stars.
Hollywood
longer can Beverly Hills and
reside within
boast that all the filmites
of them have
their gates, because half
remote
bought or built homes in more
Canyon
sections of the country. Coldwater
popular secto be the latest most

HOLLYWOOD'S
are

seems
tion

Ginger Rogers, the Charles Starretts and
half a dozen others followed suit. Now

Martha Raye has her eye on property
George Raft has already

while
there
selected his.

THE

Pat O'Briens are rapidly becoming
most elusive and exclusive vacationists of our town. Once Pat leaves the
I

the

studio gates behind, they're off in their
car for parts unknown and the funny part
of it is the O'Briens themselves never
know exactly where they're going. Recently, they set off for a drive to Palm
Springs and ended up in San Francisco.

Myrna Loy and Arthur Hornblow

of
first to discover the beauties
Foster,
lovely canyon, while Preston

were the
this

the
Heartily do the Haleys, Jack and
Mrs. enter into the spirit of the ocevent.
casion as they step out to a gay

—

on again the Tony Martin-Alice
Faye romance, rumors to the contrary
It's

notwithstanding.

DROPPED

And

here's the proof.

set of

around on the

"Hur-

ricane" to visit Dorothy Lamour, who's
playing the lead. And believe me, Dorothy
hair
really has the longest and loveliest
below her
in the film colony. It falls way
waist and is a lovely deep brown in color.
And Dorothy was that burned up, the first
:

day she worked on the set, when someone
accused her of wearing a wig and not a
very good one at that! By the way,
Dorothy has joined the band-leaders
widows club along with Ann Sothern and
Harriet Hilliard. Her husband, Herb Kay.
now appearing with his orchestra at
is

—

Back from a honeymoon trip to Hawaii,
Vic Orsatti and his bride, June Lang,
are prominent at Hollywood gatherings.

anyone's been wondering why
guards are gathered around the
Yours," it's because
all
"It's
of
set
Madeleine Carroll is wearing her own real
and very gorgeous jewels in the picture.

IN
I

CASE

those

\nd

in

WHICH

you're
case
picture that

wondering

is,

it

just
started out
Parole," then

"Lovers on
then
became "Thanks for Everything
"Thanks for Nothing," and now Its all
record
Yours." Which is some kind of a

under the

title of

say.
for title-changing, I should

the

Texas Centennial which has just

Eleanore Whitney-Johnny Downs
to be still flaming in a
big way. When he returned from Honoa
lulu recently, Johnny brought Eleanore
very fancy hula skirt and now he's teachhula
ing' her the real, honest-to-goodness

"THAT

romance seems

I

as he learned

I

lad

who

own

Edgar

boss,

well

as

Fields,

is

as

Bergen,

W.

heckles his

C.

about in
celebHollywood

getting
rity

society.

vou

see

him

Left,

wi

Don Ameche, Dorothy Lamour, and
Bergen, during a
brief
his

recess

radio

from
work.

it

in the islands.

Dick Powells will take off, lmmeupon the completion of their
"The Perfect Specimen" and
in

THE
Charlie McCarthy,
that not-so-dumb

re-

opened and will then go on to Chicago to
an engagement there for several
fulfill
months.

diately

work

"Varsity

Show"

respectively, for the last

honeymoon. Work, illness,
and what not have prevented this happy
couple from really having a vacation

half

of

their

together, so

now

they're

Where, no one knows.

WOUNG

definitely going.
a secret.

It's

Powell, Jr., we've just
looking forward to his
summer vacation with a great deal ot
in
pleasure. Seems he's done pretty well
/ learned,

Bill
is

school this past term and
sured a pat on the back

and

his

report

is

therefore as-

Bill, brreward. Every month, when his
card is f orwarded to papa, he s

from

for his best grade. 25<? tor the
ones!
second, and a fine for all the bad
1

o-iven 50c
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"Enchanting," said Luise Rainer of the
polo game she attended with
her husband Clifford Odets, above.
Upper right, Priscilla Lane, songbird of
Fred Waring's band, hits a high note as
Fred directs his orchestra in "Varsity
Show." Right, Sheik Ramon Novarro
and Lola Lane are under the spell of
the desert in a new film.
exciting

orchid
ANwe've

to Mrs. Leslie Howard who
just learned is one of the mainstays of the Hollywood Assistance League.
'

Mrs. Howard has not only assisted in
remodelling the buildings which serve as
lunch-room, child's nursery, and schoolroom, but she never fails to show up a
couple of times a month with large groups
of her friends for luncheon and a leisurely
trip through the gift shop. The Assistance
League, as you probably know, is a charity
organization which contributes greatly to
the needy film folk, and every penny spent
there is turned over to its treasurer for
distribution.

WE'VE

just heard that Bennie Goodman, w.k. orchestra leader, has just
turned down a very swell offer from the
Cocoanut Grove to play there during the

summer

in favor of the Palomar Dance
Hall.
Bennie's reason is the Palomar
caters to the college crowd and he feels
the college kids helped put him across,
so money or no money, he's going to be
loyal to them.

P TROLLED
O Lady" the

over on the set of "First
other day, and found a
regular hen party in session. Between
scenes, Kay Francis, Marjorie Rambeau,
Louise Fazenda, Verree Teasdale and
Marjorie Gateson gathered around in a
circle indulging in "women talk" in a big
way. Over in another corner, Preston
Foster was looking most disconsolate
about something. "Don't tell me you like
it!" he challenged. "What?" "The grey
hair !" he moaned. "I think it's terrible, but
the studio insisted it made me look distinguished. Don't they know I'm a juvenile?"

rushed right out and had sent over to the
gorgeous corsage of gardenias,
all done up in huge bows of ribbon. And

gal's office a

right in the center of the bow which tied
round the box, w'as a most attractive bottle
of her favorite perfume.

STUDIOS

take notice! If you're looking
Joan Blondell, just send
around for Joan's own sister, Gloria. Joan
arranged a test for her the other day and
the studio executives had to say "thumbs
down" on account of Gloria looks, talks,
and walks like her big sister and they just
couldn't find a spot for the two of them
on the same lot. The only difference between the gals is Gloria has dark brown
for

another

hair.

BETTY FURNESS

has originated a
idea for her fall wardrobe
which all you gals could imitate, if you
were right bright. She's purchased four
(only) of the simplest and smartest frocks
she could find. With these, she'll have
dozens of accessory sets hats, shoes, ties,
scarfs, and bags. So every time you see
swell

JUST

as

soon

Handsome"

is

as "High,
"in the can,"

Wide and
we say

(as

Hollywood), Randy Scott is off for a
vacation to visit Mrs. Randy in Virginia.
He'll be gone as long as the studio lets

in

him

stay.

WE

rather nice story on
Gladys George the other noon over
the
luncheon table. Seems Gladys has
moved right in on the personnel at Metro
and is rapidly becoming one of their

66

a

And

people.

reasons why.
depressed,
Upon learning
all

—

Betty, you'll think she has a complete

HEARD

favorite

new

one

of the
gal in the studio was
for some reason or other.
this

is

A

the

reason

why,

Gladys

new

ensemble.

COBB
BOB
Cobbs) will
annual

(of

take

the
off

Brown Derby
Rex Bell's

for

cattle roundup any
they'll take charge of

minute

now,

over 800 head
of the animals. Wife Gail Patrick will go
along, if her picture work doesn't inter-

where

fere.

Fred

—
is

in

an

MacMurray
his

latest

editor

loves Frances

picture,

and

in

Frances

Farmer

which
a

Fred

reporter.

/

ENNIS— Mm. Warbuiton

1

plays a man's

game

of tennis

—hard-driving, strategic.
Her appearance draws a gallery-,

whether she

is

playing

Palm Beach or in Southampton. As for Bmoking,
at

want

"All

I

Mrs.

\\

to

smoke," says

arhurton."i* Camels.

Camels are so mild, they
never get on my nerves!"

WHAT TO WEAR -Mrs. Warburton (foreground above) looks
charmingly cool in white shark-

hard game of tennis.
The pleated shorts, knee-top
length — the new longer type —
skin, after a

are preferred by this unerring
stylist. "It's like

costlier

smoke

a woman to enjoy

things. So, naturally,

tobaccos,"

costlier

I

says

Mrs. Warburton. "Smoking Camels perks up my energy ... gives

me

the grandest

lift!

entertains
Barclay Warburton,
TEA— Mrs.at"Sandblown,"
her Southampton place,
fre-

Jr.

quently

"Saracen Farm," the family estate near Philadelphia. "An appetizing dish." she remarks, "has a

and

at

fuller

flavor

when

There's no denying
helps disestion!"

a

Camel keeps

it

company.

— smoking Camels at mealtime

As you smoke Camels, the

flow

of digestive fluids is increased. Alkaline digestive
fluids that

mean

so

much

to

Other women prominent

MISS JOAN BELMONT, New York

TOBACCOS

MRS. POWELL CABOT. Boston

fmer.MORE EXPENSIVE
.

.

.

Turkish
...

uho

also

.
.

MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE. Philadelphia
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE. JR..

MRS. J. GARDNER COOL1DGE 2nd. Boston . MRS.
DREXEL 3rd, Philadelphia . MRS. OGDEN HAMMOND. JR..
New York . MRS. JASPER MORGAN. Nev York . MRS. NICHOLAS G.
PENNIMAN III, Baltimore . MRS. JOHN W. ROCKEFELLER. JR..
New York . MRS. RUFUS PAINE SPALDING 1U, Pasadena

Camels are made from

and Domestic

in society

prefer Camel's mild, delicate jlavor

COSTLIER

TOBACCOS

mealtime enjoyment!

than

Xeu, York

.

ANTHONY

J.

MRS. LOUIS SWIFT,

JR., Chicago

any other popular brand.
>p>neM.

1957. K. J. R«Tnnld»

FOR DIGESTIONS SAKE

Tobicc

npmny. Winslon-Salem. N. C.

SMOKE CAMELS

THE

MOST PHOTOGRAPHED GIRLS

You'll

1938"
Ruth

THE WORLD

IN

see them in "Walter Wanger's Vogues of

—

with beauty
priceless

—

Dorothy

Vollmar,

Ida

lovely

but they learned for themselves the

trick

of

an exciting perfume

using

dramatize their charm. That's why,
fessional

Day and

gorgeous models were born

Martin. These

and private

in

they always wear

life,

to

both pro-

—

IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME.
Their fragrant secret can be yours, too.

you've known the

no other can quite take

—

intensely

modern,

everything that

its

its

name

A

place.

restless,

floral

— Irresistible

Only 10c

implies

I

Add

—

the vivid

own

person-

Perfume.

at all

USE IRRESISTIBLE

bouquet

gay, adventurous

sparkle of screen celebrities to your
ality with

And once

of this luxurious perfume,

thrill

5 and 10 c

stores

PERFUME

CMITH BALLEW, that tall, rangy
O singing star, was completely surrounded

the

by attractive gals at the Clover Club the
other eve. But all eyes turned the other
way when Cary Grant passed by, we
noticed. And we might add we think Cary
is pretty swell, with his heavy coat of tan.
His partner for the evening was Florence
Rice and the rhumba they did was something terrific! Miriam Hopkins with Mady
Christians passing by and Sylvia Sidney
with a large party, all at the same place

is

on the same evening.

WELL,

know our

hotcha girl friend Martha Raye these
days, she's gone that domestic on us. She's
spending every spare moment hemming tea
towels, doing her own cooking, and working out a budget whereby she and hubby
Buddy Westmore can live on his salary
exclusively, because they both feel it'll
smart
work out much better that way.

you'd just never

A

gal, that,

we'd say.

|EWS OF THE YOUNGER SET.

N

They've organized a new club whose
purpose is to end all club-joining between

Members include Helen Mack,
Jacqueline Wells, Pat Ellis, Anita Louise.

swimming

pool of the

There are no dues and the

Sunset Plaza.
chief purpose

No

one may refer to a script,
loafing.
picture, or play. Agents may not be dis-

cussed, favorably or unfavorably. Members must drop their "last role" affectations and be "regular." Anyone who lifts
a voice to speak about ambition will be
fined. Only cursory conversation on the
lightest of subjects is permitted.

WHEN youwith

Dunne

sec Irene

in

her

new

Cary Grant, "The Awful
see a brand new head-dress.

picture

Truth," you'll
It's one of the long bobs, with plenty of
curl at the ends, and a short bunch of curls
high on the right side which just shows
dropped
under her tight-fitting hats.
around to watch her testing for one particular scene, and she's wearing the most
stunning clothes, specially run up for her

We

by the Columbia designer, Bobby Colloch.
One particular costume is a grey wool
suit, having a tight-fitting jacket with a
tendency to flare at the hips, with the
most divine silver fox collar. Under this,
she wears a pale grey embroidered organdie
blouse, which is really something!

pictures.

wedFlorence Rice and John
ding scene the bride wearing white
and the groom a scared look as usual.

—

—

Maurice Murphy, Jimmy Ellison, Bill
Henry, Dick Hogan, Spears Ruskell, Lois
January, Evelyn Knapp, James Blakeley
and Fritz Leiber, Jr. Bob Hoover has
nominated himself for president. Their
meeting place each Friday afternoon is at

something you'll have fun try-

HERE'S

ing on your next dinner guests. It's
all Boris Karloff's idea, of all people, and
the game is you must "Sing for your supper." And considering there wasn't one
really good voice in the party, the first time
Boris tried out his gag on his wife's recent
birthday, it was really too, too amusing.
But the funniest part of it was you didn't
get anything to eat unless you warbled a

song

FARROW

IOHN

has just decided
belongs to what

Olivia de Havilland
he calls the "Wu Girls"

«J

his

own

wife,

whose president
Maureen O'Sullivan.

is

A

"Wu" girl, for your information, is the
sweet young thing who looks up into a
man's eyes as he's telling a story and says
"Wu, but I think you're wonderful!"

WHEN
dog

in

see that great St. Bernard
"Life Begins With Love," in

you

which Douglass Montgomery and Jean
Parker are featured, you'll never imagine
who his stand-in was. It was none other

own father! And what's more,
the tiny Pekinese's own mother stood in
for him! All I've got to say is they
shouldn't have raised such brilliant children.
than his

Fall

Faces

Continued from page 63
minutes. So leave it on while you
clean your teeth and brush your hair at
bed-time. Then remove the excess with
cleansing tissues and so to bed, with a
clean, non-greasy face that gives your pores
a chance to breathe while you sleep.
Faces weren't made to lead a wrapped-incellophane life, covered up with a foundation and make-up all day and with a lubricating cream all night. They need fresh air
and water.
And speaking of water, don't be afraid
good, thorough
to wash your face.
lathering with one of the modern beauty
soaps is an absolute necessity for every
type of skin. If your skin is very dry, it
doesn't need soap-and-water washing more
than two or three times a week. But it
certainly should have it then, with an application of lubricating cream afterwards.
There are all-purpose creams that can
be used for cleansing, lubricating, and
make-up foundation. In fact, these are gala
days for the "one-cream" woman who
doesn't want to be bothered with a raft of
preparations.
Some of the best-known
manufacturers put out all-purpose creams
that are ideal for the busy woman who
has an average skin without serious faults
fifteen

—

New
for

Beauty

wherever women have

Autumn!

started using

When

combination cream,
over your face and neck and
leave it on for a minute or two before you
remove it with cleansing tissues. This gives
it a chance to do a better cleansing job and
contributes to the soft smoothness of
it
your skin as well. When you give your
skin a soap-and-water scrubbing (which
should come after the make-up has been
removed with cream), smooth on some
more of the combination cream and let it
stay on ten or fifteen minutes.
spread

you use a

it

So much for correcting dryness, which
is
the most prevalent end-of-the-Summer
complexion ailment. If you find yourself
with a legacy of freckles, there are excellent freckle creams to bleach them into
oblivion. There are skin-clearing creams
that help to hasten the demise of a coat
of tan, too.
very important thing to remember
while your tan is fading out is to change

A

your face powder accordingly. Don't throw
away your sun-tan powder and try to "go
light" all at once. Get a box of the shade
you normally use in the Fall and Winter
Months. Mix a small amount of the two
and keep adding more of the lighter shade
as your skin bleaches out.
Face powder should be a close match to
the color tones of your own skin to achieve
the natural, "un-powdered" look that is
fashionable now. It may be a trifle darker
disguise blemishes, or it may be
a little rosier to give the effect of a healthy
glow. But it should never, under any cirlighter-thancumstances, be lighter.
skin face powder always looks artificial and
it shows up every little blemish, line, or
discoloration.
new fashion for complexions is the
use of two face powders, not mixed, but
bright, rosy tint of very
super-imposed.
fine powder is applied first, all over the
face and neck but not on the nose. Then a
slightly heavier, more adherent powder in
a darker shade is patted on. This second
application includes the nose. The excess
is then brushed off with a powder brush.
The finished effect is that of a "peaches
and cream" complexion with a supremely
natural look. Rouge is applied very sparingly when you make up your face this
to

help

A

A

A

should be compact rouge applied after the powder rather than the
cream type that goes on before.

way, and
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it

In out-

it.

ward appearance,

so

it's

Hush
Deodorant Cream, we de-

like its older sister,

fy you to tell the two
apart. There's the same
bland consistency, snowy
whiteness,
and delicate

A

to correct.

praises

enthusiastic

of

fragrance. Only Hush
"Sno" has an added in-

and

Night

day

—A

gredient that won't let
perspiration seep through
to stain or injure the
fabric of your clothes.

La

Cocarde Eau de Cologne.

A

MATCHING

GLAMOROUS

past
and a glorious future to
La Cocarde Eau de Cologne by
Delia!
This rare fragrance has come across
the Atlantic to steal the
hearts of American men
as it conquered Napoleon

A

and firm throat won
Noxzema's Cleansing and
Night Cream.

Fair face

with

La Cocarde

House Chifpowder is matched with
new Chiffon Cream.

Exquisite Primrose

fon

its

of Napoleon.
invigorating

qualities,

A

La Cocarde

Eau

Cologne

Besides
de

in clearing the
skin and keeping it in the
youthfully smooth condition that prevents age
signs from getting a start.
For cleansing, apply it
with an upward circular
motion to the face and
with a natural upward
and outward motion to the
neck, using the first three

fingers of each
the white
disappears into

til

that's

Court

same way, massaging it
and firmly. Its

in slowly

to

welcome

the advent of
Chiffon Cream, its brand
new companion. This face

such that

sage greaseless Noxzema
into the skin as a powder
foundation.
Insure
skin

the

b

loveliness

Primrose House prepit's made with very little base and
whipped to a smooth, airy consistency that
all

a delight to use. It cleanses quick-

and thoroughly, leaving the skin

soft

of

washing with
Soap.

arations,

and

refreshed without a trace of greasiness.
You'll love its delicate fragrance. Although
it's excellent for every type of skin, Chiffon
Cream is especially suited to the dry, sensitive, fine-grained type of complexion. Like
Chiffon Face Powder, it's surprisingly lowpriced.

page news in the Beauty World
the arrival of "Sno." Cool and pleasant
to use as its name implies, Sno is a positive
perspiration check that's bringing a flurry
is

is

your skin will feel percomfortable and
fectly
tidy when you leave this
cream on all night. The
following morning, mas-

Primrose House Chiffon
face powder, you should

FRONT

to

a night cream, make a
second application in the

consistency

it

skin.

your neck just as
you would your face. As

or_ not
WHETHER
you're a devotee

ly

the

treat

a
fragrance as lasting as
that of a perfume extract.

makes

hand un-

Noxzema

Then remove. Be sure

has

cream is as fluffy and
light as thistledown. Yet
it's wonderfully effective
for cleansing, softening,
and refining the skin. Like

the

effective

elusively
as
fascinating to modern sophisticates as it was in

the

with

Simple as it is to use,
combination cream
provides a beauty treatment that's marvelously

in

fect

medicated

this

means

"cocked
English). The
sweet fragrance of Hyacinth combined with the
spicy perfume of eau de
Cologne produces an ef-

—

It's

Noxzema Skin Cream the
of "The Wonder
Cream of Baltimore."

it.
Beautiful Josephine did not like the
natural odor of eau de
Cologne, so she had a
new kind created especially for her, subtly scented
with Hyacinth. That was

hat"

zema Cleansing and Night
Cream makes and keeps

name

wore

(which

and

Nox-

same ingredients that won

when Empress Josephine

the origin of

beauty

for your face
neck is the promise

your

AS YOU'VE

Resinol

probably
guessed from what
we've said before, we're
ardent advocates of
"washing your face" for beauty There's
no substitute for soap-and-water lathering
to get pores thoroughly clean and keep
l

\

!

them out of the lazy habits that lead to
skin. Personally, we're
blotchy, clouded
enthusiastic about Resinol Soap as a daily
beauty aid for complexion and body skin
both. It lathers luxuriantly, and it has a
distinctive fragrance that smells ever so
Blemishes and sallowness are much
prevent than they are to cure.
Washing regularly with Resinol Soap is
insurance against those "poor-skin" heartclean.

easier to

aches.

Besides the full

may

size,

which depart-

stores carry, Resinol Soap
be purchased at five-and-ten cent stores.

ment and drug

THIS WAY

Does More Than
ean Your Skin —
If

Inviqorates the Skin!

Mrs. A. J. Drexel, III
At parties and dinners ... in her
simplest play clothes ... or out for
a brisk walk with her Sealyham
Mrs. Drexel always
"Daffy".
.

.

presents the same sparkling loveliness! Mrs. Drexel is an enthusiastic
user of Pond's Cold Cream. "A
Pond's freshening up leaves your
skin more than clean," she says.
"It's brighter . . . invigorated."

FRESHENING UP

more than

is

getting your skin clean. That's

what beautiful

way of freshening up say.
they make a single appear-

the Pond's

Before

I

who have found

girls

1

ance, they give their skin the brisk
toning up as well as cleansing that

sends them forth with such fresh and
vital-looking

young

faces.

Rousing Treatments Fight Off
Skin Faults
For

this

.

.

.

Pond's way of skin care, they

find, invigorates their skin.

It tones

up

faulty oil glands, chief cause of black-

heads and blemishes

Tones the
soon be smoothing

culation.

.

.

.

livens the cir-

tissues, so lines will

out,

your skin be

Every night, smooth on Pond's Cold
Cream. As it softens and releases dirt,
make-up and skin secretions wipe off.
Now pat in more Pond's Cold Cream—

—

briskly,
feels

till

the circulation

invigorated. It

softer

Your skin

— smoother!

Every morning (and before make-up) repeat. Your skin is smooth for powder

clear, fine textured, flawless!

fresh, vital looking!

Here is the simple method they follow.
It's a method whose fame has spread

skin, too,

around the world

is

stirs.

Begin yourself to use Pond's. See your
grow clearer, brighter, smoother
—admired for its youth and freshness.

Screen-land

Send for SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
Pond's, Dept. 7S-CI, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube
with
of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments,
m-rditS
jf 2
2 other Pond's Creams and ;
onerous samples of
enclose
cc to
I
nt shades of Pond's Face Powder,
packing.
over postage and

City

Copyright. 193T. Pond's Hi trie I

Company
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Great Lover
Continued from page 25

THE STORY SO FAR
Ferdinand von Schocnbauer, actor,
is "discovered" in a Vienna theatre by
Elaine Fuller, frivolous wife of a

Hollywood agent. To please her, Fularranges for von Schoenbauer to
go to Hollywood. He is to receive a
ler

—

small salary for a limited time but if
he succeeds, then he ivill have money
to provide for his father, mother and
younger sister. Still hoping, facing the
inevitable delays in Hollywood, he
finally gets a conference zvith Fuller
thanks to Fidler's secretary, Hilda
Drake.
screen test is arranged, and
von Schoenbauer' s proud name is

—

A

—Fidler's idea—

changed
English

translation

of

to

Greenwood,

his

mother's

maiden name. With wishes for good
luck
even a good-luck piece, a paperivcight in the shape of a four-leafed
clover given him by Hilda the young

—

—

actor leaves zvith instructions concerning the time and place of his
screen test.

Louise
You've got a funny way of showing it.
(She turns from him)
Steve
Yeah, I know. I'm not much on the
lingo. But you know how I feel about ya.
Louise
don't.

I

Steve
Aw, come on, honey, be yourself.
Louise
First you have to say it.
Steve

Say what

?

Louise
Say vou love me. Any girl wants to hear
that.

Well,

I

Steve (Indignantly)
just did, didn't I?

On the
adjusted.

Louise
I

set, lights and camera were being
A hearty looking man, at peace
with himself and the world, entered, accompanied by a girl in flowery summer

didn't hear you.

Steve
Didn't

I

say

I

was nuts aboutcha?
Louise

Say

I

clothes.

love you.

Steve
sugar, I can't. It sticks in my crop.
Louise (stamping her foot)

Aw,
Say

it.

Steve

I—I— NUTS

!

She turns around and laughs up at
He grabs her and lifts her from
feet. She buries her hands in his
hair and bends her face to his lips.

him.
her

They

kiss.

—

Ferdinand was stiff with horror such
horror as drove all timidity from his breast.
He rose and approached the desk, where
the Sour One, as he had already named her,
was pounding away at her typewriter.
"I ask pardon for disturbing you. But if
you please, there is some mistake." She
turned a worried glance at him over her
glasses. "This is not for me."
"Why, of course it is. Don't you see your
name on it ? You're Greenwood, aren't you ?"
"I am Greenwood. But I cannot read such

For me they are

—
type

lines.

imbecile. I

am

the

romantic
"Well, I'm sorry, but there's nothing I
can do about it. I'm just the hired help.
You'll have to take it up with MacAllister." She pulled a sheet from the machine. "You'd better study it anyway, just
in case. I'm going to lunch."

At four

that afternoon he found himself
bare save for a couch in the corner and a table adorned with a cocktail
shaker. His head throbbed. Afraid to stir
from McAllister's office, he had had no

on a

set,

lunch.

He

hadn't slept

much

the night be-

At two they had taken him to the
makeup department, smeared his face with
yellow-brown paint, stuck a marcelled wig
fore.

over his

Virginia Bruce enhances a smart twopiece ensemble of new Fall design.
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own

soft hair.

He

had questioned

the wig. "That's what it says," and a pudgy
finger had pointed out the word on a slip
of paper under his name. When they'd finished with him, he stared at himself in the
mirror.
"My friend," he told his image, "you
have the appearance of an ailing baboon."
Then, quickly, to reassure himself
"It
must be they know what they do here."
:

"All ready?" he called. "Come on. What
are we waiting for ? You Greenwood ? Glad
to know you." They shook hands. "This is
Miss Pemberton. She plays opposite. Won
a beauty contest. And you've got to kiss
her. Some fellows have all the luck." Miss
Pemberton giggled. "Ready, boys?"
"One moment, if you please, sir." Ferdinand spoke with the courage of desperation.
"These lines I am not at home in them.
They are written for the gangster type, is
it not? Mr. Fuller has perhaps told you I
am the "

—

—

"Gangster! Good Lord, no! Just a nice
American boy making love to a nice American girl. Don't worry, old man. The lines
don't

mean

a

damn

thing.

Personality

what counts in this business. Now
you stand here and the little lady here
that's fine. When I say, roll 'em, you start."
From the first he knew it would be no
use. As well ask him to repeat the mumbojumbo of a Hindu fakir and make sense of
that's

it.

—

"Leesten, keed.

weeth

me?

I

am

How

about .signing awp
nawts about you." It

didn't need the girl's first irrepressible titter nor the glance he intercepted between

McAllister and the cameraman to

tell

him

how false it rang. Miss Pemberton wasn't
much help, though her nasal twang seemed
better suited to the dialogue than his own
careful enunciation. Of training she had
none, and of instinct less than none. Like
little wooden doll on strings, she turned
and lifted her hand and dropped it again
and simpered. Only when he picked her up
from the floor and felt her lips on his, did
he find her convincing. But she was a
hefty armful and he was giddy with nervousness and lack of food. He staggered, she
squealed, and he dropped her.
They went through the scene a number

a

of times, each time more listlessly. The
director's reaction infected the others. He
fidgeted, pulled a Reporter from his pocket
and turned the pages, told them to wait
while he went to the phone and called the
Sour One. His instructions grew briefer,
more indifferent, he let them flounder as

they would.
"That does it," he said at the end of an
hour, and rose in obvious relief, good na-

he went away, we both promised
WHEN
are— you
But you know how
letters
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what you intend

to,

to write.

don't say

or the other person misinterprets.

were mostly spats,
getting farther
were
explanations, and apologies.
awfully blue, and on
apart all the time. One day I was
on the back,
impulse sent this old snapshot. I wrote
'We didn't quarrel then, did we?'
It was the
"I wish you could read the letter I got back.
"Before

we knew

it,

our

letters

We

telling me how
old Pete again, not trying to write, just
with this
write
always
he'd
much he cared. He 'said

the
snapshot in front of him— he could talk to
so she'd never misunderstand."

girl in it
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ture flowing bac": all but visibly. He clapped
Ferdinand on the shoulder. "Thanks, fella,

you know. You too, honeybunch."
Ferdinand opened his mouth, but found no
words, and turned away. At the heavy

we'll let

stage door, however, he paused uncertainly.
He must do something force his way
somehow through this man's lack of comprehension. He started back.
"Fuller sent him in," he heard McAllister say. "Elaine told him he had sex ap-

—

peal."

"She oughtta know," caroled the cameraman.
"Well, this

is

one mistake of the

her

year."

Ferdinand stumbled out. Miss Pemberton was waiting for him. "My car's being
fixed," she cooed. "1 wonder if you could
give me a lift."
He stared at her blindly. "I ride myself
on the bus," he said and left her standing

Fuller had the casting director of Arton the phone. "Listen, Pete, you're paying the guy anyhow for six weeks. Give
film

bit. Whaddaymean, you don't want
to run a scene for fifty bucks? I know the
test was lousy. So what? It wouldn't be

him a

the first time you let a comer slip through
your fingers on a lousy test. The guy's a
foreign handkisser with an accent, and Mac

—

gives him a Cagney part to read. Well,
you told me you needed a bit for that big
final ball sequence in 'Glorious Lady.' He
is experienced, I'm tellin' you. In Vienna
they turn handsprings over him. Listen,
Pete " he lowered his voice. "Do it as a
favor. I'll square it with you some day. No,
it's Elaine. She's gone
he's not a relation
to Honolulu in a huff.
do I know
what dames get huffy about? If I cable her
I got this gink a job, it'll smooth her down.
No, nothing like that. She spotted him.
Fle's her prodajee. It'll make her feel like
a big shot
Ferdinand sat in Hilda's office. Despite
his misery, he couldn't help noting with
pleasure how the sunlight picked golden
gleams from the short curls clustered round
her temples.
"It's a crazy business," she was saying.
"There's no sense in it. Sometimes a poor
test lands you a job, and a good one lands

—

—

How

—
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you nowhere."

good

good and bad is bad, and from
such a test only bad can come."
Fuller's door was flung open. "O.K.,
Schony, got a job for you. Report to the
casting director at Artfilm right away,
hurry up, pronto. Never mind the questions, they'll tell you all about it there.
Here's opportunity the second, knocks once
for every man, but twice for you. What are
you waiting for ? Here's your hat. Beat it."
He gave him a farewell thump, part imthat

is

patience, part the benevolence of having
gained his point. "Show 'em how they do

your country. Vienna go bragh!"
Ferdinand found himself outside the door,
hat in hand, head in a whirl, but clutching
at the memory of Hilda's smiling face and
her: "What did I tell you?"
it

in

At 5 :30 he was back. Fuller had gone.
Ferdinand looked as if a light had been
turned on inside him.
"Did you get it?" asked Hilda.
"Yes. Six lines. But good ones." The
telephone rang. She talked for five minutes.

He waited like a child, ready to tug at its
mother's skirt. Then "Six lines. I dance
with the star ." A boy came in with a
wire. She said "Excuse me," tore a sheet
from a telegraph pad and typed an answer.
When she turned back to him, his lips
were parted, and resolution shone in his

—

:

:

Address
City

_.

State

eve.
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are alive for me.
shadows. I must talk, or

in

this

Holly-

The

rest

are as

—

must poof
a thousand pieces. Will you be
I

!

break in
kind to take dinner with me?"
She opened her lips to refuse, as she refused all office invitations. "Go out with
them," she had told her mother, "and next
thing, they want you to sit on Fuller's knee
and say, please give the nice man a job."
Why she said yes instead of no to Shaybar as she continued to call him in the
privacy of her mind she didn't stop to
analyze till she was in bed that night.
"Felt sorry for him, I guess," she murmured to her pillow. "Little boy blue all
alone in the wicked city. Eyes like a setter

—

—

and she drowsed off.
She had phoned to her mother about her
change of plan. Meantime Ferdinand dug
into his pocket and brought forth $3.20.

pup's,"

"This

much

so

is

I

have," he said, a slow

flush creeping

there.

FIFTH AVENUE

"Miss Drake, you alone

wood

SCREENLAND

into his cheeks. "It is not
comme il faut to invite a lady and show
her one's fortune. But better than to pretend."
"Come along," she laughed. "I wasn't
born rich either."
Her Ford took them to the Pig-nWhistle, where they dined on the 65c table
d'hote, with a glass of sherry apiece to
celebrate.
She lifted her glass. "To your success."

He

"To your

lifted his.

"Go ahead,"
but good ones,
star."

"You

see,

but another.

happiness."

prompted. "Six lines,
and you dance with the

she

she

is

—not with me.
—quarreled.
" he pro-

in love

With him she has

So at a grande soiree she flirts
nounced it "fleerts" "that she may cause
"
the other unhappiness

—

"Where have

I

—

heard that before?" Hilda

murmured.
"Please ?"
"Never mind. Go on."
"I am her flcert. I ask her to dance
simply with a bow. She accepts. I say

what I have lived for, mademoiShe says 'The party ? Enchanting,

'This

is

selle.'

:

she smiles always into my
eyes, very coquette, that the other may see
she is having pleasure. I say 'To hold in

And

it ?'

isn't

:

my arms
though

loveliest woman
she belongs to another.'

the

Paris,

in

She says

'What would you do if she belonged to
you?' I say, quietly, you understand, but
with undertones of meaning
T should
know how to hold her bound.' She says
'Bound? You speak as if you would have
a woman your slave.' I say; with a smile
of slight irony 'You phrase it wrongly. /
should be the master.' She says: 'Where
does the difference lie?' I say: 'May I show
you ?' She lowers her eyes beneath the
flame in mine. But when she lifts them
again, the spell is broken. She says
'Not
tonight, Monsieur. Another time, perhaps.'
The dance is over. I yield her to the man
she loves, but first I bow over her hand
T am yours, mademoiselle to
and say
command.' And in this 'command,' you see,
there lies a little double entendre with the
voice and the eyes. For he means truly to
:

:

:

—

:

command, and not to be commanded, as in
the traditional phrase." He threw himself
back with an air of triumph. "A good
is it not?"
"Pretty hot," Hilda conceded.

scene,

"Hot?"
"Well

—

—

I mean
" She grew a little flusyou never could tell what conclu"he
sions these foreigners might draw
gets pretty intimate in words, doesn't he?"
"Ah," he beamed. "That is why I am
happy with this part. In a small, a beginning, way, this is the great lover."

—

tered

—

He told her about his parents and Annamarie and what he hoped to do for them.
She almost wished he hadn't. She couldn't

afford to have her heart torn by the personal woes of all the jobhunting players
who stormed Fuller's door. The weight was
too much for her shoulders to carry, and
instinctively she moved out from under. It
wasn't as if she could be of any practical

She didn't realize it was her very
tenderheartedness, hurt by the hurts of
others, against which she struggled. She
thought she was just being sensible and
coolheaded. He asked her about herself,
but she answered briefly partly again to
avoid getting involved, partly because she
help.

—

had neither

his childlike simplicity

nor his

need for a listener.

He insisted on leaving her at her door,
though she offered to drive him home.
"I can get you there in fifteen minutes.
take you hours, waiting for busses
It'll
and cars."
"And then you go home alone.'' In the
dark?"
"Nonsense. We all do that. We American
^"But

I

am

a European.

still

And

do not permit."

this I
;

by an imp of mischief,
she leaned from the car window. "Mine
"I

see."

Bitten

neither
Tattered and torn are Mary Maguire's overalls, but we're not crying— and
has made a real hit in Hollywood films.
is the comely youngster from Australia, who

command?"

to

He smiled—not a
am not yet so bold.

go.

You have

evening since

I

shy smile
I

this time.

command myself

'I

—to

made me the first happy
am here. Thank you. Good-

night."

"Don't you think

time I got a look

it's

at this fascinating stranger?"

"Worried, darling?"
Hilda was giving her
at the

lips a final

touch

bedroom mirror. Her mother

lin-

gered over the paper at the breakfast table.
"Not a bit. Thank God, I had the sense
to bear a sensible child Just curious. As a
chance
rule, you palm them off on me first
you get. This one's been going on how
!

—

—

long? and I've yet to set eyes on him."
"Five weeks.'' Hilda appeared in the doorway. Her mother looked up, a little startled
at the promptness and precision of the
answer. "Oh, I don't know, mom," she
said drawing on her gloves. "Foreigners
are different. Bring them home, and you're
practically proposing."
"Where did you get all your lore on
foreigners?"
"Girlish intuition.— Only I used to think
they were all so sophisticated. This one's a
babe unborn " she grew thoughtful—
"most of the time."
"Most of the time?"

—

"M-hm. Now and again I seem to catch
glimmers of what he calls undertones of
meaning." She swooped for a kiss. "S'long.
my lamb. Expect me when you see me.
They're sneaking the preview way out in
Pasadena, you know. I don't know why
Fuller broke down and told me about it.
It's supposed to be a deep secret. Shaybar's
going quietly mad. I'll probably have to

pick up the pieces and stick him together
when it's over."
"Well, wish him good luck from an

anonymous mother."
"I'll

do that," and she was
(To Be Continued)
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Oh, no, I didn't mean anything personal
If you want a swing band I can get the
name and address of the one Marion had
It has a trumpet player you'll go mad
about My dear, he's devine what?"

—

—
— —formal,

"It's

it's

—

Carole,

dinner's

at

Thursday."
wonder," said Claudette, vaguely as
she hung up, "if I should have a swing
band and a tent."
"Irene," she said over the phone to Miss
Dunne, "this is Claudette. Could you and

eight,
"I

a Chrysanthemum!
SAYS

come

the doctor

formal

It's

"I'd

No
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—
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come Friday,"

said

?

Irene,

"I'm going to a garden party Thursday
night. Claudette, why don't you have a
garden party? With that lovely green lawn
and those gorgeous flowers it would be
too beautiful. Oh, no, we couldn't have fog,

—

isn't the season. That's right, it was
rather foggy last night. I remember getting
lost in the Glen. But a garden party would
be so lovely if there wasn't any fog."
"I wonder," said Claudette vaguely, "if
there would be a fog Friday night."
"Joan," she said a few minutes later to
Miss Bennett, "this is Claudette. Could you
come to dinner Friday night? It's formal
it

—

and
It isn't

—to dinner Thursday night
and

love to

—

have to work Friday night,"
don't you make it Sunday
night? Do you want a good fortune teller?
Ann Sothern had a woman who reads palms
and crystals both the other night and
Claudette, she's uncanny.
She told me
everything I've ever done or ever expect to
do She said
Claudette called up four other people and
of course the four other people also had
very definite ideas about what night it
should be and what kind of entertainment
"I think
said Joan.

—

We

come

could

mad

I

"Why

—

Claudette should have. "They say Miriam
Hopkins' Russian party was simply mad,"
said one of them. "Why don't you have a
Russian party, Claudette? You could have
vodka and caviar and a Russian orchestra,
and my husband adores singing the Volga

as peasants

—I'm

about the peasant dresses at Magnin's,
aren't you?" And Claudette wondered if
perhaps she should go mad with the Russians and hurl glasses at the fireplace after
every toast. "Not my glasses,"^ she said,
suddenly becoming as house-proud as a
suburban bride, "the servants will break
them soon enough without turning the Russians loose on them." And then she added,

"Why

did I ever start this anyway?"
But with an Ambassador on your hands
you just can't say skip it; that causes war,
too
so poor Claudette went through the
phone routine again, except that this time
she was terribly, terribly determined and
said that dinner was at eight on Saturday
night and nuts to Marion Davies' tent,
Ann Sothern's fortune teller, and Miriam
;

Hopkins' Russians.
"It's
my first formal dinner party,"
Claudette said that evening as she slipped
into the dream of a dress that brought on
the Coronation mood, "and if anything
happens I'll die of shame. It'll be all over
Europe next month." Of course Claudette
wasn't intimating that the Ambassador was
the gabby sort.
Well, if you're married to a doctor you
can always be certain that somebody will
get a pain at seven-thirty on the night you
are giving a party. That's to be expected.
And if you're a movie star, and very
feminine besides, you can always be sure
that your mirror will turn libelous on you
the night you want to look your best. Tonight was to be no exception. At first she
thought it was jaundice. Then she decided
that it was the new foundation cream. And
why of all nights did she try a new hair-do ?
"I look," she said dismally, "as if the
birdies were nesting again. What is it,
Terry? The Ambassador is here! But it
isn't eight o'clock? It is eight o'clock? It
can't be eight o'clock! All the clocks are
wrong. All the money that I spend on this
house and I can't even have clocks that
keep the right time Terry, tell mother to
go down at once and talk to the Ambassador. Winifred, another pair of hose, just
!"
look at that run. Thank heaven for mother
If there had been those there that night
who wished to wisecrack that Miss Colbert
certainly managed to make an entrance they
would have been justified, but at eightthirty when she did finally manage to glide
!
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down

the stairs looking too divinely beauwas no one to notice her except
the Ambassador, who was so completely enraptured by Madame Colbert that he barely
lifted his eyebrows. "I did say eight, didn't
I?" Claudette muttered sotto voce to her
mother. Frantically she tried to recall
whether she had said Saturday night or
Sunday night when Carole and Clark
Gable arrived. Carole was in pajamas.
Gable was in grease-paint, a sweater, and
pants that smelled distinctly of the stables.
"We're so sorry-/' said Carole who quite
obviously wasn't sorry at all, "but Clark
had to come right from the 'Saratoga' set
and didn't have a chance even to wash his
hands, and I didn't see much point in dressing if he couldn't and oh, you didn't get
the tent, did you?"
The Ambassador didn't seem to mind at
all if Clark smelled of horses and Carole
had smeared her lipstick. In fact the Ambassador didn't seem to mind when Irene
Dunn dashed in breathlessly from the Columbia studio without removing her makeup. One of the friends had to go to a preview and couldn't come at all, but didn't
bother to contribute the information to the
Colbert home via phone until nine o'clock.
Another friend got lost in the fog. Joan
Bennett had gone to two cocktail parties
before she arrived and simply hadn't had
tiful there

—

—

time to run

home and

dress.

served," said the maid, and
Claudette knew from the tone of her voice
that everything was burned to a crisp, the
ice cream melted, and the cook bursting
with fury- Miss Colbert did some of her
best cover-up work. Especially when she
discovered that tonight of all nights the bell
under the table did not work. Screaming
for servants was just a little too much to
expect of any- hostess putting her best foot
forward. But somehow the maids came and
went and Claudette talked a mile a minute.
The Ambassador was practically submerged
in charm and beauty-. He was simply eating
it up, literally and figuratively, when suddenly what did he find in his lap, of all
unexpected things, but Claudette's chicken
Well, no matter how you look at it there
is something very- down-to-earth about a
fallen chicken. You can't act that away. So
Claudette let out a shriek of laughter, in
which the guests joined, particularly Clark
and Carole, the Ambassador politely returned the chicken, and formality was shot
to hell. "A year ago." said Claudette, "if
this had happened to me, and in my house.
I would simply have died then and there
with mortification. But now I'm sorry

"Dinner

is

!

—

but I think it's awfully funny." The Ambassador did too. The maids arrived with
water and towels. Joan Bennett told about
the time she had shot a lamb chop covered
with mashed potatoes right into the lap of
Visiting Royalty. Derain, Dali, Van Gogh,
Spain, and "Of Mice and Men" were quickeverybody had an anecdote.
ly forgotten
There's nothing that can top a skidding
chicken, so the rest of the evening was
somewhat of an anti-climax. Nothing happened to the projection machine and Garbo
loved Robert Taylor once more quite pleasantly while a couple of guests, and Doctor

—

Pressman, caught up on their back sleep.
The Ambassador said that next to Claudette
Colbert, Carole Lombard, Irene Dunne and
Joan Bennett, Garbo was his favorite actress.

He

also said that all dinner parties

he had to attend in the future would be as
watered milk after Miss Colbert's. "And,"
he added with a wink at Gable, "that was
the tenderest chicken I ever had on my
lap." Everybody7 thought that was awfully
cute of the Ambassador and laughed merrily. Then everybody said goodnight and
that they hadn't had so much fun in years.
Strangely enough/ they7 meant it!
"I'll never do it again," said Claudette,

and she meant

it

too.

—
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months his docforbidden him to spend them
among the English fogs and rain. "Shall I
be making a film there ?" he echoes blandly.
"All things are possible in this existence
and I must confess that I have already
received two ah, interesting invitations
from my producer friends."

Hollywood

for the winter

have

tors

—

Brief

shot

of

Jessie

Matthews, firmly

adopting a fringe and letting her dark hair
grow long behind too. She pays that twicepostponed visit to America this Fall and is
planning to make the voyage in a freighter
so as to get a well-earned rest.
Dissolve from this brunette fringe into
a golden curly one decorating the forehead
of Gracie Fields. Our famous comedienne
is now working on her first film under the
new contract with Twentieth Century-Fox
which she signed on her visit to Holly-

wood

last Spring. It's titled

Man" and Gracie
who emigrates to

"He Was Her

an English girl
a gold rush town in
Alaska where she becomes a great enterplays

tainer.

Her

recent

Hollywood grooming course

seems to have lent Gracie fresh poise for
she walks with added swing and takes a

new-found interest in her
(I've seen her wearing the coat of
street-suit over a satin afternoon

completely
clothes.

a tweed
frock and not caring a durn who commented ) As soon as this present picture
!

California to
She's taken a
house, with a garden where she can keep
her two Pekingese dogs and her parrot, and
she intends to give a jolly arrival party
there which her friend Charles Chaplin
has faithfully promised to attend.
Next item in London's current news reel
is really unique, to be appropriately -ushered
in with a fanfare of trumpets and maybe a
jazz orchestra too. Announcing Positively
the First Appearance on Any Screen of the
is

finished,

she

returns

make her next one

to

there.

Lady Charles Cavendish, daughter-in-law
of the Duke of Devonshire and the Duchess
who is Queen Elizabeth's Mistress of the

@A

few simple touches of Maybelline— and presto!

—straggly,

unattractive lashes are instantly trans-

—

the very
formed into long, dark, luxuriant fringe
essence of romantic charm.
Your eyes are your most important beauty feature.
No longer need you deny them the beauty advantages of mascara. Maybelline ends that bold, artificial, "made-up" look, which gummy, lumpy, masor
caras cause. Try the thrilling new Cream-form
the popular Solid-form. Both are harmless, tear-proof,
non-smarting. Reasonably priced at your favorite

Maybelline's worldfamous, economical
Solid-form Mascara, in
beautiful metal vanity.
Black, Brown or Blue.
75c. Refills 35c.

—

cosmetic counter.

Maybelline Cream

—

_

—

M as-

Black, Brown or
Blue, in dainty zipper

cara

Have you often wished the color of your eyes were
deeper, brighter? Accent their color and sparkle
shading your lids with a subtly blended tint of the
exquisite, creamy Maybelline Eye Shadow.
Are your eyebrows pale, uninteresting? Form them
into graceful curves of loveliness, expressive of
use the smoothevery romantic whim and wish
marking Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil.
Generous introductory sizes of all the Maybelline
harmonized Eye Beauty Aids are obtainable at 10c
stores. Be beauty-wise when choosing your all
important eye make-up insist on Maybelline.

bag. Easily applied
without water. 75c.

Maybelline smoothmarking Eyebrow Pencil.

Black, Brown. Blue.

had to part.
As Adele Astaire, she is playing with
Jack Buchanan in a musical comedy film
being made at Pinewood. They're a pair
of travelling vaudeville artists involved in
amusing complications arising out of a fake
"murder" they arrange for publicity. Rene
Clair, the famous Frenchman, is directing.
Fred is naturally following his adored
sister's studio progress with the keenest
interest. He trained her to sing and dance
when they were beginning their careers so
consequently she has much of his easyseeming style as well as an equally expressive face. She comes to the studio in an

impressive Rolls-Royce with a coronet
painted on the door-panel, generally wearing a simple brown or rust-red suit with
magnificent foxes she doesn't care about
jewels but she says she "goes all crazy"
when it comes to furs. Despite the ducal
background, she is sweet and friendly and
tremendously earnest about establishing her-

—

Maybelline creamy Eye
Shadow. Blue, BlueGray, Brown, Green or
Violet.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING EVE BEAUTY AIDS
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Robes. She's dark, demurely saucy, and can
she dance! You see, she used to partner
Fred Astaire on the stage because she's
his little sister Adele. They still visit each
other at least once a year, according to
the promise they made when Fred took to
the studios and Adele took her aristocratic
husband and so their professional roads

SCREENLAND

on the screen. Adaptable Adele I call
Don't be too surprised if you see her
acting with Fred one of these days soon!
self
her.

Flash-back for a moment to "Secret
Agent," the last British film in which
Madeleine Carroll and Peter Lorre ap-

peared before Hollywood signed them both
player,
up. Close-up of the third featured
aesthetic-looking John Gielgud who
tall
has since been playing Hamlet on the
American stage. Now he's home again and

appearing in "Richard of
dramatic historical
richly

Bordeaux,"
picture

a

being

made all in color.
Next we show you the interior of a
London workroom where several women
are sitting comfortably back in their low
chairs just knitting. They are creating exclusive sportswear, some models destined

famous Hollywood stars who have been
introduced to this individual shop during
their London visits. The blue silk jersey is

for

Miriam Hopkins and that fluffy grey
wool will be fashioned into a riding cap
and scarf for Margot Grahame. Kay
Francis has ordered an orange thread
sweater with a white tennis skirt. It's a
for

on the program

—

a rea

EECH-NUT
Tyrolean topper
jaunty new
a

— Binnie Barnes wears
chapeau

creation.

way to send for clothes but so nice to
where
have your friends wondering just
Del
you got that new outfit Even Dolores
Rio has fallen for a pink knitted swagger

long

!

coat that looks like delicate lace.
For the final item we must wheel the
news reel camera into a modernistic apart-

ment

in

Park Lane where Anton Walbrook

a little party to celebrate the
completion of the spectacular "Victoria the
AlGreat" in which he appears as Prince
is Queen
bert while beautiful Anna Neagle
is

giving

m

his
Victoria. Anton naturally entertains
tall
offering
Viennese manner,
native
baskets
glasses of golden Tokay wine and
creamof marzipan sweetmeats and tiny
enthusiastically
filled cakes. He is chatting
about golf, to which he has fallen victim

during his stay in England.
B. Warner is one of Anton

H

s

guests,

accompanied by his schoolgirl daughter
Lorraine. She has spent most of her life
in

Hollywood but she doesn't want to be in
"Anybody can act," she informs

pictures.

calmly. "I'm going to be a doctor.
Producer Herbert Wilcox strolls round
happily and Leslie Banks and Tullio Carmidenatti are here too. Anna Neagle looks
liciously diaphanous all in palest blue. She s
about to take her annual holiday which will,
as usual, be a cruise. Anna's father is a
retired sea-captain so the shipboard atmos-

me

SEE THE BEECH-NUT CIRCUS
A

Biggest Little Show on Earth!
mechanical marvel, three rings of performers,

clowns, animals, music
the country. Don't miss

"a"

everything!

Now

touring

it.

phere appeals to her automatically.
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MEN IGNORED HER
SHE WAS SO SKINNY!
— then she gained
and new
popularity

-Wine*^gfettows
everysUinBV

^ed

EUa CraW

s.

f5

c

Gloria Dickson finds her place in the sun, (please hold that pose, Gloria, while we
and in the limelight of Hollywood favor as a new cinema star.

feast our eyes!),

My

to exceed their hopes* for they never hid
the fact that they were centering their

around me.

lives

Continued from page 34
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I
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experienced a sense of cheer and inner
peace. I imagine I hate quarreling because
I
was innoculated against it, because it
was never a familiar habit to me. Mother
and father fell more in love as time went
on, if that could have been. There never
was any bickering or jealousy of any sort.
I believe it was because they loved with
absolutely no reservations, with no selfishness'
lurking in the background. Each
thought of the other. A golden rule for
love, I believe.
brief, but potent rule.
My mother not only kept our house running on oiled wheels she liked it to be
neat and attractive and she liked good manners but she managed to combine other
things to round out their life. She was
active in church doings. Yes, I went to
Sunday School at the Methodist Church.
I joined the church when it was time. But
mother well, she couldn't be separated
from father all day so she acted as his
office assistant, also. She assumed charge
of his books, aided him in his obstetrical
cases, went on calls with him, learned how
to do most of his X-raying.
When I was ten I got the pony I had
been proposing. I had had a lot of friends,

A

—

—

—

—

but when the pony materialized I began
to ride off alone. Usually I headed south
of town, to a farm owned by a couple
mother and father particularly liked. I am
informed I was exceptionally persevering
about that pony. I still don't want to be
without a horse
It appears I displayed persistence as a
foremost trait, that my parents had to think
fast and furiously as to whether their answers should be "All right." I do know
that they often replied, "Now we'll just
think a bit." They never said no to me unless they meant it
I wasn't ever whipped,
for I recognized that they were wholly
serious when they denied me something.
I
respected their wiseness because they
treated me as though I had sense enough to
;

understand whatever arose.

And

SCREENLAND

I

wanted

Was

I

spoiled?

Some

of

my

relatives,

aghast at the advantages I was given,
probably thought so. But while it was true
that I was given everything a boy could
want, I was on my honor in return. My
parents firmly believed in a child having
every benefit. They bought me the books of
knowledge, and subtly pointed my reading.
They appreciated music and^ how much it
can add to life the records^ they selected
made me eager to tackle the piano and
later
the cello. They allowed me to choose
good clothes', not to feel superior in, but
because one feels more capable, feels more
;

—

a nice suit. They were keen
But they didn't lecture me.
Rather, they set the pace by example.
I saw how they helped others. We had
someone living with us half the time. A
cousin from Chicago, whose mother was
widowed, lived with us for several years.
A woman doctor in San Diego seems like
my own sister, for she was with us once.
There is another woman doctor in Pasadena whom mother and father helped by
self-respect in

on high

ideals.

having her move in with us. They shared
whenever and whatever they could.
When I reported to high school one fall
I rode my bicycle up to register. It was a
brand new building that year. I don't know

why

was

elected class president for the
I never tried to be a politician. I don't like to attempt to glad-hand.
But I was proud of the break
particular pal, as it turned out, was
I

freshmen, for

My

Gerry Weber. Soon he was over at our
house most of the time. In the summers
father and mother asked Gerry along on
our vacations. We went up to the lakes
of Minnesota, to Lake Okabajo in Idaho,
and twice clear out to Denver.
High school was as much fun as gram-

mar

school. I wouldn't say that I studied
hard. The subjects I took seemed to
come pretty easy for me. For which I was
grateful I liked English and public speaking best.
I was motor-mad next. I had four different cars while I was in high school.
The green sport model with the top down

too

!

my ima second Barney Oldfield.
"There would be no use in giving a boy
out
a car if he were the type who'd rush
and crack it up," my father commented to
the dealer within my hearing. I got it, his
cleverly phrased advice
Yes, I did have dates. When you are
young and you have a car and you observe

was my

favorite. Still, I controlled

]

be

to

pulse

girls

that beautiful

—

are

rather

intriguing

company indeed well, you have dates. I
can't remember the first one, nor what we
the
did. But the dance hall downtown was
spot where the young crowd flocked. I
always liked dance music as well as classical music. But I never cared for doubledating. I never was much for parties,
either. I prefer to escort the special girl I

my

conversation to her
ask, and to direct
alone. That's a man-sized engagement for
the evening, I figure. No, I didn't fall in
love with any childhood sweetheart.
There were high school plays, of course.
but I
I was in them. I wasn't a prodigy,
was elected president of the dramatic club
before I finished. When there were stage
events at the moving picture theatre I was
occasionally the master of ceremonies. I
plaved cello in the school orchestra.
Then, surprisingly, it was college time
for me. I was through in Beatrice. One
grew up for a long spell, and then like a
lash one was up against picking a future.
medicine, but now
I had intended to study
longer. Where
I couldn't be vague any
should I go to become as grand a doctor
as my father was? He had built up an
excellent practice. Every one of his pa'

i
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everyone w<ho knew him, admired

tients,

He was always jolly; he'd clown
away blues. Many folk claimed his smile
cured them. He never showed anger — he

him.

had an
wanted

A
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instinctive
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ple.
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Olive Oil To Your Skin

to copy.

was mother who thought of the great
scheme. She wanted to feel that I'd have
a good room-mate at college. So she conIt

Outdoor Girl brings to you this centuriesfavored beauty treatment. By a special pa-

sulted father and then they put it squarely
to me. I could go to Northwestern University. That would mean Chicago, seeing
a roaring city. Or I could go to Doane
College, nearby, and Gerry Weber— my
buddy could go there with me. They had

up

tented process each fine flake of

powder

car-

it
ries a tiny particle of Ohve Oil to keep
your
ods
of
natural
from "sponging-up" the

—

watched him they knew he only needed
an opportunity. They would pay his way.
to
It was a hard run to the telephone
hurry him over for the marvelous news,
;

are essential to keep your
beauty fresh and radiant—protected against
the ravages of relentless time and weather.

skin.

but I made it.
orthopaedic
I decided I would become an
deformities of
correcting the
surgeon,

These

oils

Gerry would become an X-ray
Father would locate in a larger
town when we were ready to join him
and the three of us w-ould knock Nebraska for a loop!
So, in the meanwhile, I went to work
7

children.

specialist.

—

—

in the

bank

in

Beatrice for

season.

Summer

nights I slicked

the

summer

down my

hair

by glancing into the polish on my roadmovster's gleaming hood. I dated for the
I do seem to remember now
ies, and

—

then I'd drive into the park. It was a
beautiful park. When I looked up the

heaven was full of stars. So bright, so
many. I never for an instant imagined I
would wind up on a studio lot whose boast
"more stars than there are in heaven!'
is
_

—

Next Month! Don't miss the second
Robert Taylor's
chapter in "My Life"
own story as told to Ben Maddox. "My
College Days," which will appear in

—

the next, the
land, and in
tell
in
Bob's

October
no

issue of Screen-

other

own

magazine,

way what

will

college
that ro-

meant to him; his realization
mance can trip him if he isn't levelheaded and the bitterest blow he
which oddly enough
ever had to take

—

made him

—

a

movie
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me

an old milk of magnesia bottle.
"Jane clear," said Loretta patiently, "that
belongs to Judy. That lovely blue shoe box
is yours." Jane's lips puckered and quivered.
Big tears began to form on her long lashes.
She looked at Loretta. And Loretta
looked as though catastrophe was just
around the corner, and tragedy would stalk
the land unless something was done, and
immediately, about the milk of magnesia
bottle situation.

"Oh, darling !" cried Loretta. "You can
have a milk of magnesia bottle too, just
like Judy's. Liza, please empty that blue
the second one from
bottle on the shelf
the end. Of course Jane can have a milk
of magnesia bottle too. Oh, dear, and she
did seem so pleased with her shoe box

—

ments of temperament, and there

is

nothing

that will make her fly off the handle so
effectively as to awaken her in the morning before she is ready to awake. Those
mornings when she hasn't a studio call, of
course. Everybody in the Young household
knows not to disturb Loretta for anything
less

than an earthquake. But Judy

is

going

to make new rules. She's a snappy six
o'clock riser. But so long as she looks at
Loretta when she says "Mama," and not
faucet, I'm sure it's okay with
at the
Loretta.

And that's not the only upset Judy and
Jane have caused. Dinner used to be served
promptly at seven every night, but what
with the babies getting their purees and
things the Youngs are lucky to sit down by
eight. The cook who used to prepare three
meals a day now cooks six, but she loves
the babies so

much

herself she doesn't

com-

And

of course Loretta's young men
are having a time of it. They arrive all
plain.

!"
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yesterday
Just in case you, dear reader, don't know
tiny tots and have the idea that Loretta
was trying to economize in playthings, I
hasten to inform you that it looked as if
the entire toy department of BullocksWilshire had been dumped into the Young
homestead. I never saw so many expensive
dolls, and animals, and gadgets and things
in all my life. But Judy and Jane, it seems,
had their own ideas about playthings. Judy
could not be parted from a blue bottle, and
Jane up until the present had given her
devoted attention to a shoe box. It made
such a nice train. Mr. Bullocks-Wilshire's
de luxe model didn't come up to scratch
in Jane's opinion.
"Look at their

darling little clothes,"
said Loretta. "In the drawers over there.
This used to be Sally and Polly Ann's room,

remember, but
now."

it

makes a grand nursery

Loretta loves clothes, and so it was only
be expected that she had bought the
sweetest and daintiest of everything for
her babies. "That coat," she sighed, "cost
twenty-two fifty, imagine, and when I
showed it to Judy she wouldn't even look
to

No,

don't believe that Loretta's
clothes-conscious as yet, but
she will be after she has lived with her
mother for a while. Jane, being three and
getting along in years, is far more appreciative of her new wardrobe. When Loretta
shows her her new dresses and coats she

at

it."

youngest

says, "Ooooooh!" And I had to laugh at
Loretta when she told me about her shopping tour for the infants. It seems she
tried to get Jane a frilly cap and dress but

was

told by the saleslady that little girls of
three no longer wore frills and laces. "They
wear tailored things," said the saleslady.
Loretta was irate. "How silly," she said,
"you don't let them be babies at all. I suppose by the time Jane is four you'll want
to sell her a wedding dress !" It's as plain
as the nose on your face what kind of a

mother Loretta is going to be.
And none of this new-fangled calling
your mother by her first name for Loretta.
She is teaching her babies to call her
"Mama" and the first one to call her Loretta gets a good spanking. Loretta spent a
whole day teaching Judy to say "Mama"
and Judy had no objections to saying it,
but she simply couldn't be coaxed to look
at Loretta when she said it. "She'd look
at the dresser, or at Jane, or at Christobel

(Loretta's maid)," Loretta complained, "but
never at me. It was most disheartening."
But Loretta's coaching evidently took
effect on Judy over-night, for the next
morning Loretta was awakened by a terrific jabbering in her ear. Judy had climbed
in bed with her for a little morning's fun
and was shrieking "Mama" at the top of
her lungs. Loretta is a very casual, genial
person usually but she does have her mo-
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Ittook 75 yards of material to make
gown for Marjorie Lord. It
is pale blue, with sleeves of silver.

I

this

is
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sleek and smart in their dinner jackets
ready to go places, only to find Loretta
dishing out cod liver oil, bending over
bathtubs, or indulging in a spirited game
of hide and seek with no thought whatsoever of getting herself dressed. And the
poor family doctor is summoned out to Bel
Air any time of day or night. The last
time Loretta was positive it was scarlet
fever it proved to be a simple diaper irri-

—

tation.
Little

Judy and Jane, both very blonde
with big blue eyes and long lashes, are

whose mother and father are
saw them in an orphan
asylum where she had gone one day on an
errand of mercy, and when Judy gave her
a big sticky kiss and Jane slipped her little
hand in hers Loretta knew that now was
the time to do the thing she had long
planned to do. If there are two babies they

little

dead.

sisters

Loretta

are not so likely to be spoiled, she thought,
and besides they are real sisters and should
not be separated. She adopted little girls
because she was brought up in a family of
four little girls and she knows little girls.
"And besides," said Loretta, "little girls
are more affectionate."
Little Jane and Judy may have been born
with the odds against them, but thanks to
a kind-hearted girl they have a gold spoon
in their mouths now. They will be brought
up in a rich and religious home with the
greatest love in the world. "Lucky Jane and
Judy," I said as I left Loretta's that day.
"Lucky Loretta," said Loretta.

Marjaric C. Nelson Eddy was born

Ask Me!
Continued from page 8

B. L. C. Sounds as if Akim Tamiroff is
your heart-throb, all right! All the things
you want to know about him well, he
was born in Russia and attended and graduated from the Moscow Art Theatre.
Came to America in 1923 and appeared in
a series of Russian plays, after which he
played a leading comedy role in Balicff's

Lottie Z. George Raft is 5 feet, 10 inches
tall, and weighs 155 pounds. Incidentally,
that
it might interest you to know, also,
he has a new "hair-do" these days, windblown and touseled instead of sleek and
shiny! All for "Souls at Sea," in which

—

he appears with Gary Cooper and Frances

"Chauve Souris" for three years. He was
engaged by the Theatre Guild of New

Dee.

Adcle F.

Why

to queries about
recent issues of

to play leads in several of their plays,
few
going to Hollywood in 1932.
of his outstanding pictures are "Lives of a
1936."
Bengal Lancer," "Big Broadcast of

York

not look for the answers
in very

Henry Wilcoxon
Screenland? Or

at least

Wide and Handsome," and "The Great

What a nice letter that was.
have to do something extra special for you! And Donald Woods. No, he
isn't a native Californian. He was born in
Winnipeg, Canada, but now he is a naturalized American. He was educated at
King Edward High School, in Vancouver,
and after graduation went to the University of California. His first appearance on
I'll

The glamorous gate-keeper
other than screen

was in stock in Salt Lake City,
which he toured through the middle
west and south-west. His first Broadway
play was in "Singapore." You know all
about his screen career, but perhaps you

girl

They began

none

is

I

1924.

early

place to

OH, JANE,
CAN'T GO. MV

SO ROUGH

dance,

"Anthony

in

make

it

November

Jason's

Sybil

has been

filled

23rd,

to
Cali-

with

1929.

at

Sybil's American pictures included "Little
Big Shot," with Glenda Farrell, Robert
Armstrong, and Edward Everett Horton.

appearances.

Elizabeth C. "Gone With the Wind" will
be produced by Selznick International Pictures,

Inc.

Goldwyn
United

that request.

"Come and Get

picture,
Artists.

was

It,"

a Samuel

released

through

THAT WAS A SWELL
STEER ABOUT POND'S

KNOW A

VANISHING CREAM.

SPECIAL CREAM
THAT AieiTS
SKIN SMOOTH

FROM RIDING IN
THE RUMBLE SEAT
THAT I'M A SIGHT

a

home

and

DON'T be silly!
I

SKIN'S

age of six!
their

Adverse." "The Prince and the Pauper"
is the first picture in which they appear
together. A photograph of them? Warner
Bros. Studio, Burbank, California, is the

Bobby Mauch

careers

their

—

at the ripe old
theatrical manager of
town engaged them to sing
which led to stage and radio
Billy played the boy Anthony

to be exact

—

6,

Hollywood,

Capetown, South Africa, she began her
vocal accomplishments at the age of 2. at
the same time executing astonishing dance
steps, accompanied by droll mimicry of
famous people. In London at the age of 3
she made her first professional appearance
at a charity concert in the Palace Theatre.

Ann Sheridan.

The

did not know that he is happily married
and has a son and lives in Beverly Hills
and his pet hate is any kind of cheese

July

Born

write

photograph,

Studio,

has been brief,

activity.

after

Billy and
Peoria, 111.,

his

Gordon H. L. Although
life

the stage

in

For

Gambini."

the Paramount
fornia.

Dottle Mae.

Howard H.

"High,

Adverse,"

"Anthony

"Desire,"

Seems to me rather dull to answer
over and over again the same questions
Yes, you may consider yourself spanked.

actor.

were born

A

finally

vary your questions on the aforementioned

Guess

in

R. I., in 1901. Was first instructed in singing by David Bispham. His
present teacher is Dr. Edward Lippe.

Providence,

NOW MY SKIN'S SMOOTH
POWDER STAYS ON

FLAKINESS AWAY
-IN ONE APPLICATION

ANN'S
L

made a

smooth and

girl does if her skin is
her make-up looks flawless-

Any

hit!

soft, if

stays looking that way.

Popular girls use Pond's Vanishing Cream. As a
famous dermatologist says, "A heratolytic cream (Vanharsh,
ishing Cream) has the ability to melt atmy
dried-out surface cells when it touches the skin. Instantly the skin becomes fresh and smooth."

Just one application of Pond's Vanishing Cream
and dry, flaky bits melt away. An instant
later, powder goes on smooth as silk. You'll

be delighted with the

way

Miss Nancy-

it clings!

Creammakes
For powder base — Pond's Vanishing
smooths your

powder base because it
Make-up goes on with an even finish
overnight— Apply after cleansing. Not

a perfect

.

skin.

For
It won't smear.

8-PiECE

.

Lovely skin by morning!

.

stays.

greasy-

Whitney
"Pond's Vanishing

Cream

smooths
little

off

rough-

nesses

Name

rifjht

away. Make-up
looks better.'*

Copyright, 1937, Pond'3 Extract Company

Screenland

PACKAGE

Pond's. Dept. 7S-VJ. Clinton. Conn. Rush «piece package containing special tube of Pond s
Vanishing Cream, generous samples of 2 other
Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's
Face Powder. I enclose 10e for postage and
packing.

Cit>

Only

No Amaieur Now

ENDURA

HAS BEEN PROVEN
BY

MORE THAN

Continued -From page 62

200,000 Women
and rushed out to Hollywood from New
York, my aunt and uncle and I. We hardly
stopped to eat because it had been impressed upon us that the studio could hardly wait for me to go to work."

"And

then

"Then

—

?"

around for nearly six
months' with only a few make-up tests and
things before I finally was given a part."
"That's happened before."
?"
but not to me. May I
"I know
"Certainly. Go ahead and phone him.
sat

I

—

—

This can wait."
But "Bob" didn't answer. So

we began

again.

*

"Major

PERMANENT WAVE

YOUR HAIR YOURSELF
AT HOME... A COMPLETE
PERMANENT $1.00

Bowes

discovered

you,

didn't
Eric

"That's the story and I'm stuck with it."
"Well, what did happen?"
"I had been studying voice with Niclas
Kempner, who is here in Hollywood now,

Cecilia

wrote Major Bowes and asked for
an audition with him to get his opinion of
my voice, not to go on his program. But

and

Pleasantly and inexpensively, Endura gives you the
best permanent you have ever had. Endura banishes,
once and for all, the hours of discomfort of oldfashioned methods. Without machines, heat, or electricity, Endura permanent waves your hair at home
while you work or read or even sleep. It's so easy
to use, and so inexpensive. More than 200,000
women have changed to Endura permanents.
Endura is sold in two sizes; the $1.00 complete
permanent wave and the 25c Endura Ten-Curl.
Endura Ten-Curl gives you 10 winsome curls, permanent waves those straggly end and side curls.
Endura is featured at drug, department and 5 and

I

the first thing I knew I had signed the
usual contract he asks all his 'discoveries'
to sign and was singing on one of his
amateur hours.
"A day or so later he called and asked
me to come to his office to talk about a
possible job at the Rainbow Room. So I
went there to sing for a week. It's a nice
place, you know, one of the nicest. I sang
'Did He Ask For Me' at night and
"Wait a minute, please. Let's get these
names down on paper. You went to the

—

10c stores. If your dealer cannoc supply you, ask
him to order it... THE ENDURA CORPORATION,

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA.

Rainbow Room and sang 'Did He Ask
For Me At Night ?"'_
"No,

c

h

D.

U

R

silly.

I

sang

it

at night. I

sang

it

the next afternoon, too. And lots of others.
I was to stay a week at the Rainbow, but
I stayed nine weeks, which was a record at
the time, I think and I had a new evening
dress every night. My aunt made them
for me."

fl

;

"Then you came

DIAMO

a i"
NEW-

To introduce Hollywood's
EST Orizaba Mexican Diamond

reproductions. Dazzling, Brilliant, full of
We
(worn by Movie Stars
Blazing Fire
will send a
Kt. Simulated Brazilian
Diamond, mounted in Solid Gold effect
(looks like $150. Gem)
Ring asi illustrated
for
this
ad and 15c. Address today
FIELD'S DIAMOND CO.— Dept. SU-510
S. Hill St., Los Angeles, Calif. (2for 25c)

—

) .

I

—

to Hollywood."
"No, indeed. I went on the radio and the
next thing I knew my career had ended
and I was in bed for three months from
bronchitis and its after-effects. When I
was well enough I went back on the radio

and then made tests' for several studios
and signed with Warners."
"And what did Major Bowes think of
all

this?"

"He was getting his ten
why should he worry? He is

—or

percent, so
getting
_

still

at least it is being
held in escrow until we fight it out. And
the radio people get some of it, too and
it,

for that matter

—

WHYLINES&PIMPLES?
Do you know

there

a new French
treatment which

is

beautifies

women

from 16

60 and

to

that crepey neck, wrinkles, puffiness, black-

heads can now easily
be taken care of? It is
called Calmas French
Beauty Film but many
it as "the
way to a perskin" or "a face
lifting without surgery." It is harmless

users refer to
perfect
fect

and easytouseathome.
Write to Calmas Products, Dept. 19-C, 6770
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif., and

you

will

get

ABSO-

LUTELY FREE

a

booklet which explains this new way
to beauty

and youth.

Linden joins the navy and courts

he?"

so does

my Hollywood

agent."

"Does that leave any for you?"
"Oh, yes. I am managing to get along."
"Well, if you came to Hollywood in- a
Lincoln car and with sixty-odd evening
shall we say, 'in
dresses, you weren't
desperate circumstances' when your chance
for movie fame came."
"No, I've never been really poor. Or

—

rich either, for that matter."
"What did you do when you first came
to Hollywood and the Warner studio?"
"I reduced. I was told to reduce. I wasn't
fat but I was comfortable. You're not supposed to be 'comfortable' in Hollywood. So
I reduced. And made tests, wardrobe tests,
singing tests', make-up tests, and still
pictures. And then, as I told you, I waited
and waited and waited may I use your
'phone just once again?"
"Just once."
But "Bob" hadn't returned.
"And then I got my first break a big
musical picture "The Singing Marine' opposite Dick Powell. And the chance to
sing in it, too. It was worth waiting for."
suppose you would like to
I
"Now

—

—

SCREENLAND

Parker

a

in

new

film.

sing opposite Errol Flynn."
"Does Mr. Flynn sing? I've never met
the gentleman."
"You mean you've been on the Warner
lot for ten months and haven't met Flynn?"
"In fact, I've hardly seen him. He was
getting shot at in Spain part of that time,
you remember. There's another thing,

too—"
"What?"
"Robert Taylor

is

not

my

ideal."

With this breath-taking announcement
Miss Weston reached for the telephone
again, apologetically. "I really must reach
him," she explained.
"But it's not Bob Taylor you are calling, is that it?"
"It is not Bob Taylor."

But there was no answer at

all

to this

call.

"I told you I didn't have a story," ~said
Miss Weston after she had banged the
receiver back into place.
"If you would only tell us about 'Bob.'
Romance is the best news we can get."
"Don't you dare use his name. Don't
you dare !"
"What name do you want us to* use?"
"Anv name except his own. Call him
'Bob.'

him Bob."
(*Note to Miss Weston: We kept our
word on that, didn't we?)
"And you can say that I like Hollywood
very much."
"Everyone does as long as the options
"All right. We'll call

are picked up."
"I'll

like

it

anyway.

to say ?"
"It isn't very

Isn't that the thing

original

but

consider

it

said."

"Well,
there?"

what

else

have you got down

"That you like Hollywood, Dick Powell,
and your first picture. That you haven't
met Errol Flynn and have not lost your
heart to Robert Taylor. That you are not
anxious to be

known

as a

Bowes protegee

you have a remarkable pair of
eyes. Sometimes they are grey, sometimes
light brown, and sometimes
"That ought to be enough for one story,"
Miss Weston whose real name is Doris
Wester said with finality.

and

that

—

—

—

"I'm a terrible frost at interviews," she
"But I mean well and I do try. There
just hasn't very much happened to me yet."
"They are planning on calling you the
'Rainbow Girl.' What do you think of
said.

that ?"

—

if the pot of
"It'll be all right with me
gold follows along. Then I can relax and be
comfortable again. Goodbye. I wonder could
just once ?"
I use your telephone again
"If you do I'll use his right name in the

—

story."

"That would be mean. Goodbye."
"Goodbye."

Tagging the Talkies
(Continued from page 14)

A

Reno

Short-cut to

of a
clues are offered the audience in order that each may
solve the crime for himself just prior to

new

and

novel

presentation

murder mystery wherein

all

the last reel. Akim Tamiroff is outstandof
ing as the magician, central character
the story. John Trent and Marian Marsh
please in the romantic roles. Pretty good.

M-G-M

well-sustained drama of
love and death in a general hospital.
The story has been done before, but fine
acting by Franchot Tone as a young doctor,
Virginia Bruce as his beautiful but selfish
nurse
wife, and Maureen O'Sullivan as the
married to a worthless man, and in love

Very human,

life,

with Tone, carries

it

across in good style.

Midnight

Madonna
Paramount

A

short, but frequent, story...

"Lysol" disinfectant

made

the

ending happy.
grew up together
were childhood sweethearts. Everybody said, ''They'll be happy".

JUDY
try to avoid comparcan't help seeing Kitty Clancy as

However much you
isons,

you

a "ringer" for the Shirley Temple of a
few years ago. Here you'll also see Warren
William in a corking characterization as
an adventurous gambler who comes to the
rescue of a little girl and her mother, Mady
Correll (also a promising newcomer).

and

Bill

But ... in less than
was
life, Judy said Bill

.

.

.

a year of married
cruel, indifferent.

"We both made a mistake".
But old Doc Davis, who'd brought

Bill said,

them
real

the
both into the world, discovered
story.

helped

And "Lysol"

make

disinfectant

the ending happy.

The tragic thing about it is, a woman
neglecting
seldom knows she's guilty of
woman can
herself. Fortunately, any
how not
(and millions of women do) know
They know that "Lysol" dis-

to offend.

Paramount

infectant provides a

wholesome cleans-

method of feminine hygiene. They
know these six qualities of "Lysol" which
make it so valuable:
THE 6 SPECIAL FEATURES OF "LYSOL"

ing

Non-caustic

1.

dilution,

harmful
2.

about a girl
who is suddenly thrust into the midst of
the most incredible adventures all fantastically funny. Jean Arthur almost succeeds
Mr.
matching her performance in
in
Deeds Goes to Town," and Edward Arnold,
magin his first comedy role in too long, is
Luis
nificent. Ray Milland does a grand job.
Alberni is priceless. Lots of real fun here.

in the

proper

.

.

.

"Lysol"

is

a true

conditions
germicide, active under practical
(such as
... in the presence of organic matter

mucus, serum, etc.).
Penetration... "Lysol" solutions spread
virbecause of low surface tension, and thus

dirt,
3.

tually search out germs.
4.

Economy. ."Lysol", because
.

it is

concen-

application
trated, costs less than one cent an
in the
5.

proper solution for feminine hygiene.
The cleanly odor of "Lysol"

Odor

.

.

.

disappears after use.
6.

Stability

.

.

.

strength no matter
matter how often it

1

mad comedy

"Lysol"

.

free caustic alkali.

Effectiveness

FACTS
Scintillating,

.

.

gentle and efficient. It contains no

is

"Lysol" keeps 'its full
how long it is kept, no
is

uncorked.

WOMEN SHOULD KNOW

ALL

ehn & Fink Products Corp., Dept.

Bloomheld, N.

J..

9-S.

U.S.A.

L> i>UU
with facts about feminine
hygiene and other uses of "Lysol
Please send

vs.

me

the book called

GERMS",

.

Name
Street

City.

SCREENLAND

State.
CcrV
Cooyrbrht 1937 by L«hn « Kink JToduct.
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point Joan had covered. And then in a
slower, less emphatic way she argued the

The Truth About

diet advice pitfalls we had covered
with Crawford. Also like Joan, Marlene
was overweight when she first came to
Hollywood, but it is interesting that she
has reduced almost solely through proper
eating, for she goes in for very little ex-

same

Hollywood

Diets!

Continued from page 2C

ercise.

those

80.5

made with eggs and milk

like

puddings and custards. But I never
touch those appetizing little after-dinner peppermints, or chocolates
Week Ends: I'll eat anything put in
front of me indulging a regular food
"bust" and am I sorry for the next
couple of days when I have to exercise
a little harder to get all those grand
"untouchables" off again? But the next
week-end I do it all over again Chili
Con Carni Popcorn "party food"
and all the rest of it Heaven help me !

3/

—

—

-jOS*

—

After

taking

—
—

Joan's

—

grand and honest

deposition, I hied over to Paramount,
luckily finding Marlene Dietrich looking
like the title of her picture, sitting on the
sidelines of "The Angel" set. After a little
polite chit-chat on my part, and some polite

think she was a
little surprised when I asked her if she
would tell me the truth (not publicity)
concerning her weight and height. "I
weigh 122 pounds and I am five feet six
inches tall," said Glamor Girl No. 1 "is it
any secret?" I told her it wasn't, that I
just wanted to keep the records authentic.
In the back of my mind I was thinking
that since Joan is one inch shorter than
Marlene and weighs seven pounds more,
"bones"
must be
obviously
Marlene's
smaller. Hence the difference in the weight
between two of the most perfect figures

drawls from Marlene,

"When you

much

do not do

exercising

Marlene carefully, "It
is very necessary that you eat properly. The
system must have something of everything.
Otherwise one becomes weak. Dieting into lose weight," said

correctly saps the energy."
Marlene may specialize in listlessness on
the screen, but she never permits herself to
feel weak and run-down even for the sake
of her beautiful figure.
"Every day," she said like a child confessing a secret, "I have a cup of hot
chocolate, rich, made with cream here on
!"
the set, while the others are having tea
Butter by the pounds for Joan rich, hot
chocolate for svelte Marlene Dietrich
there are two diet believe-it-or-nots for
Ripley and the rest of us
But here is a typical day's diet for Marlene

—

'

!

:

I

—

_

Breakfast:

Fruit juice (not iced).
toast with honey. Sometoast—never white. Coffee

Whole wheat

times rye
without cream or sugar

.

Luncheon: Tea sandwiches of whole
wheat bread. Cold sliced roast beef,
quite rare. Fruit salad with mineral oil
dressing. (And she drinks no liquids
with her meals after breakfast.)

Afternoon : That famous cup of hot
for energy building
Dinner: Hot consomme. Green salad
with mineral oil. One green vegetable
chocolate

—

!

Hollywood.
first, Marlene was reluctant to reveal
the secrets of her diet if any or even
what constituted a typical day's menu with

(she loves string beans). Broiled meats,
or sliced white meat of chicken or turkey. One roll, no butter. Custard or ice
for dessert but never pastries.

her. "So many people follow such advice
blindly," she protested, striking at the same

When

in

At

—

—

—

I

asked Dietrich

if

she

had one

•^1 Aw

:< '.31

1
Personal to Fat Girls! — Now you can slim
down your face and figure without strict dieting
or back-breaking exercises. Just eat sensibly and
take 4 Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
you have lost enough fat
then stop.
Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same
element prescribed by most doctors in treating
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
them with success. Don't let others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.

—
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Masqueraders! Gail Patrick as

Juliet,

Jack Benny as Romeo, Ida Lupine-

as Cinderella,

and

Richard Arlen as Prince Charming give you a new slant on some favorite characters.

S

GREENLAND

food luxury she indulged, diet or no diet,
she laughed when she replied: "Once in a
w h;ie cake with chocolate icing. It is so

—

good

!"

Carole Lombard, I was disappointed to
learn, was not working at the studio that
day—so I had to wait to catch her via
telephone at her home that evening. "I'm
not going to tell you what I eat because I
then—
eat too much," she laughed. "And
don't you remember I'm the gal who is
supposed to have ruined her health by crazy

Now Acres

"I

.

know,"

I

argued, "That

s

just

what we

are trying to clear up. This time we want
public."
the truth to pass on to the waiting
"I'm scared of it!" yelled la Lombard.

"What

might kill somebody
!"
you know

I eat

right,

all

else. I

cj i

rl

who

KNOWS HER WAY
AROUND"

—

dieting?"

o

do

said: "All right, let's hear the worst!
seems the worst is that Carole hasn't
any regular routine for meals. She hates
That's why her latest two
habit in eating
I

It

!

homes have not even had a dimng room
—or if they had them originally Carole
converted them into something else. She
hates to think that at nine o'clock every
morning she must consume breakfast dishes
—just because all the rest of the world is
busy with its ham and eggs at that time.
Carole swears she is a "card table" diner.
Or she loves for someone to hand her a
sandwich as she comes off the tennis court.
Or at four o'clock in the afternoon _she
had just as soon have a small steak, if it
is

ready.

By promising on our word of honor, we
weren't going to recommend her system of

eating to anyone, Carole said she would
give us a vague idea of what she "snatched
and see
at" during the day. Read this over
stories that
if you can still believe the
Carole has to "fight weight."

Breakfast:
Just a nice

Maybe

yes,

cold glass

of

maybe

no.
fruit juice

down
if someone will bring it
on the tennis court before the game

will do,
starts.

.

,
husky sandwich
made of any
kind of bread, with butter— any kind
of a salad— iced tea, or a Coca Cola
Afternoon: Anything from a dish of
it's
ice cream to lemonade with cake if

Luncheon:

A

nice,

of roast beef, or chicken

handy. If it isn't, skip it! Carole won't
go looking for food.
Dinner: "Oh, I'm very scientific
about dinner," she insists. "You may
say Miss Lombard eats daintily of one
large slice of meat, one generous helping of potatoes (she loves 'em), one

green vegetable (if it isn't spinach),
!'
and one fancy service of ice cream
it
tops
she
swears,
she
And sometimes,
at
off with a Coca Cola. "But late
night," laughed the glamorous Miss
Lombard, "I am very particular. I seldom raid the ice box for anything less
than cold fried chicken, or some cheese
!"
and crackers

Carole told me— and
gal
there it is! And oh, by the way, the
weighs 107 pounds and she's less than five
feet four inches.
Claudette Colbert said she didn't know
story
just what she was doing in a diet
her
since her great problem is maintaining
weight of 105 pounds! "Believe me," she
explained, "it is every bit as difficult to
keep up to a figure as it is to get down to it
hardly
"I can't understand it, since I am
Well, that's what

what one would

call

the

'active

type,

Claudette laughed. "I can sit for hours
without stirring. In fact, exercise of any
for
variety has always been a terrific effort
me. But perhaps I worry off weight!
She's been called the "Fretting Frog" by
her pals, you know. Claudette doesn't have
to have anything particular to worry about,

has something."
"And plenty of it. I've seen pretones,
tier girls and known smarter
with
nicely
manage
will
Janet

"TjHAT

girl

but

w hat she has."
.

The

men

girl

is

the whole day!

Harmless to clothing. Another thing
use Mum any time, even
For it's harmless
dressed.
after you're

you*ll like
•

•

who knows her way around

—what

Takes only half a minute. Just half a
minute is all you need to use this dainty
deodorant cream. Then you're safe for

her secret?

of takthe happy art of pleasing,
masculine
consider
to
always
care
ing
It's

and dislikes.
She knows that one of the things
men admire most in a girl is a fresh,

likes

that
sweet daintiness of person. And
the odor
they dislike nothing more than
her clothof underarm perspiration on
ing and person.
And so she takes no chances. For she
knows it is easy to avoid— with Mum!

MUM

—

to clothing.
Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the

—

so soothing you can use
skin, too
your underarms.
shaving
right after

it

Doesn't prevent natural perspiration.
Mum, you know, doesn't prevent natural
perspiration. But it does prevent every
how imtrace of perspiration odor. And
so
portant that is! Remember-nothing
girl as
in
a
interest
mans
a
kills
quickly
t
disagreeable perspiration odor. Don
regularly, every day.
U se
ri sk

it

—

Mum

Bristol-Myers Co., 630 Fifth Ave.,

N.Y.

ANOTHER WAY MUM HELPS
is on sanitary napkins.
Use it for this and you'll
never have to worry
about this cause of unpleasantness.

takes the odor out of perspiration
SCREENLAND
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She just worries on general prinAfter seeing her in that little iceskating suit in "I Met Him In Paris" and
hearing her private recipe for keeping thin
is nothing more than some good worrying,
either.

ciples.

my

I've tried

best to acquire the habit.

So

nothing has happened.
So unless you're a good natural worrier
maybe you'd better skip Claudette's
at heart
menu of "up and at 'em" three meals a day.

Afternoon: She loves a glass of milk
and a bread and butter sandwich.
Dinner: Cold consomme, or soup
again. A green salad or a sea food
salad. Always potatoes, meat (she likes
it very well done), and French Pastry!

—

far,

—

Breakfast: Never eats when she first
gets up. No appetite. But about ten
o'clock she loves a dish of nice cold
bananas with cream and sugar. Coffee
with cream and sugar. Claudette likes

complications and suits if you put on fifteen
pounds attempting to do likewise
can't eat butter, like Joan Crawcan't go for hot chocolate a la
Marlene Dietrich; if "picking at food" all
day long ruins your figure as it doesn't
Carole Lombard's and if you can't indulge
French Pastry after Claudette Colbertsee your nearest doctor. Maybe hot biscuits and gravy will just roll the pounds

of milk. Like Joan, Claudette likes butter and eats lots of it.

oft

Homes
I

I

put it back in the shell, sort of frothing
over the top and oh, it's delicious
"This pecan roll I'm having today is
guaranteed to put on pounds. I'll tell you
tomorrow whether it does or not."

—

cup sugar

2 tablespoons cornstarch

cup sweet milk

1

if

you! Maybe

brown.

FROZEN CRUMB CAKE

cup coffee cream
2 egg whites
tjt teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons Burnett's vanilla extract
1/4 cups whipping cream
y2 cup chopped pecans
Mix sugar and cornstarch. Add scalded
milk gradually, stirring constantly. Cook
Yi

in double boiler 25 minutes. Stir several
times during cooking process. Combine with
well-beaten egg yolks. Cook for about 5
minutes or until thick, stirring constantly.
Add salt and coffee cream. Mix well, strain
and cool. When custard is cool, add vanilla,

chilled whipped cream and fold into
tard. Pour into trays and freeze.

cus-

Before the dessert has frozen solid
enough to serve, remove trays and stir well
with a spoon. Then carefully fold in stiffly
beaten egg whites to which salt has been
added. Then put in pecan nuts. Return to
refrigerator and freeze.

COFFEE SAUCE
Yx cup strong hot coffee

CWe/- them with

1

lemiStik
When

"periodic" pimples
threaten to ruin your good
time, bring Miner's BlemiStik to the rescue. Dab a
little on each ugly blotch
— fluff on powder — add a
touch of rouge. See? That
wretched spot is clear now

-your

skin

looks

perfect.

Will he ever know? Never!
Blemi-Stik conceals freckrings under eyes, birth
marks and other disfigurles,

ing spots, too. Lasts all day, won't
rub off or streak. Harmless. Water
proof. At drug and dep't stores 50c
or mail coupon with 10c for generous trial size.

Name
Address

88

I

I

Shade........

|

mother and

cup granulated sugar

garlic

we were

in the dining

room,

where the white Monterey was relieved
with red carnations and tall red candles.
"I usually eat about six meals a day because I'm always hungry," said Wendy, between forkfuls of pecan roll. "I have orange
juice, coffee, toast, and an egg first; then
when I reach the studio, I send over for
some oatmeal. Then there's lunch. I begin
with the first item on the menu and go
down the list eating everything until I get
to black bottom pie. That's another discovery of mine. Jt's marvelous !"

BLACK BOTTOM PIE
a rich pie crust.

in a double boiler,

when

Put
quite

1

quart milk

warm, mix

6

tablespoons Bakers chocolate (grated) to
a paste with some of it. When milk is
scalding hot pour in the chocolate and boil

SCREENLAND

tomorrow

to

get their

MEXICAN SHRIMPS

very cold.
this time,

sister

papers straightened out so they can stay in
this country. They have an apartment near
me, but they're in and out all day. We'll
have us a time in Mexico, finding new
kinds of food. Ever taste Mexican shrimps ?
I wouldn't know anything about cooking,
but you mention any sort of dish to George
and he can fix it."

Place
Crisco)

Bake
Enclosed find 10c (stamps or coin)
for trial size Miner's Blemi-Stik.

2 cups cake crumbs
1 cup whipping cream
T
/4 cup chopped English walnuts
Whip cream and combine with cake
crumbs. Add nuts and pour into tray.
Freeze without stirring. Slice for serving.
Fruit can be added to the above recipe. This
is an excellent way of using left-over cakes.
"Then when I come home, I have dinner,
and if I go out at night, there's supper
after the theatre. That's six meals.
"If I followed my own taste, I'd let desserts alone and eat things like corn beef
hash and those funny hot Mexican things
they serve in Olvera Street.
"I'm going down to Ensenada with my

2 tablespoons Karo corn syrup
Cook all the ingredients for 10 minutes.
Cool. Place in refrigerator to chill. Serve

By

!

4 minutes. Cool. Beat the yolks of 4 eggs
very light, then beat in V\ cup of sugar
put a pinch of salt in the whites of 2 eggs
and beat slightly, stir into the yolk mixture; add 1 teaspoon Burnett's vanilla extract; and then add all to the lukewarm
milk. Stir and pour this mixture into a
baked shell. Bake until the custard has set,
then cover with a meringue of 2 stiffly
beaten egg whites and 2 tablespoons powdered sugar. Return to oven until pale

2 egg yolks

PERIODIC" PIMPLES?

you

"In the afternoon, I have tea and little
buns. Or else some kind of ice-cream. Ever
tasted Frozen Crumb Cake? Try it sometime."

PECAN ROLL
2/4.

;

—

—

;

Continued from page

you

If

ford

cream and sugar
Lunch: Always a hot lunch begin(it's the French in
ning with hot soup
her)
two hot vegetables, a slice of
roast or lamb, white bread and a glass

Inside the Stars'

And
it in a nutshell!
that you know the truth about what
four of the most glamorous women in the
world really eat to keep their figures, this
publication wipes its hands of all legal
That's it— all of

now

;

pan 4 tablespoons butter (or
and 1 finely chopped clove of
heat well, add 2 cups cleaned
in

shrimps mixed with 2 level teaspoons chili
powder, stir in 2 cups milk and simmer
add 4 tablespoons chili sauce.
10 minutes
Pour over slices buttered toast and
sprinkle with finely chopped parsley.
A crooked stair leads from the living
room to the upper floor of the duplex,
where are Wendy's bedroom, a Dresden
;

china bower in eggshell and
playroom in light blues.

beige,

and a

There's a whole, rackful of shoes in one
closet,

and the clothes

!

Why

can't

we

all

be picture stars ? Wendy's evening gowns
would take the breath away from any normal gal. There's an awning-striped chiffon
in varied blues with an enormously full
skirt, a brown and pink daisy patterned
chiffon, a gorgeous painted dress in reds

and

blues.

has

is,

Why

go on? Everything Wendy

like the duplex, exactly right for her.

A

First

Father

Edward Arnold found

B

a bachelor

room and board
uncle who would give him
said goodbye to gramfor $3 a week he
himself
mar school to start supportinghimselt to a
He had already accustomed
;

knev..

gallery
squeeze for himself went for
he'd been
Ever since he could remember
than anything he
crazy about shows. More
glamorous world of
longed to enter that
poor, unpolished
back-sta-e But he was a
instructed him to aim
kid Ml his relatives
Whenever they
for 'some regular trade.
berated him
heard he'd been to a show they

Hills.

,

Arnold turned
Then, at

in

own

pic-

his

sister's.

car

I

!

_

as it may seem," he
"Dad has never coached me at

^Strange

about

told
all.

me

Hes

me read aloud. He hasn t
sent me to any
discussed diction with me, or
He hasn t given
special dramatic teachers.
nor sugme any lessons in acting technique I decided
When
gested that I go to plays.
acting as my life work,
I wanted to take up
fine business.
too he simply said, 'It's a
and more as you
Bill You'll love it more
pull
<t
But don't come to me for any

never once had

House over by the East River
gangs 01
For instead of playing with the
that
voung roughnecks he'd discovered
sponsored
amateur theatricals were being
niche for.himself
there, and he'd made a

Man and boy—they're
and

Arnold,

that he d
he told the people there
him to Ben
been fired a noted critic sent
recommendation.
Greet with a letter of
actor
a popular Shakespearian
Greet,
Arnold had
hired him. At fifteen Edward
rung of .the ladder he
his feet on the first

Edward

actors!

Edward,

newcomer

Jr.

seventeen, back in New York,
He spoke
first part on Broadway.
play.
two words in an Ethel Barrymore
years
After that he had to put in ten
could get anstock companies before he
other Broadway opportunity.
contract
But Bill started off a movie
first picture
with a weekly salary for his

When

he se-

At

cured his

m

paid $25 a week
learned to climb. He was
the country
and for two years he trouped

.

bits.

NEW

_

is

gave her a
He
graduated
modestly-priced car when she
this remarkably
explains
school."
high
from
get one when
sanT father, "and Bill will
he will
graduates. But he doesn t know
studying senior
on
go
to
has
Bill
course.
Of
subjects with a tutor.
be an
The boy has not been raised to

borrows

boy. He became
upholstering trade.
fourteen he tackled the
him. He became an
Its dreariness appalled
room at Columbia Unioiler in an engine
he forgot to oil
versity and was fired when
dreaming
the'erVine in the excitement of
Settlement
a role he'd won at the

RKO's

But

because his father isn't.
Although Edward Arnold, Jr.
have his
tures he doesn't even
isn't

a bell boy..

with Greet, doing

was

Hollywood.

than the theatre his father
nowadays.
because everything is speedier
of temptations
a fantastic city full
It's
Hollywood is.
for a rich man's son,
income on a par
Bill's father has an
of Beverly
residents
snootiest
the
with
Beverly, rie
Bill isn't living in

ab e to
The extra dimes he was sometimes tickets.

office

to wait until he

faster

route, and to
morning and evening paper
aid his mother.
Slivering meat besides, to

fnr heino- stage-Struck.
So, at eleven, Edward

EdwarS' Arnold had

forty-two to be recognized by
the slow way
He had to succeed the hard, encouragement
against all odds. The only
from strangers
and advice he ever got was
whom he had to make like him the one Bill
world
It's practically a new
Hollywood is
has entered. The pace in

23

page

Continued from

salvation.

peak salary his
that was the same as the
a juvenile on
father ultimately earned as

FACES

on.

either. You can quit
for anv acting advice,
to swim for yourschool." But you'll have
learn to swim is to bt
self. The best way to
thrown off a dock!'

tka

clieou

MAKE-UP
Blonde or Brunette !

make-up
your

.

.

.

here

is

a new

attraction
to accent the color

type.

Note coupon for make-up

of

test.

a more
a thrill to see a new, a more beautiful,
own mirror. 1 his
charming personality reflected in your
own personalwhat you may confidently expect with your
by Max
created
make-up
new
harmony in this

W

XVT hat
is

ized color
Factor,

Hollywood's make-up genius.

Ro/vge Beautifies
Naturally

Jjp Make-Up Lasts for Hours
Because it's super-indelible
Facbecause it's moisture-proof, Max
your hps the
tor's Lipstick will keep
alluring color for hours
.

same lovely,
and hours ... one

See the

.

.

.

.

."NEW

Patricia Wilder,

is

color

harmony rouge.

Factor's

Creamy-smooth
ture,

it

blends

ace

the

secret

maybe

FOR

Thelma Leeds, Hamet Htlhard

easily...

is

Satin-Smootb

Screen stars know, so you, too,
Powder
sure Max Factor's Face

shades. ..one dollar.

Mai! for

POWDER. ROUSE

™K

MAX FACTOR. Ma
Send Purse-Siie

make-up that
harmony

AH.D

.••••••t

LIPSTICK

SUidi

8oi

also Lipstick Cc-'or
and handling. Also
Illustrated Instruct'

Max ^Jacl

Powder

will create a satin-smooth
color
clings for hours. In

in tex-

fifty cents.

tn RKO-Radio s
magic of Max Factor's Make-Up
..fiat»nn&
FACES

picture.

that

of Max

.

dollar.

%[

Actual lifelike
colors

" book.-nve

N*»

Art 01

Soc«t, M»«-Up-

fRE*
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Enhance the natural beauty
of your hair with delicate
overtones and youthful sunshine tints t
Golden Glint Rinse transforms dull, spirithair with fascinating highlights that
less
to your make-up and a new
your individuality. As necessary
to a smart appearance as lipstick and rouge.
No shampoo alone can do full justice to
your hair. It needs the youthful f reshnes3
and sparkle imparted by Golden Glint.

charm

add

interest

to

getting so even movie stars can't make a love scene,
Howell, without a candid camera enthusiast snapping it,
It's

BROWNETTES, BRUNETTES, BLONDES and
all

enough

it

its

a

Golden Glint Rinse package contains 2 rinses: Golden
Glint Shampoo package contains 1 fragrant cleansing
Bhampoo, 1 rinse. At all cosmetic counters. The price
small, the effect priceleas.

—

FREE write Golden Glint Co.,
it
Dept. 905, Seattle, U.S.A., for Rinso
Sample (Offer expires Nov. 1, 1937).

Test

Inc.,

GLinT
G0LDEI1
BRIGHTENS EVERY SHADE OF HAIR
SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Free

Examination.

Send Your

Poems To

CHAS. McNEIL

J.

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
4153-V South Van

"Dad's
"by
proud of
him, nor
Bill,

DON'T SUFFER

tion,

if

Needlessly, Try This

Treatment FREE

you have

piles in

much," continues
an example. I'm so

so

him. Not because folks clap for
because he plugged away until he
got the only thing he needed his break.

—

proud of his success and his
persistence, but what gets me, deep inside,
is what a swell man he is.
"He hasn't a hammy trait in him. No
temperament, no eccentricities. He isn't the
excessive type, seeking an excuse for wine,
women, and song and if I ever go gay I
anticipate a plain, old-style licking! At
home we've never had to adjust ourselves
to his being an actor, for when he leaves
a set at five o'clock he is through with his
work for the day. He doesn't have to be
pampered, to 'live' a role. He has no false
illusions about himself or Hollywood fame.

Oh

am

yes, I

—

He

doesn't aspire for Academy prizes. To
is work, the work he loves, and

he's eager only to

"He

No matter what your age

me

helped

setting such

him acting

Los Angeles, Calif.

Ness

PILES

or occupa-

any form

write for a FREE sample of Page's
Pile Tablets and you will bless the day you
Write today. E. R. Page Co.,
read this.
520-C2, Page Bldg., Marshall, Mich.

down

never

has

laws, said

I

do his job well.

hammered at me, laid
should study this or do

He's assumed I have intelligence
enough to observe and choose for myself.
"Yet Dad is so darned frank, too He's
been saving most all of the money he's
been making in Hollywood, putting it into
trust funds for the family. But he shakes
his head, often, and confesses, 'If all this
had happened to me ten or fifteen years ago
I doubt if I'd have been able to take it

that.

!

^FOOT/fl^
RELIEF
—
KUROTEX

the new,
velvety-sofc, soothing, cushioning foot plaster
instant relief from sore toes, corns,
callouses, bunions or tender spots
on the feet caused by new or tight
shoes. Stops shoe ptessure; prevents
blisters and sore spots. Dr. Scholl's

KUROTEX

is

most economical

to any size and shape desired
and apply it. Costs but a ttifle. Sold
at all drug, shoe, department and
10f( stores. For free sample and
cut

it

FOOT

CARE, write
booklet on
Dr. Scholl's, Inc., Dept. 2 ..Chicago.

orScho/fs

KUROTEX S»
90

those others
Bill

was

!"

So

fifteen

Bill got his opportunity.

then,

the

age

identical

had been on starting to tour
America with the Ben Greet Players. His
father
had understudied Shakespearian
leads. Mr. and Mrs. Arnold had planned
a Honolulu vacation and they went ahead,
leaving Bill to do whatever he could with
the small role he was given. That is the
only time Edward Arnold asked for a favor
his

father

for him, the only time he ever will.
When the Arnolds returned it seemed
that Bill wasn't very happy at the high
school he was attending. There were snobbish cliques, fast cliques. The exclusive
members thought a movie star's heir ought
to> be rolling up in a costly roadster and
hosting at flaming youth parties.
"Bill figured himself out of that predicament," beams Edward Arnold. "All he
said to me was that he wanted to transfer
to another high school. He's like me, I
guess, in wanting to select friends who are
sincere, who aren't somebody merely on
account of their money. At the other school
he
he's made quite a few nice friends
picked up stakes and started over, you see."
It was pleasant news when Bill informed
his father that he'd decided to concentrate
on dramatics rather than athletics. The
taste of acting, in the serial, had apparently
;

do

been enough. But gradually Bill, left to
think things out for himself, discerned how
much fun school shows could be. He won
the lead in "Captain Applejack." His father
had never seen him try to act until that
evening when the curtain raised in the high
school auditorium. There had been no home
coaching. When Bill had to make the tranin the second act, from shyness
sition,

bound

to

sanely.'

Dr. Scholl's

Ernest does here.

is

their individual shade without changing
Not a dye, not
appearance.
natural
bleach. Millions use it regularly.

is

Joan Marsh and Kenneth

George

the only
to accurately highlight

in-between shades find that

rinse flexible
.

like
like

"The one

bit

of emphatic advice_ he re-

peatedly gives

me and my

'When you go
mannered. Be

out, don't

want you

to

sisters

is

this

be foolish or badI
careful of your conduct
!

have a good home and

if

you

anything that's not nice people are
to whisper that you must come from
"
a terrible home.'

So when Edward Arnold threw

Bill

off

the dock, to sink or swim in Hollywood,
he wasn't wholly unemotional. In fact, he
is fiercely fond of the boy. That's why he is
resolved not to let overnight wealth spoil
him.
This son's first camera experience was in
a serial at Universal. Edward Arnold was
completing "Sutter's Gold" when he overheard a casting director state that half-adozen Juniors, name-sakes of established
fathers, were to be used in a hair-raising
Something within him couldn't be
tale.
stifled. "Why don't you use my boy too?
He hasn't ever acted, but neither have

SCRF.

EN LAND

swaggering

bravado

Edward Arnold

clutched the arms of his chair and had a
couple of bad moments. Would the kid be
able to do it? The kid was able!
There was that brief conference about
Bill's future in the library when the triumphant young amateur reached home that
night.

"Why

shouldn't he quit school and find

now whether he can be worthwhile in
my business?" Edward Arnold is suddenly
out

grave in discussing his son seriously. "If
Bill can get along as easily as I have, he'll
be happy at acting. It's given me no regrets. Bill instinctively has a talent. He's
naturally really poised and smooth in selfexpression. So why shouldn't he have a

He

fchance?

has an excellent opportunity

something some day, and an
Lportunity to do what you want to do, and
Ire capable of, seems to me the one thing
F should be trying to give him now.
"Not money He knows he's not going to
I can save
"all into any fortune. Whatever
Siring my lucky streak in Hollywood is
going into trust for the whole family, to

amount

jo

to

I

_

!

wouldn't use
THIS GREASY

I

DEODORANT

IF

I

DIDN'T HAVE TO

insure us when I stop collecting."
An actor has to have an agent to represent him. When he introduced Bill to_ a
manager Edward Arnold was finished with
being
his son's career, so far as personally
involved with it goes.
This manager, adept with young people,
knew that Monogram was casting "Blazing
'Barriers" and Bill was marched over as a

K

1

i

DONT—
NEW

YOU
THE

novice who'd just arrived in town. He read
[for the second lead and immediately was
accepted. They couldn't believe he hadn't
[come from the stage. After awarding him
the role they learned who he was.
Edward Arnold is glad of his son's
ichoice because he foresees a splendid to-

ODORONO

ICE

GREASy

ISN'T

_

AT ALL!

morrow

for actors.
television comes there should be
even more work for us. They will need
many broadcasting stations and many more

i

"When

performers.
"I am sorry there are so few stock companies left, for stage training is valuable.
But Bill should get on without it, because
the ability to act is something fundamental.

You have to be born with it and if you
aren't there's no hope. You can't teach a
heart to feel. There is no sure-fire system,
either. So with expert direction Bill really

—

should deliver. I might just might, I say
sometime to the extent of telling
him that a death scene, such as the one I

—weaken
i

had
.'

in

'The Toast of

New

York' recently,

generally far more effective with an
!"
audience than sweetly winning the girl
is

to

But when it comes to romancing Bill is
be on his own again. Already he has

demonstrated a preference for a certain
high-school miss and hasn't switched to a
screen charmer. He takes her dinnerdancing at the Wilshire Bowl, since it's
not so expensive as the Trocadero or the
Cocoanut Grove. Bill may be earning a
pretty large wage, but that's all being
banked by his astute father for him. He is
alstill on the $5-a-week spending money
lowance dad has ordained. He still shares
the knotty-pine, single apartment over the
garage with a cousin, and the two lads
still care for it themselves.
At the crossroads of adolescence, Edward
Arnold's son isn't apt to go haywire in
Hollywood. His father hasn't had time to
learn to play golf, to ride, or to swim.
enjoying a reasonable amount of
Bill's
sports. But Bill won't be dazzled by his
salary as an ordinary fellow might, for his
dad has told him of the fickleness of the
business he's chosen, of that nine-month
stretch

when Edward Arnold was

literally

reduced to selling pickles and bor-

No Grease
and Checks
JUST

as the

-

No

permanent wave

odorant put all the greasy old
cream deodorants out of date
Not only does Odorono Ice disappear into your skin without a
trace of stickiness or grease— as
easily and pleasantly as vanishing
cream— but also it actually checks

rowing from friends.
Mrs. Arnold is a non-professional, but
there'll be no love rules -for Bill ^ when he
gets marriage on his mind. "When he's
proved he is ready to have a family life of
his own I shan't have to warn him about

perspiration, as well as odor!

No more

stained dresses, no extra

bring his way.
"I oughtn't to waste money going to
path lies,"
college if I know where
asserts this son who fortunately has such
amazing down-to-earthness,
a father.
hasn't he? But then this new juvenile is

cleaner's bills, no
odors. You just

dainty cream

young man Edward Arnold might have

—

been if everything had been different and
if he could be young again and tackling
Hollywood with a fresh spirit himself

.

.

.

.

.

It is so simple and pleasant to apply,
and so effective, that 80% of the women
who have tried it prefer it to any other
deodorant they have ever used.

Odorono Ice is only 35i at all ToiletGoods Departments. Don't risk your
dresses and your charm another day

NOW

SEND IOC FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR

RUTH MILLER,

The Odorono

Dept. 9-S-7*, 191 Hudson St.,
(In Canada, address P. O. Box
I
*

Trade Mark
Re K U.S.
.

Pat. Off.

enclose 10c

of

(15<! in

and packing
Odorono Ice.

|>ostage

v

for

Co.. Inc.

New York
iS-JO,

City
Montreal)

to cover cost of
generous introductory jar

Canada)

;

Name.

An

the

.

Odorono Ice has no strange smell to
turn musty after a while. Just the clean,
and that evapfresh odor of alcohol
orates completely the moment it's on!

liable to

my

in

more embarrassing
smooth this fhiffy,
and forget the
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declares the senior Edward.
Because the senior Edward rose above
the environment of poverty and neglect and
the Bowery I count on Bill beating the
equally trying circumstances which a movie
salary and attention and Hollywood are

artificialities,"
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on over and try the address in Brooklyn,
and get something for your nerves while
you're there." He turned back to Dave.
"I'm sending him over for Francey. Remember, she used to be my girl when we
were kids. They don't make no more like
her. You ain't seen her around here, have
you ?"
"No." Dave shook his head. "She moved
away a long time ago. Well, you turned

of

Manhattan

Close-up

Continued from page 29
spoke lightly in

that

soft

way

that

had

fooled so many people in those brief, hard
years of his, just as that face of his made
over by plastic surgery was fooling people

into a headliner all right. All over the
newspapers. Should you be around here?"
"I ain't here." Baby Face scowled. "I'm
out West. I got kind of a yen to see my
old lady and Francey. You know? I ain rt
seen my mother in ten years. Since the day
I come out of reform school."
"You've come a long way since then."
Dave looked at him straight and hard.

now.

The

was a

he thought, interfering with the boys' fun, but he thought she
was awfully pretty too, in that soft round
•

way

girl

of hers

fool,

that reminded

him somehow

Francey. Only Francey would never
have had the nerve to stand up to the boys
that way and get those three cents back
for the new kid who was crying a little
now as he took it. For all her softness,
for all the gentle look of her, there was
of

and be Sure
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strength in this girl.
"You look like a nice kid." Drina wiped
a smudge off Milty's face. "Stay away
from them. They're bad."
And her gesture included Tommy as
well as the others as she sat down on the
steps in front of Pascagli's. Her foot was
hurting again and she took her shoe off
and fitted the piece of cardboard in it so
that it would cover the worn spot again
and then she felt the warm blood rush
to her cheeks as Dave looked down on her.
"I ran up to your place last night but
you hadn't come home yet," he said slowly
as if he were awkward with her too. "Kay,
that is, Kay Burton and I went over to
the park to hear the music. I wanted you

come along and meet her. I was telling
her about you. How when you were a kid
I used to come home from school and tell
you everything I had learnt that day. I
was telling her what a swell girl you were
and how hard you've worked
Drina got up quickly.
"Picketing all day is hard on the shoes
and the paper keeps 'em from wearing out.
It may save the shoes but it's hard on the
feet." She laughed in her anxiety to show
him nothing of the things she was feeling,
talking to him, being so almost close to
him again. "I'm complaining. Gee, when
I think of the other people on strike. Most
of them with big families
I've only got
me and Tommy to worry about."
But he wasn't listening to her. He was
looking up at the terrace and at the girl
Kay smiling down at him, and Drina felt
alone again as she saw his answering smile
come in that quick eagerness and even
though he called after her as she walked
away it didn't mean anything.
She looked so little and forlorn. Somehow Dave couldn't get the thought of her
out of his mind as he walked down to the
wharf blocking the end of the street. He
straightened as he saw the two men come
toward him.
"I know you, don't I ?" he asked casually.
"You're Martin. Baby Face Martin."
The shorter man started but the other
smiled a little as his hand went to his
shoulder holster.
"My name's Johnson, get it? Johnson."
"Sure!" Dave laughed. "But my name's
Dave Connell. Remember me? I was one of

—

men
"What are you

"Eight

—

trying to do? Tell me
you
"No." Dave laughed. "You got yourself
away from here. I'm jealous of that, I
off,

guess."

"Yeah. Far away. What's your racket?"
"I'm an architect. I worked like a dog at
anything to make enough to get through
college. Took me six years. Well, it's been
worth it." Dave's laugh came harshly. "I've
been painting Pascagli's place for a month
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gang

of kids."

"Yeah. Sure." Baby Face looked at him
long and hard. "You weren't such a bad kid.
Still good at keeping your lips buttoned

up ?"
"It depends on how good you are at
keeping your hands buttoned up," Dave
said easily. "Don't worry. I'm not looking
for trouble. Had your face fixed up?"
"Yeah." Baby Face, always pleased at a
chance to talk about himself, brightened in
spite of that tenseness that had come on
being recognized. "Been reading about me ?
Hunk," he turned to his companion, "go-
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he's

And

going to give
that's

the first

me

forty bucks for

dough

earned

I

in

a long time."

Baby Face threw his head back at that.
"Six years you worked in a college and
what you get now is handouts That's a
!

good one. Well, I'm glad I'm not like you.
Starving and freezing for what? Peanuts?
I

got mine.

I

it. Look !" He pulled at
Twenty bucks. Custom-

took

his shirt. "Silk.
tailored suit, a

hundred and

And dames

!"

—boy

fifty

bucks.

"Ever get scared?" Dave asked quietly.
"Me ? What of ?" Baby Face laughed but
suddenly, instinctively his hand went up to
his face. That new face he had been so
sure no one would recognize. "You can't
live forever. But sometimes I get the jitters and sometimes I get a terrific yen to

—

stay quiet
"But the eight guys won't let you, huh ?"
Dave said slowly.
Baby Face jerked angrily.
"Don't keep talking about those eight
guys or there's going to be nine of them
and you and I ain't going to be friends
like we used to. Hear me?" He shrugged
his mood away and became easier, almost
confidential. "I want to see Francey. I
wonder what she's doing. Maybe she got
married. Maybe she died." For a moment

he sobered, then he brightened again and
grinned. "Nah, not Francey. She had too

much

sense."

1

i «l

with Dave. That she had been honest with
him from the beginning. It made her feel
cleaner, somehow. "Yes, I like him. He's
been good to me."
"That's his boat, isn't it?" Dave nodded
toward the yacht lying at anchor in^ the
river. And then as she nodded, "It's a
beauty. When I was a kid I used to make
boats and sail them in the gutter here.
Looks as if it's getting ready to make a
:"
trip. You'll be going with him, won't you
"I don't know." Her words came spaced

remembering.
Francey and that gamin smile of hers and
the way she laughed a lot and her eyes
looking at him with that eagerness, that
forget her
faith. Funny how he could
sometimes and then some little thing make

Funny

the

way he

felt,

him remember again. A bright ribbon or
some other girl's yellow hair or a song
played out of tune by a hurdy-gurdy on
the corner.

But even now, remembering her m this
vivid way as if it had been yesterday
he had seen her instead of ten years, she
.

!"

new

and wild. "I don't know
"I'm to phone about a job this afternoon." Dave's eyes were fixed on her eagerly. "It won't pay much, but it's my own
why am I talking like this? I'm
line and
a fool." He turned away. "I'm sorry you're
going away."

slip out of his mind again at the
sight of the girl coming out of the apart-

could

—

ment house making her way towards him.
She was different, this girl, from the
other girls he knew. As different from
them as they were from Francey. Her dress
was so simple somehow, and yet it looked
expensive. She was smiling and excitement

Kay
"I haven't thought about the trip,
said slowly. "I kept pushing it off because
I suppose because of you. I've thought about

hammered in his blood as he smiled back.
Then he saw her smile was for Dave
and he shrugged as he looked at him, his
shabby clothes dabbed with paint.
"Lots of these dames are real batty," he
thought, and turned his attention to the
kids shrieking now and circling around an
imperious boy who had just come out of
the apartment house.
It must be even more fun on the street
than there had been when he was a kid, he
decided, with rich, overstuffed
to hector and badger.

little

sissies

Dave turned eagerly as Kay came toward
him.
"You're late," he said, and the way he
that
said it told how frightened he had been
she wouldn't come and his smile, how glad
he was that she had.
at
"I meant to be." The girl looked up
the tall young strength of him and the fair
hair so 'unruly and boyish and the clean
blue of his eyes. "I tried hard to be late ;
"Why ?" he asked slowly, but he didn t

us a lot, haven't you?"
"I've tried not to," Dave said, and he
turned away for he didn't want her to see
his mouth twisting when he was trying so
hard to smile instead. But he was glad that
her chauffeur came then and that she was

Jack Haley eagerly awaits the call
to play a love scene with his co-

Ann

star,

That's

Sothern.

natural!

to ask that question and she didn't
to answer it. They knew how it was.
"I've been sitting in the sun," she smiled.
"It's a nice day."

have
have

gone.

The day was almost half gone. There
was Drina walking, walking desperately
and forgetting her hurting feet in thinking
about Dave and Tommy and wondering,
wondering. There was Dave too getting the
half promise of a job at twenty dollars a
week and not caring much any more. What
was twenty dollars a week to a girl like

know. I saw you." Dave was looking
at her as if he could never stop looking at
her again. "Funny, how you people like
"I

We

much down

here."
night." Her
voice came breathlessly. "I never knew there
were so many places to go that don't cost
anything. I always go to fancy places and

the sun.
"I

don't like

it

had a good time

last

there was Milty the new kid
joining the gang with the quarter he'd
gotten as Spit had told him to, and there
was Tommy learning things from Baby
Face, how to win the fight scheduled with
the gang from a few blocks downtown and
how to whip open a pen knife, deftly, with
one hand, and use it in that split second of

Kay? And

have a dull time. I had fun with you. I
always have fun with you. Fun for the first
time in years."
"Do you like him?" Dave asked suddenly.

"Yes," Kay said simply. And somehow
she was glad that she was being honest
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He ran up to her and stood beside her
and she flinched away from him and stared.
Then her hand swept out hard across his

28

KILL THE

Woods

delay

offer.

Bldg., Chicago,

Baby Face stared at her and his words
came in a half sob.
"I killed a guy for looking at me the
way you are now." He watched her turn
and hold hard on the bannister as she
dragged herself up, then his voice came
again pleading "Do you need any dough ?"
"Keep your blood money." She looked at
him again. "You'll be needing it. They'll
get you soon enough."
"Me?" The man flung his head back and
laughed. "They won't get me. Not Martin.
Huh, not Baby Face Martin."
"Baby Face. Baby Face." She felt her
words flung back at her and then she
trembled. "I remember " That night he
was born, lying on the bed in her arms.

And

then afterwards, the first time she
read he had killed a man. She pulled herself up violently. "I ought to be killed for
!"
giving you life. Murderer Murderer
!

So
all

this

the

was what he had come home

for,

way across the country. He walked
down to the docks and stood for a

slowly
long time looking over the water, then he
turned as he saw the gang of kids closing

other

great,

terraced

home

for

the

rich

would be going up. He could see her terrace better from here than from any other
place on the street. And he felt that curious
excitement that always came with the hope
of seeing her too.
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Sun Tan

Drina's

chin trembled.

"I'll be
be all right. Drina
was good to her mother. Drina's good to
her brother. Drina works hard. Drina
works and cooks and cleans and goes to bed
to have enough sleep to work the next
day." Her mocking sing-song voice stopped
suddenly and she thrust her head up violently. "I've heard that since I was ten
years old. I'm tired of hearing it. Don't say
all

it

right.

again.

Drina

Maybe

will

I'll

go away.

I

mean

far

away."

She smiled as she saw him suddenly
surprised, suddenly anxious.
"You see I know a man," she watched
him hungrily as she spoke. "He's very rich
and he likes me. I met him in the subway.
He's very good-looking. Well, it wasn't
didn't care

he took

so

me

to

—

in

/

smiled. "You'll

:
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"Sure."

He

right."

alone."

III.

FLAWLESS SKIN

all right."

all

;

1
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"You'll be

always be

"That's how glad I am !" Her mouth
tightened against that wild hammering "
her blood. "You rotten yellow dog, you.
You ain't no son of mine. What do you
want from me now ? Get out of here, before
I kill you. Just stay away and leave us

around the rich little boy from the
apartment house.
Baby Face laughed as he saw Tommy
take the watch away from Philip. The
beautiful gold wrist watch he had liked to
Remove the hair permanently, safely, pri- show off so ostentatiously and laugh when
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born and brought up too.
HaveTheAppearariceOf
Dave was standing under the deserted
sand-hopper near the excavation across
from the apartment house where soon an-
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"Far enough away ?" Dave said.
"I don't know. I can only try."
The man was sorry now for the doubt
he had instilled in her.

right but I

face.
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"You no-good tramp !"
"Mom !" Funny how much like a child's
his voice was, this man who had killed
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FREE

warning and
the sky there was
mother again.
She didn't know him at first. There in
the dark hall where he had followed her
and she had stopped suddenly on the stairs
as if she were too old and too tired to crawl
up them again. She had seen him in the
dim light and it hadn't meant anything.
Then his voice had come, softly, urgently,
time

"Mom, Mom! How

this

S

the factory whistles

Drina saw him as she was coming home
and even though things were different than
they used to be she couldn't help going up
to him and smiling.
"Oh, hello, Drina." Dave's voice sounded
far away. "You're home early."
"I've got news." Her smile quivered.
"I'm afraid to think about it. Today the
boss said our committee should come in
and talk things over with him and maybe
but just maybe " Her eyes were filling
now, "Oh, that raise would mean a lot I
could get Tommy away from here."

—

!

SCREENLAND
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picture
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dinner, the kind of dinner you can have
anything you like. He's very, very rich.
He's got a house in New York and a wonderful house in the country. I like that best
because that looks like a Christmas card
with chickens and snow. He likes me."
"Do you like him, Drina?" Dave asked
and suddenly he knew that her answer
meant a lot to him, that he was afraid of
what she was going to say. And looking at
him she saw what he was feeling and the
heart that had lain so heavy and still in
her began beating again in desperate hope.

But she couldn't go on pretending. Not
with Dave.
"I don't know." She turned away so he
would not see her eyes. "I made it all up.
Not now. Years ago. When I was a kid. I

know

that house in the country so well I
could almost build it. And he would be
young and very kind."
"I wish I could buy you those things."
Dave took her arm and now that he knew
she wasn't really going away she became
just Drina again. Dear as Drina could be
and as familiar too. "I even wish I could
find him for you," he said, and thought he

meant

it.

bright smile was gone now. "Do
she said, and her voice came dull
you
and heavy.
She stopped suddenly at the wild commotion in the street and saw the tall, pompous
man who had caught Tommy by the wrist
and the boy Philip shouting as he jumped
up and down.

The
?"

"He's the one. He's got

my

watch."

did you beat my son?" Mr. Griswold said furiously. And then as he turned
to call for a policeman Drina saw Tommy
make that quick, furtive movement and saw

"Why

the pen knife
man's wrist.

flash

as

it

jagged into the

Tommy ran as the man released him
and Drina went over to him as the policeman came. Her heart sank as she heard
him tell the officer he was Judge Griswold's
brother. That meant the reformatory for
Tommy if they got him. She turned quickly
and went home, hoping against hope that
Tommy would be there too. That somehow

/

PAW

(MXW0)Vh

thev could find a way out of this together.
Baby Face grinned as he joined the
crowd, grinned harder as he began talking
to the policeman. This was the sort of danger that was fun, a joke that only he could
understand. The most sought-after man in
America talking to a policeman under the
shield of that new face of his; then he

turned as Hunk came hurrying towards
him and pointed at the girl coming towards

them up the

street.

"There's your Francey." His face was
grim.
Baby Face turned sharply as the girl
came up to them.
"Well, who's the important guy wants to
see me?" she asked impatiently. "Come on.
I'm busy."
"Francey!" he said and he saw the girl
pale at his voice and hold on to herself

f

m

desperately.
"For the love of Marty!" she whispered, and then, "You did something to your
face. They said you were around Colorado,
the newspapers. Gee. I'm glad to see you."
The man reached out for her but she
pulled away from him quickly.
'What's the matter?" Baby Face demanded. "Ain't I good enough for you?"
"Oh. no. It ain't that." She touched his

arm shyly.
"You know, Francey," he was looking

& w &
Oscar Homolka,
Frances Farmer, Ray Milland

_A_

at

and others

her eagerly now, "I never forgot you. All
those other dames never meant nothing.
Xone of 'em. Remember the night on the

of the cast of

"Ebbtide"

remember," she nodded. "The
"Yeah,
sky was full of stars and I was full of
I

dreamv
"Me,

ideas."
too," Baby

Face said, and then he
reached out again and this time she stood
there while his arms held her. her face
pressed hard against his shoulder.

"A couple of crazy kids we were." Her
voice came almost in a sob. "We were going to get married. I bought a ring at the
five and dime."
"Yeah." He tried to laugh but it wasn't
really funny. "Only we didn't have enough
money for the license. Gee, it seems like
were talking about it right
yesterday.
here."
"Yesterday?" Her voice came suddenly
deadened. "It seems like a million years."
Suddenly she pulled away from him.
"Listen, what are you doing here anyway?"
"I came back for you," he said then.
For just that moment Francey's eyes
lighted and then she remembered too. "It's
a dream. I'm having a dream. What I
wanted for so long." She looked up at him
sharply, defiantly. "I'm tired. Can't you
see it ? Look at me- good. You've been
looking at me the way I used to be."
He saw her then for the first time as she
was. Changed. So that little remained of
the old Francey but the blue of her eyes
and the sudden, quick smile. He saw" the
dead white of her skin under the thick dabs
of rouge, the tight silk dress that revealed
every line of her figure, the wrinkled
stockings streaked with runs. And he had
been seeing her as she used to be, sweet
and clean and young.
"Why didn't you get a job?" Disgust
thickened his voice.
"They don't grow on trees," she said, and
her hands twisted.
"Why didn't you starve first?" he de-

We

.

manded.
She looked at him then.
you?" she asked quietly.
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So that was over too. His mother and
Francey and the dreams of them on that
long- trip home, the dream of the kids he
might have had in that safe place he and
Francey might have, found. But even now
there was something he could do for
Francey. The only thing anyone could ever
do for her again.
"Here," contemptuously he peeled off
some bills from the large roll he carried in
his pocket, and thrust them at her. "It's
hot. Be careful where you spend them.
And keep your mouth buttoned up."
She stuffed the money carefully in her
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Drina knew she would find Dave looking
up at the party from the shadow of the
sand-hopper.
"Not a sign of Tommy," Dave said as
she came over to him.
"I know. I've been all over." Her voice
sounded tired. "How could he have done
such a thing? Where does he learn about
knives? But he's not a bad kid. Not really
bad."
"The famous Baby Face Martin used to
live on this block,"- Dave said. "He wasn't
a bad kid either, at first. He was smart and
brave and decent at first."
"Like Tommy, you mean." Her voice
rose on that note of fear. "I've tried so
hard to tell him what was right. I kind of
got out of the habit of wanting things for
myself. I guess I knew I wasn't going to
get them. I wanted everything for him. I

—

perfume

horoscopically-correct

will

"I wouldn't tell on you, Marty," she said
slowly. "Not if they tie me to wild horses
I wouldn't. Do me a favor, will you, Marty ? For old times' sake." She pointed to
her cheek. "Will you kiss me? Please?"
When he leaned toward her she was
sorry she had asked him. It wasn't the way
she had thought it was going to be, that
quick, disgusted peck. She had thought maybe it would be nice to remember. But she
knew now that it wasn't.
The sun went down over the river in a
bright red ball that meant tomorrow would
be hot too. But up on Kay's terrace it looked
cool with people gathering for cocktails.

toilet

don't know what else to do. I brought him
as decent as I could."
"Oh, what chance have they got against
all this?" Dave said, his voice suddenly
savage. "They've got to fight for a place to
play, for something to eat, for everything.
They get used to fighting. Enemies of society, it says in the papers.
not ?
What have they got to be so friendly

Robert

(

Patricia

Wheeler-Woolsey ) Woolsey and
Wilder as a romantic pair.

Her

voice rose in a sob and she was gone.
for a long time Dave stood looking
after her and forgetting something and remembering something else. The hard courage of this girl. Somehow just remembering made him feel different too. As if he
could bear to keep on trying again. He
needed Drina and her hard truth and her
sweetness and courage. He knew now.
It was a bad moment for Baby Face to

And

come toward him. Dave turned on him
coldly.

"You made enough trouble around here,"
he said savagely. "You taught that kid how
to use the knife, didn't you? You had better
get out of here quick because the cops are
going to like to know you are in New
York."
With that same quick, expert gesture he
had taught Tommy, Baby Face had ripped
knife open and stuck it in Dave's back.
But Dave needed that too. With a shout he
began fighting.
It was the cop on the beat who saw them
first and raised his whistle to his lips in

h':s

that shrill call that sent the plain-clothes
too. And after it was all over

up

men coming

about

Dave stood looking down on Baby Face
lying dead there in the gutter, and the diamond ring sparkling under the street lamp.
There was that sudden, terrible shriek
from the window that had been raised in
the tenement and an old woman's eyes staring as she looked down on her son, and no
need now to hold that love back from him.

Why

?"

"It didn't do those things to you." Drina
said slowly.
"It did enough to me." He gave a quick
dark glance up at the terrace. "It made me
into a fool who wanted too much to be
something else. And how I tried to be something else. All that time wasted in working
to what?" His head jerked toward the
terrace. "That's the farewell party," he
laughed. "Come out of the light, Drina.
People like us are in their way. Come
where it's dark. That's where we belong."
He tried to pull her in the shadow of
the sand-hopper but with a quick jerk
Drina freed herself.
"No." Her voice was still with fury.
"That's not where I belong. You go over
there. Stand where she can't see you, and
be ashamed. She's made you ashamed. I
remember when you felt like trying, too."
She flung her arm toward the street. "All
this means to you now is whether you get
her or not. Well, it's more to me than any
love affair. You used to say you were going
to tear all this down and build a decent

"Yes.

It's

Baby Face Martin," Dave

at the

sudden light

meant

five

said

the detective's eyes.
The detective was trying to tell Dave
that he would get half the reward. That

mean much

in

thousand dollars. But

didn't

it

Dave standing

there looking
up at Mrs. Martin and her eyes staring.
She could only moan now a little and twist
her hands, slowly.
"So they pay you for it, do they?" Dave
said at last.
The ambulance and the patrol had come
and gone and the excitement had come and
gone too. The kids were having a bonfire,
baking potatoes in the embers.
And there was Kay coming to Dave
to

again too.

"So your

boat's going tonight, isn't it?"
said slowly.
"I don't want to go." The girl looked up
at him. "I won't go if you ask me not to.
Can't we go away now? From this," her
hands gestured towards the street. "And
this."
She motioned toward the terrace
where there was still music and dancing.

Dave

A

world where people could live decent and
be decent. But now you want them down
just so she won't see them because they're
not pretty for her to see. Go on and get
her and take her away and forget all this
And if you can forget it, it's all you were

whole
"We could have a year at least.
year together."
"And after that year was over?" Dave
asked quietly.

good for

care what comes after.

in the first place

!"
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know." Her smile came
"Maybe back to this. But

"I don't
bitterly.

We

almost
I

don't

could have a

year of happiness.
thought I'd get."

That's

more

than

I

"No." Dave felt something break in him
again and for the first time he saw things
as they really were. He saw Kay and he
saw Drina. And he knew what he wanted.
"That isn't what I was looking for. I don't
want a spree. I don't belong in your world
or you in mine. It's good we found out in
time."

He saw
over to the

the policeman then go stealthily
fire and collar Tommy. And he

saw Drina run toward them and scream
just once.
But in a

moment he was

after her

and

held her as she struggled to get away to
go after them.
"Drina, Drina." His voice came so softly
even though now for the first time he
knew he was the stronger one of the two of
them. "We'll get Tommy off. You'll go

down

the

in

lawyer in the

helps a lady
in distress

Conrad Nagcl

. .currently starred in the
.

Grand National picture, "Bank Alarm".

morning and get the best
city."

Her voice came wildly. "With
"Yeah
a dollar and a quarter in my purse."
"I've got the money." He was almost
shouting now in his happiness. "Plenty of
!"

it.

The reward money."

"I couldn't do that." She shook her
head. "You take your money and go away
with her. Even if it's for a little time, that
doesn't matter. It's something."

"That's not what I want." His arms suddenly found her and held her. "It never
was. I found that out. Remember when

you moved here? You were just a little
kid. I never could think of you any other
way. But now oh Drina, Drina."

—

He

known

love could be like this,
so sweet and tender and, in spite of Tommy and everything that had happened, so
peaceful too. Then they heard the boy's
voice calling to them and Drina raised her
head from Dave's shoulder and called,

hadn't

relative of mine back East wrote me
that his daughter, whose engagement

took her to dinner. She was a pretty
but her self-confidence had been
shattered by her bitter experience. 1
encouraged her to tell her troubles...

"A

had

just

been

tragically

visiting the coast.

Would

I

"1

girl,

broken, was
help her?...

"We're coming, Tommy."
And they were both smiling as they
walked up the street, away from the dead
end where the river was and the noise and
the ugliness, up toward the other side that
was open to the world.

"Her

fiance's love

had cooled

until, in

"'Remember',

back

his ring.

luring feature

despair, she finally sent
It

occurred to

me

that

couldn't resist just one bit of advice

I
.

said, 'a girl's

most

al-

her mouth. No man
is attracted by dry, cracked lips. To
keep always lovely, there's a special
lipstick with a Beauty-cream base.'"...

her appear-

ance could be improved and

I

.
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Camera Romance!

TISSUES, girls

They're soft as down,
but stronger"

Continued from page 27
"I like experimenting with light effects.
Oh, that reminds me Johnny Mack Brown
and his wife gave a party not long ago
in honor of Jeanette and me. As we arrived, I heard the guests congratulating
:

each other that here was one party where
there were no cameramen. Not even Hy-

man
"

Fink, Hollywood's
fix that,'

'I'll

own

whispered to Jeanette.

when we were

"Later,
bles

I

with

tall

candles,

I

all

seated at ta-
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for a color shot. For
these, you have to get special film and you
can't make prints from it. You mount the

wear

this

or that

her. With her coloring, the result is magnificent
"I find the best way to get pictures of
!

is to put her where I want her,
start kidding until she laughs, then when
she can hold still enough to shoot, grab
the picture Once, though, the horse began

Jeanette

COMPOUND

Like to Write? Earn

and that ruined the shot!"
Gene gave Jeanette a small black Newfoundland pup for Christmas.
to laugh too
.

"He looked like a bear cub," says Gene,
"and we used to get swell stuff of him,
walking bowlegged. Now he's as tall as
that table. My dog is a big brown fellow,
a much better camera subject because he'll
lie down or sit up or do whatever I tell
him. He knows he's having his picture
made."
"You can get excellent silhouette stuff
on a set. Here's one on the set of 'Life of
the Party' with director and crew and all
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wood, where they are made, but throughout
America and 52 foreign countries.
Insist

They
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and you can creep up and snatch an informal without being detected. I have some
stuff of Harriet with the director and with
various members of the crew that make
good informals. Take this, where she^s
making a face, and this, where Seiter's
hand is whirling around while he talks.
"If you can get above your group when
you're making an informal s'hot, you usu-

he's absorbed in
a real triumph.

else,

a set, people are used to cameras.
don't freeze so easily. Their attention is centered on what they are doing,

"On

ally get less self-consciousness."

Gene

doesn't do any laboratory

work on

his pictures, chiefly because he hasn't time.
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"You can cut down foreground after you
get your finished print, or instruct your
printer to go after the effect you think
you want, but it isn't the same thing as
trying out inspirations among the chemi-

something
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know why

Stars"' are so

dark room," he commented, "because only
the 'artist' knows what he hoped to get.
Misty effects in certain shots which I believe can be managed in the blowing up

FRECKLES

freckles

How? Take

the paraphernalia in silhouette while Harriet Hilliard is lighted. This one is rather
nice of Harriet with the prop boy in silhouette."
Informality, according to Gene, is the
thing to aim for if you want a really candid shot. If you can catch your subject

when

© Here's a wonderful new
formula cream that removes
quickly but gently while
you sleep. Simply apply Nadinola
Freckle Cream over face and arms at
night. Day by day skin becomes fresher, clearer,
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to NADINOLA, Dept. 167, Paris, Tenn.
/
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Hollywood Screen Exchange
1150,

keep your hair always neat
a tip from Hollywood's smartest stars.. .use Hollywood Rapid
Dry Curlers. Keep an emergency supply.
Roll your hair for a little while on them...
and frame your face in new loveliness. Then

and

like those old-fashioned things people
used to have done of their kids.
"Now that I've discovered color, I'm so
excited about it that the black-and-whites
seem tame, and I'm always making her

Preparing newspaper clippings for publishers.
Simple, fascinating, profitable. Stamp brings
details. Div. 90, National Press, Hohm Bldg.,
6th and Western, Los Angeles, Calif.

Drawer

©f summer

ent,

!

Of

TVhatever you do in the long, shining days

by the pool at Palm Springs. I did a whole
strip of heads, each one just a little differ-

film itself and throw it on your little
movie screen. It's simply amazing
"At Palm Springs I had Jeanette wear
a big black cowboy hat, a red-and-white
checked shirt, gave her my blue handkerchief for her neck, and shot her against
a white mountain with a green bush beside

Send for Free Packaac of Cigarettes and Powder.
Get quick, soothing relief from asthmatic

GREEN MOUNTAIN

"It was fun trying to figure out the
lighting, because sometimes we had just
one candle, sometimes the other lights were
on, sometimes there was a big lamp above
and to the side. I'd never tried this before,
so next time I think the results will be a
hundred per cent better. I rather like the
single candle one of Jeanette, looking down.
"I love to get informal shots of Jeanette.
Here are a few I shot when she was sitting

who

know there are things only the
takes the picture can do in his

SCREENLAND

man
own

—

film—printing part dark, part light
—framing only a piece of a shot, and so
of the
on.

cals.

Or so
know

they

tell

me.

takers who get their
subjects' to stand on pedestals and then
squat down on the ground and shoot up,
making their victim look very tall and
as if they were against the sky.
"Trick shots that show just the feet and
ankles, or hands holding a bitten apple,
or shadows of people lighting cigarettes
are often proudly exhibited to me. These
are swell, if vou're interested. But as for
us_jeanette and I—we take pictures, as I
said before, for the sake of keeping happy
"I

memories."

picture

Paris
Continued from page 61
Frank

holiday

camera

everything

had
hands

his

motion

'HOLLYWOOD'S

picture

at all times, snapping
he saw. His* trip in Russia interespecially.
wanted to stop

in his

FAVORITE POWDER PUFF

ested him
He
there longer and visit more carefully the
studios, but he was anxious to move on so
as to show his native Italy to his wife.
The Paris Exposition, though officially
open, reminded him too much of a movie
studio with its scaffoldings' and unfinished
parts to attract him, so Frank and his wife
set off for the South to stop a short time

/ 7.
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FOR you

with Dick Barthelmess at Cap d'Antibes
en route for sunny Italy.
Another power behind the scenes, or in
this case one should say power behind the
skirts,
is
looking Paris over. This is
Adrian, who has made such a reputation
"glamorizing" the gals at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. He is missing nothing
in Paris, so- soon after his return I am

you will see the Garbo and Joan
Crawford strutting about in creations with
that little Parisian touch added to them.
Fernand Gravet has been making a
French film here but will return soon to
make his second film in Hollywood which
we all hope will be as good as his gorgeously amusing first one, "The King and
the Chorus Girl."
While Paris is bemoaning, one by one,
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dressing
tables
where only the finest beauty aids are chosen
you'll find
these dainty Screen Star Powder Puffs.
They're soft as down, with extra-long silken
velour fibres to hold your powder where it

—
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sure

the loss of her favorites, she dried her
tears and turned on her 'best smiles to
greet her prodigal daughter
even though
that daughter is over on a short holiday.

—

So a radiant throng greeted a still more
radiant Simone Simon when she returned
to her own "Seventh Heaven," the old

home town.
and

We

belongs
on top. That's why make-up
goes on so easily, and so evenly. Look
for the autograph of your favorite star |T
on the ribbon. At leading chain stores
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Screen Stars Powder Puffs. Don't
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inches— will be

sent you absolutely free, for five wrappers from

wait

— act

FRANCES LANGFORD
M-G-M Star

nowl
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have missed her greatly

naturally, ask her lots of questions about that big exciting place called
Hollywood after she quiets down a bit
from the vociferous greetings of her droves
of old friends. Speaking of old friends,
there arrived on the same boat train that
brought Simone an old, old friend of the
silent days. This, in the person of Pearl

To you young things that name
may mean nothing, but to the old-timers it
up fond memories of a startledfaced young girl dangling over the edge
of a cliff or dashing along in a motor car
driven by the villain the outcome of the
call

—

dangling or motor-driving only to be discovered "next week." My dears, she was
the serial queen of the good old silent
days
Pearl saved her serial money and
is
now interested mostly in her racing
stables and homes' in Paris and Egypt.
So here is one star who outwitted the

'

-

y

IDA LUPINO

will,

White.
will

—
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Are you tormented with the itching tortures

of

eczema,

rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, or other externally

caused skin afflictions? For quick and happy relief,
use cooling, antiseptic, liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes the irritation and swiftly stops the most intense itching. A 35c
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it
or money back.

—

!
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villain

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything

movement

Simone Simon is just another name
wistful charm in this picture.

for

Tender, chafed, hot and perspiring feet are quickly relieved by
Dr. Scholl's Foot Powder. This
soothing, antiseptic powder
eases tight shoes, dispels foot
odors. Keeping the feet dry
helps to guard against infection from "Athlete's Foot."
a daily habit of
sprinkling DR. SCHOLL'S

Make
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your

on

....

between the
toes and in your shoes. Don't accept a substitute. Cost but a trifle. Sold everywhere.
FREE BOOKLET on Foot Care mailed on request.
Dr. Scholl's. Inc. 20?A W. Schiller Street, Chicago, 111.
feet,

.

else. 25c.
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family went to the nearby town of Saratoga for her to recuperate and decided to
remain, and here in the sunshine and mild
climate she grew into a sturdy, beautiful
girl. In looking back over her twenty-one
years, Olivia says her life has been sharply
divided into two parts. B.H.—meaning Before Hollywood, she was a dreamer, spending long hours alone in her room with her
books, being one of those earnest young
persons who carry the weight of the world
on their shoulders. Now that she's launched
on a movie career, she is learning to laugh
as she goes along and finds herself in an
exciting whirlpool of activity with little
time for dreaming.
Her one big dream at the moment is to
go to England. She hopes to become acquainted with her relatives, whom she has
never even met she wants to see where
her father and her mother spent their
childhood, and visit the places she has heard

Olivia Looks at Love
Continued from page 21
continued,

"I

was

intense

violently

and

everything took on an exaggerated importance. Then, I began to see that the things
we consider so desperately necessary didn't
mean so much when once we got them.
So when I was about sixteen I seemed to
make up to the idea of selecting what I
really wanted, letting the rest slip by.
After all, we only have twenty-four hours
!"
each day in which to live
Without doubt, this concentration of interests is the secret of Olivia's amazing
success. Following her first sensational triumph as the poetical Hcrmia in "A Mid-

summer Night's Dream,"

she

gave

dramatic portrayals as the heroine in
"Captain Blood," "Anthony Adverse," and
"The Charge of the Light Brigade." Then
came her outstanding performance of the
love-sick Katharine in "Call It A Day,"
that revealed a surprising flair for comedy.
Now, in "It's Love I'm After," another
comedy recently completed, she continues
her amusing hero worship in the antics of
a rich girl pursuing a matinee idol, portrayed by Leslie Howard. This picture
promises to proclaim her as one of the
screen's most adept comediennes.
"Both of these characters were very real
for all young people are hero worshippers,"
said Olivia. "It's part of those early years
when we mix idealism with realism.
Adolescence is so terrific, and so funny. I
wouldn't want to live those years of my
own over again for the joys were too
I sufecstatic, the hurts too unbearable
fered untold agonies.
"My earliest heroes were characters from
books. I vividly recall my violent passion
for D'Artagnan of 'The Three Musketeers,'
and how I hated Milady. I idolized Keats
and declaimed his poems all over the house,
and at all hours. To me he was the Chopin
of literature. Stage stars always thrilled
me and a red letter day in my life was
when I saw Eva LeGallienne and Josephine
Hutchinson in 'Hedda Gabler' and then
haunted the stage door to beg for their
autographs. While I was in the convent we
were permitted to see the picture, 'Beau
;

and Ronald Colman became my
and then, there were Paul Muni,
Leslie Howard, and several others. The
only fan letter I ever wrote in my life_was
to Leslie Howard after seeing him in a
Now,
picture. Funny, how things happen
only a few years later, I've played with
him my part being a bothersome fan who
keeps on adoring him even after he tries
Geste,'

idol,

!

—

;

fine

so much about. Then she'll "prowl" through
the Shakespeare and "Lorna Doone" coun-

and explore Dickens' London.
mother and sister call her
Livvy! This may be a shock to those who
know her only as the glamorous heroine
of film romances but in real life, the funny
nickname exactly suits her. Perhaps be-

tries,

Olivia's

Here's looking at you! At the studio
water cooler, Olivia de Havilland sips
a

toast

to

health

and

more of

it.

cause she

make me

hate him. But," she added, with
a gay laugh, "I don't win him in the
drama Bette Davis does that.
"All my screen heroes have been fascinating Errol Flynn, Fredric March, James
Cagney, Pat O'Brien, Patric Knowles,
Leslie Howard, and now, Brian Aherne in
'The Great Garrick.' Later in the summer,
Errol Flynn and I will be together for the
to

;

—

third time in 'Adventures of Robin Hood,' a
Technicolor film. As he's the screen's No.
1 tease, this means a lot of laughs. There is
only one thing I can think of that I'm actually afraid of and that is a snake, and while
making the exterior scenes along the river
for 'The Charge of the Light Brigade,'
Errol made pets of several harmless water
snakes for my benefit. As far as I was con!"
cerned, they were boa constrictors
During the next half hour over luncheon
in the famous Green Room Cafe at Warner
Brothers studio, Olivia chatted freely on
many subjects, which revealed interesting
phases of her radiant personality.
She's glad she was born in Tokio, Japan,
and she likes to believe she absorbed some
of the Oriental appreciation of the beauty
of simplicity. For instance, she adores the
idea of a single rose placed to catch a special
ray of light, instead of crowding
dozens of flowers into a huge vase.
When she was four she was brought to
San Francisco for the very unromantic
purpose of having her tonsils removed. The

is

so down-to-earth, so girlishly

and unspoiled.
She confided that she had always been
in a hurry to grow up
she wanted to live
her own life, be independent, and decide
her own questions. During her boarding
real

;

school days she fiercely resented the prescribed rules that governed every movement she hated the "must" that made her
hang her nightgown on a certain peg that
forced her to fold her stockings inside out
and place them in the top left drawer,
when the lower right drawer would have
been more convenient. But her deepest
grievance was when she was forbidden to
keep a diary. She wanted one terribly
wanted it to guard her poems. She admits
the poems were pretty awful, but precious,
being all about bees and buttercups and
;

;

moonbeams.
Olivia is radiant with pride over the
screen success of sister Joan Fontaine,
which parallels her own. Joan is a year
younger and they are unusually close
like the gay Musketeers, it is all
friends
for one and one for all. There'll never be
any jealousy between them.
Olivia is going forth to meet fame with
some curiosity. She has an intuitive awareness and fully understands that success
means many things an emotional excitement of high pressure, a satisfaction that
may harbor an element of fear, an abnormal independence that unfits one for any
other life. However, to her, life is very
sweet; she has no inhibitions and is finding
only happiness in her work.
Questions about love and romance always
amuse her. She says that everybody seems
to feel she should have a love-life but as
she has never been in love, never had a
romance, she doesn't see what she can say.
Perhaps she is beginning to turn over a
new leaf for recently, after being strictly
a stay-at-home girl, Olivia has made several surprise appearances at social affairs
in company with such charming bachelors
at David Niven, John Arledge, and Phil
Huston. Believe me, this caused excite;

;

ment

!

a wholly disarming laugh, she met
questions "Nothing serious, nothing at
all," she insisted. "Just having a few good
times you see, I like to dance. Of course,
real love is something every girl hopes for
sooner or later, but right now, honestly,
I'm too busy for romance or many dates
or parties. They'll have to wait their turn."

With

my

:

—

Welcome

to a new leading
Moore the best of luck

100

lady! Guy Kibbee
she essays her

as

and Cora Witherspoon wish pretty Dorothy
first

leading

role

in

a

film

with

them.

Then, with one of her sudden changes in
mood, Olivia slowly added, "I'm only
twenty-one, I hope love doesn't come too
soon. I have so much I want to do first!"
THE CUNEO PRESS, INC.. U.S
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She evades close-ups. ..Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her
charm
She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
.

"OURELY," you

O

at

this

.

.

say, "surely the world's

girl's

feet!"

Blessed

with

beauty and dowered with grace— life seems
to have given her its best.

But there

is

a thief that robs her love-

liness, that steals

thief

is

her dull,

away her charm. That
dingy and unattractive

mile. Tragic? Yes, but that's the price she

pays for neglect— a penalty she could have
avoided.
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Paul Muni's portrayal of Zola ranges
fiery youth, as close-upped at
far left, through rich maturity, to the
grandeur and dignity of impressive
old age, as in the picture at left.

from

1

The scene directly below is from the
photoplay and shows Muni, in the
middle-aged period of his characterization of the great French writer,
in his Paris home with Madame Zola,
skilfully
played by Gloria Holden.

ScRECNL AND
Honor Page
To Muni,
formance
A

new

off-screen portrait, above, of Muni, the

man.

no trace in this thoughtful study of the
tempestuous Zola; for Muni, unlike most Hollywood actors, never plays himself. At right below,
we see him with the distinguished European actor,
Vladimir Sokoloff, who gives a most picturesque
portrayal of the great artist, Zola's friend Cezanne.
There

WE

is

honor Paul Muni above

all

other Hollywood

actors because he has given us, in "The Life of
Emile Zola," more than a mere performance he has,
in this new motion picture, created a character. You have
seen Muni in many good pictures, and a few fine ones
you have respected his artistic integrity, and applauded
if you are
his devotion to detail. But this time, you will

—

—

anything like the first audiences in New York and Hollywood cheer him to the echo for Muni has become
Zola a complete realization of a great man from ideals
to idiosyncrasies
from inspiration to whiskers Muni
is Zola not only in make-up but in mind. He is great in
the part
perhaps he understands Zola so well because he,
even as Emile, puts his work his art above everything.

—
—

;

;

—
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THE LIFE OF
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picked a jaded rose jrom the

streets oj

.J
NANA!

Paris and made her the immortal

Gale Son dergaar d

with a cast of thousands including:

.

.

.

Josepk Sckildkraut

Gloria

Holden • Donald Crisp

.M.Orris

CamOVsky * Directed by William Dieterle Screen playbyNormBnReinyRamf.HainesHaroMandGeiaHercMg

•

Erin 0'Brien-M.oore
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" Monday
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•
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6 P. .M. Performance Sunday: 1.50, 1.00, .77 pi us

Com ing,

1.00,. .77 plus tax

tax.
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Mail
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in early jail, to leading theatres throughout the world.
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Salut es

That

riding,

ing,

singing

rhe

open

romanc-

Gene Autry,
man with letter
this

month.

of

star

ranges,
top

is

writers

So

here

we have genial Gene
himself, making a
command appearance
and

RUBY KEELER,

popular dancing screen star

Names "Y" Her

telling

you

all

his

thanks for your applause with a typical
Autry serenade.
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Ruby

Keeler tries both powders in plain
white boxes. She likes both, but prefers
"Y" the new MAVIS, mildly scented.
Other lovely stars choose "X " the original
MAVIS, fully scented.

—
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your skin like a glamorous
Spreads evenly clings for
face powder.
hours leaves a bewitching fragrance that
flatters

—

lasts!
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summer
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easily.

Created for the woman who prefers a subtly
perfumed talcum. 33-hole needle-spray top
showers body with light film of powder more
effectively than old-fashioned powder puffs.

PURITY TEST: In a test with ten well known
face powders, MAVIS talcum was found to
be finer in texture and smoother on the skin,
than seven out of ten face powders. Get your

MAVIS today

MORE,

CHOICE COMPANIONS

—

If

my

favorite screen stars

were also

my

close friends, I'd choose Jeanette MacDonald for my pal and confidante, Joan Blondell
when I felt in a gay, irresponsible mood;
Virginia Bruce when I wished to be quiet
and feast my eyes on loveliness; Rochelle
Hudson when I preferred a carefree day
at the beach. But if I were in the mood
for a canter in the wide open spaces, my
choice would be Cary Grant as my companion, while for smooth dancing of an .evening, I'd choose Robert Taylor or Michael
Whalen. But for the greatest contentment
a cozy, companionable evening of
of all
conversation, I choose Herbert Marshall.

Hollywood,

at your favorite store.

Calif.

TAYLOR-MADE STORIES
Period plays, costume stories, wealthy
playboy roles, good as they were with
Robert Taylor playing them, still are not
the best style of vehicle for him. Hollywood made a gift to the world by giving
Clark Gable rugged characters to portray,
let it do the same for Taylor. Put
Bob up in the lumber country with his
home a log cabin, plenty of the virile at-

now

mosphere of the great out-of-doors" as background for an exciting play and and then
we'll have him at his very best.

—

E. O'Malley,
Cleveland, O.

LESS MUSIC

Harris, of Wichita, Kansas, recently protested against background music
for dialogue in films. Well; I am entering
a volley of Salutes and cheers to such
musicians as Wolfgang Korngold, Franz

Waxman, Herbert

Stothart,

Max

Steiner,

Arthur Benjamin, Boris Morros, and many
others' whose musical scores have added
to the delights of motion pictures. In my
contributions
their
musical
opinion
movies deserve the highest honors.

to

Olga Feld,
Indianapolis, Ind.

—

Ethel Dorn,

NOT

Mourna

ROMEO OF THE RANGE
me test your knowledge of who's who
on the screen
He's handsome, sings beautifully, rides'
a horse like a champion, and his acting is
good, too. Now have you guessed ? If not,
you're not up on your movies. It's Gene
Autry, the king of cowboys.
Let

Carmelita Iampietro,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

NO FILMS—NO FUN
A

town without a theater

is

as forlorn

man

without a country. Imagine being
without movies' (which happen to be our
one amusement) for five months. When the
new theater was completed, I stood in line
four nights straight and finally saw a
Western. And gloriously glad to see it,
as a

too

ROMANCE TEAM DE LUXE
My

romantic couple:
Tyrone Power and Loretta Young. Surely
this pair has never been surpassed as screen
sweethearts. In a review of "Cafe Metropole," Delight Evans asked: "If Loretta
isn't the prettiest girl in pictures, I wish
you would kindly tell this department who
is." Well, there's no answer to that one—
because Loretta is the screen's prettiest.
Rose Marian,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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idea

of

the

Virginia H. McDowell,
Ronceverte, W. Va.

ideal

SCREENLAND

Talk

About

the Talkies

Talk it over with Hollywood, by sending us your
ideas for pictures, Salutes or Snubs for recent films
or performances in fact whatever is on your mind
regarding the screen and its glamorous people.
All letters are welcome. Please limit each comment
to fifty words or less, but send as many as you
please. Address to: Letter Dept., SCREEN LAND,
45 West 45th St., New York, N. Y.

—

THEY CALLED HER "HORSE-TOOTH" HELEN UNTIL-

Miss
lovely

I

CARROLL BRADY,
New

York model, says:

HAVE FOUND THAT
LISTERINE
TOOTH PASTE
15

3E5TF0R
KEEPING

DELIGHTFULLY REFRESHING

THE LOVELY MODELS IN
OUR NEW YORK STUDIOS
CAN NOT TAKE CHANCES WITH
THE LOOKS OF THEIR TEETH FOR
THE CAMEPA. DOES NT LIE. IT
SHOWS THEM JUST AS THEY

ARE. BY EYPERIENCE
MODELS HAVE POUND THAT
LISTERINE TOOTH PASTE
GIVES EXCEPTIONAL
WHITENESS AND MARVELOUS

as
You

LISTERINE

—

for

More than

double size tube
Regular size

40(J.

POUND

>/4

tube, 25t.

GLEAMING-

itself

be delighted with the after-effect of Listerine

Tooth Paste. The gums and the entire mouth feel
wonderfully refreshed and invigorated the sensation
you associate with Listerine itself. Do not overlook
the economy of Listerine Tooth Paste. Remember,
more than a quarter of
a pound of it in the
big

TEETH REALLY
WHITE ANP

will

Lambert Pharmacal Co.
St. Louis, Mo.

of tooth paste in the

double size tube

40'

jLISXEjRIISE
TOOTH PASTE
PhARWAiAL

SCREENLAND

CO.VPAivY
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lie

lows

THE

day of shooting "Nothing SaWilliam Wellman, who directed
was most pleased to find a large
package had been sent around from Carole
Lombard. Upon opening it, however, he
found a specially constructed straightjacket! Just Carole's way of telling him
he was slightly mad, of course.
last

cred,"
the opus,
'

in her face each time. "Don't be a baby,
Shirley," her mother admonished, "it's part
of your job." So Shirley obediently went
on with the scene. As she had anticipated,
the milk squirted all over her face. When
the scene was completed, Shirley puckered

up

up her
it

face,

muttering to herself, "Even if
I wouldn't like

were pasteurized milk,

it!"

RENE DUNNE

Yes, he likes bright lips... they look expres-

and responsive.
But how his admiration chills, if lips are
dry and rough. Parched lips are old lips!
Remember, then, your lipstick has two
duties. It must bestow thrilling color. It must
protect you from Lipstick Parching.
Coty's new lipstick, the "Sub-Deb," does
just that. Because of a new softening ingredient, "Theobroma," it keeps your lips
smooth and soft, dewy as a fresh petal. Coty
"Sub-Deb" comes in 5 ardent and indelible

sive

shades,

50^'.

"Air Spun" Rouge is another thrilling Coty
make-up discovery! Cyclones blend colors
to new, life-like subtlety and smoothness. In
shades that match "Sub-Deb" Lipstick, 50(J-.

COTY
SUB-DEB LIPSTICK 50<
Precious protection!... Coty melts eight drops

of

^

'^Theobroma'

stick.

,

into every

"Sub-Deb" Lip-

may

be a perfect lady,

but she's certainly no sissy. We were
watching a scene out on location of "The
Awful Truth." Irene was supposed to release the brakes on a car and let it roll
down hill. Actually, the car was held back
by half-a-dozen grips who had a rope securely fastened to the rear end. But the car
was heavier than they realized, and it
started to pull them down the hill. Without
thinking twice, Irene grabbed the rope, as
did a couple of other members of the
troupe, pulling it to a stop. And entirely
forgetting she was wearing a pair of frail
black lace gloves

GRANT
CARY
torch around for

still

is

carrying

that

Ginger Rogers, who's
been stepping high, wide and handsome
with Gregory La Cava this past month.

Barbara
WHEN
Taylor want

and

Bob

to dance, they don't

go to

Stanwyck

any of the popular night spots, but instead
frequent the Palomar Dance Hall hangout of the college crowd. Reason is they
don't like to be conspicuous and they do like
the swing bands the place specializes in.
We also heard Bob was refused admittance,
the other eve, because he was wearing a

—

turtle-neck sweater instead of the conventional collar

and

tie.

C'HIRLEY TEMPLE,

obliged to milk a
goat for certain scenes, in "Heidi," complained violently because the milk spurted

O

This guards against lipstick parching.

Howard,
First degree nostalgia. Leslie
Hollywood producer in
as a novice
"Stand-In," longs for the calm of his
college days
and even nights of study.

12
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CIGRID GURIE,

playing her

first

role in

"Marco Polo," comes to work each
morning on a bus, brings her own lunch,
completely fascinated with the
none other than Gary Cooper
makes love to her every day on the set

and

idea

is

still

that

THERE'S
there's a

no truth to the rumor that
romance between Brian Aherne

and Olivia de Havilland. Fact

is,

Olivia

was most astonished when Brian arranged
an informal luncheon party for a foursome
on the day of her twenty-first birthday. It's
just that Brian, like everyone who knows
Olivia, was completely captivated by her
youth and freshness and wanted to do some-

Tintyped in Hollywood! Anne Shirley
ond John Payne pose for an 1890
model betrothal portrait during a
party at which they announced their
engagement. Left, James Stewart with
his sister, Mary, and his mother, who
visited him in Hollywood recently.

BOB BURNS

has installed a dictophone

so he can record each weekly radio broadcast and then find out how
it'll sound by listening to the playback. If

home

in his

sound good, he

his gags"

lets

them

stay. If

he substitutes new ones.
In this way, he's assured of their success
before going on the air.

he

satisfied,

isn't

ryCK ARLEN

sports probably the fanSanta Monica harbor.
It not only is stream-lined in design, but
has every conceivable modern gadget, including Venetian blinds throughout and a
wireless telephone. Dick, Joby, and little
Ricky recently spent a most comfortable
week aboard and agreed there wasn't a
single thing lacking they wouldn't have enjoyed in their own home.
ciest boat in the

thing nice for her. And Olivia, who is such
a little girl at heart, was thrilled beyond
words at being noticed by such an attractive
older

MARIE

BLAKE, who has just been
given a contract at M-G-M, is none
other than Jeanette MacDonald's sister,
Blossom.

AMECHE

you see

was offered a lift by
roadster. Thanking him,

Rubinoff in his
Don started to climb in beside the violinist.
"Oh, no," Rubinoff expostulated, "only my
violin rides beside me. You must occupy the
rumble seat !" And he meant it

Billie

Wore Red,"
Colbert has
tresses for her role in
count, Claudette told
wanted to be a blonde
Claudette

man.

P\ON

WHEN
Bride

ON

the set of

Burke

in

"The

be a blonde.
lightened her
"Tovarich" on acme, she'd always
she'll

also

Russian!

"The Perfect Specimen,"

Errol Flynn had to submit to being
thoroughly soaked with water for scenes in
the picture, in spite of the fact he had a
terrible cold. Who says actors don't have
any hardships ? Incidentally, Errol is off on
his new boat for Ensenada and some fishing immediately upon the completion of the
picture.

Off STOP/ /VE GOT

anotherKUN

THEY

were running some pictures in the
projection room at the Crawford-Tone
home. Joan's small niece sat through them
all, including some very amusing short subjects and a couple of Joan's and Franchot's
more recent films. At the end of the last
feature, the youngster piped "Auntie Joan,
couldn't we just have funny pictures after
:

this?"

never guess what Fred MacMurray's" newest hobby is it's making
toys And Fred has had the most elaborate
of tool shops built into his garage, just so's
he can cut little gadgets out of wood for

YOU'LL

—

!

his

own amusement. And

they're

good!

(Please turn to page 14)

HELEN:

The
is

time to stop them

before they

start.

PEG:
I hate riddles!

HELEN:

Simple

fact,

my

dear

change to LUX for
stockings then you'll

save the

elasticit y

so

threads can stretch with-

out breaking into runs
all

the time

C OMETHING NEW UNDER THE
O SUN — Studio was* trying to decide
:

A |NIN^

whether Tyrone Power should develop a
moustache and if so, what kind. So they
invited a party of some two hundred
women for lunch in the studio commissary,
whilst Tyrone paraded back and forth,
wearing a different type lip-piece, so they
could help decide. Gosh, it must be fun to
be an actor

TRED KEATING

has solved the probcoping with theater chatterers.
Fred sat behind a couple one night who
buzzed away consistently through the most
interesting scenes, completely drowning out
the dialogue. Finally, he leaned over and
tapped one of them on the shoulder. "Would
you mind repeating that last remark ?" 'he
said,
"I missed it."
The conversation
ceased

'lem

of

rYOROTHY LAM OUR

is not to be a
band-leader's widow, after all. Her hubby, Herb Kay, has just succeeded in lining

L'

up an engagement which

will keep

him on

the coast for the rest of the year, so they
won't have to be separated.

WICTOR McLAGLEN'S son, Andrew,
V has been confined to his bed for the
weeks with a broken leg. When he
was up and about, it was discovered

past few
finally

he'd

and

grown three
is

three.

CINCE

O

inches during his' illness
height
six foot

now exactly Vic's
And the kid is only

Fred

Will
Stone

—

fifteen

Rogers' untimely death,
has become a veritable

foster-father to Will's son, Bill, Jr. He not
only takes the boy on hunting and fishing
trips, but advises him about all his business
investments. As' you know, Fred and Will,
Sr., had been close friends for years.

JACK HALEY

pulled one of the best
gags of the season on Charlie Ruggles
the other evening when he showed up at
one of Charlie's parties with his dog,

J

fancily attired in dinner clothes It was all
because Charlie is so proud of his own
dogs and his .elaborate kennels, the finest
in these parts.
!

IF

YOU'RE

Loy

'

in

in

the

marked

her

planning on visiting Myrna
new home, you mustn't park

spot with the red curb which is
plainly "Do Not Park Here," be-

cause that's Myrna's own special parking
place. The rest of the courtyard is marked
off with the regulation white lines, indicating each parking space.

—

"Nothing Sacred" in Editor Fredric
March's sanctum. An advance flash
giving you an idea of Freddie's new
film, in which Coroie Lombard co-stars.

OF

—

ALL

things
Bruce Cabot is about
buy a circus
Seems Bill Hart
(former big Western star) talked him into
the idea and they're pooling their resources
to take on a collection of animals' and acrobats so they can open up in the fall.

to

!

WE COULDN'T

believe our eyes when
little
Shirley Ross, at the luncheon
table in the Derby the other day, dragged
out a sack of tobacco, some cigarette papers,
and started to "roll her own !" Somehow,
she didn't seem to be making a very good

job of it. "What goes on?" I asked her.
"Oh, gosh," she complained, "I have to do
this all the way through my next picture,
and I don't think I'll ever get the technique. That's why I'm practicing every
chance I have." Just then, the whole thing
fell in her coffee, much to her disgust.

JUST

before he left on his extended bearhunting expedition, Clark Gable had a

short

wave

radio set installed in his car.

You'd never guess

whom

he wants to keep

in touch with during his trip,

would you?

It's thrilling to use only the softest, finest,
imported talc . It's exciting to enjoy the refreshing fragrance of April Showers, "The
Perfume of Youth".
And it's satisfying to
get this luxury at so low a price
28$.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

No

wonder April Showers Talc is the most famous and best loved talcum powder in the world!
April Showers Perfume in purse-sizes— 28^,

50</,

$1.

Success hint!
that,
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Make your work a hobby. It's a cinch. Henry Fonda and Joan Bennett prove
acts and Hank films for fun on location for "I Met My Love Again."

Joan

SCREENLAND

AGGING
the

TALKIES

since "Of Human Bondage" has
Davis given such an emotionally
stirring performance, and you're advised to
take along an extra hanky when you see
her in this role of a self-sacrificing wife
and mother, who triumphs in spite of
tragedy and persecution. Ian Hunter as her
friend and employer is splendid, and Henry

Not

Bette

Delight Evans' Reviews

on Pages 52-53

Fonda is excellent as the man she loves.
Donald Crisp and Anita Louise, also fine.

Wee
Willie

Winkie
20th

CenturyFox

—

Shirley Temple in a new locale as a
Kipling character in India, whither she
and her widowed mother, June Lang, go
to live with her grandfather, commander
of a British army post. The gruff grandfather, a rough sergeant, the soldiers, and
even a hostile native chieftain all come

—

under her spell and so does the audience.
Victor McLaglen, C. Aubrey Smith and
Cesar Romero, excellent. You'll like it.

Back

"High Finance" in Civil War days. Edward Arnold is striking in a characteristically vigorous role as the ruthless Jim
Fisk. Jack Oakie just about steals every
scene he plays, and Cary Grant registers
favorably. But Frances Farmer is unable
to overcome the artificialities of her role.
Comedy helps to make this lusty but far
from subtle melodrama entertaining. It is
lavishly staged and visually very impressive.

in

Circulation

Warners

Joan Blondell, sob-sister reporter, is in
love with Pat O'Brien, managing editor.
But he's too much in love with his job to
take time out for romance. It takes an
involved murder mystery, ending in a wedding and honeymoon trip, to force the
issue, Margaret Lindsay, John Litel, Eddie

Acuff

,

Walter Byron and Regis Tooto good advantage in sup-

mey appear
porting

roles.

Mildly

entertaining

film.

Story about a reporter who, sent on a
wild-goose chase by rival news-hawks,
runs across a human interest yarn dealing
with a white child being raised by a
negress, who claims the child as her own.
Claire Trevor turns in a credible performance as the reporter. Bill Robinson and
Fredi Washington are outstanding in dramatic parts. Sally Blane, Douglas Fowley,
and Ralf Harolde round out a good cast

SCREENLAND

Pleasing romance to the accompaniment
South Seas serenades and eye-fetching
camera work. Movita, whom you may remember as Franchot Tone's native wife in
"Mutiny on the Bounty," decorates her
part in the play with visual appeal and real
charm. She falls in love with the white
of

man, Warren Hull, who

is

washed up on

shore after a shipwreck. Hull and the
others act their parts with skill. Appealing.

Just the sort of play Fred MacMurray
and Frances Farmer, the co-stars, should

not be asked to portray.

It's

unconvincing

melodrama of exaggerated newspaper life
mixed up with gang-busting. It is played
dead earnest for its dramatic content,
and there's the trouble. Charlie Ruggles,
in a more or less serious part, works in
enough comedy to fare best in the acting
end of it. It rates as just so-so film fare.
in

LOVELY FASHION MODEL

Saratoga

M-G-M

/

REVEALS FIGURE-SECRET
Jean Harlow's

last

film,

and a memo-

rable swan song. This is also a picture of
action with the excitement of the race
track
as
background for a
romance
wherein the heroine must decide whether
to follow the dictates of her heart and
marry the bookmaker or adhere to a promise to break away from horse racing. Clark
Gable has the best suited role in some
time, and makes the most of it. Pleasing.

Hide-

away
RKORadio

One you can miss without
a

is

plot

—more's

the

pity

regrets.

—and

it

There
deals

with a lazy but good-humored lout who is
squatting with his family in a rustic home
owned by a former bootlegger. The owner
now a kidnaper or something, and
is
wants to hide out there, but prefers to pay
board to the squatter who gets the hun
dred thousand the gang is fighting for
Fred Stone and Emma Dunn are wasted.

—

118

Divinely slim yet divineit all! Like
all smart models, this girl finds that clothes
simply will not fit unless she wears a girlbs. of allure!

ly rounded.

dle.

Nature didn't do

"My girdles fit perfectly for months!"

says Alicia Quigley, famous model, "because I restore the shape by washing my
girdle often with pure Ivory Flakes."

Warners

of

Obviously designed for the second half
a double bill, this mild little film in-

volves the private life of a race-track tout,
his wife and her family, and a girl friend
who has faith in him to the bitter end.

Barton MacLane, Dick
Peggy Bates and Charley Foy are

Performances of
Purcell,

Ann Sheridan proves again that
soon be ready for more important
Pretty mediocre entertainment, this.

This "sloppy girdle" with
unsightly bulges is the result
of too few washings.

The same

girdle

.

.

.

itsshape

restored overnight when
washed with Ivory Flakes.

adequate.
she'll

roles.

"Use

flakes of pure soap"
stores

"When

tell

me

ask salesgirls in fine stores what they
soap, they always say 'Ivory
Flakes'," explains Miss Quigley. "They say Ivory
Flakes are the only soap flakes made of pure
Ivory Soap that's safe even for a baby's skin.
Ivory revives elastic and other fine materials."
I

mean by pure

Republic

Alicia gives you washing hints:

John Lodge essays the celebrated chap
as Bulldog Drummond, and provet
he isn't the type. Even so, Lodge is better
than his story, and so are Victor Jory,
Dorothy Mackaill and others in this Brit-

known

ish film.

The expected excitement

fails

"Wash

girdle in

lukewarm Ivory Flakes suds, using soft brush.
After rinsing, roll in towel to remove water.
Shake and hang up at once! Girdle will be dry by
morning— as snug-fitting as if new!"

to

materialize as the story unfolds a plot involving international war racketeers, mystery airplanes and other engines of death.
It sums up as much too-mild melodrama.

IVORY FLAKES
SCREENLAND
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screen, at home Helen Vinson
Mrs. Fred Perry, charming and cordial wife of the tennis
ace. Above, Helen lights the candles at her perfectly appointed table. Note Wedgewood placques on wall at left.

Supreme sophisticate on the
is

By
Betty

Helen

you to a

vites

ner"

Vinson

in

HELEN

Perry

"Little Din-

her gracious

home

VINSON'S home

is a redBeverly
in
white house
tree
pepper
big
a
with
Hills,
dripping its lacy branches over a wide green
lawn. A winding walk leads up to the tiny
twin trees that guard the entrance, each in
ts formal white box.
The entrance hall floor is tiled in dark red,
waxed so that it gleams, and this tile is repeated in the dining-room.
"It's a California house," said my hostess.
"I'm doing it over or rather William
and I think we'll
Haines is doing it for
really have something if it's ever finished.
Poor Bill, I put it in his hands, but you
know me I fight every step of the way!
I know what I want, and he knows what
he thinks I should have, and there we are
"He'll bring in a piece of furniture or
drapery or a lamp and say: 'This is the
answer, my dear! It belongs to this room.'
and I will say 'Take it away! I can't bear
sit on,
it !' It's a wonder we have anything to
so far. As it is, I found these dining-room
chairs in his basement it was all I could do
to persuade him to let me have them, but
aren't they perfect?"
The chairs are of satin-smooth dark wood,

roofed,

—

me—

—

Personal to Fat Girls! — Now you can slim
down your face and figure without strict dieting
or back-breaking exercises. Just eat sensibly and
take 4 Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
then stop.
you have lost enough fat
Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same
doctors in treating
by
most
element prescribed
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
Don't
let
others think you
them with success.
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.

—

in-

:

;

SCREENLAND

Boone

low-backed, with seats covered in a glazed
flowered chintz to match the draperies.
"When we came here, this" dining-room
was in dark blue almost indigo, walls, ceiling, woodwork, and all, with heavy dark
shutters, heavy ornate furniture of antique
Spanish, mirrors' on the walls, diamondshaped, with huge arms to hold candles
sticking out some eighteen inches. The effect was that of a black room, probably quite
marvelous as a background for Lilyan
Tashman, who was very fair. She lived here,

—

know.
must have light. Dark rooms make me
unhappy. So we had the walls and ceilings
done in white, took down the shutters, put
up the draperies with their white ground and
light flowers, and took down the mirrors and
candelabra. It's not a large room, and my
idea is that it should be as simple as pos-

3'ou

"I

sible."

On

the wall above the buffet is an array
placques, in that special blue
used by Josiah Wedgewood, one at least
being dated at the time Bentley was Josiah's
partner, more than a hundred and fifty
years ago.
four
"It's a nice room for little dinners
and that's the sort of enterto six people
taining I like doing," Helen observed. "If
you have interesting guests', who enjoy talkof

Wedgewood

—

—

ing,

it's

ideal.

"Tonight, I'm having a menu that Screenland readers may like to try, if they care
built the dinner
for unusual dishes.

We

around the

s^pecial

dish, of course. I don't

it?" It brought out the warm tints in her
skin, made her hair seem more golden, her
eyes a richer brown.

the first thing about cooking, but I
cook will give you
plan all my meals.
the recipes."

know

My

"We

MENU
Oyster Bouillon
Sweetbreads in Black Walnuts
Grilled Bacon on Tomato
Green Peas
Cheese
Romaine Salad

Champagne

"We

Coffee

patio, if it's warm enough. I know
they fix the sweetbreads- crush the
walnuts, cut the sweetbreads up into small
pieces, roll them in the nuts and saute them."

—

how

dinner

little

Maybe you'd

week.

lamb with green peas and new potatoes, a
green salad, and for dessert a ripe pineapple
cut lengthwise. In the shell there were long
bits of the pineapple mixed with halved
strawberries, with kirsch liqueur on the
fruit. And of course coffee later."

serve coffee in the living-room or out

on the

had a most successful

like to hear about it.
"First there was cream of leek soup, then
salmon souffle, which I adore, then leg of
last

CREAM OF LEEK SOUP
1 bunch of leeks, cover with boildrain
ing water and boil 10 minutes
well, place in a sauce pan, add 3 table-

Chop

;

OYSTER BOUILLON
Chop

1

and fry lightly sprinkle
2 tablespoons sifted Pillsbury's
flour, seasoning of salt, pepper and Burnett's nutmeg and pour over 3 cups milk
and 3 cups veal stock. Cook 20 minutes,
spoons' butter

pint of oysters, add to their

and cook slowly

five

K

stirring constantly. Rub all through a
sieve into a clean pan, reheat, add yi

teaspoon sugar and 1 tablespoon melted
butter. Serve with croutons.

gleam of silver and crystal
characterizes Helen's tables for
one of her "Little Dinners." Don't
miss the delectable dishes detailed
in the accompanying story.

The

SALMON SOUFFLE
Mix

If you don't care for romaine salad. Helen
suggests endive and roquefort instead.

ENDIVE AND ROQUEFORT SALAD
In making the salad, after washing
the endive, loosen the center leaves and
stuff with Roquefort cheese which has
been mashed soft, with a little French
dressing. Serve sliced on dark-green
lettuce leaves with French dressing.

"Do you see this Irish lace?" The young
actress pointed out the plate doilies of
hand-made lace. "My husband
delicate
brought them to me from Ireland, where he

;

with

minutes.
Add 3 cupfuls hot water, a small blade
teaspoon
of Burnett's mace and
celery salt Bring to the boiling point
and strain through double thickness of
cheesecloth. Reheat and serve in cups
with a spoonful of whipped cream.
Garnish cream with a shake of paprika.
(It may be necessary to season with
salt, but oysters when fresh will often
be sufficiently salt in themselves.)
liquor,

went to play tennis. He brought another set,
which is equally lovely. I am mad about
them !"
As you know, the husband's name is Fred
Perry, tennis champion. She stood by the

too,

rosy drapery, tall and fair in her deep coral
hostess gown, with its flowing sleeves and
small gold clip at the neck. Sandals in the
same coral shade crossed her feet.
"Omar Kiam designed it for me. He did
all the gorgeous clothes' I wear in 'Walter

Wanger's Vogues

of 1938.' Quite lovely, isn't

2 cups of boned and flaked cooked
salmon with 2 cups mashed potatoes,
1 cup milk, seasoning of salt, paprika,
chopped parsley and 2 well beaten eggs.
Pour into a buttered earthenware dish
or glass baking dish, set in the oven
until heated through. Beat the yolks of
2 eggs until light and lemon colored
with '/2 teaspoon salt and mix with the
stiffly beaten white of 2 eggs seasoned
with !4 teaspoon paprika, pour over the
heated fish mixture and brown nicely in
the oven. (Sealtest Dairy products are
always good.)

(Please turn to page 78)

3,000,000

PEOPLE SAY"YOU MUST SEE
THIS AMAZING
PICTURE!"

Now

at

Popular Prices
TJ ere

it

is

at

last!

The

world-acclaimed Columbia picture that 3.000.000
people paid as

much

as S5.00

a seat to "preview" in

famous

stage-show theatres.

Now

comes

at regu-

lar

to

your theatre

And you have the assurance
same millions

of

of movie-

goers that this of all pictures
is

The International

Best-Seller by

James Hilton, Screened by the Man

Who Made

"Mr. Deeds"—

it

motion picture prices.

those

I

one you must not miss!

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

FRANK CAPRA'S

Production
Starring

RONALD COLMAN

LOST HORIZON
—
With Edw. Everett Horton-H. B. Warner -Jane Wyatt-Margo- John Howard
Isabel Jewell

-Sam

Jaffe

—Thomas

SCREENLAND

Mitchell. Screen play by Robert Riskin.
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our eyes
will

open wide with wonder!

The picture you dreamed some day
you'd see

.

.

.

lovely to look

at,

lovelier

you listen! A musical romance
gay and magnificent, skimming in shimmering delight along the silvery Alpine
as

still

slopes! Spectacle so splendid, beauty
so breath-taking that it's all you've ever

longed

for in entertainment ... as your
In A Million" girl finds the boy
in a million!

"One

TYRONE

SK7

OWER
sod"' V><¥?«VJW

ARTHUR TREACHER
RAYMOND WALBURN
JOAN DAVIS

.,

RUMANN

SIG

•

ALAN HALE

LEAH RAY • MELVILLE COOPER
MAURICE CASS • GEORGE GIVOT
Directed by Sidney Lanfield
who gave you "Sing, Baby, Sing",
"One In A Million", " Wake Up And Live"
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith

.

.

.

Screen Play by Boris Ingster and Milton Sperling
From the play "Der Komet" by Attila Orbolc

DARRYL

F.

ZANUCK

in

Charge

of Production

ybni guarantee

of the best
in entertainment!
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SCREENLAND

An Open

Letter

to Frances

Farmer

she doing a Hepburn? Frances Farmer and
her husband appear at the Hollywood premiere
"The Toast of New York,"
picture,
of her
dressed as though for a hike. Or is it Art?
Is

DEAR
That

H.:
stands for the First Family of Hollywood. I know you must be, from the way
you act. Or even from the way you don't act,
as in "The Toast of New York." It takes somebody
very, very snooty to stand stock still and let some of
the best actors in Hollywood act rings all around her,
as you did as Josie Mansfield. Why, when I think of
what Gypsy Rose Lee beg her pardon, Louise Hovick
F. F.

—
—could have done with thewould have been could
far
role of Josie, I

"The Toast

of

New

York"
and I would be

a

cry.
dif-

much

better
be a
would
all,
at
doubt
no
have
I
you,
humor; and
at least I hope so; cerbrighter and happier girl

ferent picture,

in

a

—

must have been too sick-making
be said to have played the part
can
you
for
at all. To me, you just stood off from the unfortunate
had a
Josie, holding her at arms' length as though she
you wouldn't muss up
slightly bad smell. Oh, no
your Art by seizing that part by the teeth and giving
not the aloof Miss
it
a good, thorough mauling
Farmer. Not you.
Well, I would like to ask you something. Just who
do you think you are, anyway? J think, though you
didn't ask me, that you are the most ungrateful young
tainly playing Josie

you—

if

—

—

ever won sudden success in Hollywood.
You appeared one day, a handsome newcomer; pracattention-calling
tically the next, you were given an
were handed
then
you
and
lead opposite Bing Crosby;

woman who

one of the best roles of the season, in

covered," by this magazine's Honor Page and others
of the very few times that SCREENLAND has
guessed wrong. What happened then? Was it that you
thought, "Well, if Hollywood is this easy, I say it's
spinach, and to hell with it"? Did you decide in that
handsome and, I've still no doubt, high-minded head
of yours, that what is so quickly won is not worth
winning? It would seem so; for in "Exclusive" you
played a newspaper girl with all the fire of a Kitty
Clancy; and Josie Mansfield in "The Toast of New
York" with all the appeal of a road-company Mary

—one

Carlisle.

And now what? Why, a sojourn in a "summer
theatre" in the East, "for experience." Of course, you
can't get experience, I mean good experience, in
Hollywood? You permitted no photographs to be made
at the Manhattan train; but not a ticket-purchaser
was turned away from the theatre because he might
have come to see Frances Farmer of the movies. You
packed 'em in, I hear whether because of your art,
or because of your Hollywood build-up, there's no
telling. Perhaps you're doing a deliberate Hepburn
without her color and verve. All the camera-ducking
points to it. On the other hand, you may be merely a
serious-minded young actress who honestly hates the
all
motion picture medium and yearns for the stage
right, who's stopping you?

—

—

"Come and Get

an important picture; made much of by directorluscious cosial technique and camera magic, with
tumes and close-ups. Result: acclaim; you were "dis-

It,"
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It sounds like the title
of a Fred Astaire song,
but it's serious business in HollyIt's the boys and girls
the hot-cha personalities
who get somewhere and who
stay there (for a while), in this
business. Pep and personality
count. From the first screen test
to the big "take" in the super-colossal epic, there is some
quality of fire, vitality, call it what you will -which must
register if a player is to go on to bigger and better

almost invisible salary, someone looked at one of the
"Crime Doesn't Pay" short subjects and cried, "My
gosh That boy has 'zing !' " And look where Bob is

salaries.

today.

The industry which spends hundreds of thousands of
dollars every year searching for it cannot tell you what
it is. Directors, despairing of defining it, just sigh and

So it isn't surprising that when people find that they
possess this elusive and valuable quality, they will go to
almost any lengths to increase it and retain it.
I was interested, for instance, to learn that Dolores
Del Rio makes a practice of walking a-top a high board
fence almost every day. She really does. She says that
for her it is important. It gives her a physical poise, a
sense of balance and perspective it sends blood rushing
to those centers of consciousness (somewhere at the back
of her brain), which make her fit for a day's work. la
other words, that exercise gives her sing.

wood.
with

—

call it "Zing!" It has little to do with looks. The most
beauteous damsel or the handsomest young man may be
totally devoid of it. It took them a while, you know, to
discover that Fred Astaire had it and that Fred's zing,
paired with Ginger Rogers' zing made something which
could be described at the box-office as "zing-issimo." This
to the profit of everyone concerned.
When Robert Taylor was working at Metro for an

22

!

;

may seem a trifle elaborate to you. (It certainly did
me when I first heard about it!) But a bit of investigation convinced me that Dolores' recipe was not fanIt

to

tastic at all, so far as

Hollywood

is

concerned.

It is

rather

on the mild side. Everyone here has a recipe for attaining and keeping zing. Some of them will amaze you.
Some of them you may find useful.
Dolores' idea seemed positively restful to me when I
found out about Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers. If
they are to keep up that terrific tempo which is so important in their picthey daren't

swimming pool and saying. "Oh, let's wait
some swimming weather !" Jeanette was up with the
mocking birds and splashing about in the icy pool every
draining his
for

single morning,

she said.
Oh, dear

know any

!

rain

o r shine. "It gives

Sometimes

I

wish

I

me

whoosh!''

didn't

{Please turn to page 75)

«

tures,

down" for even
a moment between
"let

j

I

*i

What
all

is

this thing called

Zing? Read

about it here, and why all our
Hollywood stars must have it

By Helen Louise Walker
daren't relax even when they are rehearsing.
on the set usually finds Fred at
the piano, playing away like everything while Ginger
sings and sways. Some time Hermes Pan takes a turn at
the piano, especially if it is during rehearsals, and Fred
shots.

A

They

pause

in the activities

and Ginger do spirited burlesques of whatever number
they have been practicing.
Their burlesque of one number which they did just for
their own amusement, resulted in the "All My Eggs in
One Basket" number in "Follow the Fleet." They have
done some sort of burlesque in every picture since, mostly
worked up while they were "relaxing" between shots.
Wouldn't you think that they would just want to go and
lie down somewhere and maybe have a nice cup of tea
when they are not cavorting before the camera? Both of
them agree that if they did any such thing, the "zing"
would leave them. So they keep moving.
Jeanette McDonald lies down. She has the blessed
knack of being able to knock off twenty minutes' sleep
(with witch-hazel packs on the eyes) and come up filled
with vim and renewed energy. But Jeanette has her
Spartan qualities, too. Last winter when everyone was

Dolores Del Rio
has

more Zing of

the

Latin

variety

than any other star
in

screendom.

Joan Crawford, far
left,

gets

her sup-

ply of Zing from
sun-bathing, she
says. Oh, well!
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Goes

Sonja

—

Found

America,

In

fame,

fortune,

romance, love! For details see Sonja Henie,

who

tells

here,

us

her hitherto

the

for

time,

first

the

secret plans for

future.

American
!

:

!

!"

there

Hot? In congealed astonishment I buttoned up my
overcoat against the chilling air as Sonja Henie waved
a hand matching her rosy cheeks toward the vast expanse
of studio-created rink where, with hundreds of other
skaters, she had been rehearsing an enchanting ballet
flashing black-and-white figures in waltz rhythm for her
second picture, "Thin Ice."
"But sometimes," she added, "I'm not so hot. All day
for seven days I sit in the snow. A machine here makes
it

By Charles Darnton

FIRST saw her flying across milk-white ice like a
winging snowbird. Then she lighted on a chair beside
me with a breezy "Phew Oh, my God, it's hot out

Br-r-r-r! Did you ever sit in the snow for
and try to be romantic ? That's what I did in a

out of

ice.

a week
scene with Tyrone
Power, you
Mista'

But

know.

didn't

I

mind."

What

minded,

I

with keen amusement,

was that the lively
Sonja talked as fast
as she can skate.

"Skating," she solemnly declared, "is the hardest sport
it. If not I just
as well quit it. I could not give the same performance.
This is possible only when I am fresh. And love of
what you do keeps you fresh oh, yes If I am stale the
people would know it right away, so it is better I stop
in the world. But," brightening, "I love

—

before

I

die

on

my

!

feet."

Though no immediate danger
champion

of

them

all,

I

of this threatened the
to know the pro-

was curious

term

fessional
skater.

of

of

life

a

"Years," was her indefinite
answer, with a wide sweep of
the arms. "And it takes years
to

make

eight
four,

a skater.

and
and

I

started at

now

I'm

twenty-

the time

all

I

am

Her

ringing laugh speeded
up her racing words.
Good nature kept pace
with good health.
Meanwhile her perky
nose seemed to be
keeping tabs on her
leaping smiles, at the

same time dodging
her

record-breaking

dimples.

Nice

girl.

Likewise good
girl.

From

good

stock,

honest

and

sturdy.

No

mistaking

>

that.

Compared
her,

to
eupeptic,

charming,
she
as

vital
is

shredded
Hollywood
stars, dietetic to desperation, seemed pale and anemic,
their blood turned to water while hers was rich in its
capacity for work and achievement.
"Hot and cold, hot and cold, that's me," she rushed

to temperatures. "But people don't know
skating and they think I am cool like the
cucumber. Ha After a number I am all wet. Then for
two weeks I feel the effect. It lets me down. The cold
dead air gets under my skin and I can't get it out. That
makes me very, very tired, so tired I don't want to move,
just stay in bed with the blankets pulled up to here."
She chucked herself under the chin, as I wondered
whether her effortless skating meant killing work to her.

on,
it.

still

They

running
see

me
!
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Most famous skater

in the
only twentyfour! Sonja Henie in her
second picture, "Thin Ice,"
shows screen audiences still
more of her amazing skill.

world

Above,
the

is

still

in

action.

page at

scene

and a

with

right,

Tyrone

full-length

Across
a love
Power,
portrait.

improving. It is good for me that I am very strong. I
have only to keep in condition by exercising, and that is
easy, for I do not smoke or drink and I eat with great
success. That is good for my legs. If I go on a diet my
legs would go out from under me. I must be strong
because in pictures I work from nine to seven and I am
on skates all the time well, anyway, if I don't sit down
in the snow with Tyrone. But for me there must be two
months between pictures, and then I sit in the sun
you like the sun here, yes? But maybe you don't like

—

to skate, no? You would in Norway, for that is the life
there. You feel it in the air, which outside is bracing,
and that makes all the difference. When I was ten I felt
I would be world champion. At thirteen I was."
just making a simple statement
daughter of her native fjords, Sonja Henie
had glided over their frozen surface naturally and swiftly
to her gleaming destiny. It was all as much a part of
her as her wind-swept eyes and her sunny hair. But did
she still feel her first fine enthusiasm?
"I am crazy about it all the time," she glowingly assured me. "When I skate I feel very free, full of the joy
of freedom. It's like I am master of my own world and
can do anything I want in it. It is even better than ever
now because in pictures I have dancing. Before it was
just spins and jumps. I am still doing this, but they put
music to it and that makes it dancing. I have done as

She wasn't boasting,

of fact.

A

as forty-five spins, and now there is a little bit of
skating in all I do. But I think of it as dancing. Shall I
tell you a long-time secret? All right. Every time I put
on a new pair of skates I have looked at them and talked
to them and asked them 'Where will you carry me ? To
what new place will you take me ? To what great change
in my life will you bring me?' For me America has
answered all those questions. Maybe it is funny what I
do, but perhaps other girls are like that, too, only they
talk to their new dancing slippers and wonder what they
will lead to, hoping it may be romance waiting for them
that very night in a ballroom. But with me it has always
been skates, just two shining blades of steel that might
cut a new path through life for me."
That, no doubt, was the Norwegian of it. But instantly
she flashed
"Skating, like love, is not a matter of geography. It
depends upon the sincerity of the person, whether the
girl or the boy has the patience, vitality and endurance
good skater can be
to keep practicing for perfection.

many

:

A

developed in any country where water freezes, and many
good ice skaters have been developed in America. Every

place

I

go

T want

and boys come to me and say they want
But you know how it is—people will say,

girls

to be skaters.

to be a writer,' but they never set to work trying
dream about it. You can't get any-

to be one, they just

where with your ambitions by sitting and dreaming, can
you? So I never know if the girls and boys who talk to
me about wanting to be skaters ever do anything about
it. But I do know from my fan mail that 'everyone' wants

Some ask to be given lessons in figure skating,
others ask about exercises to get into condition, and many
tell me to make more skating pictures. Well, I will make
them so long as I draw, but not more than two a year.
They are too hard, even if they do look easy. I never
made a picture in Europe, and it was only here that I
turned professional."
It has been said that Miss Henie has since become
more interested in acting than in skating. But she emphatically protested
"No! I would rather be a great skater than a great
actress.
? All right, I tell you. If you really want to
compete with people to see who's the best you can't do
it in acting. But you can do (Please turn to page 75)
to skate.

Why
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you see. In private life I've discovered that he forgets his super-work schedule. He proceeds to Live, Love,
and Laugh in capital letters. By comparison all the other
screen males seem sad, frustrated souls.
Actually, it's Meche who's able to have a keen marriage, a family, and Fun to boot. It's he who hates to go
to bed until dawn and ham and eggs who's a ringleader
in larks and gags. But only by catching him unawares,
entirely away from the studios, did I find out about his
sweeping impulsiveness, learn from him exactly what
he's thinking.
radio,

;

He happened

to be at the Troc with Honore, his wife.
the center of a blithe crowd, but he spied
me and cried, "Come on out to the country tomorrow and
have a swim !" Little did I suspect I'd be literally thrown
into his pool, clothes and all. But then neither did he
suppose I'd go to press with these intimate details of a
true day with him
and of the unrivaled night that followed. (He hasn't heard yet that Hollywood's old stuffies
imagine they're in a nine o'clock town.)
The Ameche home is a rambling, semi-Spanish affair
in a flowering orange grove. It's away out in the rolling
foothills of Encino. Honore met me at the door. "Yes,
it's eleven already
didn't get in
but Dora isn't up.

They were

—

We

;

until four this

being roused

Honore

Dom

—

morning and milord and master

when

she's

it

isn't

urgent

is

agin'

!"

always plain Honey to Meche and he's

to her because that's the abbreviation of Dominic,
his original title
is a tall, slim ash-blonde who looks

—

Ann Harding and has, in addition, the
wit of Myrna Loy. In brief, Don chose a wife who'd
rather be natural and skip gooey make-ups and trailing
and reasons

like

gowns.
Before we had time to discuss him, however, he
strolled leisurely in from his bedroom, in white duck
pants and sandals and a tan. "Honey," he questioned,
"where's the shorts you were going to buy me?"' He had
her there for once she hadn't been the perfect mate.
Meche didn't crab, though. Instead he strolled out for
a minute and returned with a large pair of scissors.
Clip-clip-clip and he was in shorts
He had breakfast of orange juice "Fresh from the
tree to him,'' Honore ad-libbed
eggs, toast, and coffee.
"We came out here to live," he informed me, "for the
children's sake. Back in Chicago elevator riding was their
one sport. So of course we wanted a house and Beverly
Hills was too foggy for them."
I was careful not to prompt him in any way; you get
an accurate idea of a person only when he's being strictly
;

D ay

<ea
with

Don
Charm

plus

A meche
action!

That sums up a

Hollywood holiday spent with the gay
and gallant screen and radio star we
meet, and learn to know, here

By Ben Maddox

ARE
f—\
/ \

you awake and living? Until you have spent a
day with Don Ameche, you probably aren't
Don't be insulted. I fancied I was getting

real

too. I just hadn't experienced the new
sensation called Keeping Up With Meche. It's the best
sensation in Hollywood today.
When Don is on his own, he's amazing. He's a riot.
He's a revelation. He not only manages to be a movie
star and, besides, America's No. 1 dramatic draw on the

around enough,
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—

—

himself.

"Mind if I glance through the papers?" He smiled.
At first you don't consider him exceptional in appearance. But as soon as he speaks his voice gets you. Then
he smiles and his friendliness is so obvious that you immediately feel like a pal from away back. He read, I observed, just the movie and sport columnists. "I like to
dream I'm on the inside," he confessed. "I've only been
to one major league baseball game in my life, but I check
!"
the scores

Two

blond boys tumbled in on us then

—Donny, almost

four, and Ronny, who's a year and a half old. They had
to clamber over Daddy, and the baby nearly lost his
scanties in the process. Daddy agreed happily that we'd

go swimming.
Next in walked Gabriel, who's Meche's own age
(twenty-seven) and who's been a chum ever since coming as a Belgian refugee to the Catholic grammar school
attended. When Donny was born Meche recalled
that Gabriel was as kind as he was efficient; presto
Donny had a special pal and Daddy got a secretary.
I quickly noticed that Don can take as good a ribbing
as he can give. Frequently he'll telephone Honore and
attempt to fool her. He'll alter his voice, go into an
accent, and usually she's wondering if she may really

Don

have told Mr. Zanuck

to

"Stop

it,

Zanny

!"

Gabriel's face was seriousness itself. "I
with you at the studio yesterday, Don. But

you."

wanted
I

didn't

to get in touch

want

to disturb

—

"What do you mean disturb me ?" mumbled Don, partially untangling himself from baby legs that were threatening to strangle
him.
"Well," said Gabriel innocently, "you were asleep in Alice Faye's
."
dressing-room, and so
!" He
"I was what
where?" hollered Don. "Why, why
choked. Honore rocked, seemingly crushed. "Honey, I've never
." He waved
so much as
the baby's foot helplessly. "Honey, so
help me you know I
Honey, listen to me Gabriel, who dared

—

—

—

—

—

—

to say that ?"

"Nobody said you were in Alice Faye's dressing-room," continued the dead-pan Gabriel. And, as an aside to me, "Don does
fall asleep most anywhere!" Gabriel suddenly realized he'd evidently made a great error. "But I phoned everywhere else you
might be," he fumbled, "and ."
Then Meche got it. He roared. When he laughs you bubble.
Honore roared. Gabriel fell off his chair in mad glee. The baby
was tossed up in the air.
"I've no sympathy for you," declared Honore as severely as she
could make it. "My poor father! He was so gullible." To me:
"Dom used to rib him so and father {Please turn to page 66)

—

Camera
this

Impressions on

page

show

Don

Ameche

with
Eddie
Cantor, at the mike,
top left. Right, reading
down: with his wife,

Honore
nounces

—

it

Don proHoney; re-

hearsing

Young

with
Loretta
for "Love Under

Fire;"

having a

go at
Don Ameche at
the age of eighteen,
and,
left,
in
a
new

tennis;

portrait.

ncess
Gay and

lively fictionization

Politics

of "First Lady," the

romance and intrigue
Washington, from the famous stage play

new Kay
in

of

Francis picture of

Fictionized

Elizabeth

B.

by

Petersen
Please See Page 79
for Cast and Credits
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t
first time Lucy Wayne and
Irene Hibbard met they smiled
much too brightly and murmured
"darling," with exclamation points in
their voices and Washington thrilled
to the new feud. For Washington
knows sparring when it sees it.

THE

There

were

a

few

skirmishes and then the
started.

Over

a

preliminary
bout

official

man, of course.

It

wasn't a husband, for according to
feminine Washington's bright code
that would have been fair enough and

what

anybody

would

expect.

—

No,

Irene went further than that and
took Lucy's colored chef who had
made her Sunday breakfasts the most
potent political force in the capital.
For presidents had been made and
unmade right between the popovers.
It was Lucy's first defeat, and a
bitter pill to swallow. For she was
former President Chase's granddaughter and even now,
years and years and years afterwards, very much grown
of State,
"up and married to Stephen Wayne, Secretary
all the
of
Out
Baby.
House
White
the
she was still
children who had ever slid down White House bannis-

was the only one to have bounced on to fame
because of it.
sbe cl
If Irene Hibbard hadn't been such a buccaneer
had
hardly have started anything with Lucy. But she
the
in
made
had
father
her
ones
the
millions behind her,
Baker
early automobile days before too many of his
Steamers had blown up, and she always had thought her
marriage to a foreign prince gave her prestige even if
thinking
she had divorced him and at the moment she was
her marriage to Carter Hibbard, Supreme Court Justice,
felt
meant something, too. So she was riding high and
ters she
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"First Lady" is a sophisticated satire on Washington politics, with Kay
Francis playing the part
of the wife of the Secretary of State, who loves
to meddle in big affairs.
Top, Kay in character.
Marjorie
Above,
with'
Gateson, as her secretary, and Louise Fazenda,
as a crusader. Left, the
rivals
Miss Francis and
Veree Teasdale. Below,
with Victor Jory as "the

—

boy Senator" and Anita
Louise

as

Kay's

niece.

on the White House Bahy as anyone.
Gordon Keane was the latest bone to be flung between
them. Not that Lucy was interested in the new senator
from the West the way Irene was, but she decided he
could be as useful to Stephen's interests as he was to
Irene's and the western crowd she was mixed up with.
So Lucy beamed with sweet malice and tossed a smile
to Irene across the crowded Senate gallery where they
she'd as soon take

"Boy senator!" Lucy giggled. "That's really ju.it what
is,
Sophy. Look out for him this afternoon if I'm
tied up when he gets here."
"Now Lucy, hadn't you better go easy with Keane?"
Sophy demanded. "Irene Hibbard's entirely too close to

he

sat listening to

him. And here's something from the W. P. P. P. and
you've got to wear it."
Gingerly she held out a corsage and Lucy cringed as
she touched the red, white, and blue ribbon it was tied

Irene expected to hear at

with.

Gordon's speech, for it wasn't the speech
all. Irene had practically written
that one and Lucy had practically written this one.
Lucy would have liked to draw her triumph out to its
full sweet content if it hadn't been her afternoon at
home and if her secretary Sophy Prescott hadn't telephoned that urgent summons reminding her of it. Sophy
was a treasure really and Lucy adored her but there were
times, like this, when she could have cheerfully throttled
her.

The house was so filled with flowers it looked like the
gardens at Mount Vernon when she hurried in, her quick
smile flashing as Stephen's niece came hurrying toward

her.

"Emmy

child,

you look charming

!"

Her

eyes approved

the girl's gold and pink and white perfection. "Everything looks so lovely. I never saw so many flowers. Looks

a gangster's funeral !" Her words came rushing
furiously as Sophy advanced relentlessly towards her.
"Now Sophy, darling, don't say it! You'll only be sorry
-and besides, I can take the words right out of. your
mouth. Such an unhygienic phrase, I always think. Don't
like

—

look so grim, can't you ever forget you were General
Prescott's daughter? You shouldn't scold me. I've been
saving the country."
Her words kept pace with her running feet as she
went to her room to dress, Sophy and
close
behind.
"Do you know what he was going to do?" she demanded. "Keane, I mean. He was going to make a speech
that was most unfriendly to Stephen's treaties if I hadn't

Emmy

headed him off."
"I saw Senator Keane once," Emmy said breathlessly.
"He's awfully good-looking. He's the boy senator from
that old state out West."
"Emmy, go and fix your hair !" Sophy said
with that note of asperity in her voice that was
so unmistakably Sophy, and with a little moue
at her aunt Emmy left reluctantly.

There's

spirited

intrigue,

and

plenty

of

action,

in

which Kay Francis receives fine support from Preston Foster, playing her husband, right.
Left, below, an amusing scene between Verree Teasdale and Walter Connolly, seen as a Supreme Court
Justice and Verree's long-suffering husband.
"First

Lady,"

in

"Peace, Purity, and Patriotism \" She laughed a little
as she scanned the card.
dear, they're priceless. The
capitol just teemed with them this morning. They were

"My

riding herd on

the senators. Their president was a
an absolute symbol of peace. 1 suppose this is she." She looked down on the signature on
the card. "Mrs. Creevey." "Lavinia May Creevey."
She turned eagerly as the door opened and Stephen
came in. Even now after years of marriage there was
still something exciting and breath-taking when she saw
him. Even cynical Sophy could see that and she smiled
as she closed the door behind her.
"Stephen, darling!" Lucy took his hand and held it
against her cheek for a moment, and the man's gray eyes
darkened as he stood looking down on her. "You look
tired. That miserable state department is wearing you
large,

dovey

all

lady,

out."
"It's only a little while." He sat down beside her
stretching out his long legs. "This is a special occasion."
"It's always a special occasion." Her eyes brooded
over the fatigue lines etched across his forehead. She
leaned over impetuously and kissed him. "By the way,
before I forget, I think I've get a new senator for you.
He made a good speech this afternoon. I practically

wrote

it."

"Now

darling," Stephen laughed easily, "I do wish
you'd give up ghost-writing for senators. You know it
always gets you in
trouble."

"But

you

(Please turn
page 78)

can't
to

Lombard,

Then and

Now
—
—

the
eight years ago good old Pathe Studio
that puts on a beautiful white Colonial front
out on Washington Boulevard in Culver City had a
gold mine cooped up in two of its most undesirable dressing-rooms, and thought nothing of it. Just imagine having
a Carole Lombard and a Clark Gable on your roster and

SOME
studio

not giving it a passing thought Why, there are producers
today who would part with their eye-teeth for the opportunity of co-starring Miss Lombard and Mr. Gable. They
break into cold sweats just thinking how terrific it would
be. Millions, but millions, in the box-office Pathe could
have turned the trick neatly and simply by merely dialing
the casting director.
But don't blame Pathe too harshly for its lack of foresight, for after all some eight years ago our glamorous
Miss Lombard was but a "mere slip of a girl," rather
shy, who had recently lost her job and needed another
one something awful while our screen Lover Number
One was but a hulk of a guy from Ohio who hadn't
done anything more sensational in the films than a bit in
"The Merry Widow" at $7.50 a day. And besides Hollywood at that time was still in its Gay Nineties Period,
depression hadn't struck its cruel blow, and little men
with red ink versed in the art of subtracting hadn't
poured in from Wall Street oh my, and la la, it was
all so gay and riotous. The old Pathe lot was simply
lousy with allure girls, hatted and coated with sables
and dripping diamond bracelets as they stepped out of
aristocratic town cars in the season's best slink. There
were the two Queens, Gloria Swanson and Constance
Bennett, and those two artistes from the New York theatre, Ann Harding and Ina Claire, and those two lovely
blondes, Jeanette Loff and Helen Twelvetrees, and also
Sally Rand. Now after all, what with La Swanson and
La Bennett feuding over the Marquis de la Falaise,
and the
( Connie copped him from Gloria, you remember)
Misses Harding and Claire putting art into the movies,
and Miss Twelvetrees looking wistful and Miss Rand
planning things to do with a fan, you can readily understand why in the lush excitement of it all Pathe might
have overlooked a couple of struggling youngsters.
In fact, Carole and Clark themselves were so unimpressed with themselves and the whole set-up that they
didn't even bother to get acquainted, but merely nodded
absently as they passed each other on the long, long
flight of stairs that led to the undesirable dressing-rooms.
Pathe gave Gable his first featured part in "The Painted
Desert," starring Helen Twelvetrees, and that stint done
he left the studio no one begged him to stay and
soon afterwards turned up at Metro where "The Secret
Six" with Jean Harlow began making him a star practically "overnight."
Carole, under a long-term contract, maintained a discreet silence while the Misses Swanson, Bennett, Harding, and Claire fought it out in the arena and usually
teamed with William Boyd Carole made such goodies
as "Power," "High Voltage," "Ned McCobb's Daugh!

!

;

—

,

—

—

;
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—

—

Carole Lombard then above when she and Clark Gable
were so busy being bossed around the same studio they
didn't have time to nod "hello" as they passed on the
upper
dressing-rooms.
And Carole
stairs
to
floor
today right. What a difference just a few years make!

—

"Big News," "Racketeer," and a whole slue of
the
pictures. She lingered on until Pathe
termites with the red ink from the East had moved in by
then folded. Having been in on the folding of Mack
Sennett's a few years before Carole knew exactly what
she gathered up her
to do under the circumstances
make-up case and personal belongings, whistled to
Fieldsie, and went for a long ride in the country. Carole
was beginning to think that she would go down in cinema
history as the mysterious blonde who closed studios. But
Walter Wanger had picked her for a winner some years
before, and the minute she was without a contract he
grabbed her off for Paramount where after a session
ter,"

—

gangster

—

—

at the Astoria Studio in

New York

she returned to the

and met and married and divorced William
Powell. And somewhere along the way she became one
of the most glamorous and popular of the movie stars,
with a salary today that would make the Misses Swanson, Bennett, Harding, and Claire's eyes pop clean out

home

lot

of their heads.
It was June 7, 1928, that Carole signed a contract
with the Cecil B. DeMille Pictures Corporation to make
pictures at the Pathe Studio, and for heaven's sake don't
ask me what DeMille was doing at Pathe I only work
here. (Even if she did ignore Gable at the time she
became friendly with DeMille's art director, Mitchell
Leisen, who later at Paramount directed her in two of
her best pictures, "Hands Across the Table" and "Swing
High, Swing Low." And Gregory LaCava who catapulted her right into the higher brackets with "My Man
Godfrey" directed her in a little number called "Big
News" at dear old Pathe, if you want to make anything out of it.) It was in June of this year that Carole
signed a contract with Selznick-International Pictures to
;

Want

the

dramatic

of

thrill

trasts, highlighted

con-

by spirited gaiety?

Then read these hitherto unwritten
chapters

in

Carole Lombard's

life

By
Liza

sports phaeton then and
an Alaskan husky, and I

would

up

drive

much grinding

with

of brakes

and honking of French
horns. But

—

I

was made

park

outside
the
gates." Only the glamorto

ous ones were
to park on the

allowed
lot then,

and despite the Alaskan
husky and the French
horns our Carole didn't

make the grade. But now
when her Ford roadster
drives
chains

up

to the gate the

drop

with

elec-

quickness, and
figuratively a red carpet

trifying
is

thrown

down

"Welcome" done

with

in rose

petals, and
the entire
studio stops work and
says "Yes, Miss Lombard." What a hell of a
difference a few years

can make

make pictures once more at the Pathe Studio out on
Washington Boulevard, ten minutes drive from Louis B.
Mayer's Gold Gulch. Which sort of rounds things out
and makes for good success-story reading. From "Show
Folks" with Eddie Quillan in June, 1928, to "Nothing
Sacred" with Freddie March in June, 1937, is the gamut.
It's a grand and glorious feeling to be able to return
as a Queen to the place where once you worked as a hired
girl, and you may be sure that Carole, who gets the most
fun out of life, enjoyed the situation thoroughly. But her
triumphant re-entry into the citadel lacked the flourish
that a Bennett or a Swanson would have given it, for
Carole arrived in slacks and in a Ford "I used to do it
better in 1928," said Carole, "for I had a very snappy
!

When Carole first
signed up with Pathe,
(for peanuts as we say in
the trade), she was given
a small dressing-room
way up under the eaves
which could only be
reached by steps, steps,
dozens
of
and
steps,
Carole took one look at
her new quarters and
rushed for the paint
brush.
Always handy
with a paint brush, that
one. The ambition of her
life at that time was to
possess Gloria Swanson's dressing-room, which she
thought the most beautiful thing ever. It was red and
black and silver, the modernistic movement having descended upon Hollywood in all its horror. Gloria took
one look at the dressing-room that had been specially
decorated for her when she arrived at the studio amid
much fanfare and decided that she preferred a bungalow,
so one was built for her promptly, but even then they
didn't give Carole the red and black and silver. Even
as yours and mine, Carole's tastes have changed with
the years and she no longer covets the Swanson dressing-room she could certainly have it now if she wanted
perfectly happy in a five-room bungalow
it, but she's
fully equipped as a model (Please turn to page 77)

—
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ourth

D imensiona
William H.

McKegg
Here's something new and daringly different!
Read this stimulating feature for unusual facts

and fancies about your cinema enthusiasms

OUR

movie

favorites

defy

Time and Space
Instead of trying to re-

duce their ages, erase from cinematic annals the exact date of their
entry into pictures, the stars ought
to pat themselves on the back and
feel secure in the knowledge that
they are furthering science not by
theory but by fact
To glance casually at popular
players, if this is permissible, then
cast your mind back to the day
they made their celluloid debuts,
causes you to wonder.
Scientists talk constantly of the

Fourth Dimension. These old wiseacres declare time and space do
not exist. And now with Television about to astound us, what
will become of mere talkies ? What

an age we

William Powell, above, grins up at
in a silent film characterization
caricature? Ginger Rogers, right,
the jest of comparison with her
personality, below.

self,
it

,

live in

The movie great have exemplified this scientific discovery for years, and
say they should worry. For gazing enraptured at them, year in, year out, time and
space become non-existent.
Beulah

Bondi

told

me something

very

supposition. I dropped
over to Paramount, to see her. As usual, her
talk was most interesting.
"It is remarkable," she said, "How an
actor can hold the public mind with his
power of acting. The people never notice the
space between the player and themselves.
Bernhardt played Camillc at seventy, and

pertinent

for

this

entranced audiences with her apparent
youth, with the radiance of soul she projected."
I

asked her which Hollywood star she

deemed worthy

to fit this strange ability, to
hold people by magic. Without hesitation,
Miss Bondi named Garbo, whom she greatly
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admires as a splendid actress and a remarkable woman.
Of course Garbo is not so young. Yet while watching
her, we become quite oblivious of the miles between
us,
and forget that the Swedish Bernhardt has been seventeen years in pictures
eleven of which have been spent
in Hollywood.
Garbo is one star always near her admirers. Though

—

in private she is seclusive and aloof, her pictures project
her shadow over time and space. She never seems
to

grow

older.

Miss Bondi had an explanation for this. "When you
love a person, or have a deep affection for someone, that
person seems quite close to you, even though actually
far away. You might say," she added, "that Love banishes time and space."

On

the other hand,

if

you hate a person you

wide gulf between you, even

if

Beulah

Bondi, one
the
greatest
actresses
on
the
screen,
is
shown
of

below
really

is;

as she
and at

right, in her wonderful portrayal of
an
old
lady
in

"Make

Way

for

Tomorrow."

feel a

he chances to be standing

right next to you.

But we must keep the love motif

in

mind. Especially our
hat fine performer,
ionel Barrymore,

love

pioneered

Her

>ft,

ent

pictures

looked like
below.

in

when

for Garbo.
long standing

means

in pictures

this,

We

nothing to us.
forget hard facts
and revel in her
artistry,
at
her

magic

making

in

time

and

space

disappear.

Though Tom
Brown is only
twenty-four, he

is

an old-timer in
movies, having
started his career fifteen years ago,
the age of nine, playing in a film

at_

with

Lionel

Barrymore. As things
has another fifteen
years' acting ahead of him before he
starts to direct
as he hopes to do.
look,

it

Tom

seems

—

Lionel

Barrymore came into his
own as a movie actor when talkies
appeared. But he was an old hand at
the game, having started way back
in

1910, with Biograph.
Brother John made his movie debut
in 1911, in comedy. Pictures have
It Myrna Loy, left, seems slightly bored
by
always held the youngest of the Barthe Myrna Loy who used to pose for picrymore trio. Today, no longer the
tures like this, below, who can blame her?
dashingly handsome hero, John is
It wasn't so long
ago, either, that Myrna
revealing a new phase of acting
obligingly posed for "leg" art.
character portrayals of remarkable
force and individuality, as his fine performances in "Romeo and Juliet," and in "Maytime" so plainly prove.
Ginger Rogers seems still a newcomer,
sprung into notice with Astaire. In a way,
this is true, but Ginger has some eight vears
of picture work and struggle behind' her.

The fans seem to forget that for several
years Ginger floundered in Hollywood, and
was overlooked by unwise movie moguls.
Today, her "struggle" years have disappeared.
see only Ginger the glamor

We

dancing on air.
Many years ago twenty in all I saw a
film production of "La Boheme" in Europe,
with an American actress, Alice Brady. I
thought of la Brady for long enough,' for
girl,

—

—

her death scene was so touchinglv

was a big movie
stage star, too.

star

The

from 1916

till

real.

She

1924.

A

stage claimed her until
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Colman

today,
the

glances

at

man who

first

left,

Col-

came

to

the screen, below. Not
so much change, at
that,

is

there?

—

With a firm background of picture work a background of fifteen years Richard Arlen knows all about
Hollywood. I recall back in 1924- when Dick used to
long for bits of Paramount, where he was then under
contract as a newcomer, at seventy-five dollars a week.
Dick has been seventeen years in Hollywood. The first
two years were spent in starving and striving. Then

—

fifteen years of film fame. And he's still
popular.
There's no denying the fact, Norma Shearer
is a leading figure of Hollywood. She is a fine

came

actress,

need

I

add? She should

be, I

must

add, for she's been in pictures lo these twenty
years.
With the appearance of "A Star Is Born"
the entire country declared Janet Gaynor had
entered a new phase of screen acting. For
twelve years, Janet has made picture after
!

picture.

She has become a household word.

extra work, in 1924, when Clark
Gable also worked with her, Janet has learned
the business. Since 1926, she has held the
fans by her stardom. In looks she seems always the same. Of all the fourth dimensional
stars, Janet seems to defy time. She is still a
comparative youngster in years but a new
Gaynor.
Clark Gable has done picture work,
on and off, for fourteen years. The
stage, of course, claimed him for a
time. And as Hal K. Dawson he trod
the boards of Broadway, playing
opposite Zita Johann in "Machinal,"

From

—

in the season 1928-29. From that
time on, Clark has been one of our
leading stars. He makes us quite
forget his fourteen years of high
emotion.
Myrna Loy has been in shadowland for thirteen years. An oddlooking gal in studio make-up, her
yesterdays with Warners presented
her as an exotic. Oriental parts were

her assignments.
The great Garbo

flourished,

seems to tur

our unusual, and rare, photog
self at right, showing just how
when she first came to Hollywood.

!

—

HP

When Myrna was
(Please

twenty-first birthday.

Lombard does not claim to be twenty.
Carole as a potential Fox star in the
dim, dark days of '24. Thirteen years a movie
maker Today, Carole is a star. When we see her,
Carole

—

recall

!

we

forget dat ole davil Time.

Joan Crawford never seems to change her
standing as the screen's most glamorous star. Yet when
we consider that Joanie has been glamoring for thirteen
years, after night-club and musical comedy work, we
must conclude she has changed quite a lot. From extra
work to bits, to leads, to stardom a decade has passed
by several years. Yet though time and space separate
them in reality, Joan is near her army of fans, for they

—

love her so much.
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Myrna

love,

and

self.

—

—

I

in

married. Today, she is designated as "the perfect wife."
Since she is a perfect actress,
I'm sure Mr. Hornblow finds
her wifehood perfection it-

called for acting talkers. La Brady, the
tragedienne and she's a fine one, take my word
became Alice, the comedienne.
for it
Loretta Young lives up to her last name. Yet
•Loretta has been before the camera for twelve
years. She was only fourteen, rumor has it, when
she started with Metro-Goldwyn. Twelve and
fourteen make twenty-six, I think despite my
reading only recently of Loretta celebrating her
talkies

fell

Janet Gaynor, who doesbeing told she
like
n't

made a "come-back" in
"A Star Is Born," nevertheless must find content-

ment in the fact that she
has grown up gracefully
from the eager little gir'
she used to be when first
In films, as shown above.
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gyrations on this page give
you some hint of the wild spirit of
enthusiasm permeating the entire
cast of "Varsity Show," in which
Dick Powell not only sings, but dances,
assisted by Fred Waring and his band,

The mad

tr r£<

£i

—

.

r«

I

\
\

the talented Lane Sisters, Rosemary
Priscilla, Lee Dixon, and chorus.

> and

\

4

rl

i

*b

r
*

Dick Powell and Fred Waring's toys and

i

girls

cut collegian capers for "Varsity

Snow"

I

i

Co-starring

Howard

for

with
the

Leslie

third

time in "It's Love I'm
After," a rousing comedy

romance,
her
hits,

Bette recalls
previous Howard
"Of Human Bond-

age" and

"The

Petrified

Forest." Above and below, slighdy goofy scenes
between Bette and Leslie.
At bottom of page, the
three-times-a-hit co-stars
converse between scenes
with the assistant director.
At left, Bette in
close-up as she looks
ahead this time to future co-starring with Dick

—

Powell in a forthcoming
si nging-and-da ncing film.

extl

iat

We 're

asking Bette Davis that ques*»

tion! For she

drama
next

has turned from deepest

to uproarious
she'll

do

a

comedy; and
movie

musical

The AAacAAurray

M

Suppose Fred,

cnace

who

has

won

screen

popularity by being "just nimself/' sets
a dangerous precedent and encourages
all

Hollywood

natural"?

We

Fred MacMurLike the rest of the
picture-going world, we
can't help it. He's genial,
sincere; he doesn't
"act,"
he's
natural.
Which is all very well for
Fred MacMurray. What
we hope is that he hasn't
started a cycle of winlike

ray.

some masculinity. Other
actors lacking Fred's appeal should
stick
to
technique.
Our portraits

of

MacMurray

above and

at right

"Success"

in

its

shout

most

masterful
Hollywood
manifestation.
Below,
Fred with a current heroine,

—

Frances Farmer
"natural actress."

Eugene
Robert
Richee

actors to start "acting

Wnere

will

it all

end?

"The Life of Emile Zola" is one
of the few great pictures. One
reason for its impressiveness is
the devotion to detail which distinguishes every scene.
The
sequence for which the elaborate
street set in falling snow was
created, for example, (at right),
occupies the screen for only a few
seconds; yet it is as faithfully reproduced as though a long and
important sequence were to be
enacted in it.

1

No

Faking

Allowed

I

No

"tank stuff" or "trick
miniature shots" for "Submarine D-l." On the contrary
the broad Pacific off
San Diego provides the
background for the outstanding outdoor scenes;
and the U. S. Navy cooperated. At right you see
the camera crew, aboard
the U. S. S. Ortolan, filming
a scene in the life-saving
buoy alongside, with Pat
O'Brien, wearing cap, about
to descend, and two sailors
assisting.
Don't miss the

—

Above,

microphone.

a

prove it!
This time George Brent has
joined O'Brien in the buoy.
This is when Hollywood
actors really earn those big
close-up,

just

to

pay-checks!

If

V

More

realism from "Zola," at
Again, a scene which lasts
for less than a minute is set,
staged, and acted with "epic"
.

left.

fidelity.

It

represents the Seine

embankment with Paul Muni
shown halfway down the steps,
and

extras for atmosphere.

Note

the wind-machine in center fore-

J

The lighting for this
ground.
brief sequence is especially interesting
and no less than twenty-

—

two technical men are required.

puMic demands

Picture

realism/

and Hollywood spares neither
research
it

to

nor

'em!

expense to give

And

here

it

is

"The Hurricane," Samuel
Goldwyn's picturization of
the book by the authors of
"Mutiny on the Bounty,"
promises to be an exceptional production. Part of it
was actually filmed in the
South Seas; but those scenes
requiring the principal actors
had to be filmed in and
around a huge tank on the
Goldwyn "lot." Powerful
rain and wind machines
beat down the actors as they
portrayed the terror induced by nature's deluge.
At left, Jon Hall, Dorothy

Lamour, and

a native girl

Above,
Astor, Thomas
Mitchell, and native actors
in an exciting close-up.
battle the elements.

Mary

oasts of tKe

Town;

Talk about Aft, talk about reaU
ism*

But the

real secret of

wood's success

is

its

Holly.

lovely ladies.

Glamor^gals, to you!

Devastating Dietrich,

left,

a

sym-

phony in white chiffon, feathers, and
rare jewels. Dolores
DeLRia, below, most
beautiful of

HolLatin
imports.
Ida Lupino, right, indulges
in a new hair-do for
more glamor.
lywood's

all

little

Rochelle Hudson, above, still
screenland's most adorable debutante. Gail Patrick, right, as
our special Dark Lady of the
Below, a c ha rming
kleig lights.
newcomer, Dorothy Haas, who
makes her bow in "Artists and
Models," the Jack Benny show.

Upper
voung

right,

another "Model"
Storme,

Sandra
lady,
"Artists* " delight.
collection, of course,

No charm

would be
complete without Irene Dunne,
lower right.

New
Teams
^X^hen

meets

New
New

Hollywood
often

adds

of

Girl,

history

made.

mating

Boy
is

Movie
strangers

excitement

to

your picture=going

and keeps stars amused

and

Top, new team, created by Mervyn LeRoy: Olivia de Havilland
meets Brian Aherne in "The Great Garrick" with the usual romantic results
on the screen, we mean. Nino Martini sings sweet
nothings to Olivia's sister, Joan Fontaine, in "Music for Madame,"
in which they do a "Romeo and Juliet" sequence, at left above.
Center, Dolores Del Rio encounters George Sanders, making life
gayer for a "Lancer Spy." Metro's best new team is the Spencer

—

Tracy-Luise Rainet inspiration, at right above, for "Big City."
Gary Cooper, with a courtly bow, greets Sigrid Gurie, right, for
"The Adventures of Marco Polo."

directors busy!

Home

photographs

by Lonyvcorth

H ero
Wayne

Morris

at
is

Home

frankly thrilled at his sud=

den success and new home,
The

nicest thing about "Kid Galahad's"
sensational success is his own enjoyment of
He's having a wonderful time! Screenit.
land is first, as usual, to show the new rave
Reading down,
in his brand new home.
from top left: Wayne's first car; his first big
bundle of fan mail; his first fireplace; and,
lower left and below, exterior of hisJiome and
Right didn't know he
the living room.
could sing and play the piano, did you?
Well, he can; and Warners will let him prove
it from the screen soon.

—

first

pictured here

Not-So-

Sylvia Sidney, at left above with Joel
McCrea and director Wyler on the
"Dead End" set, enjoys acting but hates
the waits between scenes. Anita Louise,
above, kills time on the set with some
needlepoint embroidery. It's a current

Hollywood custom.

Clark Gable, with director Conway and Lionel
Barrymore at left above, sends out for lunch while
the crew sets the next scene. Right, Joan Fontaine
is still new enough to pictures to be
interested in
everything going on in the studio.

Highest-paid "waiters"

world are the movie
of

whose work

around
nicians
eras,

Measuring the shot"
ay Francis

sits

just

the
toil

in the

stars, part

just waiting

is

sets

while

tech=

with

lights,

cam»

props, sound

equipment

—

right, above,
outside camera

while a

steel tape measure checks
from camera lens to the faces
Verree Teasdale and Victor Jory for a
ose-up for "First Lady."
Above, is
Hugh Herbert dozing?

axige

istance
*

V
Of

course Ronald Colman, at right above, isn't
really bored with vivacious Mary Astor to talk to,
as both await their calls to the set to emote in

"The

Prisoner of Zenda." Chester Morris,
talks polo with Whitney Bourne.

left,

..a
**
4'

That old "We-want-Cantor" refrain has an echo
which seems to say, "And
let him be silly." Ever one
to strive to please, Eddie
launches into the business
of making you laugh with

f

"AliBaba Goes To Town."
Right, Cantor has the
ladies
June Lang and
Louise Hovick with him.
But June likes tenors as

—

well

scene

as

—

Cantors,

as

her

^0

below with Tony

-'awf^.i

Martin shows. Far right,
Eddie sings of love; and
Louise again, center right,
seems to find it soulful.

1

ycle
With

a

ho=ho=ho and a ha=ha=ha, goof=

iness, gags,

teat.

and giddiness arc on the up-

What, do we

hear a

"Ho hum"?

of the perpetrators of the silly cycle starting with "My Man Godfrey" is the
facetious fellow below, Mischa Auer, tuning up for a symphony of silliness in
"100 Men and
Girl." Mischa seems to find that flute appetizing as well as amazing.

One

A

Ann
left,

Sothcrn and Jack Haley,

are not so

silly as

they look

we hope. They're just toiling for
laughs in "Danger Love At
Work." Extreme left, a new
scream team Ella Logan and Sid

—

of "52nd. Street." Below,
the roistering Ritz Brothers shoot
for a new high in film fooling.
Silvers,

casts away dull care for the silly cycle, as she joins up with the
as the Three Diamond Brothers, all for "A Young Man's Fancy."
Left: for tricks that are supremely silly, but high art in pantomime, there's silent
Harpo Marx always ready to oblige. The dog would rather be in a Garbo picture.

Even Wendy Barrie
comedy boys known

The Tech mque
>f

Trained in European

Hand:

act-

ing technique, Dietrich,

shown above with Herbert Marshall in "Angel,"
cally

The

has long, artistiexpressive fingers.

long,

pointed,

painted nails may help!
Errol Flynn, at left in
group below, and Dick
Foran at right, express
humor as they listen to
trainer Callahan's joke.
Gertrude Michael, right,
uses black gloves as aids
to emotion.

Mary Livingstone Benny's hand, above,
is chiefly expressive of her expensive
star sapphire. But Verree Teasdale and

Anita Louise, below, are

linguists in the
language of hands. The gals are just
chatting on the set, but there's a good
week's salary's worth of acting in their
fluent hands, especially Miss Teasdale's.

Critics say a great artiste

ke

by

judged

{lands to express
tion.

How

priceless

tfie

may

power

oi

mood and emo«

expressive are tne

paws

pictured

nere?

The importance of picturesque hands in a scene is
illustrated

above by Loretta

Young and Warner Baxter in
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse."
As Loretta yields to "Dr.
one of the few real acon the screen, uses her hands to

Sylvia Sidney,
tresses

great advantage in her highly dramatic
Alice
above.
role in "Dead End"
Faye, right, has delightful digits expressing allure. Below, what does Hepburn
think she is expressing as she spreads

—

her thin hands?

However, Constance

Collier's really talk.

Baxter's" ministrations her
hands express complete complacence.
Below, the lovely
hands of Kay Francis, in
quiet mood.

likes her role in her
picture better than any
part she has played in a long
She impersonates a
time.
water-front waif who becomes a great lady. Above,
a close-up of Crawford in
this Cinderella characterization.
Below, with Fran-

Joan

new

chot Tone, one of her two
leading

men; and

at

bottom

of page, with Robert Young,
the other.

*

1

.....

Photographed exclusively for Screenland on Zocation in the high Sierras bp Frank Tanner, M-G-M.
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Most
of

tlie

Joan Crawford

Beautiful

Still

Month

in '^Tie Bride

Wore

1

Rco!

Muscular and of a rugged
physique not generally associated with romantic leading men, Allan Jones earned
his first salary as a laborer.
Across to right, Allan and
his wife, Irene Hervey. Center, rehearsing for "The Firefly" with his co-star, Jeanette

MacDonald; and

lower,

a solo rehearsal, self-accompanied on the piano, with

Margaret Hart of the studio
orchestra standing

by.

nee a
Allan Jones,

hero of a

handsome

real-life

singing star of today,

success story that

By Ida
"IT

LOOKS

will

the

you

Zeitlin

like sunburn, but it's mostly dirt," said
Allan Jones, with a glance at his muscular brown
arms.
I
His boots were muddy, his blue denim trousers the
worse for wear, his short-sleeved shirt was open at the
throat. There was nothing to suggest the silken Ravenel
of "Showboat," till your gaze traveled upward to the
firmly chiselled features, the brown eyes and turbulent
mop of hair. But where Ravenel 's eyes had held mocking
glints, Jones's shine steadily, and his poise seems to proceed from a deeper serenity than poor Ravenel ever knew.
Another man might have deprecated his appearance.
Not Jones. He has a gift for ignoring non-essentials. Or
rather, non-essentials don't exist for him. He brushes
unseeingly past them to the point. "I've been digging a
roadbed in front of the stables," he explained. "I like to
do things myself and get them done."
Which sentiment, if you opened his heart, you'd probably find, engraved inside it. From the time he was eleven,
he's been doing things himself and getting them done.
He had a voice and meant to train it. He knew his
I

is

inspire

parents couldn't afford to do it for him. The idea of
wealthy backers never entered his head. He went to work.
Two portraits hang in the Jones living-room fairhaired little Gail, Irene Hervey's daughter and Jones's
by adoption. The other is that of a rugged-faced man,
with kindly, quiet eyes. "My dad," said his son. "He's
been helping me with the roadbed. I persuaded him to
retire from the mines, but he doesn't take to idling."

—

face, you understand more
what he is a young man of
fibre and purpose who, from his earliest thinking days,
envisioned a goal and drove his way toward it. His
grandfather, a Welshman, had been a musician. With no
money to leave his son, he left him instead a love for
music. That son worked in the coal mines of Scranton,
until he became foreman of a colliery. Himself the
possessor of a good singing voice, he recognized the
same gift in his four-year-old boy and taught him what
he could. Allan soon acquired a logical, realistic view
of life. He meant to be a singer, he'd need money, his
father's salary wouldn't cover (Please turn to page 62)

Looking

readily

at

the

father's

why Allan Jones

is

—
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Reviews
THE

OF EMILE ZOLA — Warners

LIFE

BY FAR

the most distinguished production
this dignified dramatization of the

on current

screens,
career of
France's great literary crusader is something to be seen,
cherished, and long remembered. Certainly it is Muni's
finest contribution to screen portraiture
a supreme example of
a great actor's complete submergence in his role. Muni's is
a
magnificent characterization of Emile Zola, who believed in the
brotherhood of man and, when the time came to defend Dreyfus

—

and confound

of the best

Pictures

A

his accusers, practiced what he wrote.
superb,
full-length portrait, this .of Zola—painted in bold and brilliant
strokes as his true friend 'Cezanne might have painted it. The

by

story, after a slow start, holds your interest to the end. The
Dreyfus Case, of course, provides the stirring climax, with Zola's

great speech in court the high spot of the film. No mawkish sentiis intruded upon the sublime
human drama. The Nana episode is sincerely and sympathetically
treated; scenes of Zola's early struggles, his later successes and

ment or manufactured romance

prosperity, and always his burning zeal for
conviction of Dreyfus' innocence

his utter

Joseph

Schildkraut as Dreyfus

TOPPER

NOVELTY

— Hal

of the

is

revelation

never
in

in

fine

all,

doubt.
acting.

-M-G-M

Rc

month

a

reform and above

—are

CONFESSION —Warners

Here's piquant entertainment
for all of you who have been crying yes, I could hear
your pitiful sobs above all the noise the Ritz Brothers
have to make to be funny in 'You Can't Have Every-for more real sophistication in your cinemas. "Topper"
!

—

thins

by, of, for, to, etc., sophisticates; so if you're one, or even
two, you can see if you can take it by tripping out to. "Topper."
But don't take the children. They'd understand it, all right— all
too well; but it just might give them the idea that drunken driving is very, very funny, and then where would you, and the family
is

car,

be? But for those

who can take it, and not too hard, arid
"Topper" is truly tops. Thorne Smith's mad, bad
of two charming corpses who appear and disappear in and

appreciate
tale

it,

out of their usual earthly haunts to taunt a tired banker into
becoming a wicked man of the world, has been deliciously
done, with all sorts of camera tricks to delight you. The enchanting ectoplasmic couple, played by Connie Bennett in her merriest,

most mocking mood, and Cary Grant, float about
"good deed," demoralizing Mr. Topper,

until their

Young

in the title role

52

is

in

gay abandon

done. Roland
the real star, stealing scenes right and left.
is

HAVING

laughed until we cried at several of the movies
this month I suppose it is only fair that we should have
at least one film to make us cry until we laughed. The
new Kay Francis picture is something like that. It's a

maudlin melodrama of mother love, but more in the "Madame
X" manner than the "Stella Dallas." What, are we in for a sob
cycle? Fortunately for the Francis film, it is a movie from
first to last
Joe May, famous European director, guides its
dubious destinies with such pictorial piquancy that "Confession"
is always absorbing to the eye even when it is busy insulting the
higher intelligence. It has, at least, a flourish and a flavor that
distinguish it from the Hollywood dramas of its genre; and it
affords its star an opportunity to emote with fine fervor, and
offers a big chance to little Jane Bryan
and if you recall her
from "Kid Galahad" you won't be surprised to hear that she
jumps at that chance by turning in a splendidly sensitive performance of a young girl in the throes of infatuation for a fascinating
older man and perhaps you won't even be surprised when I tell
you that she is saved from worse-than-that by Miss Francis, just
in the nick of time, too. Basil Rathbone is the very sinister' satan.

—

—

—

AND MODELS — Paramount

ARTISTS

STELLA

INSTEAD of "Artists and Models," with Jack Benny,
the title of this gorgeous and glittering musical movie
""SfgSjfc* should be "Jack Benny"
with Artists and Models. For
~ Air. Benny is the whole show. He has always been a
great clown, with increasing popularity as the public taste has
been educated by radio to appreciate his drolleries but he has
never before had the material with which to prove it on the
screen. Here, with a chance to be charming as well as comic, his
quiet art triumphs over and above big girl numbers, the antics of
other clowns at their best, including Ben Blue and Judy Canova,
spectacular settings, and spirited competition from a star-studded
cast. In his fascinating, casual fashion Jack Benny becomes with
this one picture the important comedian of the screen; and I
venture to predict that, if his material can be made to measure
up, he will set a new style in screen humor that will start a fresh
cycle, no less. I hope so. Mr. Jack Benny is my favorite enteryet see this show anytainer. If he doesn't happen to be yours
way. You will also like Rube Goldberg, one of the authentic

—

;

— —

"artists,'' for whom Mr. Benny obligingly acts as stooge, to
hilarous effect. You'll like Gail Patrick, Ida Lupino, Dick Arlen.

YOU CAN'T HAVE EVERYTHING—20th
OH, BUT you

;

show; Alice Faye is the singing siren, looking particularly luscious and even giving off bright sparks of acting ability
now and then Louise Hovick, nee Gypsy R. Lee, is the sultry
siren, who teases, but does not strip; Phyllis Brooks is blondely
decorative as a dumb prima donna and Charles Winninger and
Tony Martin are valuable aids. You'll enjoy Don Ameche as a
Broadway celebrity who likes, but too well, to look upon the
wine and the spaghetti when it is red, until he reforms to please
the radiant Miss Faye. Gordon-Revel hit songs are introduced
at crucial moments, the staging is casually clever, and the Ritz
brilliant

;

;

Brothers never looked

lovelier, especially in their long

underwear.

DALLAS— Samuel Goldwyn-Umted

Artists

new, 1937-38 dress
/Sjm&N
ffinaj is "Stella Dallas" still. Did I say "new dress?" Well,
^SsSajjL it's an elaborate new production, with handsome settings
and lavish trimmings; but poor Stella, herself, worries
along in pretty much the same old style, wearing clothes which
look little different from those worn by the first Stella in the
silent screen version
a caricature of bad taste, in costume, manners, and general messiness. This is not the fault, I feel sure,
of Barbara Stanwyck, today's Stella Dallas. She's a poignant picture, always, as the ambitious mill-town girl who marries the
dignified and stately Stephen, only tovbecome a thorough nuisance
as a wife, but a slavishly devoted mother to their baby girl.
"Stella Dallas" dates from the start, and throughout; but once
Laurel, the daughter, grows up to be Anne Shirley, the picture
takes on fresh interest, thanks to her exquisitely realized performance of the bewildered child whose devotion to her mother
wars with her naturally nice instincts, until she is forced to
choose. There are some unforgettable scenes in which Stanwyck
and little Miss Shirley never fails
rises to heights of emotion
to impress with her delicate and movingly poetic portrayal.
screen's classic tear-jerker in

its

—

;

HIGH, WIDE

Century-Fox

—you

have everything right here to
make up the maddest and merriest movie of the month.
Make it two or three months. You have supremely silly
entertainment, and you will laugh yourself sick at the
Ritz Brothers, at their best and you will get runs in your stockings and elbows in your ribs trying to fight your way in to see it,
as I did at the Rivoli in New York; but heigh-ho, it was worth
it.
An hour with Harry Ritz and Don Ameche makes up for
everything. They are not "everything," though, to this big and
can

THE

THIS way

—

AND HANDSOME— Paramount

to the

Big Show, folks! Fun for

all,

and

all

fun and Randy Scott, and Irene Dunne. Sorry,
sorry but "High, Wide and Handsome" takes me right
back to the old days when Mr. Griffith was making pictures and a movie wasn't a movie unless it had a love scene
among the apple blossoms, in which a petal floats slowly downstream and a rise to the rescue before the hero is beaten quite
although the elephants are a new touch. Oh, yes, eleto a pulp
for

;

;

—

—

phants, too

this

is

no quickie

;

this

is

an

epic,

and don't you

a huge cinema circus directed by ex-Theatre Guild
Mamoulian; tuned by Jerome "Show Boat" Kern; and produced
by Paramount in its most lavish mood. Miss Dunne is a carnival
girl befriended by Randy and his nice old crochety grandma,
Elizabeth Patterson. Before she knows what's happening she is
married to Scott but then the big oil rush rears its ugly derrick,
and "High, Wide and Handsome" goes melodrama, with Charles

forget

it

:

;

Bickford running berserk with villainy, Mr. Scott mussing his
marcel protecting the farmers' oil from the big city fellers and
neglecting Irene so that she rejoins the carnival, aided by Dorothy
Lamour. Nothing lacking except Bill Fields and Charlie McCarthy.

—
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Illustrated

By

Georgia Warren

Great Lover
A

famous novelist captures the exciting contrasts of glamorous Hollywood in a great serial story of love and reality
behind the glitter of studio

By
PART

Vicki

Baum

III.

had dinner with Ferdinand
HILDA French
restaurant, where the

that evening at a

little

furniture was
travel posters

shabby, the food excellent, and
beckoned them to Brittany and the Loire.
Ferdinand was gay with a child's elation before a
party. He vetoed all talk of the preview. "I have been too
troubling, and you too patient. Besides, all has been said.
Will it be good ? Will it be bad ? Will they say 'All my
life I wait for this man.' Will they say: 'Bah!' Tonight
we shall know. And for this hour, let us laugh. I find it
pleasant to laugh with you, Miss Hilda. Before, I have
laughed only with Annamarie, who is a child."
Ferdinand was unable to accommodate himself to the
Hollywood tradition of first names on a three hours'
acquaintance. He still "mistered" and "missed" meticulously. As a compromise between over-formality and
intimacy, Hilda now openly called him Shaybar. This he
found mildly curious, but agreeable.
"All right," she agreed. "But before we drop it, my
mother said to wish you good luck."
"Will you give her my heartly thanks ?" Hilda wriggled
with secret pleasure. She was making a collection of what
she called Shaybarisms. "I have also this." He drew from

—

:

his pocket her four-leaf clover.

When the cheery little waiter had left with their order,
he leaned toward her. "This man has two children."
"How do you know?"
"All Frenchmen have two children. Occasionally three,
but by mistake. Two is a more sedate figure. The boy
will learn the business of papa.

The

girl will

promenade

with maman. She will drop her eyes modestly before
54

life

all

men, and

in her eighteenth year, she will

"How many
demanded.
"Not any.

It

French families
is,

marry modestly."

do you know?" she

so to speak, an impression."

The waiter returned with a soup tureen and served
them both. "Pardon, monsieur." Ferdinand addressed
him in French. He broke into smiles and speech, bobbing,
up two fingers with an air of unmistakable pride, finally bowing himself off in a glow.
"You see ?" Ferdinand held up two fingers in the same
gesture. "One son. One daughter. He will have trouble to
r
find the girl a dot.
hen I am a star, we will make him
our steward on long-term contract. Once every week we
will take his option with a raise."
Hilda glanced up, startled. But he looked so completely
unconscious that she decided the plural had been a slip
of his Austrian tongue and held no significance. "Take
up his option," she murmured, and returned to her soup
to hide a slight confusion.
But as they drove toward Pasadena, he fell silent. The
festival mood gave way to one of tension. Seeking to
distract him, she pointed out the shafts of white light
that cut through the blue evening haze. "Preview searchlights," she told him. His brown eyes followed them
obediently, but he said nothing.
Then they were passing through the roped-off lobby,
eager-faced crowds, autograph books in their hands,
pressing against the ropes. Ferdinand, ordinarily curious
about all phenomena of the film world, stared unheedingly ahead. Once in their seats, he turned to Hilda and
managed something distantly related to a smile. "If I do
gesticulating, holding

W

not speak, you will forgive me. There is here a ball," he
touched his throat, "which makes it difficult."
She nodded; then to her astonishment, felt surging
within her a sudden fierce wave of protectiveness. "Say,
what is this, woman?" she admonished herself sternly.
"Don't you go maternal on me."
The house lights went on. In the block of seats reserved

by the studio, summer furs were adjusted. Here and there
a film celebrity sat, some with eyes downcast, genuinely
anxious to avoid the limelight

;

others rustling selfcon-

sciously, chattering to their neighbors, trying to discover

out of the corners of their eyes how much notice they
attracting. From other parts of the house necks
stir of excited whispers marked the public's
craned.
discovery of a favorite in the flesh.
At one point heads turned toward the door, where a
generously curved woman had started a sprightly monologue, her victim an usher. "What a splendid
house!" she boomed. "Do you always have

were

A

such crowds? Now you watch
young man, and when it's over,
frank

opinion

of

my

give that for reviews.

this
I

performance.
It's

the

picture,

want your

common

I

don't
people,

The house darkened,

the curtains parted.

On

the screen

were flashed the words "This theater is proud to present
" The title drew applause. So did each name in
the long list of those who had contributed to the picture,
an explosive burst from this quarter or that betraying the

—

:

whereabouts of each contributor's friends.

The names of the cast appeared. It was a large cast.
Hilda's practised eyes darted to the bottom of the screen.
Failing to find what she sought there, she ran frantically
over the list from top to bottom. It wasn't there. Her
mind churned in a chaos of wild surmises. Was it a slip of
some kind? Could they have changed his name? Could
she have missed it in her haste ? Could they but no, they
couldn't have done that. His scene was a pivotal point in
the picture.
She turned to meet a pair of bewildered eyes, pleading
for reassurance. With a swift {Please turn to page 73)

—

Please Turn
for Synopsis
of Preceding Chapters

to

Page 73

of them, thank the Lord, who
or break us. Don't forget now. It's a
date." She tapped his shoulder and sailed
happily down the aisle.
Baleful-eyed, he glared after her. "So help
me, next time she pulls that stunt, I'll sock her
one," he muttered to a grinning fellow-worker.

and I'm one

make us

An occasional tightening of his grip was the
only suggestion of nervous strain, as Ferdinand
ond Hilda watched the film on the screen.
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SCRHNLAND

G
S

choo
Edited by

Above:
Winter

most amusing
baronduki fur
sports coat topped by an offOlivia's

outfit

—a

face beret of black

felt, with
gloves of black
suede. Far left, for a California football game, a threepiece
spectator sports suit
of
raspberry wool.
Olivia's

handbag and

brimmed

hat and suede
are
several
darker in the same
tone, while her shoes and bag
are glazed brown alligator. At
felt

pull-on

gloves

shades

a truly charming frock of
black chiffon, its sombreness
relieved by a double sash of
left,

salmon
feta

and

ribbon.

repeated
in
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powder-blue tafThe colors are

the beaded motif
the bodice.

in

Hollywood's loveliest
and most unspoiled
young actress gives
first

exclusive

of her

us

glimpses

new Winter ward-

robe, with particular emphasis
as

well

upon practicality
as

real

fashion

importance, especially
in furs and accessories

SCItEENLAND
School

pictures

GlaMOT
espe-

cially posed by Scotty

Weltourne,

Warners.

Alaska sealskin, once
Black
worn only by the more mature,
now a favorite "younger
is
fur. Above, Olivia de Havilland chose a coat with turndown collar and broad shoulder

wear over a frock

of
relieved by bright
embroidery. Her black felt pill
line,

to

black wool

box has brilliant red, blue, and
green grosgrain ribbon trim.
Far right, one of the new seabest little dresses, with
tucks at the shoulder line to
give width, and gold braid trim
for a military air. Right, a
son's

pleasant

paradox:

evening

dress of peasant inspiration,
ivory satin splashed with water
brown velvet cumlilies, with
merbund and square neckline.
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By
Elizabeth

Wil son

A

MID

a leitmotif of exploding cameras
e ect " c arc h'g hts (theatres and

and whirring
meat
markets on
i
the
West Coast copy-cat the movie premieres, if
it means anything to
you besides a bad pun on the word
ham), and accompanied by the swish of
organza and
summer furs, the howling of enthusiastic fans whooping it up for their cinema favorites,
and the caustic comments of John Caliban Barrymore, the New
York Theatre Guild came to Hollywood in
the summer of 1937
along with a heat wave. Despite the
fanfaronade it was
the most refined first night there has
ever been
of the Rockies.

West

we must be accurate, though it isn't half as much
fun rea ly, the Biltmore Theatre is
in Los Angeles,
not Hollywood, but at times like this
Hollywood simply
overlooks a little thing like mileage, though
as anyone
can tell you—perhaps there are a few
stick-in-the-muds
who carit but I don't know them—from the Trocadeio
If

The Arthur Horn-

—

blows she's
Myrna Loy to
you arrive, at

—

right.

Below,

Bar

in Hollywood to the Biltmore Bar
in Los Angeles
a ong time between drinks. And of course
the highly
delightful and pleasantly insane "Amphytrion 38"
wasn't
the first Theatre Guild production
to play HollywoodLos Angeles—but it was the first time the
Guild has
deigned, albeit dared, to open a play here
before taking
it
to New York. Sensitive producers
just don't try
out plays on Hollywood. It simply isn't
done. Movie
stars are supposed to be a very tough
audience. They
usually put on a far more triumphant
performance in the
orchestra than the actors do on the stage.
They come
to be seen, they come late, they never
pat their little
mitts and their sole thought is, "This
would make a
grand picture for me. Adrian could make me
something utterly mad for the second act. I'll
tell Sam to

big

is

Arthur "Jeeves"
Treacher and his
charming mother.

m

First

Glamor

Night!

ning rampant

in

silver fox

famous

fight

as

the

run-

ermine and
stars

crowds and

cameramen at a big openbut how they love it!

ing

—
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Above, Claudette Colbert looks
self-conscious, her husband in a
hurry, as they enter the theatre.
Those chums, Madge Evans and
Una Merlcel, laugh it off, right.

buy

it in the morning. If he lets Colbert get this one
break his neck." Some Broadway actors and actresses
have been known to take six aspirins, a soupcon of spirits
of ammonia, and a slug of straight gin as a bracer before
having the nerve to face a Hollywood audience.
But something happened, something most mysterious,

I'll

at

Hollywood's biggest and best

celebrities let

down

first

night.

their hair, in a nice

way

The

film

of course,

and applauded so loudly and so enthusiastically that they
must have cracked their nail polish. I have never witnessed a more hearty welcome than they gave Alfred
Lunt and Lynne Fontanne that night in fact, it was so
hearty that after the steenth curtain call Mr. Lunt was
;

to make a speech. "You are supposed to be the
toughest audience in the world," he said, "
but you
aren't." Yes, I'm afraid Hollywood is slipping.
But I guess it was only inevitable that the Theatre
Guild should cause a renaissance of culture in Hollywood, for there is something so frightfully re-feened
about the Geeld. The night of the opening most of the
the place fairly dripped with culture and beaux arts and

moved

stars

went

—

into their stained glass

The

Charles

ers

she's Pat Pat-

—

erson

a

Boy-

— don't

mind
camera no-

little

as you can
see at left. While

tice,

Connie

window mood, and

Bennett,

below, revels

in

it.

Theatre Guild alumnae. And a fragrant suspicion of
Haig and Haig. The fans who jammed the Biltmore
lobby didn't gave a row of haricots for the alumnae, but
were mighty pleased to see Myrna Loy and Janet Gaynor
and Jack Oakie. Before the curtain went up the stars
were feeling so subdued and intellectual they were
delving promiscuously about in Greek mythology desperately trying to recall the family trees of the gods and
goddesses. And, my dear, Hollywood hasn't been interested in family trees for years. Believe me, they were
so intent on geneology that they completely forgot to

c o

ins

m

-

ment on the
fact that Miriam Hophad worn that same

dress before.
"If Jupiter was the father of Mercury, who was the mother?" asked
The Jack Oakies, all dressed
up and a place to go. Sophie
Tucker, above, loves premieres,

Hollywood, Manhatand admits it.
tan, or London

whether

in

—

Madge Evans. "She was an Akron
Una Merkel, "Jupiter

girl," flipped

came

to her disguised as a rubber

tire."

looked

Madge

alumnae
page 69)

giggled, the

{Please turn

to
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Y

LIFE
As

told to Ben

Maddox

COLLECE DAYS
American boy
made good in
a big way, Bob tells, in
his own words, his realTypical

who

life

has

story, exclusively for

Screenland.
colorful

Here's the

second chapter

QUIT my summer

job in the bank at home
go to college.
Vacation work ended abruptly. Those lazy
evenings and their moonlight dates were suddenly a finished chapter. It was Fall with a
bang and the first autumn that stands out
to

—

strongly in
felt I was a
to

everyone

my mind. Because, I suppose, I
man at last and now it was plain

I

else.

My parents thought I was going
We were always so close, mother
and

Europe
and father

to

that their excitement inNot that I went

I,

creased mine.

around whooping

—

it

up

in a rah-

rah fashion as a matter of fact,
it is hard
for me to let myself
go and show exactly how deeply

am

:

But I was
become a doctor who would make Nebraska
famous. And they were not only
I

off

really reacting.

on

my own

to

sending

me, but
Gerry WYIht, too.

my

buddy,

It was all of forty miles from
Beatrice to the campus at Crete.
I drove Gerry in my new road-

ster,

the

and the folks brought up
with all our baggage

rear

piled

in

their

car.

We

made a swoop through

my alma
mater and then headed
for the place where Gerry
and I were to room.
There's nothing like trythe grounds of

ing to
place

make a furnished
look swell. It's a

triumph you have

to
struggle for.
e changed
the furniture about halfa-dozen times, hung pic-

W

If

tacked pennants, and finally I was sure we were
unmistakably men of the world. Suave old bachelors
with undisguised aplomb! As soon as the folks left I
rushed Gerry uptown. There we each bought a pipe,
being choosy with all the self-possession the most bored
boulevardier could have possibly mustered.
It was unadulterated fun to be grown up. I had all
the advantages and none of the drawbacks. No worries
then. No doubts as to whether or not I was doing the
right thing. Life was simple. You could be quite mathematical about every situation. Black could never shade
into white and I certainly could trust everything I
read and heard to be genuine gospel.
I didn't get a parting lecture from my parents on how
to behave. They realized that you can't put blinders on
an individual who is going to have to make his own way.
They didn't attempt to hide the uncouth. Rather, they
conscientiously set an example. Father had never shirked
and he'd become a success. Mother had high ideals and
they'd made her happy. They gave me credit for having
tures,

good sense.
So Doane College days were great ones even though,
actually, I was not plunged into any terrific adventures.
The college was a small, church-endowed institution on
the edge of a small town. I remember how we were
away from the bustle and problems of big cities and how
I liked that isolation. Our buildings were a comfortable
red brick and classes were a pleasant divertissement. I
never exerted myself too much in my studies. The countryside was too rolling there were too many beautiful
elms and maples, and there was that winding river that
was a keen spot for canoeing. I ate whatever I wanted,
slept like a log whenever the spirit moved me. Gerry
was the kind of companion I prefer still. I found him
congenial, the instigator of flocks of laughs, and curious
about what was going on in a balanced way. I had no
difficulty in getting acquainted soon everyone was knowing everyone else. There were fraternities and I was
thrilled when I was asked to join what I thought was
;

;

It was important, of course, to "rate."
watched the big-shot seniors and wondered
ever be as confident and as impressive as they

the best gang.
Slyly, then, I
if

I'd

were.

The

fraternities

were, in

reality,

athletic clubs,

and none had houses. But our clubroom was wonderful
enough.
For extra-curricular activity I decided on oratory and
the college plays. I didn't make any credits for either,
but they were more profitable as well as more kick than
the regular courses. Oratory netted me my first trip to
Contests were held in a number of colleges
for the best speech on some topic I can't recall now,
and the winner at each school was awarded a visit to
Detroit. I won at Doane and I was speeding to Lincoln
to meet the others there. Then we were even taken across
the border to see a bit of Canada. The people in Detroit
looked as though they had lived in apartments all their
life and didn't go to the country often enough. But
when I returned I knew I was a seasoned traveler
a metropolis.

above, The Harmony Boys of Filley,
of which Bob Taylor was a member
when a college boy. Bob is shown at the right
in the picture
he played the cello; the other two
boys played the violin and piano. Top, conquering
hero visits his alma mater
Bob has a reunion
with his professors at Pomona College.
Directly

Nebraska,

—

—

The

college

which took up

plays

were a

lot

of

rehearsals,

four evenings a week, and
ultimately the magnificent performance. It was
at least

excellent training, yet I didn't have the slightest
suspicion of that then. I never once thought of
those plays as the initial (Please turn to page 71)
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Once

a Coalminer

so I did the
head."

to

Allan

you had belonged to a Scranton lodge
those days and gone forth to attend one
its social evenings, you'd have found your-

If

in
of

came

into

my

that the man always carried
asked for it
of bills with him.
and peeled off two hundred dollars. With
this he turned to the leaders of the crowd,
still watching silently. "Give that to your
men," he said, loaded the boss into the

voice.

the cost of education. Therefore he'd have

ABC

thing that

That was to stop the truck, jump down
and take the guns from the boss, who grew
suddenly docile at the sound of Allan's

Continued from page 51

to earn it himself. Simple as
Jones, aged eleven.

first

being entertained by the following turn
others. A small figure in a girl's hat
and coat, golden curls bobbing, appears and
sings in a sweet soprano "The Last Rose
of Summer." Applause. Curtsey. Another
verse. With the final high note, the ostensible girl sweeps off her hat, to which the
curls are attached, removes the coat and
discloses herself as a boy in Scotch kilts.
Sensation. In Scotch dialect and a true
boy's alto, he sings "I Love a Lassie," topping it off with a Highland fling. Then he
runs to the wings, peels off his kilts, revealing the final layer as a sailor suit, with the
trousers roiled up. He rolls them down and
dashes out to sing his last song, "I Love
to Be a Sailor."
At home that night Allan would give his
check to his mother, who had sewn the
golden curls into the hat and made him the
girl's coat. "Well, that'll be another twenty-five in the bank for your music," she'd
self

among

a

He knew

He

wad

truck and drove off.
That fall he entered the music school at
Syracuse. He had been there only a month
when a wire came from his friend, Roy
Eltringham. Eltringham, a young curate in
Scranton, had given him sympathy and
encouragement. He was in New York for
the week-end, he knew some singing
teachers, he wanted Allan to come down
and sing for them.
He had arranged the appointments beforehand, and together they made the
rounds. It became a depressingly monotonous business. Allan would sing. "Hm yes.
You've a good natural voice, but it's a hard

—

say.

Every summer Mr. Warford took a class
Europe to study opera and languages.
The next thing that began to worry Allan
to

was how he could afford to join that class.
An inspiration was born, and he wrote to
his father "Do you think we could swing a
concert in Scranton?" His father wrote
back "I've got two thousand men working
under me. They'll listen to you and like it."
the $1100 the concert netted, he went
abroad. His voice had so improved by the
:

:

On

time he returned that concert managers began finding him dates. When he went to
Europe again the following summer, he
was_ engaged to sing for the Deauville
Casino Opera Company.
One night a stranger named Raoul Duval
came to his dressing-room, complimented

him on

his voice, and said: "I'd like to do
something for you. My sister-in-law is
connected with the San Francisco orchestra,
and might be able to help you. Will you
sing for her when you get back to Paris?"
So it was arranged. Sektberg went along
to play for him. He found a party in progress, which disconcerted him. He had understood he was to sing for the lady alone. He
was introduced to Lord This and the Marquise That, and finally to a Mrs. Armstrong, an elderly lady with an air of authority.

he knew he'd never reach

it
by
an occasional job at night. Doggedly he hunted for work, eager to fill every
hour unclaimed by school. During his freshman year at high-school, he ran errands for
a bank. He sang at church. He acted as
chauffeur for a cantankerous widow, who
made his life miserable. But what did that
matter? She paid him eighty a month. He
gave that up during his senior year and
went to work in the mines as a carpenter's
helper at fifty-eight cents an hour. Feel
sorry for himself? Not at all. "It was good
hard work, and I throve on it." Trans-

Still,

means

He got his scholarship, in return
for his services as soloist to the Glee Club.
He got his three lessons a week from Warford. And, on Sektberg's recommendation,
he got a job as soloist in a church.
N.Y.U.

"Well, young man, and what are you go-

of

He
One

wrist.

Now

until

rolled,

the

fall.

A
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the devil are you

?

officious

Jones went over

Sektberg.

to

"Who is
my

Despite

annoyance,

his

Allan gave an

excellent account of himself. None was
more bountiful of praise than Mrs. Armstrong.
Allan
cornered
Raoul Duval.

"WHO

IS

this

The lady came

of

his
coal
the refining

Vacation for Madeleine Carroll, seen

who had been buying up

waste, material escaped from
machines, offered Allan the job of driving
a truck at twenty-five a week. Two weeks
later the miners went on strike. Coal was
at a premium, and a great demand arose
for this waste material. Though it had been
mined before the strike, the miners naturally didn't want it sold. The 16-year-old
boy was sworn in as deputy and given a
gun. Laborers were imported from outlying
towns. Allan had to get up at four in the
morning, take them to work, haul coal all
day, and take them home again at night.
Meantime, the steamshovel engineer, who
was making $75 a week, went off on a bat.
Allan had watched him manipulate the
machine, had asked questions about it. "I
think I can work it," he told the boss.
"If you can, I'll give you the job." By the
end of the week, he was loading as many
cars as his predecessor had.
In addition to his ten hours on the shovel,
he was still spending two hours night and
morning, driving the men to and fro.
On a snowy night he was driving his
workers home. Suddenly, out of a side street,
shot a car. He recognized it as the boss'
car. The boss, drunk as a lord, was flourishing two guns. He had heard that the
strikers intended trouble and had dashed to
the rescue.
"I hate to tell this," says Jones. "It
sounds like a fairytale. I was scared, don't
worry, but I knew I had to do something,

these

of

that woman ? She's going to get into
hair." Sektberg smiled.

he wears an

friend

"Who

:

—

aluminum plate where the bone should be.
He was graduated in February. He
couldn't enter Syracuse, where he was enfather's

thought

society dames, I
suppose." Aloud he said more politely: "I
haven't prepared a program just brought
a lot of music along."
"Oh, that's bad. You should have prepared a program for me."

ferred to the riveters' gang, he got careless one day, fell fifteen feet from a girder

and smashed his

me?"

ing to sing for

here

as

she

arrived

in

New

York.

struggle. Better stick to your mining." "Not
bad, not bad. Still, in your place, I'd go
back to the mines. It's easier."
Allan's heart sank lower and lower.
for the first time he was out in the world,
among people who felt no interest in him
as a human being, and they thought he
wasn't good enough. "Cheer up," said Eltringham. "We've another name on the

Now

list."

They went

to Claude Warford's studio.
and his accompanist, Willard Sektberg,
listened to Allan sing. When he'd finished,
there was a few moments' silence. Mr.
Warford broke it. "I'll tell you what I
think of your voice. I'll give you three
lessons a week this year for nothing."
"And I," added Sektberg, _"will try to
wangle you a scholarship in the Arts
Course at N.Y.U."
It was almost too much after the buffetings of the day. Allan's knees felt weak.
Eltringham patted his shoulder. "I told you
there was another name on the list."
They celebrated by going to see "The
Desert Song" that night. His first real
grief came to Allan later when his friend
Eltringham, working in his garden, dropped
dead of heart failure.
But that was in the future. Next day he
sang for the dean of the Arts School at

He

Mrs. Armstrong?"
over.

"Mr. Jones,

there's

a fine future in store for you, if you can
keep your head. I'd like you to write to me.
If there's anything I can do for you, I
be delighted."
"Allan," said Mr. Duval. "I have an
apology to make. I introduced this lady as
Mrs. Armstrong by her own request. She
didn't want you to be nervous and Armstrong is her name by marriage. Now allow me to re-introduce you to Dame
shall

Melba."

Dame Melba

died before having a chance
redeem her promise. But it didn't look as
if Allan were going to need much help. A
niece of Walter Damrosch heard him sing
and raved about the young tenor to her
uncle. After an auditon, Damrosch engaged
to

him

as tenor soloist to the

New York

Phil-

harmonic. Concert dates piled up. Allan was
earning good money. The market was
booming. A friend showed him how he himself was making a monkey out of Wall
Street. Like many another, Allan thought
"If he can do it, why can't I ?" and proceeded to act on that theory.
Came the crash, and he lost his all. Calling himself a fool didn't help matters. He
found that the crash had taken more than
his cash.

Those

The

concert business went to pieces.

werr the dark days, and they
lasted long enough. Eventually a light
pierced the gloom when Charles Wagner
gave him the lead in "Bocaccio." The opera
failed,

1
.

but the tenor

won

a personal tri-

—

umph. Offers came pouring in the best
from the Shuberts and he signed a five-

—

year contract with them.

Shubert came to him one day. "I've got a
opera here for you, Allan. This is
really going to make you."
Allan read it. It was the "Life of Stephen
Foster." "It's a grand idea," he said, "but
badly written."

.

terrific

"I w-rote it," announced the producer.
This exchange did little to promote good
feeling between the two. Metro had been
trying to get Jones, but had found themselves balked by the Shubert contract.
When "Stephen Foster" flopped in Boston,
Allan bought his release and went to the

glamorous. Now they've
launched the House of

Westmore Type-Harmon-

He arrived at 7 :30 one morning. At 10 :30
he was learning a song for "Reckless."
You may have seen the picture without ever
seeing Allan Jones. You had only to blink
your eyes at a certain point and zip he

bination
(powder

!

rouge,

came, a slender, chestnut-haired
in skyblue pajamas. With a grimace
for her husband, she tucked herself into a
corner of the sofa.
"I first saw- her the fifth day I was
here," he began. "Betty Furness took me to
Irene

girl

a studio play and Irene had the lead. I
asked Betty who she was. After that I saw
her on the lot now and then, but she never
saw me and didn't know who I was."
"Till I went it the preview of 'Night at
the Opera,' " she chimed in. "Then it was
"
my turn to ask 'Who's that ?'
She had taken a fancy to the song he
sang in that picture a song called "Alone."
Crossing the lot one day, she began sing:

—

ing

it

softly to herself.

Suddenly a voice behind her, a man's
picked it up.
She stopped in her tracks, and turned
and saw Allan Jones. She was a little confused. "Hello," she smiled. "Hello," he
smiled, and they went their separate ways.
Again he went to a party with Betty
Furness. Irene was there with Cesar Romero, known to his friends as Butch. Betty
didn't see much of Allan, nor Butch of
voice,

Irene.

"Look," said understanding Betty to Allan as the party broke up. "You don't want
to take me home, do you?"
"No," Allan grinned.
"O.K. I'll fix it. Butch," she called.
"They've changed the script on us. You're
taking me home."

"From there," said Jones, "it went
steadily on." He lifted his eyes with their
quiet smile to his wife. "Until we became
engaged, b'gosh."
Her eyes smiled back.

"And

married,

b'gosh."

"And

that's all," they chorused.

"Unless you want to come down and see
the governess cart Gail's getting for her
birthday."
v

We

saw the governess cart, carefully
saw the four
stow-ed away in the stable.
horses, one an enchanting, month-old colt.
The garden was brilliant with flowers.
The sky stretched blue over two young
people, happy in each other, in the antics of
a frisking colt, in the pleasure they were
planning for a little girl's birthday. In his

We

coalmining days Allan Jones had set him
self a goal for his ambition. In reaching it,
he had reached a goal for his heart as well.

the
you the

powder,
and eye
been
has
each
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lashes into an alluring sweep!

have been
famous

of

tales

beauties who bathed in
milk. The skin-beautifying qualities of this dairy
product have long been'
But it rerecognized.
mained for the Duart
Company to extract the
glandular oils from fresh
milk and put them into

more

cosmetics are
dressed up. The face

cream and rouge jars are

!

greasiness.

of

It

and eye makeare gold and
jade. And the powder box

The belle of the ball will wear
Hudnut's new R.S.V.P. perfume.

romance

description

is

of dif-

!

flock around the girl
whose lashes curl up in a
sweep. And the
best of it is, this beauty
asset is one anybody can
have, thanks to Kurlash,
the tricky little gadget
that curls eyelashes in a
piquant

too.

we

Richard Hudnut's new
R.S.V.P. perfume. It has
that indefinable something

for

There's something
about curling lashes that
lends beauty to every pair
jiffy.

New

cream keeps

Brit-Tex

gernails

in

the

day-time.
big

vote of

thanks goes to

Westmores, famous Hollywood make-up artists, for passing their
They've
secrets of loveliness along to us
the

pink

of

fin-

con-

dition.

that arouses curiosity but
is never too insistent or
obvious. It's slightly heady, decidedly haunting, and we suspect it of having a comehither quality that's too well disguised to
provoke criticism, even from the most conservative. We're convinced it's a perfume
after a man's heart because we've tried
on the nostrils of several and the
it out
unanimous verdict was "I like it." Hudnut's R.S.V.P. would be a success at the
gayest party. Yet it's not too heavy for
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believe
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can find

looks like a treasure chest
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of the House of West-
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curling
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boxes

up

kind that's inclined to be
sallow or blotchy. Daily
use of Creme of Milk refines the texture marvelously. You'll find it's a

l

gold

shiny

The rouge compacts,

lipsticks,

rough skin and clears the

dandy make-up base,

with

white
tops.

Duart Creme of Milk,
you'll be thrilled with its
effect on your complex-

made its debut
It
only a few months ago,
and we're told that already a million women
rely upon it for complete
beauty care. It's an excellent cleansing cream,
leaving your skin smooth
and soft, without a trace

a Gold Book that shows
you just how to apply
your make-up to bring
out your best features.
There's a Gold Book for
blondes, one for brunettes,
redand another for
heads. Each one explains
the seven basic types of
face and shows how they
should be "starred" for
beauty. You'll love the
way the House of West-

an inexpensive and easily
used face cream called
"Creme of Milk." The
verv first time you use

ion

in

Westmores

benefit of
their unique experience in

give

milkmaid

Don't envy
complexions

Let Kurlash turn up your eye-

this."

make-up,

lipstick,

addition,

"We've got to find the right thing for
you," he was told.
Finally Hunt Stromberg sent for him.
"I've found it, Allan," and told him the

with

of

complexion type. And,

But even after that
impression had been made, weary weeks
dragged by while he twiddled his thumbs.

him about his marriage. He
smiled and went to the door. "Irene," he
called. "You'd better come and help me

help

to

base,

make-up),
worked out

substantial impression.

asked

Cosmetics

ized

you "star" your own good
looks. A complete com-

was gone.
Then came "A Night at the Opera," a
singing sequence in "Rose Marie," and at
last "Showboat," in which he made his first

I

their laurels
stars

making movie

for

coast.

story of "Firefly."

won

already

five

!

of eyes. The upsweeping
frame makes eyes seem
larger and brighter, and

lot to that proview. We've found
that the best time to use Kurlash is after
you've applied your mascara, for then your
eyelashes will stay curled 12 to 14 hours,
or even longer.
it

adds a

file

YOU'LL

have a perfect right to be proud
your fingernails if you keep them in
condition with Brit-Tex! You can't expect
polish to go on smoothly or "stay put" if
of

the nails themselves are brittle or ridged,
or if the cuticle surrounding them is rough
and split. Give your fingernails a chance
to look their loveliest by massaging BritTex into them before you go to bed and,
if

possible, after each time

hands.

It's

you wash your

a fine pink cream, rich in

oils.

LABORATORY TESTS
conducted

on

rats

for over three years

were

. • *

IWe

fed rats a diet completely

lacking in "skin-vitamin. " Their
skin grew harsh, dry, scaly old
looking. Under the microscope, the
oil glands were dried up, the tissues
of the skin were shrunken.

—

2 Then we applied Pond's new "skinvitamin"" Creams daily for three
weeks. The rats were still on a diet
completely lacking in "skin-vitamin"
yet, with just this application of the
cream their skin improved. It became
smooth again, clear, healthy.

—

y^OW—t^is new Cream
brings to

W)men the aetive

okin-Vitamin
Copyright, 1937, Pond'e Extract Company
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Under the microscope, the

FINALLY we gave Pond's new "skinvitamin" Creams to women to try. For
four weeks they used the new creams
faithfully — women who had been using
other creams before. Three out of every
four of them asked for more. And these
are the things they said: "My skin is so
much smoother." "My pores are finer!"
"Mv skin has a livelier look now."

oil

glands were seen to be healthy
The dried-up, flattened skin
cells were rounded out . The shrunken tissues were normal again!
again.

Tour years ago, scientists

Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams!
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"Lines are disappearing".
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necessary "skin-vitamin" out of the
skin. Now, Pond's new "skin-vitamin"
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skin shows signs of deficiency in "skinvitamin," try Pond's new ''skin-vita-

new
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—

—

You
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same
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use
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millions of jars of Pond's Creams used
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Try Pond's new "skin-vitamin"
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the active
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WORLDS MOSTP0PU1AR LAXATIVE

SCIENTIFICALLY
NOW

BETTER

Continued from page 27
could become a wild Irishman so easily

!"

"Let's go down to Grandma's," interposed the heir of the family. "Bert's

home."
So Don, his elder son, and I sallied forth
in the noon-day calm for the half-mile hike.
When Meche knew he wouldn't be merely
a flash in the Hollywood pan he moved
his parents from Kenosha, Wisconsin, to
Encino, too. Bert is his youngest brother,
whom he's sending to college. "He's starting East for the Catholic University in
Washington, D. C, shortly. He's majoring in architecture and he got straight A's
!"
last year

IMPROVED f
EX-LAX

Day With
Don Ameche
Real

THAN EVER!

Don himself tried four universities, including Georgetown at the capital. "My
parents were patient. They expected me
to be a lawyer. But somehow I had so
much fun. I was pretty busy on the football, basketball, and baseball teams. And
they were swell. I went
in college plays
from one college to another in the hope
the next would have a more exciting law
course." He kicked a stone for his son's
edification. "But I had the nerve to audition for the radio and radio took me."
;

I wanted to meet Grandma and Don's
father, but they weren't in. Bert, a husky
fellow for so excellent a student, accompanied us back to headquarters. For an
hour and a half we played tennis, with
Honore joining us to make it doubles. It
was then and there I began to learn that
Meche is charm plus action.

FOR OVER

Ex-Lax works by the "Gentle Nudge"

30 years, millions of people
have been proclaiming Ex-Lax "the
ideal laxative"
"Ex-Lax is everything
a good laxative should be!" they told us.

system. It simply gives your intestines a
gentle nudge at the point where constipa-

But, in the world of science, there are no
such words as "good enough." Skilled
chemists are constantly at work, seeking
new means of making good products better!
And in the Ex-Lax laboratories the "impossible" has been accomplished!

turb your digestion. It won't cause stomach
pains, nausea or weakness. Ex-Lax affords

.

.

.

After a long period of patient effort, a
way has been found actually to improve
Ex-Lax ... to make it even better than
ever before.

A

more

satisfactory

cient laxative in every

and

exists, emptying the bowels thoroughly but easily and comfortably!

tion

Ex-Lax won't upset your system or

as

any

you are suffering from headaches,

bil-

as near a natural bowel
laxative can give.
If

iousness, or that dull "blue" feeling so

—

often caused by constipation you'll feel
better after taking Ex-Lax! And you'll be

effi-

way!

grateful for the absence of "forcing" and

make

strain that

e TASTES BETTER THAN EVER! No matter
how much you may have liked Ex-Lax
before, it tastes even better now! Its delicious all-chocolate flavor is smoother and
richer than ever!

• ACTS BETTER THAN EVER! Always dependable in action, Ex-Lax is now even
more effective! It empties the bowels
more thoroughly— more smoothly— in less
time than before.

•

MORE GENTLE THAN
for

its

EVER! Ever famous
mildness, Ex-Lax is today so re-

markably gentle that, except for the relief
you get, you scarcely realize you have
taken a laxative. No shock— no violence!
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movement

dis-

the action of a harsh

cathartic such an unpleasant experience.
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cally

—
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Jimmy, the younger brother who's a
radio name, and his bride appeared on
the scene so we stopped for lemonade.
"How was the preview of 'You Can't Have
Everything' ?" queried Jimmy. Don shook
his head. "It's downright amusing but I
wish I'd been better !" Having seen it myself I could truthfully reassure them that
he'd done nobly. "Honey won't go to my
previews with me, so I never know," Don
stated with a mock moan.
"I went to his first picture with him,"
Honore retorted. "He wants me to be
honest. Until the middle of that effort
I thought we'd pack the next day and go
back to Chicago and the radio alone. In
the last half he overcame his greenness,
though. But then and there I decided I
wouldn't go to any more of his pictures
with him."
"You should have seen my prized critic
when I was about to go into my first important movie love scene," interrupted
Don. "We made 'Ramona' on location, and
Honey and I slipped off to the beach at
La Jolla to swim. In the Atlantic the
stingarees float, so you can see them coming; in the Pacific they lurk where you
can step on them. Yes; I stepped!"
Honey took the tale away from him.
"The doctor didn't believe he could go on
working, but I bathed his foot most of
the night, and we split his moccasin so
he could get it on for a 'take.' Two men
carried

him down a wooded

hill.

He was

he joked. 'All I need
now is a snazzy rattlesnake !' Well, I
raised my head and I saw a rattlesnake
several yards long. I ran like fury."
in terrible pain, but

"When she got to the top of the hill
she turned around and screamed, !' 'Somebody go get him. He can't walk " Don
chuckled indulgently.
"I'll concede that I thought of myself
Honore shot back, "But if that
first,"
you'd
snake had come anywhere near you
!"
have risen and run very snappily
Don topped her by doing a jack-knif;
dive into the pool. When Bert was napping,

in the water. The two
them yelled with glee. Jimmy was their
marked victim. They chased him until they
threw him in. And I yes, clothes and all
Honore was next, the marked woman.
Urged on by Don, we started after her,

Don shoved him

of

—

no doubt looking for all the world like
the Marx Brothers after a blonde. "This
dress cost $30!" she cried. "I'll buy you
another !" Don yelled. "But this girdle it's
a jewel it's a gem it's a " and with
a final shriek she made the front door,

—

——

—

—

skidded inside, and locked

The Ameche

it triumphantly.
clan drifted away, Gabriel

OF LOSING

HERMAN!

garnered the kiddies, and Don pondered
a matter which has been puzzling him for
some time. Apparently his studio has the
notion that his marriage should be softpedaled. Presumably picture-goers will not
like him quite so much if they know that
he has been so happily married for almost
five years.
But theirs is the kind of marriage everyone dreams of having. "We have known
one another since we were high-school age.
Neither of us ever cared for anyone else.
And, Ben, she's an integral part of me
of whatever I have or can achieve. She's
but more she's a
a wonderful mother
wife who's an ideal companion. I have more
fun with her than with any woman or man
I've ever known."
He was sitting, now, alone in the livingroom with me. It's a comfortable, homey
room where children will inevitably romp

—

;

and grow up and bring

in

their

a shame she doesn't know
this lovelier way to avoid offending?
Isn't

it

friends.

So it wasn't the man who is receiving
the most fan mail of any male star at
20th Century-Fox who was talking. It was
Meche, the
"Frankly

husband.

loyal, unaffected

don't believe people who like
my work will resent my personal luck
in getting a girl like I got. Of course,
I'm new at the picture game I acknowledge
that I'm a novice out here. Still, when I
stood before an altar and exchanged vows
I wasn't fooling. And it's my own opinion
that my wife deserves to share every break,
every privilege I can earn. I'm proud as
punch of her and ." For the only time
Don's spirits touched an approach to low
ebb. I told him what I thought, that I
was glad to know a screen hero had that
much respect for the woman he married
before sudden fame was splattered on him.
You would please him, I'm sure, if you'd
write him your attitude on this perplexing situation he's stumbled into.
His brown eyes lighted, his lips leaped
into the widest smile as Honore returned
to us. "Where are we eating tonight?" she
I

;

—

demanded.
"Oh, for a gal who could cook," sighed
Meche, and dodged a pillow.

"Cook indeed! He may be

living out
a gentleman farmer, but don't
that deceive you. Every evening Dom

here
let

like

to go into Hollywood for dinner"
Whereupon Honore hastened to explain
that anyone who maintains the extraordinary work schedule that Don does is de-

wants

serving of a whim once in a while. In
addition to acting in pictures, he has to
rehearse his radio show several evenings
a week. The previous Saturday night he'd
been at his radio rehearsal from 7 :30 p.m.
to 2 a.m. Then on Sundays he reports to
the broadcasting studio at 11 in the morning and rehearses until 4, when he goes on
the air. "It relaxes Dom to run away from
routines, to eat in a popular restaurant.
He likes the bustle, the sense of being in
the midst of things
he likes to be with

MARVELOUS FOR
COMPLEXIONS, TOO!
This

pure, creamy-white

;

The

soap has such a
it removes every
and cosmetics keeps your skin

gentle, caressing lather. Yet

friends."

object

of

our

conversation

inter-

"You must come to dinner with
us, Ben
And, Honey how about getting
Toughy and Liz to join us?" Toughy and

trace of dirt

rupted.

—

alluringly smooth, radiantly clear!

!

Liz materialized

Abner

radio

as

fame)

Abner
and

(of
his

Lum

'n'

attractive
brunette wife ; they live next door to the
Ameches and have been chums since Chi-

TO KEEP FRAGRANTLY DAINTY— BATHE WITH PERFUMED

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP
SCREENLAND
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cago radio days. Toughy greeted Don as
"You-ol' yard-dog."
Soon all five of us were off in one
car to the city. The two celebrities were

a word to

—

We

mine.
headed for the swank BeverlyWilshire Hotel,
debating
whether we
could get in without ties. "Can we?" Meche
asked the doorman, the elevator boy, the
hat-check girl. Each nodded yes. But the
head-waiter shook his head no
exited.
At the entrance we ran into Mack Gordon,
the plump song-writer. Learning our predicament, Mack calmly stepped into the
lobby and in a tone that must have knocked
every one inside aghast bellowed, "Phooey
on you !" He walked back, shook hands
solemnly with all of us. All except Honore
and Mrs. Abner, who had disappeared.
Presently they returned and suggested we
try the Beverly Brown Derby.

wise^W

fke

—

faultlessly
attired
Don appreciates nice
tailoring
except for polo shirts to match

!

"But
sorry,

am

I

sir

;

you have a

so

sorry,

we do

but
tie

on

We

Mr. Ameche. So
not

serve

unless

!"

Meche eyed this head-waiter despondently. "Honey," he groaned, "where do I
find some food""'
Honore win. ;d at the waiter, whose
pompousness vanished. Once more milord
and master had been framed. We ate.
"Why not go to Venice?" Don demanded
over black coffee. "Honey wants to ride
the whip."

We

collected

Claire

Trevor and Billy

Bakewell, and Polly Ann (sister of Loretta) Young and her husband en route.
At the beach Honore nudged me. "If he
isn't a great kid, I'd like to see one!"

Meche was

ecstatic, trying to decide where
begin.
settled for the
roller
coaster, and he wasn't satisfied until we'd
had three rides.
shot rifles, raced
rabbits, chased goldfish with paper nets.
Then nothing would do but the nickel
dance-hall.
lot of people were on the
verge of recognizing Don, but evidently
they concluded he couldn't be a celebrity.
No one enjoying himself so much could be!

We

we'd

We
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oh mr
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—

A
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LIPSTICK

Half an hour of dancing and Meche had
another inspiration. "The Bublichki !" he
exclaimed. I thought that some secret
police must be after us, but he was only
referring to a Russian night-spot he'd located on Sunset Boulevard, two blocks
West of the Troc. "There's a marvelous
fiddle player there," Meche raved. "He's
taught many of the finest violinists !" And
so we whizzed in from Venice and had
midnight supper at the Bublichki. The
proprietor played the guitar, we all started
to sing with the rest of the crowd and
Don's beautiful voice was outstanding.
"He doesn't take voice lessons," Honore
told me. "Back in Chicago he went to a
man who knows much about singing, and
Dom was advised not to spoil his natural
tones as long as he wasn't aiming for
opera. That teacher is partly blind, and
Dom thinks a lot of him. Every week Dom
looks forward to the letter of criticism he
gets from him on his radio program."
At 3 a.m. we left, but not to call it a
day. Meche had one more vacation day
and so why go to bed so early? The five
of us who started could tarry at the
Abners' for some penny-poker. "I guess I
had my fill of routine when I was in
boarding-school," Don reminisced as we

drove countrywards. "Now my working
hours are comparatively irregular, and so
are

my

way

I"

non-working hours.

I

like it this

Penny-poker and ham and eggs at the
I went back to the
at dawn
Ameches' for my car. Sheila and Bridget
and Lady, their handsome dogs, bounded
neighbors

ssproo^
J?i^djzXobb

color.

loveliness.

A

!

furiously. Energy extends even to the dogs
in arm, Don and
in that household.
Honore stood by my car door. "I hope we
can stay in Hollywood," he said. He pulled

Arm

a^u/ ROUG

her closer and kissed her good-morning.

SCREENLAND

Carnival Nights

in

Hollywood
Continued from page 59

AVE MAN got a break!

Myrna's cute little
retrousse nose went further up in the air,
Sophie Tucker and her orchids got in
under the wire, the lights went out, and
the curtain went up.
Word had gotten about that it was an
eight-thirty curtain and that no one would
be seated during the prologue. Hollywood
has had threats like this before and thought
nothing of them the play always waits
tor Hollywood. But on the evening the
Lunts came to town there has never been
such scurrying through souffles, such gulpwhy, it's a wonder the
ing of artichokes
whole town didn't die of acute indigestion.
It's one of the unwritten laws that film
celebrities will be late for an opening, and
Connie Bennett and other glamor girls have
often been put on the pan by the press for
horrified, a bugle blew,

I

Not many comforts

caveman

!

But

he

in

the

of

life

on ancient

had one enviable piece of

— tooth

troubles seldom attacked him! His
were kept strong and healthy, as Nature
intended, by exercise on the tough, chewy foods
of primitive man's diet.

luck

—

teeth

We

civilized

;

offer

moderns eat

soft, refined

our teeth and gums

wholesome

not

foods that

nearly

enough

exercise.

I'll have you know that
was late for the first
night of "Amphytrion 38."
Madame Ouspenskaya who made such a
hit in "Dodsworth" and who is about to
repeat it in the new Garbo picture was
the first to arrive. Then came Rouben

their tardiness. But
not a single star

Mamoulian, famous

director, with Theresa

member of the board of directors
the Guild, who flew out from New York
catch the opening. Then a whole bevy
alumnae. The first authentic cheering

Helburn,
of
to
of

from the fans and

visiting

tourists

was

Myrna Loy who

arrived with her husband Arthur Hornblow, producer, and they
were soon followed by Miriam Hopkins
and Anatole Litvak.
for

There was Joan Crawford with Franchot
Tone bowing gravely to the Group and the
Guild. And John Beal with Olivia de
Havilland,

the

prettiest

member

of

the

younger set. There was John Barrymore
with his tempestuous Ariel, on his arm.
Came Janet Gaynor, the star who was reborn in technicolor, with a middle-aged
man who turned out to be her uncle, H. L.
Buhl of Chicago, and not a new romance.
But speaking of romance, they do say that
Janet and Tyrone Power are carrying on
a couple of mad young things, since
Tyrone's amour with that skating girl, (the
initials are S. H.), has become as cold
as the ice she skates on. Amidst a round
of applause from the lady fans in the lobby
handsome Charles Boyer, who has that
something that the French are famous for
besides omelets, (the initials are S. A.),
arrived with his pretty wife, Pat Paterson,
and the party-throwing Basil Rathbones.
There was Douglass Montgomery who
used to play neurotic young men in Guild
plays, with an L.A. society girl. And
Claudette Colbert, who made the Guild
once with a Eugene O'Neil number called
"Dynamo" in which she wore a bright red
scarf and fell in love with a machine or
the machine fell in love with her. I'm a
bit vague about it. And Norma Shearer all
who didn't
in white with Brian Aherne
marry Merle Oberon after all that publicity.
Then came the Norman Fosters
Blane)
with the Jack Oakies
(Sally
(Venita Varden) and both Sally and
Yenita being beautiful girls were mistaken
for Loretta Young by the T. G. Alumnae
who aren't awfully bright about things like
that. And the Joe E. Browns who had
dashed up from the opening of Bing
Crosby's racetrack, and the Stu Irwins. And
like

—

Irene Dunne, frightfully chic in black, and

Gary Cooper, so handsome, and the Fred
Astaires with the Irving Berlins, and Constance Collier, Beulah Bondi, Randolph
Scott, Tilly Losch, Helen Westley, Cora
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Witherspoon, and tall Arthur Treacher
with his tiny mother.
When Alfred Lunt as Jupiter came on
in the last act with his beautiful blue curls

and whiskers, his godlike raiment, and
his eye-shadow, the women in the audience
fairly swooned in the aisles. In fact, the
husbands and boy friends were only too
glad when the last act curtain fell and Mr.
Lunt made his curtain speech so they
could get their womenfolks as far away
from Jupiter as possible. "I wonder why I
never met Jupiter," sighed Claudette. "Isn't
he beautiful ?" Dr. Pressman gave her an
extra shove through the crowd and said
that he would grow 'a beard and dye it blue
if it would make her any happier.
Janet Gaynor wondered if perhaps David
Selznick could sign Jupiter for the leading
man in her next technicolor picture. ''He
would be a dream in color," sighed Janet.

"And where do we go from here?" said
Madge Evans' escort gaily. "The Troc, or
the Cocoanut Grove and catch Charlie MacCarthy's midnight show?"
"Phooey on Charlie MacCarthy," said
Madge. "I'm going home to wait for Jupiter."

Fourth Dimensional Stars
Continued from page 34
ginner

at

Warners, Louise Fazenda was

also present. Everyone knows Louise. She
has been in Hollywood's hectic industry
for twenty-two years. In 1916, a school

Louise decided to make extra money
by making people laugh. People said she
could do the funniest things. So why not
be paid for entertaining? Louise is still
girl,

being paid.
Grand National

especially, to tolerate this in a

have Rod La Rocque
mention this because Rod,
still
in his thirties, also began his film
career with Essanay in silent days.
Lew Ayres was a lad of eighteen when
he turned up in Hollywood. No other young
player made such an instant impression on
the fans. He had something others lacked.
Although he might not seem to change in
the estimation of his admirers, his decade
of film fame speaks for itself.
Warner Baxter is another with some-

may be

thing like seventeen years of picture

under contract.

—

For she is marked as a person unpleasant to be with
person to be avoided because she carries the ugly odor of underarm perspiration on her person and clothing.

You
girl,

can't expect people,

no matter how

men

attractive she

in other ways.

to his

The smart modern

girl

knows

that her

underarms need

foremost

special

And

she knows the quick easy way to give this care.

dressing, is all

any time. For
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harmless to clothing.

you need

Mum

is

it

Mum

after dressing,
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prevents every trace of perspiration odor without

affecting natural perspiration itself.
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New

it
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York.
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USE
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source

of unpleasantness.

takes the odor out of perspiration
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stars,

work

he seems

in

the. public

and he is still going strong.
Ronald Colman vies with Warner Baxter
in having something like seventeen years of
film fame. Only twelve of them have been
passed in America. He and Garbo and Baxter hit the same record. But we do not
think of time when Mr. Colman emotes.
Neil Hamilton is no newcomer to movies.
A career of twenty years is behind him.
Neil turned up at the old Fort Lee studio,
back east, in 1917. Today, at thirty-seven,
he returns to Hollywood, after spending a
holiday of two years in England, where
he made pictures, holiday or no holiday.

Doesn't prevent natural perspiration.

that

holding

male

picture work,

you're

right after shaving the underarms.

—

all

interest.
his witty,
snappy conversations since talkies came.
He also held us in silence. Twelve years of

Mum!

when

You

Soothing to skin. It's soothing to the skin, too.

Of

William Powell has given us

daily care. Soap and water alone are not enough.

Quick to use. Harmless to clothing. Half a minute,

credit.
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Of all the fourth dimensional stars, Paul
Kelly caps the lot. For thirty years he has
done picture and stage work. A valiant old
man of seven, he started with Vitagraph,
in 1907. Today, at thirty-seven, he is still
one of the younger players. A fine actor.
But with thirty years' experience well,
he'd better be good

—

!

So you see now how the screen and its
stars epitomize science's so-called "new discovery," the Fourth Dimension, which
proves Time and Space to be non-existent.
The years come and go, but the stars remove the veil of matter and cause us to
forget the years and the miles separating
us from them in reality.

My

Life

Continued from page 61
step to the theatre or to Hollywood. I never
of becoming an actor, profession-

dreamed
ally.

When summer came

again I found mywith a more intriguing job than being
an amateur banker. When we had given
a play in Clay Center the manager of the
radio station there took a fancy to the way
three of us performed and made us a
broadcasting offer. So instead of going
home, I became one of the Harmony Boys
and played my cello and sang for several
self

sponsors.

My second year at Doane there were remarkable improvements. We had new dormitories. That was swank. But the girls
had to be governed by "lock-out" rules.
Whenever they went out of an evening now
they- had to write down where. Then they
had to check in when they returned. And
if they were over-due they received a big
black mark. So many marks and they were
up before a women's council. Life began
to

grow complicated

To

be absolutely honest, by the time I
had finished irry first semester I had abandoned all intentions of becoming a doctor.
I didn't tell my folks for a while, because
they had counted so on it and because I
didn't know what I'd rather do or be. After
two y ears at Doane I was anxious, though,
to go further away, to try a larger school.
It had been fine, but I had had some glimmering of what lay beyond small towns.
I selected Pomona, in Southern California,
chiefly because Professor Gray, from whom
I'd been taking my cello lessons, had gone
West to be an instructor there.
r

Pomona wasn't a large university'. It was
a bigger college in a bigger small town.
Only here it was balmy all the year around
and the air was rich with orange blossoms.
Those orange blossoms induced me to experiment with a blind date for my first
dance. There was fraternity rushing all
over again, similar to what it had been
Doane.

like at

wanted
dance

to
I

I

join.

was bid by
Then came

anticipated with

terror.

I

T

was where
glimpse movie stars.

go to
have been an off-night, or
told to

I

7 out

when

of 10

women blame their

?

skin for blackheads,

they should blame their cleansing method

relied

quickly enough. I'll never forget that evening, nor that young lady.
went in for tennis, not ambitiously
I
enough to make the varsity. But I fared
better in the college shows, and I industriously played cello in the orchestra. I
took whatever courses appealed to me.
When summer came I stayed on for a
six-weeks' session, and then I went back
to Beatrice to vacation. Without having
so much as driven in to Los Angeles or
Hollywood, a merehour's distance. I should
imagine that, more than any protestations
I can make, would demonstrate that I had
no moving picture > earnings originally.
When I drove West again for my final
year I did get into Los Angeles. I came
over to watch an Australian ace put cn an
exhibition match at the Los Angeles Tennis
Club. Later I had dinner at the Vine Street
for that

BABIES

BOBN WITH BLACKHEADS

the group I
that pledge

upon one of the brothers to arrange a
date for me, not knowing any of these new
girls. I had alwa3's had a horror of blind
dates. To my amazement, she materialized
as pretty as she was bright. I had to catch
on to the snappier way they danced in the
West, but with her kind help I caught on

Brown Derby,

WHY AREN'T

I'd

been

It

must

got there too

early.

Joel McCrea was the first movie star I
ever saw. A picture of his was previewed
at Pomona and he came over in person
to see it. I was rather astonished. He
looked like a regular guy that night when
I went down to the theatre with the gang.

Everywhere

I

go

I

hear

women say "Oh!

well,

do about it, I guess I
was born with this kind of skin."
They're referring, of course, to hateful,
mocking, stubborn blackheads. But stop a
minute and think! Did you ever see a baby
with blackheads? Of course not. Then where
do those blackheads come from?
These blemishes are tiny specks of dirt
which become wedged in your pores.
there's nothing I can

How do

they start?

wash blackheads away. And they only
at

When

you may be shocked
But it's a
penetrating cream goes after deep-

y-ou

sign this

down

your surface cleanser. The longer

these blackheads stay in your skin, the blacker

and more noticeable they grow.

wipe

how grimy

to see

dirt that

me

it off,

the cloth looks.

causes those blackheads.

Write now

turn mail

sad but true, blackheads take root because
your cleansing metliods fail. You know you

laugh

ing, soothing, refreshing cleanser.

Just send

It's

can't

smooth on enough to cover your face and
neck. At the very first touch your skin will
perk up. Why? Because my cream is a cool-

for

your free supply

the coupon today, and by re-

I will

send you my generous

gift

tube

of Lady Esther Face Cream. Ill also send you
ail

ten shades of

can see which

my

is

Face Powder free, so you
your most flattering color —

see how Lady Esther Face Cream and Face
Powder work together to give you perfect skin
smoothness. Mail me the coupon today.

Switch to a Penetrating Cream

See with your own eyes, the amazing improvement in your skin when a cream really penetrates the dirt in your pores.
Let me send you, free and postpaid, a generous tube of Lady Esther Four Purpose Face

Cream, so that you can prove every statement
I make. It is an active cream. It's penetrating,
because

it

the results.

penetrates pore-dirt.

You

You

(lou can paste

Please send
I

your free supply of cream arrives,

SCREENLAND

me

a free supplv of

__™™™..—.™™

Address™

I

Gty

i

IU.

Ladv Esther Four

Purpose Face Cream; also all ten shades of your
Faee Powder, free and postpaid.

|

I

When

on a penny postcard)

Name

can see

can feel the difference.

this

Lady Esther, 2062 Ridge Ave., Evanston,

Stale
ilf ycu h'tv in. <:-:..:

.

icrite

.

Lady Esther.

Toronto, Ontario)

_
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fTREATMENT HAS PUT
THIS

NEW 3-WAV

I

ON SOLID POUNDS
FOR THOUSANDS OF

J

(

SKINNY
PEOPLE
Rich red blood, necessary

to properly nourish arid
build up every part of the
is

bortv.

especially

pro-

moted by this new discovery where iron is needed.
A healthy digestion which

the good out of
your food requires an adequate supply of Vitamin
B This new discovery
supplies this element.
gets

ALL

He was husky and no mistake. He had a
healthy tan. He didn't have an "act." And
why, he'd gone to Pomona himself
I was being joshed too much right then
about getting lost when a bunch of us had
gone riding in the moonlight. The girl I
liked had wanted to ride off from the rest,
to investigate a giant oak tree which was
romantically silhouetted on a distant hill.
I've always been crazy about horses and
I had been teaching her
to be crazy about
horses, too. I'd never lost myself before.

—

It must have been that October moon. Or
that girl. Anyway, we had to see what was
on the other side of the hill, and it was a
canyon. And when we began to trace our
way back there didn't seem to be a path
through that confounded dell. It took us
a couple of hours to locate ourselves and
when we did check in we were greeted with
the news that a searching party had just
gone forth after us. I galloped like fury
after my pals, who resurrected their cry
of "She's liable to lose you!" whenever I
had the temerity to rave about a new girl
after that.

Pomona was pure luck. I've been grateful,
me The planets must have been
smiling when I chanced to be born.

believe

!

It_ seems it was this way. Just before the
Christmas holidays, in my senior year, we
gave "Journey's End" and I had an excellent part. The next afternoon I got a telephone call. From Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios
They wished me to come over
and talk to them. I didn't tell a soul. I
thought it was a new sort of a gag. I
meandered around until I located the studio
and there I was informed that a scout had
been in the audience at our performance
and he had reported favorably on me. I
!

.

could attend the studio's training school.
But I'd never considered acting! I
wouldn't quit college when I had only six
months more to go to graduate. Yet I had
no leaning towards any other field. The
school plays had been fun, for a fact. I
arranged to drive over three afternoons a

week
But

for instruction from their coach.
I
didn't step right into roles. Oh,

no. It

was more than a year before I was
A whole year before I

given a contract.

Normal, regular eliminaremove poisons
to
tion
and thereby promote
health and growth calls
for adeouate Vitamin B.
This is the third purpose.

QUICK GAINS of 10 to 25 lbs.

REPORTED WITH NEW
IRONIZED YEAST
thousands of
NOW
skinny, rundown men
and women can say goodbye to bony angles and
unsightly hollows that
rob them of natural attractiveness. For with
this new easy 3-way

treatment, hosts of people who never could gain
an ounce before have put
on pounds of solid, normally good-looking flesh
in just a few weeks I

—
Why

Scientists

it

tional

easy-

little Ironized Yeast tabwhich have helped thousands

money-back

test

with the very first package of Ironized Yeast, you
don't begin to eat better and get more enjoyment and
benefit from your food
if
you don't feel better, with
more strength, pep and energy if you are not convinced
that Ironized Yeast will give you the pounds of normally
attractive flesh you need
your money will be promptly
refunded. So get Ironized Yeast tablets today.
If,

—

—

—

Special

FREE offer!

To start thousands building up their health right away,
we make this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a package
of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on the
box and mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
We will send you a fascinating new book on health. "New
Facts About Your Body." Remember, results with the very
first package
or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 2610, Atlanta, Ga.

—
WARNING:

Beware of cheap substitutes.
Be sure you get the genuine Ironized Yeast,
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other

—hold

a sisterly reunion,

as

Priscilla

have lunch with Lola at the Warner studio cafe.

I

was

literal.

I

said

I

had

girls, that I

think a girl should want a splendid home,
but not in the material sense.
As for surface traits, I've invariably been
drawn to women who are tolerant, who are
good sports. I'm not above relishing a
dash of glamor, but to me glamor is not
bleached hair and plucked eyebrows and
gobs of make-up. It's that intangible understanding and sweetness that only the
woman who has a first-rate heart has. Artificial girls bore me.
The man who goes about contending that
he knows all about women is an unmitigated fool. I am sure I know very little,
In college I had temporary spells
yet.
when I supposed this was love. But, definitely, there were no heartbreaking inciI

of the skinniest, scrawniest people quickly to gain normally attractive curves, natural development and peppy health.

this

films,

characteristics. I couldn't care for a woman
who didn't respect herself, who didn't have
a passionate desire for making the most of
life. It is easy for a girl to be ordinary;
that demands no will at all. That makes,
I feel, only for a shabby sort of a home.

to-take

Make

in

freely. Yet every woman I have admired
has had the same qualities, the identical

and retested biologically,
insure full vitamin strength.

new

also

hadn't been
unusually fickle because I don't happen to
be fickle emotionally. What they said when
they sat down at their typewriters was far
more colorful. But now I am being author
myself. Here is the unvarnished truth
I was attracted to several girls, I admit

tested

result is these

loves.

gone with several

Now by a new process, the
vitamins from this imported
English ale yeast are concentrated to 7 times their strength
in ordinary yeast! This 7-power
vitamin concentrate is then combined with 3 kinds of strengthbuilding iron (organic, inorganic
and hemoglobin iron). Pasteurized English ale yeast and other
tonic ingredients are then added.
Finally,
for
your protection,
every batch of Ironized Yeast is

lets

prettier than the

Some moving picture magazines have
dramatized friendships that I had in college. Certain interviewers have come to me
determined to dig up untold, super-sensa-

builds

hare

cial yeast used in making English ale, world-renowned for its
medicinal properties.

The

—one

A

discovered
that many are thin and rundown simply because they do
not get enough yeast vitamins
(Vitamin B| and iron in their
daily food. One of the richest
sources of Vitamin B is the spe-

to

Lanes

Three

and Rosemary, now

dents.

My

getting

into

pictures

directly

SCREENLAND

from

started to earn a movie acting salary
$35 a week

—of

Two

months of commuting and I didn't
was getting anywhere. It didn't look
as though anybody was giving a hoot
whether I became an actor, and if someone
wasn't concerned about me what was the
use of trying to get anywhere in this comfeel I

plex business ?
I graduated. College was over with as
sudden a bang as it had begun. Everyone
now, though, was going somewhere to be
something. There were promises to keep
in touch. But what on earth was I going
to make of myself?
Mother and father had come out for the
ceremonies and they were ready to drive
home. Mother had beamed when she saw
me playing the cello on the platform. My
father said, "Well, son so you're not going
on to medical school?"
I don't know what seized me, but I answered, "I want to stay out here for a
month or so longer. I had one nibble from
!"
the movies. I might get another
They left. I moved into a rooming-house

—

Hollywood. I didn't have any friends.
Daytimes I wondered how I was going to
flatter Fate into a second chance at some
studio. Evenings I walked the Boulevard,
and then up the steep steps at the Bowl.
Summer evenings once more, and I was
in

looking up at the stars in the heavens as
I'd looked four years before when I'd
finished high school back in Beatrice. Only
how I didn't have a girl to take driving.

Next Month: Robert Taylor's Unknown Hollywood Days.

Great Lover
THE STORY SO FAR
Ferdinand von Schocnbaucr, brought
to Hollywood from Vienna, by an ac-

—

DR

agent chiefly because the agent's
wife insists finds but one
person who seems real to him. This is
tor's

Hilda Drake, secretary to Fuller, the
agent. Her encouragement, and help,
eventually make it possible for the
handsome foreigner to obtain a small
part in a film. As the arrangement is
whose name has been
that Ferdinand

S/fc

from
Greenwood is

—

Schocnbaucr

von

draw

to

for six iveeks pending

UP AND READY TO GO
BE SURE YOU'RE WEARING

D

GLAZ O'S j(u^S&d

—

changed

E S

—

frivolous

to

a small salary

trials,

it

is vital

make good in this first opportuThe picture completed, a preview

that he
nity.

to be held, and Hilda has accepted
Ferdinand's earnest invitation to attend the shozuing with him. Now go on
with the story.
is

Continued from page 55
she drew his head

gesture,

names

of

players."

bit

"Why

fully.

do

down

warm hand

fingers closed over

her

He nodded

grateshe thought,

I lie like this ?"

and slipped her

to

They never use the

right.

all

"It's

lips.

into

his.

His

it.

Ferdinand
proceeded.
an occasional tightening
of his grip the only suggestion of nervous

The

picture

watched

quietly,

An

hour passed. Here was the ballscene. "Now," he said, unaware that
he said anything. "It will be now."
woman in the row ahead turned to frown
at him. Hilda winced as a ring bit into
strain.

room

A

her finger under the unconscious pressure
of his large brown hand.
The leading lady was dancing with her

—

They were quarreling. There
was Ferdinand now, leaning against
a column. Her heart leaped. They hadn't
cut him out then, as she'd been fool enough
lover.

there

to

fear.

in

still

How
his,

nice he looked

thumped

his

Her

!

knee

in

hand,

delight,

and she caught a radiant glance before
turning back to the screen. He was still
leaning against the column. Now he would
ask her to dance simply with a bow.
But he didn't. There was a close-up. The

—

eyes of the leading lady blazed, she slapped
the leading man's face and ran from the
room. In the long shot that followed Ferdinand was nowhere to be seen. His column
towered, lonely and unadorned.
The rest was a nightmare. She felt his
fingers go limp. "Well," she thought grimly,
"he doesn't need that any more," and withdrew her aching hand. She saw that his
eyes were still glued to the screen, though
what he was seeing there she didn't care
to imagine. She pulled a handkerchief from
her bag to wipe the perspiration from her

palm.

when

She was

rubbing

still

it

*

"Yes.

You

it."

are so kind. Miss Hilda, to

me, a stranger. I am ashamed that I lean
on you like a child. Tomorrow I will be
gay."

"Lean away, Shaybar.

when

you know
In the moon-drenched
I'll

let

I'm tired."
street he lifted his eyes to hers. Her heart
contracted at what she saw there. She felt

a wild yearning to comfort him. From the
step above him she stooped, and planted

—

your

own

your chosen

bound

there are

fabrics.

exciting beauty! Discover
.

.

.

orous gown, your carefulest grooming,
let

one of Glazo's "Misty"

nail polish

colors climax your charm.

how

into new,

how

sure of yourself you feel

poised,
.

.

con-

you're Right to your Fingertips!

Smooth

as a debutante's chat-

Choose one of these debonair
new shades... Thistle, Old Rose,
Russet and Suntan, Rust, Dahlia,

ter is Glazo. Its satin lustre

Imperial Red, or Shell, Flame,

as easily, as perfectly, as the

not fade or peel; the

last

does

drop in

that thrifty 2 5 -cent bottle goes

GLAZO
SCREENLAND

.

you are looking your loveliest. Wearing Glazo's misty, smoky tints,
scious that

light kiss on his cheek. "There
that's
from your mother. Good-night, Shaybar."

a

flat-

skin-tone, to blend with

Watch your hands bloom
Memorable Moment
that
FOR
Occasion demanding your most glam-

They said good-night at her door. "We'll
talk to Fuller in the morning," Hilda was
telling him for the tenth time. "He'll do
something about

ter

that

*

Among them

to be the perfect colors for you ... to

miserably

the picture ended.
*

Natural.
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HOLLVLUOOD

"A Woman

W CURLERS

may Marry

whom She Likes!"
—said Thackeray. This great
author knew the power of women —better than most women
do. Men are helpless in the hands
of women who really know how
to handle them. You have such

powers. You can develop and use them to win a
husband, a home and happiness. Read the secrets
of "Fascinating Womanhood" a daring book which
shows how women attract men by using the simple
laws of man's psychology.
Don't let romance and love pass you by. Send us
only 10c and we will send you the booklet entitled
"Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood"
an interesting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascinating
Womanhood." Sent in plain wrapper.
Psychology Press, Dept 86-K, St. Louis, Mo.

-A

JOAN

—

PERRY

When you star in your own romances, take
a tip

from the romantic

stars of

cinema

town... look your loveliest and best with a
flattering hairdress

Curlers!

Satin and cellophane feature Betty
Grable's bridal gown in a new film.

made with Hollywood
Whether many curls

most becomingly .. .you
can have them quickly, easily
...right at home... with the
"Curlers used by the Stars."
Insist on Hollywood Curlers.
face

10c- AT

5c AND 10c STORES— NOTION COUNTERS

ORIGINAL
UJflnTCD POEMS, SONGS
For Immediate Consideration
Send Poems to
COLUMBIAN MUSIC PUBLISHERS LTD., DepL 13, Toronto, Can
.

.

.

PR[[

"Good-night, Miss Hilda."
She ran up the stairs. Her mother would
be asleep. She'd always thanked heaven
that her mother wasn't the kind to lie
tremblingly awake till she knew her child
safe within doors from the terrors of the
dark. But tonight her heart sank unaccountably as she entered the silent apartment. "Don't be a sap," she told herself,
and deliberately dropped her bag as she
passed the bedroom door. A light was

GEPPERT STUDIOS

De
3es Moines, Iowa

You Can Regain

Speech,

you'd

—

But

darned

know
"Maybe if he

free
your body skin the benefit of
bathing in water soft as rain . . enjoy
the luxury of a bath fragrant as a flower
garden or a pine forest.
.

Greater cleanliness is one step toward loveliness
and Bathasweet gives water greater
cleansing powers. Proof of this is found in the
absence of a "ring" around the tub when
Bathasweet is used. Moreover, the water is
softened
gone are the drying effects that hard
water may have on your skin! No wonder thousands of fastidious women insist on the benefits
of Bathasweet. 50i? and $1 sizes at drug and
department stores
10^ sizes at "10 cent" stores.
.

.

.

—

—

a
free—
package of
fragrances, Garden Bouquet
gi ft

sent

free

coupon

anywhere

ivith

in

name and

Corp., Dept. S-J, 1911

the two Bathasiveet
and Forest Pine,
U. S. A. Mail this
address to Bathasweet

the

Park Avenue, New York.

he's so

kissed

me

But

I

think

or something.

polite."

"Couldn't you promote it?"
"Well, I did sort of peck at him tonight.
Nothing passionate, you know. I thought it
was pity, pure and simple, but now that
you mention it, maybe I was trying to
rouse the caveman in him. I guess he hasn't
any, mom. He's gentle. He's not the kind
of man I ever imagined myself falling in
love with. I always thought it would be
someone like Chris or Bob or Stephen
you know upstanding American youth who
yells his head of? at football games and
calls you kid and toots. Oh, nuts !" She
rose. "Suppose I am in love with him.
What then ? He's not in love with me. He
hasn't a thought in his head outside his
_

—

family. If Fuller can't find him a job, he'll
go back to Austria and that'll be that."
Abruptly she switched off the bed-light and
bent for a kiss. "And if you think I'm going to pull any broken blossom act, you're
crazy."
tear splashed from her eye to her
mother's cheek. "That's left over from before," she hastened to explain.
"I know," said Mrs. Drake. "Just the
same, if I were you, I'd get to work on
Fuller."

A

(To Be Continued)
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if

you

Send today for beautifully illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STAMMER," which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammering and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 36 years since 1901. Endorsed

—

by physicians. Full information concerning correction of stammering sent free. No obligation. Benjamin
N. Bogue, Dept. 521, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Ind.

TOO FAT for years
'Then Reduced

55

lbs.

this

EASY
WAY!

—

GlVE

Perfect

447

?"

"It can't be told in a word.

BATHASWEET

De,lt

STAMMER

"Is that you, Hilda?"

"You awake, mother?" She entered, all
nonchalance, dropped down on the bed,
pulled off her hat and ran her fingers
through her curls.
"Well, how did it go?"
"Not so hot. They left the poor guy on
the cutting-room floor."
Her lips quivered. "Well, what's* the
matter with mef" she inquired, wide-eyed,
and next, moment found herself sobbing in
her mother's arms.
But that was soon over. "I don't know
what I'm going soft about," she choked,
mopping her eyes.
"You wouldn't be in love, would you?"
"Well, it's a thought. Never having been
before, I can't be sure. What's it feel like,

—

mailing. Information on hand tinting
in natural colors sent immediately.
Your negative will be returned with
your free enlargement. Send it today.

snapped on.

mother

TRY

ENLARGEMENT

Just to get acquainted
with new customers, we will beautifully enlarge one snapshot negative
(film) to 8x10 inches FREE if you
enclose this ad with 10c for return

—

or just a few will frame your

3 FOR
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Look

I

10 Years Younger

"NOW CAN WEAR

STYLISH CLOTHES

I

• Don't put up with ugly fat. so often due to causes which
can be controlled. Try this modern way to reduce without
starvation diets or strenuous exercise. This method supplies
a needed substance often lacking for the control of reducible fat. Why not do as thousands of other now slender,
happy women have done? Read what Mrs. L. R Schulze,
of Jackson. Mich., writes: "After being overweight for
years I tried RE-DUCE-OIDS and Inst 55 lbs.
I
look
ten years younger!" From Crandon. Wise, Mrs. Porter
Tyler writes: "I reduced 67 lbs., and felt better right, from
the start, felt fine when taking RE-DUCE-OIDS. Now it
is a pleasure to wear all the new fashions!" Mrs.
B.
Smith of Lyons Station. Pa., writes: "I lost 34 lbs.. 5 lbs.
the first week." Mrs. Gladysse Ryer, Registered Nurse of
Dayton writes of losing 47 lbs. with very satisfactory results. Miss Elnora Hayden of Merion, Pa., reports reducing 30 lbs. Miss Loretta Lee of the Southside Chamber
of Commerce. Los Angeles, and many others write of their
remarkable success with RE-DUCE-OIDS, the easy way.
IMPORTANT! Positively NO Dinitrophenol. Pleasant to
take. Genuine RE-DUCE-OIDS have been sold by leading
stores for 22 years.
I

W

1

—

SATISFACTION or MONEY BACK IN FULL if results
do not please you. Sold at leading drug and department
If your dealer is out send $2 for 1 package or $5
packages direct to us. Currency. Money Order,
Stamps ... or we will ship C.O.D. and your postman
will collect on delivery. Plain wrapper, no embarrassment.
stores.
for 3

USE COUPON.

American Medicinal Products Inc.
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco,
Please send

me

Payment enclosed

packages

Dept. S3710
Calif.
of

RE-DUCE-OIDS

Will pay postman

Name
Address
City

.State.

Goes American

Sonja

f

Continued from page 25

The

only thing the two have
audiences. I've found American audiences much the same as those in
England and on the Continent, judging
from exhibitions I've given in New York,
London, Paris, Brussels, and other cities.
All have been cordial and enthusiastic."
Like you, perhaps, I then wanted to
in skating.

it

common

in

is

know what America meant

to

her.

"Everything," was her generous response.
"Here I have found all those things for
which I had longed, the only things that
make life worth living, and they have
brought me happiness."
She was getting "warm," so I mentioned
romance.
"Help !'' she pealed, throwing up her
hands. "It's no good keeping it back any
'

—

longer. All right, I say it
I-am-in-love."
The next thing, I took it for granted,
would be to find a husband^here..
"Sure," she assented. "Why not? Naturally, I want to marry and have children. I love a home and children and all
the romance of family life. You know,
there is romance in bringing up a family.

And

had a daughter I'd teach her
would make me very proud

I

if

skate.

It

be the mother of an American Sonja

to
to

who

became world champion."
It only remained to wish more Power
to the dream-champ. Bowing with mock
gravity, the potential mother suddenly was
silent and really grave for a moment.

Then

:

"There

is something more to tell, but I
not sure I ought to tell it. Oh, well,
you might as well know America means
so much to me, my whole world, that I

am

!

have made up my mind to become an
American. Already I have talked with officials here about taking out my citizenship
papers. But this must wait for a while.
So must marriage. As soon as I finish this
picture I am going to Norway and tell
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think
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pack
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fine
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handsome premiums. Yes, cartons carry
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Box 599,

useful,

extra coupons.
Louisville,

Ky.

TUNE IN Tommy Dorsey's Orch. & Morton Bowe,
NBC Blue Network, Fridays 10 P. M., E. S. T.

the King of my plan. It is only right I
should, for the King was a good friend
to my father and always sent me flowers
and a greeting when I took part in a skating competition. So I would not do any-

thing to

after

the menthol adds a grand, refreshing

it never spoils the full-bodied tobacco
Turkish-Domestic blend. Get hold of KGDLS
and save those coupons
good in the United States for

flavor, yet it's so

goodness of this
.

.

ungrateful.

have explained everything,
made the King understand that all my love
and all my future are in this country, I
will go American more completely than I
have already done, with all my heart and
I

soul."

You've Cot to Have Zing!
Continued from page 23

—

movie stars! If you're not' in the mood
Ann Sothern is a soothing soul, though.
(Although rather trying to property men).
Ann simply will not start to work on a picture unless she is provided with a real, oldfashioned rocking chair on the set. She
never rushes off to her dressing-room. She
sits in her rocking chair and
guess what
She knits. Rocks and knits, as ever was.
She knits sweaters and usually she is working on two or three which are in various
stages of completion. She knits them for
relatives, directors, and property men with

SAVE COUPONS

.

.

MANY HANDSOME NEW PREMIUMS

.

—

a lavish lack of favoritism.
"It relaxes me !" she told me, rocking
placidly. "The hairdresser and the make-up
man come to me. If I had to rush off and
snatch coca-colas and patch make-up, I'd
be exhausted. When I do this, I am rested,
ready for the next scene. But I must have
my rocking chair the old-fashioned kind

—

11
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and long, high arms."

with big rockers

When Myrna Loy

finds her nerves a bit

LIKE

I

on edge she reads. "I can't read anything
heavy or sustained," she said. "I want short
stories
as exciting and as absorbing as I
can find. There aren't enough of them,
really, for my purpose. I want to be diverted
—taken out of myself for a very brief
period. I don't want anything which I will
have to put down and then pick up later and

SITROUX TISSUES,

because they're softer
and more absorbent"

—

—

try to pull the threads together."
That, of course, brings' us to Alice Brady,
whose passion is detective stories. She
doesn't enjoy what she terms "good ones."
She likes the cheap, blood-and-thunder tales
and many a prop boy will testify that she
has snatched his favorite thriller from under
!"
his nose. "I'll buy you another copy, son
says Miss Brady thumbing the pages.

—
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Grand National
Feature Player
beautiful women everyand screen
where prefer Sitroux Tissues! So delicately soft,
Stars of stage

.

Mother, Home,

she had a trying scene to undertake.
She shares a conviction with Joan Crawford that sun baths are absolutely essential
to the preservation of this valuable qualthe one which lures the customers into
ity
the box-office. Joan will duck the most important conference with executives if she
thinks that she can run away and have an
hour in the sun. Years ago, she told me,
she used to turn on the victrola and dance,
all
by herself, to restore her sense of
rhythm and balance. Now she lies in the
sun, sings and
Oh, yes Joan has a favorite food to
assist her. It is artichokes. Artichokes,
treated with a soupcon of sweet, drawn
butter and a dibble of chopped, fresh
These, Joan says, are simply
parsley.

Why

YOUR

Joyce Compton does

SITROUX tissues. Get
try
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your money back. Ask for D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION.
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add that enviable, youthful
. . safely and easily.
brilliancy to your hair

You,

"When

so hard
When I am not working I mus' make fun,
or else I shall grow old too soon. I shall
what did you call it? that zing
lose that
thing."
Luise's idea of making fun is to walk
or drive for miles and miles and wear no
hat while doing it. She prefers a windy
or a rainy day for these activities. But
even better she likes to "make a joke" on
practical joke. If she could
some one.
arrange to come into your garden while
you were away for a week-end and transplant all your trees and shrubs and bulbs
to surprise
to new and unexpected places
you when you returned she would be
filled with zing for weeks and weeks.
Then there are the people who think that
food or the lack of it or the combinations
of it have everything to do with zing.
Constance Bennett is convinced that she
maintains her box-office appeal by drinking
fruit juice
a glass of hot tomato juice
and then a glass of cold pineapple juice.
An hour later, a glass of cold tomato juice
and then well, you get the idea. This
isn't, I am assured, supposed to have anything to do with Connie's keeping her figure. She's never had to worry about that.
It is all in the interests of energy, alertness and- zing.
Greta Garbo has a similar theory, (and
goodness knows she doesn't have to worry
Working on the
about keeping thin.)
"Conquest" set, Garbo busily drank pineapple juice first hot and then cold with
an occasional variation of sauerkraut juice

picture

requirements.!

Page-Davis School Of Advertising
Dept.
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HAIR ROOT

hair permanently, safely, privately at home, following: simple directions.
The Mahler Method positively prevents the
hair from crowing again. The delightful relief will bring happiness, freedom of mind
and greater success. Backed by 35 years of
successful use all over the world. Send 6c
in stamps TODAY for illustrated Booklet,
"How to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever."
D. J. Mahler Co., Dept. 29-M, Providence, R. I.

Remove the

packed with zing.

Maybe you

don't like artichokes. In that
Eleanor Powell, who nibbles
and nibbles and nibbles chocolate between
her strenuous dance routines. "Nothing
gives me such a lift," she declares. "Explorers in the Arctic depend upon it, don't
they? It can't make you fat if you burn
up energy as fast as I do. Besides, I like
can't get chocolate, an apple
I
If
it
will do."
I'm sure that I'm not going to follow
Chester Morris' recipe for zing! He says
that he rises each morning, chins himself
hops aboard his youngster's
five times,
kiddie kar and darts around the block, cry-

LIVER BILE...

case, consider

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays

in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

!

Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up". Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in

making

bile flow freely.

Ask for Carter's

Little

Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything

else. 25c.
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Continued from page

work when

Now

Lombard, Then and

the director said work, even if
in the morning until far
into the night, for unless you were important in those days your pictures were
only in production a couple of weeks.
But not today, dearie. It is written into
the Lombard contract that she works
from nine until six and comes six o'clock
Miss Lombard can pick up her train and
go home to a nice hot dinner, or for a
romp on the roller coasters at Venice with
Mr. Gable, if she's in the mood. If they
get under the wire for less than a million

31

house with frigidaire, Venetian blinds, a
phone in every room, and everything. It's
done in blue and white and handsomely
furnished. The Mowers, and they are all
over the place, are compliments of Mr.
Gable the same Mr. Gable who once
nodded absently as lie passed her on the

—

—

long flight of steps to the undesirable
dressing-rooms.
"There's not a thing to paint," said
Carole, rather mournfully looking over her
deluxe suite, "and not a thing to complain
about." "But you are supposed to complain,
Miss Lombard," said one of the studio people. "You're a great star, and Mr. Selznick
will expect you to complain about someThey all do, you know." Well,
thing.
Carole didn t want to break up any precedents so she straightway visited the prop
department and picked out some of the
oldest garden furniture you may ever hope

Big tears here, rust there, and decidedly sunbaked and wind-blown. She had
it placed on her front lawn and then she
called Mr. Selznick, "Who do you think

somebody made a mistake. The Lombard
pictures are not quickies now!
Of course it would make a much better
story

New
dad

could say that during the run
Pathe contract poor Carole
sat in her orchid and green dressing-room
biting her nails while Connie and Gloria
and Jeanette and Sally were besieged by
all the great lovers and playboys of Hollywood. (As a matter of fact Ina Claire
did snare John Gilbert about that time.)
Sort of an Alice-sit-by-the-firc or Cinderella Girl or something. As a matter of fact,
just to make things difficult for my success story, Carole was even more popular
at that time than the Queens, and had more
playboys and handsome young leading men
calling her up and tossing orchids at her.
But if she did all right then, she does
even better now for as soon as he can get
away from work every afternoon Clark
Gable drives over from Metro and seats
himself on the floor in Carole's dressingroom with a cheese sandwich in one" hand
and a can of beer in the other. Mr. Gable,
it may be interesting to note, has no difficulty driving on the lot now either, (during "The Painted Desert" he too had to
park outside with Carole's Alaskan husky),
and the "Welcome" on the red carpet
thrown out for him is done in petit point.

—

team. Tim Holt his
Jack Holt and Louise Piatt.

screen
is

—

am? How

dare you?"^etc,

etc.

Being a very feminine person Carole recalls as a high spot in her first Pathe sojourn the day the wardrobe department
presented her with her first extreme evening gown. It was for a sequence in "Racketeer" and it was made specially for her,
and it cost $150! She was that excited she
couldn't eat. For it seems that in those
days our little Carole had to wear handme-downs, how dreadful, with never a bead
to call her own. After one- of the Queens
had finished a picture her clothes went back

to the wardrobe where they were cut down
and re-made for Carole who had to wear
them whether they were becoming or not.
This is an old Hollywood custom. Gail
Patrick today is wearing in her Paramount
pictures little numbers that have been
discarded by Miss Dietrich. In "Nothing

Miss Lombard today
of

a

of

lot

—

yes, indeed, what a
difference a few years

can make.

When Carole was giving her all
"Power" and "High Voltage" she had

first

—

Sacred" you'll see Carole in a dress that
cost $1500, and when the studio saw the
bill they didn't even bat an eyelash. $1500
is nothing for a gown for the glamorous
hell
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Profits

Costs

Inside the Stars'

Homes

REDUCE

BY SAFE, QUICK, EASY
Slim met Method!

Continued from page 19
Taxes

By

this time

we were

in the living-room,

an oblong-shaped room with an iron railed
stair going up at one end and doors opening into a sun-room at the other. Beyond the
sun-room, in the gardens, Fred Perry could
seen, attired in trimly fitting riding
clothes, waiting for young Mrs. Perry to
come for a canter before the "little dinner."
I remembered the living-room as quite

be
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men and women who really know their business — unis
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to higher income-figures.
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Why let others walk away with the better jobs when
in your home and in spare time you can equip yourself
for a splendid future in this profitable profession?
Preliminary knowledge of bookkeeping is unnecessary.
Our free book fully explains how we train you from the
ground up, according to your individual needs. Low cost;
easy terms.
The facts about LaSalle training in Accountancy and
the opportunities in this highly profitable field are clearly
outlined in a 64-page book which LaSalle will send you
free. If you have the urge and the will to increase your
income, clip and mail the coupon

NOW.

LaSalle Extension
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De gree of IX. B«
Business English

Coaching

Effective

;

sun comes blithely in.
"I said to Billy Haines," recounted Helen,
sinking down on the printed chintz of the
divan, "I want this living-room to be a happy
room, a livable place. Besides that, I like a
formality and reserve, but I don't want
anything stately, or untouchable. I like to
feel when I come in tired that I can put my
feet up under me on the couch or in a big
chair, and my guests won't be worried about
handling anything.
"That was all I asked. Billy looked a
trifle bitter, but he said: 'Oh yes, that will
be easy !' and presently he returned with his
idea of my requirements. 'This,' he stated,
!'
firmly, 'is a happy chair
little

" "Take it
miserable.'

away

!'

I

moaned,

'it

makes me
!'

I would welcome details of your salary
increasing plan, together with copy of
"Accountancy, the Profession that
Pays," all without obligation.

Business Management
Business Correspondence

dark, but then most California houses were
dark some years ago. You came in out of
the bright sunshine and felt your way about.
Now the walls are silver-green, the carpet
there are no shutters, and the
is green, too

Speaking

Name
Present Position

Address

" 'But it's exactly right for this room
he'd argue. And I wouldn't have it. Poor
Bill, I felt so sorry for him. But after all, /
have- to live here."
The patient husband knocked on the garden door, pantomimed to indicate his riding
togs, the descending sun, and Helen in her
hostess gown.
"Poor darling !" smiled Helen, "he's playing tennis tonight and I promised to go riding with him before dinner. I must rush
and change. I've already changed four different times today, so three more times will
be good practice Coming, darling !"
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Continued from page 29
senators write their own speeches," Lucy
giggled.
a
"Well, give them a chance once
while," he smiled, in that special way he
had for Lucy. "Remember what happened
with the soldier's bonus when you almost
disrupted the navy by getting old Senator
Whoziz to come out for a sailor's bonus ?"
"Well, I still think it was a good idea."
Lucy pushed back her hair complacently.
"They work so much harder than the soldiers, polishing that brass all the time. And
I was going to get the brass people to pay
the bonus."
"You know it's really a good thing you
weren't around when the constitution was
written," Stephen laughed. "Lord knows
what you'd have done to that!"
"Well, if I had been it wouldn't need so
much work today." Lucy's assurance could

Sensational

let

m

from teeth. /HEN your baby
ing pains, just rub a few drops of Dr.
Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore,
tender, little gums and the pain will
be relieved in one minute.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription of a famous baby specialist, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for over fifty
years. One bottle is usually enough for
one baby for the entire teething period.
suffers

JUST RUB

IT

ON THE GUMS

DR.HANDS
Teething Lotion
Buy Dr. Hand'sfrom your druggist today
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amaze even Stephen who had been married
to her all these years. "Darling, you look
all done in. I'll bet you didn't have a bite
of lunch, did you?"
"I certainly did. I had lunch with the
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president."

What did he say?" Lucy deeagerly. Then as she saw his lips
tighten in that instinctive way they had of
doing when he was keeping things from
her, she rushed on headlong. "Oh, I don't
"Really?

.Sla^P

5,
.

——

manded

SCREENLAND

ONLY

10*

AT LEADING
10< STORES

S&

state secrets, Stephen. What did the
President say about you ? And it was about
you. I know it. He wants you to be nominated as his successor." Her voice softened
to meet the new depth in her eyes. "We've
never talked about it, Stephen
all these
long years, it's been too deep down to talk
about. Whenever anybody's mentioned it,
your being president, I mean, we've just
laughed. We've never really talked about

mean

WONDERFUL FOR

;

DRY, FLAKY SKIN

it."

Stephen reached over then and took her
hand and held it hard in his. "And we never
must talk about it, Lucy," he said quietly.
"Why not?" Suddenly she was trembling,
and now that it had been spoken at last the
dream became almost a reality. "You've
worked, Stephen. You're
the logical
so good."

man and

brilliant.

You're

you're good, Stephen,
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penetrates deep into pores
removes
every particle of dirt. Use it as a deep-pore
cleanser
as a night massage. See if there isn't
a wonderful improvement in your skin
in
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c.eam that lubricates the skin and helps soften
and refine skin texture.
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She had never seemed

so like a child beso defenseless with that superb poise
of hers suddenly gone. He leaned over and
kissed her. "Do you want it so very much,
my dear?" he asked gently.
"Oh, not for myself." There was no mistaking the truth in her words. "It'd be no
treat for me. I know what mother went
through. I want it for you. They need you,

&

Cleansing

NOXZEMA CHEMICAL
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From
man & Katherine
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Cream

complexion. For here at
combination cleansing and night
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Charles
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your beauty

Now it's easy to get a softer,

fore,

Stephen."

"Oh, I think they'll stagger along, even
without me," Stephen smiled. "On the other
hand, I doubt if our guests can. Come on,
darling, let's face them."
The reception was a brilliant one as
Lucy's receptions always were. For besides
the usual climbers that were at all the
parties and the minor diplomats and post
office officials and congressmen's wives that
any hostess could get were the really great
names of Washington circles.
Lucy suppressed a giggle as she saw one
of the lesser guests slip an ash tray in her
purse and blessed Sophy for the forsight
that had made her substitute Woolworth's
for the usual jade smoking sets. She moved
easily among her guests and anyone knowing Lucy knew just how important or unimportant every one present was by the
tilt of her eyebrows or the quirk of her
smile as she spoke to them.
She congratulated herself on sidestepping
Mrs. Creevey and the six million American
women behind her so expertly and smiled
as she realized she could not have turned
the trick so neatly if the six million had
really been there instead of on their president's tongue. And then at last she joined
Stephen and her own little group of intimates in the study.
all
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GUARD AGAINST

was here that Emmy brought
her and Lucy's keen eyes saw
flushed the girl was as she looked at

And

it

Keane

to

how

was going so nicely
with Stephen remembering to compliment
the senator on his speech and Keane looking reverently at the portrait of her grandfather over the fireplace, and Lucy seizing
the man. Everything

the opportunity to tell all her most cherished anecdotes about him.

LINES

AROUND YOUR EYES

As Tom Hardwick came over

to

them

she laughed.

was

just talking about old times, back
poker days. You know," she turned
to Keane, "during his second term Grandpa had the most wonderful cabinet. They
were the best poker players in America."
She stopped suddenly as she saw Sophy's
face almost panicky peering in through the
doorway, and then she saw the reason for
For there was Irene Hibbard, born
it.
"I

in the

Aids in counteracting dry condition of skin
around the eyes which causes wrinkles,
crows-feet, etc. Smooths, softens and refines texture of skin. A rich cream containing the precious vitamin "D".

The

and worst signs of age or fatigue
show their traces more definitely and quickly in the
tender area around the eyes. Eye wrinkles, lined eyelids, crows-feet, puffiness and circles are apt to make
theirappearanceearlyinthis region. These tender and
sensitive skin tissues lose their natural oils much more
quickly than any other facial area.
first

Maybelline Eye Cream, unlike ordinary facial creams,
especially designed for the care and preservation of
the youthful appearance of the skin around the eyes.
The fine, rich blended oils contained n this cream are
highly beneficia )to this area, and there s the added
benefit of "sunshine" element in wonderful vitamin
"D". Start giving your eyes this youthifying treatment today with Maybelline Eye Cream

is

Irene Baker of Ohio, but looking as if she
could be described only in French. Elegant,
soignee, chic, they were all words for Irene.
"Lucy, dear !" Belle almost choked over
her tea as Irene's gushing phrase reached
her, but Lucy was ready for it.
"Irene
How like you to give us this
pleasure."
"I know everybody, don't I ?" Irene's eyes
went quickly over the room, hardening a
little as she saw Keane. "And Gordon!
!"
Well To think of finding you here
"Yes, think of that!" Lucy's smile seemed
devoid of malice. "Won't you sit down,
Irene? You look tired."
"Thank you." Irene settled herself possessively beside Keane. "You're looking

i

!

Introductory sizes obtainable at 10c stores.
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LECHLER'S INSTANTANEOUS HAIR LIGHTENER - the
New Cinema Cream Method. Brightens your hair immediately.

antiseptic white cream, lightens hair only
where applied Not a liquid bleach Does not run to hair ends and
so cannot streak! And LECHLER'S permits you to have a per-
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Get your trial astrology reading. Be ana-/
lyzed by NORVELL, famous astrologer
to the movie stars.The science of astrology is being logically applied to many
of today's baffling problems with great
success. It has helped thousands to find
themselves. Give it a chance to help you.
NORVELL has read the famous movie
stars of Hollywood.. .through the med- ^JW
ium of astrology he has helped them
solve their problems. Send at once
*'
today.. .for your trial astrology reading.
Send only 10c with your birth date and
envelope
to
a self-addressed, stamped

Lucy."
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Arthritic or rheumatic-like pain in the feet or legs; tired, aching feet,
all are symptoms of weak arches
fatigue, sore heels and callouses
Dr. Scholl's Arch Supports relieve pain caused by strain of
the muscles and ligaments by giving a firm uplift. They are
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your friends about

free. If pleased, tell

to

lately,

he?"
"No. Carter's busy. He's writing a mi-

skin, by following easy direejns. Our electrolysis device is

;

be taking an interest in
Lucy smiled guilelessly. "I saw you lunching with old Senator Taylor today. You were having a
wonderful time. I never saw him so captivated. How I envy you, your knack with
older men. That reminds me, how's your
husband? He didn't come with you, did
politics

IN

DIAMOND

this sort of thing,

"You seem

S60 Broadway, Dept. SU-2. New York,

NEW SKIN

which is being mailed absolutely free to readers of this
magazine. So worry no more over your humiliating skin
and complexion or signs of aging if your outer skin looks
soiled and worn. Simply send your name and address and
name the skin blemishes which trouble you most to
MAJtVO BEAUTY LABORATORIES. Dept. X-63. No.
1700 Broadway. New York, N. Y., and you will recejve
this new treatise by return mail in plain wrapper, postpaid
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Lucy. These
People who don't care anything abcut you nor you about them. Politics would simply kill me. But then I'm

have to do

terrible crowds.
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manent wave always!
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Irene rallied after that first tense moment.
"Really, it must be frightful for you to

V
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NORVELL

and absolutely

"Oh, I hope you didn't force the poor
man, Irene. Tea? And crumpets? Of course
they're nothing compared to those your chef
makes." She turned lightly, smiling to
Keane. "Irene has the most wonderful chef,
Gordon. You must go there to tea, sometime. Once."

/
I

. .

For a moment their eyes clashed, then
Lucy laughed.
"Only two pounds."
"But it's becoming," Irene said, her voice
leaving all the room in the world for doubt.
"You know I've been telling Gordon for
weeks that he ought to come here, once. I

knew
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goodbye, everybody." Her triumph included
the whole room. "We just must run. Goodbye, Lucy. You're so fortunate to have a
past, my dear. It gives you something to
talk about."

There was an awful silence as she left.
Lucy defeated It was too much.
"Count ten, Lucy." Belle Hardwick broke
the silence at last. "Count ten before you
!

say a word."

"Tough

Lucy."

luck,

Tom

FOR DUILTEETH
TONIGHT

Hardwick

patted her on the shoulder. "I thought you
had her going for a while there. I would
have put two to one on you. Something's

To make teeth

happened to your footwork."
"Piggy-back!" Lucy exploded. "Did you
hear that What about her picture in one
of those Baker steamers that buttoned up
the back? The nerve of her!"
"Well, what did you expect?" Belle
asked reasonably enough.

my own

in

her

house,

Belle

!"

care dentists advise, tonight.
1. Clean teeth by brushing all surfaces with Forhan's in the usual

Lucy

2.

out

small

year."
"Presidential Keane ?" Lucy was stunned.
"But where does Irene come in?" she persisted. "What's she got to do with it?"
"Everything," Belle assured her. "That

"Keane
fell.

in

the

"But
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White House!" Lucy's
don't see what Irene
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I still

would get out of it?"
Belle's eyes were fixed on

her. "Only
First Lady," she said.
"You're out of your mind, Belle," Lucy
protested, but even as she spoke she saw
that the older woman was right.
But Irene couldn't be first lady. She
couldn't
Not if Lucy could help it. And
Lucy could. For in a flash there came
one of her bright ideas and Lucy acted on
it as she always did. Impulsively and forcefully. She couldn't wait to find Sophy and
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Forhan's Toothpaste was developed by
Dr. R. J. Forhan, eminent dental surgeon, to do both vital jobs clean teeth
and safeguard gums. It contains a special ingredient found in no other toothpaste. End half-way care. Get a tube of
Forhan's today! Also sold in Canada.
FORMULA OF R. J. FORHAN, D. D. S.
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Western crowd would jump through hoops
for her. I tell you I know what I'm talking
about. She's steering him for the White

manner.
Massage gums briskly with

of Forhan's on brush or finger.
Results are amazing! Gums are stimulated, soon teeth gleam.

exasperated hands.
"She came right into my own house and
took him. As if he were flat silver!"
"You're not surprised, are you?" Belle
protested. "You ought to be able to guess
what's back of it. This is a presidential
flung

brilliant,

your smile truly attractive, gums too
must be cared for. You cannot trust to
half-way measures. Begin the two-way

GRAY
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Will the young lady who is unhappy, discouraged
and self-conscious because of complexion blemishes, stop worrying and write AT ONCE for
details of our new, remarkably effective method
of

TAKE NO CHANCES

!

Personality Consultant

Rice Bids.

so sorry.
"I'm afraid Gordon and I have to be going." Irene's smile flashed as she produced
her trump card. "We're driving over into
Maryland to the Hendricks."
"There's plenty of time, isn't there?"
Keane protested. "Mrs. Wayne was going
to show me some old photographs."
"Not really?" Irene's voice rose in her
amusement. "Dragging out the memoirs
again, Lucy? 'My Life and Times in the
White House.' Oh, you can see those any
time, Gordon. Can't he, Lucy? They're always on exhibition. I wouldn't dream of
him missing those photographs With you
in bloomers, playing basketball or riding
piggy-back on dear old Grandpa! Well,

her.

"Now," she had come

to her idea at last.
"If Irene thought her own husband had a
chance to be president, a bigger chance

than Keane, Sophy, what would she do?
She'd stick to him, wouldn't she? You bet
she would."
"Now, Lucy !" Sophy's voice had all the
sharp edges in it that it always had -when
she was frightened of Lucy's ideas.
"But that's what we've got to do, Sophy !"
Lucy laughed triumphantly. "Make Irene
think that Carter's going to be president.
We're going to launch a presidential boom.
For Carter Hibbard! Get it?"
"But they'd never think of picking .Carter,"

Sophy

COVER THEM WITH

"
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"Of course they wouldn't!" Lucy looked
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MINER'/

When

protested.

almost pityingly at her. "That's the whole
point. But we've got to make Irene think
they would. Once she is convinced she'll
never realize that her husband won't have
a chance in a million of being elected or

&
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even nominated. Thank heaven she has no
sense of the ridiculous, otherwise she
would never have married Carter. And I
know how to start it, Sophy. That Mrs.
What's-her-name, that overstuffed dove of
Peace, Purity, and Patriotism. Piggy-back,
eh? She'll wish she were piggy-back before I get through with her!"
It was just toe easy. Lucy could have
laughed that day when she broached the
subject at lunch with Mrs. Creevey and
Mrs. Mason whose husband was a colleague
of Hibbard's. It was really masterly the
way she did it, Lucy congratulated herself,
so subtly that both ladies thought it was
their own idea and that she had nothing
to do with it.
But she hadn't counted on Mrs. Creevey
After all, how could Lucy know that the
club women had the backing of Ellsworth
T. Ganning, whose newspapers zigzagged
across the country in a gigantic chain?
Lucy smiled when she saw Carter Hib'ife everywhere together;
bard and his
and Gordon Keane, deserted by his sponsor
loose ends, did not waste any
now and
time. It was Emmy he turned to. Little,
young, golden-haired, blue-eyed Emmy.
They had gone to the theatre that evening, Lucy and Emmy and Keane, begiving a stag dinner,
cause Stephen w:
and wise Lucy knew how useless a woman
could be at a political dinner. But she
knew something portentous was underway
and she left before the last act to hurry
home.
The men were still in the dining-room
and she went on a restless search for Sophy.

"Gregoravitch !" Something clicked in
Lucy's memory. "Isn't he that prince Irene
was married to ?" She demanded, and then
as Stephen assented her words raced on.
"My dear, you must bring him over right
away. We can't be late at Belle's tonight.
It would be too ungracious. I'll entertain
the Prince with a' nice cocktail while you're
changing and " Her face clouded as
Stephen argued, then she went on briskly
"Nonsense, Stephen. You bring him right
over. You know the torture I've got to go
through tonight and even the condemned
murderer is allowed to choose his last meal.
Well, I choose Gregoravitch!"
Lucy was very gay that evening. All
through dinner her sallies kept everyone
amused, and there wasn't one even Irene
could have taken exception to. Even afterwards, when she had contrived to be alone
with Irene, Lucy was determined to be

It was all going as she had planned it.
Gregoravitch's exaggerated joy and European gallantry when he saw Irene.
"My dear, you'll be so happy," Lucy
broke in. "As I said to the Prince over
cocktails this afternoon, Irene must be told
at once. She'll be delighted. You should be
so grateful, my dear. Few men would do
what the Prince is doing for you."
"My dear," the Prince was smiling
suavely as he turned to Irene, "I suppose
you know that ever since Slavonia became
a part of Trans-Bulgaria we never had an

angelic.

would be nice for you

—

"Well, Irene, feeling excited?" she asked.

-

:

:

-.

better qualified than

now.
Stephen? I

defiant

the President wants him to succeed
He's the obvious man and the right
man. Gordon Keane is out of the running
now, and who else is there, Sophy ? Who

know
him..

else?"
It

was

Tom Hardwick who

told her.

He

sought her out as the men came out of the
dining-room.
"There just seems to be a lot of Hibbard
don't know how it
sympathy, Lucy.
started. You know, Lucy, I wasn't going to
say anything till it came off, but we sort
of had our hearts set on swinging this for
Stephen. Hadn't been for this Hibbard
business we could have done it, too. Even
had the President with us. Then Ganning
crashed through with all these club women
behind him. Gosh
I wish women would
!"
keep out of politics
"So do I," Lucy said quietly, her face a
tragic mask. But she didn't give way to her
tears until she was alone with Sophy.
"How could I, Sophy? How could I have
done it?" she moaned. "That's what I can't
forgive myself. What I've done to Stephen.
But I couldn't have known that Ganning
with all his newspapers would be there
just waiting to pounce on my little personal
joke and turn it into a national campaign!"
It was harder facing Stephen in their
room that night. Stephen so fine and honorable, who was taking it all like the true
sportsman he was and blaming himself for
not making Lucy the First Lady.
It was when Lucy was dressing to go to
the dinner the next evening that Emmy
told her of her engagement to Gordon
Keane. Oh, if she had only left it to foolish

We

!

Emmy to take Keane away from
Irene and his hopes of being President
But how could she have foreseen that ?
Stephen called to say he would be a little
late as Prince Gregoravitch, the new envoy
from Trans-Bulgaria, had arrived, and he
was busy with him.

little
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"And

the Prince thought it
to be able to marry
Carter properly. Just think that all these
years you've been living with Carter Hibbard without being married to him, though
why you should want to I haven't any idea.
Of course it's a technicality but wait until
the opposition papers come out with the
dates and names and places. After that
nothing will matter. Because if a man is
going to run as President of the United
States there mustn't be even a whisper
about him or his wife."
"You you're nothing but a dirty politician!" Irene managed to say at last in
a strangled voice, and Lucy laughed lightly.
"You bet I am, or you'd be in the White
said quickly

:

gay and carefree and

quietly.
is

So

House !"
Lucy had never seemed more

were dancing with excitement. "You know
what I think?"
"I know what you hope," Sophy said

"And why not?" Lucy was

treaty with the United States.

tomorrow when we will recognize your
laws and you will recognize ours, ma chere,
you will be free. Free at last of our marriage, my dear. For tomorrow our divorce
will become legal in America."
Irene stared at him speechlessly. Lucy
that

—

"I'd give my eye-teeth to know what
they're talking about in there." Her eyes

"Who

official

Lynn Gilbert, above, has turned from
writing fiction to acting in films.

"Not particularly." Irene managed to
achieve just the right degree of boredom.
"Although I must say it's a real challenge,
a challenge to any woman. Because I don't
think the White House has ever been done
properly, do you? Oh, I don't mean anyreflection, my dear. Of course you won't be
remaining in Washington. And Stephen
too. Freed from the pressure of public life.
I do hope he'll find something to interest
him. But really I don't know what we're
going to do without you. It'll be like Washington without the monument, because to
most people you have become a monument."
"Why, that's sweet of you, Irene," Lucy
said with dangerous sugar in her voice.
"It'll be so rest ful for you just to be
nobody," Irene smiled. "Where you can do
anything you like without having it matter.
Where every time anyone says anything
witty it won't be attributed to you. Unjustly,

of course."

"How

put it." Lucy
looked at her wrist watch. "Didn't I hear
the doorbell?" she asked. "A man has to
see Stephen on business and I suggested
he stop by for us. It's Prince Gregora-

charmingly

vitch."
Irene's

you

dismay was solace to her wounded
and when the Prince was ushered
in she tried to keep the wild triumph from
her eyes. She had schemed again but this
time it was different. This time it was gospirits

ing to be

all

right.

like a child,
guileless, than when

she offered her regrets when Carter Hibbard after a hurried consultation with his
wife withdrew his candidacy for President.
"But this is monstrous!" Ganning remonstrated after Hibbard had left. "What are
we going to do ?"
"Well, it does sort of leave you out on
a limb, doesn't it ?" Hardwick drawled. "A
king maker and no king. But you know
perfectly well what we're going to do.
There's your candidate right there !" And
he pointed to Stephen.
Lucy had never been so happy or so
proud as Stephen in his calm gracious way
accepted the nomination. Afterwards, alone
in their room, she leaned over toward
Stephen's bed and whispered, "All this has
taught me a great lesson. I'm through
fancying myself as the great politician. I'm
going to be like Granny Chase and confine
my activities to opening bazaars and arranging spittoons and never, never again
will I meddle in
" she stopped suddenly
and thought hard for a moment.
"Stephen! Nebraska's a doubtful state
isn't it?" Then as Stephen listened apprehensively, "Senator Gough's Nebraska, isn't
he ? Oh, dear, I wish I'd been more gracious to his monstrous wife. You know,
Stephen, the one with teeth like the keyboard of a spinnet It mightn't be a bad

—

!

plan for us to visit Nebraska this Summer,
theoretically on a holiday, of course, and
we could stop over in Chicago and Omaha,
old Sam Blodgett's frightfully influential
there, and if I could just flatter him enough
and listen to the endless tales of his particularly dreary boyhood
Stephen smiled in the darkness. She was
at it again, planning, scheming, the same
old incorrigible Lucy. He reached out for
her hand and held it against his cheek for
a moment. Funny how much he loved her,
even now after all these years of marriage.
There was something almost like a prayer
in his heart, a prayer of thankfulness that
at last he had been able to give her the
thing she wanted above everything else.

—

For

he,

Stephen Wayne, was making Lucy

the First

Lady

of all the land
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